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DISCLAIMER

The information in this document has been funded wholly or in part
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under assistance
agreement number CR-81071S to National Water Well Association. It has
been subjected to the Agency's peer and administrative review, and it has
been approved for publication as an EPA document. Mention of trade names
or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation
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FOREWORD

The Environmental Protection Agency was established to coordinate
administration of the major Federal programs designed to protect the quality
of our environment.

An important part of the Agency's effort involves the search for
information about environmental problems, management techniques and new
technologies through which optimum use of the Nation's land and water
resources can be assured and the threat pollution poses to the welfare of
the American people can be minimized.

EPA's Office of Research and Development conducts this search through
a nationwide network of research facilities.

I

As one of the facilities, the Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research
Laboratory is the Agency's center of expertise for investigation of the
soil and subsurface environment. Personnel at the Laboratory are responsible
for management of research programs to: (a) determine the fate, transport
and transformation rates of pollutants in the soil, the unsaturated zone and
the saturated zones of the subsurface environment; (b) define the processes
to be used in characterizing the soil and subsurface environment as a receptor
of pollutants; (c) develop techniques for predicting the effect of pollutants
on grond water, soil and indigenous organisms; and (d) define and demonstrate
the applicability and limitations of using natural processes, indigenous to
the soil and subsurface environment, for the protection of this resource.

This report contributes to that knowledge which is essential in order
for EPA to establish and enforce pollution control standards which are
reasonable, cost effective and provide adequate environmental protection for
the American public.

Clinton W. Hall, Director
Robert S. Kerr Environmental

Research Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

A methodology is described that will allow the pollution potential of any
hydrogeologic setting to be systematically evaluated anywhere in the United
States. The system has two major portions: the designation of mappable units,
termed hydrogeologic settings, and the superposition of a relative rating
system called DRASTIC.

Hydrogeologic settings form the basis of the system and incorporate the
major hydrogeologic factors which affect and control ground-water movement
including depth to water, net recharge, aquifer media, soil media, topography,
impact of the vadose zone media and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer.
These factors, which form the acronym DRASTIC, are incorporated into a relative
ranking scheme that uses a combination of weights and ratings to produce a
numerical value called the DRASTIC Index.

Hydrogeologic settings are combined with DRASTIC Indexes to create units
which can be graphically displayed on a map. The application of the system to
10 hydrogeo10gica11y variable counties resulted in maps with symbols and colors
which illustrate areas of ground-water contamination vulnerability. The system
optimizes the use of existing data to rank areas with respect to pollution
p0 tential to help direct investigations and resource expenditures and to
pi Loritize protection, monitoring and clean-up efforts.

This report was submitted in partial fulfillment of Contract No.
Ck-81071S-01 by the National Water Well Association under the sponsorship of
the Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Laboratory, Ada, Oklahoma. This
report covers a period from October, 1983 to March, 1987, and work was
completed as of April, 1987.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The purpose of this project is to create a methodology that will permit
the ground-water pollution potential of any hydrogeologic setting to be
systematically evaluated with existing information anyWhere in the United
States. Pollution potential is a combination of hydrogeologic factors,
anthropogenic influences and sources of contamination in any given area. This
methodology has been designed to include only the hydrogeologic factors which
influence pollu~ {on potential.

This document has been prepared to assist planners, managers and
administrators in the task of evaluating the relative vulnerability of areas to
ground-~ter contamination from various sources of pollution. Once this
evaluation is complete, it can be used to help direct resources and land-use
activities to the appropriate areas. The methodology may also assist in
helping to prioritize protection, monitoring or clean-up efforts. This
document will also be useful to industry personnel who desire to understand the
relationship between various practices and the ground-~'ater pollution potential
associated with them and to university personnel who teach the fundamentals of
hydrogeology and ground-water contamination. It has been assumed that the
reader has only a basic knowledge of hydrogeology and the processes which
govern ground-water contamination. However, the greater the hydrogeologic
experience of the user, the more useful the system will become because the
system can expand to be beneficial at any level of expertise. This report is
neither designed nor intended to replace on-site inspections, or specifically
to site any type of facility or practice. Rather, it is intended to provide a
basis for comparative evaluation of areas with respect to potential for
pollution of ground water.

The scope of this project includes not only the development of a
standardized system for evaluating pollution potential, but also the creation
of a system which can be readily displayed on maps. For purposes of relative
evaluation, a system has been designed which produces a numerical rating. For
purposes of mapping, the United States has been divided into hydrogeologic
settings. These settings incorporate the many hydrogeologic factors which will
influence the vulnerability of that setting to ground-water pollution. The
settings have been chosen to represent areas larger than 100 acres in size,
thereby limiting the system to use as a screening tool and not as a site
assessment methodology. The two portions of the system may be used separately
or combined for more in-depth evaluation. Individuals without specific
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geologic or hydrogeologic expertise can effectively use the numerical rating
portion of the document, but may desire assistance when producing a pollution
potential map. Professional hydrogeologic expertise greatly enhances and
facilitates the application of the methodology particularly in locating,
evaluating and estimating parameter values.

The scope of this project did not include producing pollution potential
maps of the entire United States. Rather, a set of demonstration maps were
prepared to 1) demonstrate the use of the rating system and 2) show how the
system could display the information on a map for ease of use and reference.
Ten widely hydrogeologically varied counties across the United States were
selected as part of the testing and delIDnstration portion of the project
including:

1) Cumberland County, Maine,
2) Finney County, Kansas,
3) Gillespie County, Texas,
4) Greenville County, South Carolina,
5) Lake County, Florida,
6) Minidoka County, Idaho,
7) New Castle County, Delaware,
8) Pierce County, Washington,
9) Portage County, Wisconsin, and

~O) Yolo County, California.

These counties were chosen to represent both rural and urban areas and to
exemplify both an abudance and scarcity of available hydrogeologic data.

In the formulation of this document an attempt was made to try to
assimilate the thought processes of knowledgable professional hydrogeologists
when evaluating the ground-water pollution potential of any area. From this
thought process a simple-to-use and easy-to-understand methodology has been
developed. It is important to remember that this document is intended to be
used as a screening tool and is not intended to replace the need for
professional expertise and field work in assessing the pollution potential in
specific areas.

The system has been designed to use information Which is available through
a variety of sources. Information on the parameters including the depth to
~ter in an area, net recharge, aquifer media, soil media, general topography
or slope, vadose zone media and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is
necessary to evaluate the ground-water pollution potential of any area using
hydrogeologic settings. Although much of this information is available in
existing reports, some might require estimation. In addition to existing
reports and data, estimates for parameters can usually be obtained from experts
employed by the United States Geological Survey, state geological surveys, Soil
Conservation Service, colleges and universities, professional hydrogeologic
consultants and other qualified individuals. In choosing parameters for which
information is already available in some form, this system does not include
many parameters and types of information which would be available from a more
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detailed site investigation. Therefore t it is important to realize that this
document provides only a general) broad assessment to be used to evaluate areas
for potential pollution.

To help illustrate two potential uses of this document t examples have been
included: 1) When a professional hydrogeologist is asked to recommend the most
hydrogeologically acceptable setting for municipal waste disposal in a county
area t he begins by reviewing many types of different information. From the
information t he immediately rejects settings which are obviously unsuitable and
continues to narrow his focus until a number of the most promising areas are
identified. He will usually then recommend that more detailed information be
obtained and/or site investigations be made on the most promising areas before
any type of further action is taken. This is analogous to the purpose of this
document. It provides the user with an idea of where to direct resources for
further evaluation. 2) When state or local administrators have limited
resources available to devote to ground-water protection, they are forced to
focus these resources in certain areas. The system presented in this document
helps identify areas which are more or less vulnerable than others to
contamination. This delineation allows administrators to direct their
resources to those more vulnerable areas most critical to the management
problems thereby making the most of the limited resources which are available.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

With the scope of the project in mind it is necessary to understand the
im~rtance of this document. Ground ~ter is clearly regar{ ,; to be one of our
nation's most valuable resources. Americans have long depended on ground water
for many uses, but the primary use has been as a source of dr:.nking water.
Over 90 percent of the nation's public water supplies obtain their source water
from ground water (Lappenbusch, 1984). Additionally, 97 percent of the water
needs for domestic use in rural areas is served by ground-water resources
(Solley et al.) 1983).

National reliance on ground water has increased dramatically over the past
20 years. In the last 10 years alone t ground-water use has increased almost 30
percent while surface water withdrawals have increased only 15 percent (Solley
et al.) 1983). It is anticipated that the nation's reliance on ground water
will continue to increase as demand for water increases in the future.

Concomitant with our reliance on ground water has come the need to protect
our ground-water resources from contamination. Although contamination due to
man has occurred for centuries) only in the past few years has the nation
become aware of the dangers of ground-water contamination and of the many ways
in which ground water can become contaminated. Moreover, in recent decades,
the diversity of potential pollutants produced and used by man has increased
dramatically. Since 1974, the Congress of the United States has been making an
attempt to protect the nation's ground-water resources through legislation.
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) (Public Law 93-523) as first passed in
December, 1974 and amended in 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980, 1984 and 1986 mandated
the establishment of drinking ~ter standards to protect the public health,
established the underground injection control (UIC) program to protect
underground sources of drinking ~ter from subsurface injection of llIBstes
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through wells, and established the Sole-Source Aquifer program. The Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (Public Law 94-580), as first passed in
October, 1976 and amended in 1978, 1980, 1982, 1984 and 1986, is the
legislation which controls the management and disposal of solid and hazardous
waste in such a manner that ground water will not be contaminated. RCRA also
mandated the establishment of an underground storage tank program which will
address leak detection, prevention, monitoring and corrective action. The
amended Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) (Public Law
92-516) as first passed in October, 1972 and amended in 1975, 1978, 1980 and
1983 allows EPA to prohibit or mitigate ground-water contamination by
pesticides by denying registrations, by modifying application methods and
through cancellations and suspensions of pesticide registrations. FlFRA also
explicitly requires EPA to monitor environmental pollution. The Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA) (Public Law 94-469), signed into law in October,
1976, and amended in 1981 has no direct impact on ground-water protection, but
has the potential to be used as a mechanism in ground-water protection because
the act provides EPA with the power to regulate the use and manufacture of
specific chemicals, some of which may pose ground water contamination
potential. The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) (Public Law
95-87) as first passed in August, 1977 and amended in 1978, 1980, 1982 and
1984, is the legislation which controls environmental impacts resulting from
all mining activities. By establishing standards for these facilities, ground
water may once again be protected. Finally the Comprehensive Emergency
Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) (Public Law 96-510), also
known as "Superfund" was passed in December, 1980 and amended in October, 1986.
This law provides a mechanism for the clean-up of ground water which has been
contaminated at abandoned hazardous waste sites. A more complete discussion of
these acts and their provisions which relate to ground water is given by Lehr,
et al. (1984). This host of legislative measures has sought to he~p prevent
the pollution of ground water in the future and to help mitigate some of the
problems which have been created in the past.

Because prevention is the key to helping ensure that future practices do
not result in ground-water contamination, it is now more impOrtant than ever to
use planning and management tools to help recognize the places where certain
activities pose a higher risk. This document addresses this need by prOViding
an approach which can be used to help direct resources to protect ground water
for future generations.

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

One of the fundamental needs of any natural science is the development of
an effective system to group similar entities into categories. Well
established systems exist in the fields of botany, geology and many other
sciences (Joel, 1926). These systems permit an appropriately trained person to
gain certain insight about an entity simply by knowing the appropriate category
in which it is grouped.

This systematic and logical way of imposing an artificial system on
natural entities has long been used in the field of geology also. For example,
rocks have been classified according to origin and minerals grouped according
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to crystal systems. However. as a science expands and changes. so must the
types of systems used to describe those characteristics which need to be
studied. The field of hydrogeology is one area of geology which has only been
overtly recognized since the term was coined by Lucas in 1879 (Davis and
Dewiest, 1966). Since that time hydrogeology has expanded, from a discipline
devoted to water occurrence an~ availability, to include the broad aspect of
water quality and solute chemistry. Definition of water quality is fundamental
to the protection of the ground-water resource from pollution.

The idea of an organized way to describe ground-water systems is not new.
Meinzer (1923) prepared a small-scale map of the United States showing general
ground-water provinces. Thomas (1952) and Heath (1984) prepared similar but
more detailed maps and descriptions which grouped aquifers mainly on their
water bearing characteristics within certain geographic areas. Blank and
Schroeder (1973) attempted to classify aquifers based on the properties of
rocks which affect ground water. Of all these systems, geographic ones have
been more widely accepted as ways to describe the quantity of water which is
available in various regions.

SOME EXISTING SYSTEMS WHICH EVALUATE GROUND-WATER POLLUTION POTENTIAL

Within the last twenty years the need to expand these systems or to create
a new system to address ground-water quality has become evident. Many
different systems have been developed to address site selection for waste
disposal facilities such as sanitary landfills or liquid waste ponds. Among
these. the LeGrand System (LeGrand, 1983) and the modified version used by the
U.S. EPA in the Surface Impoundment Assessment (SIA) are probably the most well
known. The LeGrand system uses numerical weighting to evaluate grouni-water
pollution potential from a given waste disposal site. By evaluating the site
through a series of four stages, a description of the hydrogeology of the site,
the relative aquifer sensitivity combined with the contaminant severity. the
natural pollution potential presented at that site, and the engineering
modifications which might change that potential are all evaluated.

The LeGrand system presupposes only a limited technical knowledge but
encourages the user to become familiar with the concepts presented in the
manual so that skilled judgements can be made in the subjective portion of the
system. The similarities between sites are emphasized and the uniqueness of
each site is downp1ayed.

The U.S. EPA methodology (U.S. EPA, 1983) uses the basic LeGrand System to
define the hydrogeologic framework. but modifies the system to place emphasis
on establishing a monitoring priority for the facility. Once the hydrogeologic
characteristics have been rated, a table is used to define the monitoring
priority. This priority may be adjusted by the rater using prescribed
techniques. Once again only a limited technical knowledge is presupposed.

Other systems have been designed to tailor the results to more specific
purposes. Thornthwaite and Mather (1957) and Fenn et ale (1975) developed
water-balance methods to predict the leachate generation at solid waste
disposal sites. This approach is based on the premise that by knowing the
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amount of infiltration into the landfill and the design of the cell, the
leachate quantity for the landfill can be determined. The system is intended
as a tool to be used by engineers in the early design phase of a facility.

Gibb et al., (1983) devised a rating scheme to establish priorities for
existing waste disposal sites with respect to their threat to human health via
ground water. By ranking the site through four factors, 1) health risk of the
waste and handling mode, 2) population at risk, 3) proximity to wells or
aquifers, and 4) susceptibility of aquifers, a number that ranges from 0-100
was used to display the relative risk. The system was used in a specific
2-county assessment by technically qualified individuals.

Another rating scheme, developed by the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources (1983), is designed to rank large numbers of sites in terms of risk
of environmental contamination. By evaluating the five categories: 1) release
potential, 2) environmental exposure, 3) targets, 4) chemical hazard and 5)
existing exposure, the user obtains a number ranging from 0 to 2000 points
which evaluates the relative hazard of that site with respect to other sites in
Michigan.

Hutchinson and Hoffman (1983) developed a rating system used by the New
Jersey Geological Survey to prioritize ground-water pollution sites. By first
evaluating the site geology using eleven separate factors and then evaluating
the waste characteristics using eight criteria, the user generates separate
scores which can then be combined to obtain a total site score. The scores
range from 0 to 100 with high scores depicting a high degree of hazard.

Seller and Canter (1980) evaluated seven empirical methods to deter~ine

their usefulness in predicting the ground-water pollution effects of a wa3te
disposal facility at a particular site. The methods they reviewed included
rating schemes, a decision tree approach, a matrix and a criteria-listing
method. They determined that each method took into account the natural
conditions and facility design and construction, but that each method was best
applied to the specific situation for which it was designed.

Since the first draft of this document was published in May, 1985 other
rating systems have been developed which attempt to assess ground water
vulnerability. The U.S. EPA (1986a) developed statutory interpretive guidance
for hazardous waste land treatment, storage and disposal facilities which
includes a section for determining ground-water vulnerability at hazardous
waste facilities regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). By evaluating three parameters: 1) hydraulic conductivity, 2)
hydraulic gradient and 3) effective porosity, the user calculates a time of
travel (TOT) of a contaminant along a lOa-foot flow line originating at the
base of the hazardous waste management unit. Sites with a TOT of 100 years or
less are considered vulnerable and typically trigger more detailed site
assessments.

The United States Air Force has developed a rating model to establish
priorities for further environmental action at air force bases
(Engineering-Science, 1985). The model uses information which is typically
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gathered during the record search phase of the Installation Restoration Program
and includes an evaluation in three main areas: 1) possible receptors of
contamination, 2) the waste characteristics anp 3) potential pathways for waste
contaminant migration. The result is single number which can be adjusted to
account for any efforts to contain the contaminants.

i
This brief review of selected existing systems reveals that there are a

number of methods that can be applied to site specific situations or to
evaluation of the pollution potential of existing sites. However, a planning
tool is needed for application to broader geographic areas before the
site-specific methods are employed. The system must: 1) function as a
management tool, 2) be simple and easy-to-use, 3) utilize available information
and 4) be able to be used by individuals with diverse backgrounds and levels of
expertise. This document contains a system which attempts to meet these needs
and to provide the planning tool necessary before site specific evaluations.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DOCUMENT

This document contains seven sections and thirteen supporting appendices.
Each section and Appendices A through C contain a reference section. A
complete list of references can be found immediately following Section 7.
Section 2, Development of the System and Overview, provides a description of
the process used to develop the methodology, including the potential uses of
the system, the fundamental parts of the methodology, the designation of
mappable units and the numerical ranking scheme. Section 3, DRASTIC: A
Description of the Factors, explains those factors which most significantly
influence ground-water pollution potential and the assumptions fundamental to
the methodology. This section also discusses the relationship between
hydrogeology and the effects of ground-water contamination, and details the use
of the numerical ranking scheme to adequately portray the ground-water
pollution potential. Section 4, How to Use Hydrogeologic Settings and DRASTIC,
illustrates in greater detail how hydrogeologic settings are combined with the
relative rating scheme to determine the ground-water pollution potential of an
area. This section also explains how to evaluate the special condition of
confined aquifers, use media ranges and acknowledge the presence of single
factor overrides. Section 5, Application of DRASTIC to Maps, describes the
stepwise process used to produce a completed DRASTIC map from the initial data
collection to the printing of a .final map using the National Color Code. This
section also includes an explanation of how the system was applied in 10
hydrogeologically variable counties. Section 6, Impact - Risk Factors,
discusses the influence of other parameters that may need to be considered in
addition to the DRASTIC Index when evaluating the ground-water pollution
potential in an area. Section 7, Hydrogeologic Settings of the United States
by Ground-Water Regions, contains an annotated description, a geographic
location map and an illustration of the major hydrogeologic features of each
ground-water region. Descriptidns, illustrations and example charts are also
included for each hydrogeologic setting.

i
Also included within DRASTlC are Appendices A through M. Appendix A

discusses the various processes and properties which affect contaminant fate
and transport. Appendix B reviews the physical and chemical characteristics of
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contaminants and associated reactions in the environment. Appendix C discusses
the sources of ground-water contamination and related impacts on ground-water
quality. Appendices D through M contain detailed pollution potential maps
produced using the methodology. The 10 demonstration maps of counties contain
hydrogeologic setting designations and individual DRASTiC Index computations.
Charts immediately follow each map and include the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the system for computing the DRASTIC Index.
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SECTION 2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM AND OVERVIEW

DEVELOPING DRASTIC

The focus of this project is to create a system which can be used to
evaluate the ground water pollution potential of any area in the United States.
At the inception of the project, the far-reaching implications of a
standardized system for evaluating ground-water pollution potential were
realized, and a broadly-based, highly qualified technical advisory committee
was assembled to assist with this effort. Through the direction and help of
many, and discussion of opinions and suggestions, this system has evolved to
represent a compromise approach. Further reference to the role of the
committee will be made in the section discussing the development of the DkASTIC
Index. A list of committee members can be found in the acknowledgement
section.

The committee was charged with helping to develop a system capable of
generalizing the pollution potential for any area 100 acres or larger. Because
pollutants vary widely in their mobility and attenuation characteristics, it
was necessary to choose a generic pollutant for discussion purposes. The
concepts of the system were developed assuming the use of a pollutant having
the mobility of water that is introduced at the surface, and carried towards
the ground water by recharge from precipitation. The original inception of a
pollution potential system incorporated only the evaluation of unconfined
aquifers. However, during the course of system development, it became
desirable to adapt the methodology for use in confined aquifer situations. To
accommodate confined conditions, basic parameter definitions must be modified
according to the discussion in Section 4, How to Evaluate Confined Aquifers. A
discussion of the parameters and the alterations is also found in Section 3.
Further, the system does not easily address the case of semi-confined or leaky
aquifer conditions. Proper evaluation of leaky aquifers requires the user to
select either confined or unconfined conditions and modify those conditions
within the bounds of the system with consideration of hydrogeology and the
purpose of the assessment.

POTENTIAL USES

Upon firm recognition of these assumptions, the user may begin to attellipt
to make full use of the system. The user must also remember that the
methodology is neither designed nor intended to replace on-site investigations
or to specifically site any type of facility or practice. DRASTIC does not
reflect the suitability of a site for waste disposal or land use activities.
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The suitability of a waste disposal site is based not only on the ground water
pollution potential of an area, but also on other design criteria. DRASTIC
provides the user with a measure of relative ground-water vulnerability to
pollution and therefore, may be one of many criteria used in siting decisions,
but should not be the sole criteria. An example of the correct use of DRASTIC
would be to use the system as a ~reening tool or hydrogeologic zoning map to
ascertain whether such a facility is/may be sited in an area which is generally
vulnerable to the release of contaminants at the surface. Thus the area around
the facility might be the focus of a region where DRASTIC is determined. High
mASTIC ~ores would indicate that the site is located in a generally sensitive
or vulnerable area. An additional site specific evaluation would still be
necessary for determining site suitability for ~ste disposal or land use
activities. The primary charge of DRASTIC is to provide assistance in resource
allocation and prioritization of many types of ground-water related activites
as well as to provide a practical educational tool.

Many other beneficial applications of DRASTIC have also been recognized.
For example, DRASTIC may be used for preventative purposes through the
prioritization of areas where ground-water protection is critical. The system
may also be used to identify areas where special attention, or protection
efforts are warranted. For example, DRASTIC might be used as part of a
strategy to identify areas where either additional or less stringent protection
measures during underground storage tank replacement are advisable. DRASTIC
coupled with other factors such as application methods may help delineate areas
where pesticides may pose a greater threat to ground water.

Another application of DRASTIC includes the prioritization of areas for
monitoring purposes. In this situation a denser monitoring system might be
installed in areas where pollution potential is higher and land use suggests a
potential source. The efficient allocation of resources for clean-up and
restoration efforts after contamination has occured is one more possible use of
DRASTIC. Although mASTIC cannot be used to identify areas where pollution has
occurred. it may be desirable to focus clean-up efforts in those areas with the
highest pollution poten~ia1. In other situations mASTIC might be better used
to point out special hydrogeologic characteristics which would generally
influence clean-up ef forts. For example, knowledge that the general depth to
water was 50 to 75 feet would rule out the use of a suction lift pump in
remediation efforts.

DRASTIC may be employed in the evaluation of land use activities with
respect to the development of pollution liability insurance and assessment of
the economic impacts of disposal costs in highly vulnerable areas. The
methodology may be used as a textbook in university courses to teach the
fundamentals of pollution potential and resource protection. Finally. DRASTIC
may be used to identify data gaps which affect pollution potential assessment.
For example, justification could be provided for further reconnaissance of the
hydrogeologic parameter which would subsequently form a better data base for
future resource assessments or another DRASTIC analysis.

12
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As with any model or classificiation scheme, it is possible to enter
inaccurate or erroneous data which affect the reliability of the results. It
is also possible to extend the system beyond "the intended use of the
methodology. For example, the use of DRASTIC to determine the vulnerability of
ground water to pollution by an injection well is an inappropriate use of the
methodology. By directly injecting the contaminant into the aquifer, the
opportunity for the pollutant to be attenuated by the physical factors included
in DRASTIC are removed. Any use of DRASTIC as the only assessment for siting a
waste disposal or land use activity is also an inappropriate use of the system.
For example, DRASTIC might be used as the preliminary screening tool to
indicate the relative vulnerability of ground water to pollution in an area.
However, the methodology would only be one phase of the actual site selection
process because it is oftentimes necessary to consider many other factors in
addition to ground-water vulnerability when siting a practice or facility.
Another inappropriate use of DRASTIC would be to specifically site a municipal
well in a wellfield located in a fractured bedrock area. The methodology might
be one tool used to indicate relative ground-water pollution potential, but
siting of the actual wells would need to be made based on fracture trace
analysis and other considerations.

In summary, in all of the potential applications, DRASTIC cannot be used
to replace site specific investi~tions or to preclude the consideration of
particular factors which may be important at a site by a professional
hydrogeologist. While DRASTIC can be a very useful tool, the further the
application strays from the assumptions inherent in the methodology, the
greater the likelihood of problems with resultant accuracy.

THE SYSTEM

The system presented herein has two major portions: the designation of
mappable units, termed hydrogeologic settings; and the application of a scheme
for relative ranking of hydrogeologic parameters, called DRASTIC, which helps
the user evaluate the relative ground-water pollution potential of any
hydrogeologic setting. Although the two parts of the system are interrelated,
they are discussed separately in a logical progression.

HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS

This document has been prepared using the concept of hydrogeologic
settings. A hydrogeologic setting is a composite description of all the major
geologic and hydrologic factors which affect and control ground-water movement
into, through and out of an area. It is defined as a mappable unit with common
hydrogeologic characteristics, and as a consequence, common vulnerability to
contamination by introduced pollutants. From these factors it is possible to
make generalizations about both ground-water availability and ground-water
pollution potential.

In order to assist users who may have a limited knowledge of hydrogeology,
the entire standardized system for evaluating ground-water pollution potential
has been developed within the framework of an existing classification system of
ground-water regions of the United States. Heath (1984) divided the United
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States into 15 ground-water regions based on the features in a ground-water
system which af fect the occurrence and ava ilabili ty of ground wate r (Figure 1).
These regions include:

1. Western Mountain Ranges
2. Alluvial Basins
3. Columbia Lava Plateau
4. Colorado P1.8teau and Wyoming Basin
5. High Plains
6. Nonglaciated Central Region
7. Glaciated Central Region
8. Pi edIOOn t and Blue Ridge
9. Northeast and Superior Uplands

10. Atlant ic and Gulf Coastal Plain
11. Southeast Coastal Plain
12. Alluvial Valleys
13. Hawaiian Islands
14. Alaska
15. Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands

Region 12, Alluvial Valleys is "distributed" throughout the United States.

For the purposes of the present system, Region 12 (Alluvial Valleys) has
been reincorporated into each of the other regions and Region 15 (Puerto Rico
and Virgin Islands) has been omitted. Since the factors which influence
ground-water occurrence and availability also influence the pollution potential
of an area, this regional framework is used to help familiarize the user with
the basic hydrogeologic features of the region. An annotated description of
each of the regions and the significant hydrogeologic factors are included in
Section 7, Hydrogeologic Settings of the United States by Ground-Water Regions.

Because pollution potential cannot be determined on a regional scale,
smaller "hydrogeologic se ttings" were developed wi thin each of the regions
de scr ibed by Heath (1984). These hydrogeologic settings create \Ili ts which are
mappable and, at the same time, permit further delineation of the factors which
affect pollution potential.

Each hydrogeologic setting is described in a written narrative section and
illustrated in a block diagram. Figure 2 shows the format which is used
throughout the document. The descriptions are used to help orient the user to
typical geologic and hydrologic configurations which are found in each region
and to help focus attention on significant parameters which are important in
pollution potential assessment. The block diagram enables the user to
visualize the described setting by indicating its geology, geomorphology and
hydrogeology.

A set of hydrogeologic settings has been developed for each region. The
document is designed so that once the broad geographic area is located the user
does not have to refer to other hydrogeologic settings in other regions. This
means that similar hydrogeologic settings may appear more than once in the
document, but that they have been tailored to reflect the typical hydrogeologic
conditions within each individual region.

14
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HAWAII

(12C) Volcanic Uplands

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderately rolling
topography, at medium elevations, and rich, dark, soils developed from the
basaltic bedrock. The soils are permeable, rainfall is high, and recharge
is high. Bedrock is composed primarily of alternating extrusive basaltic
lava flows and interlayered weathered zones formed between flows. Ground
water occurs at moderate to deep depths, and aquifer yield is controlled by
fracture zones, vesicular zones (both primarily cooling features) and the
inter-flow weathered zones. Hydraulic conductivity is high. As with other
settings in Hawaii, heavy pumping stresses often result in salt-water
intrusion. This is a reflection of the fact that each island is surrounded
by and underlain by salt water, with the fresh water occurring in a
lenticular body that floats on the salt water. Ground water yield is
therefore limited quite specifically to the amount of water recharged
annually.

Figure 2. Format of hydrogeologic setting.
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DRASTIC

Inherent in each hydrogeologic setting are the physical characteristics
which affect the ground-water pollution potential. A wide range of technical
positions was considered regarding the relative importance of the many physical
characteristics that affect pollution potential. Factors including aquifer
chemistry, temperature, transmissivity, tortuosity, gaseous phase transport and
others were evaluated. The availability of mappable data has also been
considered. As a result of this evaluation, the most important mappable
factors that control the ground-water pollution potential were determined to
be:

D - Depth to Water
R - (Ne t) Recha rge
A - Aquifer Media
S - Soil Media
T - Topography (Slope)
I - Impact of the Vadose Zone Media
C - Conductivity (Hydraulic) of the Aquifer

These factors have been arranged to form the acronym, DRASTIC for ease of
reference. A complete de scription of the important mechanisms cons idered
within each factor and a description of the significance of the factor are
included in Section 3, DRASTIC: A De scription of the Factors. While this list
is not all inclusive, these factors, in combination, were determined to include
the basic requirements needed to assess the general pollution potential of each
hydrogeologic setting. The DRASTIC factors represent measurable parameters for
which data are generally available from a variety of sources witlout detailed
reconnaissance. Sources of this information are listed in Table 1.

A numerical ranking system to assess ground-water pollution potential in
hydrogeologic settings has been devised using the DRAST~C factors. The system
contains three significant parts: weights, ranges and ratings. A description
of the technique used for weights and ratings can be found in Dee et a1.,
(1973).

1) Weights

Each DRASTIC factor has been evaluated with respect to the other to
determine the relative importance of each factor. Each DRASTIC factor has been
assigned a relative weight ranging from 1 to 5 (Table 2). The most significant
factors have weights of 5; the least significant, a weight of 1. This exercise
was accomplished by the committee using a Delphi (consensus) approach. These
we ight s are a constan t and may not be changed. A second we ight has been
assigned to reflect the agricultural usage of pesticides (Table 3). These
weights are also constants and cannot be changed. A description of the usage
of this second system can be found in Section 2 under the heading, "Pesticide
DRASTIC" •
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TABLE 1. SOURCES OF HYDROGEOLOGIC INFORMATION

Depth to Impact of the Hydraulic Conductivity
Source Water Net Recharge Aquifer Media Soil Media ~opography Vadose Media of the Aquifer

U S Geological Survey X X X X X X

State Geological Surveys X X X X X

State Department of Natural/Water Resources X X X X X

U S Department of Agriculture-Soil Conservation Service X X X

State Department of Environmental Protection X X X X X

Clean Water Act "208" and other RegIOnal Planning
Authorities X X X X X

County and Regional Water Supply Agencies and
Companies (private water suppliers) ~ X X X

Private Consulting Firms (hydrogeologic, engineering) X X X X

Related Industry Studies (mining, well drilling,
quarrying. etc) X X X

Professional ASSOCiations
(Geological Society of America,
National Water Well ASSOCiation.
American Geophysical UnIOn) X X X X X

Local Colleges and Universities
(Departments of Geology, Earth SCiences,
CIvil Engineering X X X X X

Other Federal/State Agencies
(Army Corps of Engineers. National Oceanic
and AtmospheriC Administration) X X X X



TABLE 2. ASSIGNED WEIGHTS FOR
DRASTIC FEATURES

Feature

Depth to Water

Net Recharge

Aquifer Media

SOIl Media

Topography

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Weight

5

4

3

2

5

3

TABLE 3. ASSIGNED WEIGHTS FOR PESTICIDE
DRASTIC FEATURES

Feature

Depth to Water

Net Recharge

Aquifer Media

SOil Media

Topography

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

19

Pesticide
Weight

5

4

3

5

3

4
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2) Ranges

Each DRASTIC factor has been divided into either ranges or
significant media types which have an impact on pollution potential (Tables
4-10). A discussion of the media types is included in Section 3, Aquifer
Media, Soil Media and Impact of the Vadose Zone Media. The ranges and media
types are graphed to show the linearity and non-linearity of the factor
(F igures 3-9).

3) Ratings

Each range for each DRASTIC factor has been evaluated with respect to
the others to determine the relative significance of each range with respect to
pollution potential. Based on the graphs, the range for each DRASTIC factor
has been assigned a rating which varies between 1 and 10 (Tables 4-10). The
factors of D, R, S, T, and C have been assigned one value per range. A and I
have been assigned a "typical" rating and a variable rating. The variable
rating allows the user to choose either a typical value or to adjust the value
based on more specific knowledge. The ratings are the same for both the
DRASTIC· Index and the modified Pesticide DRASTIC Index.

This system allows the user to determine a numerical value for any
hydrogeologic setting by using an additive model. The equation for determining
the DRASTIC Index is:

Pollution Potential

Where:

R = rating
W = we ight

Once a mAST IC Index ha s been computed, it is poss ible to identify areas which
are more likely to be susceptible to ground water contamination relative to one
another. The higher the DRASTIC Index, the greater the ground-~ter pollution
potential. The DRASTIC Index provides only a relative evaluation tool and is
not designed to prOVide absolute answers. Therefore, the numbers generated in
the DRASTIC index and in the Pesticide DRASTIC index cannot be equated.

PESTICIDE DRASTIC

Pesticide DRASTIC is designed to be used where the activity of concern is
the application of pesticides to an area. It represents a special case of the
DRASTIC Index. The only way in which Pesticide DRASTIC differs from DRASTIC is
in the assignment of relative weights for the seven DRASTIC factors. All other
parts of the two indexes are identical; the ranges, ratings and instructions
for use are the same. If the user is concerned with the ground-water pollution
potential of an area by pesticides, then the weights for Pesticide DRASTIC
should be us ed.
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TABLE 4. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR DEPTH
TO WATER

DEPTH TO WATER
(FEET)

Range

0-5

5-15

15-30

30-50

50-75

75-100

100+

Weight. 5

Rating

10

9

7

5

3

2

Pesticide Weight: 5

TABLE 5. RANGES AN D RATINGS FOR NET RECHARGE

NET RECHARGE
(INCHES)

Range

0-2

2-4

4-7

7-10

10+

Weight 4

Rating

3

6

8

9

Pesticide Weight 4
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TABLE 6. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR AQUIFER MEDIA

AQUIFER MEDIA

Range Rating Typical Rating

Massive Shale 1-3 2

Metamorphic/Igneous 2-5 3

Weathered Metamorphic/Igneous 3-5 4

Glacial Till 4-6 5

Bedded Sandstone, Limestone and
Shale Sequences 5-9 6

Massive Sandstone 4-9 6

Massive Limestone 4-9 6

Sand and Gravel 4-9 8

Basalt 2-10 9

Karst Limestone 9-10 10

Weight 3 Pesticide Weight 3

TABLE 7. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR SOIL MEDIA

SOIL MEDIA

Range

Thin or Absent

Gravel

Sand

Peat

Shnnkmg and/or Aggregated Clay

Sandy Loam

Loam

Silty Loam

Clay Loam

Muck

Nonshrinklng and Nonaggregated Clay

Weight· 2

22

Rating

10

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Pesticide Weight 5



TABLE 8. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR TOPOGRAPHY

TOPOGRAPHY
(PERCENT SLOPE)

'llllC]e Ratlllq

lJ-2 10

J-6 9

6-12 :J

12-1 i3 3

18-

Pesticide Weight. 3
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TABLE 9. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR IMPACT OF
THE VADOSE ZONE MEDIA

IMPACT OF THE VADOSE ZONE MEDIA

Range

Confining Layer

Silt/Clay

Shale

Limestone

Sandstone

Bedded Limestone, Sandstone, Shale

Sand and Gravel with
significant Silt and Clay

Metamorphic/Igneous

Sand and Gravel

Basalt

Karst Limestone

Rating

2-6

2-5

2-7

4-8

4-8

4-8

2-8

6-9

2-10

8-10

Typical Rating

3

3

6

6

6

6

4

8

9

10

Weight 5

24
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TABLE 10. RANGES AND RATINGS FOR HYDRAULIC
CONDUCTIVITY

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
(GPD/FT?)

Range

1-100

100-300

300-700

700-1000

1000-2000

2000+

Weight 3

25

Rating

2

4

6

8

10

Pesticide Weight: 2
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Pesticide DRASTIC was created to address the important processes which
specifically offset the fate and transport of pesticides in the soil. These
processes, however, may not be as significant when assigning weights to the
other DRASTIC factors for non-agricultural activities. Thus, by comparing
Tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that for non-agricultural activities, Soil Media
is assigned a weight of 2, while for the modified Pe~ticide DRASTIC, the Soil
Media is assigned a weight of 5. Topography, Impact of the Vadose Zone Media
and Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer are also slightly different. By
making these adjustments, the committee addressed the special conditions which
influence the potential for ground-water contamination by pesticides. It is
important to note that the relative relationship between the DRASTIC factors
was not deemed significantly different enough to warrant the development of any
other modified DRASTIC indexes. The user should be reminded that weights may
not be changed for any of the DRASTIC factors. These relative weights form the
basis for the system and any changes will make the system invalid.

INTEGRATION OF HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND DRASTIC

The mappable hydrogeologic units and the DRASTIC Index have been combined
to provide the user with a relative pollution potenti~l for all typical
hydrogeologic settings in the United States. A "typical" range for each
DRASTIC factor is assigned to each hydro~ologic setting and a DRASTIC INDEX is
determined for each typical hydrogeologic setting. These settings are
developed as guides and are not designed to be representative of each and every
area. The ranges for each', factor may be adjusted by the user and the rating
adjusted accordingly when available data indicate different conditions. These
hydrogeologic settings prOVide units which are mappable and permit the drafting
of pollut ion potential maps. Thus, the user can us·,~ hydrogeologic settings as
a mappable unitt define the area of interest by modifying the ranges within a
setting to reflect specific conditions within an area, choose corresponding
ratings and calculate a pollution potential DRASTIC Index or a specialized
index for pesticides.
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SECTION 3

DRASTIC: A DESCRIPTION OF THE FACTORS

GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION AND DRASTIC

Ground-water pollution is caused by a variety of substances originating
from many di~ferent activities. In general, man-influenced contaminants enter
ground water through three pathways: 1) the placing or spreading of liquids or
water soluble products on the land surface, 2) the burial of substances in the
ground above the water table, or 3) the emplacement or injection of materials
in the ground below the water table (Lehr et al., 1976). Table 11 lists the
activities which cause contamination through one or more of these pathways. A
description of each of these activities is included in Appendix C, Sources of
Ground-Water Contamination.

After release at the land surface, the contaminant may infiltrate downward
through the soil, vadose zone into saturated zone, thus finally reaching the
aquifer. If the volume of contaminant is not great, the contaminant may be
retained in the soil or vadose zone. If the contaminant is not completely
attenuated, it may later be flushed toward the water table by infiltrating
precipitation or additional amounts of contaminant. Once within the aquifer,
the contaminant may: 1) travel at the velocity of and in the direction of
ground water (Figure 10), 2) travel slower than the ground water (Figure 11),
3) float on the surface of the water table (Figure 12), .4) "sink" through the
aquifer to the bottom (Figure 13) or 5) under some conditions, may actually
move in a direction against the flow of the ground water (Figure 14).
Generally, the majority of contaminants travel in the direction of ground-water
flow at a velocity somewhat less than that of the ground water.

As the contaminant travels through this system, attenuation of the
contaminant may take place. Attenuation includes mechanisms which reduce the
velocity of the contaminant through processes such as dilu~ion, dispersion,
mechanical filtration, volatilization, biological assimilation and
decomposition, precipitation, sorption, ion exchange, oxidation-reduction, and
buffering and neutralization (pye and Kelley, 1984; Fetter, 1980). The degree
of attenuation which can occur is a function of 1) the time that the
contaminant is in contact with the material through which it passes, 2) the
grain size and physical and chemical characteristics of the material through
which it passes, and 3) the distance which the contaminant has traveled. In
general, for any given material the longer the time and greater the distance,
the greater the effects of attenuation. In a similar manner, the greater the
surface area of the material through which the contaminant passes, the greater
the potential for sorption of the contaminant and hence for attenuation. The
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TABLE 11. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION AND MODE OF EMPLACEMENT
(AFTER LEHR ET AL., 1976)

On The Land Surface

1. Land disposal of either solid or liquid waste
matenals

2 Stockpiles
3. Disposal of sewage and water-treatment plant

sludge
4 Salt spreading on roads, airport runways and

parking lots
5 Animal feed lots
6 Fertilizers and pesticides
7 Accidental spills of hazardous matenals
8 Particulate matter from airborne sources

In The Ground Above the Water Table

1 Leaching tile fields, cesspools and pnvles
2 Holding ponds and lagoons
3 Sanitary landfills
4 Waste disposal In excavations
5 Leakage from underground storage tanks
6. Leakage from underground pipelines
7 ArtifiCial recharge
8 Sumps and dry wells
9 Graveyards

In The Ground Below the Water Table

1 Waste disposal in wet excavations
2. Drainage wells and canals
3. Abandonedlimproperly constructed wells
4 Exploratory wells
5 Water supply wells
6 Waste disposal wells
7 Mines
8 Salt water Intrusion
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greater the reactivity of the material through which the contaminant passes,
the greater the potential for attenuation. Any combination of these processes
may be active depending on the hydrogeologic conditions and the contaminant.
It is therefore necessary to have a general idea of these processes and whether
they are active. A discussion of the mechanisms which control contaminant
movement is included in Appendix A, Processes and Properties Affecting
Contaminant Fate and Transport.

The effectiveness of dilution and attenuation processes is largely
determined by 1) the rate and loading of the applied contaminant, 2) the
characteristics of the contaminant and 3) the physical characteristics of the
area. Ultimately, it is these factors which control the ground-water pollution
potential of any area. The rate and loading factor which generally is of site
specific character is discussed briefly in Section 6, IMPACT - Risk Factors.
The characteristics of the contaminants are discussed in more detail in
Appendix B, Characteristics of Ground-Water Contaminants. However, it is the
physical properties characterized by the hydrogeologic setting of the area that
determine the extent to which the attenuation mechanisms may have the potential
to be active.

Because it is neither practical nor feasible to obtain quantitative
evaluations of these intrinsic mechanisms from a regional perspective, it is
necessary to look at the broader physical parameters which incorporate the many
processes. Each of the DRASTIC parameters includes various mechanisms which
will help to evaluate the vulnerability of ground water to pollution. When
this is coupled with an understanding of the hydrogeology of the area, the
result will be a clearer image of the potential for pollutant travel and
attenuati('n. The following section provides a discussion of the possible
movement and attenuation of contaminants in selected hydrogeologic settings.

GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION AND HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS

Figure 15 illustrates a typical hydrogeologic setting which provides the
user with a feeling for the hydrologic cycle within the setting. This
illustration further serves to depict anticipated flow patterns and reductions
in contaminant concentrations during transport through the setting. This
particular setting represents an unconsolidated sand, silt and clay deposit
with a relatively shallow depth to water. A contaminant introduced at the
surface is flushed by precipitation through the vadose zone into the ground
water. Once within the ground-water system, a contaminant with an assumed
mobility of water will be transported according to the flow patterns present
within the aquifer. The concentration of the contaminant in the ground water
will be influenced by dispersion, dilution and other natural attenuation
processes. As the contaminant migrates through the aquifer, the various
processes of attenuation that occur within this setting will typically cause
reductions in contamination concentrations.

Similar flow and contaminant transport processes may be illustrated in
different hydrogeologic settings. Figure 16 represents a hydrogeologic setting
composed of bedded sandstones and shales. A contaminant introduced at the
surface is flushed by precipitation through the soil and toward the sandstone
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Figure 15. Hydrogeologic impact on a contaminant in an unconsolidated aquifer.

Figure 16. Hydrogeologic impact on a contaminant in a consolidated sedimentary aquifer containing a
restrictive layer.
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aquifer. A contaminant with an assumed mobility of water will migrate through
the sandstone aquifer in response to the ground-water flow system. Upon
reaching a restrictive layer depicted in Figure 16 by the shale, the
contaminant will typically travel along that boundary particularly When head
differential is upward. When a breach in the restrictive layer occurs the
contaminant may migrate into other adjacent formations. Removal of the
contaminant as it migrates through the aquifer will be influenced by the
natural attenuation process present within this setting and the contaminant
characteristics. Natural attenuation processes which affect contaminant fate
and transport may differ significantly between hydro~ologic settings.

Diverse hydro~ologic conditions such as karst limestone shown in Figure
17 pose special problems with regard to contaminant transport and attenuation.
Contaminants introduced at the surface and flushed into the aquifer by
precipitation are transported through the solution channels and cavities within
the limestone. The interconnected solution channels allow for rapid dispersal
of the contaminant throughout the limestone aquifer. Although attenuation
within the aquifer is limited, dilution of the contaminant may be significant.

A similarly diverse hydrogeologic condition is depicted in Figure 18.
This hydrogeolgic setting represents extensively fractured igneous/metamorphic
bedrock. Contaminants introduced into this aquifer system are transported
rapidly through the network of interconnected fractures. Processes affecting
the attenuation of the contaminant within the aquifer are limited due to the.
non-reactive nature of the bedrock and limited contact between the contaminant
and the aquifer materials.

The above examples demonstrate that it is possible to infer the pollution
potential of the setting by understanding the hydrogeology. Inherent
assumptions and generalizations about ground-water flow and contaminant
mobility are incorporated into the numerical score generated by using DRASTIC.
When both the hydrogeologic setting and the DRASTIC Index are used
simultaneously, the user generates a clearer picture of the true potential for
ground-water pollution.

ASSUMPrIONS OF mASTIC

mAST IC and the modified Pest icide mASTIC have been developed usi ng four
major assumptions:

1) the contaminant is introduced at the ground surface;
2) the contaminant is flushed into the ground water by

precipi tation;
3) the contaminant has the mobility of water; and
4) the area evaluated using DRASTIC is 100 acres or larger.

When deviations from these assumptions occur, there may be special
conditions which would need to be more fully evaluated. For example, the
methodology assumes that a contaminant will start at the surface, enter the
soil, travel through the vadose zone and enter the aquifer much like water.
However, a contaminant may have unique chemical and physical properties which
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Figure 17. Hydrogeologic impact on a contaminant in a solutioned aquifer.

Figure 18. Hydrogeologic impact on a contaminant in a fractured aquifer.
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would restrict movement into ground water. A contaminant may be denser than
water and exhibit travel characteristics different from water. Further, a
disposal method which injects contaminants directly into ground water negates
many of the natural attenuation mechanisms assumed in the methodology. In this
particular case, DRASTIC does not provide an accurate assessment of
ground-water pollution potential.

In assuming areas of 100 acres or larger, DRASTIC attempts to evaluate
ground-water pollution potential from a regional perspective rather than a site
specific focus. An applicable analogy would be viewing an object with the
naked eye versus a magnifying glass. For example, in an area of fractured
rock, ground water generally flows in a regional direction. However,
ground-water flow at anyone site will be directly controlled by fracture
orientation. In this scenario, exact direction of contaminant movement is
controlled by a site specific characteristic. Generally, however, the
contaminant would still flow in the regional direction.

In summary, DRASTIC can be a very useful tool when the assumptions of the
methodology are met. However, the user needs to exercise caution and consider
special conditions when deviations from the assumptions occur. To further
assist the user in understanding the criteria upon which DRASTIC was created, a
description of each mASTIC feature is contained in the following sections.
Processes of contaminant movement are also considered in the description of
each feature.

DEPTH TO WATER

Depth to water is important primaril? because it determines the depth of
material through which a contaminant must travel before reaching the aquifer,
and it may help to determine the contact time with the surrounding media. The
depth to water is also important because it provides the maximum opportunity
for oxidation by atmospheric oxygen. In general, there is a greater chance for
attenuation to occur as the depth to water increases because deeper water
levels imply longer travel times. The presence of low permeability layers
which confine aquifers will also limit the travel of contaminants into an
aquifer. Figure 3 shows the relative importance of depth to water. The ranges
in depth to water as defined in the DRASTIC system have been determined based
on what are considered to be depths where the potential for ground-water
pollution significantly changes.

Ground water occurs in either unconfined, confined or semi-confined
conditions. In an unconfined aquifer, the water table represents the uppermost
elevation where the openings in the soil or rock material are filled with
water. The water table is free to rise and fall under atmospheric pressure.
Where present, unconfined aquifers are the uppermost aquifer near the ground
surface, and as a result, these aquifers canmonly are susceptible to
ground-water pollution. The water in a confined aquifer is under pressure by
the presence of a confining layer. By definition, the water level in a well
penetrating a confined aquifer will rise above the base of the confining layer.
Confined aquifers always underlie Ulconfined aquifers where unconfined aquifers
are present. Confined aquifers have more natural protection from contaminants
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infiltrating from the ground surface and are less vulnerable to pollution.
Semi-confined aquifers refer to aquifers overlain by confining layers which
allow water to move through the layer. In this case, the aquifer is not truly
confined and the confining bed is termed "leaky". Semi-confined aquifers
exhibit characteristics ranging from unconfined to confined aquifers. Rate and
direction of ground-water movement through the confining layer depends on the
ground-water gradients and degree of confinement of the layer. Leaky confining
layers may allow water to leak into the aquifer under downward gradients. In
this case, the aquifer is more vulnerable to pollution than a confined aquifer.
Conversely, where ground-water gradients are upward, leakage of water occurs
away from the semi-confined aquifer. In this situation, the aquifer would be
less vulnerable to pollution.

The unconfined or confined condition of the aquifer may have spatial
variation. For example, the same aquifer may be unconfined in one area and
change to confined conditions in another area. Varying degrees of confinement
are not uncommon particularly when the aquifer is of large areal extent. All
other variables equal, the pollution potential of the aquifer increases as the
degree of confinement decreases.

The methodology can be used to evaluate either confined or unconfined
aquifers. In an unconfined aquifer, the user chooses depth to water as the
depth from the ground surface to the water table (Figure 19). The water table
is the expression of the surface below the ground level where all the pore
spaces are filled with water. Above the water table, the pore spaces are
partially filled with water and air. The water table may be present in any type
of media and may be either permanent or seasonal. Depth to water does not
include saturated zones which have insufficielt permeability to yield
significant enough quantities of water to be considered an aquifer. Water
level data is available from a variety of sources including well logs and
published water level maps contained in federal, state and local reports. A
complete list of sources of potential information is contained in Table 1.

Because DRASTIC was originally designed for the evaluation of unconfined
aquifers, special definitions must be assumed when evaluating depth to water
for a confined aquifer. In the methodology, when an aquifer is confined, depth
to water should be redefined as the depth to the top of the aquifer (Figure
19). This depth also corresponds to the base of the confining layer. When
evaluating the depth to the top of the aquifer, the user does not refer to
water level maps. The necessary information may be obtained in geologic
reports containing cross sections or maps of the elevation of the bedrock
surface. Well logs may also be a source of information.

Where semi-confined aquifer conditions exist, the user must choose to
evaluate the aquifer as either unconfined or confined. DRASTIC does not permit
the user to choose a semi-confined aquifer. The user must make a quantitative
judgement of the degree of leakage with respect to pollution potential. If an
aquifer is only slightly leaky, the user may evaluate the aquifer as confined
and choose the depth to water as the depth from the ground surface to the top
of the aquifer. Conversely, if the aquifer is significantly leaky, the user
may wish to evaluate the aquifer as unconfined. In this case, the user must
find information on water levels in wells penetrating the semi-confined aquifer
for information on depth to water.
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A. Determining depth to water in an unconfined aquifer.

..:;::t::;:::I:I::c::;::;O:e~p:t~h. to lop o/aquifer

B. Determining depth to water in a confined aquifer.

Figure 19. Diagrams showing how 10 determine depth to water.
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Key words contained in published reports about ground-water levels may be
of assistance in determining whether the aquifer is confined or unconfined.
"Piezometric levels" are typically used when referring to water levels in
confined aquifers. Piezometric comes from the Greek word for pressure. This
implies that water in confined aquifers is under pressure and that pressure is
the driving force. "Water Table" is generally used when referring to
unconfined aquifers. In water table aquifers, the aquifer is open to the
atmosphere and is not under pressure. In all cases, the user should gather as
much information"as possible about an aquifer in order to make an accurate and
valid selection of the media rating. Knowledgeable individuals should be
consulted where necessary.

NET RECHARGE

The primary source of ground water typically is precipitation which
infiltrates through the surface of the ground and percolates to the water
table. Net recharge represents the amount of water per unit area of land which
penetrates the ground surface and reaches the water table. This recharge water
is thus available to transport a contaminant vertically to the water table and
horizontally within the aqui fer. In addition, the quantity of water ava Hable
for dispersion and dilution of the contaminant in the vadose zone and in the
saturated zone is controlled by this parameter. Recharge water, therefore, is
a principal vehicle for leaching and transporting solid or liquid contaminants
to the water table. The greater the recharge, the greater the potential for
ground-water pollution. This general statement is true until the amount of
recharge is great enough to cause dilution of the contaminant, at which point
the ground-water pollution potential ceases to increase and may actually
decrease. For purposes of this document, this phenomena has been acknowledged
but the ranges and associated ratings do not reflect the dilution factor.

As used in the methodology, net recharge is defined as the total quantity
of water which is applied to the ground surface and infiltrates to reach the
aquifer. Net recharge includes the average annual amount of infiltration and
does not take into consideration distribution, intensity or duration of
recharge events. Net recharge may be expressed in various units; DRASTIC uses
inches per year.

Values for net recharge are often calculated for watershed or specific
study areas, but rarely for a county. These values typically are found in
published water resource or hydrologic reports and may need to be extrapolated
to obtain representative recharge values for areas situated outside the study
area of the published report. Where published values for net recharge are
difficult to obtain, knowledgeable individuals may need to be consulted for
estimates or confirmations of approJriate net recharge values. Because net
recharge values are less precise and less easily obtained than values for other
fRASTIC parameters, the ranges for net recharge are intentionally broad. These
broad ranges afford the user "professional leeway" in choosing a range which is
representative of the amount of recharge for the area.
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Another potential source of recharge information is a water atlas which
may contain general maps of average annual precipitation, evap:>ration and
runoff. Where net recharge to an area principally occurs from precipitation,
the user should be able to estimate the net recharge value as the amount of
precipitation minus surface runoff, evaporation and transpiration. When using
this trethod to determine the value for net recharge, it is necessary to ensure
that the selected value is reasonable since net recharge is also influenced by
other factors such as the amount of surface cover, slope and soil permeability.
More accurate estimates of net recharge may be obtained by using more detailed
water balance equations-which account for these factors.

Net recharge values can be chosen to evaluate either unconfined or
confined aquifers. A definition of unconfined and confined aquifers can be
found in the section describing aquifer media. In areas where the aquifer is
unconfined, recharge to the aquifer usually occurs more readily and the
pollution potential is generally greater than in areas with confined aquifers.
In unconfined conditions, net recharge values reflect typical water balance
calculations. Confined aquifers are partially protected from contaminants
introduced at the surface by layers of low permeability media which retard
water movement to the confined aquifer. In portions of some confined aquifers,
ground-water gradients are such that movement of water is through the confining
bed from the confined aquifer into the unconfined aquifer. In this situation,
there is little opportunity for local contamination of the confined aquifer and
a low value for net recharge could be chosen. The principal recharge area for
the confined aquifer is often many miles away. However, many confined aquifers
are not truly confined and are partially recharged by migration of water
through the confining layers. The more water that leaks through, the greater
the potential for recharge to carry pollution into the aquifer. Values for net
recharge can be chosen to reflect the amount of water which may actually
recharge the aquifer.

In addition to infiltration from precipitation, sources of recharge
including irrigation, artificial recharge and wastewater application must be
considered. These sources of recharge may significantly affect the amount of
water available to carry a pollutant into the aquifer. For example, irrigation
has been estimated to provide as many as four inches per year to net recharge
values. It is particularly important to account for irrigation water
contri~ution when using Pesticide DRASTIC. The user should include all sources
of recharge when choosing an appropriate net recharge range for DRASTIC.

Special consideration may need to be given to known recharge-discharge
areas. Water flows from recharge to discharge areas. A recharge area occurs
where there is a downward component of movement to the direction of ground
water flow; conversely, discharge areas have an upward component of flow near
the surface. Discharge areas commonly form springs, rivers or other surface
water expressions. Recharge and discharge areas may be influenced by changes
in ground-water gradients. Changes in ground-water gradient commonly occur
when nearby water wells are pumped. Where ground-water gradients are strongly
upward, such as in areas with first order magnitude springs, pumpage has little
effect on the recharge-discharge relationship. In this case, the user may wish
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to choose a lower value for net recharge because very little if any water is
moving downward against such strong gradients. In areas where gradients are
not as pronounced, pumpage may affect or reverse ground-water flow. In
discharge areas where gradients may be easily reversed, the user may wish not
to reduce net recharge values. Conversely, in known recharge areas which are
environmentally sensitive, the user may wish to upwardly adjust the recharge
values.

AQUIFER MEDIA

Aquifer media refers to the consolidated or unconsolidated rock which
serves as an aquifer (such as sand and gravel or limestone). An aquifer is
defined as a subsurface rock unit which will yield sufficient quantities of
water for use. Water is contained in aquifers within the pore spaces of
granular and clastic rock and in the fractures and solution openings of
non-clastic and non-granular rock. Rocks which yield water from pore spaces
have primary porosity; rocks where the water is held in fractures and solution
openings which were created after the rock was formed have secondary porosity.
The flow system within the aquifer is affected by the aquifer medium. The
route and path length which a contaminant must follow are governed by the flow
system within the aquifer. The path length is an important control (along with
hydraulic conductivity and gradient) in determining the time available for
attenuation processes such as sorption, reactivity and dispersion to occur.
The aquifer medium also influences the amount of effective surface area of
materials with which the contaminant may come in contact within the aquifer.
The route which a contaminant will take can be strongly influenced by
fracturing or by an interconnected series of solution openings which may
provide pathways for easier flow. In general, the larger the grain size and
the more fractures or openings within the aquifer, the higher the permeability
and the lower the attenuation capacity of the aquifer media.

For purposes of this document, aquifer media have been designated by
descriptive names. Each medium is listed in the order of increasing pollution
potential. A discussion of each medium follows:

a) Massive Shale - Thick bedded shales, claystone or clays which
typically yield only small quantities of water from fractures and which have a
low pollution potential. Pollution potential is influenced by the degree of
frac tur ing.

b) Metamorphic/Igneous Rock - Consolidated bedrock of metamorphic or
igneous origin which contains little or no primary porosity and which yields
water only from fractures within the rock. Typically well yields are low and
the relative pollution potential is a function of the degree of fracturing.

c) weathered M:tamorphic/Igneous Rock - Unconsolidated tmterial, comm:>nly
termed regolith or saprolite, which is derived by weathering of the underlying
consolidated bedrock, and which contains primary porosity. The pollution
potential is largely influenced by the amount of clay material present; the
higher the clay content, the lower the pollution potential.
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d) Glacial Till - Unconsolidated to semi-consolidated mixtures of gravel,
sand, silt and clay-size particles which are poorly sorted and stratified. The
low permeability of the till produces low yields to wells. Although glacial
tills exhibit low perlOOabilities, wells completed in tills are typically
shallow and may be more susceptible to contamination. Fracturing of tills may
also influence pollution potential.

e) Bedded Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - Typically thin-bedded
sequences of sedimentary rocks which contain primary porosity. The controlling
factor in determining pollution potential is the degree of fracturing.

f) Massive Sandstone - Consolidated sandstone bedrock which contains both
primary and secondary porosity and is typified by thicker deposits than the
Bedded Sandstone Limestone and Shale sequences. Pollution potential is largely
controlled by both the degree of fracturing and the primary porosity of the
sandstone.

g) Massive Limestone - Consolidated limestone or dolomite bedrock which
is characterized by thicker deposits than Bedded Sandstone, Limestone and Shale
sequences. Pollution potential is largely affected by the degree of fracturing
and the amount of solution cavities in the limestone.

h) Sand and Gravel - Unconsolidated mixtures of sand to gravel-sized
particles which contain varying amounts of fine materials. Sands and/or
gravels which have only small amounts of fine material are termed "clean." In
general, the cleaner and more coarse-grained the aquifer, the greater the
pollution potential.

i) Basalt - Consolidated extrusive igneous bedrock which contains bedding
planes, fractures and vesicular porosity. The term is used herein in a generic
sense, even though it is actually a rock type. Pollution potential is
influenced by the amount of interconnected openings which are present in the
lava flow materials.

j) Karst Limestone - Consolidated limestone bedrock which has been
dis sol ved to the point where large, open, interconnected cavities and fractures
are present. This is a special case of Massive Limestone.

A graphic display of the ratings which have been assigned to each media is
contained in Figure 5. This graph also contains a more complete listing of the
mechanisms which affect the pollution potential of that media. Because this
DRASTIC parameter is less quantifiable than numerical parameters, the user will
be instructed to choose a media type and rating based on the above discussion
and available information on the geology of the area (Section 4, How to Use the
Range in Media Ratings).

The user may choose to evaluate any aquifer within an area, however, only
one aquifer may be evaluated at a time. In a multi-layer system, the user must
decide which aquifer to choose as the appropriate media. Information on
aquifers is typically available in published geologic or hydrologic reports,
masters theses, well logs or other exploratory borings. A complete list of
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sources of potential information is contained in Table 1. Once the aquifer has
been chosen, the aquifer media used for DRASTIC is selected by identifying the
most significant media of the chosen aquifer. For example, if the aquifer is a
limestone, the user would choose either massive or karst limestone as the
aquifer media. Similarly, if the aquifer is a sand and gravel, the user would
choose sand and gravel as the aquifer media.

DRASTIC provides the user with a range of ratings to choose from when
evaluating the aquifer media. This allows the user to adjust the rating for
the media based on specific information about the aquifer. If no specific
information is available, or the user is uncertain, a typical rating for each
media is provided. This typical rating has been chosen to depict a typical
aquifer comprised of the associated aquifer media. The user may vary the
rating based on degree of fracturing or presence of bedding planes in
consolidated aquifers. For example, a moderately fractured metamorphic/igneous
aquifer would receive a rating of 3. If however, the aquifer was highly
fractured, the aquifer could be assigned a rating of S to indicate higher
pollution potential. Conversely, if the lJ2tamorphic/ igneous aquifer was only
slightly fractured, the yields in the area would be low and the assigned rating
would be a 2. In unconsolidated aquifers, the user may vary the rating based
on the sorting and amount of fines within the aquifer. For example, a typical
sand and gravel would receive a rating of 8. If the deposits are coarse and
well-washed, the user could assign a rating of 9. Conversely, as the amount of
fines increase and the deposits become more poorly sorted, the assigned rating
can be lowered to 7 or 6.

SOIL MEDIA

Soil media refers to that uppermost portion of the vadose zone
characterized by significant biological activity. For purposes of this
document, soil is commonly considered the upper weathered zone of the earth
which averages a depth of six feet or less from the ground surface. Soil has a
significant impact on the amount of recharge which can infiltrate into the
ground and hence on the ability of a contaminant to move vertically into the
vadose zone. The presence of fine-textured materials such as silts and clays
can decrease relative soil permeabilities and restrict contaminant migration.
Moreover, where the soil zone is fairly thick, the attenuation processes of
filtration, biodegradation, sorption and volatilization may be quite
significant. Thus, for certain land surface practices, such as agricultural
applications of pesticides, soil may have the primary influence on pollution
potential. In general, the pollution potential of a soil is largely affected
by the type of clay present, the shrink/swell potential of that clay and the
grain size of the soil. In general, the less the clay shrinks and swells and
the smaller the grain size, the less the pollution potential. The quantity of
organic material present in the soil may also be an important factor
particularly in the attenuation of pesticides. Organic matter is typically
contained in the surface layer of the soil and composed of undecayed plant and
animal tissue, charcoal and various humic compounds. The organic content of
the soil generally decreases with depth from the surface. Humic compounds are
principally responsible for the adsorption and complexation properties
attributed to organic matter in the soil. Soil media are best described by
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referring to the basic soil types as classified by the Soil Conservation
Service. A description of the soil media in order of increasing pollution
potential follows:

a) Nonshrinking and Non-aggregated Clay - Illitic or Kaolinitic clays
which do not expand and contract with the addition of water and therefore do
not form vertical secondary permeability which increases the pollution
potential.

b) Clay Loam - A soil textural classification which is characterized by
15-55 percent silt, 27-40 percent clay and 20-45 percent sand (Figure 20).
Because of the high amounts of clay and restrictive permeabilities, it has a
low pollution potential.

c) Muck - A soil consisting of fine, dark-colored, well decomposed
organic material that typically contains a higher mineral or ash content than
peat. Muck contains the least amount of plant fiber of the organic soils, thus
limiting permeability. The organic matter content may be a significant factor
for lowering the pollution potential.

d) Silty Loam - A soil textural classification characterized by 50-85
percent silt, 12-27 percent clay and 0-50 percent sand (Figure 20). The
pollution potential is still low, but higher than a clay loam because of
typically lower percentages of clay.

e) Loam - A so il text ur a1 classif ication characterize6 Jy 25-50 percent
silt, 7-27 percent clay and 0-50 percent sand (Figure 20). The pollution
potential is still low, but higher than a silty loam because of lower
percentages of clay and silt.

f) Sandy Loam - A soil textural classification characterized by 0-50
percent silt, 0-20 percent clay and IS-50 percent sand (Figure 20). The
pollution potential is greater than a loam due to the higher percentage of
sand.

g) Shrinking and/or Aggregated Clay - Characterized by montmorillonitic
clays or smectites which have an expanding lattice that swell and contract with
alternating wetting and drying. Dessication cracks may form as the soil dries.
These cracks may later be shut as the clay swells when hydrated. Pollutants,
however, may move rapidly through the dessication cracks upon initial wetting
of the soil. Although usually of low permeability, this medium can have a
seemingly high pollution potential based on the secondary vertical permeability
created by the cracking of the media upon drying.

h) Peat - A soil consisting of undecomposed to partially decomposed plant
material that is fresh enough to be identified. Although peats contain organic
matter which may be significant for contaminant attenuation, they are
relatively permeable, thus pollution potential is high.

i) Sand - A size-based delineation of angular or rounded particles
ranging in size from 1/16 mm to 2 mm. Sands are typically free of silts and
clays and therefore have a high pollution potential.
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Figure 20. Soil textural classification chart (Soil Conservation Service, 1951).
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j) Gravel - A particle-based size classification typified by particles
larger than 2 mm in size. Gravel soils commonly include a mixture of sand,
silt, clay and gravel particles, with a preponderance of large-sized particles.
Permeability is rapid and pollution potential is high.

k) Thin or Absent - If a soil layer is not present or if the layer is so
thin as to be considered ineffective for contaminant attenuation, the pollution
potential is very high. Thin or absent should generally be chosen when the
soil profile is 10 inches or less in thickness.

Figure 6 contains a graphic representation of the varying impacts which
soil media may have on the ground-water pollution potential of an area. Soil
surveys published by the Soil Conservation Service, United States Department of
Agriculture, provide the informtion necessary for the evaluation of soils in
DRASTIC. If published soil surveys are not available for a county, soil
information may often be obtained from the local Soil and Water Conservation
District. The county may be part of an active soil survey effort and portions
or all of the county soils information may be available as field maps. If
there is no on-going soil mapping project, portions of the county may have been
previously evaluated for special projects. Regardless of the status of a
mapping program, local soil scientists may be able to provide valuable soil
information.

Published soil surveys provide information in three bas ic formats: 1)
maps, 2) written descriptions and 3) descriptive charts. Soil survey maps are
displayed as either general soil association maps or detailed soil maps which
delineate individual soil series. The general soil association maps provide an
ove rview of the major soil as sodations wh l.ch have been identified in the
county. These associations represent a geographically related group of soil
series which are characterized by surface soil textures. The detailed soil
maps are displayed as a series of fold-out sheets which detail specific soil
series superimposed on aerial photographs. The soil series characteristics are
described within the main text of the soil survey. A soil series is named for
the geographic locality where the unique characteristics of the soil were first
described. Soil series descriptions supply information on the soil drainage,
texture and composition of the various horizons or layers within the series.
This infomation is expanded into a group of charts which detail land capability
usage ~nd other important characteristics of each soil series. Of particular
interest are the tables which detail the engineering properties and the
physical and chemical properties of the soils.

The selection of an appropriate soil media in mASTIC requires the user to
consider the characteristics of the soils which influence ground-water
pollution potential. This is accomplished by identifying the most significant
soil textural layer which will influence water movement and contaminant
transport. The user may take several approaches in this evaluation, however,
the following approach is recommended until the user becomes familiar with the
process.
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1) Look at the general soil association map for the county.

2) Read the soil association descriptions in the text to identify major
soil types.

3) Read the individual soil series de script ions for the major so il series
in each soil association.

4) Review the depth and thickness of each soil texture in the soil
profile by referring to the USDA texture category in the table of engineering
properties.

5) Evaluate all horizons in the profile of a soil series and choose the
most significant textural layers that will affect pollution potential based on
consideration of the thickness and texture of the layers. Compare the chosen
texture with the surface texture described in the general soil association
description and map legend to determine what portions, if any, of the general
soil association map may be used in DRASTIC. The selection of the most
significant layer can be demonstrated in the following examples. The profile
of a soil series is described as a sequential series of individual layers,
starting from the ground surface. In the first example, the Astatula soil
series has a profile of only one layer Which is 0 to 86 inches of sand. The
user would select sand as the appropriate soil media. In this case, the
general soil association map would be usable for rRASTIC because sand also
represents the surface texture of this soil series.

The next example represents a soil series with multiple soil layers. The
HiYBssee soil has a profile of 0 to 7 inches d sandy loam, 7 to 62 inches of
clay and 62 to 82 inches of sandy clay loam. In this example, the occurrence
of 55 inches of clay would represent the most significant layer and would be
selected as the appropriate soil media. The use of the general soils map or
series name which denotes the surface texture as sandy loam would result in the
incorrect choice of soil media without consideration of the entire soil
profile. When clay is chosen as the significant soil texture, the user must
evaluate the shrink-swell potential of each clay layer contained within the
soil profile. The relative shrink-swell potential of a clay is important
because of the possible transport of contaminants in fractures of shrinking and
aggregated clays. The shrink-swell potential of the soil layers can be
determined from the physical and chemical property table appearing in published
soil surveys. If the shrink-swell potential is high, assign a DRASTIC range
of shrinking and aggregated clay; where the shrink-swell potential is low,
assign a DRASTIC range of non-shrinking and non-aggregated clay. If a soil has
a moderate shrink-swell potential in the majority of the profile, a DRASTIC
range of shrinking and aggregated clay should be assigned.

The next example illustrates the need to consider additional factors in
the selection of soil media. The Matapeake soil series has a profile of 0 to
11 inches of silt loam, 11 to 26 inches of silt loam and silty clay loam, 26 to
32 inches of very fine sandy loam, and 32 to 50 inches of fine sandy loam. In
this case, the user must evaluate the relative thicknesses of the horizons with
respect to soil texture. In the event of a difficult decision, the user may
wish to evaluate other information such as organic matter content or
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permeabili ty in making a soil media selection. In this example. the'
appropriate soil media selection would be the silt loam; this media represents
the most significant layer when considering pollution potential. The general
soil association map would reflect this surface texture and could be used to
help delineate DRASTIC ranges. Note that DRASTIC does not permit the
incorporation of a petrocalcic layer (i.e. fragipan. durapan or caliche) within
the numerical rating system. Since the presence of this layer may restrict
vertical fluid movement within the soil horizon. the user may wish to
supplement the DRASTIC evaluation with this information.

6) Where portions or all of the general soil association map cannot be
used to delineate the soil media for DRASTIC. refer to the detailed soil maps.
In essence. the user must formulate a general soil map of areas 100 acres or
larger based on the most significant layer from a pollution potential
standpoint. The user may find that the easiest approach is to choose the
correct soil media for each soil series. and separate them into significant
groups on the maps by colors. Because the maps are so detailed. the user may
experience difficulty in making these generalizations because the process is
time-consuming when evaluating large areas such as a county.

7) Where soils are thin or absent. little protection from pollution is
offered. In this case. the user may use the DRASTIC designation of thin or
absent. In general. this category should be used where the soil profile is
less than 10 inches thick. This is particularly true for sands. however. the
user may wish to consider even less thickness where the soil media is
non-shrinking and non-aggregated clay. The decision of when to use this
category is based on a point where the thickness of the soil media does not
significantly contribute to contamination attenuation.

Additional information regarding various soil characteristics can be found
in other parts of the soil survey should more specific information be desired.
For example. the tables on engineering properties of so il series frequently
contain information on grain size distribution. soil pH and soil permeability.
liquid limit and plasticity index. Recent published soil surveys may also
contain information on soil organic matter content which may be of particular
interest in evaluating the ground-water pollution potential in areas Where
pesticides are applied. The current DRASTIC methodology does not permit the
user to incoqnrate information on organic matter (other than What already
appears in the soil media ranges) into the numerical system; however. the user
can use this information to supplement the DRASTIC evaluation.

Although this discussion has centered around the use of soil series and
associated textural layers within the soil. the Soil Conservation Service has
developed a very detailed and descriptive system for naming and classifying
soils. Soil taxonomic classifications can provide the user with additional
information on soil genesis. particle size class. soil mineralogy and soil
temperature. A complete discussion of soil classification and taxonomy may be
found in Soil Conservation Service (1960; 1975).
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TOPOGRAPHY

As used here, "topography" refers to the slope and slope variability of
the land surface. Topography helps control the likelioood that a pollutant
will run off or remain on the surface in one area long enough to infiltrate.
Slopes which provide a greater opportunity for contaminants to infiltrate will
be associated with a higher ground-water pollution potential. Topography
influences soil development and therefore has an effect on contaminant
attenuation. Topography is also significant because gradient and direction of
flow often can be inferred for water table conditions from the general slope of
the land. Typically, steeper slopes signify higher ground-water velocity.

Figure 7 contains the slope ranges which were chosen as significant
relative to ground-water pollution potential. These ranges correspond to the
typical ranges identified by the Soil Conservation Service for percent slope.
The ranges are assigned ratings assuming that 0 to 2 percent slope provides the
greatest opportunity for a pollutant to infiltrate because neither the
pollutant nor much precipitation exits the area as runoff. Conversely, 18+
percent slope affords a high runoff capacity and ther~fore a lesser probability
of contaminant infiltration and a subsequent lower ground-water pollution
potential. Steep slopes, however, are more conducive to rapid erosion and
contamination of surface water.

Percent slopes for topography may be determined from published soil
surveys and U.S. Geological Survey 7 1/2 and 15 minute quadrangle topographic
maps. Recently published soil surveys have letters on the detailed soil maps
which represent percent slope ranges (i.e. A equals 0 to 2 percent, B equals 2
to 6 percent). The user may be able to identify so 11 and topography together
since soil series frequently correspond to topographic breaks. Percent slope
may also be calculated directly from 7 1/2 and 15 minute topographic maps.
Percent slope is equal to the vertical "rise" divided by the horizontal "run".
The user must measure the change in elevation over a measured distance on the
topographic map. Distance may be calculated by using a ruler to measure a
length on the map and then by comparing this length to the scale at the bottom
of the map. The scale for 7 1/2 minute maps is 1 inch equals 2000 feet.
Change in elevation is calculated by counting the number of contour lines
crossed within the measured length, multiplied by the contour interval of the
map. The user should always check the contour interval for each map; the
contour interval can vary widely from one map to the next. Percent slope can
be checked at intervals across the map and the most appropriate slope range for
an area can then be selected.

IMPACT OF THE VADOSE ZONE MEDIA

The vadose zone is defined as that zone above the water table which is
unsaturated or discontinuously saturated. The type of vadose zone media
determines the attenuation characteristics of the material below the typical
soil horizon and above the water table. Biodegradation, neutralization,
mechanical filtration, chemical reaction, volatilization and dispersion are all
processes which may occur within the vadose zone. The amount of biodegradation
and volatilization decreases with depth. The media also controls the path
length and routing, thus affecting the time available for attenuation and the
quantity of material encountered. The routing is strongly influenced by any
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fracturing present. The materials at the top of the vadose zone also exert an
influence on soil development.

Vadose zone media have been designated by descriptive names. Each medium,
listed in order of increasing ground-water pollution potential is discussed as
follows:

a) Confining layer - This media is chosen when evaluating a confined
aquifer. A confining layer represents an impermeable layer which restricts the
movemen t of liiB te I' in to an aquifer.

b) Silt/Clay - A deposit of silt and clay-sized particles which serves as
a barrier to retard movement of liquids. The high clay content provides a low
pollution potential. Shrinking clays and higher silt concentrations increase
the pollution potential.

c) Metamorphic/Igneous Rock - Consolidated rock of metamorphic or igneous
origin which contain no significant primary porosity and which permit movement
of liquids through fractures. The relative pollution potential is a function
of the degree of fracturing.

d) Shale - A consolidated thick-bedded clay rock wh~ch may be fractured.
Pollution potential is low but increases with the degree of fracturing.

e) Limestone - Consolidated massive limestone or dolomite which typically
contains fewer bedding planes than Bedded Limestone, Sands t<"e and Shale
sequences (see "g" below). Pollution potential is influenced by the degree of
fracturing, with a high density of fracturing increasin~ the chance for
pollutant migration.

f) Sandstone - A consolidated sand rock which contains both primary and
secondary porosi ty and is typified by thicker bedding, as opposed to Bedded
Limestone, Sandstone, Shale sequences. Pollution potential is largely
controlled by the degree of fracturing and the primary porosity of the
sandstone.

g) Bedded Limestone, Sandstone, Shale - Typically thin-bedded sequences
of sedimentary rocks which contain primary porosi ty, but where the controlling
factor in determining pollution potential is the degree of fracturing.

h) Sand and Gravel with Significant Silt and Clay - Unconsolidated
mixtures of sand and gravel which contain an appreciable amount of fine
material. These deposits have a high concentration of clay, thereby reducing
the permeability of the deposits. These deposits are commonly referred to as
"dirty" and have a lower pollution potential than "clean" sands and gravels.
In general, fine r-grained and "dirtie r" sands have a lower pollution potential
than coarser-grained "dirtier" gravels.

i) Sand and Gravel - Unconsolidated mixtures of sand to gravel-sized
particles which contain only small amounts of fine materials. The range in
rating reflects principally a grain size distribution where unsorted smaller
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grained deposits have a lower pollution potential and larger grained,
well-sorted deposits have a higher pollution potential.

j) Basalt - Consolidated extrusive igneous bedrock which contains bedding
planes, fractures and vesicular porosity. This is a special case of
Metamorphic/Igneous. The term is used herein in a generic sense, even though
it is actually a rock type. PQllution potential is influenced by the number
and amount of interconnected openings present in the lava flow materials.
pollution potential is typically high because there is little chance for
attenuation once a pollutant enters the fracture system.

k) Karst Limestone - Consolidated limestone bedrock which has been
dissolved to the point where large open interconnected cavities and fractures
ar~ present. This is a special case of Limestone where pollution potential is
high based on the amount of open area in the rock.

A graphic display of the ratings which have been assigned to each vadose
zone medium is contained in Figure 8. This graph also contains a more complete
listing of the mechanisms which affect the poll~tion potential of each medium.

The selection of the vadose zone media depends on whether the aquifer to
be evaluated is unconfined or confined. A definition of unconfined and
confined aquifers can be found in the discussion on depth to water. In the
case of an unconfined or semi-confined aquifer that will be evaluated as
unconfined, the user must select the most significant media which influences
pollution potential. By definition, the vadose zone will include all the
unsaturated media below the soil and above the water table (Figure 21).
Information on vadose zone media is typically available in published geologic
or hydrologic reports, masters theses, well logs or other exploratory borings.
A complete list of potential sources of information is contained in Table 1.
In a multi-layer system, relative thickness of the media is one parameter which
influences the selection of the vadose zone media, however pollution potential
must also be considered. For example, where a limestone aquifer is overlain by
a significant thickness of sand and gravel and the water table is at the top of
the limestone, the vadose zone media would be chosen as sand and gravel.
However, if the sand and gravel were thinner and the water table was deep
within the limestone, limestone might be chosen as the vadose zone media.
Another example would be where a limestone aquifer is overlain by a silt/clay
layer and a sand and gravel layer of equal or greater thickness. The
silt/clay layer will be the most significant layer from a ground-water
pollution potential standpoint because it would restrict the movement of
contaminants into the limestone aquifer. The user would select silt/clay as
the most appropriate vadose zone media. In the special case where the water
table is very near or at the surface, the vadose zone media may be saturated.
In this situation, the user still must choose a vadose zone media and assign an
appropriate rating.

Where an aquifer is confined, the impact of the vadose zone includes all
media below the soil and above the top of the aquifer (Figure 21). In many
situations, the vadose zone will not be a true vadose zone, because part of the
saturated zone may be treated as the vadose zone. When evaluating a confined
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A. Determining the impact of the vadose zone media in an unconfined aquifer.

- - - -- -- -- - -- --- -- - ------------- -----------------_ ..

Piezometric surface

_-. Impact of vadose zone -.::.:_-_ -=-:---:.--:..-:-:.--:--.: ::::...-:-.:: -=-.: -_-:

... _--- - ---------

B. Determining the impact of the vadose zone media In a confined aquifer.

Figure 21. Diagrams showing how to determine the impact of the vadose zone media.
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aquifer, the user must choose "confining layer" as the vadose zone media.
Because the confining layer is the media which most significantly impacts
pollution potential, the user is choosing the true impact of the vadose zone.
Confining layer is used regardless of the other media composition in the area.
For example, where a sandstone aquifer is overlain by a confining shale layer
and a sand and gravel deposit of sufficient thickness, the impact of the vadose
zone media is chosen as "confining layer" even though shale and sand and gravel
would be listed in the table.

DRASTIC also provides a range of ratings for each media, with the
exception of confining layer. Confining layer must always be assigned a value
of 1. When evaluating an unconfined aquifer, the user may adjust the rating
for each media to reflect information gained from published reports, well logs
and knowledgeable individuals. Ratings are chosen similarly to the ratings for
aquifer media. The user is referred to the discussion in the aquifer media
section. Additional assistance in choosing ratings may also be found in the
following discussion.

In consolidated media, ratings may be chosen to reflect the amount of
secondary porosity by degree of fracturing, bedding or solution channels. A
typical rating is provided for each media. The typical rating can be used in
an aquifer with a moderate amount of fracturing or where data is not sufficient
to change the media rating. For example, where a limestone vadose zone is
present, the limestone may be highly solutioned allowing contaminants to
infiltrate the vadose zone rapidly and without any attenuation. The vadose zone
media would be chosen as a karst limestone and assigned a rating of 10. If
however, less solution channels were present or the channels were not
significantly interconnected, the vadose zone media would still be chosen as
karst limestone, but the rating could be lowered to a 9 or 8 depending on the
amount and interconnection of the channels. Still using the limestone as an
example, assume the limestone was not karstic but rather a dolomite with few
fractures. The user would choose a vadose zone media of limestone. A rating
lower than the typical 6 would then be chosen based on the degree of
fr act ur i ng .

In unconsolidated media, the user is provided with three descriptive media
ranges for unconsolidated deposits. The user may choose sand and gravel, sand
and gravel deposits with significant silt and clay or silt/clay depending on
the relative proportion of the finer-grained materials. Ratings for each media
are provided in parenthesis. Sand and gravel is used where the deposits
consist mostly of sand and gravel with only small amounts of finer-grained
materials (6-9). Sand and gravel with significant silt and clay is used where
the predominant media is still sand and gravel (usually in lenses) but the
matrix is finer grained deposits (4-8). Silt/clay is used to delineate
deposits where the predominant material is fine-grained silt or clays, however
small amounts of sand and gravel may still be present in the deposit (2-5).
The three media ranges provide ratings which overlap the entire rating scale.

The user may choose ratings to reflect grain size, sorting, homogeneity
and amount of fine material. For example, a well-sorted sand and gravel that
is well washed may receive a rating of 9 while a sand and gravel with a larger
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fine fraction would receive a 7. Although no specific designation for glacial
till is listed in the vadose zone media chart, glacial tills can be evaluated
using the following discussion.

Depending on the characteristics of the till, the user may choose either
silt/clay or sand and gravel with significant silt and clay as the appropriate
media and adjust the ratings accordingly. For example, a sandy till may be
called a sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and assigned a rating
of 6. Conversely, a dense, unfractured, clayey till would be called silt/clay
and assigned a rating of 3.

HYDRAULIC CONDUGrIVITY OF THE AQUIFER

Hydraulic conductivity refers to the ability of the aquifer materials to
transmit water, which in turn, controls the rate at which ground water will
flow under a given hydraulic gradient. The rate at which the ground water
flows also controls the rate at which a contaminant moves away from the point
at which it enters the aquifer. Hydraulic conductivity is controlled by the
amount and interconnection of void spaces within the aquifer which may occur as
a consequence of intergranular porosi ty, fracturi ng and bedding planes. For
purposes of this document, hydraulic conductivity is divided into ranges where
high hydraulic conduct i vities are as sociated with higher pollution potential.
Figure 9 shows the relative importance of the ranges.

Values for hydraulic conductivity are calculated from aquifer pumping
tests. Information on hydraulic conductivity typically is available in
published hydrogeologic reports or masters theses. A complete list of
potential sources of information is contained in Table 1. If this information
is not available in published reports, values for hydraulic conductivity may be
estimated from Table 12. Well yields may also provide assistance in estimating
hydraulic conductivity. The user is advised to contact knowledgeable
individuals such as consultants, federal, state and local government employees
and drillers in the area which also may be able to provide or confirm
reasonable estimates of hydraulic conductivity. The broad ranges for hydraulic
conductivity provided in the DRASTIC charts were des:l_",:1ed to provide
flexibility in selecting appropriate values.

INTERACTION BETWEEN PARAMETERS

From the above discussion and in the application of the DRASTIC Index, it
will be recognized that there is redundance between some of the parameters.
The depth to the water, for example, affects the quantity of material that will
be encountered by a pollutant moving downward toward an aquifer. The thicker
the vadose zone in a given setting, the greater the effect may be upon the
degradation, retardation or attenuation of the pollutant.

However, in considering the impact of the vadose zone, degradation,
retardation and other significant attenuation processes are all varied
according to the nature of the materials present, and their condition within
the vadose zone. If, for instance, the vadose zone is moderately fractured
granite, the materials within the vadose zone will have only a slight impact on
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TABLE 12. RANGE OF VALUES OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AND PERMEABILITY
(FREEZE AND CHERRY,1979)
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most pollutants entering the vadose zone. The protection provided will be a
function of depth and the failure of critical fractures to interconnect.

If, however, the vadose zone is comprised of unfract ured glacial till, it
can be anticipated that consumptive sorption will be moderately high;
infiltration will be moderately low; retardation will be significant; and with
any substantial thickness of till, considerable time will be required for most
pollutants to penetrate the till. Thus it can be seen that the redundant
consideration of degradation, retardation and attenuation within the context of
both depth to water and impact of the vadose zone is useful in the comparative
evaluation of sites.

Net recharge determines, on an annual basis, the quantity of water from
precipitation that is available for vertical transport, dispersion, and
dilution of a pollutant from a specific point of application. Net recharge
exemplifies how some parameters can have both positive and negative effects.
For example, greater recharge typically means more rapid transport of a
pollutant and therefore less time for attenuation. However, in this situation,
di1utio~ is also greater thereby exerting a positive influence because the
concentration of an introduced contaminant will be lessened. It is also
evident that a thick unsaturated zone, with a layered sequence of bedded and
fractured shales, sandstones and limestones, can have a profound impact on all
three of the same factors (transport, dispersion, dilution) that are of primary
importance to net recharge.

Topography and soil media also influence net recharge. Topography has
site-specific influence which determines whether the capacity for recharge is
high or low at a given point. The permeability of the surfale soils has a
similar impact. However, the nature of the surface soil materials has an
additional impact upon potential pollutant attenuation, consumptive sorption,
route length and direction, and time available for penetration.

In addition to its direct influence upon recharge, topography exerts a
significant influence upon soil thickness, drainage characteristics, and
profile development. These factors, in turn, influence soil media as well as
the previously-mentioned factors. In addition, topography usually bears a
predictable relationship to hydraulic gradient, and direction of probable
pollutant movement under water table conditions, with a consequent impact on
dispersion and dilution.

The upper portion of the vadose zone exerts influence on the type of soils
developed on the surface. The vulnerability of an aquifer to a given pollution
event varies in response to the nature of the materials in the vadose zone
including but not limited to: grain size, sorting, reactivity, bedding,
fracturing, thickness and sorptive character. In general, finer grain-size
materials, i.e. clays and silt, have lower hydraulic conductivity and greater
capacity for the temporary and long-term attenuation of pollutants. If
expandable clay minerals are present, the sorptive capacity is further
enhanced. If a material is even moderately cemented, then grain size and
sorting may be less significant than the degree of cementation.
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If the material in the vadose zone is reactive to the pollutant, or
soluble in it, then there may be two different effects. First, the pollutant
may be retarded (a positive effect) or second, the solution of the vadose zone
material may actually increase permeability and allow subsequent introduction
of pollutants to pass through more quickly with less retardation (a negative
effect). In the case of reactive pollutants, the importance of secondary
by-products must be considered. It is here that the risks associated with
gaseous phase transport are most likely to have an impact on ground water.

The thickness of the vadose zone and the degree of fracturing and
frequency of bedding planes in the vadose zone all impact upon the tortuosity,
route length, dispersion and consequent travel time that is required for a
pollutant to move through the vadose zone. This is not only of time-delay
importance but also is imtx>rtant as the control of contact time for reactions
to occur.

The vadose zone, including the surficial SOil, is also of great importance
as the zone where most of the biologic activity occurs. There are natural
organisms found in this zone that break down many polluting substances into
secondary by-products, both harmless and harmful. For many chemicals these
reactions are very poorly understood, if at all, but it is known that with
sufficient time the eventual results are generally beneficial. Among the best
known of these processes at present are the bacterial fixation of iron and the
bacterial breakdown of non-chlorinated hydrocarbons under natural conditions.
Both of these processes occur in the vadose zone and in the aerobic portion of
shallow aquifers.

The hydraulic conductivity, together with gradient and porosity of the
aquifer beneath a site influences the rate of movement of an introduced
pollutant away from the point of introduction. In conjunction with hydraulic
gradient, conductivity also controls the direction of movement. These are, in
turn, affected with regard to dispersion, by grain size, bedding, fracturing,
and tortuosity.

It is evident that all of the DRASTIC parameters are interacting,
dependent variables. Their selection is based not on available data
quantitatively developed and rigorously applied, but on a subjective
understanding of "real world" conditions at a given area. The value of the
DRASTIC parameters is in the fact that they are based on information that is
readily available for most portions of the United States, and Which can be
obtained and meaningfully mapped in a minimum of time and at minimum cost. The
DRASTIC ranking scheme can then be applied by enlightened laymen for
comparative evaluations.

If the vulnerability of a site, or sites, to ground-water pollution were
to be ,evaluated with regard to travel time, flux, and concentration associated
with the incidence of a pollutant introduced at the site, the DRASTIC
parameters would be distributed as follows:
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A. Travel Time

Depth to Water
Soil Media
Impact of the Vadose Zone Media
Ne t Re cha rge
Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

B. Flux

Aquifer Media
- Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer (Existence of Gradient

Assumed)

C. Concentration

Depth to Water
Net Recharge
Aquifer Media
Soil Media
Topography
Impact of the Vadose Zone Media
Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

It should be noted that although the DRASTIC parameter of hydraulic
conductivity of the aquifer is mapped as a function of the ability of a
pollutant to be moved from a point of incidence, the direction of migration is
a function of gradient and rate depends on both conductivity and grddient.
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SECTION 4

HOW TO USE HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND DRASTIC

The system described in this document presents a simple and
easy-to-use approach to assess the ground-water pollution potential of any
area. Although the final system appears simplistic, the system actually
includes many complex concepts and relationships. Before an attempt is
made to make full use of this system, the user needs to develop an
appreciation for the complexity of evaluating ground-water pollution
potential. It is not necessary to understand every concept in detail, but
the greater the depth of understanding, the more useful the system becomes.
DRASTIC provides mappable results which can be used to provide a quick
reference of relative pollution potential of different areas. DRASTIC is
designed to be used as a planning, screening or prioritizing tool. DRASTIC
and associated maps cannot be used in lieu of site specific evaluations
because of local complexities in geologic conditions.

WHERE TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ON DRASTIC PARAMETERS

Before an area can be evaluated using the DRASTIC system, the basic
information on each factor must be found. DRASTIC has been designed to use
information which is available from a variety of sources. Table 1 contains
a listing of possible sources of hydrogeologic information and the types of
information which may be available from each. The most common source of
information for each parameter is listed below:

1) Depth to Water - Well logs or hydrogeologic reports;
2) Net Recharge - Water resource reports combined with data on

precipitation from the National Weather Service;
3) Aquifer Media - published geologic and hydrogeologic reports;
4) Soil Media - published soil survey reports or local mapping

projects conducted by the Soil Conservation Service;
5) Topography - published U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps

(various scales);
6) Impact of the Vadose Zone Media - published geologic reports;
7) Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer - published hydrogeologic

reports. (Of all the factors, this information may be the most
difficult to find. Because it is related very closely to
aquifer media, if necessary, hydraulic conductivity may be
estimated using Table 12). Conversion factors for permeability
and hydraulic conductivity are found in Table 13.
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TABLE 13. CONVERSION FACTORS FOR PERMEABILITY AND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY
UNITS (FREEZE AND CHERRY, 1979)

Permeability, k' Hydraulic conductivity, K

cm2 ft2 darcy m/s ft/s US gal/day/ft 2

cm2 108 X 10 3 1.01 X 108 9.80 X 102 3.22 X 103 1 85 X 109

0)
ft 2 9.29 X 102 942 X 10 '0 9.11 X 105 2.99 X 106 1.71 X 1012

<0

darcy 9.87X10 9 1.06 X 10 '1 9.66 X 10-6 3.17 X 10.5 1.82X101

m/s 1.02 X 10 3 110X10 6 1.04X105 3.28 212 X 106

ft/s 3.11 X 10 4 335 X 10 7 3.15 X 104 3.05 X 10 1 6.46 X 105

US. gallday/ft 2 5.42 X 10 10 5.83 X 10 '3 549 X 10 7 4.72 X 10 7 1.55 X 10 6

'To obtain k In It2
, multiply kin cm 2 by 1.08 X 10 3



It should be noted that the more accurate the data used to compute
index, the more reliably the pollution potential can be assessed.
may be many gaps in the data, of course. These gaps can be filled
careful interpolation if such interpolation is reasonable.

STEPS FOR USE OF THE SYSTEM

the
There
with

In order to use the DRASTIC system, the user must follow a few simple
steps. The following example illustrates how to use the system. The exact
same steps are used when applying the modified Pesticide DRASTIC ratings.
A decision-maker wishes to evaluate the pollution potential of two areas in
a county. The county is located along the glacial boundary such that part
of the county lies in the Glaciated Central Region and the other part lies
in the Non-Glaciated Central Region. Precipitation in the area averages 42
inches per year. Area I is typified by 5 to 20 feet of glacial till
deposits which overlie fractured sandstones and shales with hydraulic
conductivities ranging from 100 to 300 gpd/ft2. The terrain is rolling,
and depth to the water in the sandstones averages 30 feet below land
surface. Typical soils have mixtures of sand, silt and clay with
predominant clay fractions. Area II is typified by alternating sequences of
sandstone, limestone and shale with moderate fracturing and hydraulic
conductivity averaging 300 gpd/ft2 • Relief is low and slopes are
commonly 2 percent. Depth to water averages 40 feet. Soil is thin but
significant with soils reflecting equal mixtures of sand, silt and clay.
Average net recharge is 8 inches per year.

1) Identify the Region in which the area is located. Become
familiar with th~ hydrogeology of the region. Area I is in the Glaciated
Central Region aud Area II is in the Non-Glaciated Central Region.

2) Identify which hydrogeologic setting most closely approximates
the conditions of the area. Area I most closely approximates Setting 7Aa 
Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock; Area II, 6Da'- Alternating
Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - Thin Soil. For ease of reference, these
setting descriptions are included as Figures 22 and 23 and Tables 14 and
15.

3) Evaluate available information for each DRASTIC parameter against
the example ranges chosen for each DRASTIC parameter listed in the top
table (Tables 14 and 15). These ranges represent example values for each
hydrogeologic setting. In Area I (Table 14), the depth to water averages
30 feet; the example range of 30 to 50 feet would seem appropriate.
Therefore, the associated rating of 5 (Table 4) does not need to be
changed. No value for net recharge was available; however, precipitation
in the region is 42 inches per year and recharge will typically be
restricted due to the presence of clayey till; the example range of 4 to 7
inches per year seems appropriate. Therefore, the associated rating of 6
(Table 5) does not need to be changed. The aquifer media are fractured
sandstones and shales; thin bedded sandstone, limestone and shale sequences
are present, so the example media is appropriate. Therefore, the
associated rating of 6 (Table 6) does not need to be changed. Soils have a
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Aa) Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedi~entary Rocks

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low topography and
relatively flat-lying, fractured sedimentary rocks consisting of sandstone,
shale and li~estone which are covered by varying thicknesses of glacial
till. The till is chiefly unsorted deposits which may be interbedded with
loess or locslized deposits of sand and gravel. Although ground water
occurs in both the glacial deposits and in the intersecting bedrock
fractures, the bedrock is the principal aquifer. The glacial till serves
as a source of recharge to the underlying bedrock. Although precipitation
is abundant in most of the region, recharge is moderate because of the
glscial till and soils which are typically clay loams. Depth to water is
extremely variable depending in part on the thickness of the glacial till,
but tends to average around 30 feet.

Figure 22. Description and illustration for setting 7Aa-glacial till over bedded sedimentary
rocks.

NON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(60a) Alternating S5, L5, and 5H - Thin Soil

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low to moderate topographic
relief, relatively thin loa~ soils overlying horizontal or slightly
dipping alternating layers of fractured consolidated sedimentary rocks.
Ground water is obtained primarily from fractures along bedding planes or
intersecting vertical fractures. Precipitation varies widely in the
region, but recharge is moderate where precipitation is adequate. Water
levels are extremely variable but on the average moderately ahallow. Shale
or clayey layers often form aquitards, and where sufficient reltef is
present, perched ground water zones of local domestic importance sre often
developed ..

Figure 23. Description and illustration for setting GOa-alternating sandstone, limestone and
shale-thin soil.
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TABLE 14. DRASTIC AND PESTICIDE DRASTIC CHARTS FOR SETTING 7Aa - GLACIAL TILL
OVER BEDDED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

Setting 7Aa Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock General

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water 30-50 5 5 25

Net recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer media Bedded SS. LS, SH sequences 3 6 18

Soil media Clay loam 2 3 6

Topography 2-6% 1 9 9

Impact vadose zone Silt/Clay 5 3 15

Hydraulic conductivity 100-300 3 2 6

Drastic Index 103

Setting 7Aa Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock Pesticide

Feature Range Weight Ratrng Number

Depth to water 30-50 5 5 25

Net recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer media Bedded SS. LS, SH sequences 3 6 18

Soil media Clay loam 5 3 15

Topography 2-6% 3 9 27

Impact vadose zone Silt/Clay 4 3 12

Hydraulic conductivity 100-300 2 2 4

Pesticide DrastiC Index 125
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TABLE 15. DRASTIC AND PESTICIDE DRASTIC CHARTS FOR SETTING 6Da
ALTERNATING SANDSTONE, LIMESTONE AND SHALE - THIN SOIL

Setting 6Da Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - Thin Soli General

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water table 15-30 5 7 35

Net rechalge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer mc;dla Thin bedded SS, LS. SH
sequences 3 6 18

Soil media Loam 2 5 10

TopograpllY 2-6% 1 9 9
-

Impact vadose zone Bedded LS, SS. SH 5 6 30

Hydraulic conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index 129

Setting 6Da Alternating Sandstone. Limestone and Shale - Thin Soli Pesticide

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water table 15-30 5 7 35

Net recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer media Thin bedded SS, LS. SH
sequences 3 6 18

Soli media Loam 5 5 25

Topography 2-6% 3 9 27

Impact vadose zone Bedded LS, SS, SH 4 6 24

Hydraulic conductivity 1-100 2 1 2

Pesticide Drastic Index 155
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predominant clay fraction but contain silt and sand; clay loam is the
prevalent soil, so the example soil media would be appropriate. Therefore,
the associated rating of 3 (Table 7) does not need to be changed. Terrain
is rolling; 2 to 6 percent slopes are predominant. The example range is
acceptable. Therefore, the associated rating of 9 (Table 8) does not need
to be changed. The vadose zone is comprised of glacial till; silt and clay
is the most significant P9rtion of the glacial till. The example vadose
zone media is the appropriate media. Therefore, the associated rating of 3
(Table 9) does not need to be changed. Hydraulic conductivity values for
the bedrock average 100 to 300 gpd/ft 2 as listed on the example chart.
Therefore, the associated rating of 2 (Table 10) does not need to be
changed. Since all the example ranges in the hydrogeologic setting are
identical to the example values for this setting, no values need to be
modified for this area. The DRASTIC INDEX has already been computed for
the user by multiplying each rating by the assigned weight to obtain the
value listed in the "number" column. The sum of the "numbers" is the
DRASTIC Index. In this instance, the DRASTIC Index of 103 is simply read
from the chart. It should be noted here that weights are never changed.
These were determined by the committee and are the essence of the system.

In Area II (Table 15), depth to water averages 40 feet. The'example
range on the chart indicates 15 to 30 feet. This range differs from the
example values in this setting. The user should refer to Table 4 to find
the correct range which most closely approximates the area. In this case
30 to 50 feet would be appropriate. Note the corresponding rating would
now be 5 instead of 7 and the resultant weight of 5 multiplied by a rating
of 5 is 25 instead of 35. Net recharge is 8 inches per year. The range on
the chart differs from the example values in this setting. Seven to ten
inches per year would be chosen as the appropriate range and the rating of
6 is then changed to an 8 by referring to Table 5. The aquifer media is
alternating sequences of sandstone, limestone and shale with moderate
fracturing; the media listed on the example chart is accurate and the
associated rating of 6 does not need to be changed. Soils are typified by
equal mixtures of sand. silt and clay; this is the definition of loam. The
media on the example chart is adequate and the associated rating of 5 does
not need to be changed. Topography is low; the range is listed as 2 to 6
percent. The user may. based on observation, choose 0 to 2 percent. and
change the example rating as before, or may accept the example range of 2
to 6 percent if correct. For demonstration purposes, the user can refer to
Table 8, choose a a to 2 percent range, change the rating from 9 to 10 and
multiply by the weight of 1 to obtain an answer of 10 instead of 9. The
vadose zone media in the area are fractured limestones, sandstones and
shales; this is the same as the example media for this setting. Therefore,
the associated rating of 6 does not need to be changed. Hydraulic
conductivity averages 300 gpd/ft2; the example range indicates 1 to 100
gpd/ft2. Refer to Table 10 to choose the appropriate range. In this
case, 100 to 300 gpd/ft2 is chosen, the associated rating of 2 is
substituted and multiplied by 3 to obtain 6. The DRASTIC Index cannot be
read off the chart because all the ranges were not identical to those
listed in the example setting. Calculate the correct DRASTIC Index by
adding the numbers 25 + 32 + 18 + 10 + 10 + 30 + 6 = 131. The decision
maker can then compare the two areas relative to one another.
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From the above discussion, it is evident that the hydrogeologic
settings serve as a guide to the user in evaluating the appropriate range
for each DRASTIC factor. Each range has an associated rating which can
then be integrated into DRASTIC by combining it with the weighting factor.
The information to evaluate each DRASTIC factor and choose the appropriate
range may not always be expressed in exactly the same terms which are used
in this document. Section 3, DRASTIC: A Description of the Factors,
contains a brief description of what is included in each of the media terms
so that the most accurate DRASTIC range can be chosen. Section 5,
Application of DRASTIC to maps discusses the step-by-step process for
producing detailed DRASTIC maps with associated hydrogeologic settings and
DRASTIC indexes.

HOW TO USE THE RANGE IN MEDIA RATINGS

Because geologic media are more highly variable than other more easily
quantified DRASTIC factors, the system allows the user to make adjustments
for the variability in aquifer and vadose zone media. Tables 6 and 9
provide the user with a typical rating and a variable rating which can vary
based on the properties of the media. If no specific information is
available to provide a rationale for making a change from a typical media,
the typical rating should be used. The typical ratings for aquifer and
vadose zone media were developed to represent the characteristics of a
typical aquifer or vadose zone associated with a media type. The variable
range in media ratings provide the user with a mechanism to adjust the
ratings according to information that more accurately chara,~erizes the
nature of the media. The user may then use this informatiCn in conjunction
with the pollution potential to choose a media rating which best represents
the conditions of that media.

In consolidated rock, ratings may be adjusted to reflect degree of
cementation, amount of primary porosity and presence of secondary porosity
due to bedding planes, fractures, joints or solution openings. The
relative presence or absence of these factors may significantly affect
contaminant travel, attenuation and dilution within the aquifer. In
unconsolidated deposits, the ratings may be adjusted to reflect the amount
of fine-grained material and the size, shape and sorting of the entire
deposit.

The first step in using the system is to choose an aquifer or vadose
zone media. DRASTIC provides descriptive terms for both consolidated and
unconsolidated media to characterize the aquifer and vadose zone media.
The user must evaluate the geologic and hydrogeologic information about the
area and choose an appropriate media. A complete discussion of the choices
of media for aquifers and the vadose zone may be found in Section 3,
DRASTIC: A Description of the Factors under Aquifer Media and Vadose Zone
Media. Special consideration for aquifer and vadose zone media selection
is necessary in the case of confined aquifers. The user is referred to
Section 3 and Section 4, How to Evaluate Confined Aquifers for further
information.
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The next step is to evaluate whether the typical rating adequately
characterizes the pollution potential of a contaminant in the media. For
example, the selection of sandstone as a vadose zone media allows the user
to choose a rating from 4 to 8. If the sandstone has very little primary
porosity and very few bedding planes which would provide secondary
porosity, the pollution potential would be low and the user would assign a
rating of 4 to the media. If, however, the sandstone has a relatively high
amount of primary porosity and is extensively fractured, a contaminant
could migrate more rapidly through the media. The pollution potential
would be higher, thus, the user would select a rating of 8 for this media.

A second example illustrates the adjustment of the rating to reflect
depositional or formational conditions which affect the movement of a
contaminant in the media. The rating for basalt may range from 2 to 10 in
both the aquifer and vadose media. The environment in which the basalt was
formed can significantly affect the interconnection of openings within the
basalt and may also affect the degree of fracturing. This may be
illustrated by examining the basalts in the Columbia River Plateau. In
parts of this region, the basalts are dense, impermeable and have few
fractures. Ground-water movement is restricted to the interflow zones
formed between lava flows. For this type of basalt, the user would assign
a rating of 2 to the media because the pollution potential is low.
However, in other areas of the plateau, the basalts are comprised of thin
lava flows with extensive fracturing and jointing, permeable interflow
zones, and highly interconnected lava tubes. Contaminants introduced into
this media would be dispersed rapidly; thus, pollution potential would be
high. In these basalts, the user would assign a rating of 10.

Adjustments to unconsolidated media ratings can also be made. For
example, a typical sand and gravel would receive a rating of 8. If the
sand and gravel was coarse-grained, very well sorted, and contained only a
small percentage of silt and clay, the user would assign a rating of 9 to
this media. If the sand and gravel was poorly sorted, and contained some
significant amounts of fine-grained materials, the user would assign a
rating of 6 to the media. A complete discussion of the use of media ranges
for aquifers and vadose media may be found in Section 3, DRASTIC: A
Description of the Factors under Aquifer Media and Vadose Zone Media.

HOW TO EVALUATE CONFINED AQUIFERS

The evaluation of a confined aquifer requires the use of special
definitions for several of the DRASTIC factors. The presence of a confining
l~yer restricts contaminant movement into the aquifer. The associated
reduction in pollution potential can be incorporated into the system by
modifying several DRASTIC parameters to reflect the conditions which affect
pollution movement.

The confined aquifer may have either an upward or downward leakage
component. Hydraulic gradients which result in upward flow are not taken
into consideration because a) the aquifer already has a degree of
protection and b) upward gradients are easily reversed by local pumpage.
Therefore, for purposes of the DRASTIC Index, the worst case scenario of a
gradient into the aquifer is always assumed.
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A judgement must be made in several of the DRASTIC factors as to the
proper way to evaluate that factor in the specific setting. A detailed
discussion of the impacts of confined aquifers on the DRASTIC parameters of
depth to water, net recharge, aquifer media and the impact of the vadose
zone media may be found in Section 3, DRASTIC: A Description of the
Factors. Factors that must be varied, and the guidance for making the
judgement of variation are as follows:

1. Depth to Water - For a confined aquifer, depth to water is defined
as the depth from the ground surface to the top of the aquifer. This depth
also corresponds to the base of the confining layer. The presence of a
restrictive layer will limit the migration of contaminants into the
aquifer. The confining layer will also restrict the rate of water movement
thus providing additional time for contaminant attenuation.

2. Net Recharge - Values of net recharge may be adjusted to reflect
restrictions in recharge to the aquifer due to the presence of the
confining layer. If the user is uncertain as to whether the aquifer is
truly confined, the aquifer should be evaluated as-unconfined. Recharge
areas are often located miles away from the confining aquifer. Values of

.net recharge can be chosen to reflect the amount of water which may
actually recharge the aquifer. In portions of some confined aquifers, the
ground-water gradients are upward from the confined aquifer into the
confining layer. In this situation, recharge to the confined aquifer is
negligible and a low recharge value may be chosen.

3. Aquifer Media - The user must make a judgement, based on available
information, whether an aquifer is confined or unconfined. The hydraulic
conditions of an aquifer may exhibit spatial variation. Varying degrees of
confinement are not uncommon particularly when the aquifer is of large
areal extent.

4. Impact of the Vadose Zone Media - When evaluating a confined
aquifer, the user must choose "confining layer" as the impact of the vadose
zone media. The impact of the vadose zone media reflects the ability of
the geologic materials to affect a contaminant moving from the base of the
soil to the top of the aquifer. Because the confining layer is the media
which most significantly impacts pollution potential, the user is choosing
the true impact of the vadose zone. Confining layer is used regardless of
the other media composition within the vadose zone.

From this discussion, it can be seen that the vulnerability of an
aquifer can be significantly impacted by the presence of a confining layer.
The modifications to the DRASTIC parameters under confined conditions
produce a lower DRASTIC Index, thus suggesting a reduced vulnerability to
ground-water contamination. Under confined conditions, the methodology
assumes that the confining layer significantly limits the migration of
fluids, either contaminants or water across the restrictive layer. In many
areas confining layers are not truly impermeable, but are leaky or
semi-confining. Because the methodology does not allow the evaluation of a
semi-confined aquifer, the user must choose to evaluate the aquifer as
either confined or unconfined. The user must evaluate the degree of
confinement of the aquifer.
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The effects of evaluating an aquifer as confined versus unconfined can
be illustrated using the following example. Setting 7Ac, Glacial Till Over
Solution Limestone is typified by conditions in northeastern Indiana. The
aquifer is a solution limestone overlain by varying thicknesses of glacial
till. The till is comprised of unsorted deposits of sand, silt and clay
which may be interbedded with localized lenses of sand and gravel.
Surficial deposits have weathered to a clay loam. Although the limestone
is the principal aquifer, the overlying till may also be saturated.
Despite the restrictive permeability of the till, recharge to the limestone
aquifer is relatively high. The glacial till is in direct hydraulic
connection with the aquifer and serves as a source of recharge to the
limestone.

The low permeability glacial t ill partially confines the limes tone
aquifer. Because DRASTIC cannot be used to evaluate semi-confined aquifers,
the aquifer must be evaluated as either confined or unconfined. If the
limestone is treated as an unconfined aquifer, the depth to water will be
the depth from the ground surface to the water table. In this setting, the
depth. to water would be the depth to the level of saturation of the till.
A typical depth to ~ter might be 30 feet which would have a rating of (5).
The aquifer would still be evaluated as karst limestone and be assigned a
rating of (10). The hydraulic conductivity would also be high. A typical
value for high hydraulic conductivity might be 2000+ gallons per day per
square foot with an associated rating of 10. Soil media would typically be
a clay loam with an associated rating of (3). Topography would be 2 to 6
percent with an associated rating of (9). The vadose zone would be
represented by the till and the vadose zone media would be called silt/clay
with a typical rating of (3). The DRASTIC Index can be calculated to be
139 (Table 16).

It is also possible to evaluate a similar aquifer for confined
conditions. Based on the modifications necessary for confined aquifers,
several parameter ratings must be changed. Depth to water is now
considered to be the depth from the ground surface to the top of the
aquifer. In this setting, the depth to the aquifer is 60 feet. The rating
for depth to water would change from a (5) to a (3). Because net recharge
may be limited by the confining layer, recharge values might be adjusted
from 4 to 7 inches per year (6) to 2 to 4 inches per year (3). The impact
of the vadose zone media must now become "confining layer" with a rating of
(1). The other parameter ratings remain unchanged. The DRASTIC index can
now be calculated to be 107 (Table 17).

By comparing the two indexes for this setting, 139 (unconfined) versus
107 (confined), the impact of evaluating an aquifer as confined is
demonstrated. The confined aquifer is less vulnerable to contamination
than the unconfined aquifer. Although the geology of the site is
unchanged, there is a major difference in the hydrogeology of the two
examples and thus the relative degree of confinement affects the pollution
potential of the area.
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TABLE 16. CHART FOR EXAMPLE SETTING 7Ac - GLACIAL TILL OVER SOLUTION
LIMESTONE SHOWING UNCONFINED CONDITIONS

Setting 7Ac Glacial Till Over Solution Limestone General

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water 30-50 5 5 25

Net recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer media Karst limestone 3 10 30

Soli media Clay loam 2 3 6

Topography 2-6% 1 9 9

Impact vadose zone Slit/clay 5 3 15

Hydraulic conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic Index 139

TABLE 17. CHART FOR EXAMPLE SETTING 7Ac - GLACIAL TILL OVER SOLUTION
LIMESTONE SHOWING CONFINED CONDITIONS

Setting 7Ac Glacial Till Over SolutIOn limestone General

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water 50-75 5 3 15

Net recharge 2-4 4 3 12

Aquifer media Karst limestone 3 10 30

SOil media Clay loam 2 3 6

Topography 2-6% 1 9 9

Impact vadose zone Confining layer 5 1 5

Hydraulic conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic Index 107
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SINGLE FACTOR OVERRIDES

In some instances, it will be found that the DRASTIC Index cannot
adequately compensate for a single parameter that is so dominant that it
overrides all other parameters. This may be a consideration that is
glaringly apparent, as in a highly-fractured surficial karst area, or it
may be a much more subtle consideration that involves design or policy
decisions.

Tables 18 and 19 provide the DRASTIC ratings for two actual areas
referenced as Maco I and Maco II. These areas are both located in the
glacial till plain portion of the Glaciated Central Region approximately
five miles apart. Based on the available data, both areas are underlain by
25 to 40 feet of dense glacial till containing a few discontinuous lenses
of "dirty" sand and gravel that rarely exceed four inches in thickness. In
the absence of fracturing or stratification, the horizontal and vertical
permeabilities of the glacial tills average 10-6 to 10-7 gallons per
day per sq uare foot.

In area Maco I, the glacial till overlies fractured limestone which
serves as a regional aquifer and has a hydraulic conductivity which
averages 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot. Water in the
limestone is semi-confined and the regional water levels approximate 30
feet. The overlying glacial till is saturated only in association with the
occasional discontinuous lenses of sand and gravel. These zones can be
considered "perched."

In the Maco II area, the glacial till overlies dense, fractured shale.
The hydraulic conductivity of the shale is less than 1 gallon per day per
square foot. Because the shale is relatively impermeable, the overlying
glacial till is saturated from a depth of approximately 5 feet, even though
the elevation, topography and soils are similar in the two areas.

It can be seen by comparing Tables 18 and 19, that Maco II has a
slightly more favorable rating than Maco I. The principal reason is
because there is no significant aquifer at risk at Maco II. However, Maco
II has a water table at a depth of approximately 5 feet. In the Maco I
area, a landfill, for example, could be properly designed and operated at a
maximum depth of fifteen feet. At this depth, the landfill would be
located within the unsaturated zone and a substantial thickness of dense,
low permeability material would be present at the base of the landfill to
protect the regional aquifer. Construction of a landfill in the Maco II
area (with the more favorable rating) would involve operating a
saturation-zone landfill, which often would require a harder policy
decision from the permitting agency.

With regard to the proper application of the DRASTIC Index in this
situation, the question is, "Is the shallow, 5-foot depth to saturation of
sufficient significance to 'override' all of the other, favorable aspects
of the site?" This should be considered for all parameters that are very
highly-rated (i.e., in the rating range of 8-10). Another single factor
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TABLE 18. DRASTIC RATING FOR MACO I

MACOI GENERAL

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

Net Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer Media Massive Limestone 3 4 12

SOil Media Clay Loam 2 3 6- -Topography 2-6% 1 9 9

Impact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 3 15

Hydraulic Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic Index 113

TABLE 19. DRASTIC RATING FOR MACO II
r

MACO II GENERAL

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

Net Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer MedIa Massive Shale 3 2 6

SOIl Media Clay Loam 2 3 6

Topography 2-6 1 9 9

Impact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 3 15

Hydraulic Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index 108
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override would be exposed, highly-fractured or dissolved bedrock which
would provide a direct conduit to an aquifer. Knowledge of the area being
mapped is usually required in order to know when overrides must be
applied.

BUILD-YOUR-OWN-SETTINGS

From the above discussion it should become obvious that for any given
area in the United States, the ground-water pollution potential can be
estimated by choosing appropriate ranges for each DRASTIC parameter without
referring to any hydrogeologic setting described in Section 7,
Hydrogeologic Settings of the United States by Ground-Water Regions. It
becomes necessary to use both the hydrogeologic settings and the DRASTIC
Index when producing a map Which will clearly describe the conditions in an
area. The individual DRASTIC ratings and hydrogeologic settings become
important when DRASTIC will be used by other people in potentially
different applications. The inclusion of both portions of the methodology
will provide a clear and complete "picture" of the hydrogeologic and
geologic conditions in the area. This information will enable other users
to understand how and why the DRASTIC parameters were chosen and how
setting conditions impact the pollution potential. The geographic
relationship also helps the user evaluate the characteristics of an area
more thoroughly thereby helping create sound judgement calls and a more
realist ic DRASTIC Index.

HOW TO INTERPRET A DRASTIG AND PESTICIDE DRASTIC INDEX

The culmination of the evaluation of any hydrogeologic setting is a
numerical value termed the DRASTIC Index. The higher the DRASTIC Index,
the greater the ground-water pollution potential. DRASTIC is designed to
yield a relative numerical value which can readily be compared to a value
obtained for another setting either in the same region or in a different
region. A numerical value of 160, for example, has no intrinsic meaning.
That number is of value only when compared to DRASTIC Indexes generated for
other areas. DRASTIC Indexes range from 65 to 223 for all typical
hydrogeologic settings.

It is also important to be able to reconstruct the ranges for each
individual DRASTIC factor that comprise the DRASTIC Index. Frequently it
becomes necessary to consider a specific parameter in addition to just
knowing a number for ground-water pollution potential. The charts
accompanying each hydrologic setting in Section 7, Ground-water Regions and
Hydrogeologic Settings of the United States provide a format for quick and
easy reference of the way the DRASTIC Index was derived.

DRASTIC Indexes prOVide discrete numbers which can be used to evaluate
ground-water pollution potential. The numbers, however are not gradational
between settings. For example, the line on a map which encloses the
DRASTIC Index is not a contour line but rather a line depicting a setting
boundary. A contour line infers that there is a gradational transition
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between two evaluated points. A setting boundary line allows the user to
evaluate two points but only from a relative and not gradational
perspective. Therefore, it is important to realize that DRASTIC Index
values cannot be contoured.

This methodology also allows the user to apply a modified Pesticide
DRASTIC to an area when the potential impact to ground-water quality from
the application of pesticides is a concern. The weights assigned to each
parameter have been modified to reflect the potential impacts of pesticide
application on ground water. The assumptions have been modified to reflect
a contaminant with the ~obility of a generic pesticide. For this reason,
it is not correct to compare a General DRASTIC Index with a Pesticide
DRASTIC Index of the same area. Comparisons made between the two Indexes
would be invalid. The user may only compare the Pesticide DRASTIC Indexes
of two different settings evaluated using Pesticide DRASTIC to draw
conclusions about the relative pollution potential of each area with
respect to pesticide application. Pesticide DRASTIC Indexes range from 88
to 251 for all typical hydrogeologic settings.
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Section 5

APPLICATION OF DRASTIC TO MAPS

Complete evaluation of any area using DRASTIC involves not only
producing a numerical score, but also delineating appropriate hydrogeologic
settings. To fully demonstrate the use of the system and to better
illustrate the steps in producing a DRASTIC map, ten widely varied counties
were chosen for evaluation. This exercise also provided the opportunity to
critique the methodology and make changes where necessary.

The selection process for the demonstration counties involved .
soliciting suggested counties from committee members and other interested
individuals. The areas selected were to be representative of different
hydrogeologic scenarios and be located in all parts of the United States.
An attempt was made to select counties which had both an abundance and a
scarcity of data and represented both urban and rural areas. The initial
areas were further evaluated based on the level of interest at the state
and county level. The ten counties which were finally selected include:

Cumberland County, Maine,
Finney County, Kansas,
Gillespie County, Texas,
Greenville County, South Carolina,
Lake County, Florida,
Minidoka County, Idaho,
New Castle County, Delaware,
Pierce County, Washington,
Portage County, Wisconsin and
Yolo County, California.

The evaluation approach for each county varied slightly but typically
contained the following elements: 1) gathering of published data and maps,
2) eliminating data gaps through personal contacts, 3) preparing draft
DRASTIC maps in the form of color-keyed overlays, 4) conducting a formal
county presentation, 5) field checking of the draft maps with selected
individuals intimately familiar with the county, 6) making changes where
necessary on the maps and 7) printing a final map and legend. In all
instances steps 1-4 and 7 were ac)omplished. Step 5 was not completed for
Minidoka County, Idaho due to inclement weather; field checking New Castle
County, Delaware was only cursorily performed because the reviewers did not
deem an in-depth field visit necessary. Step 6 was not performed in many
counties because modifications were not necessary.
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HOW TO PERFORM A DRASTIC EVALUATION AND PRODUCE A DRASTIC MAP

This section contains a step-by-step discussion of the techniques
which were used to evaluate each county and produce a map. Although each
individual who uses DRASTIC will personalize the approach, these
discussions will serve as a starting point for the user.

Drawing the Map Manually

1) Gather all the published or printed information available on the
chosen county for each DRASTIC parameter. Sources of information are
listed in Table 1.

2) Read and evaluate the data. Start to make preliminary choices
about which aquifer or aquifers should be evaluated. DRASTIC permits the
user to choose either a unconfined or confined aquifer for evaluation.
This choice will determine the type of data needed for other key DRASTIC
parameters. Depth to water and the impact of the vadose zone media are
most significantly affected. Remember, if an aquifer is evaluated as
confined, the depth to water is chosen as the depth to the top of the
aquifer and the impact of the vadose zone is assigned the delineation.

The user may also choose to evaluate different aquifers on the same
map. This may be necessary where an aquifer is not continuous across a
county. Evaluation of different aquifers may be desirable where one
aquifer does not have the same importance, either economically or
usage-wise in the county. Care should be taken to document which aquifer
is being evaluated so that users of the final map can understand the
evaluations and relative pollution potential. DRASTIC does not permit the
user to evaluate two separate aquifers at the same location on the same
map; two separate maps must be produced.

3) Identify the pertinent hydrogeologic region (Western Mountain
Ranges for example) and begin to formulate ideas about the appropriate
hydrogeologic setting. The hydrogeologic settings can be located in
Section 7, Hydrogeologic Settings of the United States by Ground-Water
Regions.

4) Begin the mapping procedure by selecting a 7 1/2 minute USGS
topographic quadrangle map (or a 15 minute map if a 7 1/2 minute map is not
available). It is recommended that mapping proceed to an adjacent
quadrangle to maintain continuity. Starting in one corner of the county is
usually the best approach. Although many portions of the demonstration
maps were produced using 15 minute topographic quadrangle maps, the 7 1/2
minute maps were easier to use.

5) Mapping is conducted by creating a series of overlays to represent
the DRASTIC parameters. Theoretically an overlay is necessary for each
parameter; however, it was discovered during the mapping process that
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frequently DRASTIC factors would be closely associated. In some areas the
vadose zone and aquifer media were the same. In other areas, soil and
topography were intimately related. In these instances, it was not
necessary to create seven separate overlays; frequently 2 or 3 were
sufficient.

6) Once a 7 1/2 minute quadrangle is chosen, the first overlay can be
constructed by placing a piece of matte acetate over the map and taping it
down. The matte side should be placed toward the mapper. Choose a DRASTIC
parameter to begin the map. It is typically easier to choose the aquifer
media as the starting parameter because the values chosen for other
parameters (i.e. depth to water) may depend on the choice of aquifer for
mapping. So that consistency in creating the maps was maintained, a
specified pencil color was assigned to each DRASTIC parameter. Table 20
shows the colors which were used during the demonstration project. The
mapper need not use these colors, but may find standardization
advantageous.

TABLE 20. PENCIL COLORS USED FOR DRASTIC MAPPING EXERCISE

DRASTIC Parameter

Depth to Water

Net Recharge

Aquifer Media

Soil Media

Typography

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Hydraulic ConductiVity of the AqUifer

Color

Black

Green

Red

Blue

Violet

Brown

Orange

7) Referring to available information, draw boundary lines for the
chosen DRASTIC parameter using the categories provided in Tables 4 through
10. Try to keep in mind that DRASTIC is best applied by recognizing the
generalities and combining the unimportant specifics. This is best done by
remembering that DRASTIC areas should represent areas that are 100 acres or
larger in size. On a 7 1/2 minute quadrangle map this roughly correspond;
to the size of a 50 cent piece. It is important to "lump" generalities and
not to "split" unnecessarily. Frequently individuals experience the
greatest difficulty in "lumping" where there is extremely detailed
information available; where data is more generalized the temptation to
"split" is reduced. For example, in an area of varying topographic relief,
the mapper may see many areas on the topographic map which would lend
themselves to producing a very detailed map. However, the mapper needs to
remember the 50 cent piece and not create areas any smaller. Conversely,
information about hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is typically
generalized and is easier to resist the temptation to draw a propensity of
lines because the data is not available to support them.
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It is during this mapping exercise that the mapper may become acutely
aware of data gaps or data deficiencies. It is oftentimes necessary to
supplement the printed information with professional expertise. A
telephone call to knowledgeable individuals (consultant, government
official, driller or other) may be both desirable and necessary.

It is also during the mapping exercise that the user will realize that
the data used to generate a pollution potential map is produced at a
variety of scales. For example, soils are commonly mapped at a level of
detail representing 85 percent accuracy in a one or two-acre area.
However, values for hydraulic conductivity are frequently extrapolated from
only a few points of reference or simply are estimated by aquifer media.
This can be likened to using significant figures to express research
results. When adding numbers such as .038 and .1 the result is only
properly expressed to the first decimal point. When creating the map it is
therefore important to attempt to •• justify" the scales by either making
generalizations (in the case of soil media) or finding the most detailed
available information (in the case of hydraulic conductivity). This
process of trying to evaluate data at relatively equal scales produces a
better pollution potential map.

8) Label the enclosed areas with the appropriate category. Record
the corresponding weight and rating for the area and multiply the two
numbers. Circle the number for easy reference. Figure 24 shows an example
of a correctly drawn and labeled map of aquifer media.

9) Select the next factor to evaluate. Tape down an additional sheet
of acetate or use the same sheet as before. Select a differ~nt colored
pencil. Draw in the appropriate boundaries, label and circle the computed
number. Figure 25 shows a correctly drawn and labeled map of depth to
water superimposed on Figure 24.

10) Continue to map all seven DRASTIC parameters with a different
colored pencil using as many sheets of acetate as necessary. By the time
this portion of the exercise is complete, the mapper will have identified
areas where additional information is needed. At this point, the mapper
may wish to record those notations for future reference.

11) Overlay and align all the sheets of acetate. Add an additional
clean acetate sheet to the top. Select a black (or other appropriate)
pencil and retrace all the boundaries that are seen through the overlain
sheets. Remember that the final map should have no areas smaller than a 50
cent piece (Figure 26). This may mean that the mapper may not be able to
trace all the lines. In this instance, the mapper needs to employ the
technique of "lumping." This is best done by reviewing the parameters that
create this line. This process is made easier if a different color pencil
was used for each parameter. The mapper should carefully look at
boundaries which coincide between parameters. Where one or more parameter
lines coincide the importance of keeping that particular line is enhanced.
The reliability of the data which made the line should also be evaluated.
For example, if the aquifer media was well-documented but professional
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Figure 24. Hand-drawn map showing correct delineation and labeling of aquifer media.
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Figure 25. Hand-drawn map showing correct delineation and labeling of depth to water and
aquifer media.
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Figure 26. Hand-drawn map showing correct delineation and labeling of all DRASTIC parameters.
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judgement has been used to draw the net recharge line, perhaps the net
recharge boundary could share the aquifer media boundary. Finally, the
importance of the DRASTIC parameter should be considered. For example, it
is frequently very easy to make a detailed map using topography alone.
However, since topography has only a weight of 1 in general DRASTIC, it may
be possible to re-evaluate those boundaries with respect to soil, vadose
zone or aquifer boundaries. By reasoning processes similar to this, the
mapper is able to create a valid DRASTIC map delineating realistic areas of
pollution potential.

12) At this point, the mapper needs to evaluate the hydrogeologic
settings which are present on the map. This is done by reviewing the
descriptions in the appropriate hydrogeologic region (Section 7). The
descriptions and block diagrams provide generalized information about the
important hydrogeologic parameters from a pollution potential standpoint.
The block diagrams provide a "typical" range of values which might be
present somewhere in the region. It is unlikely that the map which has
been generated will duplicate the typical chart. Therefore, the mapper
needs to create a lettering system for the map. This can be done by making
a series of blank charts. Write the names of the hydrogeologic settings
encountered during mapping on the top of the charts.

13) Next, label the areas on the final maps with the appropriate
hydrogeologic settings (i.e., 2A, 7Da, 6K). Concurrently or later sum the
DRASTIC numbers for a selected area. This number is the DRASTIC Index and
a measure of relative pollution potential.

The user sh0uld note that the map produced using these steps is a map
which outlines areas of hydrogeologic settings and variable DRASTIC
Indexes. However, the user should also note that the numbers are not
contoured. Contour lines imply a sequential progression between each line.
The DRASTIC numbers are comparative and not sequential. This means that
each individual Index value is not related to the adjacent value but only
serves as a means of comparison.

14) Record the ranges and associated ratings on the blank chart with
the appropriate hydrogeologic setting. Label the appropriate area on the
map as below:

6K
101

where

6K denotes the ground-water region and hydrogeologic setting and

101 denotes the DRASTIC Index.

Figure 27 illustrates a correctly labeled map. Table 21 is an example of
an accompanying chart.
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Figure 27. Hand-drawn map showing correctly labeled ground-water pollution potential map.
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TABLE 21. CHART FOR SETTING 912 - BEDROCK UPLANDS

Setting 912 Bedrock Uplands General

Feature Range Weight Rating Number

Depth to water 15-30 5 7 35

Net recharge 4-7 4 6 24

Aquifer media Metamorphic/igneous 3 3 9

Soil media Sandy loam 2 6 12

Topography 2-6% 1 9 9

Impact vadose zone Metamorphic/igneous 5 4 20

Hydraulic conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index 112

15) Continue to sum the DRASTIC Index and label the hydrogeologic
setting for each area. During this process, it will become obvious that
there are many different variations within a hydrogeologic setting. For
example, it is possible to be within the setting 60 but to have the depth
to water be 15-30 feet in one area and 30-50 feet in another. This results
in a different DRASTIC index. It is also possible to have changes in more
than one parameter. For purposes of charts and labeling, it becomes
desirable to delineate between the many variations. This is best done by
labeling as follows:

6Kl
96

where

6K2
103

6K3
113

~~liS the first unique combination of DRASTIC parameters encountered

6K2
103 is the second set of unique DRASTIC parameters encountered, and

~~~ is the third variation encountered during mapping.
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The mapper can thus continue to label ad infinitum. Probably no two
mappers will label the variations (i.e.) 1) 2) 3) etc.» in the same order)
but the order is not really the important aspect. The unique combination
of DRASTIC parameters and the ability of a reviewer or user to trace the
way the mapper created the DRASTIC Index and hydrogeologic setting is the
most significant milestone.

16) Continue to map each 7 1/2 minute quadrangle using the same
technique until the county is completely mapped. Check all wap boundaries
to ensure that hydrogeologic setting lines continue from map to map.
Continue to label the hydrogeologic setting variations sequentially.

Drawing the Map by Computer

A Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is designed to display and
combine many layers of spatial data into differing formats so results may
be more easily interpreted by the user. Since DRASTIC combines seven
layers in the form of the seven DRASTIC parameters) an attempt was made to
produce a map using a computerized GIS. Geographic Information Systems is
a broad term for a variety of software packages capable of manipulating
spatially-oriented data. The capabilities and output of the GIS varies
with the software package.

New Castle County, Delaware was chosen to demonstrate the use of
DRASTIC with a GIS. An Automated Environmental Resources Information
System (AERI) was the computer assisted information system available in New
Castle County. The information for the seven DRASTIC paracleters resided in
the existing computerized data base and needed only minor manipulation to
fit the DRASTIC format. The software used in the demonstration was GRID II
Which was designed to overlay any combination of AERI data files and
produce a map with a variety of scales. Data in the AERI files was
previously entered in 5.74 acre grid cells with cell dimensions measuring
500 feet per side. The demonstration did not involve inputting additional
data into the data files. The following steps were used in producing maps
on the computer.

1) Existing data files were reviewed to verify the format content of
the information to ensure relevance compatibility with DRASTIC.

A data file was chosen that represented each DRASTIC parameter. The
data file was manipulated to correspond to the DRASTIC ranges. For
example, soil was available in the data base by soil series name. Each
soil series had to be coded to correspond to a soil texture as listed in
Table 7. Where information already existed in ranges) it was not always
possible to use the exact DRASTIC ranges. For example) hydraulic
conductiVity of the major unconsolidated aquifer existed in the computer by
groups A) B, and C which corresponded to 748-1870 gpd/ft2, 374-561
gpd/ft 2 and 1-150 gpd/ft 2 respectively. In this instance it was
necessary to adapt the DRASTIC rating numbers to correspond to these
ranges. Although, this practice is not recommended, the alternatives would
have been to reenter all the data or abort the project.
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2) The ratings associated with the assigned ranges were entered into
the computer.

3) A separate map was produced for each of the seven DRASTIC
parameters at a scale of I" = 6000" to allow review of each parameter. The
output was in the format of symbols. The symbols were then chosen to
represent ranges for the DRASTIC parameter. Figure 28 shows a part of a
map for aquifer media in New Castle, County. Each symbol represented a
5.74 acre grid cell. An acetate overlay provided geographic reference
points.

4) When necessary, the existing data files were reassigned DRASTIC
ranges. For example, this was necessary in the category of soil media
because the original data had been entered on such a fine scale. The
resultant map produced a very detailed soil media map with an associated
problem (Figure 29). Inasmuch as DRASTIC is designed to be used on areas
100 acres or larger, it would take approximately 14 consecutive grid cells
to make an area of 100 acres. This would be the smallest area for which a
symbol should be assigned (refer to Item number 7 in drawing the map
manually). The GIS did not contain an algorithm to weight average each
symbol and produce sets of symbols in aggregates of 14 grid cells or
larger; therefore the only way to adjust the map was to reassign ranges and
print additional maps by trial and error.

5) Once a tentatively acceptable map was produced for each DRASTIC
Parameter, the weights for each DRASTIC parameter were entered into the
computer. The program performed the calculations of the weight multiplied
by the rating for each of the assigned DRASTIC parameters and combined the
individual maps into a composite DRASTIC map. The output was displayed in
the format of symbols. The symbols were chosen to represent ranges of
DRASTIC values. For example, all values between 170-179 could be
delineated by the symbol o. The computer could then re-group the values in
chosen increments limited only by the number of available symbols necessary
to map the output. Figure 30 shows a portion of a sample output. Once
again the computer had produced DRASTIC Indices for areas smaller than 100
acres. By computer manipulation it was impossible to remove the small
areas and retain any confidence in the output. Further, although the
computer had produced a numeric map, it was not possible to detail at every
point on the map the exact range chosen for each DRASTIC factor. It was
also impossible to obtain an overview of the hydrogeology because no
hydrogeologic settings could be delineated using this system.

6) To produce a valid final map for the county, it was necessary to
resort to manual manipulation. Each separate DRASTIC factor map was used
as a source of information to produce a more generalized overlay. For
example, a piece of matte acetate was taped over the map generated for
depth to water. Lines were hand drawn using professional judgement to make
generalizations of parameters where necessary. For some of the
parameters, the areas previously defined by the computer were simply
outlined as an overlay. The entire process was very similar to producing a
map by hand.
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Figure 28. Computer-drawn map showing representation of aquifer media by symbols.
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Figure 29. Computer-drawn map showing an unacceptable detailed soils map.
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Figure 30. Computer-drawn map showing a final DRASTIC Index value map.
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Once overlays had been produced for the seven factors, a final
hydrogeologic setting map was produced from the overlays as per the
explanation in the previous hand mapping section. The mapper was able to
evaluate shared lines and the importance of parameters when delineating the
final hydrogeologic setting. The software used in this demonstration
project was not capable of incorporating this less tangible function. In
retrospect, any software coupled with a GIS system should be able to
produce not only a numeric or symbolic map, but also be capable of
determining how best to draw final hydrogeologic setting lines with
corresponding labels. Labeling and charts for New Castle County, Delaware
were accomplished using the step preViously described in the hand mapping
section.

Final Map Production

Map Reduction

Once the final hydrogeologic setting map has been created for each
topographic map, it is frequently desirable to display the results within a
political boundary such as a county. However, a county is comprised of
many 7 1/2 or 15 minute quadrangles such that the resultant map would
typically cover the floor of a large room. To more concisely display the
finished product, the overlays need to be reduced to a scale which can be
displayed on one map. The following steps detail the process used in the
demonstration counties.

1) A county highway map or other suitable political base map was
selected. The base map was reduced to fit a 20 inch by 24 inch image area
when necessary. This size was chosen for production purposes.

2) Each topographic map-sized overlay was final drafted using a
rapidograph and labeled with a template. The rapidograph line width and
letter size was chosen so that camera reduction would yield readable
letters and significant lines.

3) Each topographic sized overlay was professionally camera reduced
to fit the base map and printed on drafting applique film. A typical
county contained all or part of approximately 24 topographic maps;
therefore 24 individual camera reductions were necessary.

4) The maps on the drafting applique film were peeled and placed on a
sheet of matte acetate to form a composite overlay. An image deletion pen
and rapidograph were used to clean the overlay and perform boundary
adjustments due to parallax.

5) The pasted up overlay was photoghraphically processed into a
positive film overlay.
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6) The hydrogeologic setting map with associated DRASTIC Indexes were
superimposed on the county highway map to provide geographic reference.
Since the counties varied in size from 437 square miles to 1302 square
miles, the resultant maps were produced at varying scales.

National Color Code

Although each hydrogeologic setting map imparted a significant amount
of information when coupled with the computed DRASTIC Index for each
setting, it was difficult to perceive a general assessment of relative
pollution potential within the county. For example, Figure 31 demonstrates
a portion of the pollution potential map for Yolo County, California. To
assist in map readability, each demonstration map was subsequently
color-coded using the DRASTIC Index. Colors were chosen based on a
simplified statistical evaluation of frequency of Index occurrence. Table
22 shows the DRASTIC Index ranges and associated colors used in the
development of a National Color Code. The colors of the spectrum were
chosen to show the levels of relative vulnerability to pollution. The warm
colors -- red, orange and yellow -- indicate areas with the potentially
greatest problems; the cool colors -- blue, indigo and violet -- indicate
areas of lower susceptibility to ground water pollution. Two varying
shades of green delineate the middle ranges. Figure 32 illustrates the
superposition of the National Color Code on a portion of the hydrogeologic
setting map for Yolo County, California. Various screens have been chosen
to simulate the color variations on the map.

Each draft hydrogeologic setting map was color-coded to aid in the
review process. The color overlays were created by delineating the
appropriate DRASTIC Indexes on the map according to the ranges in Table 22.
For each color range, it was necessary to cut ~ piece of rubylith or
amberlith with an exacto knife along the appropriate hydrogeologic setting
lines. Once the rubylith or amberlith was cut for each color range, the
colors were photographically shot onto separate acetate overlays. The
result was a series of overlays containing each color. These overlays were
taped onto the base map and the hydrogeologic setting overlay was placed on
top.

TABLE 22. NATIONAL COLOR CODE FOR DRASTIC INDEX RANGES

Printing Specification
DRASTIC Index Range Color Color

<79 Violet Pantone Purple C

80- 99 Indigo Pantone Reflex Blue

100-119 Blue Pantone Process Blue C

120 - 139 Dark Green Pantone 347C

140 - 159 Light Green Pantone 375 C

160 - 179 Yellow Pantone Yellow C

180 - 199 Orange Pantone 151 C

>200 Red Pantone 485C
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Figure 31. Pollution potential map for a portion of Yolo County, California, showing
hydrogeologic settings.
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LEGEND
DRASTIC Index Range Color
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Figure 32. Pollution potential map for a portion of Yolo County, California, showing the superposition
of the national color code.
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Presentation and Field Check

The draft pollution potential maps accentuated using the National
Color Code were used as the focus of a presentation which was given to
interested individuals. The presentations were held within the mapped
county or in a convenient location within the state. The purpose of the
meeting was to familiarize people with the DRASTIC methodology, explain the
efforts conducted to date in the county, solicit critical review on the
maps and educate individuals about the importance of protecting
ground-water resources. The audience at the meetings included a
cross-section of individuals ranging from state geologists, city planners,
mayors, and county commissioners.

The draft color-keyed maps and the full size topographic-based
overl~ys were also used to field check the maps. Individuals particularly
knowledgeable about the seven DRASTIC parameters were asked to critically
review the maps. The review consisted of an office and field component.
The reviewers represented drillers, universities, geologists, soil
scientists, and other technical experts. Typically, five individuals spent
a very long field day verifying the ranges chosen for the DRASTIC
parameters.

Final Map and Legend

Once the review was complete, suggested modifications to the draft
maps were made. The final DRASTIC maps were professionally ~rinted in 21
inch by 27 inch sheets. A four-color printing process was~Jsed to color
code the appropriate DRASTIC Index ranges. A fifty percent screened county
highway map formed the base map. All maps contained a scale, title,
legend, and location map.

An accompanying legend was created using a folio style. The legend
contains a written description and block diagram for every hydrogeologic
setting encountered in the county. The block diagram precedes DRASTIC
charts with appropriate ranges and DRASTIC Indexes for every variation
delineated in the county. This allows the user to recreate the
decision-making process for assessing pollution potential for every area on
the map.

The legend also contains a section designed to assist the user in
reading the map by presenting a general county description and information
on DRASTIC. Figure 33 shows the format of a horizontally arranged legend.
A similar format was used for vertically oriented maps. The general county
description was adapted for each county. The text for the other
explanatory sections needed very slight modification between counties. The
text for Portage County, Wisconsin has been reproduced below for reference
by the system user:
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I TITLE I
What DRASTIC Means

General
County How to Read the Map

DeSCription How to Calculate
a DRASTIC Index

0
R
A
S
T
I Hydrogeologic Setting Descriptions
C and Block Diagrams

Followed by Charts

C
H
A
R
T
S

Figure 33. Sample format of a legend for a ground-water pollution potential map.
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"How to Read the Map
The DRASTIC System provides the user with information
about the hydrogeologic setting of an area and the pollution
potential. The symbols found on the map look like this:
7Bal] defines the hydrogeologic setting
200] defines the relative pollution potential of the

ground water.
A. Hydrogeologic Setting
1. The first number (7) refers to the major ground

water region in which the hydrogeologic setting
is located.

2. The letter or letters (Ba) define the hydrogeologic
setting in more detail.

3. The number (1) describes a certain set of DRASTIC
parameters which are unique to this setting. When
parameters, such as depth to water, change enough
to warrant a different DRASTIC Index but not
significantly to change hydrogeologic settings, a
new set of unique characteristics is generated and
another number (2) is assigned. See charts below.

B. DRASTIC Index
This number represents a relative measure of ground
water pollution potential. The map has been color
coded using ranges developed on the map legend. These
colors are part of a national color code which has
been developed to assist the user in gaining a general
insight into the vulnerability of ground water to
pollution. DRASTIC Index values range from 99 to 200
in Portage County.

What DRASTIC Means
D - Depth to Water
R - Net Recharge
A - Aquifer Media
S - Soil Media
T - Topography
I - Impact of the Vadose Zone
C - Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer
How to Calculate a DRASTIC Index
1. Each DRASTIC parameter has been weighted with respect

to each other and assigned a number from 1 to 5 (Table 2).
2. Each DRASTIC parameter has been divided into ranges or

descriptive terms and assigned associated ratings (Tables
4-10) •

3. A DRASTIC Index is calculated by multiplying:
Weight X Rating for each parameter

4. Add the results to obtain the DRASTIC Index."
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The legend was printed on 21 inch by 27 inch sheets to correspond to
the finished map size. Where necessary, the lengends were printed
double-sided to allow for display of all the hydrogeologic setting
descriptions and accompanying charts.

COUNTY MAPPING EFFORTS

The level of effort required to produce a map depends on the size of
the area to be evaluated, the amount of available infonmation and the
degree of prior knowledge of the user about the area. In addition, the
level of hydrogeologic expertise and familiarity with the methodology will
also influence the ability of the user to quickly produce an accurate and
reliable map.

This section is designed to familiarize the user with the application
of DRASTIC in each of the ten demonstration counties. Each discussion
contains a generalized description of the county, significant references
used to det~rmine DRASTIC ranges, and a description Qf the major
assumptions used in producing the maps. Notations of some of the
significant changes to DRASTIC based on this testing phase of the system
~re also made.

Each county section also contains a generalized pollution potential
map screened to show DRASTIC Index ranges corresponding to the National
Color Code. The full-scale maps delineating hydrogeologic settings
overlayed on a county highway map are displayed in Appendice~ D through
M. A location map and charts corresponding to the maps arE also contained
in these Appendices. The full-scale map of Yolo County in Appendix M has
been screened to correspond to the DRASTIC Index ranges used in the
National Color Code. By comparing the full-scale map of Yolo County with
the unscreened maps in the other appendices, the user can evaluate the
advantages of displaying the information in a variety of formats.

Cumberland County, Maine

Cumberland County, Maine, lies within the Northeast and Superior
Uplands hydrogeologic region. Sand and gravel aquifers are the major
ground-water resource for the COWlty and are capable of supplying
significant yields to domestic and municipal wells. These aquifers consist
of glacial ice-contact and out~sh deposits, which occur primarily in the
valleys of major rivers and along their tributaries. These deposi~s are
typically very permeable with shallow water depths. Where sand and gravel
deposits are not present, the igneous/metamorphic aquifers are used for
water supplies. These aquifers are typically in hydraulic connection with
overlying glacial till; however, well yields are low.

In mapping Cumberland County, eight hydrogeologic settings were
identified and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 84 to
184. Table 23 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC
Indexes. Also noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index
calculations which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only.
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TABLE 23. HYDROGEOl.OGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY, MAINE

Hydrogeologic Setting

(9A) Mountain Slopes

(90a) Glacial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock

(9E) Outwash

(9F) Moraine

(9H) Swamp/Marsh

(91) Bedrock Uplands

(9J) Glacial Lake/Glacial Marine Deposits

(9K) Beaches. Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

84

118-122

152-184

151

153

98-112

98-112

160

Number of DRASTIC
Index Calculations

2

7

1

2

2

Figure 34 shows a general pollution potential map for Cumberland
County. The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the
National Color Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to
illustrate the variability. The pollution potential map has been
superimposed on a base map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic
setting lines have been delineated on the map.

Appendix D contains the full-size pollution potential map for
Cumberland County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and
individual DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a
base map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not been
grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding ~.. lArts which deta 11 the range':> of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the com?utation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water level information was primarily obtained from Ground Water
Resource Maps of Cumberland County (Caswell and Lanctot. 1978); published
maps of the Sand and Gravel Aquifer Map Series including Caswell (1979b. c.
d, e, f and g) and Tepper et a1. (1985); and unpublished maps of the Sand
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Figure 34. Generalized pollution potential map of Cumberland County, Maine.



and Gravel Aquifer Map Series at the Maine Geological Survey. Supplemental
information was obtained from maps and well logs within Maine Basic Data
Reports Nos. 3 and 9 (Prescott, 1967; 1976a). According to geologic
reports, water occurs in the fractures of the igneous/metamorphic bedrock
aquifers under semi-confined conditions. Since DRASTIC does not
effectively evaluate semi-confined aquifers, the metamorphic/igneous
aquifers must be designated as either confined or unconfined. After
consultation with Andrews Tolman (personal communication, Maine Geological
Survey, 1985), the metamorphic/igneous aquifers were treated as unconfined.
Water levels ranged from 15 to 30 feet (7) and 30 to 50 feet (5). Sand and
gravel aquifers were also unconfined and exhibited water level depths 5 to
15 feet (9) and 15 to 30 feet (7). Water level data in some areas were
scarce; personal communications with Andrews Tolman were helpful in
establishing reasonable ranges for depth to water.

Net Recharge

Published references for net recharge were not located during
reference-searching in this country. Therefore, net recharge values were
estimated based on precipitation rates and types of surficial materials.
Estimates were provided by Andrews Tolman (personal communication, Maine
Geological Survey, 1985). Estimates were classified according to aquifers.
Sand and gravel aquifers yielding 50 gallons per minute or greater were
assigned the range of 10+ inches per year (9) while those yielding 10 to 50
gallons per minute were assigned 7 to 10 inches per year (8). The
metamorphic/igneous aquifers were assigned a range of 4 to 7 inches per
year (6) regardless of the characteristics of the overlying deposits.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media was derived from a variety of sources
including: Hussey and Westerman (1979); Caswell (1979a); Caswell and
Lanctot (1979); Prescott (1963; 1967; 1968; 1976); published maps from the
Sand and Gravel Aquifer Map Series including: Caswell (1979b, c, d, e, f
and g) and Tepper et al. (1985); unpublished maps from the Sand and Gravel
Aquifer Map Series; and the Surficial Geology Series including: Prescott
(1976b; 1977); Prescott et al. (1976); Prescott and Thompson (1976a and b;
1977a, b and c); Smith (1976a and b; 1977a, b, c and d); Smith and Thompson
(1976; 1980); Thompson (1976a, b, c, d, e and f; 1977); and Thompson and
Prescot t (1977). The distribution of the sand and gravel aqui fers was
determined primarily from the Sand and Gravel Aquifer Maps and the
Surficial Geology series. The sand and gravel aquifers producing 50
gallons per minute or greater were assigned a typical rating of (8); those
producing 10 to 50 gallons per minute were assigned the lower rating of
(7). The metamorphic/igneous aquifers were primarily evaluated using
Prescott (1963; 1968; 1976a). These aquifers were assigned a typical
rating of (3) due to the fracture characteristics and known and anticipated
yields.
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Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Su~vey of Cumberland County, Maine
(Hedstrom, 1974). Because the soil complexes were particularly detailed,
it was necessary to generalize the soils into a workable distribution. In
areas of glacial till, sand and gravel outwash and the sandy occurrences of
the Presumpscott Formation, the designation of sandy loam (6) was used. In
less sandy areas of the Presumpscott Formation, the designation of silt
loam (4) was used.

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps where available and 15 minute USGS topographic quadrangle
maps in other areas. Only 15 minute maps were available for the northern
and northwestern portions of the county. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2
and 15 minute maps were 20 feet. Areas of mountain slopes, bedrock uplands
and some glacial tills averaged 6 to 12 percent (5); areas of outwash,
swamps and the remaining glacial tills averaged 2 to 6 percent (9).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media was obtained from well logs and
discussions in Prescott (1963; 1968; 1976; and 1977) and Tepper et al.
(1985). Surficial geology was also reviewed. Areas underlain by sand and
gravel aquifers yielding 50 gallons per minute or greater were assigned a
sand and gravel vadose zone with a rating of (8) because the stratigraphy
was typically consistent. Areas underlain by sand and gravel aquifers
yielding 10 to 50 gallons per minute were called a sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay and assigned a value of (7). This media could
possibly have been called a sand and gravel; the determination was based on
the significance of the silt and clay in the deposits. The media was still
relatively "clean" and thus received a rating of (7). Areas of glacial
till overlying metamorphic/igneous aquifers were designated as sand and
gravel with significant silt and clay and assigned a rating of (6). The
lower range was chosen based on the relative degree of fine material within
the deposits when compared to the previously discussed deposits. The
Presumpscott formation, which is a glacial marine deposit, was termed a
sand and gravel with significant silt and clay (5) regardless of the
aquifer which it overlay. The formation did not receive a (4) rating
because of the extensive fracturing of the fine-grained clay. [The
Presumpscott formation would be delineated as a silt/clay in this updated
version of DRASTIC. The rating would still remain a (5).) The
metamorphic/igneous vadose zone was assigned the typical rating of (4).
The ratings assigned to each of the vadose zone media were reviewed during
the selection process by Andrews Tolman (personal communication, Maine
Geological Survey, 1985).
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values for the various aquifer media were
estimated from the aquifer properties and through discussion with Andrews
Tolman (personal communication, Maine Geological Survey, 1985). Very few
published values were available. Sand and gravel aquifers yielding 50
gallons per minute or greater were assigned a range of 700 to 1000 gallons
per day per square foot (6); those yielding 10 to 50 gallons per minute
were assigned a range of 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4).
The metamorphic/igneous aquifers were assigned a range of 1 to 100 gallons
per day per square foot (1) based on the generally low yields from wells
within the county.

Finney County, Kansas

Finney County, Kansas, is situated within two ground-water regions;
the western half of the county is located in the High Plains region and the
eastern half of the county is predominantly in the Non-Glaciated Central
region. Ground-water resources in the High Plains region of the county are
derived primarily from the poorly-sorted, unconsolidated sands and gravels
of the Ogallala Formation which has been extensively developed for
irrigation. This usage has resulted in historicaly declining ground-water
levels. In the northwestern corner of the county, the Ogallala is
dewatered and small domestic ground-water yields are supplied from the
underlying consolidated chalky limestone. A shallow, unconfined river
alluvium aquifer also occurs in the Arkansas River valley. This alluvium
aquifer is in hydraulic connection with the underlying poorly sorted clay,
silt, sand and gravel deposits south of the river.

Within the Non-Glaciated Central ground-water region in Finney County,
ground water is primarily available in the deep confined Dakota Sandstone.
Because the aquifer is confined and deep, ground-water pollution potential
is relatively low. The area of the Pawnee River is underlain by a river
alluvium aquifer which typically yields supplies for domestic purposes.
This river alluvium serves as the only available shallow ground-water
resource in the Pawnee River drainage basin.

In mapping Finney County, seven hydrogeologic settings were identified
and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 50 to 166. Table
24 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also
noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations
which were made during the mapping effort. Ground-water pollution
potential was computed using both confined and unconfined aquifers as
described above.
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TABLE 24. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN FINNEY COUNTY, KANSAS

Hydrogeologic Setting

(5A) Ogallala

(5C) Sand Dunes

(50) Playa Lakes

(5Ga) River AllUVium with Overbank Deposits

(5H) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone Shale Sequences

(6Da) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale Thin Soil

(6Fa) River AllUVium with Overbank Deposits

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

93-121

113-151

102-122

154-166

76

51-59

126

Number of DRASTIC
Calculations

19

9

3

3

5

1

Figure 35 shows a general pollution potential map for Finney County.
The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the National Color
Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.

Appendix E contains the full-size pollution potential map for Finney
Cou, :y complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and individual
DRASIIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a county
highway map f~r geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not
been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters •.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Depth to water in the Ogallala aquifer, the chalky limestone (Fort
Hays Member of the Niobrara Formation) and in the Arkansas and Pawnee River
allUVium aquifers was mapped based on 1984 water level data reported by
Pabst and Dague (1984). Trends in water level changes were also noted from
Pabst and Gutentag (1979).
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Figure 35. Generalized pollution potential map of Finney County, Kansas.
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According to geologic reports, the deposits which are collectively
referred to as the Ogallala aquifer have been extensively dewatered. North
of the Arkansas River Valley, this dewatering has lowered water levels
below the confining layer making the aquifer unconfined. Water levels in
the area ranged from 75 to 100 feet (2) and 100+ feet (1). In the
northwestern portion of the county, the Fort Hays Limestone of the Niobrara
Formation serves as a localized unconfined aquifer. Water levels in this
area were 100+ feet (1). In the north central portion of the county, a
small section of undifferentiated deposits had shallower water levels which
averaged 30-50 feet (5). South of the Arkansas River Valley, the Ogallala
is semi-confined with the thickness of the confining layer decreasing
southward. Since DRASTIC does not effectively evaluate semi-confined
aquifers, the aquifer must be considered either confined or unconfined.
Because the aquifer is in direct hydraulic connection with the overlying
river alluvium where present and the aquifer has a high vertical hydraulic
conductiVity, the aquifer was treated as unconfined. Water levels ranged
from 100+ feet (1) and 75 to 100 feet (2) in the majority of the area with
levels decreasing to 50 to 75 feet (3) and 30 to 50 feet (5) close to the
Arkansas River Valley. Water levels in the Arkansas River Valley Alluvium
and the Pawnee River alluvium were 15 to 30 feet (7).

Depth to water in the confined Dakota aquifer was mapped as the depth
to the top of the sandstone as reported by Gutentag, Lobmeyer, McGovern and
Long (1972). Depth to the top of the aquifer was 100+ feet (1).

Net Recharge

Values for net recharge were based on information found in Meyer et
a1. (1970), Latta (1944) and Dunlap et a1. (1985). Additional guidance was
obtained from Lloyd Stu1lken (personal communication, U.S. Geological
Survey, 1985). The non-glaciated central ground-water region in the
northeasten part of the county was assigned a range of 0 to 2 inches (1).
The High Plains ground-water region north of the Arkansas River was also
assigned a value of 0 to 2 inches (1). A value of 2 to 4 inches (3) was
selected for the Arkansas River Valley and High Plains area south of the
Arkansas River. These higher recharge rates took into consideration
recharge from irrigation return flows in addition to nominal recharge from
precipitation (less than 1/2 inch per year). The higher infiltration rates
of precipitation and irrigation return flows occurred through the dune
sands and river alluvium.

Aquifer Media

Aquifer media information for the High Plains region (which includes
the hydrogeologic settings of Ogallala, Playa Lakes and Sand Dunes) was
obtained from Meyer et a1. (1970), Latta (1944) and Dunlap et ale (1985).
North of ~he Arkansas River, the lower unit of Miocene and Pleistocene age
undifferentiated sand, gravel, silt and clay deposits was selected as the
aquifer to map. The deposits were called sand and gravel and were assigned
a rating of (7) due to the presence of preferential sorting and presence of
fines. South of the Arkansas River, the upper unit of undifferentiated
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Miocene and Pleistocene deposits was chosen as the aquifer. Because this
upper unit does not have the caliche layers and finer silt and clay
deposits, the aquifer media was selected as sand and gravel with a value of
(8).

Information on aquifer media for the Fort Hays Limestone Member of the
Niobrara Formation was obtained from Gutentag et ale (1981), Meyers et ale
(1970) and Latta (1944). The aquifer media was selected as massive
limestone and assigned a value of (6) because the fractures and solution
openings in the rock are limited both in thickness and areal extent.

Aquifer media information in the river alluvium of the Arkansas and
Pawnee Rivers was obtained from Meyer et ale (1970), Latta (1944) and
Dunlap et ale (1985). The Arkansas River alluvium is a well-washed sand
and gravel which was assigned a rating of (9). The Pawnee River alluvium
is also a sand and gravel, but contains a higher percentage of fines. This
alluvium was assigned a typical rating of (8).

Information on aquifer media for the Dakota aquifer in the non-glacial
central ground-water region was found in Gutentag et ale (1981), Meyer et
ale (1970), Latta (1944), Gutentag et ale (1972) and Dealy et ale (1984).
Based on this data, the aquifer media was selected as massive sandstone and
assigned a value of (6) due to the fine to medium grain calcareous
composition of the sandstone.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Finney County, Kansas
(Horner et al., 1965). Soil media was selected by referring to the general
soil association map and choosing a different soil media where more
detailed soil series information supported the·choice. Sand (9) was used
as the soil media in the hydrogeologic setting, Sand Dunes. The Arkansas
River Valley contained three different soil medias. Sand (9) and sandy
loam (6) media were designated adjacent to the river channel and clay loam
(3) was selected for areas not adjacent to the river channel. The clay
loam provided the basis for designating the river as having overbank
deposits. This county was evaluated using only 3 feet instead of 6 feet of
soil profile thickness. In this updated version of DRASTIC, the soil media
choice for clay loam (3) would have been sand (9) in most areas because the
clay loam typically represented less than 20 inches of the soil profile and
was underlain by significant deposits of sand. The hydrogeologic setting
designation would be river alluvium without overbank deposits. Silt loam
(4), typified by Ulysses silt loam, was chosen in the bluff area
immediately north of the Arkansas River Valley in the western to central
part of the county. Clay loam (3) was chosen as the predominant soil media
in the high plains region north of the Arkansas River. Shrinking and
aggregated clay (7) was chosen as the principal soil media in the playa
lake settings and in the east-central section of the high plains region.
Soils selected as shrinking and aggregated clays were characterized by
clayey subsoils with a high shrink-swell potential. Soils in the Pawnee
river basin were designated as clay loam (3). Clay loam was also selected
as the predominant soil throughout the non-glaciated central region; sandy
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loam (6) and shrinking and aggregated clay (7) occur in minor areas.
Another minor area of shrinking and aggregated clay (1) was also identified
in the western edge of the county, north of the Arkansas River. Areas of
sandy loam (6) were designated in the high plains area, both north and
south of the Arkansas River. These sandy loam soils commonly occurred in
geographical proximity to sand deposits. Major areas of clay loam (3) also
occurred in the south-central section of the county, where they interfaced
with adjacent sandy loam soils. One isolated section of loam (5) was
identified in the north-central section of the county. The loam comprised
part of a sand-sandy loam-loam-clay loam soil sequence.

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps. Contour intervals on the maps were either 5 foot or 10
foot intervals. The entire county is relatively flat. North of the
Arkansas River slopes were 0 to 2 percent (1) while south of the Arkansas
River slopes averaged 2 to 4 percent (3).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information for selecting values for the vadose zone media was
obtained from the same sources listed in the aquifer media section. For
the high plains area north of the Arkansas River, the vadose zone media
above the lower unit of the undifferentiated Miocene and Pleistocene
deposits was called sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a value of (6). The deposits overlying the Niobrara Formation
were also assigned this designation. In the high plains area south of the
Arkansas River, the upper unit of undifferentiated Miocene and Pleistocene
deposits was selected as sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a value of (7). The higher value was assigned based on the
presence of the sandy deposits in the dune areas.

In the Arkansas River alluvium, the deposits beneath the thin overbank
are described as coarse sand and gravel. The vadose media was chosen as
"sand and gravel" and assigned a typical value of (8). In the Pawnee River
alluvium, the sands and gravels are interbedded with large amounts of silts
and clays. This area was designated as sand and gravel with significant
silt and clay and assigned a value of (7). The typical rating of (6) was
not chosen due to the large fraction of coarser-grained materials within
the alluvium.

The Dakota sandstone aquifer is confined by overlying sequences of
shales, siltstones and limestones. The impact of the vadose zone media was
chosen as "confining layer" (l). The charts accompanying the full-size
pollution potential map detail the impact of the vadose zone media as
silt/clay (1) instead of confining layer (1). The vadose zone would be
delineated as confining layer in this updated version of DRASTIC. The
rating would still remain a (1). This change was made to help clarify the
use of confining layer in the methodology.
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Information on hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer in the High
Plains region was obtained from Meyer et al. (1970) and Dunlap et al.
(1985). According to these published reports, hydraulic conductivity
values for the undifferentiated Miocene and Pleistocene deposits ranged
from 600 to 1500 gallons per day per square foot. Because it was not
possible to differentiate specific areas with representative hydraulic
conductivities, a range of 700-1000 gallons per day per square foot (6) was
chosen.

A hydraulic conductivity range for the Fort Hays Limestone Member of
the Niobrara Formation was selected based on an aquifer description by
Latta (1944). A range of 1-100 (1) gallons per day per square foot was
selected.

Hydraulic conductivity values for the river alluvium aquifers in the
Arkansas River and Pawnee River valleys were selected based on information
found in Meyer et al. (1970) and Dunlap et al. (1985). This information
indicated conductivity values in the Arkansas River alluvium ranged from
1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square foot (8). Values in the Pawnee
River alluvium ranged from 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4).
Hydraulic conductivity values for the Dakota Aquifer were obtained from
Dealey et al. (1984). A range of 1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot
(1) was assigned.

Gillespie County, Texas

Gillespie County, Texas, lies within the Nonglaciated Central
Hydrogeologic Region. Several different aquifers occur within the county
which provide adequate municipal and domestic supplies of ground water.
The western portion of the county is covered by a thick sequence of bedded
dolomitic limestones, which contain water in solution cavities and
fractures. The central area of the county is covered by unconsolidated
sands and silts, which provide moderate well yields from lenses of sand and
gravel. Where these deposits are locally non-water bearing or absent,
ground water is supplied from deeper, more permeable sandstones and
limestones. Igneous and metamorphic rocks, which outcrop in the
northeastern part of the county, contain ground water in fractures and
faults and only provide small quantities of water to domestic wells.

In mapping Gillespie County, five hydrogeologic settings were
identified and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 63 to
126. Table 25 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC
Indexes. Also noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index
calculations which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only.
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TABLE 25. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN GILLESPIE COUNTY, TEXAS

Hydrogeologic Setting

(68) Alluvial Mountain Valleys

(6Da) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale Thin Soil

(6Fb) River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits

(6J) Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks

(6K) Unconsolidated and Semiconsolldated Aquifers

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

94

93-126

112-116

63-65

96-113

Number of DRASTIC
Calculations

9

2

2

3

Figure 36 shows a general pollution potential map for Gillespie
County. The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the
National Color Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to
illustrate the variability. The pollution potential-map has been
superimposed on a county highway map for geographic reference. No
hydrogeologic setting lines have been delineated on the map.

Appendix F contains the full-size pollution potential map for
Gillespie County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and
individual DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a
county highway map f(JJ: geographic reference. The DRASTIC In\iex values have
not been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into
separate sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An
Index to the map sheets is prOVided for ease of geographic sheet location.
The corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 6. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Information on the depth to water was derived from the Texas
Department of Water Resources computer printouts of well logs. These files
contain information regarding the location, depth, producing aquifer and
the static water level of each well. Additional water-depth information
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was obtained from well logs of Virdell Drilling. Company in Fredricksburg,
Texas (personal communication, Taylor Virdell, Sr. and Taylor Virdell, Jr.,
1985). All water levels were plotted on a base map and corrected for
topography. All aquifers were unconfined. Water levels in the alternating
sandstone, limestone and shale sequences were assigned based on aquifer
type and elevation. The Edwards Limestone is the major aquifer in the·
Edwards Plateau region in the western portion of the county. Where mean
sea elevations were 2100 feet or greater, water levels in the aquifer were
assigned a range of 100+ feet (1). Where elevations were 2000 to 2100
feet, the depth to water was assigned as 75 to 100 feet (2). Water levels
in elevations less than 2000 feet averaged 50 to 75 feet (3). The Edwards
Limestone is the aquifer used in settings 6Da1 through 6Da5. Other
formations also serve as aquifers in the alternating sandstone, limestone
and shale sequences. The Glen Rose Limestone is in the southern and
eastern portions of the county. The Glen Rose is depicted as the aquifer
in setting 6Da6 and has aver~ge water-level depths of 30 to 50 feet (5).
The Ellenberger-San Saba group occurs in the northern and eastern portions
of the county. The Ellenberger-San Saba as exemplified in settings 6Da7
and 6Da8 have water levels averaging 50 to 75 feet (3). The Hickory
Sandstane serves as the aquifer in the northeastern portion of the county.
Setting 6Da9 delineates the Hickory Sandstone aquifer and has water levels
averaging 75 to 100 feet (2). The Hensell sand is depicted in the
unconsolidated and semi-consolidated aquifer setting which occurs
throughout the county. Water levels in the Hensell sand averaged 75 to 100
feet (2) in the northwest, 50 to 75 feet (3) in the northeast and 30 to 50
feet (5) in the central and southern portions of the county. Water levels
in the unconsolidated deposits of the alluvial mountain valleys averaged 75
to 100 feet (2). Depth to water in the river alluvium ranged from 30 to 50
feet (5). Water levels in the metamorphic and ~gneous bedrock in the
northeastern portion of the county averaged 75 to 100 feet (2).

Net Recharge

Values for net recharge were obtained from Ashworth (1983) and Muller
and Price (1979). Recharge rates were published in units of acre feet per
year and had to be converted to inches per year. Values for recharge were
less than two inches per year throughout the county. The range of 0 to 2
inches per year (1) was used.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media was derived from a variety of sources
including: Muller and Price (1970); Rose (1972); Ashworth (1983); Walker
(1979); Mount (1963); Texas Department of Water Resources (1983) and
published maps from the Geologic Quadrangle Map Series including:
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Barnes (1952 a, b, c, d, e and f; 1954a, b, c and d; 1956a, b, c, d, e, f
and g; 1965a and b; and 1967). The Edwards Limestone group (settings 6Da1
through 6Da5) contains a basal, extremely burrowed and solutioned limestone
unit approximately 50 feet above the base of the section. This marly unit
is the principle water-bearing unit and may form springs where the aquifer
outcrops. Other water-bearing zones occur higher in the section but little
information was available about their water-bearing characteristics. The
aquifer media was chosen as massive limestone and assigned a rating of (8).
The Glen Rose Limestone (setting 6Da6) is a massive limestone with moderate
solutioning along faults and joints in the lower fossiliferous member. The
aquifer media was chosen as massive limestone and the typical rating of (6)
was assigned. The Ellenberger-San Saba (settings 6Da7 and 6Da8) is also a
massive, fossiliferous limestone. Water occurs in the joints and solution
cavities. The aquifer was called massive limestone and assigned a rating
of (8) because the aquifer is more prolific than the Glen Rose. The
Hickory Sandstone (setting 6Da9) is a coarse to fine-grained moderately
sorted sandstone with a conglomerate and coarse sandstone in the lower
portion of the aquifer. The aquifer media was chosen as massive sandstone
and assigned a typical value of (6). The Hensell Sand (settings 6Kl
through 6K3) is a semi-consolidated deposit of sand, silt and clay. The
aquifer media was chosen as sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (7)
based on the variability of the deposit. Unconsolidated materials in the
alluvial mountain valleys (setting 6B1) and the river alluvium (settings
6Fb1 and 6Fb2) were called sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (7)
based on the presence of fine materials. The metamorphic igneous aquifers
have low yields and were assigned the typical rating of (3) due to a lack
of information about the degree of fracturing.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Gillespie County, Texas
(Allison et al., 1975). Soils were grouped based on the underlying major
aquifer. Soils overlying the Edwards Limestone (settings 6Dal through
6Da5) were very thin. The soil media was chosen as thin or absent (10).
Soils overlying the Glen Rose (setting 6Da6) are typically silt 10ams (4).
Soils formed in the Ellenberger-San Saba area (settings 6Da7 and 6Da8) and
the Hickory Sandstone area (setting 6Da9) are typically loams (5). In some
high relief areas, the soils are thin or absent (10). Soils overlying the
Hense1l Sand (setting 6Kl through 6K3) are typically loam (5) in the
northwest portion of the county and sandy loam (6) in the remainder of the
county. Soils formed in the alluvial mountain valleys (setting 6B1) are
silty loam (4). River alluvium soils (settings 6Fbl and 6Fb2) are clay
loam (3) in the northwestern portion of the county and loam (5) in the
remainder of the county. Soils overlying the metamorphic/igneous aquifer
area (settings 6J1 and 6J2) are loam (5) and sandy loam (6).

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps are 20 feet.
Topography was influenced by the formation exposed at the surface. Areas
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of the Edwards group (settings 6Da1 through 6Da5) are 2 to 6 percent (9) on
the top of the plateau; slopes at the plateau boundary ranged from 2 to 6
percent (9) to 6 to 12 percent (5). Typically the northern slopes are
steeper than the southern slopes. Slopes in other areas are relatively
uniform throughout the county at 2 to 6 percent (9). Slopes of 6 to 12
percent (5) are present in portions of the metamorphic/igneous area where
extensive faulting has occurred. Slopes of 6 to 12 percent (5) also occur
in portions of the areas underlain by the Ellenberger-San Saba group
(setting 6Da8).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media was obtained from Mount (1963),
Ashworth (1983), Walker (1979) and Rose (1972). The Edwards Limestone area
(settings 6Da1 through 6Da5) was called a limestone and assigned a typical
rating of (6) based on the solutioning and jointing of the formation. The
Glen Rose (setting 6Da6) was called limestone and assigned a rating of (5)
because the limestone is more massive than the Edwards and marly in the
upper layers. The Ellenberger-San Saba (settings 6Da7 and 60a8) vadose
zone media was designated as limestone and assigned a typical rating of
(6). The Hickory Sandstone (setting 6Da9) is overlain by a limestone. The
vadose zone media was called limestone and assigned a typical value of (6).
The Hensell Sand (settings 6K1 through 6K3) vadose zone media contains
silts and clays. The media was designated as a sand and gravel with
significant silts and clays and assigned a typical value of (6). The
alluvial deposits in the alluvial mountain valleys (setting 6B1) were
called sand and gravel with significant silts and clays and assigned a
typical value of (6). The river alluvium (settings 6Fb1 and 6Fb2) is
better sorted than in the alluVial valleys. A vadose zone media of sand
and gravel with significant silts and clays was chosen and assigned a
rating of (7). The vadose zone media in the metamorphic/igneous areas
(settings 6J1 and 6J2) was called metamorphic/igneous and assigned a
typical value of (4).

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values for the various aquifer media were
contained in Walker (1979), Muller and Price (1979) and Mount (1963).
Where no values were given, estimates were based on discussions contained
within the reports. Hydraulic conductivities for the Edwards Limestone
(settings 6Da1 through 6DaS) are 1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square
foot (8). Glen Rose values (setting 60a6) were estimated to be 300 to 700
gallons per day per square foot (4). Ellenberger-San Saba values (settings
6Da7 and 60a8) were given as 700 to 1000 gallons per day per square foot
(6). Hydraulic conductivity values for the Hickory Sandstone (setting
6Da9) were stated as 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4).
Values for the Hensell Sand (settings 6K1 through 6K3) were listed as
ranging between 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4). The
alluvial aquifers (settings 6BI, 6Fb1 and 6Fb2) were estimated to range
between 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4) based on the
presence of fines and the hydraulic connection to the underlying Hensel1
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sand in the river alluvium settings. The metamorphic/igneous aquifers were
estimated to be 1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot (1) based on low
yields. Little information is available on the metamorphic/igneous
aquifers.

,
Greenville County, South Carolina

Greenville CountYt South Carolina t lies within the Piedmont and Blue
Ridge ground-water region. The primary ground-water resources of the
county are derived from igneous and metamorphic rocks covered by variable
thicknesses of saprolite. Ground water in the igneous/metamorphic aquifer
sys~em provides moderate yields from fractures and faults. Unconfined
ground water accumulates in the saprolite overlying the parent rock and
often serves as a recharge source for these aquifers. Although saprolite
is an easily developed source of ground water t low yields and seasonal
fluctuations typically limit the development of this resource. Although
limited in aerial extent t alluvial deposits of sand and gravel adjacent to
rivers and overlying the saprolite may also constitute a source of ground
water.

In mapping Greenville County, five hydrogeologic settings were
identified and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 87 to
152. Table 26 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC
Indexes. Also noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index
calculations which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only.

TABLE 26. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Range of Number of DRASTIC
Hydrogeologic Setting DRASTIC Indexes Index Calculations

(8A) Mountain Slopes 87-113 7

(8B) AllUVial Mountam Valleys 143 1

(80) Regolith 105-125 3

(8E) River Alluvium 152

(8F) Mountain Crests 90-99 3

Figure 37 shows a general pollution potential map for Greenville
County. The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the
National Color Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to
illustrate the variability. The pollution potential map has been
superimposed on a county highway map for geographic reference. No
hydrogeologic setting lines have been delineated on the map.
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Figure 37. Generalized pollution potential map of Greenville County, South Carolina.
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Appendix G contains the full-size pollution potential map for
Greenville County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and
individual DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a
county highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have
not been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into
separate sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An
Index to the map sheets is pr~vided for ease of geographic sheet location.
The corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of
hydrogeologic settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC
parameters. Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this
information are outlined in the following discussion centering around each
DRASTIC parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end
of Section 6. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water level information was primarily obtained based on well logs and
information contained in Koch (1968). Supplemental values were estimated
based on topography and personal communication with Don Duncan (South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, 1985).
Water-level data was generally sparse. All aquifers were treated as
unconfined. In general, water levels averaged 5 to 15 feet (9) in the
river valleys and and alluvial mountain valleys. Depth to water in the
regolith in the central and southern portion of the county averaged 15 to
30 feet (7) due to the presence of thin saprolite deposits. Water levels
in the central and northern portion of the county averaged 30 to 50 feet
(5) due to the formation of thicker saprolite deposits on the
biotite-gneiss bedrock. Water levels on mountain slopes averaged 75 to 100
feet (2) except on slopes adjacent to the Saluda River where water levels
were shallower and averaged 30 to 50 feet (5). Wate~ levels on mountain
crests ranged from 75 to 100 feet (2) and 100+ feet (1).

Net Recharge

Published references for net recharge were not located during
reference-searching in this county. Net recharge rates were estimated
based on precipitation and predict ed infiltration due to rock type, cover
and topography. The estimates were supplemented by referring to other
similar areas in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge for which net recharge values
were available. Values of 7 to 10 inches per year (8) were assigned for
areas of high relief and 10+ inches per year (9) was used in the remainder
of the county.
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Aquifer Media

Information on ~quifer media was obtained from Koch (1968) and Padgett
and Hardee (1982). Metamorphic/igneous bedrock was chosen as the aquifer
in the alluvial mountain valleys due to the shallow thickness of the
overlying alluvial deposits. This area was assigned a typical rating of
(4). In the river alluvium areas, the alluvium is sand and gravel
interbedded with lenticular clay layers. A rating of (5) was assigned
based on the presence of the high clay content. In the updated version of
DRASTIC, these deposits would receive a rating of (6) which is the lowest
rating for sand and gravel. The areas as drawn on the map depicting river
alluvium were generously broad along minor tributaries and may be thinner
than depicted. The saprolite was chosen as the aquifer in the majority of
the county. Wells may be developed in either the underlying
metamorphic/igneous bedrock or in the overlying saprolite. In all areas
where the saprolite is present, it serves as a holding_reservoir for the
underlying bedrock. Based on the hydraulic interconnection of the two
medias, the saprolite was mapped as the aquifer. An aquifer media of
weathered metamorphic/igneous rock was chosen for the saprolite. A typical
ra~ing of (3) was assigned in the northern portion of the county; a value
of (5) was assigned in the southern portion of the county based on
increased fracturing and higher well yields. Bedrock type which influenced
the development of the overlying saprolite was used as the differentiation
between the two values.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Greenville County, South
Carolina (Camp, 1975). Soils on mountain crests or soils in the northern
portion of the county which developed on mica-granite gneiss bedrock were
called loam (5). Soils in the river alluvium and alluvial mountain valleys
were also designated as loam (5). Soil media in the thicker regolith area
in the southern two thirds of the county were called non-shrinking and
non-aggregated clay (1).

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps where 'available and 15 minute USGS topographic quadrangle
maps in other areas. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps were 10
feet and 40 feet; intervals for the 15 minute maps were 20 feet and 40
feet. Areas of alluvial mountain valleys and river alluvium averaged 2 to
6 percent (9). Slopes in the regolith areas ranged from 2 to 6 percent (9)
in wider well-developed valleys to 6 to 12 percent (5) in other areas.
Mountain slopes averaged 12 to 18 percent (3) or 18+ percent (1). Mountain
crests ranged from 6 to 12 percent (5), 12 to 18 percent (3) and 18+
percent (1).
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Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media was obtained from Koch (1968) and
Padgett and Hardee (1982). The river alluvium and alluvial mountain valley
deposits were called sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a rating of (5). This value is less than the typical value due to
the presence of interbedded clays and silts in the deposits. The regolith
was well-developed and contained a significant fraction of fine materials.
The media was called sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a rating of (5). The vadose zone media in the mountain slope and
mountain crest areas consisted of more poorly weathered coarser deposits.
The media was still chosen as sand and gravel with significant silt and
clay, but was assigned a typical rating of (6).

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Values for hydraulic conductivity of the various aquifer media were
not available in published reports. Estimates were based on well yields
and aquifer characteristics as described in Koch (1968) and Padgett and
Hardee· (1982). The river alluvium was assigned a value of 300 to 700
gallons per day per square foot (4) based on the description of sand and
gravel interbedded with clay lenses. The alluvial mountain valley areas
were assigned a range of 100 to 300 (2) gallons per day per square foot
based on the occurrence of significant fractures in the bedrock valleys.
The weathered metamorphic/igneous aquifers in the central to northern
portion of the county principally consisting of biotite and mica granite
gneiss were assigned a range of 1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot
(1). In the central to southern portion of the county where the bedrock
consisted primarily of granite gneiss the value of 100 to 300 gallons per
day per square foot (2) was chosen due to an increased amount of
fracturing.

Lake County, Florida

Lake County, Florida, lies within the Southeast Coastal Plain
ground-water region. The county is characterized by low to moderate relief
with karst topography and numerous sinkholes, lakes and swampy areas.
Water depths are typically shallow and soils are highly permeable.
Ground-water resources within Lake County are derived from either a
near-surface sand aquifer or an underlying carbonate rock aquifer, which is
in hydraulic connection with the overlying sand deposits. The aquifers are
separated by a confining bed comprised of an interbedded mixture of clayey
sand and clay. This confining layer is extensive throughout the county,
although variable in thickness and discontinuous in local sections. Yields
from the surficial sand aquifer are usually sufficient for domestic
purposes. Because of the highly permeable overlying soils and shallow
water table, the surficial aquifer is vulnerable to pollution from the
surface. The carbonate rock aquifer is referred to as the "Floridan"
aquifer and is the major ground-water resource in the county. The
susceptibility of this aquifer to pollution from the surface depends on the
degree or confinement of the limestone aquifer and the amount of recharge
received from the more vulnerable surficial sand aquifer.
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In mapping Lake County, Florida, two separate evaluations were
performed: one for the surficial aquifer and another for the confined
aquifer. Two hydrogeologic settings were identified and included for the
surficial aquifer. Computed DRASTIC indexes range from 134 to 190. Two
hydrogeologic settings were also identified and included for the confined
aquifer. Computed DRASTIC indexes range from 93 to 214. Table 27 details
the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also noted in the
table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations which were made
during both mapping efforts.

TABLE 27. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN LAKE COUNTY, FLORIDA

Hydrogeologic Setting

Surficial

(11A) Solution Limestone and Shallow Surficial Aquifers

(11C) Swamp

Confined

(11A) Solution Limestone and Shallow Surficial Aquifers

(11C) Swamp

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

134-190

166-190

102-155

93-145

Number of DRASTIC
Index Calculations

35

17

36

9

Figure 38 shows the general pollution potential map for the surficial
aquifer in Lake County; figure 39 shows the general pollution potential for
the confined aquifer. Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential maps have been superimposed on county
highway maps for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.

Appendix H contains the full-size pollution potential map for both the
surficial and confined aquifers in Lake County complete with hydrogeologic
setting designations and individual DRASTIC Index computations. The maps
have been superimposed on county highway maps for geographic reference.
The DRASTIC Index values have not been grouped on the full-size maps. 'The
maps have been divided into separate sheets which permit incorporating into
the document. Two Indexes to the map sheets are prOVided for ease of
geographic sheet location. The corresponding charts which detail the
ranges of the seven DRASTIC parameters chosen for each area and the
computation of the DRASTIC Index immediately follows the maps.
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Figure 38. Generalized pollution potential map of the surficial aquifer, Lake County, Florida.
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Figure 39. Generalized pollution potential map of the confined aquifer, Lake County, Florida.
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computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters,.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Surficial Aquifer

Depth to Water -- Water levels were mapped based on general data
contained in Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). Since no specific water-level
data was available. depth to water was frequently inferred from topographic
maps by noting differences between lake surface elevations and adjacent
land areas. Where inferred water levels exceeded the depth to the top of
the underlying limestone aquifer. the surficial aquifer was mapped as
"aquifer not present" (ANP). Water levels averaged 0 to 5 (10) in swamp
settings. Depth to water was assigned values of 5 to 15 feet (9) in areas
adjacent to swamps and lakes. Water levels averaged 15 to 30 feet (7) in
the west-central. northwestern and northeastern portions of the county.
Water levels in sections of the east-central portion of the county also
averaged 15 to 30 feet (7). Depth to water was chosen as 30 to 50 feet (5)
in isolated areas in the east-central. southeast and northwest portions of
the county. Water levels were estimated to be 50 to 75 feet (3) in the
upland of the east-central and southeast portions of the county. The depth
to water exceeded the depth to the top of the underlying limestone in the
southwestern corner of the county. The area was assigned the designation
of aquifer not present.

Net Recharge -- Values for net recharge were inferred based on annual
surface runoff data and climatological data found in Knochenmus and Hughes
(1976). A range of 10+ inches per year (9) was selected for the majority
of the county. Values of 7 to 10 inches per year (8) was assigned to the
northeastern portion of the county. The lower recharge value was selected
based on greater surface runoff and the presence of strong upward
ground-water gradients in this major ground-water discharge area.

Aquifer Media -- Information on aquifer media was contained in
Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). The surficial aquifer consists of sand and
gravel with varying amounts of clay which increase with depth. The aquifer
media was chosen as sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (6) based on
the high clay content at depth.

Soil Media -- Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Lake
County Area. Florida (Furman et al •• 1975). The soil survey did not cover
the OCoee National Forest. Soil media north of Tier 17 south was inferred
based on topography. Large submerged areas were called muck (2) and
nonsubmerged areas were called sand (9). The principal soil media
throughout the county is sand (9). Peat (8) and muck (2) occur
interspersed with the sands in swampy areas throughout the county. Minor
occurrences of shrinking and aggregated clay are present west of Lake
Harris along the western border of the county. east and northeast of Lake
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Griffin and adjacent to the southeastern boundary of the St. Johns River.
This updated version of DRASTIC contains soil media designations for peat
and muck which were not included in the original document. This addition
was made to overcome the difficulties in mapping soil in the county and for
clarification for the user.

Topography -- Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS
topographic quadrangle maps. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps
were 5 feet. Areas of swamp settings throughout the county averaged 0 to 2
percent (10). Slopes average 2 to 6 percent (9) in the majority of the
county where swamp settings are not present. Slopes of 6 to 12 percent (5)
occur in the southeastern portion of the county.

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media -- Information on vadose zone media
was obtained from Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). A vadose zone media of
sand and gravel was chosen and assigned a typical value of (8).

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer -- Hydraulic conductivity values
for the sand and gravel were inferred from a general description of the
aquifer media in Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). Values of 300 to 700
gallons per day per square foot (4) were assigned for the majority of the
county. Values of 700 to 1000 gallons per day per square foot (6) were
assigned in the St. Johns River valley and the lake region in the central
portion of the county based on estimates of less fine materials in the
deposits.

Confined Aquifer

Depth to Water -- The Floridan aquifer was chosen as the aquifer to
map throughout the county. The aquifer is confined to semi-confined in
Lake County. In some areas the confining layer is discontinuous. Since
DRASTIC does not effectively evaluate semi-confined aquifers, the aquifer
had to be designated as either confined or unconfined. The Floridan was
treated as confined because the confining layer is extensive throughout the
county and discontinuous primarily in areas adjacent to sinkholes.

When evaluating a confined aquifer, the depth to water is changed to
mean the depth to the top of the aquifer. Depth to the top of the
limestone was mapped using information contained in Knochenmus (1971).
Depths to top of the aquifer vary from 30 to 50 feet to 100+ feet. Shallow
depths of 30 to 50 feet (5) occur in the southwest corner of the county, in
a small area south of Lake Harris, in the northwest portion of the county
and central section of the northeast portion of the county. Intermediate
depths of 50 to 75 feet (3) occur throughout the south central portion of
the county, in the majority of the northwest portion of the county, in the
majority of the northeast portion of the county and in small sections of
the central and south-central portions of the county. Depths of 100+ feet
(1) occur in the north-central portion of the county, the majority of the
southeastern corner of the county, and small areas in the northwest border
of the county adjacent to the St. Johns River and northern section of the
northeastern portion of the county.
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Net Recharge -- Average values for net recharge were contained in
Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). General information was obtained from Grubb
(1977). Recharge values of 0 to 2 inches per year (1) were given for the
St. Johns River valley due to strong upward gradients of ground-water flow.
This is a major discharge area which has first order magnitude springs.
Net recharge values of 2 to 4 inches per year (3) were found in the north
central portion of the county in the areas surrounding Lakes Griffin, Yale,
Eustis, Dora, Harris and Little Harris. A value of 4 to 7 inches per year
(6) was indicated for the southwest portion of the county and for the
central and northeast portion of the county. Net recharge averaged 7 to 10
inches per year (8) in the west and west-central portion of the county. A
value of 10+ inches per year (1) was found ,in the southeastern portion of
the county.

Aquifer Media -- Information on aquifer media was obtained from
Knochenmus and Hughes (1976), Knochenmus (1971) and Grubb (1977). The
Floridan Aquifer occurs extensively and continuously across the county. An
aquifer media of karst limestone was chosen' and assigned a rating of (10).

Soil Media -- Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Lake
County Area, Florida (Furman et a1., 1975). The soil survey did not cover
the Ocoee National Forest. Soil media north of Tier 17 south was inferred
based on topography. Large submerged areas were called muck (2) and
non-submerged areas were called sand (9). The principal soil media
throughout the county is sand (9). Peat (8) and muck (2) occur
interspersed with the sands in swampy areas throughout the county. Minor
occurrences of shrinking and aggregated clay are present west of Lake
Harris along the western border of the county, east and northeast of Lake
Griffin and adjacent to the southeastern boundary of the St. Johns River.
This updated version of DRASTIC contains soil media designations for peat
and muck which were not included in the original document. This addition
was made to overcome the difficulties in mapping soil in the county and for
clarification for the user.

Topography -- Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS
topographic quadrangle maps. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps
were 5 feet. Areas of swamp settings throughout the county averaged 0 to 2
percent (10). Slopes average 2 to 6 percent (9) in the majority of the
county where swamp settings are not present. Slopes of 6 to 12 percent (5)
occur in the southeastern portion of the county.

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media -- For the purpose of mapping, the
Floridan is designated as a confined aquifer due to the presence of the
Hawthorn Formation which is a silty confining bed as described by
Knoehcnmus (1971) and Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). Although the Hawthorn
is thin and locally breached in the west-central lakes area and parts of
the southwestern and south-central to southeastern portions of the county,
the Hawthorn is considered as occurring extensively and continuously across
the county. Since the Floridan was considered as a confined aquifer, the
impact of the vadose zone media was called silt/clay and assigned a rating
of 2. In this updated version of DRASTIC, the impact of the vadose zone
media would be chosen as confining layer and assigned a rating of (1).
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer -- Hydraulic conductivity values
for the Floridan were inferred from transmissivity data presented in
Knochenmus and Hughes (1976). A range of 2000+ gallons per day per square
foot (10) was chosen for the entire cotmty.

Minidoka County, Idaho

Minidoka CO\Dlty, Idaho, lies wlthin the Columbia Lava Plateau
ground-water region. The majority of the county is covered by thick
deposits of basalt resulting from numerous sequences of individual lava
flows. These igneous rocks are generally exposed throughout the northern
part of the county and are overlain by loess and alluvial deposits in the
central and southern sections of the county, respectively.

Ground-water in Minidoka County is derived primarily from a deep,
unconfined aquifer comprised of highly permeable basalt. This aquifer has
been developed for domestic, industrial and irrigation uses. Along the
Snake River in the southern part of the county, the shallow, unconfined
alluvium aquifer, which is in hydraulic connection with the areal basalts,
has been developed for domestic uses.

In mapping Minidoka County, two hydrogeologic settings were identified
and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 127 to 167. Table
28 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also
noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations
which were made during the mapping ef fort. The DRASTIC Ind,j'!x numbers
reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only. ~

TABLE 28. HYDROGE:OLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

Hydrogeologic Setting

(3C) Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows

(3G) River Alluvium-

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

127-167

152-166

Number of DRASTIC
Calculations

14

4

Figure 40 shows a general pollution potential map for Minidoka County.
The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the National Color
Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.

Appendix I contains the full-size pollution potential map for Minidoka
County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and individual
DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not
been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.
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Figure 40. Generalized pollution potential map of Minidoka County, Idaho.
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computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water level information was obtained from U.S. Geological Survey
(1980), Mundorff et ale (1964), Lindholm et al. (1983), Crosthwaite and
Scott (1956) and Young and Norvitch (1984). Depth to water primarily was
based on 1980 water level data. Water levels in the Snake River basalts
were 100+ feet (1) in all parts of the county except one small area in the
southeastern corner of the county. In this area bordering the river
alluvium, water levels were 75 to 100 feet (2). Depths to water in the
river alluvium averaged 5 to 15 feet (9) in areas directly adjacent to the
Snake River. Water levels in the remaining alluvium averaged 15 to 30 feet
(7).

Net Recharge

General information on net recharge was found in Mundorff et al.
(1964). Additional information was obtained from Gerald Lindholm (personal
communication, U.S. Geological Survey, 1985). Values for net recharge in
the basalts ranged from 0 to 2 inches per year (1), 2 to 4 inches per year
(3), 4 to 7 inches per year (6), 7 to 10 inches per year (8) and 10+ inches
per year (9). These variable ranges reflect irrigation and irrigation
return flow contributions in the areas of higher recharge. Values in the
river alluvium were assigned 10+ inches per year (9) due to intensive
irrigation practices.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media was derived from Whitehead (1984),
Mundorf et ale (1964) and Crosthwaite and Scott (1956). The basalt aquifer
was assigned a value of 10 based on the vesicular nature of the basalt, the
presence of lava tubes and the extensive interconnection between interflow
zones in the basalt flows. The river alluvium was called a sand and gravel
aquifer media and assigned a value of (7) based on the presence of fine
silt deposits contained within the alluvium.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Minidoka County, Idaho
(Hansen, 1985). The soil survey only covered the southern portion of the
county. Soil media north of Tier 6 South was inferred from topographic
maps and areal descriptions to be thin or absent (10) as a result of
numerous surface basalt flows. Soil media in the majority of the county
underlain by the basalt aquifer was silty loam (4). A small wedge of sandy
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loam (6) overlying the basalt aquifer is present in the southeastern corner
of the county. Soil media overlying the alluvium ranged from sandy loam
(6) to loam (5) to silty loam (4). The sandy loam occurs adjacent to the
river and soils increase in fine materials northward away from the river.

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps where available and 15 minute USGS topographic quadrangle
maps in other areas. Only 15 minute maps were available for the northern
portion of the county. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps were 5
feet. 10 feet and 20 feet; intervals for the 15 minute maps were 20 feet.
Slopes in the areas overlying the basalt ranged from 0 to 2 percent (10) in
the central portion of the county to 2 to 6 percent (9) in the majority of
the remaining area. Slopes were 6 to 12 percent (5) along the margin of
the river alluvium and in an isolated corner in the western portion of the
county. Slopes in the river alluvium in the southern portion of the county
were 0 to 2 percent (10).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information for selecting values for the vadose zone media was
obtained from Whitehead (1984). Mundorf et a1. (1964). Crosthwaite and
Scott (1956) and Graham (1979). The vadose zone media in the basalt areas
are overlain with varying thicknesses of loess deposits. In areas where
the loess deposits are less than 10 feet thick, a vadose zone media of
basalt was selected and assigned a typical rating of (9). This rating was
chosen due to the columnar jointing in the basalt and the ability of
surface recharge to move quickly through the vadose zone. In areas where
the loess deposits were greater than 10 feet thick. a vadose media of
basalt was still chosen but assigned a rating of (8) in recognition of the
possible attenuation properties of the loess. In general, loess deposits
were less than 10 feet thick in the northern and western portions of the
county. The river alluvium vadose zone media of sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay was chosen and assigned a typical rating of (6)
based on the amount of fine material and the variable degree of compaction
within the deposits.

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values for the basalt were based on Mundorff et
ale (1964). Information about the river alluvium was estimated based on a
review of the aquifer media descriptions and supplemented by personal
communication with Gerald Lindholm (U.S. Geological Survey, 1985). The
hydraulic conductivity in the basalt was assigned a range of 2000+ gallons
per day per square foot (10). The river alluvium was designated as 300 to
400 gallons per day per square foot (4) based on the high percentage of
fines.
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New Castle County, Delaware

New Castle County, Delaware, lies within the boundaries of two
ground-water regions which are separated by the Fall Line; the northern
area is within the Piedmont and Blue Ridge, while the remainder of the
county lies within the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain. Ground-water
resources in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge region of the county are derived
primarily from igneous and metamorphic rocks covered by variable
thicknesses of saprolite. Unconfined ground water accumulates in the
saprolite overlying the parent rock and often serves as a recharge source
for these aquifers. Although the saprolite is an easily developed
ground-water source, low yields and seasonal fluctuations typically limit
-:he development of this resource. Ground water in the underlying
:gneous!metamorphic aquifer system provides small to moderate yields from
fractures and faults. Wells in the Hockessin-Yorklyn and Pleasant Hill
Valleys underlain by a white marble formation have much higher yields.

Within the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain ground-water region, ground
water is available in thick sequences of sand and gravel deposits which
form the coastal plain. The Columbia deposits comprise the major
u~confined aquifer in the county and overlie a sequence of deeper aquifers.
The deeper aquifers are typically confined, but may occur under water table
conditions in limited recharge areas. Most areas have abundant ground
water resources.

In mapping New Castle County, four hydrogeologic settings were
identified and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 114 to

I

194. Table 29 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC
Indexes. Also noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index
calculations which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.

TABL.E 29.HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARE

Hydrogeologic Setting
Range of

DRASTIC Indexes
Number of DRASTIC

Index Calculations

(8A)

(80)

(10Ab)

(10Ba)

Mountam Slopes

Regolith

Unconsolidated and Semiconsolidated
Shallow Surficial Aquifer

River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits

117-135

114-181

112-194

166

2

14

29

1

Figure 41 sh,ows a general pollution potential map for New Castle
County. The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the
National Color Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to
illustrate the variability. The pollution potential map has been
superimposed on a county highway map for geographic reference. No
hydrogeologic setting lines have been delineated on the map.
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Figure 41. Generalized pollution potential map of New Castle County, Delaware.
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Appendix J contains the full-size pollution potential map for New
Castle County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and
individual DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a
county highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have
not been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into
separate sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An
Index to the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location.
The corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of
hydrogeologic settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC
parameters. Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this
information are outlined in the following discussion centering around each
DRASTIC parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end
of Section S. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water level information was generated using data stored in the
computer files at the Water Resources Agency for New Castle County,
Delaware. Water levels in most sections of the Piedmont in the northern
portion of the county ranged from 5 to 15 feet (9) in flatter areas and 15
to 30 feet (7) in areas with greater relief. Depth to water was 0 to 5
feet (10) in the eastern portion of the county adjacent to the Delaware
River. Water levels in the coastal plain ranged from 0 to 5 feet (10), 5
to 15 feet (9), 15 to 30 feet (7) and 30 to 50 feet (5). The depth to
water was generally a reflection of topographic variation.

Net Recharge

Values for net recharge in the coastal plain were obtained from
Johnston (1973), Groot et al. (1983) and Talley (1978). According to
Johnston (1973), net recharge averages 13.6 inches per year; Groot et al.
(1983) indicate that recharge is not less than 10.5 inches per year; Tolley
indicates recharge ranges from 13 to 16 inches per year. Based On this
information, a value of 10+ inches per year (9) was assigned for the entire
coastal plain area.' Published values for net recharge in the Piedmont area
were unavailable. Based on information through Bob Finkle (personal
communcation, Water Resources Agency for New Castle County, 1985) a value
of 10+ inches per year (9) was also assigned for the Piedmont area.

Aquifer Media

Aquifer media was selected by using existing information in the data
base of the Water Resources Agency for New Castle County, Delaware,
supplementing the data base with the discussions in Petty et al. (1976) and
reviewing maps by Woodruff and Thompson (1972; 1978) and Woodruff (1981).
Information for the coastal plain had been entered into the data base by
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dividing the Columbia Formation into three major categories: A, Band C.
Aquifer media was chosen based on the descriptions of these categories.
Category A contains coarse sand with gravel beds, silty (dirty) gravels,
coarse sand and coarse to medium sand. Category A was called sand and
gravel and assigned a rating of (8). Category B contains fine to coarse
sand and medium sand. The aquifer media for Category B was chosen as sand
and gravel and assigned a rating of (6). Category C contains fine sand,
silt or clay. The aquifer media for Category C was called sand and gravel
and assigned a rating of (5). In this updated version of DRASTIC, Category
C would have also been assigned a rating of (6) because the range for sand
and gravel is 6 to 9. Aquifer media information in the Piedmont area had
been entered into the data base by formation name. The Wilmington Complex
consists of high-grade metamorphic gneisses and associated igneous rocks.
The aquifer media for the Wilmington Complex was chosen as metamorphic/
igneous and assigned a typical rating of (3). The Bryn Mawr Formation is a
poorly sorted sand and gravel. The.aquifer media was chosen as sand and
gravel and assigned a rating of (6) based on the fine-grained material
within the deposits. The Wissahikon Formation consists of gneisses,
schists and amphibolites. The aquifer media was chosen as metamorphic/
igneous and assigned a typical rating of (3). The Cockeysville Marble is a
medium to coarse-grained white marble that develops solution cavities and
is very permeable. Although marble is a metamorphic rock, the marble
exhibits characteristics more similar to karst limestone. The aquifer
media was chosen as karst limestone and assigned a rating of 10.
Pegmatites occur locally in the Wissahickon Schist and Cockeysville marble.
The aquifer media for Pegmatites was chosen as metamorphic/igneous and
assigned a rating of (2). The aquifer media for river alluvium was called
sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (5). In this updated version of
DRASTIC, th rating would have been assigned a (6) because (6) is the lowest
rating for aquifer media.

Soil Media

The information on soil for the entire county had been digitized into
the data base using the Soil Survey of New Castle County, Delaware
(Matthews and Lavoie, 1970). Since the information in the data base was
entered by soil series name, each individual soil series was assigned a
media designation based on the most significant soil layer. A map of soil
media was generated using these soil media designations. The map was
unacceptable because it was impossible to generalize the soil media into
areas of 100 acres or larger (refer to the discussion in Section 5, Drawing
the Map by Computer). The solI media were reassigned into groups based on
the predOminant soil media of each area. Soil media in the Piedmont were
chosen as either silty loam (4) or loam (5). Soil media in the coastal
plain were chosen as clay loam (3), silty loam (4), loam (5) and sandy loam
(6) •
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Topography

Percent slope was generated from the existing data files of the Water
Resources Agency for New Castle County, Delaware. Information for the data
base was obtai~ed from U.S. Geological Survey maps. Slopes in the Piedmont
area range from 0 to 2 percent (10), 2 to 6 percent (9), 6 to 12 percent
(5) to 12 to 18 percent (3). Slopes in the coastal plain were generally 0
to 2 percent (10) and 2 to 6 percent (9) with minor occurrences of 6 to 12
percent (5).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Vadose zone media was selected based on designations existing in the
data files of the Water Resources Agency for New Castle County, Delaware
and by referring to Petty, et al. (1976), Woodruff and Thompson (1972;
1978) and Woodruff (1981). In the coastal plain, the Columbia Formation
had been previously divided into three categories. The vadose zone media
for Category A was chosen to be sand and gravel and assigned a typical,
rating of (8). Vadose zone media for Category B was called sand and gravel
and assigned a rating of (6). Category C vadose zone media was designated

.as sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and assigned a rating of
(4). In the Piedmont area, vadose zone media was assigned by formation.
The Wilmington Complex was called metamorphic/igneous and assigned a rating
of (2). The Wissahickon vadose zone media was chosen as metamorphic/
igneous and assigned a rating of (4). The Bryn Mawr formation was
designated as sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (5). In this
revised version of DRASTIC, the Bryn Mawr sand and gravel vadose zone media
would have received a rating of (6) because this is the lowest rating for
sand and gravel or would have been called a sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay and retained the rating of (5). The Cockeysville
Marble was called metamorphic/igneous and assigned a rating of (6). The
vadose zone media for the Pegmatites was designated as silt/clay and
assigned a rating of (1). In this revised version of DRASTIC, the
silt/clay would be assigned a rating of (2). The river alluvium vadose
zone media was called sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a typical value of (6).

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductiVity values in the coastal plain were modified from
data existing in the computer files of the Water Resources Agency of New
Castle County, Delaware. The Columbia Formation had previously been
divided into three categories. Category A had hydraulic conductivities
which ranged from 748 to 1870 gallons per day per square foot. Since it
was not possible to re-group the information into designated DRASTIC
ranges, ratings were chosen to reflect a compromise. Hydraulic
conductivity in Category A was assigned a rating of (8) which corresponds
to 1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square foot. In Category B, hydraulic
conductivities ranged from 374 to 561 gallons per day per square foot; a
rating of (4), which corresponds to 300 to 700 gallons per day per square
foot, was assigned. Hydraulic conductivities for Category C were 1 to 150
gallons per day per square foot; a rating of (1), which corresponds to 1 to
100 gallons per day per square foot, was assigned. In the Piedmont,
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hydraulic conductivity values had not been previously assigned. Hydraulic
conductivity values were estimated based on media descriptions in Petty, et
ale (1976) and from personal communication through Bob Finkle (Water
Resources Agency For New Castle County, 1985). Values for hydraulic
conductivity in the Wilmington Complex and Wissahickon formation were
chosen as 100 to 300 gallons per day per square foot (2). In the Bryn Mawr
Formation, a range of 700 to 1000 gallons per day per square foot (6) was
chosen. Hydraulic conductivity in the Cockeysville Marble was assigned a
value of 1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square foot (8). The Pegmatites
were assigned a value of 1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot (1).
Values for hydraulic conductivity in the river alluvium was chosen as 100
to 300 gallons per day per square foot (2).

Pierce County, Washington

Pierce County, Washington, lies within the boundaries of two
ground-water regions; the western two-thirds is within the Alluvial
and the eastern one-third lies within the Western Mountain Ranges.
western portion of the county is within the Puget Lowland, which is
with very thick sequences of interbedded glacial sands, gravels and
The shallow aquifer consists of medium- to coarse-grained sands and
exhibiting shallow water-table conditions. These deposits are very
permeable and provide significant quantities of water to domestic and
municipal wells. The shallow aquifer provides recharge to deeper sand and
gravel aquifers and is often in direct hydraulic connectio~ with the deeper
aquifers. Ground-water resources constitute over seventy,.ive percent of
the drinking water used in this area. The volcanic mudflowf and igneous/
metamorphic rocks of the Cascade Range which occur in the ea :tern portion
of the county provide low yields to wells. Most ground-water supplies are
derived from alluvium adjacent to river valleys.

In mapping Pierce County, seven hydrogeologic settings were identified
and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 77 to 200. Table
30 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also
noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations
which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index numbers
reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.

TABLE 30. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Hydrogeologic Setting

(1Ab) Mountain Slopes - West

(10) Glaciated Mountain Valleys

(2G) Coastal Lowlands

(1H) Mud Flows

(2Ha) River AllUVium with Overbank Deposits

(21) Mud Flows

(2J) Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences

Range of
DRASTIC Indexes

77-79

175

130-200

114-174

176-186

112-174

104-108

144

Number of DRASTIC
Index Calculations

2

1

15

2

3

4

2



Figure 42 shows a general pollution potential map for Pierce County.
The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the National Color
Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.

Appendix K contains the full-size pollution potential map for Pierce
County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and individual
DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not
been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water-level information was obtained from Walters and Kimmel (1968),
Hart Crowser and Associates (1984), Drost (1982), Griffin et a1. (1962) and
Brown and Caldwell (1985). Supplemental data was derived from well logs
from the Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department. According to geologic
reports, most of the aquifers in the western portion of the county are
semi-confined. This area is referred to as the coastal lowland
hydrogeologic setting. Only the recessional outwash aquifer (settings 2G6
through 2G8) and the Steilacoom gravels (settings 2G10 and 2G11) were
designated as unconfined. Since DRASTIC does not effectively evaluate
semi-confined aquifers, the aquifers must be designated as either confined
or unconfined. Based on available information, all the aquifers in the
coastal lowland area were evaluated as unconfined. Mud flows in the
Puyallup River valley and in the north-central portion of the county were
also semi-confined and evaluated as unconfined. Water levels in the
coastal lowland area were evaluated based on aquifers. In areas of the
Vashon Drift (settings 2Gl, 2G2, 2G9 and 2G12 through 2G14) and the Mashel
formation (setting 2G15), water levels were extremely variable ranging from
5 to 15 feet (9), 15 to 30 feet (7), 30 to 50 feet (5) and 50 to 75 feet
(3). Water levels in the Steilacoom gravel (settings 2G10 and 2G11)
averaged 5 to 15 feet (9) in areas adjacent to the Nisqually River and
Puget Sound and 15 to 30 feet (7) in other areas. Depth to water in the
Salmon Springs aquifer (settings 2G3 through 2G5) ranged from 50 to 75 feet
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(3) and 75 to 100 feet (2). Water levels in the recessional outwash
aquifer (settings 2G6 through 2G8) ranged from 15 to 30 feet (7) in areas
adjacent to river valleys to 30 to 50 feet (5) in other areas. River
alluvium (settings 1D1 and 2Ha1 through 2Ha3) had water depths which ranged
from 5 to 15 feet (9) in glacial areas to 15 to 30 feet (7) in bedrock
areas. Water levels in the mud flows (settings 1H1. 1H2 and 211 through
214) averaged 50 to 75 feet (2) except in areas where thin mudflows
occurred in river valleys. In these areas. water levels averaged 15 to 30
feet (7). Information on depth to water in the metamorphic/igneous aquifer
(settings 1Ab1 and 1Ab2) and bedded sandstone and shale aquifer (settings
231 and 232) was sparse or not available. Water depths were estimated to
average 75 to 100 fee t (2).

Net Recharge

Net recharge values were derived from Hart Crowser and Associates
(1984). Since precipitation rates are high. recharge values of 10+ inches
per year (9) were assi~ed to the majority of the coastal lowlands area
(settings 2G1 through 2G14) in the western portion of the county. Recharge
values were reduced to 7 to 10 inches per year (8) in the Mashel formation
(setting 2G15) due to the presence of fine-grained deposits. The Mashel
formation occupies the south-central and east-central portions of the
county (setting 2G15). Net recharge was also chosen as 10+ inches per year
(9) in the river alluvium (sesttings 1D1 and 2Ha1 through 2Ha3). In areas
covered by mudflows (settings 1H1. 1H2 and 211 through 214). fine-grained
deposits restrict recharge. Values of 4 to 7 inches per year (6) were
assigned in most of the areas. Mudflows bordering the Nisqually River were
a£signed a value of 10+ inches per year (9) because the fine materials were
re~oved by erosion. Areas of bedded sandstone and shale (settings 231 and
2J2) were assigned values of 7 to 10 inches per year (8) based on the
occurrence of permeable sandstones within the unit and amount of
fracturing. Values of 4 to 7 inches per year (6) were assigned to the
metamorphic/igneous bedrock areas.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media for the glacial deposits and river
alluvium was obtained from Hart Crowser and Associates (1984). Brown and
Caldwell (1985). Griffin et ale (1962). Walters and Kimmel (1968), Crandell
(1963) and Drost (1982). The only available information for the
metamorphic/igneous aquifer was found in Crandell (1969), Hammond (1980)
and Gard (1968). This information was sparse; attempts to supplement the
data by personal communication were unsuccessful. The Vashon drift
(settings 2G1, 2G2, ZG9 and ZG1Z through ZG14), the Mashel formation
(setting 2G15), and the recessional outwash aquifer (settings 2G6 through
2GB) consist of moderately well-sorted and permeable sands and gravels.
The aquifer media was chosen as sand and gravel and assigned a typical
rating of (8). The Salmon Springs aquifer (settings 2G3 through 2G5) was
called sand and gravel and assigned a typical value of (8) based on the
yields of the aquifer. The river alluvium (settings 1D1 and 2Hal through
2Ha3) was called sand and gravel and assigned a typical rating of (8) based
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on the presence of moderate to well-sorted deposits and associated high
permeabilities. The Steilacoom gravel aquifer (settings 2GI0 and 2G11) was
called a sand and gravel and assigned a rating of (9) because the deposits
are very coarse, well-washed and thick. In the mudflow areas (settings
1Hl, 1H2 and 211 through 214), the Vashon drift which contains lenses of
sand and gravel was considered as the principal aquifer. An aquifer media
of sand and gravel was chosen and assigned a typical rating of (8). The
bedded sandstone and shale aquifer (settings 2J1 and 2J2) has not been
widely developed and little information was available. The aquifer media
was chosen as thin-bedded sandstone, limestone and shale sequences and
assigned a typical rating of (6). The metamorphic/igneous aquifer media
(settings 1Ab1 and 1Ab2) was assigned a typical value of (3) because no
information was available.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Pierce County,
Washington (Zulauf, 1979). Soils east of Range 4E or Range 5E were not
included in the soil survey. The glacial coastal lowland area (settings
2G1 through 2G15) are typically overlain by sandy loam (6). Minor
occurrences of silty loam (4) are present adjacent to the Nisqually and
Puyallup Rivers and in the western portion of the county; sand (9) also is
found in small amounts. River alluvium soil media (settings 1D1 and 2Ha1
through 2Ha3) was silty loam (4) and sandy loam (6). Areas covered by
mudflows (settings 1H1, 1H2 and 211 through 214) were overlain by loam (5).
Soil information was not available for the bedded sandstone and shale
aquifer area (settings 2Jl and 2J2) or the metamorphic/igneous aquifer area
(settings 1Abl and lAb2). Soil media in these areas were assigned loam
(5) •

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps where available and 15 minute USGS topographic quadrangle
maps in other areas. Only 15 minute maps were available for the
north-eastern portion of the county. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute
maps were 20 feet, 25 feet and 40 feet; intervals for the 15 minute maps
were 80 feet. Slopes range from 0 to 2 percent (10) and 2 to 6 percent (9)
in the central portion of the county and increase westward and eastward.
Slopes in the western portion of the county average 6 to 12 percent (5).
Slopes in the east-central portion of the county also average 6 to 12
percent (5), but quickly rise to 12 to 18 percent (3) and 18+ percent (1)
in the eastern portion of the county.

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media for the glacial deposits and
river alluvium was obtained from Griffin et ale (1962), Walters and Kimmel
(1968), Drost (1982), Brown and Caldwell (1985) and Crandell (1963).
Information for the bedrock aquifers was found in Crandell (1969), Hammond
(1980) and Gard (1968). Vashon drift areas (settings 2G1, 2G2, 2G9 and
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2G12 through 2G14), and the Mashel formation (setting 2G15) were designated
as sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and assigned a rating of
(7) based on the amount of sand within the deposits. Areas covered by
Steilacoom gravel (settings 2G10 and 2G1l) and recessional outwash
(settings 2G6 through 2G8) were called sand and gravel and assigned a
rating of (8) because the deposits are well-sorted and very permeable.
Salmon Springs areas (settings 2G3 through 2G5) were called sand and gravel
and assigned a typical value of (8) where the aquifer media was
outcropping. In areas where the Salmon Springs aquifer was covered by
finer-grained glacial deposits the vadose zone media was chosen as sand and
gravel with significant silt and clay and assigned a typical rating of (6).
River alluvium was chosen as sand and gravel with significant silt and clay
and assigned a rating of (7) based on the presence of coarser-grained
material within the alluvium. Vadose zone media in mudflow areas (settings
lH1, lH2 and 211 through 214) was chosen as sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay. The majority of the mudflows were assigned a
typical rating of (6); in areas of the Osceola mudflow a rating of (5) was
assigned based on fines and thicker deposits; in mudflows in the
south-central portion of the county adjacent to the Nisqually River, a
rating of (7) was assigned because the materials were thinner and coarser.
Bedded sandstone and shale areas (settings 2J1 and 2J2) were assigned a
vadose zone media of bedded limestone, sandstone and shale and assigned a
typical rating of (6). The metamorphic/igneous areas (settings lAbl and
lAb2) were assigned a typical rating of (4).

Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values for the glacial and river alluvium
aquifers were obtained from Brown and Caldwell (1985) and Hart Crowser and
Associates (1984). Values for the bedrock aquifers were unavailable and
estimated from available aquifer media descriptions. Hydraulic
conductivities in the Vashon drift (settings 2G1, 2G2, 2G9 and 2G12 through
2G14), the Mashe1 formation (setting 2G15) and the recessional outwash
aquifer (settings 2G6 through 2G8) were approximated to average 700 to 1000
gallons per day per square foot (6) because the deposits are moderately
well-sorted sand and gravel and have moderately high well yields. In the
area immediately adjacent to the Nlsqually and Puyallup Rivers the
hydraulic conductivity values were lowered to 300 to 700 gallons per day
per s~uare foot (4) due to the presence of greater amounts of silts in the
deposits. Areas of Steilacoom gravel (settings 2G10 and 2G1l) were highly
permeable and assigned a value of ZOOO+ gallons per day per square foot
(10). The Salmon Springs aquifer (settings 2G3 through 2GS) contained more
fine materials and was assigned a value of 300 to 700 gallons per day per
square foot (4). Values for conductivities in the river alluvium (settings
1D1 and 2Ha1 through 2Ha3) were chosen as 1000 to 2000 gallons per day per
square foot (8) based on aquifer descriptions of moderately well-sorted
sands and gravels with significant amounts of sand and gravel. Values of
hydraulic conductivity for the mudflow areas (settings lH1, 1HZ and 211
through 214) were assigned based on the interbedding of fine materials with
the sand and gravel aquifer. In the southern part of the county, values of
1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square foot (8) were chosen; values for
the other mudflows were lower and estimated at 100 to 300 gallons per day
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per square foot (1) and 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4).
Hydraulic conductivities in the bedded sandstone and shale (settings 231
and 2J2) and the metamorphic/igneous aquifers (settings lAbl and 1Ab2) were
estimated at 1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot (1).

Portage County, Wisconsin

Portage County, Wisconsin, is situated within two ground-water
regions; the northwestern part of the county is located in the Northeast
and Superior Uplands and the remainder of the county is within the
Glaciated Central Region. The water resources of the northwestern part of
the county are derived primarily from metamorphic and igneous rocks which
are in hydraulic connection with overlying thin glacial till. This aquifer
yields supplies sufficient for domestic use only. The majority of the
county is covered by thick sequences of glacial outwash sand and gravel
which constitutes the major ground-water resource. These areas are
characterized by highly permeable soils and shallow water depths.

In mapping Portage County, nine hydrogeologic settings were identified
and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 99 to 200. Table
31 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also
noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations
which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index numbers
reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.

TABLE 31. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN PORTAGE COUNTY, WISCONSIN

Hydrogeologic Setting
Range of

DRASTIC Indexes
Number of DRASTIC

Calculations

(7Ba)

(7C)

(7Eb)

(71)

(9Da)

(9E)

(9Gb)

(9H)

(91)

Outwash

Moraine

River AllUVium without Overbank Deposits

Swamp/Marsh

Glacial Till over Crystallme Bedrock

Outwash

River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits

Swamp/Marsh

Bedrock Uplands

182-200

145-161

193

160

109

134-142

155-193

126-139

99-111

4

2

2

3

2

4

Figure 43 shows a general pollution potential map for Portage County.
The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the National Color
Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.
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Figure 43. Generalized pollution potential map of Portage County, Wisconsin.
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Appendix L contains the full-size pollution potential map for Portage
County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and individual
DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not
been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is prOVided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water-level information was primarily obtained from Map number 7 in
Lippelt (1981). Additional information was found in part 2 of Devaul and
Green (1971) and part 2 of Olcott (1968). All surficial aquifers were
determined to be unconfined based on information found in Holt (1965) and
Bell and Sherrill (1974). Water levels were shallow throughout most of the
county ranging from 0 to 5 feet (10), 5 to 15 (9) and 15 to 30 feet (7).
Water levels in the bedrock uplands in the northwestern portion of the
county were slightly deeper ranging from 15 to 30 feet (7) and 30 to 50
fee t (5).

Net Recharge

Net recharge values were derived from Holt (1965) and Bell and
Sherrill (1974). High recharge values of 10+ inches per year (9) were
assigned to the outwash in the central and eastern portion of the county
because the soil, vadoze zone and aquifer materials are very permeable.
Recharge rates on the moraines were assigned a value of 7 to 10 inches per
year ~8) because the deposits contain greater amounts of silts and clays
than in the outwash area. Recharge was also assigned a value of 7 to 10
inches per year (8) in the river alluvium because of the presence of fine
materials. Net recharge in the swampy areas received a value of 4 to 7
inches per year (6) based on the presence of fine materials and organic
mucks. Swamps are also local discharge areas which indicates that
ground-water gradients are toward the surface and not toward the aquifer.
However, ground-water pumpage could easily reverse the low gradients in
these areas. The glacial till area in the northwestern portion of the
county was assigned a value of 2 to 4 inches per year (3) based on the
description of fine-grained deposits in the area. The recharge for the
thin outwash areas in the northwestern portion of the county was designated
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as 4 to 7 inches per year (6). This value reflects better sorting than the
adjacent glacial till but more fine-grained materials than in the central
and eastern outwash deposits. The bedrock uplands areas were assigned
recharge values of 2 to 4 inches per year (3) based on the permeabilities
of the underlying crystalline and sedimentary rocks and the presence of
only moderate jointing and fracturing within the bedrock.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media was derived from Holt (1965) and Bell and
Sherrill (1974). Additional information on aquifer yields is contained in
map 18 of Lippelt and Hennings (1981). The major outwash aquifer in the
central portion of the county consists of very thick sequences of
well-sorted sands and gravels. These deposits were called sand and gravel
and received the highest rating of (9). Outwash and morainal aquifers in
the eastern portion of the county contained slightly more fines than the
outwash in the central portion of the county. The media was designated
sand and gravel and assigned a typical value of (8) based on the references
and personal communication with Truman Bennett (Bennett and Williams,
1985) •. Outwash aquifers in the western portion of the county were poorly
sorted sand and gravel lenses with a significant amount of fine material.
These deposits were called sand and gravel and assigned a value of (5).
The glacial tills in the western portion of the county containing lenses of
sand and gravel in a fine-grained matrix were also called sand and gravel
and assigned a lower value of (4). In this updated version of DRASTIC, the
aquifer media in the western outwash and the glacial till would be chosen
as glacial till and assigned the same rating. The designation of glacial
till as an aquifer media was made to help in clarification of the system
and to provide a rating for these types of deposits. Aquifers underlying
the swampy areas were designated as sand and gravel (8) in the glaciated
central ground-water region and sand and gravel (5) in the northeast and
Superior Upland ground-water region. The western sand ~nd gravels would
have been designated as glacial till and assigned a rating of (5). River
alluvium serving as an aquifer was called sand and gravel and assigned a
typical rating of (8). The metamorphic and igneous aquifers were
moderately weathered and fractured and were assigned a value of (5). In
the updated version of DRASTIC. these aquifers would have received a rating
of (4). The sandstone aquifer received a rating of (7) due to the presence
of moderate fracturing.

Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the soil survey of Portage County (Otter
and Fiala, 1978). The soil media was assigned using the general soil
association map. Soils formed in the outwash and moraine sands and gravels
were sandy loam (6) in the majority of the county and loam in parts of the
western portion of the county. Soils in the silty glacial drift in the
western portion of the county were called silty loam (4). Soils formed in
alluvial or organic deposits were called muck (2). The updated version of
DRASTIC contains muck as a soil media because of the importance to
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pollution potential and because no organic soil designations were contained
in the original draft. Soils formed in river alluvium were called sandy
loam (6). The permeable soils and vadose zone deposits determined the
choice of the hydrogeologic setting designation as river alluvium without
overbank deposits. Soils formed in loamy materials and the underlying
residuum from bedrock in the western portion of the county were called loam
(5) and sandy loam (6).

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps and adapting slope values assigned to soil series in the
soil survey (Otter and Faila, 1978). Contour intervals on the topographic
maps were either 5 or 10 feet. Topography averaged 0 to 2 percent (10) in
the swamp and river alluvium areas; outwash areas ranged from 0 to 2
percent (10) to 2 to 6 percent (9); moraines and bedrock uplands ranged
from 2 to 6 percent (9) to 6 to 12 percent (5).

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media was obtained from Holt (1965) and
Bell and Sherrill (1974). The vadose zone media for the outwash area in
the central portion of the county was called sand and gravel and assigned a
typical value of (8). The outwash in the eastern portion of the county
contained more silts and clays. These deposits were called sand and gravel
with significant silt and clay and assigned a rating of (8). The high
rating was assigned based on high permeabilities within the deposits.
Vadose zone deposits in the Outer and Second Moraine areas contained more
fines than the outwash area but still had a high sand content. The vadose
zone media was chosen as sand and gravel with significant silt and clay and
assigned a rating of (7). Vadose zone media in the Elderon and Arnott
moraines which had a higher silt and clay content were called sand and
gravel with significant silt and clay but assigned a lower rating of (5).
The vadose zone media in the river alluvium was called sand and gravel in
areas of well-washed sands and assigned a typical value of (8). Where more
fines were present, the deposits were called sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay and assigned ratings of (7) and (6) depending on
the amount of fines. Ratings of (6) were assigned where the alluvium was
thinner and not as well-sorted. The vadose zone media for glacial till in
the western portion of the county was called sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay and assigned a typical value of (6). Vadose zone
media for the thin outwash aquifers were called sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay based on the presence of silts and clays. A
rating of (7) was assigned based on the higher sand content than in the
adjacent glacial tills. Vadose zone media overlying unconsolidated
aquifers in swampy areas was called sand and gravel with significant silt
and clay and assigned a rating of (6). The metamorphic/igneous vadose zone
media overlying metamorphic/igneous aquifers in swampy areas was assigned a
typical rating of (4). Metamorphic/igneous vadose zone media in the
bedrock uplands was assigned a rating of (5) based on moderate jointing and
fracturing. The sandstone vadose zone media in the bedrock uplands was
assigned a rating of (7) based on the degree of fracturing.
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values were based on discussions contained in
Holt (1965), Bell and Sherrill (1974), Devaul and Green (1971) and Olcott
(1968). The outwash aquifer in the central and eastern portion of the
county was assigned a range of 2000+ gallons per day per square foot (10)
based on available pumping test data. Conductivity values in the Outer and
Second Moraines and in the swampy area of the glaciated central
ground-water region were assigned a range of 700 to 1000 gallons per day
per square foot (6) based on an increasing content of fine materials. The
conductivity in the Arnott and Elderon Moraines received a range of 300 to
700 gallons per day per square foot (4) based on an even higher content of
fine materials. River alluvium adjacent to the central outwash aquifer was
assigned a range of 2000+ gallons per day per square foot because of a lack
of fines. Other river alluvium received ranges of 700 to 1000 gallons per
day per square foot (6) and 300 to 700 gallons per d~y per square foot (4)
based on increasing amounts of fine materials. Hydraulic conductivities in
the glacial till were assigned a range of 1 to 100 gallons per day per
square foot (1) based on the presence of only localized lenses of sand and
gravel and the presence of fine materials. The thin outwash contains
better-sorted sand and gravel lenses and was assigned a range of 100 to 300
gallons per day per square foot (2). The thin outwash adjacent to the
river contained even better-sorted sand and gravel and was assigned a range
of 300 to 700 gallons per day per square foot (4). Bedrock aquifers
underlying swampy areas and in the bedrock uplands were assigned a range of
1 to 100 gallons per day per square foot based on low permeabilities and
average well yields in the area.

Yolo County, California

Yolo County, California, lies within the Alluvial Basins ground-water
region. From west to east, the hydrogeologic settings exemplify a typical
cross section through an alluvial basin sequence. In the western portion
of the county, marine sandstones and shales yield only small quantities of
remnant saline water. Older continental deposits, alluvial fans and river
alluvium comprised of sands, silts and clays provide the majority of the
ground-water resources for the county. Conductivities are variable but
typically provide significant well yields. These aquifers are usually
unconfined and where they overlap, are hydraulically connected.
Agricultural irrigation water provides significant recharge to these
aquifers.

In mapping Yolo County, five hydrogeologic settings were identified
and included. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 67.to 192. Table
32 details the settings and ranges of associated DRASTIC Indexes. Also
noted in the table are the number of unique DRASTIC Index calculations
which were made during the mapping effort. The DRASTIC Index numbers
reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.
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TABLE 32. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS MAPPED IN YOLO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Hydrogeologic Setting

(2A) Mountain Slopes

(28) Alluvial Mountain Valleys

(2C) Alluvial Fans

(2Ha) River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits

(2K) Continental Deposits

Range of·
DRASTIC Indexes

67-81

148

119-160

139-192

92-112

Number of DRASTIC
Index Calculations

3

6

3

3

Figure 44 shows a general pollution potential map for Yolo County.
The DRASTIC Indexes have been grouped in accordance with the National Color
Code (Table 22). Selected screens have been used to illustrate the
variability. The pollution potential map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. No hydrogeologic setting lines have
been delineated on the map.

Appendix M contains the full-size pollution potential map for Yolo
County complete with hydrogeologic setting designations and individual
DRASTIC Index computations. The map has been superimposed on a county
highway map for geographic reference. The DRASTIC Index values have not
been grouped on the full-size map. The map has been divided into separate
sheets which permit it to be incorporated into the document. An Index to
the map sheets is provided for ease of geographic sheet location. The
corresponding charts which detail the ranges of the seven DRASTIC
parameters chosen for each area and the computation of the DRASTIC Index
immediately follows the maps.

Computation of the DRASTIC Indexes and identification of hydrogeologic
settings relied on detailed information of the seven DRASTIC parameters.
Specific descriptions and sources used to obtain this information are
outlined in the following discussion centering around each DRASTIC
parameter. A complete list,of references is contained at the end of
Section 5. The rating associated with the chosen range for each DRASTIC
parameter appears in parenthesis for ease of reference.

Depth to Water

Water-level information was primarily obtained from published data in
California Department of Water Resources (1978; 1985). Additional
information was found in Olmsted and Davis (1961). In general, water
levels deepen from east to west. Water levels in the mountain slopes in
the western portion of the county were 100+ feet (1) and averaged 15 to 30
feet (7) in the alluvial mountain valleys. The continental deposits which
are adjacent to the mountains had water levels which ranged from 100+ feet
(1) in the northern portion of the county to 50 to 75 feet (3) in the
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central and southern portions of the county. Depth to water in the
alluvial fans ranged from 50 to 75 feet (3) in the western areas bordering
the continental deposits to 30 to 50 feet (5) in the center of the county
to 15 to 30 feet (7) bordering the flood basins (setting 2Hal) in the
eastern portion of the county. The flood basins and river alluvium had
water levels which averaged 15 to 30 feet (7).

Net Recharge

Values for net recharge were based on information found in Olmsted and
Davis (1961) and California Department of Water Resources (1978). Recharge
values were calculated for township areas from the data in California
Department of Water Resources (1978). Net recharge values reflect recharge
from precipitation and irrigation. Mountain slopes were assigned a value
of 0 to 2 inches per year (1) based on moderate precipitation, steep slopes
and the low permeability of the deposits. The alluvial mountain valleys
were given a value of 2 to 4 inches per year (3). Net recharge values for
the continental deposits were chosen as 2 to 4 inches per year because the
deposits are semi-consolidated and have a moderately high silt content.
Recharge to the alluvial fans was strongly influenced by irrigation. Net
recharge to the alluvial fans was calculated to be 2 to 4 inches per year
(3) in the northern portion of the county. Values increased southward and
were calculated to be 4 to 7 inches per year (6) and 7 to 10 inches per
year (8). A value of 10+ inches per year (1) occurred in the central
portion of the county.

Aquifer Media

Information on aquifer media was obtained from California Department
of Water Resources (1978) and Olmsted and Davis (1961). Additional
information was found on the geologic maps of the Sacramento Quadrangle
(Wagner et al., 1981) and the Santa Rosa Quadrangle (Wagner and Bortugno,
1982). The mountain slopes were comprised of sedimentary sequences
deposited in a marine environment. The aquifer media was chosen as thin
bedded sandstone, limestone and shale sequences and assigned a typical
value of (6). Sand and gravel was chosen as the aquifer media in the
alluvial mountain valleys and assigned a typical value of (8) due to the
coarseness of the deposits. The continental deposits are sequences of
semi-consolidated sand, silt and clay. The aquifer media was chosen as
sand and gravel and assigned a typical value of (8) because the deposits
are semi-consolidated sands, gravels and silts. The alluvial fans were
called sand and gravel and assigned a typical rating of (8). Lenses of
sand and gravel serve as the aquifer in the flood basins (setting 2Hal) and
the river alluvium (settings 2Ha2 and 2Ha3). Sand and gravel was chosen as
the aquifer media and assigned a typical value of (8).
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Soil Media

Soils were mapped based on the Soil Survey of Yolo County, California
(Andrews, 1972). Soils on mountain slopes in the western portion of the
county are thin or absent (10). Other soils on mountain slopes are
predominantly clay loam (3) with minor occurrences of shrinking and
aggregated clay (7) in the northwestern portion of the county. Soils in
the alluvial mountain valleys are silty loam (4). Soils overlying the
continental deposits are silty loam (4) in the western portion of the
county and shrinking and aggregated clay (7) in the central portion of the
county. Alluvial fan deposits are overlain by clay loam (3). Soils in
flood basins (setting 2Hal) are shrinking and aggregated clay (7). River
alluvium soil media (settings 2Ha2 and 2Ha3) are silty loam (4) in the
eastern portion of the county and sand (9) in the central portion of the
county.

Topography

Percent slope was estimated by using 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic
quadrangle maps. Contour intervals on the 7 1/2 minute maps were 5 feet,
-20 feet and 40 feet. Slopes were 18+ percent (1) in the western and
northwestern portion of the county and gradually lessened eastward and
southward. Slopes of 6 to 12 percent (5) and 2 to 6 percent occur in the
central portion of the county and 0 to 2 percent slopes are found in the
eastern and southeastern portions of the county.

Impact of the Vadose Zone Media

Information on the vadose zone media was obtained from California
Department of Water Resources (1978) and Olmsted and Davis (1961). The
vadose zone media in the mountain slope area was called bedded limestone,
sandstone and shale and assigned a typical rating of (6). Vadose zone
media in the alluvial mountain valleys was chosen as sa~d and gravel and
assigned a typical rating of (8) due to the relative coarseness of the
deposits. The continental deposits were designated as sand and gravel with
significant silt and clay and assigned a typical rating of (6) based on an
average amount of fine material and semi-consolidation of the deposits.
Alluvial fan areas were also called sand and gravel with significant silt
and clay, but were assigned a rating of (7) based on the increased sand and
gravel content of the deposits. Vadose zone media in the flood basins
(setting 2Hal) was chosen as silt/clay and assigned a rating of (2) based
on the presence of significant amounts of fines in the deposits and the
semi-confined conditions. In this updated version of DRASTIC, the
silt/clay would have been assigned a rating of (3). Vadose zone media in
the river alluvium was called sand and gravel and assigned a typical value
of (8).
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer

Hydraulic conductivity values for the various aquifer media were based
on information in California Department of Water Resources (1978) and
Olmsted and Davis (1961). Where no values were given, estimates of
conductivity were made from aquifer media descriptions. The aquifer in the
mountain slopes was essentially non-water bearing and assigned a value of 1
to 100 gallons per day per square foot (1). The hydraulic conductivity of
the sand and gravel in the alluvial mountain valleys was estimated to be
700 to 1000 gallons per day per square foot (6). Values of conductivity in
the continental deposits were estimated to be 300 to 700 gallons per day
per square foot (4) based on moderate well yields. The lenses of sand and
gravel in the alluvial fans are relatively coarse and moderately sorted.
These deposits were assigned a value of 700 to 1000 gallons per day per
square foot (6) based on published values and moderately high well yields.
Values for conductivity of the sand and gravel within the flood basin area
(setting 2Hal) were estimated to range from 300 to 700 gallons per day per
square foot (4). In the river alluvium the well-sorted highly permeable
sands and gravels in the eastern portion of the county were assigned a .
value of 2000+ gallons per day per square foot (10). Hydraulic
conductivity values for the river alluvium in the central portion of the
county were chosen as 1000 to 2000 gallons per day per square foot (8).
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SECTION 6

IMPACT - RISK FACTORS

The DRASTIC Index estimates the vulnerability of any setting to pollution
on the basis of determinable geologic and hydrologic parameters. It does not,
however, indicate a variety of other parameters that often point out the
significance of the DRASTIC Index under the influence of cultural and physical
modifications. For example, an area with a low DRASTIC Index, indicating
moderate or low vulnerability to contamination, may be located very near to a
large population center. The proximity to a population that can be exposed
greatly increases the risk, or impact, of an incidence of pollution at the
prospective site. Thus it can quickly be noted that not only the size of the
population exposed, and the human/non-human nature of that population, but also
the time required for the pollutant to travel from the point of incidence to
the population at risk, is a serious consideration within a given setting.
Similarly, the relative "value" of an underlying aquifer may require special
consideration when assessing the factors which influence pollution potential.
This may become particularly important in areas where the aquifer is the only
source of ground water or where ground-water supplies are abundant and have not
been fully developed.

Travel time is considered only tangentially by the D~\STIC Index. It is
implied by "hydraulic conductivity," but becomes interpretable, and meaningful t
only when the distance to be traveled from a source of contamination to a point
of concern is known t and when the gradient, or inclination of the water table
is considered. Thus, the travel time of a pollutant from point of introduction
until it reaches a population is not given by the DRASTIC Index, but must be
evaluated separate1Yt by persons with adequate data and expertise for each
specific site.

In a similar manner, the risk to a given population depends on the
toxicity of the pollutant being introduced and the degree of exposure of the
population to the pollutant. Obviously, if the pollutant being introduced is
non-toxic to the population exposed, there is little or no risk to that
population as a consequence of the exposure. When the pollutant is quite
toxic, it is obvious that minimal exposure of the population may be very
serious, even where travel time as controlled by gradient, distance t and
hydraulic conductivity is great.

Essentially, the DRASTIC Index for a given setting is derived on the basis
of the vulnerability of the site to an invasion of water t hence the name
"hydrogeological setting." Actually, the concern is not about the
vulnerability of a setting to water, but rather with the vulnerability of that
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setting to contaminants. Water forms the common baseline, but the site
vulnerability varies with the specific properties of the contaminant being
applied. ObViously all settings cannot be mapped for all potential
contaminants, so in many instances critical judgements have to be made about
the risks involved. Where ~ccidental spills are involved, these judgements
must be made rapidly, conservatively, and on the basis of the best data
available. Where design ju~gements are to be made, they should be made on the

basis of adequate field and laboratory testing. It should always be kept in
mind that some substances are so toxic that there are no "safe" settings
available.

In addition to travel time, tOXicity, and population exposed, the risk is
influenced by "loading" factors. Whether the application rate is a slug
application, as in an accidental spill; an intermittent application, as with
pesticides and fertilizers; or a continuous application, such as a leaking tank
or lagoon, has an obvious bearing upon the total load of material reaching an
exposed population. Loading is also influenced by the concentration of the
polluting substance. If the incident pollutant is highly concentrated, it is
apparent that the exposed population is at much greater risk than would be the
case if the pollutant were less concentrated. All of the attenuating factors,
dilution, dispersion, sorption, filtration, reaction etc. are more effective at
lesser loading rates.

In order to assist in the understanding of the basic risk factors, travel
time, population exposed, loading and toxicity, and how these risk factors
impact the DRASTIC Index, the following acronym is suggested:

I Inclination of. the \ria ter tabl~ (gradient)
Direction of slope in ft/ft (feet per foot)

M Measured horizontal distance
Distance to point of exposure in feet or miles

P Population exposed
Human or non-human

A Application rate
Slug, intermittent, or continuous

C Concentration
Concentration of pollutant, often in mg/l

T TOXicity
Degree of toxicity to the population exposed

When the DRASTIC Index of a particular setting is evaluated with regard to
these parameters of impact, as a consequence of a particular pollutant, a
reasonable judgement can be made with respect to the risk to the population
exposed.
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Section 7

GROUND-WATER REGIONS AND HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS OF THE UNITED STATES

The focus of this document is to present a system which allows the
user to evaluate the ground-water pollution potential of any area in the
United States and to produce a map of the results. The mapping application
of the methodology requires the designation of hydrogeologic settings.
This section contains descriptions of III hydrogeologic settings. Although
a conscientious attempt has been made to identify all major hydrogeologic
settings in the United States, it is possible that additional settings may
exist.

As described in Section 2, Development of the System and Overview, the
entire United States has been divided into 13 geographic ground-water
regions. These ground-water regions were developed and described by Heath
(1984) (Figure 1). This methodology uses these major ground-water regions
as a geographic framework to begin to assess ground-water pollution
potential. This section contains an annotated description, ~ geographic
location map and a block diagram illustrating the major hy~rogeologic
features for each ground-water region (Heath, 1984). Table 33 provides a
summary of principal physical and hydrologic characteristics of the
ground-water regions. Table 34 lists common ranges for the hydraulic
characteristics of the ground-water regions.

The ground-water regions have been subdivided into mapping units
called hydrogeologic settings. Each hydrogeologic setting contains a
written narrative, a block diagram showing the geology of the setting and
two DRASTIC charts portraying sample DRASTIC Index calculations. Figure 45
provides a legend for the identification of the geologic materials
portrayed in the block diagrams of each hydrogeologic setting. The charts
display the DRASTIC Index and the Pesticide DRASTIC Index for each typical
hydrogeologic setting. These charts have been produced as examples of
conditions which might typically exist in the hydrogeologic setting within
the specific ground-water region. The charts are intended to only be
examples and not to represent absolute values for the hydrogeologic
setting. The significant difference between the two charts is the
difference in weights assigned for each DRASTIC factor.

The hydrogeologic settings and the DRASTIC Indexes from the example
charts have been grouped to assist the user in evaluating the relative
pollution potential for many hydrogeologic settings. Tables 35 through 37
contain lists of the hydrogeologic settings and associated DRASTIC Indexes
sorted by ground-water region, ratings and setting title respectively.
Tables 38 through 40 contain the same information for Pesticide DRASTIC
Indexes taken from the example charts.
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TABLE 34. COMMON RANGES FOR THE HYDRAULIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUND WATER REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
(AFTER HEATH, 1984)

Common Ranges In Hydraulic Charactenstlcs of the Dominant AqUifers

TransmIssIvity Hydraulic Conductivity Recharge Rate Well Yield
Region

No Region Geologic Situation m2day 1 fr'day 1 m day 1 ft day' mmyr' In yr m3mln 1 gal min 1

low high low high low high low high low high low high low high low high

1 Western Mountain Mountains with thin sOils over 100 5 5,000,000 00003 15 0001 50 3 50 01 2 004 04 10 100
Ra~ges fractured rocks, alternating with

narrow alluvIal and, In part,
gJaclaled valleys

2 Alluvial BaSinS Thick' alluvial (locally glacial) 20 20,000 2,000 200,000 30 600 100 2,000 003 30 0001 1 04 20 100 5,000
depOSits In baSinS and valleys
bordered by mountams

3 Columbia Lava Thick sequence of lava flows 2,000 500,000 20,000 5,000,000 200 3,000 500 10,000 5 300 02 10 04 80 100 20,000
Plateau Interbedded With unconsolidated

depOSits and overlain by
thin SOils

4 Colorado Plaleau Thm' SOlis over fractured as 100 5 1,000 0003 2 001 5 03 50 001 2 004 2 10 1,000

and WyomlOg BaslO sedImentary rocks

5 High PlalOs Thick allUVIal depOSits over 1,000 10,000 10,000 100,000 30 300 100 1,000 5 80 02 3 04 10 100 3,000
fractured sedImentary rocks

6 Nonglaclated Thin regolith over fractured 300 10,000 3,000 100,000 3 300 10 1,000 5 500 02 20 04 20 100 5,000
Central region sedimentary rocks

7 GlaCiated Central Thick glaCIal depOSIts over 100 2000 1.000 20,000 2 300 5 1,000 5 300 02 10 02 2 50 500
regIon fractured sedimentary rocks

8 Piedmont and Blue Thick regolith over fractured 9 200 100 2,000 0001 1 0003 3 30 300 1 10 02 2 50 500
Ridge crystalline and metamorphosed

sedImentary rocks

9 Northeast and Thick glaCial depOSits over frac- 50 500 500 5,000 2 30 5 100 30 300 1 10 01 1 20 200

Supenor Uplands tured crystalline rocks

10 AtlantiC and Gulf Complexly Interbedded sands, 500 10 000 5,000 100,000 3 100 10 400 50 500 2 20 04 20 100 5,000

Coastal Plam SiltS and clays

11 Southeast Coastal Thick layers of sand and clay 1,000 100000 10,000 1,000,000 30 3000 100 10,000 30 500 1 20 4 80 1,000 20,000

Plain over semlconsolldated carbonate
rocks

12 HawaiIan Islands Lava flows segmented by dikes 10,000 100,000 100000 1,000 000 200 3,000 500 10,000 30 1,000 1 40 04 20 100 5,000

mterbedded With ash depOSits,
and partly overlain by allUVIum

13 Alaska GlaCial and allUVial depOSits In 100 10,000 1.000 100,000 30 600 100 2,000 3 300 01 10 004 4 10 1,000

part perennially frozen and over-

lYing crystalline, metamorphIc,
and sedimentary rocks
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TABLE 35. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED DRASTIC INDEXES
SORTED BY GROUND-WATER REGIONS

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING

1Aa East Mountain Slopes 65 61 Swamp/Marsh 144
1Ab West Mountain Slopes 70 6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks 71
1Ba East Alluvial Mountain Valleys 128 6K Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Aquifers 101
1Bb West Alluvial Mountain Valleys 146 7Aa Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 103
1Ca East Mountain Flanks 83 7Ab Glacial Till Over Outwash 137
1CB West Mountain Flanks 106 7Ac Glacial Till Over Solution Limestone 139
10 Glacial Mountain Valleys 180 7Ad Glacial Till Over Sandstone 109
1Ea East Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage) 158 7Ae Glacial Till Over Shale 88
1EbWest Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage) 180 7Ba Outwash 176
1F Coastal Beaches 196 7Bb Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 156
1G Swamp/Marsh 139 7Bc Outwash Over Solution Limestone 186
1H Mud Flows 130 7C Moraine 135
2A Mountain Slopes 74 70 Buned Valley 1"56
2B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 132 7Ea River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits 134
2C Alluvial Fans 122 7Eb River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits 191
2D Alluvial Basins (Internal Drainage) 122 7F Glacial Lake Deposits 135
2E Playa Lakes 110 7G Thm Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 121
2F Swamp/Marsh 127 7H Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 202
2G Coastal Lowlands 202 71 Swamp/Marsh 160
2Ha River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits 163 8A Mountam Slopes 75
2Hb River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits 191 8B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 162
21 Mud Flows 149 8C Mountain Flanks 106
2J Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences 112 8D Regolith 100
2K ConMentai Deposits 98 8E River Alluvium 176
3A Mountain Slopes 86 8F Mountain Crests 70
3B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 168 8G Swamp/Marsh 120
3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 146 9A Mountain Slopes 75
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 105 9B Alluvial Mountain Valley 180
3E Alluvial Fans 105 9C Mountain Flanks 106
3F Swamp/Marsh 179 9Da GlaCial rill Over Crystalline Bedrock 113
3G River Alluvium 147 9Db Glacial rill Over Outwash 139
4A Resistant Ridges 88 9E Outwash 190
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 87 9F Moraine 166
4C River Alluvium 152 9Ga River Alluvium with Overbank DepoSIts 146
4D Alluvium and Dune Sand 102 9Gb River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits 191
4E Swamp/Marsh 176 9H Swamp/Marsh 120
5A Ogallala 109 91 Bedrock Uplands 118
5B Alluvium 107 9J Glacml Lake/Glacial Manne Deposits 120
5C Sand Dunes 150 9K Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 161
5D Playa Lakes 110 10Aa Regional Aquifers 82
5E Braided River Deposits 185 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semlconsolidated Shallow
5F Swamp/Marsh 198 Surficial Aquifer 184
5Ga River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits 129 10Ba River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits 142
5Gb River Alluvium without Overbank DepOSits 143 10Bb River Alluvium without Overbank DepOSits 187
5H Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and 10C Swamp 202

Shale Sequences 80 11A Solution Limestone and Shallow Surficial Aquifers 218
6A Mountain Flanks 103 11B Coastal DepOSits 191
6B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 152 11C Swamp 224
6C Mountain Flanks 105 11D Beaches and Bars 190
6Da Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - 12A Mountain Slopes 164

Thm SOil 139 12B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 184
6Dd Alternating Sand, Limestone and Shale - Deep 12C Volcamc Uplands 165

Regolith 125 12D Coastal Beaches 201
6E Solullon Limestone 196 13A Alluvium 140
6Fa River Alluvium with Overbank DepOSits 126 13B Glacial and Glaclolacustnne DepOSits of the
6Fb River Alluvium without Overbank DepOSits 187 Intenor Valleys 141
6G Braided River DepOSits 190 13C Coastal Lowland DepOSits 140
6H Tnasslc BaSinS 106 13D Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountatns 92
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TABLE 36.HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED DRASTIC INDEXES SORTED
BY RA'TING

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING

1A<i East Mountain Slopes 65 9Db Glacial Till Over Outwash 139
8F Mountain Slopes 70 13A Alluvium 140
lAb West Mountain Slopes , 70 13C Coastal Lowland Deposits 140
6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks 71 13B Glacial and Glaclolacustnne Deposits olthe Intenor
2A Moqntaln Slopes 74 Valleys 141
8A Mountain Slopes 75 10Ba River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits 142
9A Mountain Slopes 75 5Gb River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits 143
5H Alternating Sandstone, limestone and ~

61 Swamp/Marsh 144
Shale Sequences 80 9Ga River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits 146

10Aa Regional Aquifers 82 lBbWest AllUVial Mountain Valleys 146
lCa East Mountain Flanks 83 3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 146
3A Mountain Slopes 86 3G River AllUVium 147
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 87 21 Mud Flows 149
4A Resistant Ridges 88 5C Sand Dunes ~'-

7Ae GlaCIal Till Over Shale 88 4C River AllUVium 152
13D Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountains 92 6B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 152
2K Continental Deposits ,-,~-~--- 7Bb\ Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary 156
8D Regolith 100 7D Buned Valley 156
6K Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Aquifers 101 lEa East Wide AllUVial Valleys (External Drainage) 158
4D AllUVium and Dune Sand 102 71 Swamp/Marsh 160
6A Mountain Flanks 103 9K Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 161
7Aa GlaCial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 103 8B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 162
6C Mountain Flanks 105 2Ha River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 163
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 105 12A Mountain Slopes 164
3E AllUVial Fans , 105 12C VolcaniC Uplands 165
9C Mountain Flanks 106 9F Moraine 166
6H Tnasslc Basins 106 3B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 168
1Cb West Mountain Flanks 106 7Ba Outwash c--':;76"""-
8C Mou ntaln Flanks 106 8E River AllUVium 176
5B AllUVium 107 4E Swamp/Marsh 176
7Ad GlaCial Till Over Sandstone 109 3F Swamp/Marsh 179
5A Ogallala 109 9B AllUVial Mountain Valley 180
2E Playa Lakes 110 lEb West Wide AllUVial Valleys (External Drainage) 180
5D Playa Lakes 110 10 GlaCial Mountain Valleys 180
2J Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences 112 12B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 184
9Da GlaCial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock 113 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Shallow
91 Bedrock Uplands 118 Surilclal Aquifer 184
9J GlaCial Lake/GlaCial Manne Deposits 120 5E Braided River Deposits 185
8G Swamp/Marsh 120 7Bc Outwash Over Solution limestone 186
9H Swamp/Marsh 120 10Bb River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits 187
7G Thin rill Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 121 6Fb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 187
2D AllUVial Basins (Internal Drainage) 122 110 Beaches and Bars 190
2C AllUVial Fans 122 6G Braided River Deposits 190
6Dd Alternating Sand, limestone and Shale - Deep 9E Outwash 190

Regolith -:;25-' 9Gb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 191
6Fa River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 126 l1B Coastal Deposits 191
2F Swamp/Marsh 127 2Hb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 191
lBa East AllUVial Mountam Valleys 128 7Eb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 191
5Ga River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 129 1F Coastal Deposits 196
lH Mud Flows 130 6E Solution Limestone 196
2B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 132 5F Swamp/Marsh --~7Ea River AllUVIUm With Overbank D~poslts 134 12D Coastal Beaches 201
7F GlaCial Lake Deposits 135 7H Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 202
7C Morame 135 2G Coastal Lowlands 202
7Ab GlaCial Till Over Outwash 137 10C Swamp 202
7Ac GlaCial Till Over Solution Limestone 139 llA Solution limestone and Shallow Surifclal AqUIfers 218
1G Swamp/Marsh 139 l1C Swamp 224
6Da Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale- 139

Thin SOil
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TABLE 37. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED DRASTIC INDEXES
SORTE D BY SETTING TITLE

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING

2D AllUVial Basins (Internal Drainage) 122 9C Mountain Flanks 106
2C AllUVial Fans 122 6A Mountain Flanks 103
3E AllUVIal Fans 105 3A Mountain Slopes 86
9B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 180 9A Mountain Slopes 75
8B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 162 1Aa East Mountain Slopes 65
12B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 184 2A Mountain Slopes 74
1BbWest AllUVial Mountain Valleys 146 1Ab West Mountain Slopes 70
2B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 132 12A Mountain Slopes 164
6B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 152 8A Mountain Slopes 75
3B AllUVial MountaIn Valleys 168 21 Mud Flows 149
1Ba East AllUVial Mountain Valleys 128 1H Mud Flows 130
13A AllUVIum 140 5A Ogallala 109
5B AllUVium 107 9E Outwash 190
4D AllUVium and Dune Sand 102 7Ba Outwash 176
6Dd Alternating Sand, Limestone and Shale - 7Bb Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 156

Deep Regolith 125 7Bc Outwash Over Solution Limestone 186
2J Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences 112 2E Playa Lakes 110
6Da Alternating Sandstone, LImestone and Shale - 5D Playa Lakes 110

Thin SOIl 139 10Aa Regional AquIfers 82
5H Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and 8D Regolith 100

Shale Sequences 80 4A ResIstant RIdges 88
11D Beaches and Bars 190 8E River AllUVium 176
7H Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 202 3G RIver AllUVium 147
9K Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 161 4C River AllUVium 152
91 Bedrock Uplands 118 6Fa River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 126
13D Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountains 92 9Ga River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 146
6G Braided River Deposits 190 7Ea River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 134
5E Braided River Deposits 185 10Ba River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 142
7D Buned Valley 156 5Ga River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 129
12D Coastal Beaches 201 2Ha River AllUVium With Overbank Deposits 163
1F Coastal Beaches 196 6Fb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 187
11B Coastal Deposits 191 9Gb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 191
13C Coastal Lowland Deposits 140 7Eb R,ver AllUVium Without Overbank DepoSIts 191
2G Coastal Lowlands 202 10Bb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 187
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 87 2Hb RIver AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 191
2K Continental Deposits 98 5Gb River AllUVium Without Overbank Deposits 143
7F GlaCial Lake Deposits 135 5C Sand Dunes 150
9J GlaCial Lake/Glacial Manne Deposits 120 6E Solution Limestone 196
10 GlaCial Mountain Valleys 180 llA Solution Limestone and Shallow SurfiCial Aquifers 218
7Aa GlaCial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 103 10C Swamp 202
9Da GlaCIal Till Over Crystalline Bedrock 113 llC Swamp 224
9Db GlaCial Till Over Outwash 139 61 Swamp/Marsh 144
7Ab GlaCial Till Over Outwash 137 5F Swamp/Marsh 198
7Ad GlaCial T,II Over Sandstone 109 1G Swamp/Marsh 139
7Ae GlaCial Till Over Shale 88 3F Swamp/Marsh 179
7Ac GlaCIal Till Over SolutIon Limestone 139 8G Swamp/Marsh 120
13B GlaCial and GlaCiolacustrine Deposits of the 2F Swamp/Marsh 127

Intenor Valleys 141 4E Swamp/Marsh 176
3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 146 9H Swamp/Marsh 120
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 105 71 Swamp/Marsh 160
6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks 71 7G Thin Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 121
7C Moraine 135 6H T nasslc Basins 106
9F Moraine 166 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Shallow
8F Mountain Crests 70 Surficial AqUifer 184
6C Mountain Flanks 105 6K Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated AqUifers 101
8C Mountain Flanks 106 12C VolcaniC Uplands 165
1CbWest Mountain Flanks 106 lEbWest WIde AllUVIal Valleys (External Drainage) 180
1Ca East Mountain Flanks 83 1Ea East Wide AllUVial Valleys (External Drainage) 158
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TABLE 38. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED PESTICIDE DRASTIC INDEXES
SORTED BY GROUND~WATER REGIONS

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING

lAa East Mountain Slopes 91 6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks 96
lAb West Mountain Slopes 97 6K Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated AqUIfer 109
lBa East Alluvial Mountain Valleys 166 7Aa GlaCial T,II Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 125
lBb West AllUVial Mountain Valleys 184 7Ab GlaCial Till Over Outwash 153
lCa East Mountain Flanks 99 7Ac GlaCial Till Over Solullon Limestone 153
lCb West Mountain Flanks 122 7Ad GlaCIal T,Il Over Sandstone 129
10 Glacial Mountain Valleys 214 7Ae GlaCial Till Over Shale 111
lEa East Wide AllUVial Valleys (External Drainage) 192 7Ba Outwash 196
lEb West Wide AllUVial Valleys (Exte'nal Drainage) 214 7Bb Outwash Over Bedded SedImentary Rocks 182
lF Coastal Beaches 221 7Bc Outwash Over Solution Limestone 206
lG Swamp/Marsh 158 7C Moraine 156
lH Mud Flows 132 7D Buned Valley 178
2A Mountain Slopes 105 7Ea River AllUVium with Overbank DepOSits 157
2B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 165 7Eb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 224
2C AllUVial Fans 155 7F GlaCial Lake DepOSits 165
2D AllUVial BaSinS (Internal Drainage) 157 7G Thin T,II Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 143
2E Playa Lakes 139 7H Beaches. Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 225
2F Swamp/Marsh 146 71 Swamp/Marsh 174
2G Coastal Lowlands 215 8A Mountain Slopes 102
2Ha River AllUVium with Overbank DepOSits 181 8B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 185
2Hb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 224 8C Mountain Flanks 123
21 Mud Flows 172 80 Regolith 117
2J Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences 120 8E River AllUVium 198
2K Continental DepOSits 99 8F Mountain Crests 113
3A Mountain Slopes 92 8G Swamp/Marsh 141
3B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 202 9A Mountain Slopes 102
3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 157 9B AllUVial Mountain Valley 202
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 143 9C Mountain Flanks 122
3E AllUVial Fans 123 9Da GlaCial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock 142
3F Swamp/Marsh 208 9Db GlaCial Till Over Outwash 161
3G River AllUVium 155 9E Outwash 210
4A ReSistant Ridges 117 9F Moraine 180
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 108 9Ga River AllUVium with Overbank DepOSits 164
4C River AllUVium 176 9Gb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 213
4D AllUVium and Dune Sand 131 9H Swamp/Marsh 141
4E Swamp/Marsh 213 91 Bedrock Uplands 158
5A Ogallala 136 9J GlaCial Lake/Glacial Manne DepOSits 146
5B AllUVium 135 9K Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 199
5C Sand Dunes 177 10Aa Regional AqUIfers 113
50 Playa Lakes 139 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Shallow
5E Braided River DepOSits 216 SurfiCial AqUifer 206
5F Swamp/Marsh 229 10Ba River AllUVium With Overbank DepOSIts 165
5Ga River AllUVium With Overbank DepOSits 129 10Bb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSits 220
5Gb River AllUVIum Without Overbank DepOSits 149 10C Swamp 233
5H Alternating Sandstone. Limestone and Shale l1A Solution Limestone and Shallow SurfICIal AqUIfers 243

Sequences 88 118 Coastal DepOSits 224
6A Mountain Flanks 132 l1C Swamp 251
6B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 176 110 Beaches and Bars 225
6C Mountain Flanks 126 12A Mountain Slopes 177
6Da Alternating Sandstone. LImestone and Shale - 12B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 192

Thin Soil 180 12C VolcaniC Uplands 174
6Dd Alternating Sand. Limestone and Shale - Deep 120 Coastal Beaches 230

Regolith 145 13A AllUVium 164
6E Solution Limestone 216 13B GlaCial and Glaclolacustnne DepOSits of the Intenor
6Fa River AllUVium With Overbank DepOSits 164 Valleys 166
6Fb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSits 209 13C Coastal Lowland DepOSits 164
6G Braided River DepOSits 221 130 Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountains 118
6H Tnasslc BaSinS 135
61 Swamp/Marsh 165
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TABLE 39. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED PESTICIDE DRASTIC INDEXES
SORTED BY RATING

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING

5H Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and 9Db Glacial Till Over Outwash DeposIts 161
Shale Sequences 88 6Fa RIver AllUVIum with Overbank 164

lAa East Mountain Slopes 91 13A AllUVium 164
3A Mountain Slopes 92 9Ga River AllUVium wIth Overbank Deposits 164
6J MetamorphIc/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks 96 13C Coastal Lowland DepOSits 164
lAb West Mountain Slopes 97 10Ba River AllUVium with Overbank Deposit 165
lCa East Mountain Flanks 99 7F GlaCial Lake DepOSits 165
2K Continental Deposits 99 61 Swamp/Marsh 165
8A Mountain Slopes 102 28 Alluvial Mountain Valleys 165
9A Mountain Slopes 102 lBa East AllUVial Mountain Valleys 166
2A MountaIn Slopes 105 13B GlaCial and Glaclolacustnne DepOSits of the Intenor
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 108 Valleys 166
6K Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated AqUIfer 109 21 Mud Flows 172
7Ae GlaCial Til' Over Shale 111 71 Swamp/Marsh 174
10Aa RegIonal AqUIfers 113 12C Volcantc Uplands 174
8F Mountain Crests 113 6B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 176
8D Regolith 117 4C River AllUVium 176
4A ReSistant Ridges 117 12A Mountain Slopes 177
13D Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountains 118 5C Sand Dunes 177
2J Alternattng Sandstone and Shale Sequences 120 7D Buned Valley 178
9C Mountain Flanks 122 9F Moraine 180
lCbWest Mountain Flanks 122 6Da Alternattng Sandstone, Limestone and Shale -
8C Mountain Flanks 123 Thm Soil 180
3E AllUVial Fans 123 2Ha RIver AllUVIum with Overbank DepOSits 181
7Aa GlaCial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 125 7Bb Outwash over Bedded SedImentary 182
6C Mountain Flanks 126 lBbWest AllUVIal Mountain Valleys 184
5Ga RIver AllUVIum with Overbank DepOSIts 129 8B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 185
7Ad GlaCIal TIll Over Sandstone 129 12B AllUVIal Mountain Valleys 192
4D AllUVium and Dune Sand 131 lEa East Wide AllUVIal Valleys (External Drainage) 192
lH Mud Flows 132 7Ba Outwash 196
6A Mountain Flanks 132 8E River AllUVium 198
6H Tnasslc BaSinS 135 9K Beaches, Beach RIdges and Sand Dunes 199
5B AllUVium 135 3B AllUVial Mountam Valleys 202
5A Ogallala 136 9B AllUVial Mountain Valleys 202
2E Playa Lakes 139 7Bc Outwash Over Solution LImestone 206
5D Playa Lakes 139 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semlconsolldated Shallow
9H Swamp/Marsh 141 SurficIal AqUIfer 206
8G Swamp/Marsh 141 3F Swamp/Marsh 208
9Da Glacial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock 142 6Fb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSits 209
7G Thin Till Over Bedded SedImentary Rock 143 9E OutwaSh 210
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 143 9Gb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSIts 213
6Dd Alternattng Sand, Limestone and Shale - Deep 4E Swamp/Marsh 213

Regolith 145 10 GlaCial Mountain Valleys 214
2F Swamp/Marsh 146 lEbWest WIde AllUVial Valleys (External Drainage) 214
9J GlaCial Lake/GlaCial Manne Deposits 146 2G Coastal Lowlands 215
5Gb River AllUVium WIthout overbank deposits 149 5E BraIded River DepOSIts 216
7Ab Glacial Till Over Outwash 153 6E Solution Limestone 216
7Ac GlaCIal Till Over Solution Limestone 153 10Bb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSIts 220
2C AllUVIal Fans 155 6G Braided RIver DepOSIts 221
3G River AllUVium 155 1F Coastal Beaches 221
7C Moraine 156 2Hb River AllUVium Without Overbank DepOSits 224
3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 157 7Eb RIver AllUVIum Without Overbank DepOSits 224
7Ea River AllUVium WIth Overbank DepOSits 157 l1B Coastal DepOSIts 224
20 Alluvial BaSinS (Internal Drainage) 157 llD Beaches and Bars 225
lG Swamp/Marsh 158 7H Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 225

9' Bedrock Uplands 158 5F Swamp/Marsh 229
12D Coastal Beaches 230
10C Swamp 233
l1A Solution limestone and Shallow SurfIcial AquIfers 243
l1C Swamp 251

.$,
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TABLE 40. HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATED PESTICIDE DRASTIC INDEXES
SORTED BY SETTING TITLE

SETTINGS DESCRIPTIONS RATING SETTINGS DESCAIPilONS RATING

2D Alluvial Basins (Internal Drainage) 157 9C Mountain Flanks 122
2C AlluvIal Fans 155 6A Mountain Flanks 132
3E Alluvial Fans 123 3A Mountain Slopes 92
9B Alluvial Mountain Valley 202 9A Mountatn Slopes 102
8B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 185 1Aa East Mountain Slopes 91
12B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 192 2A Mountain Slopes 105
1Bb West Alluvial Mountain Valleys 184 1Ab West Mountain Slopes 97
2B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 165 12A Mountain Slopes 177
6B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 176 8A Mountain Slopes 102
3B Alluvial Mountain Valleys 202 21 Mud Flows 172
1Ba East Alluvial Mountain Valleys 166 1H MUd Flows 132
13A Alluvium 164 SA Ogallala 136
5B AllUVium 135 9E Outwash 210
40 AllUVium and Dune Sand 131 7Ba Outwash 196
6Dd Alternating Sand, limestone and Shale - Deep 7Bb Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 182

Regolith 145 7Bc Outwash Over Solution Limestone 206
2J Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences 120 2E Playa Lakes 139
6Da Alternating Sandstone, limestone and Shale - 50 Playa Lakes 139

Thin SOIl 180 10Aa ReQlonal Aquifers 113
5H Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and 80 Regolith 174

Shale Sequences 88 4A ReSistant Ridges 117
110 Beaches and Bars 225 8E River Alluvium 198
7H Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 225 3G River AllUVium 147
9K Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes 199 4C River AllUVium 176
91 Bedrock Uplands 158 6Fa River AllUVIum with Overbank DepOSits 164
130 Bedrock of the Uplands and Mountains 118 9Ga River AllUVium wIth Overbank Deposits 164
6G Braided River DepOSits 221 7Ea' RIver Alluvium with Overbank DepOSits 157
5E Braided River DepOSits 216 10Ba River AllUVium with Overbank Deposits 165
7D BUried Valley 178 5Ga River Alluvium with Overbank DepOSits 129
120 Coastal Beaches 230 2Ha River Alluvium with Overbank DepoSIts 181
lF Coastal Beaches 221 6Fb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 209
l1B Coastal DepOSits 224 9Gb River Alluvium without Overbank Depo$llS 213
13C Coastal Lowland DepOSits 164 7Eb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 224
2G Coastal Lowlands 215 10Bb River Alluvium without Overbank DepOSits 220
4B Consolidated Sedimentary Rock 108 2Hb River AllUVium without Overbank DepOSits 224
2K Continental DepOSIts 99 5Gb River AllUVium without Overbank Deposits 149
7F GlaCIal Lake DepOSits 165 5C Sand Dunes 177
9J GlaCIal Lake/Glacial Manne DepOSits 146 6E Solutlon Limestone 216
10 GlaCial Mountain Valleys 214 l1A Solutlon LImestone and Shallow Surficial AqUifers 243
7Aa GlaCial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 125 10C Swamp 233
9Da GlaCial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock 142 11C Swamp 251
9Db GlaCial Till Over Outwash 161 61 Swamp/MarSh 165
7Ab GlaCial Till Over Outwash 153 SF Swamp/Marsh 229
7Ad GlaCial Till Over Sandstone 129 lG Swamp/Marsh 158
7Ae GlaCial Till Over Shale 111 3F Swamp/Marsh 208
7Ac GlaCial Till Over Solution limestone 153 8G Swamp/Marsh 141
138 GlaCial and GlaCiolacustrine DepOSIts of the 2F Swamp/Marsh 146

Intenor Valleys 166 4E Swamp/Marsh 213
3C Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows 157 9H Swamp/Marsh 141
3D Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically 143 71 Swamp/Marsh 117
6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Faull Blocks 96 7G Thin rll' Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock 143
7C Moraine 156 6H Triassic BaSinS 135
9F Moraine 180 10Ab Unconsolidated and Semiconsolidated Shallow
8F Mountain Crests 113 Surficial AqUifer 206
6C Mountain Flanks 126 6K Unconsolidated and Semiconsolidated Aquifer 109
8C Mountain Flanks 123 12C Volcamc Uplands 174
lCb West Mountain Flanks 122 lEb West Wide AllUVial Valleys (ExterMI Drainage) 214
lCa East Mountain Flanks 99 lEa East Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage) 192
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1. WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES GROUND-WATER REGION

IAa East
lAb West
lBa East
IBb West
ICa East
lCb West
ID
lEa East
IEb West
lF
IG
IH

Mountain Slopes
Mountain Slopes
Alluvial Mountain Valleys
Alluvial Mountain Valleys
Mountain Flanks
Mountain Flanks
Glacial Mountain Valleys
Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage)
Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage)
Coastal Beaches
Swamp/Marsh
Mud Flows
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1. WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(Mountains with thin soils over fractured rocks t alternating with narrow
alluvial and t in part t glaciated valleys)

The Western Mountain Ranges encompass three areas totaling 708 t OOO km2.
The largest area extends in an arc from the Sierra Nevada in California t north
through the Coast Ranges and Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington, and
east and south through the Rocky Mountains in Idaho and Montana into the
Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming and the Wasatch and Uinta Mountains in Utah. The
second area includes the southern Rocky Mountains t which extend from the
Laramie Range in southeastern Wyoming through central Colorado into the Sangre
de Cristo Range in northern New Mexico. The smallest area includes the part of
the Black Hills in South Dakota in which Precambrian rocks are exposed.
Summits in the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada exceed 3 t 500 m. The general
appearance of the Western Mountains Ranges t with the exception of the Black ~

Hills t is tall t massive mountains alternating with relatively narrow t

steep-sided valleys. The summits and sides of the mountains in much of the
region have been carved into distinctive shapes by mountain glaciers. The
ranges that comprise the southern Rocky Mountains are separated by major
lowlands that include North Park t Middle Park t South Park, and the Wet M0untain
Valley. These lowlands occupy downfolded or down-faulted structural trou!~hs as
much as 70 km wide and 160 km long. The mountains in the Black Hills are lower
in altitude than most of the mountains in other parts of the region.

As would be expected in such a large region t both the origin of the
mountains and the rocks that form them are complex. Most of the mountain
ranges are underlain by granitic and metamorphic rocks flanked by consolidated
sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic to Cenozoic age. The other ranges t including
the San Juan Mountains in southwestern Colorado and the Cascade Mountains in
Washington and Oregon t are underlain by lavas and other igneous rocks.

The summits and slopes of most of the mountains consist of bedrock
exposures or of bedrock covered by a layer of boulders and other rock fragments
produced by frost action and other weathering processes acting on the bedrock.
This layer is generally only a few meters thick on the upper slopes but forms a
relatively thick apron along the base of the mountains. The narrow valleys are
underlain by relatively thin, coarse, bouldery alluvium washed from the higher
slopes. The large synclinal valleys and those that occupy downfaulted
structural troughs are underlain by moderately thick deposits of coarse-grained
alluvium transported by streams from the adjacent mountains.

The Western Mountain Ranges and the mountain ranges in adjacent regions
are the principal sources of water supplies developed at lower altitudes in the
western half of the conterminous United States. As McGuinness (1963) noted,
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the mountains of the west are moist "islands" in a sea of desert or semidesert
that covers the western half of the Nation. The mountains force moisture-laden
air masses moving eastward from the Pacific to rise to' higher and cooler
altitudes. As the air cools, moisture condenses into clouds and precipitates.
The heaviest precipitation falls on the western slopes; thus, these slopes are
the major source of runoff and are also the most densely vegetated. Much of
the precipitation falls as snow during the winter, and its slow melting,
starting at the lower altitudes in early spring, maintains streamflow at large
rates until late June or early July. Small glaciers occur in the higher
mountain ranges, especially in the northern Rocky Mountains, the Cascades, and
the Sierra Nevada; locally, as in northern Washington they also provide
significant sources of summer runoff.

Melting snow and rainfall at the higher altitudes in the region provide
abundant water for ground-water recharge. However, the thin soils and bedrock
fractures in areas underlain by crystalline rocks fill quickly, and the
remaining water runs off overland to streams. Because of their small storage
capacity, the underground openings provide limited base runoff to the streams,
which at the higher altitudes flow only during rains or snowmelt periods.
Thus, at the higher altitudes in this region underlain by crystalline rocks,
relatively little opportunity exists for development of ground-water supplies.
The best opportunities exist in valleys that contain at least moderate
thicknesses of saturated alluvium or in areas unaerlain by permeable
sedimentary or volcanic rocks. Ground-water supplies in the valleys are
obtained both from wells drawing from the alluvium and from wells drawing from
the underlying rocks. The yields of wells in crystalline bedr~ck and wells
drawing water from small, thin deposits of alluvium are genefo~ly adequate only
for domestic and stock needs. Large yields can be obtained from the alluvial
deposits that overlie the major lowlands and from wells completed in permeab~e

sedimentary or volcanic rocks.
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN IANGES WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lAa) Mountain Ilopel - East

E'l'TIHG , Ab Mountain Slope6 West GENERhL

FtATURE RANGE f"tIGHT I\1ITING NUMB£R

epth to Water 75-' OC 5 2 10

et a.charge 0-2 4 1 4

l'qu1fer MecSia Metamorphic lIgneous 3 3 ,
011 Medl.. Thin or Absent 2 '0 20

opoqraphy '8 ... ' 1 1 1

_pact. Vadose ZOne He t amorph1c/19neous 5 4 20

ydrau11c Con4uC'tlv1t)l 100-300 3 2 6

Dl'astlC ln5ex l-2U

(lAb) Mountain Slopes - West

Tbl1 eattlng is similar to (lAa) Mountain Slopes-East except
thet ground vater levels are typically more ahallow and
precipitation greatly exceeds the amount which falls on the
ealtern slopes. Even though rainfall is .ere abundant,
recbarae is still low due to the steepness of the slopes and
....ity of the underlying bedrock and may only exceed 2
18C~ea/year in places where precipitation is very high and
eol1 cover is uauaually favorable. Due to increaled
precipitation, pollutants ..y tend to migrate to the water
table more rapidly, but be acre diluted, than On the
comparable eastern slopes.

20

2010

I\1ITIHG HUMBER

QEHEM!

DrastiC lrdex 65

0-2

18+'

100+

RANGE

'00- 300

Thu, or Absent

MetamorphlC/ I oneous

Metamorphic/Igneous

yc1rau11c Concluct1V1t

opoqraphy

rnpact Vadose Zone

This hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by steep slopes
on the sides of mountains, s thin soil cover and highly
fractured bedrock. Ground water is obtained primarily from
the fractures in the bedrock which may be of ledimentary,
.etamorphic or igneous origin. The fractures provide
localized sources of ground water and well yields are
typically limited even though the hydraulic conductivity ia
often high because of the fractures. Due to the steep
Ilopes, thin soil and small storage capacity of the
fractures, runoff is significant. Thicker weathered zones
(soils) may develop locally particularly on talus slopes
with locsl perched zones common. These eastern facing
Ilopes are located in the rain shadow of the -auntains and
only limited rainfall is derived from the moisture laden
prevailing westerly winds, thus ground water recharge rarely
exceeds 1 inch/year. Ground water levels are extremely
variable but are typically deep. Most of theae areas are
water deficient on an annual basis. The migration of
pollutants introduced at the surface will be dependent on
the current climatic conditions; pollutants viII tend to
infiltrate easier and further during wet perioda as opposed
to dry periods.

~tTTING , Aa ",cnmtill!r SlopeE £.E~ PJ."STlCIDr

FEATURE RANG£ VEJGHT I\1ITlHG NlIMBEI

PePH. to Water , 00+ 5 1 5

~.t Recharge 0-2 4 , 4

~u1fer MedIa Met.amC'rpr.l=, Igneous 3 3 ,
5011 Media Thln or Absent 5 '0 50

opoqraphy , 8'" 3 1 3

.pact V.dole Zone Metamorphlc / 1t.lneOu& 4 4 16

~ydr"ul1c Conductivity 100-300 2 2 4

Pesllclde
Drastic Index~

ETTIHG , Ab ""Ount.u. Slopes West PESTICIU£

FtATUR£ MIlGt WEIGHT RATING NtlMllEF

~Pth to Water 75-' 00 5 2 10

et ltecharge 0-2 4 1 4

~u1.fer Medie MetamorphIc,' Igneous 3 3 ,
011 lied,.. Th1r. or Absent 5 ,C 5C

opography 18.' 3 , 3

.pactV_do•• Zone Metamorph1c/ I~nE'ous 4 4 16

ydraulic CoruSuet1vl.ty 100-300 2 2 4

Pe$l1clC!e
Drutlc 1nIlex L...!.2.-
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lBa) Alluvial Mountain Valleys - East

This hydrogeologic setting of eastward facing interior
valleys is characterized by thin, bouldery alluvium which
overlies fractured bedrock of aedimentary, metamorph1c or
ianeous origin. The alluvium, which 1s der1ved from tbe
surrounding steep slopes aerves as a localized source of
.ater. Where soil cover ex1sts, it typ1cally 1s
Bravel-sized and offers little protection from pollution.
Water levels are typically moderately deep because of tbe
lack of precipitat10n on the eastern slopes and the low net
recharge. Ground water is obtained from the coarser-,raioed
deposits Within the valley, but these deposits also have a
finer-grained fraction which can influence water .ovemeot.
Ground water may also be obtained from the fractures 1n tbe
underlying bedrock which are typicslly in direct bydraulic
connection with the overlying alluvium. Since these valleys
are usually structurally controlled, there is the
possibility that any pollutants introduced at the surface
may migrate into the fractures beneath the alluvium and
disperse rapidly from the site of incidence.

"ETrING ' 8, ~:;~vlal Mounteln V.tlleys GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUM.BER

~pth to Water 30-5t 5 5 25

et ••cherqe 0-2 • 1 •
~Ulf.r Media Sand and Cravel 3 8 24

1>011 M.~l. Gravel 2 10 20

opoqraPhy 2-6' 1 9 9

mp6C: t V.de". Sone Sene a"a Gravel 5 8 40

ttydrau11c Conduct1vlty , 00- 300 3 2 6

Drasuc 1ldex 128
a...---

!sETTING
, 86 Allu\'lal MO\,Jnta.l" V.lle)'~ PEST1.:IDFr, •

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

.ptt, to Water 30-SC 5 5 25

r-et Recharqf' 0-2 4 , 4

J'Qul!er Med.1a Sand and Gravel 3 e 24

1'011 M.~l. Gravel 5 '0 50

2-6\ 3 9 27opoqrapr.j'

_pac t Va40e. lone Sa:'l.c and Gravel 4 8 32

"y~roul1c Conduct1vlt~ 100-300 2 2 4

Pestlc:1de
Dre.sue~_~
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(lBb) Alluvial Mountain Valleys - West

This setting, which includes coaatal valleya and
westward-sloping interior valleys, is similar to (lBa)
Narrow Alluvial Valleys-East. Water levels are typically
shallower due to higher amounts of precipitation and
subsequently greater ground-water recharge. Soils tend to
be deeper with better developed soil profiles. Bedrock
weathering is ususlly deeper, with increased mass wasting
due to freeze/thaw cycles that may occur 1n the higher
valleys of some areas. The migration of pollutants
introduced at the surface Will, in most cases, be
predictably downgradient in the relatively short, straight,
narrow, well-defined valleys.

~ETTING , Bb Alluv1.al MOuntAlr; Valleys GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE tw£1GN7 RATING NUPiBrf<

t>.pth to Water 15-30 -5 7 35

"'et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

~111fer NedJ.a Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Medta Gr,ve] 2 10 20

opoqr.Phy 2-6' , , ,
mpact Vadose Zone Sane and Cravel 5 8 40

ydraulic ConcSl.Ict1vlty , CO-30e 3 2 6

Druuc~~

IsETTING 1 Sl,:, All"\'HIl MO.. i.tau. Va] le~E ,ES7ICIC[

nATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMElrF

eptt. to ""'ater '5-3t 5 7 3~

~et Rec:h,.rge 2-4 • 3 '2

~u1fer MeOla sa'1C and GraVEJ. 3 8 24

~OH ....~j.& Gravel 5 10 50

opoqraphy 2-6\ S 9 27

anp.ct Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

~ydr.ullc Condl,lct1v1t 100-300 2 2 4

Pest lC lde-
~llruue 1n:I8x



WESTERN !IOUNTAIN lANCES

(lea) Moqntain llanka - East

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
steep topographic relief and dipping fractured consolidated
sediaentary rocks, which dip toward and underlie the
sdjacent wide alluvial valleys. Soil cover is usuall,
thicker than on the upper mountain slopes and typicall, bas
weathered to a sandy loam. Alluvium snd/or talus deposita
are not included in this aetting. These sedimentsry rocks,
When fractured, typically have hydraulic conductivities
similar to the fractured bedrock on the mountain alopes.
Depth to the water table varies, but is typically deep due
to lack of precipitation and moderate topographic relief,
.nd net recharge is very low. Pollutants that may be
introduced at the surface will tend to migrate most rapidly
along dipping bedding planes, and through fractures.

ETTING , Ce MOlJntair. rlan~~ Eal't GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

epth to W4ter 750-100 5 2 10

~et Sec:horge 0-2 4 1 •
~U1fer Media

Bedded 55 I LS, aH
3 6 16Sequences

011 Medla Sandy LOam I 2 6 12
~~. ~,

0J>09raphY , 2-16' , 3 3

apeet v.dose 20ne Bedded LS. 5S, aH 5 6 30

~yd.r.u11c ConductJv1ty 100-300 3 2 6

Drast.1C lJ't&!x~

ETTING , ea Hour-tal" Fla:-.ks E.~t PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGHT RATING NUIlllEI

pepth to Water 75-' DC 5 2 10

et R.charqe 0-2 4 , 4

~u1fer Med1a
Bedde;:1: SS, LS, aH

6 18
Segue~lce.E 3

011 Med1A Sandy Loarr. 5 6 30

0J>09raphy 12-16' 3 3 ,
J1Pact ".dose lone ee4ded LS, 55. aH 4 6 24

ydraullc Conduct1v1tl 100-300 2 2 4

Pest1clde
~..ue Index~

W111'IU M)UNTAIN lANCES

(lCb) Kount.in Flanks - West

Thls setting is slmilar to (ICa) Mountsln Flanks-East.
Crou~ water levels, however, are typically not quite .s
4eep and ~round-water rechsrge is greater due to the grester
aaount of precipitation on the western slopes. Soil depths
are often greater, with acre developed 8011 profiles. These
.011s are char.ct.r.... ., bl.her cl.y and loam content tb.n
those that occur .. the ...tern slopes. Analagous to the
e.stern flanks, any pollutants thst .re introduced will tend
to sdgrate along -'dding planes .nd frsctures.

\

ETTING , Cb Mountaln Flanks West GENERAL

FEATURE IlAIIGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 30-50 .s ~ 25

~t Sechorqe 2-4 • 3 12

"""'iter Nedta ::~~:~c;; I LS,
SH

3 6 16

011 Medla Sandy Loam 2 6 '2

0J>09raphy 12-,n I 3 3

.pact V.dOle Zone Bedded LS, 55, aH 5 6 30

ydrau11e Conduct1v1tl 100-300 3 2 6

DrastJc lrdex~

~ETTING , ct :'I:ounta.l/'i Fl_nks West PESTICIDE

FEATURE IlAIIGE !wEIGHT RATING NUI'IBEI

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~.t Recharge 2-4 • 3 , 2

"qulfer HedlO Bedded S5, LS. aH
3 6 165e-ouences

011 Iledla Sandy Loam 5 6 30

0J>09raphy 12-'.1 3 J ~

.act Vadoae Zone Bedded LS, $5, SH • 6 24

~Ydraul1c Conduct1vltl 100-300 2 2 •
Pest le .lde
~..t1" Inc1e>c 122

'---
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN lANCES

(lD) Glaciated Mountain Valleys

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by .oderate
topographic relief, and very coarse-grained deposits
associated with the near mountain glacial features, such as
cirques and paternoster lakes. These deposits ..y serve as
localized sources of water. Water tables are typically
shallow with coarse-grained deposits present at the
surface. Mountain glaciers may be present in some areas.
Although precipitation may not be great, recharge is
relatively high when compared to other settings in the
region because of the large volumes of water produced from
the glsciers during the summer melting cycle. These recent
glacial deposits are underlain by fractured bedrock of
igneous or metamorphic origin all of which are in direct
hydraulic connection with the overlylog depositl. The
fractured bedrock ..y alia serve as a local aource of ground
water.

£TTING , 0 Gl-ae 1al HOunlaln Valleys GENERAL

FEATURE RANG<: "'EIGHT RATING NUl<8ER

Depth to Water 5-'5 5 9 45

lIet Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

~~lf.r Med1a St!lnd and Gravel 3 • 24

~oH Media Gravel 2 10 20

o_raphy 2-6\ , 9 9

mpact V.dose Zone S".,d and Gravel 5 • 40

~ydr&u11C Conductivity 700-1 DOC. 3 6 ,.
Dra.st.:lr.C '1Mex~

~ETTING , C GlacHll MOuntan. Valleys PESTICIDE

FEATURE RA!'oGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Wat.~I 5-' 5 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

quifer Medla Slmc and Gravel 3 • 24

011 Hed1a Gravel 5 '0 50

o_raphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

mpact V.dose tone sand and Gravel 4 • 32

ydrau11c Conduct1vlty 700-'000 2 6 '2

Pe~tlc1de
~..Uc_
~

WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lEa) Wide Alluvial Valleys (External Drainage) - East

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low relief
and moderately thick deposits of coarse-grained alluvium
deposited by water. It is similar to (lBa) Narrow Alluvial
Nountsin Valleys except that the vslleys are better
....loped and the streams which occupy their channels have a
Bballover gradient. Typically the alluvial deposits are
ft"r-arained and thicker than the narrow alluvial valleys.
The alluvium in this setting serves as the major source of
aTound vster and is often capable of supplying large
quantities of water. Surficial deposits sre usually
.oarae-grained and wster levels are relstively shallow even
thTouSh precipitation and net recharge are low. The
alluvium is underlain by layers of permeable sedimentary
Tock which receive their primary aource of recharge from the
adjacent mountain flanks. The sedimentary sequence is
underlain by fractured bedrock of igneous OT metamorphic
origin. Ground water may also be obtained from the
permeable sedimentary rocks.

~ETTING ' [a WIde A:.luvlal V:~leys GENERAL«. n.

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

J,epth to Water Table '5-30 5 7 3~

~et Rech.arqe 2-4 4 3 "
~U!Uer M.cha Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~o1.1 Medla Gravel 2 '0 20

lropographY 2-6\ ,
9 9

mpact VadOse Zone San~ 8Tjd Gravel ~ • 4t
,

~Ydrau11c CondLctlVlty 700-10ue 3 6 18

DrasUc Index~

~ETTlNG 1 Ea Yo"lde Allu\"lal ValleJ's
PESTICIDErYhY~.- On E s·

FEATURE RANGE I1EIGHT RATING NU/'llltR

pepth to Water Table , ~-30 5 7 35

~et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

!"qulfer Med14 Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~oll "edu Gravel 5 '0 ~O

opoc;raphy 2-6' , , 27

.pact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 • 32

"ydraul1c Conductivity 700-' 000 2 6 '2

Pestlc1.d~

OrastlC I.ndex~
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lEb) Wide Alluvial Valley. (External Drainage) - West

Thi. setting is si.ilar to (lEa) Wide Alluvial Valleys
(External Drainage) - East except that water levels are
typically shallow because of higher precipitation and
greater ground-water recharge. Soils tend to be
better-developed and thicker in the areas bordering the
mountain flanks, however, in the valley lowlands, gravelly
soils predoainate. Pollutants introduced at the surface in
these wide alluvial valleys tend to .igrate rapidly in the
coarser-Irained depoaits and travel lnto and along fracture
planes.

~TTING ~r~b Wlde ~l1uv~<ll V~,lleys GENE~AL

FEATURE flANGE ~EIGH" ~AT1NG NUMen,

f'pth t.O Water Table ~-'5 5 9 <~

~et Recharqe <-7 < 6 2<

qU1.fer Medla Sand and Cra",el 3 6 2<

011 Kedull Cravel 2 '0 20

opoqraphy 2-6'
,

9 9

_pact Vadose ZOfle E-a..-,,) and Grc5\'el 5 6 to

~ydraulJ.C· conductlvlty! '700-100e 3 6 '6

DrasUr Index~
kl1uvul VallEyS I

,
£'l'7I~G :'"'~: ~l~~ " .- PES~lCh'E

FEATURE RA..... ~: WEIGHT RATING NUHSE~

eptt. to h'ater Table I S-'~ 5 ~ <5

~et ReCharge .tl-i < E 24

t;"':'lfer Kedla Sar.:' >lnc Gravel 3 6 2<

~"'1 Medla Grave: 5 '0 ~O

opo<Jroph,' 2-61 3 9 27

.'P.ct Vedo5(" Zone I San,", line Gr ave 1 < • 32

ttydr.ul1C' COMuct1vlty '70C- 'OC<. 2 6 '2

f'estlcld(-
Orasuc Index --.lli.-

WESTUN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(1') Coastal Reaches

This hydrogeologic setting la characterized by lov
tOPDlraphic relief, near sea level elevation and aandy
eurface soils. Theae areas have very hlgh potential
tufl1tration rates. These areas are co..only ground-vater
.1scharge sreas, which, when utilized for fresh watet
.upply, are quickly endangered by salt-water intrusion. Due
to their very permeable nature and thln .adoae zone, they
are very vulnerable to pollution. Uader natural gradients,
pollution of this Bone la usually 'iacharged to the aea.
Rowever, with lnland puap1ug, flow 18 rapidly reversed to
the pumping center.

liE1'TINC , F Coast.l aeaches GENEl<AL

n:ATU~E IU\NGE !"EIGHT ~T1NG NUHBE:~

f'epth to Water 0-5 ~ 10 50

Net "'charge 'd. < 9 36

~~U.r "e~1. Sand .n~ Cra...el 3 6 24

~U "'410 Sand 2 9 18

Opo<Jraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

_pact Vadose • one Sar,c and Gravel • 8 <0

~ydr.uliC Conducllvity 100-' oae 3 6 '8

Drastic J:rdu; ---!.2!-

tTTING , r Coastal eeache~ PestlclC:e

FEA"U~E IU\NGE WEIGI/T RATING NUHBU

bepth to Water O-~ • , 0 5C

et It.charge '0· < 9 3b

qu 1f.r Hech a Sa:-'" ano Gra\'el 3 8 24

011 Media Sand 5 9 <S

opoqraphy 0-2\ 3 '0 3C

.pact Vadose Zone Sane and Crave I < 6 24

~ydr.ul1c Conductivlty 700-'000 2 t '2

Pest lC lde
DrasUc lndel< L.....ll.L
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(IG) Swamp/Marsh

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low

topographic relief, very high water levels and high-oraanic

content silts and clsys along the coast. In the interior

alluvial valleys, this setting may also contain evaporitic

teposits and saline-tolerant vegetation. In fresh-vater

environments, these areas are typified by poorly draloed

soils with high water tables. Recharge is potentially hiah

and is dependant priJllllrlly on preclpitatiol\. The svaap

deposits very rarely .erve .s .lanlfieant aquifers; vater is

uaually obtained from the underlying bedrock. However, the

swamp deposits .y serve as a source of recharge to the

aquifer.

ETTING , G S'Wa'Jl'.p/Marsh Cl£NERAL

Frf,TURE allNGE jlfEIGHT IUITING NUMBER

~PUI to Water 0-5 ~ 10 SO

!lat P.e<:lIu9a .-7 4 6 2.

Bedded SS. LS 3 6 II
~if.r Me4ta 51l ~1~tlC'C'l:

011 "..41. ...,k , 2 •
0-2 I 10 10

opogr.phy

~ " r. ..../SlQ. Sllt
5 6 JC

-r>_et V.4ose lone ,).)! Cla:r

~Y4r.ullC Cons!uctiv1ty 1"',OC 3 I 3

Drutic~ 'J~
~

ETTING , G Swa.:::."f./Ma-rsr PESTICIDE

FEATURE allNG! WEIGHT ....TING NUMBE'

~pth
0-5 5 " 50

to W.ter

"at "",,"u9a .-7 • 6 2.

Bedded 55 t LS
3 6 I!

I'calllf.. Mad10 8H aeque""",

011 IIed1a ..." 5 2 10

~pD9nphY
0-2 3 10 30

S " C w/SJ.g. 5.\.lt 4 6 2.
IIPACt V.do_. lone aro. Cia)

y4.."l1c Cond"cthltl '-100 2
, 2

Pest1'C1~e. 15l
DrUU<:~L--.
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WlST'~N MOUNTAIN RANGES REGION

OR) Mud Flows

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low to

-.derate topography and variable thicknesses of unsorted

~.tures of boulders and pebbles in s fine-grained matrix.
!he daposits originated from the adjacent mountain slopes

aDd tend to be thicker toward the mountains and thinner in

the .&11eys with no well-developed drainage pattern. The

-.d flows are typically underlain by glacial and alluvial

'epoaita which serve as the major aquifer. Recharge is

80derste to low because the mud flows restrict infiltration

and may even serve to confine the underlying aquifer.

ETTING 1 II flUd rlOwlS GENtRAL

F[f,TURt RANGE i"'tIGHT IUITING NUKBtr<.

~"t~ t.o Wi;lter 50-75 5 3 15

ct lleCherqe 7-10 • 8 32

qulfer HeJl.a sa."ld and Grfive: ~ 3 8 2,

011 Medla S1.1t.y to<.lr! 2 • 8

opD9"P~)' 2-6\ , 9 9

"pact Vedos~ Zo-,e S..G W/blq .&l H " Clay 5 ( 30

tydrau}1(: ConducU.YHy 300-700 3 • 12

Drast.1e In:Iex~

[TrINe; I H ""0 FlOolS PESTIClDt

n"TURE ....NGt WEIGHT ....TING NUH!lEF

llepth to Nater !)('-7~ 5 3 '5

.t JtecheTqe 7-10 4 8 32

quU.r Med1a Sa' I (1: .... Gra\~';' 3 8 2.

011 _10 SJ.lty l.Ow 5 4 2C

OpD9Uphy 2-6' 1 9 9

_pact Vac!o.e Zone Si-G "'/~19 Slh to ..... lay " 4 6 24

ydraullc Conductiv1t)i 300-700 2 • I

PestlC'lde 13::Dr'asuc Index ----



2. ALLUVIAL BASINS GROUND-WATER REGIOh

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
2G
2Ha
2Hb
21
2J
2K

Mountain Slopes
Alluvial Mountain Valleys

Alluvial Fans
Alluvial Basins (Internal Drainage)

Playa Lakes
Swamp/Marsh
Coastal Lowl and s
River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits

River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

Mud Flows
Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences

Continental Deposits
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2. ALLUVIAL BASINS

(Thick alluvial deposits in basins and valleys bordered by mountains and
locally of glacial origin)

The Alluvial Basins region occupies a discontinuous area of 1,025,000 km2
extending from the Puget Sound-Williamette Valley area of Washington and Oregon
to west Texas. The region consists of an irregular alternation of basins or
valleys and mountain ranges. From the standpoint of topography, it is useful
to contrast this region with the Western Mountain Ranges. In the Western
Mountain ranges the high areas, the mountains, are the dominant feature. In
the Alluvial Basins region the low areas, the basins and valleys, are the
dominant feature. The principal exception to this generalization is the Coast
Ranges of southern California which, though included in this region,
topographically more closely resemble the Western Mountain Ranges.

Most of the Nevada and all of the Utah parts of this region are an area of
internal drainage referred to as the Great Basin. No surface or subsurface
flow leaves this part of the region, and all water reaching it from adjacent
areas and from precipitation is returned to the atmosphere by evaporation or by
the transpiration of plants.

The basins and valleys are diverse in size, shape, and altitude. They
range in altitude from about 85 m below sea level in Death Valley in California
to 2,000 m above sea level in the San Luis Valley in Colorado. The basins
range in size from a few hundred meters in width and a kilometer or two in
length to, for the Central Valley of California, as much as 80 km in width and
650 km in length. The crests of the mountains are commonly 1,000 to 1,500 m
above the adjacent valley floors.

The surrounding mountains, and the bedrock beneath the basins, consist of
granite and metamorphic rocks of Precambrian to Tertiary age and consolidated
sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic to Cenozoic age. The rocks are broken along
fractures and faults that may serve as water-bearing openings. However, the
openings in the granitic and metamorphic rocks in the mountainous area have a
relatively small capacity to store and to transmit ground water.

The dominant element in the hydrology of the region is the thick (several
hundred to several thousand meters) layer of generally unconsolidated alluvial
material that partially fills the basins. Except for the part of the region in
Washington and Oregon, the material was derived from erosion of the adjacent
mountains and was transported down steep-gradient streams into the basins,
where it was deposited as alluvial fans. Generally, the coarsest material in
an alluvial fan occurs at its apex, adjacent to the mountains; the material
gets progressively finer toward the center of the basins. In time, the fans
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formed by adjacent streams coalesced to form a continuous and thick deposit of
alluvium that slopes gently from the mountains toward the center of the basins.
These alluvial-fan deposits are overlain by or grade into fine-grained flood
plain, lake, or playa deposits in the central part of most basins. The
fine-grained deposits are especially suited to large-scale cultivation.

The Puget Sound and Willamette Valley areas differ geologically from the
remainder of the region. The Puget Sound area is underlain by thick and very
permeable deposits of gravel and sand laid down by streams of glacial meltwater
derived from ice tongues that invaded the area from the north during the
Pleistocene. The gravel and sand are interbedded with clay in parts of the
area. The Willamette Valley is mostly underlain by interbedded sand, silt and
clay deposited on floodplains by the Willamette River and other streams.

The Alluvial Basins region is the driest area in the United States, with
large parts of it being classified as semiarid and arid. Annual precipitation
in the valleys in Nevada and Arizona ranges from about 100 to 400 Mm. However,
in the mountainous areas throughout the region, in the northern part of the
Central Valley of California, and in the Washington-Oregon area, annual
precipitation ranges from about 400 rom to more than 800 mm. The region also
r~ceives runoff from streams that originate in the mountains of the Western
Mountain Ranges region.

Because of the very thin cover of Unconsolidated ~terial on the mountains
in the Alluvial Basins region, precipitation runs off rapidly down the valleys
and out onto the fans where it infiltrates into the alluvium. The water moves
through the sand and gravel layers toward the centers of the basins. The
centers of many basins consist of flat-floored, vegetation-free areas onto
which ground water may discharge and on which overland-runoff may collect
during intense storms. The water that collects in these areas, which are
called playas, evaporates relatively quickly, leaving both a thin deposit of
clay and other sediment transported by overland runoff and a crust consisting
of the soluble salts that were dissolved in the water.

Studies in the region have shown that the hydrology of the alluvial basins
is more complex than that described in the preceding paragraph, which applies
only to what has been described as "undrained closed basins." Water may move
through permeable bedrock from one basin to another, arriving, ultimately, at a
large playa referred to as a "sink" into the ground, as the name might imply,
but by evaporating, as in other playas. In those parts of the Alluvial Basin
region drained by perennial streams, including the Puget Sound-Willamette
Valley area, the Central Valley of California, and some of the valleys in
Arizona and New Mexico, ground water discharges to the streams from the
alluvial deposits. However, before entering the streams, water may move down
some valleys through the alluvial deposits for tens of kilometers. A reversal
of this situation occurs along the lower Colorado River and at the upstream end
of the valleys of some of the other perennial streams; in these areas, water
moves from the streams into the alluvium to supply the needs of the adjacent
vegetated zones.
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Ground water is the major source of water in the Alluvial Basins region.
Many of the valleys in this region have been developed for agriculture.
Because of the dry climate, agriculture requi~es intensive irrigation. In the
part of this region drained by the Colorado River, ground water used for
irrigation in 1975 amounted to about 6 billion cubic meters (4,864,000
acre-feet). Most of th~ ground water is obtained from wells drawing from the
sand and gravel deposits in the valley alluvium. These deposits are
interbedded with finer grained layers of silt and clay that are also saturated
with water. When hydraulic heads in the sand and gravel layers are lowered by
withdrawals, the water in the silt and clay begins to move slowly into the sand
and gravel. The movement, which in some areas takes decades to become
significant, is accompanied by compaction of the silt and clay and subsidence
of the land surface. Subsidence is most severe in parts of the Central Valley,
where it exceeds 9 m in one area, and in southern Arizona, where subsidence of
more than 4 m has been observed.

In both the Alluvial Basins and the Colorado Plateau regions, large
volumes of water are transpired by phreatophytes (water-loving plants) of small
economic value that live along streams and in other wet areas. In an effort to
increase the amount of water available for irrigation and other uses. numerous
studies have been made to determine the volumes of water used by phreatophytes
and to devise means to control them. A few small control efforts have been
made, but none have proven economically effective.
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2A) Mountain Slopes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by steep alopes
on the side of mountains, a thin soil cover and highly
fractured bedrock. Ground water is obtained primarily from
the fractures in the bedrock which may be of sedimentsry,
metamorphic or igneous origin. The fractures provide only
localized sources of ground water and well yields are
typj~811y limited even though the hydraulic conductivity asy
be high because of the fractures. Due to the steep slopes,
thin soil cover and small storage capacity of the fractures,
runoff is significsnt and ground-water recharge is minimal.
Ground-water levels are extreaely variable, but are
typically deep.

ETTING 2 A Hountil1n Slopes GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIG"T RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~.t Itecharqe 0-2 4 , 4

~u1fer MedIa Metamorphic I Iqneou 3 3 ,
~011 Media 'rhln or Absent 2 '0 20

!topographY I '2-'8\ , 3 3

-
apaC't Vadole lone MoFtamorphJ.c / lc;neou 5 4 20

~Ydrltu11C conductlVlt) '-100 3 , J

Orast1.C 1rde.x "I.--

ET~ING 2 A Mounta1r Slopes PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBU

Pepth to Water SO-"~ 5 3 '5

~et fc:ecflarge 0-] ~
, 4

qUlfer MedIa Metamorphlc/l~r~ou 3 3 9

,"OH Media '1'h1.t"' Or Abse"lt 5 '0 50

opD9raphy 12-'8\ 3 3 9

at>act Vad.o6E· Zone MetamorPhlc /laneou 4 ~ 16

~YdraullC conauct1v1ty ,-, 00 2 , 2

PestIcide , C5llrast>c :In<le>< '---

ALLUVIAL RASINS

(21) Alluvial Mountain Valleys

Tbia byd~ogeologic setting is characterized by thin bouldery
alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of sedimentary,
..t880rphic or igneous origin. Slopes in the valley
typically range from 2 to 6 percent. The alluvium, which is
derived from the aurrounding steep slopes serves as a
lacali&eG source of water. Water levels are moderate in
depth, ~t bacause of the low rainfall, ground-water
recharge is low. Grouod wter Ny also be obtained frOlll the
fractures in the UDderly1ac bedrock which are typically in
direct hydraulic connection with tbs overlying alluviua.

ETTING 2 Ii AIllJvJ.a) Mountaui Va.lleys GENERAL

nATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth t.o Water 30-50 5 5 25

e-t JtechaTl"d 0-2 4 , 4---
~IJUer fl';e:d1.a Se.nd and Gravel J 8 24

011 Media Sand 2 9 , 8

OpD9raph; 2-6\ , 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone SA.d end Gravel 5 8 40

~Ydraul1c Conduct1v1t~ 300-100 3 4 , 2

Druuc 1nc!ex '32
'---

ETTING 2 9 Alluvlal Mounta11" V.lleys PESTICI~r

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et ft.echarge 0-2 4
, 4

q~lfer Med16 Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~01l Media Sand 5 9 ~5

l"opD9raphy 2-6\ 3 9 21

IIp.at \I_dose 2.one Sand and Gravel ~ 8 32

ydrau11c conductlvity 300-700 2 ~ B

Pestle1de
llrasU<: Irdox~
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ALLUVIAL BASINS ALLlWlAL JASINS

(2C) Alluvial Fans (2D) Alluvial Basins (Internal Drainage)

This hydrogeologic eettiaa is characterised by gently
sloping alluvial deposits which are coaraer ••ar the apex in
the mountains and grade toward finer deposits in the basins.
Within the alluvial deposits are layers of sand aod gravel
wbich extend into the central parts of the adjacent basins.
The alluvial fans serve as local sources of water and also
as the recharge area for the deposits in the adjacent basin.
The portion of the fan extending farthest into the basin ..y
function as a diacharge area. especially during seasons Wben
the upper portion of the fan is receiviug substantial
recharge. Discharge zones are usually related to flow alona
the top of stratified clay layers. Ground-water discharge
zones are less vulnerable to pollution than recharge zones.
Where the discharge/recharge relationship is reversible the
greater vulnerability of the recharge condition must be
evaluated. Ground-water levels are extremely variable. and
the quantity of water available is limited because of the
low precipitation and low net recharge. Ground-water depth
varies from over 100 feet near the mountains to zero in the
discharge areas. The alluvial fans are underlain by
fractured bedrock of sed i.entary , metaaorphic or igneous
origin which are typically in direct hydraulic connection
with the overlying deposits. Li.1ted suppli~s of ground
water are available from the fractures in the bedrock.

I>ETTING '2 0 "'11u'o'1a1 BaSlns GENElW.
t1nt"T"n, Dr 1naae

FEATURE RANGF ~IGHT RATING NUroIBER

~ptt, to Water 30-50 ~ 5 25

~et. ".charge 0-2 4 , 4

~uj.f.r Hedla Sand and GI'av~l 3 6 24

~01l ..adla Sand 2 9 18

opoqr.phy 2-n , 9 9

S,GW/Slq. Sllt
6 30Il\p.aet Vadose Zone and Clay 5

~ydrau1J.,c Conductivlty 300-100 3 4 12

DruUc' Index ..2E-

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief and thick deposits of unconsolidated
alluvial material for~ed by coalescing alluvial fans. The
sand and gravel deposits within the alluvium are the major
source of water in the region. The sand and gravel is
interbedded with finer-grained layers of saturated clay and
silt which serve as a aource of recharge to the aand and
gravel when head differences are significant. The alluvium
is underlain by fractured igneous or aetamorphic rocks and
consolidated sedimentary rocks. Although some of the
sedimentary rocks are permeable and water may be obtained
from fractures in the crystalline bedrock. the abundance of
water in the alluvium and the greater depth of the bedrock
aerves to minimize use of these aources. Since these basins
have internal drainage. natural gradients are low near the
basin centers. Thus. the priaarj' direction of pollutant
migration, under norsal conditions, would be downward. and
outward radially from the point of incidence.

40

16

12

122

0-2

Sand

Sand and Gravel

ydraullC Conductivity 300-100

uUer MedJ.a

rnpact Vadose ZOne Sand and Gravel

opoqraphy

et Recharge

ETTING

~ETTING 2 C Alluvlal Fars PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WtIGHT RATING NDfI8EI

bepth to Wat.er ~0-?5 5 3 15

~et Recharge 0-2 • , 4

f\qU1fer Mecha Sane and Gravel 3 6 at

10011 Hedl, sand 5 9 45

IrOpoqrophy 2-6' 3 9 27

.pact Vadose ZOne Sane and Gravel 4 6 32

~ydr.u11c Con4\1.ct1v1ty 300-100 2 • 6

Pest1.C1de
Ilru= :t.-~

:E'T't'lNG 2 D Allu ...·~81 &aslns PESTlClDf.
ftn'tprr.al Dr lnaoe'

FEATURE RANGE WUGHT RATING NUMIlE

eptt-, to Water 30-~0 5 5 25

et Recharqe 0-2 4 1 •
~l.Ilfer Medl.a So!"id and Gravel 3 6 2'

~01l "adla Sand 5 9 .;

opoqraphy 2-6' 3 9 2 ,

5 • G w/ Slq • SlIt
6 24"Pact. Vadose Zone and Clay 4

f1ydraul1c Conductivity 300-700 2 4 8

Pest ic lde
Dr..=_~
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ALLUVIAL IASINS

(2E) Playa Lakes

This hydrogeologic .etting is characterized by very low
topographic relief and thin layers of clays and other
fine-grained sediments which overlie alluvial deposits. !he
playa areas serve as a catchment for water during period. of
significant runoff; when the precipitation event is ...r,
the water evaporates, leaving a crust of soluble aalts On
the surface. Ground water is obtained from the layers of
sand which underlie the finer-grained deposits. Water
levels are extremely variable but are typically deep. The
playa beds are significant recharge areas due to the
ground-water "mounding" that occurs seasonally beneath the
playas. The rate of recharle, as co-pared to evaporation,
is largely a funcH"" of the pena.abUity of the materials
forming the bed of the playa, and the precipitation
distribution over tise.

E'l'TING 2 r: Playa Lakes GENERhI.

FEATURE RA!'GE p.n:IGR! RA'T!NG NUMaEFI

epu. to Water Table 75-' 00 5 2 '0

et Recharge 0-2 • , •
~qu1fer Medta Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~Oll Med" Shr1nk/Agq. Clay 2 7 It

0P<>CJraphy 0-2' , '0 '0

S • G wI 619. SJ.lt
r f,>act V.dose Zone a,d Clay 5 6 30

~ydrlullc Conductivity 7!.o"'t-'OOC 3 6 '8

llI"as=_ "0
L---

~t'l'TING 2 E Playa Lakes- PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE !nIGHT RATING NUMBtF

~eptt. to Water Table 15-' DC 5 2 '0

~., Recharqe 0-2 4 , 4

~qu1fer Medul Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Mech.. Shrln)./Ag; . Clay 5 7 35

IJ.oP<>CJraphy 0-2\ 3 '0 30

S • G 10./ 619. S11t
"lpact VAdose Zone and Clay 4 6 24

Jtydraullc Conductlvlty 700-' 000 2 6 '2

Pestlclde
Dr..= _ 'H

L.-.-

ALLUVIAL MSINS

(IF) ....plHareh

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, very high water levels and high orsanic
content silts and clays along the coast. In the interior
alluvial valleys, this setting may also contain evaporitic
deposits and saline-tolerant vegetation. In fresh-water
environaenta, these areas are typified by poorly drained
aoi1s with high vater tables. Recharge is potentially hilh
and is dependant primarily on precipitation. The ow..p
"'osits vary rarely aerve as significant aquifers; water is
.....l1y obtained Iro- the nderlytaa bedrock. RowE-ver, the
_liP deposits _y aerve as a aource of recharge to the
aquifer.

i;ETTING 2 r SWAJl'p/MarS~,
GENERAi.

rEATURe IANGF ~IGNT RATING NUMBER

p..p~h - 5, '0 5'to Water 0-5

"et ~.Ch.rge 2-' 4 3 '2

~u1f.r Me01.
Bedded 55, LS I

3 6 ,e
SH 5eQ'wence.

011 _db _k 2 2 4 I
i.r-7 , '0 1(' !

opoqrophy

s , C .../Sl(]. Sl.J.t
5 6 30apact V.do.e Zone aT,:: CIa,/

ydraulic: Conductivity '-'DC 3
, 3

~asue Index
'27

L---

ETTFNG 2 r S....alTlpf".rs~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATXNG NUMIlE'

Pepth to Water o-~ 5 10 SO

et 'ech.fqe 2-4 4 3 '2

~u1fer MecHe
B~ddec S5. Ls r

3 6 'e511 S<.'Ql.ICn..·~~

01) ""'1. ""'-, ! 5 2 '0

0P<>CJraphy 1'-2 3 '0 30

~.ct V.do•• tone
~ • G W/l.olC. S,llt • 6 24

and Cla"

ydraul1e ConductlvU \i 1-100 2
, 2

I Pest lC ld~ H(
I OCMUc: 1rdlIx L..--
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2G) Coastal Lowlaada

ALLUVIAL JASINS

(2Ia) River Alluviu. With Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by thick and This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
very permeable deposits of gravel and sand laid down by topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of
streams of glacial meltwater from the Pleistocene glaciers. flood-deposited alluvium along portions of the river valley.
The gravel and sand are interbedded with clay in parts of The alluvium is underlain by thick sequences of glacial
the area. Floodplain deposits and interbedded volcanics are .. terials. Water is obtained from sand and gravel layers
also included in so.. areas. The area is characterized by which are interbedded with finer-grained alluvial depoaita.
the Willamette Valley - Pulet Sound troulh. Recharge is IThe floodplain is covered by varying thickneaaes of
high and water levels are ahallow to ~derate. The sand snd fine-grained silt and clay called overbank deposits. The
gravels and interbedded volcanics ~th ..y aerve as Ffolific overbank thickness is usually greater along major streaas
aquifers. and thinner along minor streams. Precipitation in the

region varies, but recharge is somewhat reduced becauae of
the silty and clayey overbank aoils which typically cover
the surface. Water levels are moderately ahallow. Ground
water ia in direct hydraulic contact with the aurface
atream. The alluvius say aeTVe as a aignificant source of
water and may a1ao be in direct hydraulic contact with the
underlying glacial deposits.

lltTTIllG 2 G Coastal Lo.-l,n6s GENEI\AL

FEATURE RANGE jllEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water '5"- 10 5 7 1:

et .echarqe 10· 4 , 3(.,

~lf.r Media sand .'ll"i (~"'<1\1('1 3 & 24

~oU "'<11" ~h\·rl 1 ~ 'b

opcl9r&phy ,'-U I 9 •
-.pact Vadose lone .ct ~1 a:~: r;. <lV,} 5 B 4<.

ydrau11c Con~uct1vlty 100C-20(;·
, 6 4C

Drastic 1rdex L::.-

ETTING 2 G Coastal LOWl.!l~ PESTICIOr

- NlJIIBEI
FEATURE RANGf llEIGHT Ill\TING

~pth to Water 15-30 5 ,
~et Rechuge 10- 4 ., J!

toquUer "e<l1a Sand. and Graw 1 3 , 2'

aU _!" SN>d 5 , 4'

opcl9Uphy 2-6 3 '. 2'

lIPact vedoe. lone S'1"'''! a."lt1 Grillvel 4 • 32

'y<1uul1c Conducuv1t) 1000-2000 1 , 1(

PestlcldE-

~DrNtlC. lnieX

ETTING 2 ~: lYer JJ.IU\'lWTl Wu l ('lvr'>.rbJnk GENERAL

P'EATUPE RANGE f;rEIGHT llATlIIG III/1tBER

PePth to Water '''~ 3t. S 7 )5

et ltech.rqe 7-10 • 8 32

J.qt.alfer Media ~..1Jil anJ Gravc1 3 8 24

oU_" hllty !.Oar 2 • 8

opcl9raphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

.Pac t V.dose Zone s..G "","').u ~ll~ I. Cll.!} ~ t 3"

~ydr.u11c Condl,lctlYity 1000-2000 3 8 24

nrMt.lc _
~,-

ETTING 2 II,) ~~ .l~~luVIU"T' Wlth Ove:rba.-',J, PESTlCIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUM8f'~
.

Pepth to Water 1~-3U 5 7 "
~et lIIeehillrqe 7-'0 4 B )2

qu1fer M"d1" Sand aid GrD\'cl ; , 6 l'

011 KedIa ~llt)' \..Ctar i 5 4 20

o_uphy Cl-2l 3 '0 30

apact Vadose tone ~.c "'/~lq SlIt' Clay 4 6 2.

~ydr.u11c ConductiVity '000-2000 2 B 16

PesticideDrasue _
~
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2Rb) River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

This setting is identical to (2Ba) River Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except that no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This reaults
in aignificantly higher recharge where precipitation ia
adequate and ssndy soils occur at the surface. Water levela
are .cderate to shallow in depth. Hydraulic contact with
the aurface stream is usually excellent, with altereating
recharge/discharge relationships varying with stream atage.
These deposits also serve as a good source of rechar.e to
the underlying glacial deposits.

ET'I'INC :2 Hb R1Yer AlIUV1Ult1 W1U'oJt overbank CENERAL
~

FUTURE RANCE ~lGNT RATING NUIlIlER

Ilepth to Water 5-1!.> S 9 4"

Net Rech.rge 10· • 9 ]I;

~u1fer Med1. Sanl! and Gravel 3 8 2.

oU Med1. 5ard 2 9 1~

_raphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

-saaet V.dOle Zone Sawi Qlr. Gravel S b 40

~ydraul1C Conductivity 1UO-l000 3 L 18

k.UC 1nlIex '9'-
FIM'TING 2 Hb r;~ 1~.J.1UVJ.UftI W1t:.hr:aJt CNQrbllnk nSTICIOE

FEATURE RANGE _IGHT RATING NlJM8E

Ilepth to Water 5"1':1 5 9 45

et Jtecharqe '0- 4 " 36

~u1fer Media Sand an~ <1ra\I('! 3 8 24

oU Medle Sar>' 5 9 45

_raphy 0-2' 3 10 30

.-pact Vadose Zone sana am Cravel 4 b 32

y4rau11c Conc1uct1v1t) 100-'000 2 L '2

Pest1c1de
~~.Uc: 1nlIex

ALLUVIAL BASINS

(21) Mud Flows

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and variable thicknesses of unsorted mixtures of
boulders and pebbles in a fine-grained matrix. The deposits
orilinated from the adjacent aountains and tend to be
thicker toward the aountains and thinner in the valleya with
ao veIl developed drainage pattern. The aud flows are
underlain by glacial and alluvial depoaits which aerve as
the .aJor aquifer. Recharge is moderate to low because the
mud flows restrict infiltration and may even aerve to
confine the underlying aquifer.

.IM'TING 2Il'tJdFl~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~ptl\ t.o Water 30-50 5 ; 2.

.et Recharge 1-10 • & 32

~U1f..r lledi. Sill'rl and CiTewcl 3 8 2'

~il _1. ''''"'" 2 5 10

....l'09r.Phy 0-2, 1 1t 'v

_pact vadol. lone S4G \0."::.1_' 51.1t. " Clay S • 3'

ydraullc Conductlvlt)l 1UI..:-10:J::., 3 • 11,

~.Uc: 1nlIex~

ETTING 2 1 "u.-; l'lOolS P!:STJCIOf

FEATURE RANGE IltIGHT RATING NUMilEF

Pepth to Water 3O-~O 5 ; 2,

~et Rech.rge 1-'0 4 b J'

""u1fer Medla !."VYl 1V'K1 Gr.IVC"l 3 8 2'

.oil Med1. lDO'" 5 5 25

lrol'09r.phy 11-2\ 3 10 30

lftPact Vadose Z.on~ Sa.G w/~.lr;: :,11, • eli)) • 6 2.

~y<lraul1c Conduct1v1ty 700-1011'. 2 • 12

Pe5ticide
17:!~.Uc: Imex '---
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ALLUVIAL "'SINS

(2J) Alteroatiaa Sandstone and Shale Sequences

This hydrogeologic aetting is characteri~ed by moderate
topographic relief and loamy aoils underlain by fractured
and folded alternating layers of sedimentary rocks with a
typically high percentage of volcanic fragments. The
bedrock may be overlain by interbedded unconsolidated
<-eposits comprised of volcanic mud flows, alluvium, aah,
aands and ailts. The recharge is typically high in area. of
the region where precipitation ia high. Water level. are
extremely variable but are typically deep. The bedrock
aquifer yield. only ...11 amount. of vater from the
interconnected fractures.

~£1'TING 2 J ~.1tE'::-nlltH'9 Sanclstone, Shale GENERAL

Fr.ATldH: RANGE ~tlGHT ~ATlNG NU"'Illl.h

~pth to Welter 75-'00 S 2 1<,

~et • .,charge ?-1l 4 B 32

qUlfer HeCla 8edJed 55, LS 3 6 '85.1 ~''CTd<'''"'CC~,

011 Meche Lo.,", 2 5 '0

opoqr.phy 2-61
, • 9

fftpaet V.dose Zone _LS, 55, Sf, S G 3"

~ydr.uI1C Conductivity 1-10C 3 1 3

Dr'ast:1c Index &.....!l1-

!sETTING
2 J Altcrr,atlnc; Sandstone, Shale PESTICIDE

SeO"en<e.

FEATURt RANGE WtlGHT ~ATlNG NUKIlt

~eph to Hater 75-10( S 2 10

~et 1techarqe 7-10 4 8 32

fte:::1~d SS, LS 3 ( 16qu1fer Med1C1I S. ~~..."\C'C'

011 Kedl' Lear" 5 " 25

opoqrophy 2-6' 1 9 q

~aet Vadose 2.one Dr--i<J..... ) LS, 55, Sd ! 4 6 2'

~)'''r.u11e Conductivity l-1Ul' 2 1 2

Pest),clde
~DrastlC lJDex

ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2l) Continental Deposits

This hydrogeologic aetting is characteri~ed by moderate to
low topographic relief and thick deposits of interbedded
aand, silt and clay with discontinuous lenses of coarser
Hnd and gravel which fortaed on broad floodplains. The
.eposits may be partially consolidated due to subsequent
.eformation. The sand and gravel deposits within the
alluvium serve as locally important sources of wster. The
.eposits are underlain by sedi.-ntary, .-tamorphic and
ianeous rocks which typically do not yield aignificant
quantities of water. Recharge 1s l1m1ted throughout _ost of
the area by low precipitation.

ETTING , }' Contlnental Deposits GENE~AL

rtATUIlE IWlGE IWElGHT RATING NUMBr~

~pth to Wat.er 75-'00 ~ 2 '0

~et Recharqe 0-2 4 1 4

l'quUer Me"ha sand and Grav"1 3 8 24

!s011 "~d1o SlIt 1..oaJT, 2 4 6

opoqr.phy S-12\ , ~ 5

_pact VadOSE Zone 5,G W/!:>lq SJ.lt , Cld) ~ 7 3'

ttydraultc COnduCtlVlly 300-70S 3 , 12

DrutJ,C Index L-2.L

!sETTING 2 f Cont; lnentel Oeposlts PESTICIDE

FEATURE IlANGt WElGHT ~AT1NG NUMDtl

jlePth to Water 75-10e • 2 1L

lo~t 8~ch.rqe 0-2 4 1 4

pt.qu1t~r ...d1& band a,ryJ Gra'.-e: 3 6 2'

15011 _1. ~llt I.oa.'"l , S 4 20

Iropoqraphy 6-12\ , 5 5

.pact Vadose Zone $6.G 'W/ ... 1'~ 511 t , Clay j 4 7 28

~Ydroull< Conductlv1ty lOO-700 2 4 6

Pestl.Clde
99OE'ut lC Index '--
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3. COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAU GROUND-WATER REGION

3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
3G

Mountain Slopes
Alluvial Mountain Valleys
Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows
Lava Flows Not Connected Hydraulically
Alluvial Fans
Swamp/Marsh
River Alluvium
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3. COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAU

(Thick sequence of lava flows irregularly interbedded with thin unconsolidated
deposits and overlain by thin soils)

The Columbia Lava Plateau occupies an area of 366,000 km2 in northeastern
California, eastern Washington and Oregon, southern Idaho, and northern Nevada.
As its name implies, it is basically a plateau standing at an altitude
generally between 500 and 1,800 m above sea level that is underlain by a great
thickness of lava flows irregularly interbedded with silt, sand, and other
unconsolidated deposits. The plateau is bordered on the west by the Cascade
Range, on the north by the Okanogan Highlands, and on the east by the Rocky
Mountains. On the south it grades into the Alluvial Basins region, as the area
occupied by lava flows decreases and the typical "basin and range" topography
of the Alluvial Basins region gradually prevails. Most of the plateau in Idaho
is exceptionally flat over large areas, the principal relief being low cinder
(volcanic) cones and lava domes. This area and much of the area in California,
southeastern Oregon, and Nevada is underlain by much of the youngest lava, some
of which is less than 1,000 years old. In Washington the flo~~ are older, some
dating back to the Miocene Epoch. Altitudes in a few of the "mountainous areas
in the plateau reg!on exceed 3,000 m.

The great sequence of lava flows, which ranges in thickness from less than
50 m adjacent to the bordering mountain ranges to more than 1,000 m in
south-central Washington and southern Idaho, is the principal water-bearing
unit in the region. The water-bearing lava is underlain by granite,
metamorphic rocks, older lava flows, and sedimentary rocks, most of which are
very permeable. Individual lava flows in the water-bearing zone range in
thickness from several meters to more than 50 m and average about 15 m. Most
of the lava is basalt which reached the surface both through extensive fissures
and through local eruption centers. Because basaltic lava is very fluid when
molten, it flows considerable distances down surface depressions and over
gently sloping surfaces and forms, when it solidifies, a relatively flat
surface. Some flows are sheetlike and can be followed visually for several
kilometers along the walls of steep canyons. Other flows, where the lava
issuing from eruption centers followed surface depressions, are lobate, or
tonguelike.

The volcanic rocks yield water mainly from permeable zones that occur at
or near the contacts between some flow layers. The origin of these
flow-contact or interflow zones is complex but involves, among other causes,
the relatively rapid cooling of the top of flows, which results in formation of
a crust. As the molten lava beneath continues to flow, the crust may be broken
into a rubble of angular fragments which in places contain numerous holes where
gas bubbles formed and which give the rock the appearance of a frozen froth.
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The slower cooling of the central and lower parts of the thicker flows results
in a dense, flint-like rock which in the lower part contains relatively widely
spaced, irregular fractures and which grade upward into a zone containing
relatively closely spaced vertical fractures that break the rock into a series
of hexagonal columns (Newcomb, 1961).

Periods of time ranging from less than 100 years to thousands of years
elapsed between extrusion of successive lava flows. As a result, parts of some
flows are separated by soil zones and, at places, by sand, silt, and clay
deposited by streams or in lakes that existed on the land surface before being
buried by subsequent lava extrusions. These sedimentary layers, where they
occur between lava flows, are commonly referred to as "interflow sediments."
Gravel, sand, silt, and clay, partly formed by the present streams and partly
of glacial origin, cover the volcanic rocks and the older exposed bedrock in
parts of the area.

From the standpoint of the hydraulic characteristics of the volcanic
rocks, it is useful to divide the Columbia Lava Plateau region into two parts:
(1) the area in southeastern Washington, northeastern Oregon, and the Lewiston
area of Idaho, part of which is underlain by volcanic rocks of the Columbia
River Group; and (2) the remainder of the area, which also includes the Snake
River Plain. The basalt underlying the Snake River Plain is referred to as the
Snake River Basalt r that underlying southeastern Oregon and the remainder of
this area has been divided into several units, to which names of local origin
are applied (Hampton, 1964).

The Columbia River Group is of Miocene to Pliocene age and consists of
relatively thick flows that have been deformed into a series of broad folds and
offset locally along n~rmal faults. Movement of ground water occurs primarily
through the interflow zones near the top of flows and, to a much smaller
extent, through fault zones and through joints developed in the dense central
and lower parts of the flows. The axes of sharp folds and the offset of the
interflow zones along faults form subsurface dams that affect the movement of
ground water. Water reaching the interflow zones tends to move down the dip of
the flows from fold axes and to collect undip behind faults that are transverse
to the direction of movement (Newcomb, 1961). As a result, the basalt in parts
of the area is divided into a series of barrier-controlled reservoirs which are
only poorly connected hydraulically to adjacent reservoirs.

The water-bearing basalt underlying California, Nevada, southeastern
Oregon, and southern Idaho is of Pliocene to Holocene age and consists of
small, relatively thin flows that have been affected to a much smaller extent
by folding and faulting than has the Columbia River Group. The thin flows
contain extensive, highly permeable interflow zones that are relatively
effectively interconnected through a dense network of cooling fractures.
Structural barriers to ground-water movement, such as those of the Columbia
River Group, are of minor importance. This is demonstrated by conditions in
the 44,OOO-square-kilometer area of the Snake River Plan east of Bliss, Idaho,
which Nace (1958) thought might be the largest unified ground-water reservoir
on the North American continent. (It is probable that this distinction is held
by the Floridan aquifer, which underlies an area of 212,000 km2 in Alabama
Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. See region 11). '
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The interflow zones form a complex sequence of relatively horizontal
aquifers that are separated vertically by the dense central and lower parts of
the lava flows and by interlayered clay and silt. Hydrologists estimate that
the interflow zones, which range in thickness from about 1 m to about 8 m,
account for about 10 percent of the basalt. MacNish and Barker (1976) have
estimated, on the basis of studies in the Walla Walla River basin in Washington
and Oregon, that the hydraulc conductivity along the flow-contact zones may be
a billion times larger than the hydraulic conductivity across the dense zones.
The lateral extent of individual aquifers depends on the area covered by the
different lava flows, on the presence of dikes and other igneous intrusions,
and on faults and folds that terminate the porous zones, especially in the
Columbia River Group.

The large differences in hydraulic conductivity between the aquifers and
the intervening "confining zones" result in significant differences in
hydraulic heads between different aquifers. These differences reflect the head
losses that occur as water moves vertically through the system. As a result,
heads decrease with increasing depth in recharge areas and increase with
increasing depth near the streams that serve as major lines of ground-water
discharge. The difference in heads between different aquifers can result in
the movement of large volumes of water between aquifers through the open-hole
(uncased) sections of wells.

Much of the Columbia Lava Plateau region is in the "rain shadow" east of
the Cascades and, as a result, receives only 200 to 1,200 rom of precipitation
annually. The areas that receive the least precipitation include the plateau
area immediately east of the Cascades and the Snake River Plain. The areas
that receive the largest amounts of precipitation include the east flank of the
Cascades and the areas adjacent to the Okanogan Highlands and the Rocky
Mountains. Recharge to the ground-water system depends on several factors,
including the amount and seasonal distribution of precipitation and the
permeability of the surficial materials. Most precipitation occurs in the
winter and thus coincides with the cooler, nongrowing season when conditions
are most favorable for recharge. Mundorff (Columbia-North Pacific Technical
Staff, 1970) estimates that recharge may amount to 600 mm in areas underlain by
highly permeable young lavas that receive abundant precipitation. Considerable
recharge also occurs by infiltration of water from streams that flow onto the
plateau from the adjoining mountains. These sources of natural recharge are
supplemented in agricultural areas by the infiltration of irrigation water.

Discharge from the ground-water system occurs as seepage to streams, as
spring flow, and by evapotranspiration in areas where the water table is at or
near the land surface. The famous Thousand Springs and other springs along the
Snake River canyon in southern Idaho are, in fact, among the most spectacular
displays of ground-water discharge in the world.

The Columbia Lava Plateau region is mantled by mostly thin soils developed
on alluvial and wind-laid deposits that are well suited for agriculture.
Because of the arid and semiarid climate in most of the region, many cro~s

require intensive irrigation. In 1970, for example, more than 15,000 km
(3.75 million acres) were being irrigated on the Snake River Plain. Water for
irrigation is obtained both by diversions from streams and by wells that tap
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the lava interflow zones. Much of the water applied for irrigation percolates
downward into the lava and then moves through the ground-water system to the
Columbia and Snake Rivers and to other streams that have deeply entrenched
channels. The effect of this "return flow" is graphically indicated by a
long-term increase in the flow of the Thousand Springs and other large springs
along the Snake River gorge between Milner and King Hill--from about 110·m3

sec-1 in 1902, prior to significant irrigation, to more than 225 m3 sec-1
by 1942, after decades of irrigation on adjacent and upstream parts of the
plateau. Prior to the start of irrigation, the water represented by this
increased flow reached the Snake River below King Hill through tributary
streams and natural ground-water discharge.

The large withdrawal of water in the Columbia Lava Plateau for irrigation,
industrial, and other uses has resulted in declines in ground-water levels of
as much as 30 to 60 m in several areas. In most of these areas, the declines
have been slowed or stopped through regulatory restrictions or other changes
that have reduced withdrawals. Declines are still occurring, at rates as much
as a few meters per year, in a few areas.
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COLUMBIA lAVA PLATEAU

(3A) Mountain Slopes

This hydroseolosic setting is characterized by steap alopes
on the aide of mountains bordering the plateau, a thin aoil
cover and fractured bedrock. Steep slopes also occur on
cinder cones within the plateau. Ground water is obtained
primarily from the fractures in the bedrock which asy be
aedimentary, metamorphic or igneous origin. The fractures
provide localized sources of ground water and well yields
are typically limited. Due to the thin aoil cover,
topography and small storage capacity of the fractures,
runoff ia aignificant. Ground-water levels are extremely
variable but are typically deap. Due to lack of rainfall,
low hydraulic conductivity and ataap topography, net
recharge is very low.

ETTING J A Mounta,J,n Slopes GENE}lA~

FEATuRE IWIGE !wEIGHT RATING NuMBER

Pepth to Mater 75-'00 5 2 1e

"et aechar ge 2-4 4 3 '2

quUer Medla Met aT"lCrphlC /1 gneou 3 3 9

~oil Media Sll.t)' Lo8.J'" 2 4 •
opOqraphy 12-1.'

,
3 3

mpact Vadose Zone Metamorp!" lc/lqneo,J 5 4 20

~ydr.lJI1C ConductIVity, 1000-2000 3 • 24

DrastJ,C' 1n6e:x WL.

ET71~G 3 A "iC'.;l'".t.aln SlC'f'E!:- PESTIC1DF.

FEATUR. RA.~G[; WEIGHT RATI~G NU~.!lE'

epth to Water 75-1CC 5 2 , G

ot a.charge 2-4 4 3 12

quifer MedIa MetamC'rpr.lc /1g::oeou 3 3 9

Oil Medla SIlty Loan'. 5 4 20

opograph)' 12'" e. 3 3 9

mpact. Vadose Zone Metamorp'r-lc jlc:-,eou 4 4 16

"ydraullc Conductlvlty 1000-200C 2 8 16

Pest.1,clde
Drast.)l; 1rdIoc ....12.-

COUINIlA lAVA PLATEAU

(3.) Alluvial Mountsin Valleys

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by thin bouldery
alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of sedimentary,
metamorphic or igneous origin. The alluvium, which is
derived from the aourroundins ateep slopes serves as a
localized source of vater. Water levels are typically
moderate and recharge to the around vater may be of .
significance. Ground ..ter ..y alao be obtained from the
fractures in the underlyins bedrock Which are typically in
direct hydraulic connaction with the overlying alluviu••

ETTING 3 I- Alluvial Mountaln Valleys GENERAL

FEATURE IWIGE tw£IGHT IlATING NUMBER

~Pth t.o W.. ter 5-15 5 9 45

et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

qUlfer Hedla Sand ana Gravel 3 8 24

oil Med.ia Gravel 2 '0 20

opography 2-6' , 9 9

rnpact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

ydraul1c CondUCtlVlty 700-100C 3 6 '8

Ill"uue In:lex 16.
'---

~ETTING 3 e AlluvJ,1I1 MOunt6lr Valleys P£STIClm:

FEATuRE IlANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMb!..

~pth to W..ter 5-15 5 9 45

~et aocharge 2-4 4 3 12

"qulfer Medl. Sa'1,j lind Gravel 3 8 24

~Oll Mecia Gravel 5 'c 50

opography 2-6' 3 9 27

rnpact V.dOse ZOne Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

\ J-tydrau11C Conductivity 700-1000 2 6 12

Pesll.C 10<'-

~~u:t1C 1rdex
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COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAU

(3C) Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, a thin sandy soil cover and a thick
aequence of successive lava flows which is irregularly
interbedded with thin unconsolidated deposits. The lava
beds are underlain by poorly permeable bedrock of igneous,
sedimentary or metamorphic origin. Ground water is obtained
primarily from the interflow zones comprised of sequential,
thin, lava flows and related sedimentary deposits, cooling
fractures, lava tubes and minor atructural features. Water
levels are extremely variable but are typically deep. Well
yields may vary from low to extremely high depending on the
characteristics of the underlying lava flows at a particular
site. Ground-water recharge may be appreciable because the
layers of lava are interconnected hydraulically. This
setting is characterized by the depo.its that occur in
southwestern Idaho (Snake River area), northern Nevada,
southeastern Oregon and extreme northeastern California,
which are of Pliocene to Holocene age.

~ETTING
3 C Hydraul1cally Connected GENEIIALLava Flows

FEATURE RANCE ~EIGHT RATING NUMIlER

Pepth to Weter 50-7; 5 3 15

et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

qu1fer Medla Basal t 3 9 27

oil Media SlIt LOllJ!l 2 4 8

opOgraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Basal t 5 9 4S

ydrau11c ConductivltYI 2000+ 3 10 30

DrastlC: 1nISIDI.~

~ET'l'INC
3 C Hydraullcauy CO".nectea

PESTICID£Lava Flo....s

FEATUl<E RANCE WEIGHT RATING NIIMIlEF

l;.epth to Water ;0-7; 5 3 , 5

et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

quifer MeClla Basal t 3 9 27

011 Med1. 51lt Loarf', 5 4 20

opoqraphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

mpact Vadose Zone Basal t 4 9 36

ydrau11c Conduct1vlty 2000· 2 10 20

Pest1c1de
Drastic In<lex~

COLUMlIIA LAVA PLATEAU

(3D) Leva Flowa Not Connected Hydraulically

This hydroleologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, a thin cover of gravel, sand, silt and
clay of stream and glacial origin and a sequence of thick
lava flows irregularly interbedded with unconsolidated
deposits, Which have been deformed into a series of folds
and normal faulta. The lava sequence is underlain by poorly
permeable bedrock of igneous. aedimentary or ..tamorphic
origin. Ground water is obtained primarily from the
interflow zones of sedimentary depoaita and cooling
fractures which occur between aucceaaive layers of lava.
Water levels are extremely vsriable. but sre typically deep.
The preaence of thick impermeable zonea may produce perched
water table conditions or disrupt the hydraulic continuity
of water bearing zonea. The flow of ground water is
controlled by locally offset normal faults which form a
series of hydraulically poorly connected reservoirs. This
setting is characterized by deposits that occur in the
Columbia River area in southern Washington, northern Oregon
and northern Idaho which are Miocene to Pliocene (1) 1n 8ge.

~ETTING ~v~r~~r~c~~~ws
NOt connee teo

GCNERAi.

nATURE RANGE jwtIGIIT RATING NUMIlER

~pth to Water 50-7; 5 3 '5

~et RecharcJe 2-4 4 3 12

~qlJ1fer Mech.
Bedded SS. LS,

3 6 18SH Sequences

~o11 Media Sand 2 9 18

Iropography 2-6\ , 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Bedded LS, ss, 8H 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conductivity 1-100 3 , 3

Dr'asUc lnde:x ' 05
'----

~ET'l'ING 3 z:. Lava F~~"'s NOt Connected
PESTICrDEHvdra\;.llcall

PEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMf,EF

Pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

et _.c:harqe 2-4 4 3 12

gutfer Medla
Bedded SS, LS.

3 6 16SH Sequences

011 Media Sand 5 9 45

opoql'aphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

mpact Vadose ZOne Be4ded LS, SS, SH 4 6 24

~ydrau.11c Conc!uet1vlty 1-100 2 , 2

PestIcIde
~asue Index~
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COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAIJ

(3E) Alluvial Fans

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by alluvial
sediments which are thickest near the .ountain slopes and
thin toward the interior baain. Topography is ateep to
anderate. Fan sedieents r.nge from coar.e, un.orted debris
on the upper slopes grading to well-sorted and str.tified
gr.vela, sands and clays. Rech.rge Is a function of
precipitation and evaporation, since the peraeabllity of tbe
surface asteri.ls is usu.11y high. Ground- water aovement
is generally unidirection.1 from the adjacent highlands
toward the basin. Depth to ground water i8 generslly
moderate to deep. !bese fans ..y .erve as 10c.l sources of
water .nd also as tbe recbarle area for the deposits in the
adjacent basin and the lover extre.ities asy .erve as
discharge areas to local .tre••••

r.TTINC 3 r Jd luvJ.al fa!'.., GENUIIL

rEATURf RANGE "'EIGHT RAT1NG MJMBl:R

Ilepth to W.ter 75-'00 5 1 10

~et R.charqe 2-4 4 3 11

~qu1fer M.dia Sand and Gravel ) 8 24

011 Media Sandy LOal'll 2 t 12

Opoqraphy 6-12\ I 5 5

.pact Va~ose Zone
5 , G 'W/ Slq. Sllt

5 6 30and Clay

tydr ..ul1c CondIJct1vity )00-700 3 4 '1

llrostic 1_~

r.TTlNC 3 £ Allu\'lal Far .!o PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE lIEIGHT RATING NUHIlI.'

Pepth to Water 75-' 00 5 2 1G

et Recharge 2-4 4 ) 12

quifer Medla Sa~d and Gravel 3 8 24

oil Medl. Sa.nd] Loan S 6 )0

Iropoqrephy 6-12\ ) 5 ,S

S • G 'WI tug. Slit
4 6 24mpact V.dose ZOne and Clay

ttydraullc Conductivity )00-700 2 4 I

PestJ.Clde
llrost1c:l_~

~u LAVA PLEATEAU

(JI') ....p/K.rah

Thia by4rogeologic aetting is ch.racterized by low
topographic relief and very high water levels aubject to
aeaaonal drying in smaller basins. Surficial deposits are
typically thin with a high organic content and ailty or
sandy texturea. Theae areas commonly form where fairly
i.peraeable bedrock t.,.de. percol.tion. Recharge ia
.oderate to low because of li.ited precipitation and
vertical restrictions. Tbese jeposita do not serve 8S

aquifers but aany provide li.ited rech.rge to the underlying
bedrock.

~ETTING 3 F Mar shiSwamp GENERAL

PEATUIIE IlANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

p....h to ...ter . 0-5 S '\0 SC

lie. Rec""'ge 0-2 4 1 4

~1Jer Medii Basalt 3 ~ 27

~O1l Media San<l 2 ~ 18

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

.paet V.do•• tone Sand and GTavp) S 8 40

ydrau11c Con«!uet1v1t 2000- 3 10 )0

Druu.:_ 1'79
l--

rTTING 3 F Marsh/Swamp PESTICIDE

PEATURE IlANGE lIEIGIlT RATING lIUMBEI

Pepth to Water o-S S 11, 50

~t Recharge 0-2 4 , 4

~ulfer Medt. Basalt. ) Q 21

1 011 _10 Sand 5 , 45

I 0-2 3 1~ J(

I
opoqraphy

..act Vacloae &one sand lIIlll Gr_l 4 b 32

iHydrauUc COnducUvtt 2000+ 2 '(J 20

Pest.LcJ.de 20bDrastlC _
I...---
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COLUKBIA LAVA PLATEAU

(3G) River Alluvium

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and deposits of alluvium along parts of valley
streams. The alluvium yields small to moderate aupplies of
ground water. Water is obtained from sand and gravel layers
which are interbedded with finer-grained alluvial deposits;
these are usually in direct hydraulic contact with the
stream. Water levels are extremely variable but are
commonly moderately shallow. Although precipitation is low,
recharge is significant due to the low topography and ..Ddy
loam s011 cover. The alluviua is UDder1ain by sedi..ntary
or igneous bedrock which ..y or ..y aot be in direct
hydraulic connection with the overlyi1l& alluvial 4leposits.

"EnINC 3 G R,ver 1\11uV1U:t' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATINC N......OfJ<

~Pth to ".ter 15-3u 5 7 35

~et RscharC/e 4-7 4 t 24

~quifer MedIa b.m.:i and Gravel 3 8 24

011 MedIa SMdy Loam 2 t 12

opoqraphy lr-2' , '0 10

",pact Vadose Zone S ..G .... ' ,1Q SlIt , CIa> 5 6 3<

ydr.ul~c ConduCllvny 3uo-'lJ: 3 4 ,"
Or'Ut1C 1~~

j;rTTINC 3 G Jdvf'r AlluV'll,Hr. PESTICID!

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATINC NUMst

j.>epth to Water 15-)0 5 ; lo

~et Recharqe 4-C 4 • 2•

qUlfer .HI'Lha Sar.c a. ..i Gravel 3 8 2'

011 MedlA Saldy Loa- 5 • 30

opoqraphy lr-2' I , '0 '0

.pact vedOle Zone ~ W/t>lq Sllt , 1".'.1a)' l 4 6 24

y4raul1c Conductivity lOlr-700 2 4 8

lo'esticlde
Drastic _
~
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4. COLORADO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN GROUND-WATER REGION

4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

Resistant Ridges
Consolidated Sedimentary Rock
River Alluvium
Alluvium and Dune Sand
Swamp/Harsh
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4. COLORADO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN

(Thin soils over consolidated sedimentary rocks)

The Colorado Plateau and Wyoming Basin region occupies an area of 414,000
km2 in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. It is a region of
canyons and cliffs; of thin, patchy, rocky soils; and of sparse vegetation
adapted to the arid and semiarid climate. The large-scale structure of the
region is that of a broad plateau standing at an altitude of 2,500 to 3,500 m
and underlain by essentially horizontal to gently dipping layers of
consolidated sedimentary rocks. The plateau structure has been modified by an
irregular alternation of basins and domes, in some of which major faults have
caused significant offset of the rock layers.

The region is bordered on the east, north, and west by mountain ranges
that tend to obscure its plateau structure. The northern part of the
region--the part occupied by the Wyoming Basin--borders the Nonglaciated
Central region at the break in the Rocky Mountains between the Laramie Range
and the Bighorn Mountains. The region contains small, isolated mountain
ranges, the most prominent being the Henry Mountains and the La Sal Mountains
in southeastern Utah. It also contains, rather widely scattered over the
region, extinct volcanoes and lava fields, the most prominent example being the
San Francisco Mountains in north-central Arizona.

The rocks that underlie the region consist principal~y of sandstone,
shale, and limestone of Paleozoic to Cenozoic age. In parts of the region
these rock units include significant amounts of gypsum (Calcium sulfate). In
the Paradox Basin in western Colorado the rock units include thick deposits of
sodium- and potassium-bearing minerals, principally halite (sodium chloride).
The sandstones and shales are most prevalent and most extensive in occurrence.
The sandstones are the principal sources of ground water in the region and
contain water in fractures developed both along bedding planes and across the
beds and in interconnected pores. The most productive sandstones are those in
which calcium carbonate or other cementing material has been deposited only
around the point of contact of the sand grains. Thus, many of the sandstones
are only partially cemented and retain significant primary porosity.

Unconsolidated deposits are of relatively minor importance in this region.
Thin deposits of alluvium capable of yielding small to moderate supplies of
ground water occur along parts of the valleys of major streams, especially
adjacent to the mountain ranges in the northern and eastern parts of the
region. These deposits are partly of glacial origin. In most of the remainder
of the region there are large expanses of exposed bedrock, and the soils, where
present, are thin and rocky.
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Erosion has produced extensive lines of prominent cliffs in the region.
The tops of these cliffs are generally underlain and protected by resistant
sandstones. Erosion of the domes has produced a series of concentric, steeply
dipping ridges, also developed on the more resistant sandstones.

Recharge of the sandstone aquifers occurs where they are exposed above the
cliffs and in the ridges. Average precipitation ranges from about 150 mm in
the lower areas to about 1,000 mm in the higher mountains. The heaviest
rainfall occurs in the summer in isolated, intense thunderstorms during which
some recharge occurs where intermittent streams flow across sandstone outcrops.
However, most recharge occurs in the winter during snowmelt periods. Water
moves down the dip of the beds away from the recharge areas to discharge along
the channels of major streams through seeps and springs and along the walls of
canyons cut by the streams.

The condition described in the preceding paragraph, whereby intermittent
streams serve as sources of ground-water recharge and perennial streams serve
as lines of ground-water discharge, is relatively common in this region and in
the Alluvial Basins region to the south and west. Streams into which ground
water discharges are referred to as gaining streams. Conversely, streams that
recharge ground-water systems are referred to as losing streams. The gaining
streams and the losing streams may be different streams. However, in many
areas the same stream may be a gaining stream in its headwaters, especially
where these drain the wetter mountainous areas, become a losing stream as it
flows onto the adjoining lower areas, and, ultimately, become a gaining stream
again in its lowermost reaches where it serves as a regional drain.

The quantity of water available for recharge is small, but so are the
porosity and the transmissivity of most of the sandstone aquifers. Because of
the general absence of a thick cover of unconsolidated rock in the recharge
areas, there is relatively little opportunity for such materials to serve as a
storage reservoir for the underlying bedrock. The water in the sandstone
aquifers is unconfined in the recharge areas and is confined down-dip. Because
most of the sandstones are consolidated, the storage coefficient in the
confined parts of the aquifers is very small. This small storage coefficient
together with the small transmissivities, results in even small rates of
withdrawal causing extensive cones of depression around pumping wells.

Springs exist at places near the base of the sandstone aquifers where they
crop out along the sides of canyons. Discharge from the springs results in
dewatering the upper parts of the aquifers for some distance back from the
canyon walls.

The Colorado Plateau and Wyoming Basin is a dry, sparsely populated region
in which most water supplies are obtained from the perennial streams that flow
across it from the bordering mountains. Less than 5 percent of the water needs
are supplied by ground water, and the development of even small ground-water
supplies requires the application of considerable knowledge of the occurrence
of both rock units and their structure, and of the chemical quality of the
water. Also, because of the large surface relief and the dip of the aquifers,
wells even for domestic or small livestock supplies must penetrate to depths of
a few hundred meters in much of the area. Thus, the development of
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ground-water supplies is far more expensive than in most other parts of the
country. These negative aspects notwithstanding, ground water in the region
can support a substantial increase over the present withdrawals.

As in most other areas of the country underlain by consolidated
sedimentary rocks, mineralized (saline) water-that is, water containing more
than 1,000 mg/l of dissolved solids--is widespread in occurrence. Most of the
shales and siltstones contain mineralized water throughout the region and below
altitudes of about 2,000 m. Freshwater--water containing less than 1,000 mg/l
of dissolved solids--occurs only in the most permeable sandstones and
limestones. Much of the mineralized water is due to the solution of gypsum and
halite by water circulating through beds that contain these minerals. Although
the aquifers that contain mineralized water are commonly overlain by aquifers
containing freshwater, this situation is reversed in a few places where
aquifers containing mineralized water are underlain by mor~ permeable aquifers
containing freshwater.
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COLORADO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN CiCll.GUIlO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN

(4A) Resiatant Ridges (41) eoa.olidated Sedimentary Rocks

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by .oderate to
steep slopes, and a very thin soil cover which overlies
dipping fractured consolidated sedimentsry rocks. The
resIstant aandstones cap the cliffa and ridges and form
hogbacks. These aame sandatone units comprise the aquifera
that are the principal sources of ground water. The
aquifers receive recbarge iD tbe areas where the ..Dds tone
is exposed at the surface. aecharge is low becauae of the
topography aDd the lack of precipitation in the area. Water
levels are extre..ly .ariable, but are typically deep.

This bydrogeologic setting is characterized by alternating
layers of moderately-dipping, fractured, consolidated,
sedimentary rocks covered by a sandy soil layer which
commonly weathers to a sandy loam. The sandstones serve as
the principal source of ground water. The water is obtained
from fractures developed along bedding planes and from
Within the pore apaces. Water levels are typically deep and
recharge is low because of the lack of precipitation.
Intermittent streams often serve as sources of recharge;
however, the .. jor .ource of recharge occurs in the
ra.i.tant ridse. where the bedrock is exposed. The
.....tone...y al.o be confined, With small storas••alues
aDd low yleld veIls.

n-rING 4 A Resistant Ridges GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~£IGHT RATING NUKBER

j)epth to Water 75-100 5 2 '0

et 'P.e<:he.rq£ 0-2 4 , 4

TtIH! Bedded SS, l,.S
6 18qu1fer Media Sli Sequences 3

~Oll Medh Thin or Absen t 2 '0 20

op()9raphy '2-18' , 3 3

.pact V.dOle Zone Bedded LS f 55, SH 5 6 30

~ydr.u11C ConcSuct1vity '-'00 3
, 3

DrastJ.c Irdu: ee
'---

"ETTING 4 8 COn&Olldated Sedimenta.ry GENERALRock

FEATURE RANGE ~£IGH'f RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 50-75 5 3 '5

~et Recharge 0-2 4 , 4

~ulfer Media $M sequences 3 • 18

~OU Medu Sandy Loa.m 2 • '2

lropoqraPhy 6-12' 1 5 5

_pact Vadose Zone Bedded 1.5. 5S, SH 5 6 3C

~)'dr.ul1c Conductiv1tYI 1-100 3 , 3

Drast.lC Inc*t 8'-

tTTl,..':; 4 A ReslSta:lt Ridges

'0

PESTICIDE

WEIGHT RA~ING NUMIlE

~ETTING • 11 Consclldated Sedimer.tary PESTICIDEflock

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

peptr. t.o Water 50-?> 5 3 15

~et ••charge 0-2 4 , •
I\qu1fer >Iedu SH Sequences 3 6 '8

~o.I Medla Sandy LOan- 5 6 30

opoqraphy 6-,a 3 5 1,

IIPact Vado5E' Zone Bedded loS, 55 I SH 4 6 2.

~yclr.ul1c Conduct1vity '-'00 2 , 2

r:::~1~~

'8

50'0

•••t1ci6e- 1'7
I:1l"Mtic_,---

0-2

RANGE

'-'00

Thir. or Absent

Bedde~ LS, 55, SH

Th1r 5edde~ S5, LS
SH sequer.ees

opoqraphy

ydrau11c Conduct1v1.ty

011 M.,H.

mpect Vadose Zone

FEATURE

~et Recharge

beptt. to Weter

I\qu1fer Medu
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COLORADO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN

(4C) River Alluvium

This hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by low
topography and deposits of alluvium along parts of valleys
of perennial and intermittent streams. The alluvium yields
amall to moderate supplies of ground water. Water is
obtained from sand and gravel layers which are interbedded
with finer- grained alluvial deposits; these are usually in
direct hydraulic contact witb the perennial or interaittent
atream. Water levels are extre..ly variable but are
commonly moderately aballow. Althougb precipitation ia low,
recbarge is aignificant due lo the low topography and ....y
loam .oil cover. The alluvium is underlain., coeaolldated
.edimentary rocks which are often in direct ~ydraulic
connection witb the overlying deposits.

~ETTING 4 C Piver Alluv1uT'l GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHBER

,pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

qUlfer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Sandy Loar. 2 6 12

opography 2-6\ I 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone
S • G w! 51"!. Sllt

5 30and Clay 6

ydraulic Conductivity 700-100C 3 6 1S

Drasu.c lrOIx -ll.L

~£TTING ,. C }Hver Alluviu~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHBE

~epth to Water 15-30 5 9 45

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

~quifer Medla Sane and Gravel 3 8 24

~oll Med,. Sandy Loatr, 5 6 30

opography 2-H 3 9 27

.paet VadOse lone
S • G w/ 5i9~ SlIt

4 6 24and Clay

~ydr.uliC Conductivity 700-100C 2 6 12

Pestl.c1deDr.tlc _ L.uL....:

COloOIADO PLATEAU AND WYOMING BASIN

(411) Alluviu.. and Dune Sand

~ia "drogeologic aetting is characterized by .aderate
t ....rapby derived from unconSOlidated alluvial sediments
that have formed under various depositional environments.
These alluvial deposits vary from lacustrine deposits in the
Wyoaing Basin area to dune aands in the Navajo area of
northern Arizona aDd Dorthwestern New Mexico. Much of the
entire region ia covered by thin alluvium. The hydraulic
conductivity of tbe alluvium is bigb tbrougbout the area,
including tbe aand dunea portion. Recharge is limited by
low precipitation and evaporstion. The allUVium Berves as
....r.te water Bupplies in Bome areas, provides aoae
...char.. to Btrea.s, and .cts aa atorage for recharae to
"'par aquifers.

l;r.T1'ING 4 0 AlluVJutr end DunE' Saw] GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !WEIGHT RATING NUMDrR

pepth to w.ter 50-75 S 3 15

et Itecb.rqe
,

0-2 14 4

qu1fer Media Sand end Gravel 3 8 24

011 Hed18 Sand 2 9 IS

opoqraphy 6-12\ 1 5 5

",pact Vadose Zone
S • G wi 51q. SlIt

and Clay 5 6 30

tydr.ultc ConductIvity 100-300 3 2 6

Drast1C Index~

~r.T1'ING 4 r A.:luV1Ur, an1 Dune Sari'l~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHDI,~

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

quifer Media SZlI:ld and Gravel 3 6 24

oil MedJ8 Sand 5 9 45

opoqTJtphy 6-12\ 3 5 15

S • C w/ Sl.q. S11t
6 24.-ct V.do.e Zone and Clay 4

y4r.u11e Conductivity 100-300 2 2 4

Pest1.cidfe
Drube Index~
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COLORADO PLATEAU AND IIYOMING BASIN

(4E) Swamp/Marsh

Thia hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topographic relief and very high water levels aubject to
aeasonal drying in amaller basins. Surficial deposits have
a high organlc content and sllty or aandy textures. These
areas commonly form where fairly iape~eable bedrock iapedes
percolation. Large wetland areas aay alao be fo~ed where
.mall creeks or other drainage features have been ....ed by
ailt or vegetation. Recharge Is potentially hlgh and ia
dependent prlmarily on precipitation. The thickn.aa of the
unconsolidated deposits varies. Where t;,ick, th.ae deposita
..y aerve as an aquifer. In other areas, the underlying
depoaits aerve as the aquifer wlth the overlylng deposit.
providing recharge.

~nTlllG .. [ SwamI', t'1ar s~. GEHEIlI\L

nATUl\E _GE ~IGHT IUITlllG HUIlBn

~Pth to W.ter • 0-5 5 1<> 50

~t aech.r,e 7-10 4 8 J2

~u1fer Med10 sand and GTavr 1 3 8 2.

.011 Med10 Sam 2 9 18

oPD9raphy 0-2 1 '0 '0

lIPact Vadol.
:.. • G W/'.llJ, !>l.l·

6 )(,lOne aill Clil~' 5

ydrau11c Conduct1v1t 30{\-'7IU 1 4 12

llrut1c _ n~-
E'I"I'IMG 4. E Swamp/Marsh PtSTICIOt

PEATUIl£ IUlNGE WEIGHT IlATIIlG MUIl8E

Ilepth to W.ter o-S 5 1l SO

~I!'t a.char,_ 7-'0 4 " J2

IlquUer _1. Sand end Gravel J b l'

011 1led1o s.nd 5 y 4S

!'OP09raphy 0-2 3 ,0 10

S , G ..../ug. Slit
4 (, 2..,..,t v_•• • one and Clay

Jdraullc C:_ucUv1ty 300-700 2 • 8

Pestlc1de 2\3_t1c_ -
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5. HIGH PLAINS GROUND-WATER REGION

-,""- -, . -,- ..., 4\.--, , \

, "1--'---1
-'....,J

I -'-.4
\ , l r _
\ I ,
\~r -,
.J I

L·

SA
5B
5C
5D
5E
SF
5Ga
5Gb
5H

Ogallala
Alluvium
Sand Dunes
Playa Lakes
Braided River Deposits
Swamp/Marsh
River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits
River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and
Shale Sequences
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5. HIGH PLAINS

(Thick alluvial deposits over fractured sedimentary rocks)

Th.e High Plains region occupies an area of 450,000 km2 extending from
South Dakota to Texas. The plains are a remnant of a great alluvial plain
built in Miocene time by streams that flowed east from the Rocky Mountains. The
plain originally extended from the foot of the mountains to a terminous some
hundreds of kilometers east of its present edge. Erosion by streams has
removed a large part of the once extensive plain, including all of the part
adjacent to the mountains, except in a small area in southeastern Wyoming.

The original depositional surface of the alluvial plain is still almost
unmodified in large areas, especially in Texas and New Mexico, and forms a
flat, imperceptibly eastward-sloping tableland that ranges in altitude from
about 2,000 m near the Rocky Mountains to about 500 m along its eastern edge.
The surface of the southern High Plains contains numerous shallow circular
depressions, called playas, that intermittently contain water following heavy
rains. Some geologists believe these depressions are due to solution of
soluble materials by percolating water and accompanying compaction of the
alluvium. Other significant topographic features include sand dunes, which are
especially prevalent in central and northern Nebraska, and wide, downcut
valleys of streams that flow eastward across the area from the Rocky Mountains.

The High Plains region is underlain by one of the most productive and most
intensively developed aquifers in the United States. The alluvial materials
derived from the Rocky Mountains, which are referred to as the Ogallala
Formation, are the dominant geologic unit,of the High Plains aquifer. The
Ogallala ranges in thickness from a few meters to more than 200 m and consists
of poorly sorted and generally unconsolidated clay, silt, sand, and gravel.

Younger alluvial materials of Quaternary age overlie the Ogallala
Formation of late Tertiary age in most parts of the High Plains. ~1ere these
deposits are saturated, they form a part of the High Plains aquifer; in parts
of south-central Nebraska and central Kansas, where the Ogallala is absent,
they comprise the entire aquifer. The Quaternary deposits are composed largely
of material derived from the Ogallala and consist of alluvial deposits of
gravel, sand, silt, and clay and extensive areas of sand dunes. The most
extensive area of dune sand occurs in the Sand Hills area north of the Platte
River in Nebraska.

Other, older geologic units that are hydrologically connected to the
Ogallala thus form a part of the High Plains aquifer include the Arikaree Group
of Miocene age and a small part of the underlying Brule Formation. The
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Arikaree Group underlies the Ogallala in parts of western Nebraska,
southwestern South Dakota, southeastern Wyoming, and northeastern Colorado. It
is predominantly a massive, very fine to fine-grained sandstone that locally
contains beds of volcanic ash, silty sand, and sandy clay. The maximum
thickness of the Arikaree is about 300 m, in western Nebraska. The Brule
Formation of Oligocene age underlies the Arikaree. In most of the area in
which it occurs, the Brule forms the base of the High Plains aquifer. However,
in the southeastern corner of Wyoming and the adjacent parts of Colorado and
Nebraska, the Brule contains fractured sandstones hydraulically interconnected
to the overlying Arikaree Group; in this area the Brule is considered to be a
part of the High Plains aquifer.

In the remainder of the region, the High Plains aquifer is underlain by
several formations, ranging in age from Cretaceous to Permian and composed
principally of shale, limestone, and sandstone. The oldest of these, of
Permian age, underlies parts of northeastern Texas, western Oklahoma, and
central Kansas and contains layers of relatively soluble minerals including
gypsum, anhydrite, and halite (common salt) which are dissolved by circulating
ground water. Thus, water from the rocks of Permian age is relatively highly
mineralized and not usable for irrigation and other purposes that require
freshwater. The older formations in the remainder of the area contain
fractured sandstones and limestones interconnected in parts of the area with
the High Plains aquifer. Although these formations yield freshwater, they are
not widely used as water sources.

Prior to the erosion that removed most of the western part of the
Ogallala, the High Plains aquifer was recharged by the streams that flowed onto
the plain from the mountains to the west as well as by local precipitation.
The only source of recharge now is local precipitation, which ranges from about
400 mm along the western boundary of the region to about 600 mm along the
eastern boundary. Precipitation and ground-water recharge on the High Plains
vary in an east-west direction, but recharge to the High Plains also varies in
a north-south direction. The average annual rate of recharge has been
determined to range from about 5 mm in Texas and New Mexico to about 100 mm in
the Sand Hills in Nebras1~" This large difference is explained by differences
in evaporation and transpiration and by differences in the permeability of the
surficial materials.

In some parts of the High Plains, especially in the southern part, the
near-surface layers of the Ogallala have been cemented with lime (calcium
carbonate) to form a material of relatively low permeability called caliche.
Precipitation on areas underlain by caliche soaks slowly into the ground. Much
of this precipitation collects in playas that are underlain by silt and clay,
which hamper infiltration, with the result that most of the water is lost to
evaporation. During years of average or below average precipitation, all or
nearly all of the precipitation is returned to the atmosphere by
evapotranspiration. Thus, it is only during years of excessive precipitation
that significant recharge occurs and thiS, as noted above, averages only about
5 mm per year in the southern part of the High Plains.

In the Sand Hills area of Nebraska, the lower evaporation and
transpiration and the permeable sandy soil results in about 20 percent of the
precipitation (or about 100 mm annually) reaching the water table as recharge.
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The water table of the High Plains aquifer has a general slope toward the
southeast of about 2 to 3 m per km (10 to 15 ft per mile). Gutentag and Weeks
(1980) estimate, on the basis of the average hydraulic gradient and aquifer
characteristics, that ~ter moves through the aquifer at a rate of about 0.3 m
(l f t) pe r day.

Natural discharge from the aquifer occurs to streams, springs, saline
lakes and seeps along the eastern boundary of the plains, and by evaporation
and transpiration in areas where the water table is within a few meters of the
land surface. However, at present the largest discharge is probably through
wells. The widespread occurrence of permeable layers of sand and gravel, which
permit the construction of large-yield wells almost any place in the region,
has led to the development of an extensive agricultural economy largely
dependent on irrigation. Gutentag and Weeks (1980) estimate that in 1977 about
3.7 x 1010m3 (30,000,000 acre-ft) of water was pumped from more than
168,000 wells to irrigate about 65,600 km2 (16,210,000 acres). Most of this
water is derived from ground-water storage, resulting in a long-term continuing
decline in ground-water levels in parts of the region of as much as 1 m per
year. The lowering of the water table has resulted in a 10 to 50 percent
reduction in the saturated thickness of the High Plains aquifer in an area of
130,000 km2 (12,000 mi2). The largest reductions have occurred in the
Texas panhandle and in parts of Kansas and New Mexico.

The depletion of ground-water storage in the High Plains, as reflected in
the decline in the water table and the reduction in the saturated thickness, is
a matter of increasing concern in the region. However, from the standpoint of

"-
the region as a whole, the depletion does not yet represent~'d large part of the'
storage that is available for use. Weeks and Gutentag (1981) estimate, on the
basis of a specific yield of 15 percent of the total volume of saturated
material, that the available (usable) storage in 1980 was about 4 x 1012m3
(3.3 billion acre-ft). Luckey, Gutentag, and W~eks (1981) estimate that this
is only about 5 percent less than the storage that was available at the start
of withdrawals. However, in areas where intense irrigation has long been
practiced, depletion of storage is severe.
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HIGH PLAINS

(SA) Ogallala

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderately
flat topography and thick deposits of poorly-sorted,
semi-consolidated, clay, silt, sand and gravel that asy be
underlain by fractured aedimentary rock which is in
hydraulic connection with overlying deposits. Iu eoae parts
of the High Plains, especially in the southern part, shallow
zones of the unconsolidated deposits bave been cemented with
calcium carbonate. The permeability of this caliche layer
varies with the degree of cementation, fracturing and clay
mineral content. Precipitation averages less than 20 inches
per year aDd recharge ia very low throughout .oat of this
water- deficient area. The bedrock and the overlyin&
semi-consolidated deposits both serve as extensive SOaTces
of ground water. Water levels are typically deep, but
extremely variable. The Ogallala is underlain by bedded,
unconsolidated deposits of fractured sandstone, limestone,
volcanic ssh, Silty sand, sandy clay and shales. These
fOrmations are hydraulically connected to the Ogallala and
the overlying allUVium, from which they derive their
recharge.

~E1'TING 5 ,. Ogallala llI:NEIUU.

nATURE IlANGI ~IIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth ~o tlater 75-100 5 2 'C

e t Reeharqe 0-2 4 1 4

f'qulfer " ...cl1a Sand and Grevel 3 8 24

011 MedIa Shu.nk/Agq. Clay 2 7 14

opography 2-6\ , 9 9

!l-pact Va40se
S • G wi 51g. Sllt

Zone end Clay 5 • 30

~ydr.ullC: Conductivity 700-'000 2 ,
'8

Qrutic _ 109----
~ETTING 5 A 0<;a1101. PESTICIDE

FEATURE" RA>.GE" WtIGHT QTING _ES

~Pt~. to Water 7S-' oc 5 2 10

~et Re~h.rge 0-2 4
, 4

~1.I1t.l" Hedla Sar.d and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Medi.. Shrlnk/Agc;. Clay 5 7 25

opoqraphy 2-6\ 2 t 27

S • G ""," S.19. SlIt
mpac t Vados£' Zone and Cloy 4 , 24

~ydr..ul1C Conduct1vlty 700-1000 2 ,
'2

5'est1c1de_uUc_~

Thi. ~.rOleologlc setting is characterized by low to
aoderate relief, and is comprised of gravel, sand, silt and
clay allu~ial sedi~ents. These deposits are variable in
thickness. They form, where saturated, a portion of the
High Plains aquif.r. and locally all of it where the
Ogallala is .tasiQg. Water levels are variable, but
typically deep. Recharge Is li.ited throughout anst of the
area by low precipitation. The shallow caliche layer of
cemented, unconsolidated deposits also develops in the
alluvium in some localities. S18ilar to the Ogallala,
recharge to the deeper aandstones is through the alluvial
deposits.

i
E1'TING 5 II Alluviuftl GENtRAi..

rEATURE IU\NGE" ~IGHT RATING NUMBE"' i
bepth '"0 Water . 50-75 5 3 '5

~e t aecherqe 0-2 4 1 4

~u1f.r _cUa Sand and Gravel 3 S 24

011 ...410 Sandy LOAff' 2 , '2

opoquphy 0-2' , 10 '0

S • C wi .1q. , 30-.pact V.dose lone SlIt. .nd Clay 5

ydraulic Conduct.1vJ,ty 200-700 3 4 '2

OrAStlC J.ndex ' 07
'---

~£nING 5 B AlluVlun ptSTICI!>E I
nATURE RAhGt WE"IGHT RATING NU~:BE".

beptt. to Water 50-75 5 3 , 5

et Recharqe 0-2 4
, 4

: qUlfer Mecha Sar.d and Cravel 3 8 2'
i

oil Media Sant3y Loar 5 , 3C

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

..act Vado.e Zone
s , G w/ 619.

E 24SlIt and Clay 4

~ydrau.11c Conduct1vlty 300-700 2 4 8

PestJ,.c1df> , 35Ilrut'" _
~
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HIGH PLAINS

(5C) Sand Dunes

This hydroaeologic aetting is characterized by hilly
topography comprised of sand dunes which overlie thick
poorly-sorted ssnd and gravel depoaits. The aand dunes are
in direct hydraulic connection with the underlying deposits.
Becauae of their relatively low water table. theae dunes do
not aerve as sources of ground water, but serve •• local
recharge areas. In contrast to other areas of the .iah
Plains, recharge rates are higher due to lower e.aporation
.Dd peraeable sandy soils, but are limited by avail.ble
precipitation.

!sETTING S C Sand Dunes GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

j,epth to Wat~r 30-50 5 5 25

Ioet Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

~qu1fer lIedIa Sand. and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

oPG9raphy 2-n 1 , 9

mpaet Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 e 40

ydraullc Conduct1vlty 2000 .... 3 10 30

DrastlC InlIex~

£TTlNG 5 C Sar.d O,Jnes PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NWlBE

e:pt.t. to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et Jl:echarqE- 0-2 4 1 4

~qulfer MedIa Sa'"ld anc Gravel 3 8 24

IsO'I MedIa Sane! 5 9 45

opography 2-n 3 9 27

It\pact VadO&e 2.one Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

~Ydr.ul1c ConductIVIty 2000· 2 10 20

.feSt1clde

00:...= Inlel< ...222..-

KIGII PLAINS

(SD) 'lays Lakes

Tbi. -,4rOleologic aetting is characterized by low
topographic relief and thin layers of clays and other
fine-grained sediments which overlie the alluvial deposits.
The playa areaS serve as a catchment for water during
periods of aignificant runoff. Ground water is obtained
from the layers of sand which underlie the finer-grained
deposits. Water levels are extremely variable, but are
typically deep. The playa beds are significant recharge
ar..s 4us to tbe rainfall that collects in them. Tbe rate
of recharae. aa compared to evaporation, is largely a
fUDction of the permeability of the materials forming tbe
bed of the playa. and the precipitation distribution over
U.e.

IIETTING 5 D Playa LAkes GENERlloL

FEATURE IlANCE ~£IGHT RATING NUMBeR

j,epth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~et Recllarge 0-2 4 1 4

qu1fer MedJ.~ Sand .nd Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Shr lnk/1\gq. Clay 2 7 14

opography 0-2' 1 10 '0

5 " G 'til Sl~.
5 6 30.pact Vadose Zone 511 t and Cla}

~ydrau.l1c Conductivity 100-' 000 3 6 18

Dr_t.~ l.nOex "0'-,

~ETTING 5 D Ploya Lakes PES'rICI~[

nATURE RAhCE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

pepth to Water 75-'00 5 2 10

~et Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

f'qu1fer Hed18 Sand and Gr.vel 3 e 24

1s011 ".d,. Shr i.nk/ A99. Clay 5 7 35

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

S,Cw/s19·
4 6 24apact Vadose Zone Sllt and Cley

~ydr.ullC Conduct 1v1 ty 700-1000 2 6 12

Pest1c1.de
Dr...Uc 1ncllIx 1.222....
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HIGH PLAINS

(5E) Braided River Deposits

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by deposits of
alluviu. which occur within the flood plain of streaas .nd
rivers. The stream is characterized by a low gradient, wide
channel and a series of interconnected shallow ch.nnels
which form a braided pattern. Water levels .re typic.lly
sh.llow, .nd some stre.ms may be intermittent. The river
• lluvium sometimea aervea .s a aignificant source of ground
water but is most importsnt as • source of recharge since it
overlies more productive semi-consolid.ted deposits. The
underlying deposits are in direct hydraulic cou.ection with
the overlying alluvium, so the potenti.l for pollution of
the aquifer is high. Although .reeipitation, which ...ra..s
less th.n 20 inches per ye.r is • li81ting f.ctor, rechar.e
may be very high due to se.son.l or perennial stre.. flow on
these very permeable deposits.

~~TTING 5 ~ BUlded River Deposits GENERAL

F~ATURE RANGE twEIGHT !lATING NUMBER

pepth to Water S-1 S 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

"'quiter Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

oil Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqr.phy 0-2' 1 10 10

Il\pact Vad.ose Zone San j and Gravel 5 8 40

ydrau11c Conductlvlty 1000-200C' 3 8 24

DrastlC 1nIIIDc.
185

I---

ETTlNG 5 1: Sr&lded Rlver Deposlts PESTICIDE

FEATUR~ RANCE WEIGHT RATING 10_£1

i:>eptr. tc Water 5-1 S 5 9 45

at Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

qu1fer Me~.la Sar-.d and Gravel 3 8 24

oll M.ecHa Sarld 5 9 4S

opography 0-2\ 3 tV 30

mpact ViuSose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 J2

yd.rau11C COl'.duct1vity 1000-2000 2 • 16

PestlclCSe
216

tlnstic_ L....-

WICII PLAINS

UP) ......IM.rsh

This hydrogeologic setting is chsr.cterized by low
topogrsphic relief .nd high water levels in floodpl.ins
immediately adjacent to .-r.nnial stre.ms. The deposits

.cont.in moderate .mounts of orB"nic ..teri.l within the
••ndy river .lluvium. leeharle is potenti.lly high .nd is
dependant primarily on river infiltr.tion. The deposits ..y
serve .s .quifers or ..y rechar.e the underlying .quifer •

!JETTING s r S",emp/Mar sh GEIItAAL

nA'l'Ullt RANGE ~ICHT RATING IOUMIlER

~~II to hter ~5 5 It 50

at _acllar,e 7-10 4 B 32

~Uer Nedt. 5aJ.! and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Ned1a Sam 2 9 18

O_raplly 0-2 1 10 10

-.pact V.doee lone S~p~ jJ Y1 Grave) 5 8 4C

)'dr.ul1e Conduetlvlt lOO0-2CUc.. J • 24

IlrUtic_ 196
'--

jlETTtMC 5 r SWllmp/Marsh PESTICIDE

nA'l'URE RANGE WEICHT RATING N_E.

~ptll to N.ter ~S 5 '" 5C

~at _..,lIar,e 7-10 4 b 32

, ~uUer Nedt. Sand and Gravel 3 , 24

011 _1a sard 5 , 4,

Iropoqraplly ~2 3 H. 3L

IiplICt Ya'"'' sone Sand and Gravel 4 • 32

Jdra"l1c CDltduc:Uvitl 1000-2000 2 8 16

Pe"tlt:1de 229_tie _
L....-
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HIGH PLAINS

(5Oa) River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits

fhil hydrogeologic letting is characterized by low to
aoderate topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of
alluvium along parts of river valleys. The alluvium is
underlain by either unconsolidated deposits or fractured
bedrock of aedimentary or igneous origin. Water il obtained
from aand and gravel layers which are interbedded with
finer-grained alluvial deposits. The alluvium mayor asy
not be in direct hydraulic connection with the underlying
units. The alluvium typically aerves as a significant
source of WAter. The flood plain is covered by varying
thicknessel of fine-grained silt and clay, called overbank
deposits. The overbank thickness ia usually greater along
major streams and thinner along minor streaas but typically
averagel approsimately 5 to 10 feet. Recharae i. liaited
throughout -eat of the area by low precipitation. Vater
levell are typically moderately shallow and aay be
bydraulically connected to the stream or river.

~E"I"TING ~. Ga Rlver AlluVlurr. W1.th GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NOMDI""

PePlh to "ater '5-30 5 7 35,

et lI:ech.arqe !>-2 4 1 4

~qulter Medta Sand aM. Gr...vcl 3 8 24

~O'l Media S,lly LoaJr 2 4 8

Topography !>-2 1 10 10

Tnpact V~d05Q tone SloG W/51!? Sllt , Clay 5 ~ 3'

kydr aU lie Conduc t 1. V 1. t Y 70o-'wuO 3 ~ 16

DrasUc 1rdex~

tTTIMG ~,Ca Rl\."er AlluVl\ltf' vnu. PES'l'lCIl>E

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RA'l'lNG llUIIBE

epth to Water Table '5-30 5 ,
3~

et Rec:har9'E' !>-2 4 1 4

gU1fer Med1a Sand and Grave! 3 b 24

011 Media S11ty Loam S 4 20

opoqraptly !>-2 1 10 10

tnpect vadose lOne SloG W/~).q S11t , l'lay 4 6 24

~YdrauI1C Conductivity 70!>-100() 2 6 12

•••t1CJ.de
llr..Uc Index~

IIGII PLAINS

(SGb) River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

fhil letting is identical to (SGa) RiveT Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except that no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This normally
would result in aignificantly higher recharge escept that
precipitation is If.ited in the area. Where irriaation is a
factor, recharge will occur more easily in these deposits
because of the landy loils which occur at the BUrface.
Water levels are moderate to Ihallow where Itreamflow exists
beceule tbe bydraulic connection with the surface Itr... is
ulually excellent. Alternating recharge/discbarge
relatioeabips viII vary with the atream stage.

F.:TTIMG ~. Ct:. Rlve;: J\lhlVlum W.lthout GENERAL

nATURE RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUHnr ....

epth to Water !>-,~ 5 9 4~

~H Recharge - ~2 4 , 4

quiter Ned,. Sand and Gr"""I 3 6 ,.
ell MediB Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy !>-, 1 Ie 10

I
mpact Vadose Zone s,G Itl/~lq Sl.lt .. C~y ~ t 30 I

~Ydraullc Conductlvlty 7~100:' 3 6 16

Drast.).C Index l-!!LI

ETTING 5 Gb RIver AlluVlurr, Wlttlout PESTICIDE
Overbat,)' DenOSlts

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHIlEI

P.Pth to Water r,_,~ 5 9 45

"et Recharg. 0-2 4 , 4

~u1fer Meodu ~<l...d ~ld Gra,-,·l 3 p, 24

011 Media Sandy LOa.-, 5 6 3(

opoqraphy !>-2 I , '0 10

mpact V,dose Zone ::..,G W/slq t>llt .. ClOy! 4 " 24

)'drilu11c Conductivlty 70U·1000 2 < 12

Pest lClde
Drastic l1dIIlX~
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HIGH PLAINS

(5H) AlteruatLoa Sandstone, Limestone and Shale Sequences

This hydroaeoloaic eetting is characterized by low
topographic relief and loamy aoils which overlie thick
deposits of ~oorly sorted, semi- consolidated clay, silt,
sand and gravel. These unconsolidated deposits are
underlain by horizontal or slightly dipping alternating
layera of fractured consolidated sedimentary rocks.
Precipitation averages less than 20 inches per year and
recharge is very low throughout most of this water-deficient
area. In areas where the unconsolidated depoaits are not
saturated, ground water is obtained priurlly from fractures
along bedding planes or intersecting vertical fractures.
Where the unconsolidated deposits contain water, they are
typically in direct hydraulic connection with the uaderlyina
bedrock.

. -----

[TTINe 5 Ii Al ternatinq Sandstone, CENEIlALL1rnfOstone Shel S.oo.n~.~

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT IlATINe NUMBER

~epth to Water 1(){). S , s

Ioet Reehorge 0-2 4 , 4

&edde~ S5, LS
3qu1fer MedIa

SH SeeJ'\..H'f'ICCS • 18

011 MedIa IJ:»> 2 ~ 10

ol'09rephy 0-2 1 to 10

-.p.ct V.d05e Zone s"G wIble 5ll' .. ("lay 5 6 30

~)'dr.ullC conductJ.vlty 1-iOv 3 , 3

~..=- i-!..-.

ET'fING ~ H Alterr,atl"lO S~nd~t~ne; PE5TICIl>E

FE"TURE RANGE WEIGHT IlATINC N..mE'

Depth to .... ter 10(\'" S , S

et RecherrJe 0-2 4 1 4

q1J1fer P'led1. Sli seou~f>~
I 3 " 18i
,

011 Medlo LolIT S , 2S

opoqraphy !"-2 1 '0 '0

••ct Vadoa, Zone ~.c W/Slq ~il t " Clay 4 6 24

yduolle Condoetlvitl 1-10{) 2 1 2

Pesticide
~MUe_~
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6. NONGLACIATED CENTRAL GROUND-WATER REGION

6A Mountain Slopes
6B Alluvial Mountain Valleys
6C Mountain Flanks
6Da Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and

Shale - Thin Soil
6Db Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and

Shale - Deep Regolith
6E Solution Limestone
6Fa River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits
6Fb River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits
6G Braided River Deposits
6H Triassic Basins
61 Swamp/Marsh
6J Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault

Blocks
6K Unconsolidated and Semi-consolidated

Aquifers
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6. NONGLACIATED CENTRAL REGION

(Thin regolith over fractured sedimentary rocks)

The nonglaciated Central region is an area of about 1,737,000 km2
extending from the Appalachian Mountains on the east to the Rocky Mountains on
the west. The part of the region in eastern Colorado and northeastern New
Mexico is separated from the remainder of the region by the High Plains region.
The Nonglaciated Central region also includes the Triassic Basins in Virginia
and North Carolina and the "driftless" area in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and
Illinois where glacial deposits, if present, are thin and of no hydrologic
importance. The region is a topographically complex area that ranges from the
Valley and Ridge section of the Appalachian Mountains on the east westward
across the Great Plains to the foot of the Rocky Mountains. It includes, among
other hilly and mountainous areas, the Ozark Plateaus in Missouri and Arkansas.
Altitudes range from 150 m above sea level in central Tennessee and Kentucky to
1,500 m along the western boundary of the region.

The region is also geologically complex. Most of it is underlain by
consolidated sedimentary rocks that range in age from Paleozoic to Tertiary and
consist largely of sandstone, shale, carbonate rocks (limestone and dolomite),
and conglomerate. A small area in Texas and western Oklahoma ib underlain by
gypsum. Throughout most of the region the rock layers are horizontal or gently
dipping. Principal exceptions are the Valley and Ridge section of the Wichita
and Arbuckle Mountains in Oklahoma, and the Ouachita Mountains in Oklahoma and
Arkansas, in all of which the rocks have been folded and extensively faulted.
Around the Black Hills and along the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains the
rock layers have been bent up sharply toward the mountains and truncated by
erosion. The Triassic Basins in Virginia and North Carolina are underlain by
moderate to gently dipping beds of shale and sandstone that have been
extensively faulted and invaded by narrow bodies of igneous rock. These basins
were formed in Triassic time when major faults in the crystalline rocks of the
Piedmont resulted in the formation of structural depressions up to several
thousand meters deep and more than 25 km wide and 140 km long.

The land surface in most of the region is underlain by regolith formed by
chemical and mechanical breakdown of the bedrock. In the western part of the
Great Plains the residual soils are overlain by or intermixed with eolian
(wind-laid) deposits. The thickness and composition of the regolith depend on
the composition and structure of the parent rock and on the climate, land
cover, and topography. In areas underlain by relatively pure limestone, the
regolith consists mostly of clay and is generally only a few meters thick.
Where the limestones contain chert and in areas underlain by shale and
sandstone, the regolith is thicker, up to 30 m or more in some areas. The
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chert and sand form moderately permeable soils, whereas the soils developed on
shale are finer grained and less permeable.

The principal water-bearing openings in the bedrock are fractures along
which the rocks have been broken by stresses imposed on the Earth's crust at
different times since the rocks were consolidated. The fractures generally
occur in three sets. The first set, and the one that is probably of greatest
importance from the standpoint of ground water and well yields, consists of
fractures developed along the contact between different rock layers, in other
words, along bedding planes. Where the sedimentary layers making up the
bedrock are essentially horizontal, the bedding-plane fractures are more or
less parallel to the land surface. The two remaining sets of fractures are
essentially vertical and thus cross the bedding planes at a steep angle. The
primary difference between the sets of vertical fractures is in the orientation
of the fractures in each set. For example, in parts of the region one set of
vertical fractures is oriented in a northwest-southeast direction and the other
set in a northeast-southwest direction. The vertical fractures facilitate
movement of water across the rock layers and thus serve as the principal
hydraulic connection between the bedding-plane fractures.

In the parts of the region in which the bedrock has been folded or bent,
the occurrence and orientation of fractures are more complex. In these areas
the dip of the rock layers and the associated bedding-plane fractures range
from horizontal to vertical. Fractures parallel to the land surface, where
present, are probably less numerous and of more limited extent than in areas of
flat7lying rocks.

The openings developed along most fractures are less than a millimeter
wide. The principal exception occurs in limestones and dolomites, which are
more soluble in water than most other rocks. Water moving through these rocks
gradually enlarges the fractures to form, in time, extensive cavernous openings
or cave systems. }mny large springs emerge from these op~nings; one in this
region is Big Spring, in Missouri, which has an average discharge of 36.8
m3sec-1•

Recharge of the ground-water system in this region occurs primarily in the
outcrop areas of the bedrock aquifers in the uplands between streams.
Precipitation in the region ranges from about 400 mm per year in the western
part to more than 1,200 mm in the eastern part. This wide difference in
precipitation is reflected in recharge rates, which range from about 5 mm per
year in west Texas and New Mexico to as much as 500 mm per year in Pennsylvania
and eastern Tennessee. Discharge from the ground~water system is by springs
and seepage into streams and by evaporation and transpiration in areas where
the water table is within a few meters of land surface.

The yield of wells depends on (1) the number and size of fractures that
are penetrated and the extent to which they have been enlarged by solution, (2)
the rate of recharge, and (3) the storage capacity of the bedrock and regolith.
Yields of wells in most of the region are small, in the range of 0.01 to 1
m3min-1 (about 2.5 to about 250 gallons per minute), making the Nonglaci-
ated Central region one of the least favorable ground-water regions in the
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country. Even in parts of the areas underlain by cavernous limestone, yields
are moderately low because of both the absence of a thick regolith and the
large water-transmitting capacity of the cave~nous openings which quickly
discharge the water that reaches them during periods of recharge.

The exceptions to the small well yields are the cavernous limestones of
the Edwards Plateau, the Ozark Plateaus, and the Ridge and Valley section. The
Edwards Plateau in Texas is bounded on the south by the Balcones Fault Zone, in
which limestone and dolomite up to 150 m in thickness has been extensively
faulted. The faulting has facilitated the development of solution openings
which makes this zone one of the most productive aquifers in the country.
Wells of the City of San Antonio are located in this zone; individually, they
have yields of more than 60 m3min-1.

Another feature that makes much of this region unfavorable for
ground-water development is the occurrence of salty water at relatively shallow
depths. In most of the Nonglaciated Central region, except the Ozark Plateaus,
the Ouachita and Arbuckle Mountains, and the Ridge and Valley section, the
water in the bedrock contains more than 1,000 mg/l of dissolved solids at'
dep~hs less than 150 m. Most of the salty water is believed to be
connate--that is, it was trapped in the rocks when they emerged from the sea in
which they were deposited. Other possible sources include: (1) seawater that
entered the rocks during a later time when the land again was beneath the sea
and (2) salty water derived from solution of salt beds that underlie parts of
the region.

The presence of connate water at relatively shallow depths is doubtless
due to several factors, including, in the western part of the area, a .1emiarid
climate and, consequently, a small rate of recharge. Other factors prlbably
include an extremely slow rate of ground-water circulation at depths greater
than a few hundred meters.
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ItOII-GLAClATID C!I!TRAL IOII-GJ,AClATEO CEI!TRAL

(6A) Mountain Slopes (") Alluvisl Mountain Valleys

This hydro••olD8ic setting is characterized by relatively
steep slopes on the side of mountains or hills, s thin soil
cover and fractured bedrock. Ground water is obtaiaed
primarily from the fractures in the bedrock which asy .. of
sedimentary, metamorphic or igneous origin but which are
commonly alternating sedimentary layers, and also from
bedding plsnes between the sedimentary layers. The
fractures provide only localized sources of ground water and
well yields are typically limited. Although precipitation
asy be significant in some areas, due to the steep slopes,
thin soil cover and small storage capacity of the fractures,
runoff is significant and ground- water recharge is low.
Water levels are extremely variable but are commonly
moderately deep. Perched ground-water zones are common.
These sedimentary rocks may range in attitude from nearly

horizontal, as in parts of the western Appalachian Plateau,
to steeply dipping, as aeen in the Valley and Ridge
province, the Wichita, Arbuckle and Ouachita Mountains, the
Black Hills, and on the eastern slopes of the Rockies.

[TTING " II AllUVial Mountain Valleys GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IW£IGHT RATING NUIISER

pepth to Water
,

15-30 5 ; 35

I'et Recharge 4-; 4 6 24

~qu1fer Medu Sand and Gravel 3 e 24

~Oll IIeoa Sandy Loarr, 2 6 12

apography 2-6' 1 9 9

S • C; wi Slq. 511 t
mpact Vadose Zone and Clay 5 6 30

~ydr.u11c Conductlv1ty 700-1000 3 6 '8

~..ti.c I-.c ..21.L-
ETTING E B AllUVIal MOoJntBlr Valleya; PES':I::'IDE:

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATIM; NU~JlER

epth to Water , 5-3C 5 ; 35 I
et Recharge

,
4-; 4 6 24

qulfer Media Sane and Gravel 3 8 24

011 MediA Sandy Loar:-. 5 6 30

: apography 2-61 3 9 2;

5 • G wi 51c. Sllt
6 24, mpact Vadose Zone and Clay 4

yc1rau11c ConductiVity ;00-' 000 2 6 1"

Pest lC IdE
DrutlC 1rdBx~

~his -,.ros.ologic setting is characterized by thin bouldery
alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of sedimentary,
metamorphic or igneous origin but which is commonly
comprised of alternating sedimentary layers. The alluvium,
which is derived from the surrounding slopes serves.as a
localized source of water. Water is obtained from sand and
gravel layers which are interspersed between finer-grained
deposits. Surficial deposits have typically weathered to a
sandy 10... water levels are relatively shallow but ..y be
utr_Iy variable. Ground water ..y also be obtained from
tbe fractura. 1n the underlying bedrock which are typically
1n ilrect bY'raulic connection with the overlying alluvium.

25

18

'0 20

30

Dra&tlC lrdex 10J

PESTICIDE

WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

25

'8

10 50

24

PesU.c1de
Drastic 1ndIex 1)2

6 A Mc.;ntalr. Slope5>

FEATURE RANGE

pHI to Water 30-50

pth to Water 30-50

et Recharge 0-2

Bedded 55, LS,
qUlfotr MedIa SH Sequences

_pact Vadose ZOne Beddec LS, 55, SH

mpact V.dose Zone Bedde~ L5, 5S. SH

oil Media Thln Or Absent

Beddec ss, LS,
quUer Medla SI1 Sequences

et Recharqe 0-2

opograph)' 12-' 8'

011 Medl. ThJ.r. or Abser.t

ydrau11c ConductivIty '-100

0JX>9raphy 12-18\

[TTING

ydrau11c Conduct1Vlty '-100
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NON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(6C) Mountain Flanka

This hydrogeologic aetting ia characterized by .aderate
topographic relief and moderately-dipping, fractured,
consolidated, sedimentary rocks. Soil cover is usually
thicker than on the mountain slopes and typically has
weathered to a sandy loam. Although precipitation can be
significant, groupd-water recharge is only .aderate due to
the slope. Water levels are typically moderately deep
although they are extremely variable. The mountain flank.
serve as the recharge area for aquifers which are confined
in adjacent areas. Ground water is obtained from the
permeable sedimentary rocks or from fractures in the
sedimentary rocks. The sedimentary rocks asy be underlain
by fractured bedrock of igneous, metamorphic or sedimentary
origin which yield little water. Sedimentary beds asy be
either horizontal or dipping, as indicated for the higher
mountain .lopes (6A), and have a .imilar geographic
distribution.

ETTING 6 C Mountau, Flank.s GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE jwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

bepth to Water 30-50 5 5 • 25

f'let ReCharge 2-4 4 3 12,
Bedded SS, LS,qu1fer Media SH sequences 3 6 18

oil Media Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 6-12\ 1 5 5

rnpact. V.dose ZOne Bedded LS. 55, BH 5 • 30

~ydr.ulic: Con~UCtl\r'lty 1-100 3 1 3

Draue Index~

~ETTING E C McuT'",ta lr. Fla"'",£ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMilEa

pepH. to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

quifer Me ..:ha
Bedded SS, LS,

3 6 18SH Seq\..ences

Fio11 Kedla Sandy LOam 5 6 30

opoqraphy 6-12\ 3 5 15

mpac t Yado 5e lone Bedded LS, 55, SH 4 6 24

~ydr.uUc Conductiv1ty 1-100 2 1 2

Pesticide
DrasUcImox~

RON-GL4ClATED CENTRAL

(.Da) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - Thin Soil

Tbia ~rogeologic setting is characterized by low to
moderate topographic relief, relatively thin loamy soils
overlying horizontal or slightly dipping alternating layers
of fractured consolidated sedimentary rocks. Ground water
is obtained primarily from fractures along bedding planes or
intersecting vertical fractures. Precipitation varies
videly in the region, but recharge is moderate where
precipitation is adequate. Water levels are extremely
.ariable but on the average moderately shallow. Shale or
clayey layers often form aquitards, and where sufficient
relief i. present, perched ground water zones of local
domestic importance are often developed.

~ETTING 6 0. Altern:~1n~ ~a~~sto~~' GENERAl

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBHi

pepth to WAter 15-30 5 7 35

~.t Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

I'quUer Medla Bedded S5, LS,
SH Sequences 3 6 18

oil Medla Thin Or Absent 2 10 20

opoqraphy 2-n 1 9 9

IIlpaet. Vaclose Z.one Bedded LS. S5, SH 5 • 3C

ydraullc Conductlvlty 1-100 3 1 3

Drasue IncIex ...llL-

FETTING 6 De Al-tern:tl.nc Sandstone, PESTICIDE
-... SO'

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUNDEI

f>epth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

guifer Heola
Beddec ss, LS.

3SH Sequence£ 6 18

011 Media Thin Or Absent 5 10 50

opoqraphy 2-n 3 9 27

.pect Vedose lone .edded LB. SS. SH 4 6 24

ycSrau11c Conduet1Vlty 1-100 2 1 2

Pestlclde
DruueImox l.w..-
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MON-GLACUTED CENTRAL

(6Db) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale - neep
Regolith

This setting is identical to (6Da) Alternating Sandstone,
Limestone and Shs1e - Thin Soil except thst the surficial
deposits typically have been weathered to form clay loams
vhich grade into weathered bedrock. This weathered zone
helps retard the movement of pollutants through the aroued
to the vater table. These thick soil deposits are aeually
in direct, hydraulic connection with the underlyi.,
fractured aedimentary deposits.

~ETTING 6 Db Alt.:rn:~;~~ ~.~4.to~~, GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to ".ter 15-30 5 7 35

Net Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

Bed.ded S5 I LS,
18qu1fer Medla SH Sequences 3 6

011 MedIa Clay Loam 2 3 6

opoqraphy 2-n I 9 9

_pact Vadoae Zone Bedded LS, 5S, SH 5 6 30

ydraullc Conductivity '-100 3 1 3

Drut1C Index~

ETUNG 6 Ob
c
hl;:rr.~~~n;;; ~ag~sto~~ ' PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RUING NUMBEI

epth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

Net Rechuqe 4-7 4 6 24

Bedded 55, LS,
16quiter MedIa SH Sequences 3 6

011 MedIa Clay Loam 5 3 15

opoqraphy 2-n 3 9 27

mpact Vadose Zone Bedded LS, 55, 6H 4 6 24

~ydr.\lllc Conductlvlt 1-100 2 I 2

PeSt1clae
~utic IncIex~

IIOI'l~C1ATED CENTRAL

(6!) Solution Limestone

This hydroleo10gic setting is characterized by soderate, but
.ariable, topographic relief and deposits of limestone which
ha.e been partially dissolved slong bedding and fracture
planes to form a network of aolution cavities and caves.
Soil is usually thin or abaent, but where present is
ea.-only a clayey loam. Rechsrge is usually greater than 10
inches per year because the region receives significant
..ounts of rainfall which is easily recharged through the
aolution channels. Runoff return through solution channels
into aurface watercourses is sometimea very high. Water
levels are typically soderate1y deep. The limestone aerves
aa a aignificant aource of ground vater because of the high
hydraulic conductivity of the solution channe1a. Caves
ralated to this setting are Widespread, but their greatest
coacantration occurs in a band 200-400 miles vide extending
froe central His.ouri through vestern Virginia.

~E'l"l'ING 6 t Solution Limestone GENERAL

FEA'l'URE RANGE ~IGHT 1U\TING NUMIlER:

pepth to Wat.er 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 10- 4 9 36

"quifer MedJ.& Karst Limestone 3 '0 30

~Oll Medu Thln or Absent 2 10 20

opoqraphy 6-12\ , 5 5

mpact Vado&e Zone J(arst Llmestone 5 '0 50

~ydr.u.llc ConduetJ.vlty, 2000· 3 10 30

Drast1.C Index L-!.!L-

E'l"l'ING 6 r Solutl0r, Limestone PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMilER

Pepth to Wat.er 30-50 5 5 25

~et ~ech.rge 10- 4 9 36

~qu1fer Medla Karst Limestone 3 10 30

011 Hedia Thln Or Absent 5 10 50

opoqraphy 6-'2\ 3 5 15

_pact Vadose Zone ¥arst Limestone 4 10 40

ydrau11c Conductivity 2000+ 2 10 20

Pest lclde
Drest"" IncIex ..lU....-
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NON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(6Fa) River Alluvium with Ow.rbank Depoaita

This bydrogeologic setting is characteri.ed hy low
topography and depoaits of alluvium along parts of stream
valleys. Water is obtained from sand and gravel layers
which are interbedded with finer-grained alluvial deposits.
The floodplain is covered by varying thicknesses of
fine-grained silt and clay called overbank deposits. The
overbank thickness is usually thicker along major streams
(commonly as much as 40 feet), and thinner along minor
streams. Precipitation varies widely over the region, but
recharge is somewhat reduced because of the impermeable
nature of the overbank deposits and subsequent clayey 10..
aoils wbich typically cover the surface. There ia usually
aubatantial recharge, however, due to infiltration froe the
aaaociatad stream, water levels are typically aoderately
shallow. The alluvium is ca80nly in direct hydraulic
connection with the underlying sedimentsry rocks.

E'J'TING ~~ Fa Rlver Alluvium with Overbank GENERAL

rEATURE RANGE fREIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Wat.er 15-30 5 7 35

et Recharqe 7-10 4 a 32

quUer MedIa Sand and Gravel 3 a 24

011 "8<b. Clay Loam 2 3 ~

opoqraphy 0-2\ , 10 10

mpilct Vadose Zone S,lt/Clay 5 3 15

~Ydr.ullC Conductivity 1000-2000 3 a 24

DrastIC I..mex ..21L-

!>ErrING ! F~ R,ver AlluVl1.l:t. wlth Overbank PESTICIDE

rEATURE RANG!' WEIGHT RATING NlIIl8EI

Oepth to Water , 5-30 5 7 35

et Rechar"e 7-' 0 4 8 32

qu1fer Hedla Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 MecSia Clay Loam 5 3 15

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 '0 30

ap.ct Vadose Zone SUt/Cloy 4 3 '2

ydrau11c Conductivity 1000-2000 2 • 16

Pestle-lOeIruue _
...l!!-

.II-CLACIATED CIIlTIlAL

('''') aher Alluvium without Overbank Deposita

This setting is identical to (6Fa) River Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except that no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This results
in significantly higher recharge where precipitation is
adequate alld aall4y loam aolls occur at the surface. Water
le.els are tJP1cally closer to the surface hacause·tbe
fiDe-lraiBeeI _rlNault deposits are not pre..nt.

£TTING ~~~~~~e~~~~~:urn wltho~t
I, GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHllEI<

tlepth t.o Water 5-'5 5 9 45

et Itecharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

~qu1fer Meda Sand and Gravel 3 S 24

I;ou Med1a Sandy Loam 2 ~ '2

opoqrophy 0-2\ ,
10 10

.-paet Vadose lone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~Ydr.ulle ConductlvJ.ty '000-2000 3 8 24

Dr&stlC' 1nciex~

~£'TTlNG ' rb ~Jver A11u\(lUII". WJ.tho ... t
Ov-rba:-k Oeoosits PESTICIDE

rEATURE RANG!' WEIGHT RATING NUMBEI

pePth to Water 5-' 5 5 9 45

et Recharge 7-' C 4 8 32

~qu~fer Medla Sand. and Gravel 3 8 24

Oil Hed18 Sandy Loan 5 ~ 3C

opoqrophy 0-2' 3 '0 30

mpact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

"ydroul1c ConducUvHy 1000-2000 2 a 1~

)leat le lde
Druuc Index ..zll.....
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"ON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(60) Br.ided Riv.r Deposits

This hydroaeoloaic setting is characterized by depo.it. of
.lluvium Which occur within the flood plain of stre.ms and
rivers. The .tre.m is ch.r.cterized by a low gr.dient, vid.
channel .nd aeries of interconnected .hallow channels Which
form a br.ided pattern. W.ter levels .re typic.lly .h.llow.
This .ettina is found only in the western portion of this
around- w.ter region. The river .lluvium does not .erve ••
••ignific.nt source of ground water where it overlies acre
productive semi-consolid.ted deposits. However, recharge
from the river is subst.nti.l .nd the underlying deposits
.re in direct hydraulic connection with the overlying
• 11uVium; therefore the potential for pollution of the
aquifer i. high. Although precipitation comaonly .ver••••
le.s th.n 20 inches per ye.r, rech.rge is rel.tively hiah
due to the flat topography and sandy surfici.l "posit••

ETTING , G Brl!llded Jhver De.)()sits GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !'lEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

""uiter Media Sand end Gravel 3 8 24

oU Medu Sane. 2 , 18

opcl9raphy 0-2' 1 10 10

Iftp.ct Vadose Zone Sa:-.d and Gravel 5 8 40

ydr.ulic Conductlvlty 1000-2000 3 8 24

DruUc Index L--!.!.2-

!lETTING 6 G Br61ded R... ver Oepcs,lts PE5':'ICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING HUIlaEI

j;>epth to Water 0-5 5 ! 10 50

~et secharge 4-7 4 6 24

qu1fer MedIa Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

Oil MedIa Sand 5 , 45

opcl9raphy o-a 3 10 30

mp.ct V.dole Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

ydr.u11c Conduct1vlt) 1000-2000 2 • 16

Pest1C1de

Drutic - i.l.ll.-

lIOII-eLACaTED C&1IlTUL

Thi. _ydroaeologic a.tting is characterized by moderately
dipping, highly faulted beds of s.ndstone, .hale snd silty
liaestone. Conglomeritic deposits occur in same sress.
These basins tend to be bounded by high angle faults, with
the basins being elongate in the NE-SW directions. The
aediaentary beds asy be cut by narrow igneous intrusions
(dike., ate.), and are aometiaes indurated ~y the intrusive
activity. !be tria••ic formation. are often red in color
~e to hiah iron conc.ntr.tion., ~t .raen colors are .lso
888880n. The.e .apo.its asy aerve .s • localized aource of
..tar .Dd ..ter l.v.l. are variable •

JETTING 6 H Tr1'5s1c Ba5l-ns GENERAl.

FEATUSE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUM.BEf'

Pepth to Water 75- 100 5 2 10

et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

~ulfer MedIa Massive Sandst.one J ',6 18

011 Hedla Sandy LOaF'" 2 6 12

0PD9raphy 2-U , 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Bedcec L5. 55. 5_ 5 6 JC

~Ydraul ie Conductlvlty '-100 J 1 J

tres tlC Index~

!lETTING 6 it Tr1.aSS1C 8aS1.flS PtS7121:J!' I
FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NU1'.E:'

l:>epH, to Water 75-100 5 2 1C

l-et Recharge 4-7 4 ~ 24

~q\lif.r Medla P.asslve Sar,dstone J 6 H

1>011 Medu Sa:-,dy Loar- 5 6 3C

°P09raPhy 2-U 3 9 27

.pact Vadose lOne Bedded L5. 55. 5H 4 6 "
~Ydraulic Cond~ctlV1ty 1-100 2 1 2

Pest.1cld~

Drast1c Irde.x~
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NON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(61) Swaap/Manh

This hydrogeololic setting is characterized by low
topo~raphic relief and high water levels with high organic
content in the sandy clay deposits. The high water tables
are a result of either restricted vertical conductivity or
restricted drainage patterns. Recharge is hiahly variable
but i8 typically aoderate to high where preclpitatiae aDdlor
streaallow perait. These deposits may aerve .a aquifer. or
..y aerve a. recharge to the underlying aquifer.

£TTING 6 I SwamF/Marsr llENERAL

FE"TURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING N\lIIIlER

!>epth to Water 0_', 5 'L 50

et Recharqe 4-' 4 6 2'

~ulf.r Med1a
Bedded 5S, lS,

) 6 'e51i $r>I.J.lC"x:e5

011 Med1a L'ld'::' Ludrr, 2 3 6

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

..act Vado•• ZOne
s , G ....'/ .. lr:. 6Jlt

5 6 )0
II')' (1,]'

~Ydr.U:l1c ConductIvity 10('-300 ) 2 £

Drastic _ ,.,
"----

~ETTING f. I S.... ar-;F--/Ma:-st. PI:~'7'lCIDF

Fr"TURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NlMBEI

!>epth to Water o-s 5 'L SO

et aecharge 4-7 • 6 "
quJ.fer Media

Bedded S5. LS.
i Ie

SH 5equenc(>s 3

011 Media Clay Loar 5 1 15

opoqrephy 0-2 3 ,,, 30

apaet Vado•• lone s , G W/Slg. SlIt • ~ 2'aD' CIa'

YdreuUc COnductivity 100*-300 2 2 •
PeStlC~de
IlrMUC _ 16:--

IlOIl-GLAClATED CENTRAL

('J) Metaaorphic/lgneous Domes and Fault Blocks

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by metamorphic
and igneous rocks exposed at the surface. The rocks are
typically more highly fractured and faulted along the flanks
of the domes. The domes are flanked by gently dipping
deposits of sedimentary rocks which may also be faulted
adjacent to the dome. Soil is typically thin or ab~ent and
vater levels are extremely variable. Recharge rates are
typically low because of excessive surface runoff and low
permeabilities. Water yields are extremely variable
depend10a on the degree of folding and faulting but
typically are higher along the more fractured flank Eones.
Where few fractures exist, water yields are very low or
ann-uiatent.

~ETTING , J ~:~a~~I.})JU~<I~neous 1.>Omel:: CENERAL

FEATURE IWIGE WrIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to WAter 7S-'OC S 2 1C

Net Recharge 0-2 4 1 •,

qUlfer Hed18 f1etanorphlC/lg.-.eo.J5 3 3 9

oil Hedle 'I'hJ..r, or Ansent 2 10 2C

opocaraphy 6-'2 1 S S

apac t Vad05e tone HetaiTOrphlC/IgT.e::A.ls S • 20

"ydr.ullc Conductlvlty '-100 3 1 3

D:rastlC Index '"L---

~ETTING 6 J ~~~a;~~~~ l~; ~9:l~OUS Domes PE:S';'ICIDr

FtATURt RJ>.NGE WEIGHT R1>TING NUMDE'

cpU. to Water Tdhle t:;,-10C S 2 '0

let Recharge 0-2 4 1 ,
~qu1fer Med18 !"Et..aJ1'C)rpl":l=/Ig'leoJ£ ) 3 9

~Oll MedIa 'I'h1.T, or Ab:>er,t 5 '0 SC

opoqraphy 6-12 1 S S

_pact V.dole Zone ~tarrorphlc/Ig'l€:Q..ls 4 , 16

ydraul1c Conduct lVlty '-10C 2 1 2

Pestle icSe- 96Drasuc 1ndex
----'
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NO~-GLACLATED CENTRAL

(OK) Unconsolidated and Semi-Consolidated Aquifars

This hydroaeologic setting is characterized by moderataly
low topographic relief and interbedded deposits which
consist primarily of sand, silt and clay. Although soils
are typically loamy or sandy, recharge is limited because of
only soderate precipitation and high evapotranspiration.
Water levels ar~ extremely variable but are typically not
less than 50 feet. Hydraulic conductivitias ara also
extre.ely variable also depending on the -.Dunt of fine
materials which are interbedded with the sands.

ETTING 6 K Uncon&c~ldated l~t ~~r.Il- GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

epth t.o Water 75-100 S 2 '0

et Recharge 0-2 4 , 4

qulfer Medla Sa.")j aOO Gravel 3 8 24

011 Hecla Sa."'X!y Loa.-: 2 6 '2

opoqraphy 2-6\ , 9 9

_pact V.doae Zone S,G w/uc Sllt " Clay S 6 3C
"

ydraullc Conductlvlty 30o-7QC 3 4 '2

DrastlC Index~

ETTINC 0 • g~~~~~~~~~:~ e~=~~~ _:~r-'l- PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUIlBER

epth to ","'ater 'Table 75-10C. S 2 '0

et Recharge 0-2 4 , 4

qUlfer MedIa Sa:-,C Al'id Grave: 3 8 24

011 Meella Sandy Low, S 6 30

opography _-6' 1 9 9

..pac t Vadose Zone s,C ""/SlQ, Sllt , Clay! 4 6 24

~ydr.u11c Conductivity 300-700 : 2 4 8

Pest1clde
Dratle 1rdI:x~
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7. GLACIATED CENTRAL GROUND-WATER REGION
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7Aa
7Ab
7Ac
1AIl
7Ae
?Ba
?Bb
7Bc
7C
70
7Ea
7Eb
7F
1G
?Hi
7I

Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock
Glacial Till Over Outwash
Glacial Till Over Solution Limestone
Glacial Till Over Sandstone
Glacial Till Over Shale
Outwash
Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock
Outwash Over Solution Limestone
Moraine
Buried Valley
River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits
River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits
Glacial Lake Deposits
Thin Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock
Beaches, Beach Ridges and sand Dunes
Swamp/Marsh
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7. GLACIATED CENTRAL REGION

(Glacial deposits over fractured sedimentary rocks)

The Glaciated Central region occupies an area of 1,297,000 km2 extending
from the Triassic Basin in Connecticut and Massachusetts and the Catskill
Mountains in New York on the east to the northern part of the Great Plains in
Montana on the west. The part of the region in New York and Pennsylvania is
characterized by rolling hills and low, rounded mountains that reach altitudes
of 1,500 m. Westward across Ohio to the western boundary of the region along
the Missouri River, the region is flat to gently rolling. Among the more
prominent topographic features in this part of the region are low, relatively
continuous ridges (moraines) which were formed at the margins of ice sheets
that moved southward across the area one or more times during the Pleistocene.

The Glaciated Central region is underlain by relatively flat-lying
consolidated sedimentary rocks that range in age from Paleozoic to Tertiary.
They consist primarily of sandstone, shale, limestone, and dolomite. The
bedrock is overlain by glacial deposits which, in most of the area, consist
chiefly of till, an unsorted mixture of rock particles deposited directly by
the ice sheets. The till is interbedded with and overlain by sand and gravel
deposited by meltwater streams, by silt and clay deposited in glacial lakes,
and, in large parts of the North-Central States, by loess, a well-sorted silt
believed to have been deposited primarily by the wind.

On the Catskill Mountains and other uplands in the eastern part of the
region, the glacial deposits are typically only a few to several meters thick,
but localized deposits as much as 30 m thick are common on southerly slopes.
In much of the central and western parts of the region, the glacial deposits
exceed 100 m in thickness. The principal exception is the "driftless" area in
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois, where the ice, if it invaded the
area, was too thin to erode preexisting soils or to deposit a significant
thickness of till. Thus, the bedrock in this area is overlain by thin soils
derived primarily from weathering of the rock. This area, both geologically
and hydrologically, resembles the Nonglaciated Central region and is,
therefore, included as part of that region.

The glacial deposits are thickest in valleys in the bedrock surface;
thicknesses of 100 to 300 m occur in the valleys of the Finger Lakes in New
York. In most of the region westward from the Ohio to the Dakotas, the
thickness of the glacial deposits exceeds the relief on the preglacial surface,
with the result that the locations of valleys and stream channels in the
preglacial surface are no longer discernible from the land surface. The
glacial deposits in valleys include, in addition to till and lacustrine silts
and clays, substantial thicknesses of highly permeable sand and gravel.
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Ground water occurs both in the glacial deposits and in the bedrock.
Water occurs in the glacial deposits in pores between the rock particles and in
the bedrock primarily along fractures. The dominant water-bearing fractures in
the bedrock are along bedding planes. Water also occurs in the bedrock in
steeply dipping fractures that cut across the beds and, in some sandstones and
conglomerates, in primary pores that were not destroyed in the process of
cementation and consolidation.

Large parts of the region are underlain by limestones and dolomites in
which the fractures have been enlarged by solution. Caves are relatively
common in the limestones where the ice sheets were relatively thin, as near the
southern boundary of the region and in the "driftless" area. A few caves occur
in other parts of the region, notably in the Mohawk River valley in central New
York, where they were apparently protected from glacial erosion by the
configuration of the bedrock surface over which the ice moved. However, on the
whole, caves and other large solution openings, from which large springs emerge
and which yield large quantities of water to wells in parts of the Nonglaciated
Central region, are much less numerous and hydrologically much less important
in the Glaciated Central region.

The glacial deposits are recharged by precipitation on the interstream
areas and serve both as a source of water to shallow wells and as a reservoir
for recharge to the underlying bedrock. Precipitation ranges from about 400 mm
per year in the western part of the region to about 1,000 mm in the eastern
part. Recharge also depends on the permeability of the glacial deposits
exposed at the land surface and on the slope of the surface. On sloping
hillsides underlain by clay-rich till, the annual rate of recharge, even in the
humid eastern part of the region, probably does not exceed 50 mm. In contrast,
relatively flat areas underlain by sand and gravel may receive as much as 300
mm of ~echarge annually in the eastern part of the region. Recharge of the
ground-water system in the Glaciated Central region occurs primarily in the
fall, after plant growth has stopped and cool temperatures have reduced
evaporation, and again during the spring thaw before plant growth begins. Of
these recharge periods, the spring thaw is usually dominant except when fall
rains are unusually heavy. Minor amounts of recharge also may occur during
midwinter thaws and during unusually wet summers.

Ground water in small to moderate amounts can be obtained anyplace in the
region, -both from the glacial deposits and from the bedrock. Large to very
large amounts are obtained from the sand and gravel deposits and from some of
the limestones, dolomites, and sandstones in the North-Central States. The
shales are the least productive bedrock formations in the region.

As is the case in the Nonglaciated Central region, mineralized water
occurs at relatively shallow depth in the bedrock in large parts of this
region. Because the principal constituent in the mineralized water is sodium
chloride (common salt), the water is commonly referred to as saline or salty.
The thickness of the freshwater zone in the bedrock depends on the vertical
hydraulic conductivity of both the bedrock and the glacial deposits and on the
effectiveness of the hydraulic connection between them. Both the freshwater
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and the underlying saline water move toward the valleys of perennial streams to
discharge. As a result, the depth to saline water is less under valleys than
under uplands. both because of lower altitudes and because of the upward
movement of the saline water to discharge. In those parts of the region
underlain by saline water, the concentration of dissolved solids increases with
depth. At depths of 500 to 1,000 m in much of the region, the mineral centent
of the water approaches that of seawater (about 35,000 mg/L). At greater
depths, the mineral content may reach concentrations several times that of
seawater.

Because the Glaciated Central region resembles in certain aspects both the
Nonglaciated Central region (region 6) to the south and the Northwest and
Superior Uplands region (region 9) to the north, it may be useful to comment on
the principal differences among these three regions. First, and as is already
apparent, the bedrock in the Glaciated Central and the Nonglaciated Central
regions is similar in composition and structure. The difference in these two
regions is in the composition and other characteristics of the overlying
unconsolidated material. In the Nonglaciated Central region this material
consists of a relatively thin layer that is derived from weathering of the
underlying bedrock and that in any particular area is of relatively uniform
composition. In the Glaciated Central region, on the other hand, the
unconsolidated material consists of a layer. ranging in thickness from a few
meters to several hundred meters, of diverse composition deposited either
directly from glacial ice (till) or by meltwater streams (glaciofluvial
deposits). From a hydrologic standpoint, the unconsolidated material in the
Nonglaciated Central region is of minor importance both as a source of water
and as a reservoir for storage of water for the bedrock. In contrast, the
glacial deposits in the Glaciated Central region serve both as a source of
ground water and as an important storage reservoir for the bedrock.

The Glaciated Central region and the Northeast and Superior Uplands region
are similar in that the unconsolidated material in both consists of glacial
deposits. However, the bedrock in the two regions is different. The bedrock in
the Glaciated Central region, as we have already seen, consists of consolidated
sedimentary rocks that contain both steeply dipping fractures and fractures
along bedding planes. In the Northeast and Superior Uplands. on the other
hand. the bedrock is composed of intrusive igneous and metamorphic rocks
(nonbedded) in which .most water-bearing openings are steeply-dipping fractures.
As a result of the differences in fractures, the bedrock in the Glaciated
Central region is. in general. a more productive and more important source of
ground water than the bedrock in the Northeast and Superior Uplands region.

The largest fresh-water supply in North America, the Great Lakes, is
located in this region. Bordering the Great Lakes, there are abandoned beach
ridges, present-day beaches and sand dunes, all of which are very sensitive
environmental areas.
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Aa) Glacial Till Over Bedded Sedimentary Rocks

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low

topography and relatively flat-lying, fractured sedimentary

rocks consisting of aandstone, shale and limestone which are

eovered by varying thieknesses of glseial till. The till ia

prineipally unsorted deposits whieh may be interbedded with

loess or localized deposits of sand and gravel. AlthouCh

ground water oceurs in both the glacial deposits and in the

intersecting bedrock fractures, the bedrock is typieally the

prineipal aquifer. The glacial till servea as a source of

reeharge to the underlying bedrock. Although preeipitation

is abundsnt in most of the region, recharge is moderate

because of the glscial till and soils which are typically

elay loams. Depth to wster is extremely varisble depending

in part on the thickness of the glscial till, but sverages

around 30 feet.

ING 7 Aa Glacnl T111 Over .aaaeo GENERAL
, -k

FEATURE aANGE ~IGHT RATING NIJIlBER

bepth to Water 30-SU S S 2S

~et Rachorqe 4-7 4 6 24

quiter Media
Bedded 55, LS,

3 6 18SH Sequences

011 "ed1. Clay Loaro 2 3 6

opoqrophy 2-" 1 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone 51-lt/Clay S 3 1S

f,Ydrau11c ConduC'tiv1t)l 100·30C 3 2 6

DrastIC Index L..lll-

ETTING 7 Aa ClacHI ... '1'111 Over Bed-de:: PESTICIDE.. . nd.

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING _EI

Peptt. to Water 30-SC S S 2S

et llecharge 4-7 4 6 24

Beddec 55 r LS I

3 6 18
~qu;Lfer Kedl" SH Sequences

011 Media Clay La"IT S 3 H

Opoqrophl' 2-6' 3 9 27

.pact V.doioe Zone Sllt/Cla) 4 3 12

ydrau11c Conduct1vlty 100-300 2 2 4

Pestlclde
Lw....cros= Irdex
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CLAClATED CENTRAL

(7Ab) Glaeial Till Over Outwash

This hydrogeologic setting is eharacterized by low

topography snd outwssh materials which are covered by

varying thicknesses of glacisl till. The till is

prineipally unsorted deposits which aay be interbedded with

loeas or localized deposits of aand and gravel. Surfieial

'epoaits have usually weathered to a elay loam. Although

cround water occurs in both the glacial deposits and in the

"'erlying outwash, the outwash typieally serves as the

prineipal aquifer beeause the fine-grained deposits have

been removed by glscial meltwater. The outwash is in direct

hydraulic eonnection with the glacial till and glacial till

aerves as a souree of recharge for the underlying outwash.

This setting is similar to (7Aa) Glacial Till Over Bedded

8edimentary Rock and (7Ac) Glacial Till Over SOlution

Li..atone in that although precipition is abundant in BOst

of the region, recharge is moderate because of the

relatively low permeability of the overlying glacial till.

Depth to water is extre..ly variable depending in part on

the thickneas of the Ilaeial till, but averages around 30
feet.

~ET7:NG 7 Ab GlaClal T'l1 Over Outwash GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE f,lEIGHT RATING NUMBEI;

cpu. to Water 'S-30 S 7 3,

'ct Jtec:harqe 4-7 4 , 24

j!.qu1fer Med,. Sar.d and Gravel 3 8 24

~011 'IMuha Clay Loar. 2 3 6

Opoqrophy 2-6\ 1 9 9

Il'Ipact Vadose Zone 511 t/Cle)' S 3 1S

~ydraul1c Conl'Suct1vlty , 000-200e 3 E 24

lJr'astlC Irdex L.2r.-

ETTING '7 Ab Gla=lal TIll Over Outwasr. P£STICILE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMB~F

epth to Water , ~-j{ S 7 JS

~et l'echar-ge 4-7 4 6 24

quifer Medla S.".d an::! Gravel 3 8 24

5011 lied,. Clay Lour S 3 1S

opoqraphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

..pact Vadose z.one Sllt/Cloy 4 3 12

~ydr.ulic ConductlVlty '000-200e 2 8 16

Pesllclde
DrastlC Index I.....uJ-



GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Ac) Glacial Till OYer Solution Limestone

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and solution limestone which are covered by
varying thicknesses of glacial till. The till is
principally unsorted deposits which 88y be interbedded with
loess or localized deposits of sand and gravel. Surficial
'eposits have usually weathered to a clay loam. AltboM,h
,round water occurs in both the glacial deposits and in the
un'erlying limestone, the limestone, which typically
contains solution cavities, typically serves as the
principal aquifer. The limestone is in direct hydraulic
connection with the glacial till and the glacial till eerves
aa a source of recharge for the underlying limestone. This
setting is similar to (7Aa' Glacial Till Over Bedded
Sedi..ntary Rock and (7Ab) Glacial Till Over Outwash in that
although precipitation is abundant in most of the region,
recharge is .aderate because of the relatively low
permeability.of the overlying glacial till. Depth to water
is extremely variable depending in part on the thickness of
the glacial till, but is typically .oderately deep.

tT'UNG 7 Ac Glaelal T111 Over SOlutIon GENERAL. ..
FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBEfI. I

pep<h to Water 30-;0 5 5 25

et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

~ulf.r MedII J<.ust L1mestofiE 3 '0 3C

011 MedIa Clay Loa:'", 2 3 6

opoqraph)' 2-6' , 9 9

It.pact VaOose Zone Silt/Clay 5 3 '5

~Ydr.uliC' conduct1Vlty, 2000· 3 H 30

lll"u=IMex~

tT"rlNC 7 p,.c Caac.lel T111 Over Solullor PES'UCIDf.
FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMIlEI

eplt' to Water 3t'J-:C 5 5 25

et Rechartje 4-~ 4 6 2'

qu1fer Hedla Yarst Limesto~E' 3 , 0 3C

Ol} MedIa Clay Loar, 5 J '5

0PD9rophy 2-6\ 3 9 27

.pact Vadose Zone SlIt/Clay 4 3 '2

ydraullc Conductivity 2000'" 2 '0 20

Pesllclde

lm-!>rast", IMex
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..ClATED CltlTUL

('''' Glacial Till Over Sandstone

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topography and relatively flat-lying, fractured sandstones
which are covered by varying thicknesses of glacial till.
The till is principally unaorted deposits which may be
interbedded with loess or localized deposits of sand and
gravel. Although ground water occurs in both the glacial
deposits and in the intersecting bedrock fractures, the
bedrock is typically the principal aquifer. The glacial
till serves as a source of recharge to the underlying
bedrock. Although precipitation is abundant in most of the
region, recharge is .aderate because of the glacial tills
which typically weather to clay 1088. Depth to water is
extremely .ariable, 'epanding in part on the thickness of
the glscial till, ~t avera,ea around 40 feet.

ETTING 7 Ad Glacial T.ll OVEr Sandstone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUflIlH

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 S 25

et ltecharge 4-7 4 6 24

~~1f.r Nedla Hasslve Sandstone 3 6 1e

011 Mech. Clay Loan 2 3 6

opoqraphy 2-n , 9 9

_pact Vadose Zone SlIt/CIa) 5 3 15

;tydraullC Conductlvlty 300-700 3 4 , 1

Ill"U=IMex~

~ETTlNG 7 Ad Glaeul TIll Over Sands tone PESTICIDE.

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

PePth to Water 30-50 S ; 25

Ioet Recharge 4-7 4 6 <24

~qu1fer MedIa Massive Sandstone 3 6 '8

1s011 Nedu Clay Lea'" 5 3 '5

0PD9raphy 2-n 3 9 27

..act V.dose Zone SUt/Clay 4 3 '2

~ydr.u11C Conductiv,lty 300-700 2 4 8

Pest1c1deIll"utic _
~



GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Ae) Glacial Till Over Shale

This hydrogeologic setting is similar to (7Ad) Glacial Till
Over Sandstone except that varying thickness of till overlie
fractured, flat-lying shales. The till is principally
unaorted deposits with interbedded lenses of loess aad .and
and gravel. Ground water is derived from either locali.ed
aources in the overlying tillar from deeper, more pe~abl.
foraations. The shale is relatively impermeable and ~.
not serve as a source of ground water. Although
precipitation i. abundant, recharge is minimal from the till
to deeper foraations and occur. only by leakage of water
through the fr.ctures.

ETTING , Ae Gle.e 1&1 1111 Over Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUHllER

epth to Wat~r 3D-SO 5 5 25

et RecnarCje 4-7 4 6 24

f'4u1fer Media MasSlve Shale 3 2 6

011 Med1a Clay Loam 2 3 6

Opoqraphy 2-6l 1 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay S 3 15

ydraullc COnauetiVlty ,-100 3 , 3

Drubc Index l-..!L

I;ETTING 7 he Ghcul TIll Over Shale PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE jwf:IGHT RATING NUHllEI

pepth to Water 30-SC 5 5 2S

~et Rechat'ge 4-7 4 6 24

quiter Medla ~la.5S1Ve Shale 3 2 6

1;011 Med1a Clay Loalt", 5 3 15

O!'09uphy 2-6l 3 9 27

mpact Vadoae Zone S,lt/Clay 4 3 12

y4rau11c Conductivity 1-100 2 1 2

Pest1clde
Drutic Index~

aLACUTlD CEIITRAL

(7••) Outwash

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
low topography and varying thicknesses of outwash which
overlie sequences of fractured sedimentary rocks. The
outwash consists of water-washed deposits of ssnd and gravel
which serve as the principal aquifer in the area. The
outwash also serves as a source of recharge to the
underlying bedrock. Precipitation is abundant throughout
most of the area and recharge is moderate to high. Recharge
is SOmewhat restricted by the sandy loam soil which
typically develops in this setting. Water levels are
extremely variable. but relatively ahallow. Outwash
generally refers to water-washed or ice-contact deposita.
and can include a variety of morphogenic forma. Outwaah
plains are thick 8equences of sands and gravels that are
laid down in sheet-like deposits from sediment-laden waters
draining off, and from within a glacier. These deposits are
well-sorted and have relatively high permeabilities. Kames
and eskers are ice-contact deposits. A kame ia an isolated
hill or mound of 8tratified aediments deposited in an
opening within or between ice blocks. or between ice blocks
and valley walls. An eaker ia a .inuoua or meandering ridge
of well-sorted .ands aDd cravels that are remnants of
streams that existed beneath and within the glaciers. These
deposita may be in direct hydraulic connection with
underlying fractured bedrock.

£TTING 7 Ba Ol,ltwash GENERAL

FI:ATURE IWlG£ ;'EIGHT RATING NUHBER

epth to Wate.!:' 15-30 5 7 3~

j<et Rech.tge 7-10 4 8 32

~qu1fer MediA Sand and Cravel 3 8 24

1;011 Med1a Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Sand .n~ Gravel 5 8 40

ydrau11c ConQUct1vlty 1000-200e 3 8 24

Drastic Index~

~£TTING 7 .8a Outwash PESTICIDE

FEATURE IWlG!. WEIGHT RATING NUMllEI

\:>epth to Water , 5-30 S 7 3S

toet Recharge ''''0 4 8 32

jt,quUer Med,. Sanc3 and Gruvel 3 8 2'

1;011 tied,. Sandy LOar. 5 6 30

opoqraphy 2-6' 3 9 27

apact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

ydr.uUc Conduct,vlty 1000-2000 2 & 16

Pest~c1de

DrasUc Index~
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Bb) Outwash Over Bedded Sedimentary Rock

Thia hydrogeologic aetting ia characterized by sederate to
low topography and relatively flat-lying, fractured
aedimentary rocks conaisting of sandstones, .hales and
li.estone which are covered by varying thicknesses of
glacisl outwash. The outwash consists of a variety of
.ater-washed deposits of sand and gravel which .erve a' tbe
principal aquifer in tbe area. The outwash also aervea aa a
aource of recharge to the underlyins bedrock. Precipitation
ia abundant throughout 80at of the area and recharge i.
aoderate to high. Water level. are axtremely variable, but
typically ahallow.

!sETTING
BtJ OutwaS ,over Bedded GENERAL

Sedimer:.tarv ~ock

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

peptt. to Water '5-30 5 7 35

~et Recharqe '0+ , 9 3~

~"1f.r Medlo
Bedded 5S I LS I

3 ~ 185H sequences

~oil ...d1o Sandy Loarr, 2 6 '2

opoquphy 2-H 1 9 ,
_pact Vadose Zone sand 8P"Jd Gravel 5 8 4C

~ydr.u11c Conductlvity 100-300 3 2 ~

Drast1.C I,n1e)( 15'
'"----

ETTING B 0>.: twas uver Bedded PES'Z'IClOE
Sedlrtler ta~ ' ~oc"-

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT AATING NUMBE~

ept.h t.o Wate: '5-30 ~ 7 35

et Itecharge 10' 4 9 36

Bedd(",1 S5, LS,
3 ~ 18qUlfer MedIA SP Sequences

~oll Media Sandy LOar. ~ 6 30

opoquphy 2-H 3 9 27

.pact V.~ose 20ne Sand and Gravel • 8 32

~ydr.ul1c Conductivity 100-300 2 2 4

Pesticide
182llruue Irdex '---

(7~) Outwa.h Over Solution Lime8tone

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topography and solution limestone which is covered by
varying thicknesses of glacial outwash. The outwash
consists of varying types of water-washed depoaits that
typically weather to aandy loam soils. Both the outwaah and
the solution li..atone aerve aa principal aquifers in the
area. The solution limestone is in direct hydraulic
connection with the glacial outwash and the outwash aerves
as a source of recharge for tbe underlying limestone. Water
levela are extremely .ariable and in part dependent on the
thickness of the oYerlying outwa.h.

IsETTING 7 Be Out .....ash Over solutJ.on GENERk~

FEATURE RANGE !WEIGHT RATING NUMBI:f.

pepth to Water 15-30 -S , 35

et Recharge 10+ • 9 3~

quifer Medlit .... aTst LHI'lES ~on€ ) 10 )0

01.1 Media Sandy LoatT' 2 ~ 12

opoqnphy 2-~' 1 9 ,
..pact VadOse 'Zone Sa"ld and Gravel S 8 40

J!ydr6ul1c Conduct1vlty , 000-2000 3 8 2.

DrastlC Index~

~ETTING 7 Be Ou;.wash Over Solut1.0rJ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE wtIGHT RATING NUMBE

pepth to Water 15-30 ~ 7 3S

~et Recharge 10+ 4 9 36

qU1fer Nedla Kttrst L1.mestone 3 10 30

011 Med14 Sandy Loan. S 6 30

opoqraphy 2-~' 3 9 27

..pact Vadose Zone sand and Gravel • 8 32

~y4raul1c Conduct1vl ty 1000-2000 2 8 16

PestJ.c).de
Dnsue Irdex~
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7C) Moraine

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate te
.aderately steep topography and varying thicknesses of aixed
glacial deposits which overlie sequences of relatively
flat-lying fractured sedimentary rocks. This setting is
similar to (7Ba) Outwash in that the ••nd .nd gravel within
the morainal deposits may be well-sorted and serve as the
principal aquifer in the area. These deposits also .erYe as
a source of recharge for the underlying bedrock. Morai••s
also contain sediments that are typically unsorted and
unstratified; these deposits contain more fines than outwash
deposits, are less permeable and characteristic of glacial
till. Moraines are typically mounds or ridges of till ~ich

were deposited along the margin of a stagnant or retr.ating
glacier. Surficial deposits often weather to sandy loam.
Precipitation is abundant throughout the region and
ground-water recharge is noderate. Wster levels are
extremely variable, based in part on the thickness of the
glacial till, but are typically fairly .hallow.

ETTING 7 C Horalne Gt:NERAL

FEATU~E RAhGE W£IGIIT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et fl:echarge 7-10 4 8 32

qu1fer Pted18 Sand and GraVEl 3 8 24

Oil Medl. Sandy LOarr 2 6 '2

opoqraphy s-,a , 5 5

mpact V.dose 20ne SJlt/Clay 5 3 15

ydraulic Con4uctlv1ty 300-700 3 4 '2

llruU.c: _ 135
I.---

I;ETTIIIG , C ~OrG~:"e P.ESTICIU£

FEATURE RANGE WE I GilT RATING NUMBE

peFth to Water , ~-30 5 7 35

et Recharge 7-1(, 4 6 32

qUJ.fer Medla Sand and G:-a\'el 3 8 24

011 Hecha Ssr,dy Loa:- 5 S 30

opoq:raphy s-,a 3 5 '5

.peet Vadose ZOne Sllt/Cloy 4 3 12

ydraullc Conductlvlty, 300-700 2 4 S

PestJcide
Drastic lndex '56

'---

GLACUftD CENTRAL

!hi. hydrogeologic setting is characterized by thick
"poaits of sand and gravel that have been deposited in a
fo~er topographic low (uaually a pre-glacial river valley)
~ Ilacial meltwatera. These depoaits are capable of
yi.lding large quantities of ground water. The deposits ..y
'~ ..y not underlie a present-day river and mayor may Dot
~ In direct hydraulic connection with a stream. Glacial

,till or recent alluvium often overlies the buried valley.
Veually the deposits are several times more permeable than
the aurroundlng bedrock, with finer-grained alluvium
c...ring the underlying sand and gravel. Soils are
typically a aandy loam. Recharge to the aand and gravel is
....rate and water levels are commonly relatively shallow,
.lthough they may be quite variable.

~ETTING 7 D Buried Valley CENE~AL

rEATURE RANGE WEICHT RATING NUMBEIl

~Pth to w.~.1" 30-50 S 5 25

~et Ile.c:huqe 7-'0 4 e 32

~uU.r Media Sane! and Cravel 3 8 24

.011 _10 Sandy LOam 2 6 , 2

~P"9raphy 2-" 1 9 9

.p.ct VAdose Zone
S • G "'/519. Silt
and CloD)' S S 30

y4raullc Conc5uctivltl , 000-2000 3 8 24

Dr_tic lrdex~

!lETTING 7 0 Burled Velley PESTICIDE

FEATURE IlANGE lfElGIIT RATING NUMBEI

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

et ••C'harge 7-'0 4 8 32

~ulf.r Me<! ta Sand and Gravel 3 e 2.

11011 Med10 Sandy LOal', S 6 30

opoqrephy 2-6' 3 9 27

-.pact V.do•• Zone
s • C visit;. Sllt
and Clay 4 S 24

ydraul1c Conductivity , 000-2000 2 B 16

Pe6tic1de
lll'uU" Index~
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Ea) River Alluvi•• With Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of
flood-deposited alluvium along portions of the river valley.
The alluvium is underlain by fractured bedrock of
Bedimentary, metamorphic or igneous origin. Water is
obtained from sand and grBvel layers which are interbedded
with finer-grained alluvial deposits. The floodplain ia
covered by varying thicknesses of fine-grained silt and clay
called overbank deposits. The overbank thickness is usually
greater along .. jor streams (as much as 40 feet) and thlaaer
along minor streams. Precipitation in the region variea,
but recharge is somewhat reduced because of the silty and
clayey overbank soils which typically cover the aurface.
Water levels are moderately shallow. Ground water may .. in
direct hydraulic contact with the surface stream. The
alluvium may serve as a Bleniflcant aource of water and may
also be in direct hydrauliC with the underlying sedimentary
rocks.

[TTING ~, ta ~~:er Alluvium WIth OverbarUt GENElIAL

FEATURE MIlGE fl'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water '5-30 5 7 35

ltIat Rech.rge '-7 • • 2.

~u1fer MedIa Sand and Gravel 3 8 2.

011 Medlo SIlty L08.m 2 • ,
opoqraphy 0-2\ ,

'0 '0

",pac t V.dose Zone Sllt/C'lllY 5 3 15

ydrau11c Conductivity 700-'000 3 • 18

..&Sue lnSex~

['!'TINe ~ Ea ~~~c:r AlluV1UIt. WIth Overbank
PESTICIDE

FEATURE IlANGE WEIGHT I\ATING NUHBEI

~pth to Water '5-30 5 7 3~

Met Rech"rge '-7 • 6 2.

qUlfer MedIa Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

15011 Med10 511 t~· Loam 5 • 20

opoqraph}' 0-2\ 3 '0 30

apac:t vadose tone SlIt/Clay • J '2

ttydrauliC Conductivity 700-'000 2 • '2

PestIcide
llrostiC Index~

GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Ib) River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

rhi. setting is identical to (6Fa) River Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except that no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This results
in Blanificantly higher recharge where precipitation is
"'~uate and sandy soils occur at the surface. Water levels
are moderate to ahallow in depth. Hydraulic contact with
the Burface stream is usually excellent. with alternating
recharae/discharge relationships varying with stream Itage.
Theae deposits also serve as a good source of recharge to
the underlying fractured bedrock.

I>ETTING 6u:~h~.~~.~.~lluvlum NHhout GENERAL

F.£ATURE I\ANGE ~EICHT RATING HUMBEI".

pepth to Water 5-'5 5 9 45

~~t ••c:hetge 'D. • 9 36

~~1f.r tledie Send and Grevel 3 8 2.
011 Me,l1a Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ ,
'0 '0

-.pact Vadose ZOne Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.u11c ConductiVity 700-'000 3 6 18

llrut1c Index~

£T1'ING 7. ,£1- ~lve~.~;.;~~lurr, Without PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHBEI

~Pth to Water 5-'5 5 9 .5

~et Recharge 'D' • 9 3t

qUlfer HedlA Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~01l Med» Sand 5 9 45

OJlO9raphy 0-2' 3 '0 3e,

apaet Vadose ~one Sand ana Gravel • S 32

~ydraul1C ConducUvHy 700-'000 2 • '2

PestiCIde
llrut.1c Index ...llL
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7F) Glacial Lake Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by flat
topographY and varying thicknesses of fine-grained sediments
that overlie sequences of fractured sedimentary rocks. The
deposits are composed of fine-grained silts and clays
interlayered with fine sand that settled out in glacial
lakes and exhibit alternating layers relating to Beasonal
fluctuations. As a consequence of the thin, alternating
layers there is a substsntial difference between the
vertical and horizontal permeability with the horizontal
commonly two or more orders of magnitude greater than the
vertical. Due to their fine-grained nature, these depoaita
typically weather to organic-rich ssndy loama with a ranle
in permeabilities reflecting variations in Band content.
Underlying glacial deposits or bedrock BerVe as the major
source of ground water in the region. Although
precipitation is abundant, recharge is controlled by the
permeability of the Burface clays; however, in all instances
recharge is moderately high because of the impact of the low
topography. Water levels are variable, depending on the
thickness of the lake Bediaents and the underlying
materials.

~tTTING '7 F Glac4.e.l Lake Deposits CENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMilER

Peptr. to Water '5-3C 5 7 35

et Ilecherqe 4-7 4 6 24

~u1fer Media
Beaded ss. LS,

3 6 18SH Sequences

1s011 Media Sandy Loatt, 2 6 12

lropoqraPhy 0-2\ , 10 '0

5 • GWI &lg. 511 t
5 6 36.pact Vadose ~one end Cla)-'

~YdraullC Conduct,1vlt)i '00-300 3 2 6

Dra&t.1C 1nlSex l-ill-

tTUNG 7 F GlaciAl Lake DepoSIts PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMilE

peptt. to Water , 5-30 5 7 35

t'et Recharge 4-' 4 6 24

quifer H~la
Bedded SS, LS.

3 6 185N Sequences

011 Media Sand)' Loam 5 6 JO

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

5 • G wi 819. 511 t
4 6 24rnpact Vadose Zone and CIa)'

ydrau11e Conduct1vltY , 00-300 2 2 4

Pest1Clde
DrasUc lmel< ...l!.L-

CLAClAftD CENTRAL

(7G) Thin Till Over ledded Sedimentary Rock

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
low topography and deposits of thin, patchy glacial till
overlying alternating layers of fractured consolidated
Bediaentary rocks. The till, where present, is primarily
unsorted deposits of clay, sand and gravel. Although ground
water occurs in both the till and in the intersecting
fractures of the bedrock, the bedrock is the principal
aquifer. The glacial till serves as a source of recharae to
the underlying bedrock. Although precipitation is abundant
in mOst of the region, recharge 1a .aderate because of the
glacial tills and clayey loila. Water levels are extremely
variable, but usually .aderate.

ETTING 7 G Th.1n Till Over aedded GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EJGJlT RATING NUMilER

pepth to Water '5-30 ~. 7 35

,..t Itecharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

~u1f.r Hed,Ht Beddeo SS f LS, 3 6 18SH Sequences

oil Media CIa)' Loam 2 3 6

opoqraphy 2-" , 9 9
-

apact Vadose ZOne Silt/Clay 5 3 15

ydraul1.c Conductivity '00-300 3 2 6

Drasu.e Irdex ..lll-

tTTING 7 G Thln Till Over al'dded PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE jwEICllT RATING NUMilE

~pth to Water '5-30 5 7 35

loet ".charge 7-'0 4 8 32

J',qulfe:r Med1.8 ~~dg:~u;~ce;S , 3 6 18

011 Media Clay Loam ~ 3 '5

opoqrephy 2-" 3 9 27-
~t VAdos. lone hIt/Clay 4 3 '2

ydraul1c Conduct1v1ty 100-300 2 2 4

Pest.1cJ.de
D...tlC Irdex -.liL-
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GLACIATED CENTI.AL

(78) leaches, leach Ridges and Sand Dunes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low relief,
sandy aurface soil thst is predominsnt1y silica sand,
extremely high infiltration rstes and low sorptive capacity
in the thin vadose zone. The water table is very shallow
beneath the beaches bordering the Great Lakes. These
beaches are commonly ground-water discharle areas. The
vater table is slilht1y ",,.r .....th the rolling dune
topography and the ..stilia1 inlaad "'ch ridges. All of
these areas serve as recharle sources for the underlying
sedimentary bedrock aquifers, and they often serve as local
sources of water supply.

IIIET'1'ING 7 Il~I~~~h~~~ Beach R10ges "no GEHEAAL

FEATOIl£ RANGE ~EIONT RATING NUMBER

PePth to W.ter O-S S '0 so

~et hchllfge ,0· • 9 36

joqoUer IIed1a Sand .nd Gravel 3 8 24

loon 1led1" Sand 2 9 '8

opoqraphy 0-2\ , 10 '0

~t V.close lone Sand and Cravel S 6 40

Mydrauh.c Conc1uctlv1ty '000-2000 3 6 24

Drast.iC 1..n6ex L-.?Q.L

ETTING 7 H ~!!Sh~~,_~..ch Ridges arid PES'l'lCIDr:

FEATORE MIIOE WEIGHT RATING NOMIIE

Pepth to Water O-S S '0 SO

et ••charqe '0- • 9 36

~u1fer Media. Sa ....Ci an~ Gravel 3 8 24

ollMdh Sand S 9 4S

ol109raphy 0-2' 3 10 30

-.pact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel • 8 24

y4raullc Conduct1vit)l 1000-2000 2 8 16

Pesticide
DrastlC Index L-llL
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GLACIATED CENTIlAL

(71) ....p/Karsh

this hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by low
topoaraphic relief, high water levels and high organic silt
and clay deposits. These wetlands occur along the courses
of floodplains and in upland areas as a result of vertically
raatricted drainage. Common features of upland wetlands
laclude those characteristics attributable to glacial
actiyity such as tilled-in glacial lakes, potholes and
cranberry bogs. Recharge is aoderete in most ot the region
4ue to restriction by clayey soils and 11aited by
precipitation. the avsap deposits very rarely serve as
8lanlticent aquifers but frequently recharge the underlying
nnd and gravel or bedrock equifers.

~E'l'TlNG ; 1 S",amp/Marsl'l GENERAL

f'EllTUII£ IWlGE IllEIGJM' RATING NOf'lllER

p"pt~ to "'ater o-S 5 '0 5l

~et Ilechuge
.

4-7 • 6 24

~1fer _1a Sai~ and Gr ;)vC'l 3 8 24

!Jon lledl_ """ 2 2 4

~raPhY 0-2 , '0 '0

.pact va.so.e lone S .. G ",/Uq. ~llt.
5 6 3('and Cluy

ydrau11c CoMuet.1v1t 100-100(, 3 6 18

.utic 1nllelc
160

'---

ETTING 7 J Swamp/Marsh ~r'~" r

n;ATUII£ IWlGE WEIGHT RATING NlIMBE

llepth to "ater 0-5 5 11, 5V

~t aecharge 4-7 • l 24

.....U.r _1_
sand and CTave 1 3 b 24

1011 1led18 I'lJck 5 , 1C

'-nphy 0-2 3 ,( 30

...ct V_doe. S " G w/si;. Silt • l 24lone and Clav

~YclnuUc ConclucUvLtl 700-1000 2 " '2 I

Pest1.c1de
~.utic 1nllelc



8. PIEDMONT BLUE RIDGE GROUND-WATER REGION

8A
8B
Be
8D
BE
8F
BG

Mountain Slopes
Alluvial Mountain Valleys
Mountain Flanks
Regolith
River Alluvium
Mountain Crests
Swamp/Marsh
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8. PIEDMONT BLUE RIDGE REGION

(Thick regolith over fractured crystalline and metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks)

The Piedmont and Blue Ridge region is an area of about 247,000 km2
extending from Alabama on the south to Pennsylvania on the north. The Piedmont
part of the region consists of low, rounded hills and long, rolling,
northeast-southwest trending ridges whose summits range from about a hundred
meters above sea level along its eastern boundary with the Coastal Plain to 500
to 600 m along its boundary with the Blue Ridge area to the west. The Blue
Ridge is mountainous and in~ludes the highest peaks east of the Mississippi.
The mountains, some of which rea'ch altitudes of more than 2,000 m, have
smooth-rounded outlines and are bordered by well-graded streams flowing in
relatively narrow valleys.

The Piedmont and Blue Ridge region is underlain by bedrock of Precambrian
and Paleozoic age consisting of igneous and metamorphosed igneous and
sedimentary rocks. These include granite, gneiss, schist, quartzite, slate,
marble, and phyllite. The land surface in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge is
underlain by clay-rich, unconsolidated material derived from in situ weathering
of the underlying bedrock. This material, which averages about 10 to 20 m in
thickness and may be as much as 100 m thick on some ridges, is referred to as
saprolite. In many valleys, especially those of larger streams, flood plains
are underlain by thin, moderately well-sorted alluvium deposited by the
streams. When the distinction between saprolite and alluvium is not important,
the term regolith is used to refer to the layer of unconsolidated deposits.

The regolith contains water in pore spaces between rock particles. The
bedrock, on the other hand, does not have any significant intergranular
porosity. It contains water, instead, in sheetlike openings formed along
fractures (that is, breaks in the otherwise "solid" rock). The hydraulic
conductivities of the regolith and the bedrock are similar and range from about
0.001 to 1 m day-I. The major difference in their water-bearing
characteristics is their porosities, that of regolith being about 20 to 30
percent and that of the bedrock about 0.01 to 2 percent. Small supplies of
water adequate for domestic needs can be obtained from the regolith through
large-diameter bored or dug wells. However, most wells, especially those where
moderate supplies of water are needed, are relatively small in diameter and are
cased through the regolith and finished with open holes in the bedrock.
Although, as noted, the hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock is similar to
that of the regolith, bedrock wells generally have much larger yields than
regolith wells because, being deeper, they have a much larger availble
drawdown •
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All ground-water systems function both as reservoirs that store water and
as pipelines (or conduits) that transmit water from recharge areas to discharge
areas. The yield of bedrock wells in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge region
depends on the number and size of fractures penetrated by the open hole and on
the replenishment of the fractures by seepage into them from the overlying
regolith. Thus, the ground-water system in this region can be viewed, from the
standpoint of ground-water development, as a terrane in which the reservoir and
pipeline functions are effectively separated. Because of its larger porosity,
the regolith functions as a reservoir which slowly feeds water downward into
the fractures in the bedrock. The fractures serve as an intricate
interconnected network of pipelines that transmit water either to springs or
streams or to wells.

Recharge of the ground-water system occurs on the areas above the flood
plains of streams, and natural discharge occurs as seepage springs that are
common near the bases of slopes and as seepage into streams. With respect to
recharge conditions, it is important to note that forested areas, which include
most of the Blue Ridge and much of the Piedmont, have thick and very permeable
soils overlain by a thick layer of forest litter. In these areas, even on
steep slopes, most of the precipitation seeps into the soil zone, and most of
this moves laterally through the soil in a thin, temporary, saturated zone to
surface depressions or streams to discharge. The remainder seeps into the
regolith below the soil zone, and much of this ultimately seeps into the
underlying bedrock.

Because the yield of bedrock wells depends on the number of fractures
penetrated by the well, the key element in selecting well sites is recognizing
the relation between the present surface topography and the location of
fractures in the bedrock. Host of the valleys, draws, and other surface
depressions indicate the presence of more intensely fractured zones in the
bedrock which are more susceptible to weathering and erosion than are the
intervening areas. Because fractures in the bedrock are the principal avenues
along which ground water moves, the best well sites appear to be in draws on
the sides of the valleys of perennial streams where the bordering ridges are
underlain by substantial Lhicknesses of regolith. Wells located at such sites
seem to be most effective in penetrating open water-bearing fractures and in
intercepting ground water draining from the regolith. Chances of success seem
to be somewhat less for wells on the flood plains of perennial streams,
possibly because the alluvium obscures the topographic expression of bedrock
fractures. The poorest sites for wells are on the tops of ridges and mountains
where the regolith cover is thin or absent and the bedrock is sparsely
fractured.

As a general rule, fractures near the bedrock surface are most numerous
and have the largest openings, so that the yield of most wells is not increased
by drilling to depths greater than about 100 m. Exceptions to this occur in
Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina and some other areas where
water-bearing, low-angle faults or fractured zones .are present at depths as
great as 200 to 300 m.
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The Piedmont and Blue Ridge region has long been known as an area
generally unfavorable for ground water development. This reputation seems to
have resulted both from the small reported yields of the numerous domestic
wells in use in the region that were, generally, sited as a matter of
convenience and from a failure to apply existing technology to the careful
selection bf well sites where moderate yields are needed. As water needs in
the region increase and as reservoir sites on streams become increasingly more
difficult to obtain, it will be necessary to make more intensive use of ground
water.
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PIEDKONT AND iLUE RIDGE

(SA) Mountain Slopes

This hydrogeologic 8etting is characterized by 8teep slopes
on the side of mountains, a thin soil cover and fractured
bedrock. Ground water is obtained primarily from the
fractures in the bedrock which may be of 8edimentary,
metamorphic or igneous origin, but which is commonly
metamorphic or igneous. The fractures provide localized
aources of ground water and well yields are typically
limited. Although precipitation is abundant, due to the
ateep slopes, thin soil cover snd small storage capacity of
the fractures, runoff is significant and groun'-.ater
recharge ia only moderate. Water levels are ..tre.ely
variable but are commonly deep.

~ETTING 8 Ii. Kouf1talr: Slope~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RA!fING NUMBER

epth to W.ter 7S-' 00 5 2 '0

et ftec:harge 2-4 4 3 '2

!'qulfer Med1a Hetamorphic/lgneou 3 3 9

011 MedIa Thlf. or Absent 2 10 20

opoqrophy 18- I , ,
ap.ct Vado.e Zone Metamorpl-lc/Igneou 5 4 2C

~ydr.u11c ConductivJ.ty 1-100 3 , 3

DruUc Index --.lL

ETTING Eo A Jil!O\..f.talTi Slope~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT ~TING NUIlIlEI

epth to Water 79-' OC 5 2 10

f;et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

"qu1fer MedJ.. Metamorph 1e: /lqneou 3 3 9

15011 NedlO Thlr, or Absent 5 10 50

opoqrophy '8- 3 I 3

.paC't Vado.e lOne Hetamorpl':lc I I qneou 4 4 16

~ydroul1c Conductlv1ty 1-100 2 I 2

Pestlc1de
/It"MUc_ ...!£L..

PllllllOllT "0 .LUI J.lDGE

(II) Alluvial Mouatain Valleys

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by thin,
bouldery alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of
aedimentary, metamorphic or igneous origin. The alluvium,
which includes both aas8-w&stage and ¥ster-sorted debris, i8
derived from the aurrounding alopes, and aerves as a
localized 80urce of ..ter. Water i8 obtained from sand and
gravei 14yers which are interspersed between finer-grained
deposits. Surficial deposits have typically weathered to a
1.... Water levels are usually relatively shallow but are
..tr_Iy ...riBble. Ground water is also obtained frOll the
fracture. in the UD'erlying bedrock, which are typically in
.irect ~1draulic coanection with the overlying alluvium.

ETTING I 8 Alluv1al Hountal.n Valleys GENERAL

rtA'l'URE RANGE "tIGHT RATING NUMBEF.

Ilepth to Wat.er 5-15 5 9 45

~et Rechuqe 7-10 • 8 32

jt.quHer MedlO Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 MediA Loam 2 5 '0

o_uPhy 2-6\ I 9 9

-.pac t VacSoae Z.one
S , G w/ 81g. S,lt
and Clay 5 6 H

~ydr.ul.iC' Cond",ct1V'1ty 300-700 3 4 12

DrUt.1C 1rdb:~

ETTING 6 :& A1Ju\'~al HOo,lf.talrl Valleys PESTICIOE

nATURI: RANGE WEIGHT ~TING NUMllEI

Pepth to W.ter 5-15 5 9 45

et l'echarge 7-'0 4 6 32

qUl.ter Hedla Sand and Cravel 3 8 24

011 Medh LOaJr, 5 5 25

o_rophy 2-6' 3 9 27

mpact Va40.e Zone
S • C wI &1.9. S1.1t
and Cloy 4 6 24

yduuHc ConducUv1ty 300-700 2 4 8

Pest lC ide
DralUc I.- 189-
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PlItDMOh"I AND BLUE RIDGE

(8C) Mountain Flank.

Thi. hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by moderate
topographic relief and moderately-dipping, fractured,
consolidated sedimentary rocks. Soil cover is usually
thicker than on the mountain slopes and typically has
weathered to a sandy loam or loam. Although precipitation
is abundant, ground-water rechar.e Is moderate due to the
soil cover and slope. Water la~el. are typically
moderately-deep although they are axtre.ely variable. The
mountain flanks ae~e as the recharge area for ..uifer.
which are typically confined in adjacent valley area••

In:TTIMG I C IIounu1n Flanks GE1IEMl.

nATuRE flANGE NtIlIII'I' UrINe NWWER

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

Net Rechar",e 2-4 4 3 , 2

~ulf.r K.41,
Bedded S5 l LS j

3 6 'ISH Sequences

011 tlecUa LOam 2 5 '0

IrOpoquphy 6-'2' 1 5 5

mpact Vadose Zone Be~ded LS, ss, 5H 5 6 30

ydrau11c CondIJct1v1ty , 00-300 3 2 6_ue_
~

JETTING 8 C Mountalr. Flanks PESTICIDE

FEATURE flANGE WEIGHT MTINe

__EI

~pth t.o W.t.er 30-50 5 5 25

~et Rechar",e 2-4 4 3 12

",qu1fer lied 10
Beddec S5, LS,

3 6 185H Sequences

iJOll IIedlo Loalf. 5 5 25

opoquphy 6-'2' 3 5 '5

.pact. Vado•• lone Bedded LS, S5, 5H 4 6 24

Hydraulic Conductivity '00-300 2 2 4

t::i~1f:- .El...

PlIlllONT AIlD ILl/E RIDGE

(8D) ...goli th

This bydroaeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
low slope. covered by regolith and underlain by fractured
bedrock of igneous, 8edimentary or metamorphic origin. The
regolith is typically clay-rich but may also serve as a
source of ground water for low-yield wells. The regolith
functions a. a reaervoir for around-water recharge to the
bedrock which is in 4irect bydraulic connection with the
...rlying regolith. The ~edrock typically yield. larger
.-ounta of ground water than the regolith when the well
intersects fractures 1n the bedrock.

ETTING 8 C Regolith GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBE"

~pth t.o Water 5-' 5 5 9 4,

Net Rec:harge 4-7 4 6 24

qu1fer Media Weathered Meta. /Ig 3 4 '2

011 Media Cl,y Loam 2 3 6

opoqraphy 6-12\ 1 5 5

.pact V.clo•• t.one 511 t/Clay 5 , 5

y4raullc Conductivlty 1-100 3 , 3

DrastlC 1nlSex.~

ETrING 8 r llegolHn PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBEI

Depth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

et ••charge 4-7 4 E 24

quifer Medla Weatherej Keta./Iq 3 4 , 2

011 Ked1. Clor LOam 5 3 15

opo",raphy 6-' 2' 3 5 15

.pact V.do•• lone 511t/Clo;' 4 , 4

~yd:r.ul1c Condu.ct1v1ty ,-,00 2 , 2

P.~t1c).de
Ilru= _

...ll1........J
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PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(8E) River Alluvium

This hydroaeolOlic setting is characterized by low
topography and deposits of varying thickness of alluvium
along parts of stream valleys. The alluvium is underlain by
fractured igneous, metamorphic or conaolidated sedi~ntsry

rocks. Water is obtained from sand and gravel whicb is
overlain snd interbedded with finer-grained alluvial
deposits. Surficial deposits usually weather to a sandy
losm. The sand and gravel within the alluvium serves as the
principal aquifer. but the alluvium also serves as the
source of ground-water recharge for tbe uoderlyina aquifer.
precipitstion is sbundant and recharge is .aderately biah ,
limited only by the loamy surficial depositl. Water levels
are extremely variable, but are typically .aderately
shallow.

~ETTING e E Rlver Alluv1urr. GENEIlAL

FEATURE RANGE /wEIGHT RATING HUJlBER

Pepth to Water 5-'5 5 , 55

~et lIecharqe 7-'0 5 8 32

"qu1fer "eda Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

oil Media Sandy Loam 2 6 '2

°PDqraphy 2-6\ , 9 ,
mpact Vadose tone

S • G wI 519. Sllt
and Clay S & 30

ydrau11c Conduct1v1.ty 100CJ-2000 3 8 24

Drutlc _ 176
L--

ETTING 6 [ Rlver All\..V1U~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RMGE WEIGIIT AATIHG NUJlBE

pepth to Water 5-'5 5 , 45

~et Recharqe 7-10 5 8 32

~qulfer Medla Sand and Gravel 3 • 24

oil Mecha Sandy Loal"' S & 30

opograph)' 2-" 3 , 27

II\pact VadOle tone
S'CW/&lg. SIlt
and Cla)' 4 6 24

yd'rau11<: Cond"ctivity '000-2000 2 • '6

PeSticide 198
Drut.lc~ '---

'llIllONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(If) HouDtain Crests

This hy4rogeologic letting is characterized by aoderate to
steep topography On the crests of mountains with thin soil
cover and exposed fractured bedrock. Ground water is
obtained primarily from the fractures 1n the bedrock which
asy be of aediaentary, aetamorphic or igneous origin but
Which is coamoDly ~taaorphic or igneous. The fractures
provide localized sources of ground water and well yielda
are typically 11a1ted. Although precipitation is abundant,
clue to the slopes, thin 80il cover 8nd 8111&11 storsae
capacity of tile fracturee, runoff is significant aDd
IrOUllll-wtar ~barge is low. Water levels are utrnely
••ria~le ~t c..-only deep.

ETTIHG • F Mov,nta1r. Crests GENEIlAL

nATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER!

Pepth to Water , 00+ 5 , 5

~et Reche.qe 0-2 5 , 4

~qu1fer Me418 Metarnorph1c/lqneou 3 J t

011 Mad.. ThIn Or Absent 2 '0 20

Iropovrap/ly 2-6\ ,
9 ,

.act. Yadoae ZOne Metamorpl'lc/19fleou 5 4 20

~Y4reul1e Con4uct1Vity ,-'OC 3 , J

Dra&uc~~

ETTING e F Mountain Crests PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHliE

tlepth to Water 100" 5 , S

~t llache.qe 0-2 5 , 4

"quite. _18 Metarnorphlc/I qneou 3 3 9

011 Ma4ia Thln Or Absent S '0 SO

opoqrephy 2-1' 3 , 27

-.pact Vado•• lone Metamorph1c/Igneou 5 4 16

~y4",uUc: Concluc:t1V1ly '-'00 2 , 2

Pe5t.lcJ.c!e
Drutic _
~
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PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, high water levels snd high orgsnic silt
and clay deposits. These wetlands occur along the courses
of floodplains and in upland areas as a result of ..rtically
re.tricted drainage. Recharge is ceamonly low to ~erate

8S a re.ult of low topography and low conductivities eyen
though rainfall is high. These areas asy be discharge Bone.
or as, alternate as recharge and discharge zones a••ea.ODS
change.

I5~IlIG 8 G Swamp/Marsh GE:NZRAL

nATURE aNlGE: jNl:IGHT IU\TING NOIlIlER

~pth to Water o-s 5 10 se

~et Recharge 4-7 • 6 24

"'qu1fer Med10 Met.al'fOr'Plllcflqnews 3 3 9

~011 M-.lla ...,k 2 2 4

l-_raPhY 0-2 1 10 10 I

-.pact Vadose Zone Mctanorpl '1<:11 g'X'OU5 5 • 20

~y4raul1c Conductivity '''100 3 1 3

lIraatk _ '20
L-.-

~ING 6 C SwarnF/Mars}-
PESTICIDE

ru.,.URE RANGE WIGHT IU\TIIlG ""'ZI

Depth to W.ter 1'-:) 5 ,,, 50

~.t. Itecharqe 4-i • r. 24

qu1fer Media Mctar orpillC, ] I .l"OJl' \ 3 3 9

011 Madia _'k 5 2 10

opoqraphy 0-2 3 10 30

-.pact V.do•• lone ~ta1!OTt,t11c/lq!tEOu... • 4 1(,

7'll'eul1c: Conduct.lvlt '-'nCo 2 , 2

Pestlcide
14'

IIraatk _

'---
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9. NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS GROUND-WATER REGION

_.._,-

Crystalline Bedrock
Outwash

Valleys
Mountain
Alluvial

Slopes
Mountain

Mountain Flanks
Till Over
Till Over

Glacial
Glacial
Outwash
Moraine
River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits
River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits
Swamp/Marsh
Bedrock Uplands
Glacial Lake/Glacial Marine Deposits
Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes

9A
9B
9C
9Da
9Db
9E
9F
9Ga
9Gb
9H
91
9J
9K
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9. NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLAND~~

(Glacial deposits over fractured crystalline rocks)

The Northeast and Superior Uplands region is made up of two separate areas
totaling about 415,000 km2. The Northeast Upland encompasses the Adirondack
Mountains, the Lake Champlain valley, and nearly all of New England. The parts
of New England not included are the Cape Cod area and nearby islands, which are
included in the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain region, and the Triassic
lowland along the Connecticut River in Connecticut and Massachusetts, which is
included in the Glaciated Central region. The Superior Upland encompasses most
of the northern parts of Minnesota and Wisconsin adjacent to the western end of
Lake Superior. The Northeast and Superior Uplands are characterized by rolling
hills and low mountains. Land-surface altitudes in the Northeast Upland range
from sea level to more than 1,500 m on some of the peaks in the Adirondacks and
White Mountains. In contrast to the mountainous areas in the Northeast, the
Superior Upland is in an area of rolling hills whose summits reach altitudes of
only 300 to 600 m.

Bedrock in the region ranges in age from Precambrian to Paleozoic and
consists mostly of granite, syenite, anorthosite, and other intrusive igneous
rocks and metamorphosed sedimentary rocks consisting of gneiss, schist,
quartzite, slate, and marble. Most of the igneous and metamorphosed
sedimentary rocks have been intensely folded and cut by numerous faults.

The bedrock is overlain by unconsolidated deposits laid down by ice sheets
that covered the areas one or more times during the Pleis tocene and by gravel,
sand, silt, and clay laid down by meltwater streams and in lakes that formed
during the melting of the ice. The thickness of the glacial deposits ranges
from a few meters on the higher mountains, which also have large expanses of
barren rock. to more than 100 m in some valleys. The most extensive glacial
deposit is till. which was laid down as a nearly continuous blanket by the ice,
both in valleys and on the uplands. In most of the valleys and other low
areas, the till is covered by glacial outwash consisting of interlayered sand
and gravel, ranging in thickness from a few meters to more than 20 m, that was
deposited by streams supplied by glacial meltwater. In several areas,
including parts of the Champlain valley and the lowlands adjacent to Lake
Superior, the unconsolidated deposits consist of clay and silt deposited in
lakes that formed during the melting of the ice sheets.

Ground-water supplies are obtained in the region from both the glacial
deposits and the underlying bedrock. The largest yields come from the sand and
gravel deposits, which in parts of the valleys of large streams are as much as
60 m thick. Other sand and gravel deposits, not thick or productive enough to
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be included in the Alluvial Valleys region, occur locally in most valley and
lowland areas in the Northeast and Superior Uplands region and serve as
important sources of water.

Water occurs in the bedrock in fractures similar in origin, occurrence,
and hydraulic characteristics to those in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge region.
In fact, the primary difference in ground-water conditions between the Piedmont
and Blue Ridge region and the Northeast and Superior Uplands region is related
to the materials that overlie the bedrock. In the Piedmont and Blue Ridge,
these consist of unconsolidated material derived from weathering of the
underlying bedrock. In the Northeast and Superior Uplands the overlying
materials consist of glacial deposits which, having been transported either by
ice or by streams, do not have a composition and structure controlled by that
of the underlying bedrock. These differences in origin of the regolith between
the Northeast and Superior Uplands and the Piedmont and Blue Ridge are an
important consideration in the development of water supplies, as is discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Recharge from precipitation generally begins in the fall after plant'
growth stops. It continues intermittently over the winter during thaws and
culminates during the period between the spring thaw and the start of the
growing season. Precipitation on the Northeast Upland, about 1,200 mm per
year, is twice that on the Superior Upland, with the result that recharge, both
to the glacial deposits and to the underlying bedrock, is largest in the
Northeast. The glacial deposits in the region serve as a storage reservoir for
the fractures in the underlying bedrock, in the same way the saprolite
functions in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge region. The major difference is that
the glacial deposits on hills and other upland areas are much thinner than the
saproli te in similar areas in the Piedmont and Blue Ridgi.~ and, therefore, have
a much smaller ground-water storage capacity.

Water supplies in the Northeast and Superior Uplands region are obtained
from open-hole drilled wells in bedrock, from drilled and screened or open-end
wells in sand and gravel, and from large-diameter bored or dug wells in till.
The development of water supplies from bedrock, especially in the Superior
Upland, is more uncertain than from the fractured rocks in the Piedmont and
Blue Ridge region because the ice sheets that advanced across the region
removed the upper, more fractured part of the rock and also tended to obscure
many of the fracture-caused depressions in the rock surface with the layer of
glacial till. Thus, use of surface depressions in this region to select sites
of bedrock wells is not as satisfactory as in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge.

Most of the rocks that underlie the Northeast and Superior Uplands are
relatively insoluble, and, consequently, the ground water in both the glacial
deposits and the bedrock generally contains less than 500 mg/l of dissolved
solids. Two of the most significant water-quality problems confronting the
region, especially the Northeast Upland section, are acid precipitation and
pollution caused by salts used to de-ice highways. Much of the precipitation
now falling on the Northeast (in 1982) has a pH in the range of 4 to 6 units.
Because of the low buffering capacity of the soils derived from the rocks
underlying the area, there is relatively little opportunity for the pH to be
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increased. One of the results of this is the gradual elimination of living
organisms from many lakes and streams. The effect on ground-water quality,
which will develop much more slowly, has not yet been determined. The second
problem--that of de-icing salts--affects ground-water quality adjacent to
streets and roads maintained for winter travel.
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NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9A) Kountain Slopes

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by steep slopes
on the side of mountains, a thin soil cover and fractured
bedrock. Ground water is obtained primarily from the
fractures in the bedrock which may be of aedimentary,
metamorphic or igneous origin but Which is commonly
metamorphic or igneous. The fractures provide localized
sources of ground water, and well yields are typically
liaited. Although precipitation is abundant, due to the
ateep slopes, thin aoil cover and ...rl atorage capacity of
the fractures, runoff ia aicnificant aDd Iround-vater
recharge is moderate. Vater le.ela are eKtremely variable
but are commonly deep.

,"ETTING , A HOurt.aln Slopes GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE fEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~epth to Water 75-1GO ~ 2 10

~et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

i"'lu1ter Media Metamorph1c/lqneou 3 3 9

011 Medla ThIn or Jl.bsent 2 10 20

opC>9raphy 18· I I 1

mpact Vadose Zone HetAl'",Orphlc Ilqneou ~ 4 20

ydraullc Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Dratle 1nSex 7~
I.--

ETTING , A Mountau. Slope! PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBU

pepth to Water 75-1(,0 ~ 2 10

"et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

~u1fer Media Met.amorphlc / lqneou 3 3 9

I"ou Media Thin Or Absent ~ Ie ~o

OpC>9raphy lB· 3 I 3

.pact Vado.e Zone MetamOrphlc/19neou 4 4 16

ydrau11c Conduc:tlv1t) 1-100 2 I 2

PestICIde
Drastic 1rdex 102

'---

"'l'IIUST AMD SUPERIOIl UPUJIDS

<'a) AllUVial Mountain Velleys

Thia hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by thin.
~ldery alluvium Which overlies fractured bedrock of
--'i..ntary. metamorphic or igneous origin but which are
ce..only alternating aedimentary layers. The allUVium,
which is derived from the aurrounding slopes serves as a
loealized aource of water. Water is obtained from aand and
Iravel layers which are intersperaed between fine-grained
'epoaits. Surficial deposits have typically weathered to a
..Ddy loam. Water levels are relatively shallow but ..y be
.-tre..ly veriable. Ground water may also be obtained from
the fractures in the underlying bedrock which are u8ually in
.irect hydraulic eonnection with the overlying alluviua.

ETTING 9 B Alluvial tlOunt.a1n Valleys GENERAL

FEATURE MMGE IIn"IGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth t.O Water ~-1 5 S 9 4~

~.t lIecharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

~Ulf.r Medi. Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Sandy LOllm 2 6 12

opC>9raphy 2-U 1 9 9

apaet Vadose Zone Sane and Gravel ~ 8 4'

ydrau11c Cond\lctlvlty 700-1000 3 6 16

ll<..t1c~ l..JJ.L-

ETTING 9 S Alluvial MountaIn Valley& PESTICIDE

FEATUIlE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

l>epth ~o Water ~-,~ S 9 45

et lIacharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~ulf.r Me(ha Sand ~nd Gravel 3 8 24

011 _i. Sandy Loam ~ 6 30

OpC>9uphy 2-6\ ) 9 27

llPAet Vadose lOne Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

ydraul1c Con-'uct.lvlt)i 700-1000 2 6 12

&:=:i~1~ l..u.L.
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_'MAST AIID SUR&lOR UPLANDS
NORTHEAST AND SUPElllOR UPLANDS

(9C) Mountain Flanks

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by ~derate

topographic relief and moderately dipping, fractured,
consolidated sedimentary rocks. Soil cover is uaually
thicker than on the mountain slopes and typically haa
weathered to a sandy loam. Although precipitation can be
sisnificant, ground-water recharge is moderate due to the
slope. Water levels are typically moderately deep, although
they are extremely variable. The mountain flanks serYe as
the recharge area for aquifers which are confined in
adjacent lowland areas. Ground water is obtained from the
permeable sedimentary rocks or from frsctures and bedding
planes in the sedimentsry rocks. The .ediaentary rocks may
be underlain by fractured bedrock of igneous, setamorphic or
sedimentary origin which yield little water.

£TTING 9 C t-lountal", FlanKs GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 3D-50 5 '5 25

~et Recharge 2-' 4 3 12

~Y1fer MedIa
Beddec SS, LS.

£ 16St\. sequeT.ce~ 3

011 Mecha Sa:<dy Loar- 2 6 12

OflO9raph)' 12-' 8. 1 3 3

.pact Vadose Zone: Beddec LS. sos. se 5 6 JC

~ydr.ulJ,c Conduct.vlty 100-30( 3 2 E

Drast.1C InOex~

E1'fING 9 C "Ountal" Flank.~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NIM/lEF

epth to Water 30-5(' 5 5 25

~et Recharge 2-' 4 J 12

~l,11fer Nedl"
Bedded S5, LS,

1851- Sequence& 3 6

~oU Media Sandy Loar., 5 , )0

opography '2-18' 3 J 9

apAC t Vadoae Zone Bedded LS, ss, SH 4 6 2'

~ydrauHc Conduct1vlty , 00-300 2 2 •
Pestlclde
Drasuc 1rdeDc .....llL

(toR) Glacial Till OYer Crystalline led rock

Tbis hydroaeologic aetting is characterized by moderately
low topographic relief and varying thicknesses of glacial
till overlying severely fractured, folded and faulted
bedrock of igneous and metamorphic origin with minor
~currences of bedded aedimentary rocks. The till is
principally unaorted deposits which may be interbedded with
localized deposits of sand and gravel. Although ground
water occurs in both the glacial deposits and fractured
bedrock, the bedrock is typically the principal aquifer.
The glacial till serves as a recharge source. Although
precipitation is abundant, recharge is only moderately bigh
because of the low permeability of the glacial till and the
.urficial deposita which typically weather to loam. Deptl.
to water 11 ntr.aely variabIt' depending in part on the
thickness of the alacial till, but is typically moderately
shallow.

~ETTING "'~rettiifIA,l tAI&,ilver GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBEF.

epth to Wat.er '~-30 ~ 7 35

et aecharge 7-' 0 • 8 ),

~U1f.r Media MetemorphJ.c /1 qneou ) 3 9

!Jot1 Media Loam 2 5 10

opoc,raphy 2-"
,

9 9

"Pact Vadose l.one SJ.lt/C'lay S 3 's

~YdroUl1c Conduct1v1ty 1-100 ) , 3

Drasue Index -!lL

~ETnNC Cre:t~±ml:B~mcl'\'er PE~TICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NU>1EEO

pepth to Water 1S-3C 5 7 35

~et Recharge 7-'0 • 8 32

l'quUer Media Heta'"lorphlC/1 gneou 3 3 9

5011 ".a,a 1-08" ~ S 25

opoqraph)l 2-6\ 3 9 27

apaet V.dose lone S.11t/Cl.~' 4 3 '2

Yclroul1c Conduct1v1ty 1-' 00 2 1 2

PcstlC"lde
Drast1C I.ncSex~
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NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9Db) Glacial Till Over Outwaah

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and outwash materisls which are covered by
varying thicknesses of glacial till. The till is
principally unsorted deposits which ..y be interbedded with
localized deposits of aand and gravel. Surficial depoaita
have usually weathered to s loam. Although ground vater
occurs in both the glacial till and in the underlyin,
outwash, the outwash typically serves as the principal
aquifer because the fine grained deposita have been r.-o.-d
by glacial meltwater. The outwash i8 in direct hydraulic
connection with the glacial till and the glacial till aerv.a
as a source of recharge for the underlying outwash.
Precipitation is abundant in the region but recharge ia
moderate because of the relatively low permeability of the
overlying glacial till. Depth to water is extremely
variable depending in part on the thickneas of the glacial
till, but averages around 30 feet.

ETTlNG 9 Db Glaetal Tlll Over Outwash GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

epth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

et Recharge 7-10 4 • 32

~u1fer Media Sand and Grevel 3 • 24

011 Kedl. LO&Jr 2 5 10-
opoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 ,
.pact Vadose Zone S1lt/Clay 5 3 15

ydraulic Conductlvlt 1000-2000 3 • 24

DrastlC Index~

IsETTING 9 Db Glacial T1.11 Over Outwash PESTICIOE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING H'-EI

PePth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 7-10 4 • 32

quifer Media Sand and Gravel 3 • 24

5011 Wedle Loam 5 5 25

opoqraphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

rnpac t Vadose Zone Sllt/Clay 4 3 12

~ydraul1C Conduct!vlty 1000-2000 2 • 16

Pesticide
~Drastic Index
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IfOaTIIEAST AND SUPEaIOIl. UPLANDS
\ \

(9£) Outwuh

This hydrogeologic setting is charscterized by moderate
topographic relief and varying thickness of outwash which
o.-rlie fractured bedrock of aediaentary, metamorphic or
1&oeous origin. The outwash conaists of water- washed
deposits of sand and gravel which often eerve as the
principal aquifers in the area, and which typically have a
aandy loam surficial layer. The outwash also serves as a
source of rechar.e to tbe underlyiD& bedrock. Recharge is
abundant and ,round-water recharae is high. Water levels
are extremely variable, but are relatively ahallow.

ETTING 9 E Out.....ash GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

epth to Water . 5-15 5 9 45

et Recharge 10' 4 , 36

quUer Hed1' Sand and Gravel 3 • 24

oil Media Sandy LOam 2 6 '2

opoqraphy 2-6' 1 9 9

mpact Vadose tone Sand and Gravel 5 • 40

ydraulic Conductivity 1000-2000 3 B 24

Drastu: 1nlSex~

~ETTING 9 t Outwas!" PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMIU

Pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

et Recharge 10' 4 , 36
,

~uifer Med.1a Ser.e and Gravel 3 B 24

011 Media Sand~' LOar.: 5 6 30

opoqraphy 2-6' 3 , 27

.~C't v.dose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 B 32

~ydr.u11c Conductivity , 000-2000 2 S 16

Pestlcide
Dru= Index~



1l01TllEAST AND SUPEIlIOR OPLAIIDS

(9F) Moraine

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate
topography and varying thicknesses of mixed glacial deposits
which overlie fractured bedrock of sedimentary, igneous or
metamorphic origin. This setting is similar to (9E) Out..sh
in that the sand and gravel within the morainal deposits is
well-sorted and serves ss the principal aquifer in the araa.
These deposits also serve as a source of recharge for the
underlYing bedrock. Moraines also contain sediments that
are typically unsorted and unstratified; these deposits
contain more fines than outwash deposits, are less peraeable
and characteristically more like glacial till. Moraines are
typically mounds or ridges of till which were deposited
along the margin of a stagnant or retreating glscier.
Surficial deposits often weather to s sandy loam.
Precipitation is abundant throughout the region and ground
water recharge is aoderately high. Water levels are
extresely variable, based in part on the thickness of the
glacial till, but are typically fsirly shallow.

ETTIIiG 9 F Moxaine GENEI'AL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

.t ReCh.rqe 7-10 4 8 32

qu1fer "edi.e Sand and Gravel 3 8 2.

011 M.ch. Sandy Loam 2 ~ '2

°P09rapl1y ~-1 2\ , 5 5

Sand and Gravel 5 8 40
Iftpaet Vadose Zone

yc5raullC' Con4uct1v1t 700-'000 3 a 18

Iluauc 1nllel<~

~ETTING 9 F Moraine: PESTICIOE

FEATURE RANGE IWEIGHT RATING NUM8E~

to Water 15-30 5 7 35
epth

7-10 4 8 32
et Itecharqe

~.1fer Medu Sa"ld and Gravel 3 8 2'

all Media Sand)' Loam 5 6 30

a-'" 3 5 '50PG9rapl1y

Sand and Gravel 4 8 32
mpact Vadose Zone

~ydr.ul.ic Conductivlty 700-1000 2 6 '2

Pestle!rie
llrest1c 1nllel< 180

'---

1l0RTBAST AND SUPERIOR UPLlJlDS

(9GB) liver Alluvium With Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of allUVium
along parts of river valleys. The alluvium is underlain by
fractured bedrock of sedimentary, metamorphic or igneous
oriain. Water is obtained from sand and gravel layers which
are interbedded with finer-grsined alluvial deposits. The
floodplain is covered by varying thicknesses of fine arained
slIt and clay, called overbank deposits. The overbank
thickness is usually greater along major streams (as ~ch as
40 feet) and thinner along minor streams. Precipitation 1s
abundant, but recharge is somewhat reduced because of the
ailty overbank deposits and subsequent clayey loam soils
which typically cover the surface. Water levels are
typically moderately ahallow and may be hydraulically
connected to the atream or river. The alluvium may serve as
a significant source of water and is alao usually in direct
hydraulic connection with the underlying bedrock.

l;ETTING 9 Ga Rlver AllUVIum W.th GENERALO\.erbanJr. Deposits

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~epth t.o Water '5-)0 5 ,
3~

et Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

"".ifer Medi. Sand and Gravel 3 8 2.

~Oil Media Clay LOa", 2 3 ~

0PG9rephY 0-2\ , '0 '0

.pact VadosE' Zone Sllt/Cloy 5 3 , S

~Ydr.1J11C Conductivity '000-2000 3 8 2.

Ilrastic IJldex~

£T'I'ING 9' Ca "lver AlluvJ.uIf, Wltt. PESTICIDE
OverDan}, Deposlt~

FEATURE RANGE lIEIGHT RAT:lNG N\lMBE~

Peptt, to Water '5-3: 5 7 35

~et Recharge 7-'0 4 8 32

~u1fer Medla Sand and Gravel ) 8 24

011 KedlA Clay 1.ear.. 5 3 '5

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 ,0 J(

apact Vad.ose ZOne Sllt/Clay 4 3 '2

ydrau11c conductlYlty , 000-2000 2 8 16

PestIcIde
lllLllresUC IJldex
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NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9Gb) River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is identical to (9Ga) River
Alluvium With Overbank Deposits except that no significant
fine-grained floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley.
This results in significantly higher recharge where
precipitation is adequate and sandy soils occur at tbe
aurface. Water levels are moderate to ahallow in depth.
Hydraulic contact with tbe aurface atre.. is usually
excellent, with alternetiaa rechar,e/diacharge relatiooahipa
varying wi th atream atege. The.. d.podts serve aa a ,ood
aource of recbarge to the underlyiaa frectured bedrock.

~ETTlNG~. ~e~~~~e<;, Allu"u," "lthout GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-' 5 5 9 45

toet Recharge 10. 4 9 36

~qu1fer Media Sand aTid Gravel 3 8 24

~011 Media Sandi"' LOalt. 2 6 12

Opotlraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

II'lpact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~y~r.ullC' Cond1Jct1vlty 1000-20aO 3 8 2'

Drast1.C" IncIe:x~

r1"J'ING ",.~;",~.!verf"l'Allu·,.lU- \o,'ltn.C':~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGf WEIGHT RATING llUMllE

eptt. to Water 5-' 5 5 9 45

et w:.echlrge 10- 4 9 36

qu 1fer Med HI Sane ane. Gril!:vel 3 8 24

oil Med1a Sar,dy LO.It, 5 6 30

opoqraphy 0-2\ 3 10 3D

IJftpact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

ydraullc ConductIvity 1000-2000 2 8 16

•••t1c1de
Dr'_U.e 1n:IlIx l..l.u...

(tIl) ....p/Karsh

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, high water levels and high organic ailt
and clay deposits. These wetlands occur along the courses
of floodplains and in upland areas as a result of vertically
restricted drainage. eommon features of upland wetlands
include those characteristics attributable to glacial
activity auch as filled-in glacial lakes, potboles and
cranberry bogs. ReCharge is moderate in most of the re,ion
due to restriction by clayey aoila. The awa.p deposits very
rarely aerve aa a1lDificant aquifera but frequently recharge
tbe underlying .aDd aDd ,ravel or bedrock aquifera.

jlETTING !l H Swamp/Mar5h GENEIlJ.L

FEATURE IU\NGE jwE:IGIlT RATING NUMBER i

pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

et a.charge 4-' 4 6 24

'-qu1fer Media Metanerpl'.1c/Igne<>.lS 3 3 9

011 MecHe ""'k 2 2 4

opoqroPhy 0-2 ,
'0 10 ,

-.pact Vado... Zone Metancrpt.>e/I'lf>eC". I 5 • 20

~ydraul1c Conductlv1ty 1-10C 3 , 3

Druue II'lIlex~

ETTING 9 H SWlmp/Marsh PESTICIDE

FEATURE IU\NGE WEIGHT IlATING NUMBE

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 H' 5(

et Itecharge 4-' 4 ( 2'

~u iter Medi8 M< . t:n..>rphlt:/la iCO..l_, I 3 J 9

011 Medlo "",k
I

5 2 10

ro-raphy 0-2 3 ,e 30

.,.et Vedo•• lone M:2't...1mJqJt,v::/Ig'I\...QJ<., 4 4 16

~l'drouUc C_ctt-.t '-UK, 2 I 2

Pest1.eide ,.'1Ir_u.e _
-
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IlORTIlEAST AND SUPEilOR UPLA1lDS

(91) Bedrock Upland.

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderately
low topographic relief and exposed fractured, folded and
faulted bedrock of igneous and low-grade metamorphic origin
with minor occurrences of bedded ledimentary rocks.
Recharge is primarily controlled by precipitation but is
limited by the hydrsulic conductivity of the rock. Where
present. soils sre commonly sandy. These areas typically
serve as limited aquifers.

ET'UNG 9 I Bedrock Uplands GENERAL

PEATURE lANGE INtIGNT RATING NlMIlER

!lepth to Water 1~-30 5 7 ~

~t .echarqe 4-7 • 6 24

~U.r M.di. Metarror ph1C/IQ""l(o(1I,b 3 3 •
~U Media Sa"d 2 • 18

'_rephy 2-6 1 • ,
..eet Vedoa. Zone Mrtanorp!1.1("/IqrlC'O\.: .... 5 4 20

~ydreul1e Conduetivit 1-100 3 , 3

Ilruuelndex 118----
nTlNG 9 1 Bedroc~ upland. PESTICIDE

FEATURE lANGE WEIGHT RATING If_I

,,-ptll to Water 15-30 5 7 3',

!let Ilecharqe 4-7 4 , 2.

,....U.r Media ~>c/lgneous 3 3 •
IOU _ia Sond 5 ~ 45

_raphy 2-6 3 9 27

..act Yaclo... lone ,",tam:rpl1lc/lqneou. 4 • ",
)'IIra..Ue COnd..etivity 1-'00 2 , 2

PesticidE
,~'"llrut1clndex -
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_TUAST AND SUPEilOIl UPLANDS

('J) Glacial Lake/Glacial Marine Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by relatively
flat to gently rolling topography and varying thicknesses of
fine-grsined sediments that overly sequences of fractured
ianeous and metamorphic rocks. The deposits are composed of
fine-grained silts and clays interlayered with fine sand
that aettled out in glacial lakes and submerged coastal
areas and exhibit alternating Isyers relating to seasonal
fluctuations. Due to their fine- grained nature, these
deposits range in permeabilities reflectiug variations in
aand content.

ETTING t J ~.el.l Lake/Glacial Marlone GENERAl.

nATURE lANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

eptll to W.ter 15-30 5 7 35

~et .aeharqe 4-7 • 6 24

~,ufer Mech,. '"'UIlIDrIt>Ic/lgneous 3 3 •
~Oll Med•• LooIr 2 5 ,e

'o_rephy 2~' 1 • •
apact Vadoa. ZOne SiG w/ug 511 t " Clay 5 6 3C

~ydr.ullC ConductlVUY 1-100 3 , 3

Ilrutlc Index 12C
'----

~ETTING 9 J GlaCIal Lllke/c;l.clal MarIne
PES'IICIOf."",,,,,.,,.

n:aTU~E lANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBE

~epth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et heharqe 4-7 4 6 24

qU1fer MedJ.a MetaTorpr•.lc/lqneQJs J 3 •
oil Kedi. LooIr. , 5 5 25

opoqraphy 2~' 3 • 27

"'p.ct V.dose Zone S&G w/&.l9 Sllt , Cla)' 4 6 24

ydra.. l1c Conductivity '-100 ! 2 , 2

PES tlc 1dp
DrastlC Index~



NORTKEAST AND SUPERIOR UPl.AIlDS

(9K) Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by a low relief,
sandy surface soil that is predominantly silica sand,
extremely high infiltration rates and low sorptive capacity
in the thin vadose zone. The water table is very shallow
beneath the beaches boarding the coastal areas. The ..ter
table is slightly deeper beneath the rolling dune topocraphy
and the vestigial inland beach ridges. All of these ar.a.
serve as recharge sourceS for the underlying .edlaentary
bedrock aquifers, and they may serve as local sources of
water supply.

t;£TTING 9 1< ~:~:h~~~_~f?aCh Rlflqes anc GENlRkL

FEATURE IlAAGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMilER

Pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~.. t "charqe '0.- 4 9 36

"'luifer Med 10 Heta110rplllc/lqneoJs 3 3 9

011 Iledu s.,,; 2 9 IB

Opoquphy 0-2' 1 10 10

-.p_cc V.dose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 a 40

yclr.ul1.c Conductivity 1-'00 3 I 3

Ilrutlc Index~

~E'l'TING 9 y. ~~~~h~~:_~eaCh Pldqes and PESTICIDE

FtATURE I IlAACE WEIGHT RATINC NUMilEI

Pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

rv~t Recharqe 10- 4 9 36

~qu1fer Mf.>dla MetarrorphlC/iqnec)..iS 3 3 9

011 Hed,u San:! I 5 9 45

opoqraphy 0-2' I 3 10 30

anpact Vadole Zone sand and Gravel I 4 B 32

~Ydr.ullc Conductivity 1-100 I
2 1 2

Pesticide
Drast1.C Irdex 199-
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10. ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN GROUND-WATER REGION

lOAa
lOAb

lOBa
lOBb
lOC

Regional Aquifers
Unconsolidated & Semi-Consolidated

Shallow Surficial Aquifer
River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits
River Alluvium Without Overbank Deposits
Swamp
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10. ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(Complexly interbedded sand, silt, and clay)

The Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain region is an area of about 844,000
km2 extending from Cape Cod, Massachusetts, on the north to the Rio Grande in
Texas on the south. This Region does not include Florida and parts of the
adjacent States; although those areas are a part of the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plain physiographic province, they together form a separate
ground-water region. (See region 11, "Southeast Coastal Plain").

The Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain region ranges in width from a few
kilometers near its northern end to nearly a thousand kilometers in the
vicinity of the Mississippi River. The great width near the Mississippi
reflects the effect of a major downwarped zone in the Earth's crust that
extends from the Gulf of Mexico to about the confluence of the Mississippi and
Ohio Rivers. This area is referred to as the Mississippi embayment.

The topography of the region ranges from extensive, flat, coastal swamps
and marshes 1 to 2 m above sea level to rolling uplands, 100 to 250 m above sea
level, along the inner margin of the region.

The region is underlain by unconsolidated sediments that consist
principally of sand, silt, and clay transported by streams from the adjoining
uplands. These sediments, which range in age from Jurassic to the present,
range in thickness from less than a meter near the inner edge of the region to
more than 12,000 m in southern Louisiana. The greatest thicknesses are along
the seaward edge of the region and along the axis of the Mississippi embayment.
The sediments were deposited on floodplains and as deltas where streams reached
the coast and, during different invasions of the region by the sea, were
reworked by waves and ocean currents. Thus, the sediments are complexly
interbedded to the extent that most of the named geologic units into which they
have been divided contain layers of the different types of sediment that
underlie the region. These named geologic units (or formations) dip toward the
coast or toward the axis of the Mississippi embayment, with the result that
those that crop out at the surface form a series of bands roughly parallel to
the coast or to the axis of the embayment. The oldest formations crop out along
the inner margin of the region, and the youngest crop out in the coastal area.

Within any formation the coarsest grained materials (sand, at places
interbedded with thin gravel layers) tend to be most abundant near source
areas. Clay and silt layers become thicker and more numerous downdip.
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Although sand, silt, and clay, as noted above, are the principal types of
material underlying the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain, there are also a small
amount of gravel interbedded with the sand, a few beds composed of mollusk
shells, and a small amount of limestone present in the region. The most
important limestone is the semi-consolidated Castle Hayne Limestone of Eocene
age which underlies an area of about 26,000 km2 in eastern North Carolina, is
more than 200 m thick in much of the area, and is the most productive aquifer
in North Carolina. A soft, clayey limestone (the chalk of the Selma Group) of
Late Cretaceous age underlies parts of eastern Mississippi and western Alabama,
but instead of being an aquifer it is an important confining bed.

From the standpoint of well yields and ground-water use, the Atlantic and
Gulf Coastal Plain is one of the most important regions in the country.
Recharge to the ground-water system occurs in the interstream areas, both where
sand layers crop out and by percolation downward across the interbedded clay
and silt layers. Discharge from the system occurs by seepage to streams,
estuaries, and the ocean. Movement of water from recharge areas to discharge
areas is controlled, as in all ground-water systems, by hydraulic gradients,
but in this region the pattern of movement is complicated by down-dip
thickening of clay which hampers upward discharge. As a result, movement down
the dip of the permeable layers becomes increasingly slow with increasing
distance from the outcrop areas. This causes many flow lines to converge on the
discharge areas located on major streams near the downdip part of outcrop
areas. These areas of concentrated ground-water discharge are referred to as
"artesian-water gaps" by LeGrand and Pettyjohn (1981).

Wells that yield moderate to large quantities of water can be constructed
almost anywhere in the region. Because most of the aquifers consist of
unconsolidated sand, wells require screens; where the sand is fine-grained and
well sorted, the common practice is to surround the screens with a coarse sand
or gravel envelope.

Withdrawals near the outcrop areas of aquifers are rather quickly balanced
by increases in recharge and (or) reductions in natural discharge. Withdrawals
at significant distances downdip do not appreciably affect conditions in the
outcrop area and thus must be partly or largely supplied from water in storage
in the aquifers and confining beds.

The reduction of storage in an aquifer in the vicinity of a pumping well
is reflected in a decline in ground-water levels and is necessary in order to
establish a hydraulic gradient toward the well. If withdrawals are continued
for long periods in areas underlain by thick sequences of unconsolidated
deposits, such as the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain, the lowered ground-water
levels in the aquifer may result in drainage of water from layers of silt and
clay. The depletion of storage in fine-grained beds results in subsidence of
the land surface. Subsidence in parts of the Houston area totaled about 9 m as
of 1978. Subsidence near pumping centers in the Atlantic Coastal Plain has not
yet been confirmed but is believed to be occurring, though at a slower rate
than along the Texas Gulf Coast.
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The depletion of storage in confining beds is permanent t and subsidence of
the land surface that results from such depletion is also permanent. On the
other hand t depletion of storage in aquifers may not be fully permanent t
depending on the availability of recharge. In arid and semiarid regions t
recharge rates are extremely small, and depletion of aquifer storage is, for
practical purposes t permanent. Depletion of storage in aquifers in these
regions is referred to as mining. In humid regions, recharge is sufficient to
replace aquifer storage rather quickly, once withdrawals are stopped, so that
depletion of aquifer storage in these areas is not considered to be mining.
The important point is that depletion of storage in the confining layers of
silt and clay in both arid and humid regions is permanent but is not normally
considered to be ground-water mining. The term "mining" is applied by most
ground-water hydrologists only to areas in which aquifer storage is being
permanently depleted.

Depletion of storage in the aquifers underlying large areas of the
Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain is reflected in long-term declines in
ground-water levels. These declines suggest that withdrawals in these areas
are exceeding the long-term yield of the aquifers. .

This is a water-management problem that will become more important as
rates of withdrawal and the lowering of water levels increase. Solutions to
this problem include (1) concentrating withdrawals as close as possible to
outcrop (recharge) areas t (2) dispersing withdrawals in regions remote from the
outcrop areas over the widest possible area, and (3) increasing withdrawals
from surficial aquifers to the maximum possible extent.

Another problem that affects ground-water development in the region
concerns the presence of saline water in the deeper parts of most aquifers.
The occurrence of saline water is controlled by the circulation of freshwater
which, as noted previouslYt becomes increasingly slow down the dip of the
aquifers. Thus, in some of the deeper aquifers, the interface between
freshwater and saltwater is inshore t but in parts of the region, including
parts of Long Island, New Jersey, and Mississippi t the interface in the most
intensively developed aquifers is a significant distance offshore. Pumping
near the interfaces has resulted in problems of saltwater encroachment locally.

Another significant feature of the ground-water system in this region is
the presence of "geopressured" zones at depths of 1,800 to 6,100 m in Texas and
Louisiana which contain water at a temperature of 80°C to more than 273°C.
Water in these zones contains significant concentrations of natural gas, and
the water in some zones is under pressures sufficient to support a column of
water more than 4 t OOO m above land surface. Because the elevated temperature,
natural gas, and high pressures are all potential energy sources t these zones
are under intensive investigation.
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ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(IOAa) ••Iional Aquifer

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by ~derataly

low topographic relief and gently dipping, complexly
interbedded unconsolidated and aemi-consolidated deposits
which consist primarily of sand, silt and clay. Outcrops of
these deposits form a series of bands roughly parsllel to
the coast or to the axis of the Kississippi Embayment. The
outcrop areas and overlying semi-permeable beds are the
principal sources of recharge to the formations which serve
as regional aquifers. Precipitstion is abundant and
recharge is moderately high in the outcrop areas but low
regionally to deep zones. Surficial deposits typically
weather to a sandy losm. Large quantities of water are
obtained from the sand and gravel and sand deposits within
the aquifer. Water levels are extremely variable and
typically are shallower toward the shoreline. When ground
water is heavily pumped near the shoreline, these aquifers
are very susceptible to salt-water intrusion. Since the
shallow aquifers are very vulnerable to pollution due to
their permeable nature, and the deeper aquifers are
rechar,ed from the shallow ones, the entire system is
aoaevhat auaceptible to ground-water pollution. The 4egree
of vulnerability varies according to the nature of the
4epoaits and the smount of recharge.

~ET'I'ING , 0 Aa conf l.ned Reg1ona.l Aquifers CIElIEIlAL

FEATURE RANGE IMEIGHT IlATING NUMBER

llepth to Water 100. 5 , 5

et Recharge 0-2 • , 4

~u1fer Med1a Sand and Gravel 3 a 24

011 Media Sandy Loam 2 , 12

O_raphy o-n I 10 10

.,act Vadoa. Zone Sl1t and Clay 5 J 15

~ydraulic Conductivity 300-700 _ 3 4 12

Drutic Index ...!L

ET'I'ING 10 Aa conf lned ReC;lonal Aquifers
PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBEI

pepth to W.ter 100" 5 , 5

lIet Recharqe 0-2 4 , 4

"quiter Media Sa:'ld and Gravel 3 8 24

ji011 Media Sandy Loam 5 , 30

o_raphy o-n 3 10 30

apaet VadoBe Zone Sllt and Clay 4 3 12

ydraul1c Conductivity 300-700 2 4 8

Pesticide
lIrutic:_ -.l.l.L-

ArLARTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(lQlb) Unconsolidated & Semi-Conaolidated Shallow Surficial
Aquifer

This setting is very similar to (IOAa) Confined Regional
Aquifers except that the principal aquifer is the shallow
surficial deposits which serve as a local source of water
and typically provide recharge for the regional aquifer.
Water is obtained from the surficial sand and gravel which
asy be separated from the underlying regional aquifer by a
confining layer. This confining layer typically "leaks"
providing recharge to the deeper zones. Surficial depoaits
are sandy loama. Water levels tend to be quite shallow,
.apecially near the coast. Precipitation is abundant and
rechar.e to the ground water is high. These depoaita are
.ery .ulnarable to ground-water pollution due to their
per.eable nature.

~ET'I'ING ~.~_~~~~.~.~~lldBte GENERAL

nATURE RANGE IwtIGHT IlATING NUMBE~

Pepth to Water 5-'5 5 9 45

~et Recharge '0+ 4 9 36

"quifer Med ia sand and Gravel 3 8 24

I;oil Media sandy Loam 2 6 12

lropoqraphY 2-61 , 9 9

mpact Vadose ZOne Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

ydrau11c Conduetivity 700-'000 3 6 , 8

Drastic Irdex~

JETTING ~~_~_~Ol1da~,~.~~-eONIOlldate PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT IlATiNG NUHDE

pepth to Water 5-'5 5 9 45

I-et Recharge 10+ 4 9 36

"quiter Media Sane and Gravel 3 8 24

1;0il Media Sand)' Loa:r, 5 6 30

opoqraphy 2-6' 3 9 27

apact V.do•• Zone Sand and Cravel 4 8 32

~ydrau1ic Conductivltl 700-'000 2
, '2

PestICIde
Drastic Irdex~
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ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(lOBa) River Alluvium with Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of alluvium
along parts of river valleys. The alluvium is underlain by
consolidated and semi-consolidated sedimentary rocks. Water
is obtained from sand and gravel layers which are
interbedded with finer-grained alluvial deposits. The
floodplain is covered by varying thicknesses of
fine-grained, silty deposits called overbank deposits. The
overbank thickness is usually greater along major streams
(as much as 40 feet) and thinner along minor streams.
Precipitation in the region is abundant, but recharge is
somewhat reduced because of the silty overbank deposits and
subsequent silty soils which typically cover the surface.
Water levels are typically IlOderately shallow. Tile &11uvi_
may serve as a significant source of water and may ~e in
direct hydraulic connection with the underlying sedi.entary
rocks. The alluvium may also serve as a source of recharge
to the underlying bedrock.

~ETTING 10 Ba",~.lver Alluvlurr. Wlth Over- GENERAL

PrATU"E RANGE !wrIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth t.o Water 15-30 5 , 35

~.t Recharge '-'0 4 8 32

"quHer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

1;011 Iledia S11ty Loar1 2 4 8

opoqraph)' 0-2' , 10 10

mpact Vadole Zone Sllt/Clay 5 3 15

~Ydr8_11.c Condu~ct1V1ty 700-,00e 3 6 18

~...ue 1rdIDc L.l!L-

ETTING '0 8e 1"\"~:1 ver Alluvium Wlth Over- PESTICIDE

PEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NIMBEI

t>epth to Water 15-30 5 , 35

et "ech.r~e '-10 4 8 32

quiter Media Sand an~ Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media 511ty Loam 5 4 20

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

..pact VadOle Zone SlIt/Clay 4 3 12

;'ydraul1c Conductivity 700-1000 2 6 12

Pest lC1.de

l..1.LL-Drast1C 1Idec.

"~IC DD GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(loa~) aiver Alluvium without Overbank Deposits

This ..tting is identical to (lOBa) River Alluvium with
overbank Deposits except that nO significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This re8ults
in 8ignificantly bigher recharge and sandy soi18 at the
surface. Water levels are typically 8hallow in depth and
throughout auch of thi8 region there i8 an abundance of
coar8e-arained ..terial. Hydraulic connection with the
8urface atraam is u8ually excellent, with alternating
rachar.a/.iacharge relation8hip8 varying with streaa ataae.
Thaae "posits prOVide a good so~rce of recharge to the
....rlyi......olidated and seai-consolidated bedrock.

ETTING ~_~~~fver Alluv1\ull Without GENERALk De....osits

PEATURE RANGE IItIGHT RATING NUMBER'

bepth to W.ter 5-15 5 9 45

~et ltecharge 10+ 4 9 36

quiter Medi. Sand and Cravel 3 8 24

011 MecHa Sand 2 , 18

OpoqUPhy 0-2l 1 10 10

5 , C 'WI 519_ h1'
.pact Vado•• Zone and Clay 5 6 3C

ydrau11c ConductiVity 1000-2000 3 8 24

Dr'ut1C Index. lS"
I---

ETTING ~..~..~~V~~~;~~:lUIT'
WIthout

PESTICIDE

PEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING WUMBEI

t>epth to Water 5-15 5 , 45

'et .-echartJe 10+ 4 , 36

qu1fer Meche SIl"lO and Gravel I
3 8 24

oil Media Sand i 5 , 45

opoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

5 , c 'WI .19. Silt i 24mpact Vadose lone and Clay 4 6

j ydraullc Conduct1vlt) 1000-2000 2 . 8 1E

Peltlclde
2£......Dr-uUc lrdlx
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ATlANTIC AND GULf' COASTAL PlAIN

(lOC) S...p

This hydrogeologic lIetU. 11 characterized by low
top.>graphic relief and deposits of lIand, and sand and
gravel, which overlie consolidated and semi-consolidated
sedimentary rocks. Precipitation is abundant and potential
recharge is high. Water levels are typically at or near the
surface during the majority of the year. Surficial deposits
are typically sand mixed with organic material. The
surficial sands are usually in hydraulic connection with the
underlying aquifers and may serve as a lIource of recharge.
However, a swamp is frequently a ground-water discharge zone
and in this case would not be especially vulnerable to
pollution. It should al80 be noted that e slight revereal
in gradient would .asily convert the ....p into a
ground-water recharae sone. Thus, it is potentially highly
vulnerable to around-water pollution.

lETTING 10 C Swam. GENERAL

nATURE IWIGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth ~o Water 0-5 5 10 50

et R.charqe 10. • 9 36

qu1fer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

mpact Vado_e Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~YdraullC Conduct1vlty 1000-2000 3 8 24

Dr...Uc In<lex 202
l---

~ETTING 10 C Swamp PESTICIOE

nATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING "~EI

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 5C

~e. Re~horge 10' 4 9 36

~qu1!er Med1a Sand anc! Gravel 3 8 24

~oll Meda Sand 5 9 .5

O!'09raphy 0-2\ 3 10 30

IIl:pact Vadoae lone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

~Y4r.ul1c Conduct1vity 1000-2000 2 8 16

festlclde
233llruUc_ -
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11. SOUTHEAST COASTAL PLAIN GROUND-WATER REGION

11A

11B
llC
lID

Solution Limestone and Shallow Surficial
Aquifers

Coastal Deposits
Swamp
Beache s & Bars
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11. .SOUTHEAST COASTAL PLAIN

(Thick layers of sand and clay over semi-consolidated carbonate rocks)

The Southeast Coastal Plain is an area of about 212,000 km2 in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. It is a relatively flat, low-lying area
in which altitudes range from sea level at the coast to about 100 m down the
center of the Florida peninsula and as much as 200 m on hills in Georgia near
the interior boundary of the region. Much of the area, including the
Everglades in southern Florida, is a nearly flat plain less than 10 m above sea
level.

The.land surface of the Southeast Coastal Plain is underlain by
unconsolidated deposits of Pleistocene age consisting of sand, gravel, clay,
and shell beds and, in southeastern Flor ida, by semiconsolidated limestone.
From the coast up to altitudes of nearly 100 m, the surficial deposits are
associated with marine terraces formed when the Coastal Plain was inundated at
different times by the sea. In most of the region the surficial deposits rest
on formations, primarily of middle to late Miocene age, composed of interbedded
clay, sand, and limestone. The most extensive Miocene deposit is the Hawthorn
Formation. The formations of middle to late Miocene age and, where those
formations are absent, the surficial deposits overlie semiconsolidated
limestones and dolomites that are as much as 1,500 m thick. These carbonate
rocks range in age from early Miocene to Paleocene and are generally referred
to collectively as Tertiary limestones.

The Tertiary limestone that underlies the Southeast Coastal Plain
constitutes one of the most productive aquifers in the United States and is the
feature that justifies treatment of the region separately from the remainder of
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain. The aquifer, which is known as the
Floridan aquifer, underlies all of Florida and southeast Georgia and small
areas in Alabama and South Carolina. The Floridan aquifer consists of layers
several meters thick composed largely of loose aggregations of shells of
foraminifers and fragments of echinoids and other marine organisms interbedded
with much thinner layers of cemented and cherty limestone. The Floridan, one
of the most productive aquifers in the world, is the principal source of
ground-water supplies in the southeast Coastal Plain region.

In southern Florida, south of Lake Okeechobee, and in a belt about 30 km
wide northward along the east coast of Florida to the vicinity of St.
Augustine, the water in the Floridan aquifer contains more than 100 mg/l of
chloride. In this area, most water supplies are obtained from surficial
aquifers, the most notable of which underlies the southeastern part of Florida
and which in the Miami area consists of 30 to 100 m of cavernous limestone and
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sand referred to as the Biscayne aquifer. The Biscayne is an unconfined
aquifer which is recharged by local precipitation and by infiltration of water
from canals that drain water from impoundments (conservation areas) developed
in the Everglades. It is the principal source of water for municipal,
industrial, and irrigation uses and can yield as much as 5m3min-1 (1,300
gal min-I) to small-diameter wells less than 25 m deep finished with open
holes only 1 to 2 m in length.

The surficial aquifers in the remainder of the region are composed
primarily of sand, except in the coastal zones of Florida where the sand is
interbedded with shells and thin limestones. These surficial aquifers serve as
sources of small ground-water supplies throughout the region and are the
primary sources of ground water where the water in the Flo~idan aquifer
contains more than about 259 mg/l of chloride.

The Floridan aquifer, as noted above, is the principal source of ground
water in the region. Ground water in the upper part of the aquifer is
unconfined in the principal recharge areas in Georgia and in west-central
Florida. In the remainder of the region, water in the aquifer is confined by
clay in the Hawthorn Formation and in other beds that overlie the aquifer.
Recharge occurs where the potentiometric surface of the Floridan aquifer is
lower than the water table in the overlying surficial aquifer. The principal
recharge areas include a broad area along the west side of Florida extending
from the central part of the peninsula to south-central Georgia and an area
extending from west-central Florida through southeast Alabama into southwest
Georgia. In these areas, recharge rates are estimated to exceed 120 mm yr-l

(5 in. yr-1). Recharge occurs by infiltration of precipitation directly into
the limestone, where it is exposed at the land surface, and by seepage through
the permeable soils that partly mantle the limestone in the outcrop areas.
Considerable recharge also occurs in the higher parts of the recharge areas
through permeable openings in the confining beds, where these beds have been
breached by the collapse of caverns in the limestone during the process of
sinkhole formation. Thus, the land surface in most of Florida north of Lake
Okeechobee is marked by thousands of closed depressions ranging in diameter
from a few meters to several kilometers. The larger depressions, which
represent a more advanced stage of solution of the limestone and collapse of
the overlying material, are occupied by lakes generally referred to as sinkhole
lakes.

Discharge from the Floridan aquifer occurs through springs and by seepage
to streams. Considerable discharge also occurs by diffuse seepage across the
overlying confining beds in areas where the potentiometric surface of the
aquifer stands at a higher altitude than the water table. In most of these
areas, which include the southern third of the Florida peninsula, the east
coast area and major stream valleys of Florida, and the coastal zone and major
stream valleys of Georgia and South Carolina, wells open to the aquifer will
flow at the land surface. Such wells are called "flowing artesian wells." The
most spectacular discharge from the Floridan aquifer is through sinkholes
exposed along streams and offshore. Florida has 27 springs of the first
ma~itude at which the average discharge exceeds 2.83 m3sec-l (100
ft sec-l). The largest is Silver Springs, which has an average discharge
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of 23.2 m3sec-1 (530 million gallons per day) and reached a maximum
discharge of 36.5 m3sec-1 on September 28, 1960. Heath and Conover (1981)
estimate that the combined discharge from Florida's springs is 357 m3sec-1
(8 billion gallons per day).

The marked difference in ground-water conditions between the Southeast
Coastal Plain and the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain and the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plain regions is apparent in the response of ground-water levels to
withdrawals. In the Atlantic and Gulf region most large withdrawals are
accompanied by a pronounced continuing decline in ground-water levels. In the
Southeast Coastal Plain, on the other hand, large withdrawals have
significantly lowered ground-water levels in only a few areas.
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SOUTHEAST COASTAL PLAIN

(IIA) Solution Liaestone and Shallow'Surficial Aquifers

This hydroaeologic setting is characteri&ed by low to
moderate topographic relief and deposits of li~stone which
have been partially dissolved to form a network of lolution
cavities and cavea. Surficial depositl typically conlilt of
landl which may lerve as locali&ed aquifera. The underlying
lialstone typically serves as the principal aquifer due to
the high yields. The shallow surficial aquifer may not be
present in all areas. Precipitstion is abundsnt and
recharge is high. Water levels are variable but are usually
moderate in the 11111l!stone and shallow in the overlying
surficial sands. These sands also serve al an important
source of recharge for the limestones. Due to the prelence
of a shallow wster table and direct recharge to the
li.-Itone these surficial sands are very vulnerable to
pollution. Near the coast, these aquifers are yery
su-eeptible to salt water intrusion.

r.TTING " A Solutl.On LimestonE' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "tIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-'5 5 9 6!

et Recharlie 10· 4 9 36

qu1fer Media Karst L1mestOne 3 ,0 30

Iso,) Media Sand 2 9 16

opoqraphy 2-61 1 9 9

1l'l'P8C t Vado.~ Zone Xarst Llmestone 5 10 50

ydFilull.c Conductivtty 2000 ... 3 10 3C

Orast1C' Index L2.2!-

t;r.TTING 11 A SclutlCr. LimestOne PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBt-:

~pth to N..teT S-15 5 9 65

~et Recharqe 10. 6 9 36

p'qulfer Medla Karst Limestone 3 10 30

1;011 Media Sand 5 9 65

opoqraphy 2-61 3 9 27

mpact Vados. Zone KaT!>t Llmestone 6 '0 60

"'Ydraullc Conductivity 2000.. 2 10 20

Pestlclde
orasl1c 1-Llll-

IOUIIIAST COASTAL PLAIN

(Ill) Coaltal Depolits

7hta ~'roseologic letting is characterized by flat
toposraphy and unconsolidated depos1ts of carbonate, sand,
gravel, clay and Ihell bedl which overlie sem1-consolidated
c.rbonate rockl. The lurfic1al deposits lerve as direct
lource. of ground vater and also lerve as recharge for the
underly1ng carbonate rocks where the gradient is downward
toward C'- C8~cel. The carbonates aerve as ••ource of
ground "C.r "t .., cont.in laline water in aoee .r••••
Preci,tCatt.. t .......Ilt .nd recharge 11 hilh. Vater
level• .., wary, 'at .re typ1cally clole to the .urface.

F.TTING 11 B Coastal Deposlts GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBrR

oepth to Mater 5-15 5 9. 65

et 1tech.rge '0+ 6 9 3E

~qulfer Media Sand and Gravel 3 a 26

10011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-1\ , 10 10

.-pact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 B 40

ydr.ullc ConductJvity 700-' OOL 3 6 1&

Drastic 1rd8K '91
"---

t;r.TTING " e Coa~tal Dcpofnts , I'I:STIClDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMIH.

pePth to Water 5-1S 5 9 65

~et Rechotge 10+ 6 9 36

~qu1fer Ned!. Sand and Gravel 3 S 26

1;011 Media Sand 5 9 45

!ropoqraphy 0-2' 3 10 30

Iftp.~ t Vado•• Zone Sand and Gravel 6 S 32

ydr.u11c Conductivity 700-'000 2 6 12

Pesticlde
DrasUc I_..ll!.-
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SOL~HEAST COASTAL PLAIK

(llC) Swamp

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by flat
topographic relief, very high water levels and deposita of
liaestone which have partially been dissolved to form a
network of solution csvities and caves. Soils are typically
nnd and recharge l18y be high due to the abundant
precipitation. The limestone typically aerves as the ..jor
reaional aquifer. These avamps also aerve as diacharge
areas, but due to their environmental vulnerability, and
poasible gradient reveraal, they ahould be regarded as areaa
of .aximum (potential) recbarle. iater levels are typically
at or above the aurface durina the ..jority of the year.

ETTING 11 C Swamp GENERAL

FU'!'URE RAIlGE ~EICII'f RATING HUMBER

~pth to Water 0-5 5 1O 50

!let llecharge 10. 4 9 3~

~u1fer Media I<arst Limestone 3 1O 30

011 Med1a Sand 2 9 18

opQ9raphy 0-2' I 1O 1O

.-pact Vadoae Zone Karst Llr.lestone 5 10 50

y4rau11c Con15uctlv1ty 2COC~ ) 1O 30_.u.:_
L-:ll!....

~ETTING " C Swamp PESTICiDE

""'!'URI: RAIOOE IwEIGHT R"TING HUMIIE

~pth t.o Water 0-5 5 1O 50

et "echarqe 10' 4 9 36

qu1fer Media I<arst Llmestone 3 1O 30

011 Med1a Sand 5 9 45

opQ9raphy 0-2' 3 1O 30

1IIPact "ado.. Sone 1f.arst Lime$tone 4 10 40

rarauU" condu"Uvity 2000' 2 1O 20

Peltlc1dfl
Ilr.U"_Ull...

IlUt'UAST COASTAL PLAIN

(11.) hache. and liars

This ~.roaeologic aetting ia characterized by aoderate to
flat topographic relief and unconaolidated deposits of
..ter-washed aands. These aands are well-sorted and very
peraeable, and asy serve ss locslized sources of ground
..ter. These deposits also serve as a aource of recharge to
the underlying unconsolidsted coasts1 deposits.
Precipitation ia abundant and recharge ia bigh. Wster
le.ela ..y .ary, but are typically shallow. Theae areas are
biahly auaceptib1e to pollution due to their bigh
pemeabiUUII8.

<.

, ..niNO -
" o Beaches and Bars C£NEM;AL

FEATuRE flANGE ~CIGHT RATING NUM8EFc

pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 '5

et Recharqe 1O- • 9 36

qUifer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Medla Sand 2 9 18

Opography 2-6\ I 9 9

"pact Vadose Zone Sand and Grav"l 5 8 40

~YdTaullc conductlvlty 70u-l000 3 ~ 18

Drast1c Index~

hrTTING 11 o Beaches and Bars PESTICIDE

FEATURE R"NGE WEIGHT RATING NUMai'.

bepth to 'Water 5-'5 5 9 45

~et Recharqe lO- t 9 36

quiter MedIa Sc3nc] and Gravel 3 8 24

011 MedIa Sand 5 9 .5

opoqraphy 2-6' 3 9 27

.-pact V.dose Zone Sand iI!IoT'lt\ Gravf'l • e 3~

ydrau11c Conductivity 700-1000 2 6 12

l'est1c1de
Orast1c Index ..E.:......
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12. HAWAIIAN ISLANDS GROUND-WATER REGION

12A
12B
12C
12D

Mountain Slopes
Alluvial Mountain Valleys
Volcanic Uplands
Coastal Beaches
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12. HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

(Lava flows segmented in part by dikes, interbedded with ash deposits,
and partly overlain by alluvium)

The Hawaiian Islands region encompasses the State of Hawaii and consists
of eight major islands occupying an area of 16,707 km2 in the Pacific Ocean
3,700 km southeast of California. The islands are the tops of volcanoes that
rise from the ocean floor and stand at altitudes ranging from a few meters to
more than 4,000 m above sea level. Each island was formed by lava that issued
from one or more eruption centers. The islands have a hilly to mountainous
appearance resulting from erosion that has carved valleys into the volcanoes
and built relatively narrow plains along parts of the coastal areas.

Each of the Hawaiian Islands is underlain by hundreds of distinct and
separate lava flows, most of which are composed of basalt. The lavas issued in
repeated outpourings from narrow zones of fissures, first below sea level, then
above it. The lavas that extruded below the sea are relatively impermeable.
Those formed above sea level tend to be highly permeable, with interconnected
openings that formed as the lava cooled, cavities and openings that were not
filled by the overlying flow, and lava tubes (tunnels). The central parts of
the thicker flows tend to be more massive and less permeable; the most common
water-bearing openings are joints and faults that formed after the lava
solidified. Thin layers of ash and weathered volcanic rock occur irregularly
between some of the flows that formed above sea level. The lava flows in
valleys and parts of the coastal plains are covered by a thin layer of alluvium
consisting of coral (limestone) fragments, sand-size fragments of basalt, and
clay.

The fissures through which the lava erupted tend to cluster near eruption
centers. Flows from the fissures moved down depressions on the adjacent slopes
to form layers of lava that dip at angles of 4 to 10 degrees toward the margins
of the volcanoes. The result, prior to modification by erosion, is a broad,
roughly circular, gently convex mountain similar in shape to a warrior's
shield. Thus, volcanoes of the Hawaiian type are referred to as shield
volcanoes. When eruption along a fissure ceases, the lava remaining in the
fissure solidifies to form a dike.

All of the islands have sunk, to some extent, as a result of a
flexing of the Earth's crust caused by the weight of the volcanoes.
resulted in flows that formed above sea level being depressed below
The upper parts of these flows contain freshwater that serves as an
source of water.
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In mineral composition and nature of the water-bearing openings, the lavas
that form the Hawaiian Islands are very similar to those in the Columbia
Plateau region. Thus, from these two standpoints, these regions could be
combined into one. There is, however, one imPQrtant difference that justifies
their treatment as separate regions. This difference relates to the presence
of seawater around and beneath the islands, which significantly affects the
occurrence and development of water supplies.

From the standpoint both of description and of development, it is useful
to divide the ground-water system of the Hawaiian Islands into three parts.
The first part consists of the higher areas of the islands in the vicinity of
the eruption centers. The rocks in these areas are formed into a complex
series of vertical compartments surrounded by dikes developed along eruption
fissures. The ground water in these compartments is referred to as
dike-impounded water. The second, and by far the more important, part of the
system consists of the lava flows that flank the eruption centers and that
contain fresh ground water floating on saline ground water. These flank flows
are partially isolated hydraulically from the vertical compartments developed
by the dikes that surround the eruption centers. The fresh ground water in
these flows is referred to as basal ground water. In parts of the coastal
areas the basal water is confined by the overlying alluvium. The third part of
the system consists of fresh water perched, primarily in lava flows, on soils,
ash, or thick impermeable- lava flows above basal ground water.

The ground-water system is recharged by precipitation which ranges
annually from about 160 mm to more than 11,000 mm. This wide range in
precipitation reflects the effect of the islands on the moist northeast trade
winds. As the moisture-laden winds are deflected upward by the mountains,
precipitation falls on the higher elevations. precipitation is heaviest on
mountains below 1,000 m and lightest in the coastal areas on the leeward side
of the islands and at elevations above 1,000 m on the islands of Maui and
Hawaii. The average annual precipitation on the islands is estimated to be
about 1,800 mm. Because of the highly permeable nature of the volcanic soils,
it is estimated that about 30 percent of the precipitation recharges the
ground-water system.

Some discharge of dike-impounded ground water doubtless occurs through
fractures in the dikes into the flanking lava flows. This movement must be
small, however, because water stands in the compartments at levels hundreds of
meters above sea level and the principal discharge occurs as springs on the
sides and at the heads of valleys where erosion has removed parts of the dikes.
Both the basal ground water and the perched ground water in the lava flows
surrounding the dike-bounded compartments is recharged by precipitation and by
streams leaving the dike-bounded area. Discharge is to streams and to springs
and seeps along the coast.

The basal water is the principal source of ground water on the islands.
Because the freshwater is lighter (less dense) than seawater, it floats as a
lens-shaped body on the underlying seawater. The thickness of the freshwater
zone below sea level essentially depends on the height of the freshwater head
above sea level. Near the coast the zone is thin, but several kilometers
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inland from the coast on the larger islands it reaches thicknesses of at least
a few hundred meters. In parts of the coastal zone, and especially on the
leeward side of the islands, the basal ground water is brackish.

Forty-six percent of the water used in Hawaii in 1975, or 3.1 x
106m3day-l, was ground water. It is obtained through horizontal
tunnels and through both vertical and inclined wells. Tunnels are used to
obtain supplies of basal water near the coast where the freshwater zone is
thin. Tunnels are also used to tap dike-impounded water. These tunnels
encounter large flows of water when the principal impounding dike is penetrated
and it is necessary to drain most of the water in the saturated zone above the
tunnel before construction can be completed. Thereafter, the yield of the
tunnel reflects the rate of recharge to the compartment tapped by the tunnel.
To avoid a large initial waste of water and to preserve as much storage as
possible, the Honolulu Board of Water Supply has begun to construct inclined
wells to obtain dike-impounded water. Vertical wells are used to obtain basal
water and perched ground water in inland areas where the thickness of the
freshwater zone permits the use of such wells.
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HAWAII

(12A) Mountain Slopes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by staap slopes
eo-posed of volcanic lava flows, breccia and related
extrusive ..gmatic rocks. Soils are thin, but highly
permeable where present. Rubble alluvial deposits are
common. Because of the steep topography and elevation the
water table is typic.lly deep. Water occurs in the
fractures and vesicular zones of the basaltic lava flows,
and along the relatively horizontal inter-flow zones.
Overall, hydraulic conductivity is -aderately high, due to
the density of fracture zones. Perched water table zones
are cOllllllOn, where water in an inter-flow zone between
successive lava flows is delayed from soving downward by a
'anae layer of clayey ..terial or basalt. The dense layer
acta aa an aquitard. Rainfall is bigh, and with peraeable
aurface ..terial recharae ia alao hiah.

tTTING , 2 A Mounta1n Slopes GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Wltt~r , 00' 5 , 5

£t Recherqe '0' 4 9 36

~ w1fer Media Basalt 3 9 27

011 Media Thu. or I\.b~ent 2 '0 20

opoqraphy '8.. ' , , ,
mpaC't VadosE' Zone Basalt 5 9 45

~Ydrau1ic ConduQ'tlv1ty 2000 .. 3 '0 30

Dr..uc JnlIex~

"T11NG '2 A Mour.t.au Slc,pes PESTICIDE

rEATllRE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUtlll'"

~pth to Water '00... 5 , 5

toet Ilecll.r9" 'D. 4 9 36

q\J1fer Media Basal t 3 9 27

011 Media Thln or Abser,t 5 '0 50

opoqraphy 18+\ 3
, 3

rnpac t Vadose Zone Basa 1 t 4 , 36

~)'dr.uJ1c Conductivity 2000"- 2 '0 20

Pe't:a.c.l.de
Or'ut1.C 1.ndex~

IlMIAII

(121) 111••ial Mountain Valleys

Thia hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by narrow,
ateep-walled valleys, with -aderate to ateep aeaward slope.
The valleys contain alluvial ..terial vsrying typically from
zero to a few tens of feet in thickness. Vaterfalls and
related features are c~on near the ocean. The alluvium
consists of basaltic debris and aasociated veathered
products. Soila are anderately developed, thin and quite
peraeable. "infall is high, recharge is high, and
vegetation i8 lush. The allUVium below atream grade is
generally aaturated at a ahallow level, and ..y be
hydraulicall, conneeted to the peraenent vater table or
..rched &Ofta.. 'ydraulie conductivity of both the alluvium
... sadarly1QC aquifers is high.

I;F.T1'ING 11 B Allu"1.l JlIounta1n Valley!i GENERAL

P'£A'l'UR£ RANGE IiIElGHT RATING NUIIBER

Pepth to Water 5-'5 5 9 4~

~et Recharqe '0' 4 9 36

quifer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

oil Media Sandy LoAm 2 6 '2

Opoqrophy 12-'8\ , 3 3

.pact VadOse Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~Ydr.ullc Conductivity '000-2000 3 8 24

Drasuc Jndex~

r.'l'TING 12 9 Alluv.a] MOunt.n. ValleyE PESTICIDE

rEATURE RAHG£ WEIGHT RATING NUI4IlI

pepth to W.ter 5-'5 5 9 45

et ".charge '0' 4 9 36

qu1fer Medta s•.,d and Graye) ) 8 24

I 011 Ned1. Sandy LOan.. 5 6 30

opoqrophy 12-18' 3 3 9

"'pact V.dO•• Zone Sand and GrOlvel 4 8 3:1

ydreu11c ConductiVity , 000-2000 2 8 16

Peltlc1.de
Drastic JncIex ...l!.L
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HAWAII

(12C) Volcanic Uplands

Thia hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by moderately
rolling topography, at medium elevations. and rich, dark.
soils developed from the basaltic bedrock. The soils are
permeable. rainfall is high and recharge is high. Bedrock
is composed primarily of alternating extrusive basaltic lava
flows and interlayered weathered zones formed between flows.
Ground water occurs at moderate to deep depths. and aquifer
yield is controlled by fracture zones. vesicular zones (both
primarily cooling features) and the inter-flow weathered
zones. Hydraulic conductivity is high. As with other
settings in Hawaii, heavy pumping stresses often result in
aalt-water intrusion. This is a reflection of the fact that
each island is surrounded by and underlain by aalt water.
with the fresh water occurring in a lenticular body that
floats on the salt water. Ground-water yield ia tberefore
limited quite apecifically to the amount of water recbarged
annually.

~rTTING 12 C VolcanlC Uplands GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUIl8Ek

r>.pth to W.ter 75-100 5 2 10

eot RecharCje 10. 4 9 36

!'quUer Media 80601 t 3 9 27

011 Ned!. Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 6-12' 1 5 5

",pact Vadose Zone aasalt 5 9 45

tydraul1C' ConductIvity 2000+ 3 '0 30

DrastIc JndI:K~

~£T'f1NG 12 C \lolC~lrilC L'f.'lar,ds PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUM8~:

Depth to Mater 75-'00 5 2 10

Net Recharge 10' 4 9 36

qu1fer Media Basalt 3 9 27

011 MedIa Sand:r LOBl:" 5 6 30

opoqraphy 6~'2' 3 5 15

rnpact Vadose ~one Basalt 4 9 36

ydraul1c Conduct 1vity 2000+ 2 10 20

Pestlcide
Orast1C Inckt.x~

IWIAII

(lID) c.aatal Beaches

~~a ~.roceologic setting is characterized by low to

~ee:~~a~~Ogr~~h~~n~;a~o~~:level. with sandy materials at
recbarge from rainfall ia bigha~ very permeable and direct
permit. Because of ere ground-water levels
discharge areas vher:b:~~u~~c:;::~ ~:e~~s:eit:ngshare often
Management of thia area is easential to th n °i t e ocean.
utilization f tb e sax mum
It abould be°note: ~~~n:~a~~r ~esources of the islands.
rechar.. areaa aDd th f BC arge areas sre potential
pollution.' ere ore potentially vulnerable to

~£TTING 12 0 Coastal Beaches GENERAL

FUrURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 0-5 5 1G SO

et Recharqe 10. 4 9 36

quifer Me41. Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Med1a Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphY 2-" 1 9 9

",pact V.dose ZOne Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

Hydreuh,c ConductivitYI ' 000-2000 3 8 H

Drasuc Index -d
~r.TTING , 2 0 coastal Beaches PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMB'R

cpth to Mater 0-5 5 10 50

et Recharge 10' 4 9 36

qU1fer Metha SaTJc and Gravel 3 8 24

oil Media Sand 5 9 45

opoqraphy 2-" 3 9 27

mpact vadosE' Zone Sand and Gravel 4 8 32

~ydra\l11C ConductiVIty 1000-2000 2 8 16

Pestlcide
Drastic~ ...E.£.-
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13. ALASKA GROUND-WATER REGION

""
,

l3A
l3B

l3C
l3D

Alluvium
Glacial and Glaciolacustrine Deposits

of the Interior Valleys
Coastal Lowland Deposits
Bedrock.of the Uplands and Mountains
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13. ALASKA

(Glacial and alluvial deposits, occupied in part by permafrost, and
overlying crystalline, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks)

The Alaska region encompasses the State of Alaska, which occupies an area
of 1,519,000 km2 at the northwest corner of North America. Physiographica1
1y, Alaska can be divided into four divisions--from south to north, the Pacific
Mountain System, the Intermontane Plateaus, the Rocky Mountain System, and the
Arctic Coastal Plain. The Pacific Mountain System is the Alaskan equivalent of
the Coast Range, Puget Sound Lowland, and Cascade provinces of the
Washington-Oregon area. The Intermontane Plateaus is a lowland area of plains,
plateaus, and low mountains comparable to the area between the Cascades-Sierra
Nevada and the Rocky Mountains. The Rocky Mountain System is a continuation of
the Rocky Mountains of the United States and Canada, and the Arctic Coastal
Plain is the geologic equivalent of the Great Plains of the"United States and
Canada. The coastal areas and lowlands range in altitude from sea level to
about 300 m, and the higher mountains reach altitudes of 1,500 to 3,000 m. Mt.
McKinley in the Pacific Mountain System is the highest peak in~North America,
with an altitude of about 6,300 m. ~

As would be expected of any area its size, Alaska is underlain by a
diverse assemblage of rocks. The principal mountain ranges have cores of
igneous and metamorphic rocks ranging in age from Precambriam to Mesozoic.
These are overlain and flanked by younger sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The
sedimentary rocks include carbonates, sandstones, and shales. In much of the
region the bedrock is overlain by unconsoliated deposits of gravel, sand, Silt,
clay, and glacial till.

Climate has a dominant effect on hydrologic conditions in Alaska. Mean
annual air temperatures range from -12°C in the Rocky Mountain System and the
Arctic Coastal plain to about SoC in the coastal zone adjacent to the Gulf of
Alaska. The present climate and the colder climates that existed
intermittently in the past have resulted in the formation of permafrost, or
perennially frozen ground. Permafrost is present throughout the State except
in a narrow strip along the southern and southeastern coasts. In the northern
part of the Seward Peninsula, in the western and northern parts of the Rocky
Mountain System, and in the Arctic Coastal Plain, the permafrost extends to
depths as great as 600 m and is continuous except beneath deep lakes and in the
alluvium beneath the deeper parts of the channels of streams. South of this
area and north of the coastal strip, the permafrost is discontinuous and
depends on exposure, slope, vegetation, and other factors. The permafrost is
highly variable in thickness in this zone but is generally less than 100 m
thick.
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Much of the water in Alaska is frozen for at least a part of each year:
that on the surface as ice in streams and lakes or as snow or glacier ice and
that below the surface as winter frost and permafrost. Approximately half of
Alaska, including the mountain ranges and adjacent parts of the lowlands, was
covered by ,glaciers during the Pleistocene. About 73,000 km2, or
one-twentieth of the region, is still occupied by glaciers, most of which are
in the mountain ranges that border the Gulf of Alaska. Precipitation, which
ranges from about 130 mm yr-1 in the Rocky Mountain System and the Arctic
Coastal Plain to about 7,600 mm yr-l along the southeast coast, falls as snow
£0 r 6 to 9 1JX)nths of the year and even yea r-r0und in the high mountain regions.
The snow remains on the surface until thawing conditions begin, in May in
southern and central Alaska and in June in the arctic zone. -During the period
of subfreezing temperatures, there is no overland runoff, and many streams and
shallow lakes not receiving substantial ground-water discharge are frozen
solid.

From the standpoint of ground-water availability and well yields, Alaska
is divided into three zones. In the zone of continuous permafrost, ground
water occurs beneath the permafrost and also in small, isolated, thawed zones
that penetrate the permafrost beneath large lakes and deep holes in the
channels of streams. In the zone of discontinuous permafrost, ground water
occurs below the permafrost and in sand and gravel deposits that underlie the
channels and floodplains of major streams. In the zone of discontinuous
permafrost, water contained in Silt, clay, glacial till, and other fine-grained
deposits usually is frozen. Thus, in this zone the occurrence of ground water
is largely controlled by hydraulic conductivity. In the zone not affected by
permafrost, which includes the Aleutian Islands, the western part of the Alaska
Peninsula, and the southern and southeastern coastal areas, ground water occurs
both in the bedrock and in the relatively continuous layer of unconsolidated
deposits that mantle the bedrock.

Relatively little is known about the occurrence and availability of ground
water in the bedrock. Permafrost extends into the bedrock in both the zones of
continuous and discontinuous permafrost, but springs that issue from carbonate
rocks in the Rocky Mountain System indicate the presence of productive
water-bearing openings. Small supplies of ground water have also been
developed from sandstones, from volcanic rocks, and from faults and fractures
in the igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Recharge of the aquifers in the Alaska region occurs when the ground is
thawed in the areas not underlain by permafrost. This period generally lasts
only from June through September. Because the ground, even in nonpermafrost
areas, is still frozen when most snowmelt runoff occurs, relatively little
recharge occurs in interstream areas by infiltration of water across the
unsaturated zone. Instead, most recharge occurs through the channels of
streams where they flow across the alluvial fans that fringe the mountainous
areas and in alluvial deposits for some distance downstream. Because of the
large hydraulic conductivty of the sand and gravel in these areas, the rate of
infiltration is large. Seepage investigations along Ship Creek near Anchorage
indicate channel losses of 0.07 m3sec-1km-1, which gives an infiltration
rate through the wetted perimeter of about 0.4 m day-I.
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Discharge from aquifers occurs in the downstream reaches of streams and
through seeps and springs along the coast. The winter flow of most Alaskan
streams is sustained by ground-water discharge. In the interior and northern
regions. this discharge is evidenced by the buildup of ice (referred to locally
as "icings") in the channels of streams and on the adjacent flood plains.

Unlike the 12 regions which comprise the contiguous United States. both
Alaska and Hawaii are political subdivisions. not discrete ground-water
regions. Hawaii can be treated as a single region because of its smaller size
and relative geologic simplicity. Alaska. however. due to its size and
complexity includes several major ground-water regions. For purposes of this
document. these regions are considered hydrogeologic settings.
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ALASKA

(13A) Alluvium

This hydroaeoloaical settina includes floodplains, terraces
and alluvial fans of both .. jor valleys and upland and
mountain valleys. Braided streams are present in the .. jor
valley floodplains. Heavy silt/rock flour loading in
streams results in substantial silt and clay deposition
alona with the alluvial sands and aravels. Ground-vater
levels are usually .hallow near the .tre.... into which the
ground water discharges. and considerably deeper along the
higher terraces. Recharge to the ground water is .easonal.
following anow melt and thawing of frozen areas. Except for
the aouth coastal area. precipitation is light to .cderate
.nd uaually In the form of Snow. Topography Is .cder.te,
wlth a unidirectional downstream ground-vater .cTement.
Hydraulic conductivities are moderate to very high In tbe
cleaner portions of the ssnd and gravel aquifer••

r.TTING 13 A Alluv1.um GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

","ptll to Water , 5-30
""_5"_

, 35
"-

~et ....,1I.rqe 2-4 4 3 12

qu1fer Media Sand and Gravel 3 S 24

011 Medta Sandy Loam 2 6 12

o_raplly 2-6\ , 9 9

_pact Vadole
S • G'tI1 '19. SIlt

5 6 30Zone ane Clay

~Ydr.u11c Conductivity 100-1000 3 6 18

Dr'_tic J.ncte.x 140
'----

r.TTING , 3 A Alluvlum PESTICIDE

nATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHBU

15-)0 5
, 35

Qpth to Water

et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

l'qu1fer Hedla Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Kectl. Sandy Loam 5 6 30

OpDqnphy 2-6\ 1 9 27

S • G wI 51g. SUt
~ 6 24IIlpact Vadole Zone and Clay

"ydraultc Conductlvity '00-1000 2 6 12

Pe5t1C1de

~Drastl.C JrdIIx

(IS.) Glacial and Glaciolacustrlne Deposlts of the Interior
Valleys

This hydrogeologlcal aetting is characterized by tills and
aasociated outwash deposits, as well as glacier-related lake
deposits of interbedded .and, silt and clay. Ground-water
levels are rel.tively .hallow. Surface aoils are typically
org.nic a.ndy loams with moderate conductivity. Recharge is
aoder.te to low. pri_rlly limited by the period of tbew and
aDDU&1 precipit.tion. ropolr.phy i • .cder.te, .nd tbe
hydraulic coaductivity of tbe outwash aquifers is lener.lly
lIi.h.

!lETTING 13 B ~~:~~~5 ~ ~~:~:~~:c~:~~~~: GENERAL

FEATURE JlANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUIlBER

","pth to W.ter 5-15 5 , 45

I'et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

qutfer Medta S.,nd and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Medta Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opography 2-6\ , 9 9

.paC't V.dolE' tone Silt/Clay 5 3 15

~Ydr.ullc ConductlV.lty 1000-2000 3 8 24

Drastic Inclex L2!.L-

r.TTING 13 Dri:~b~~~s~ ~~:~:~~~C~:i~~~~ PESTICIDE

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NIJMDI.I

bepth to Nater 5-15 5 9 45

I'et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

~qu1fer Media Sand and Ct"avel 3 8 24

1;011 Media Sand)' Loam 5 6 30

Iro_raphy 2-6\ 3 ,
27

lIPact Vadose Zone Silt/Cloy 4 3 12

~ydr.uI1C' Conduct ivity 1000-2000 2 8 16

~~~~1:r:..LuL
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ALASKA

(13C) Co.at.l-Lowl.nd Deposits

This hydrogeologic .etting includes coastal plaina, jeltaic
deposits of ..jor atreams, beaches .nd ne.rahore bara and
apits, and deposits of deep alluvial co.stal baaina and
valleys. Permafrost aeverely affects the nortbe~at

portions of this aetting, Which is within the per.anent
permafrost COne. Where not permanently frozen, racharae
rates are aeaaonally high, particularly along atre... Which
.re hydraulically connected to the ground-vater.
Ground-water depths are at or near the elevation of the
aurf.ce atrea.s, and topographic alopes .re low to aoderate.
The pri..ry aquifers in this aetting are tbe alluvi.l aand.
and gr.vela that are interbedded With ailta .nd cl.ya.
Thick sequencea of all types of aateri.l••re cc..on.

.::--..
• a ••

r.1'TING l' C Coastal Lowland Oepo~lts CENEIUIL

PEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATlIIG NUMIlER

~pth to W.ter 15-30 5 7 35

~et aec:horqe 2-4 4 3 12

~qU1fer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~oll Media SIlOdy LOam 2 6 12

2-" I 9 9opoqraphy

5 • G .../ 51'9. SUt
5 6 30_paC t V.dolt' Zone and Clay

"ydr-.ulle Cond\J~tivity 700-1000 3 6 18

lIr'_tJC IIdD~

l;t:TT I IIG 13 C coastal Lo",'lan~ Depo~lts PESTICIDE

PEATURE RANGE Ivr:ICIIT RATING NUMB':

Depth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 , 2

qUiter Med1a Sand and Gravel 3 8 2.

011 Media Sandy Loam 5 6 30

opoqraphy 2-6\ 3 9 27

5 , G",/&Iq. Silt
6 24_pact Vado.e lone end Clay 4

ydraul1e Conduct tv1ty 700-1000 2 6 12

' ••t1c1de
Drutlc lIldu L...l!!..-

(13D) Bedrock of the Uplanda and Mountain.

Thi. hydrogeologic .etting is characterized by deposit. of
carbonate rocKs, lime.tone, .andstone, volc.nics and other
lan800s .nd metamorphic rocks. These formations underlie a
thin "Geer of alluvium beneath a large portion of the
atate. Water levela within this aetting are variable, but
....r.lly deep. laceptions to this .re di.charge zones
aloaa the fl.nka of aany aountains. The .ost ftOtable
..-aple of thi. are .pringe di.eharging from carbonate rocks
along the flanka of ~ntains. Recharge is lia1ted by
precipit.tlon, topolr.phy .nd predominant permafrost. Soils
are "llar.ll,. thin .nd poorly developed. Aquifer
..-.aetivit1....ry frOll low in aome of the fractured
..~cphlc. to var,. hiah in the aolution-diaaolved
earlloaates •

ETTING 3 Bedrock of the Upl ands GENElllIL, [) -;;~. nunt_ n-

nATORE RAlIGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to ....t-er 100· 5 1 5

et Recharlje 0-2 4 1 4

8edded 55. L5.
3 6 Ie~qu1fer Media SH Sequ~!nces

oil Media Thin or Absent 2 '0 20

opoqrephy 12-18> 1 3 3

"pac t V.dose ZOne Bedded L~. S5. Sit 5 6 30

ydr.ulic CondlJctlvit 300-700 3 4 '2

Dr_Uc JncIex 92
I---

l;ETTIIIG 13 D B("drock of the Uplands
PESTICIDEn~ MOI1!"ltillnc:,

FE"TORE """GE WEIGHT RATING NUMBf,

~epth to Water 100.. 5 , 5

Ioet Recharqe 0-2 4
, 4

I'qulter Media
Bedded SS. LS f

3 6 18SH SequenC'e~

1;011 Media Thin or Ab~ent 5 '0 50

opoqrephy 12-18\ 3 3 9

"Pact Va40ae lone 8edded l.b, ss, Sit 4 ~ 2'

~)'dr.ul1c COIIIcluct 1vlt)l )00-700 2 4 8

Pest.c ide
llI'utlc 1_...l!!-
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APPENDIX A

PROCESSES AND PROPERTIES AFFECTING CONTAMINANT FATE AND TRANSPORT

Most potential ground-water contaminants are released at or slightly above
the water table as a result of various industrial, agricultural and other human
activities. The attenuation of contaminants as they travel through the
unsaturated zone and ground-water system is affected by a variety of naturally
occurring physical processes and chemical reactions that often cause the
contaminant to change its physical state or chemical form. This change may
result in removal of the contaminant from the ground-water system. The extent
of these reactions is dependent on hydrogeochemical conditions present in the
ground water such as pH, redox-potential and solid surface area. However, the
chemical processes within dynamic ground-water systems are complex, and are
highly dependent on site-specific aquifer and soil characteristics as well as
the effects of individual contaminants in the system (Cherry et al., 1984).
Therefore, although the importance of these chemical reactions in attenuation
of contaminants is widely recognized, prediction of the amount of attenuation
of a contaminant in any environment is still very difficult.

Attenuation includes those mec'l.anisms that lessen the severity or amounts
of contaminants. The components Wh.ch affect attenuation are the physical and
chemical processes and properties including density, solubility, sorption,
biodegradation, oxidation-reduction, dilution, hydrolysis, dispersion,
viscosity, mechanical filtration, ion exchange, volatilization and buffering or
neutralization. The degree of attenuation that occurs is dependent on: 1) the
time that the contaminant is in contact with the material through which it
passes, 2) the grain size, and physical and chemical characteristics of the
material through which it passes, and 3) the distance which the contaminant has
traveled. For most materials, the longer the time, the greater the surface
area and the greater the distance of travel, the greater the degree of
attenuation. Movement of ground water is slower in rocks with high surface
areas, such as found in a fine-grained porous medium, than in rocks where water
movement is primarily through fault and fracture channels or solution openings.
Additionally, flow velocity decreases with lower gradients and increasing
depth; subsequently ground water is in prolonged contact with rock materials
(Matthess and Harvey, 1982).

Another factor affecting attenuation includes surface area in the aquifer
media. The greater the surface area of the material through which the
contaminant passes, the greater the potential for sorption of the contaminant.
Likewise, the greater the reactivity of the material through which the
contaminant passes, the greater the potential for attenuation.
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The many physical processes and chemical reactions present in a
ground-water system may work individually or in combination to provide varying
degrees of attenuation depending on the hydrogeochemical conditions and the
particular contaminant. The following discussion addresses each physical and
chemical process and describes the respective impact on contaminants.

DENSITY

The density of any substance is defined as mass per unit volume. The
movement of a contaminant in an aquifer is directly affected by the density of
the fluid with respect to the density of the ground water. Low density
contaminants float on top of the water table; high density contaminants sink to
the bottom of the aquifer.

Once a contaminant has entered an aquifer, it will be transported as a
function of density in the direction of ground-water flow. Under the ideal
condition of a homogeneous aquifer media, the contaminant will begin to
disperse forming an elliptical plume (pye et al., 1983; Todd, 1980). Movement
and dispersion of the plume is affected by the density of the contaminant, the
character of the geologic formation through which the contaminant passes and
the reactive nature of the contaminant. In a uniform geologic formation, the
more dense the contaminant, the greater will be the downward migration of that
contaminant and the slower the contaminant will travel in relation to the
velocity of ground-water flow.

SOLUBILITY

As a contaminant is introduced into an aquifer, the contaminant is
generally partially dissolved in water, forming either miscible or immiscible
solutions. A potential c~ntaminant may also remain insoluble, depending on the
chemical characteristics of the contaminant. The solubility of a substance is
defined as the mass of a substance that will dissolve in ~ unit volume of
solute under specified chemical conditions (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The
solubility of a constituent in water is dependent on variations in temperature,
pressure, pH, redox potential (Eh) and the relative concentrations of other
substances in solution. The interactions of these chemical parameters make it
difficult to predict the solubilities of many substances in ground water (Davis
and DeWiest~ 1966; Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980).

Substances are dissolved in water, or become soluble, because the water
molecule exhibits a charge which attracts other molecules in solution. When.
the attractive forces that hold a substance together are less than or equal to
the attractive force of the water molecule, the substance will dissolve.
Conversely, those substances that are held together by attractive forces
stronger than the attraction of the water molecule do not dissolve to any
appreciable degree in water, thus forming immisc ible liquids or solids. A good
example is oil and water; the two substances do not mix because the oil is only
slightly soluble in water. Substances that have been dissolved may be
reprecipitated as a consequence of equilibria shifts and deposited in the void
spaces of the aquifer. In addition, immiscible fluids may be transformed
through similar changes in solubility.
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The chemical reaction which transforms a dissolved substance to a solid
form is precipitation. The precipitation of a dissolved substance may be
initiated by changes in pressure, temperature, pH, concentration, or
oxidation-reduction. In addition, the introduction of another substance that
changes the equilibrium concentrations in the solution, or which reacts
chemically with the dissolved substance may cause precipitation. The resultant
solid is deposited in the void spaces of the aquifer, thereby reducing the
space available for transport of the ground water.

Several types of contaminants can be effectively removed from the ground
water through precipitation. Calcium salt solutions have been shown to
effectively precipitate free fluorides (Tolman, et al., 1978). Alkalis and/or
sulfides may precipitate heavy metals. Stover and Kincannon (1983) have
conducted successful experiments with regulated pH conditions, demonstrating
the precipitation of metals using lime. Since oxidation-reduction reactions
may change the chemical state of a substance by rendering it insoluble, this
reaction has proven effective in changing dissolved chromium to a less soluble
state thereby removing it from the ground water (Tolman et a1., 1978; Fuller
and Artio1a, 1978). The FMC Corporation (1983) has conducted extensive studies
using hydrogen peroxide to oxidize various sulfide compounds and initiate
precipitation. Vapors escaping from a contaminated site may cause heavy metals
to be transported and re-deposited. Each of these chemical reactions provides
a method of changing the solubility of a substance, thereby removing the
contaminant from the ground water and ~ecipitating it in the void spaces of
the aquifer. Even though the contaminant has changed form, the precipitate may
be re-disso1ved and the process repeated. When a precipitate re-disso1ves, the
contaminant may not be in its original form and may form a different solute
which mayor may not be harmless.

SORPTION

Sorption is a combination of two processes, adsorption and absorption.
Adsorption occurs when molecules or ions are attached to the surface of charged
particles by weak Van der Waals or covalent bonds. Adsorption differs from
absorption in that the latter involves penetration by the absorbed substance
(Keenan and Wood, 1971; Matthess and Harvey, 1982). Sorption occurs on all
surfaces where bonding conditions are present. Sorption increases with
increasing surface area, which is usually a function of decreasing grain size.
Colloidal particles range in diameter size from 10-3 to 10-6 mm. These
particles tend to have a large charge relative to their surface area (Freeze
and Cherry, 1979). Porous geologic materials that are composed of an
appreciable amount of co110dia1-sized particles exhibit a higher capability to
sorb constituents onto the particle surfaces.

The subsurface materials that exhibit sorptive properties include clay
minerals, hydrous iron, manganese, aluminum oxides, organic substances
(particularly humus), glauconites and the rock-forming minerals mica, feldspar,
aluminous augite and hornblende (Matthess and Harvey, 1982; Freeze and Cherry,
1979; Davis and DeWiest, 1966). These minerals are commonly present in
colloidal form and contain especially large surface areas available for
sorption.
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The surface charge on a mineral in the saturated or unsaturated zone
creates an attractive force. This charge may be due to 1) imperfections or
substitutions in the crystal lattice of the particle or 2) chemical reactions
at the surface of the particle involving weak hyd~ogen bonding, due to the
presence of water. The pH of the water and the crystal structure of the
mineral have a direct affect on the charge of the particle surface; waters with
a high pH and higbly crystalline materials typically produce net negative
charges on the particle surface thus favoring the sorption of positive
constituents or cations (Matthess and Harvey, 1982). There is a direct
relationship between the quantity of a substance sorbed on a particle surface
and the quantity of the substance suspended in solution. In general, an
increase in the concentration of the substance in solution will increase the
quantity sorbed.

The presence of organic matter in porous materials appears to be an
important factor in the sorption of non-ionic organic substances. Those
organic substances that are nonpolar (not attracted to water) and relatively
insoluble are frequently absorbed by soils and sediments containing clays and
organic carbon. The sorption of nonpolar aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons
has been shown to increase with decreasing particle size and subsequently
increasing organic carbon content (Karickhoff et a1., 1979). Sorption of polar
organics primarily occurs through weak hydrogen bonds to mineral particles
(Cherry et al., 1984; Brown et a1., 1983). Studies by Haque et ale (1974) and
Griffen et ale (1978) indicate that sorption of PCBs was enhanced in materials
with greater surface area and higher organic content. The sorptive
capabilities of clays and soils appear promising for attenuation of some
contaminants, however further experimentation is necessary due to the
complexity of chemical reactions that occur in the sorption process.

ION EXCHANGE

The process of ion exchange is similar to sorption, however, stronger
ionic bonding occurs on the particle surfaces. Ion-exchange processes are
virtually limited to colloidal size particles because these particles have
large electrical charges with respect to their surface areas. Colloidal
particles range in diameter size from 10-3 to 10-6 mm.

Ion exchange occurs when there is a surface charge imbalance. These
surface charges are a result of 1) imperfections or ionic substitutions within
the crystal or particle, or 2) chemical dissociation reactions at the particle
surface. Upon exposure to water the charged molecules attract hydroxyl groups
(OH-) to the surface. When these hydroxyl groups break down, the resulting
charge imbalance attracts oppositely charged particles (Freeze and Cherry,
1979). Ionic substitutions within particle surfaces also cause a charge
imbalance that attracts oppositely charged ions. These ions comprise an
adsorbed layer that is interchangeable; thus the process is reversible. An
example of ionic substitutions occurs within silicate minerals. Aluminum ions
tend to substitute for the silica ions, forming an unbalanced charge on the
mineral surface. The nature of the surface charge that develops is dependent
on pH; positively charged surfaces develop at low pH and a negatively charged
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surface prevails with a high pH. Clay minerals are the primary geologic
materials of colloidal size that exhibit surface charges as a result of ionic
substitutions. Organic materials such as humus and plant roots in soils and
recent sediments also exhibit high ion-exchange capacities (Davis and DeWeist,
1966; Matthess and Harvey, 1982).

The most common ion exchange involves the transfer of cations on charged
surfaces. Cation exchange capacity is the capability of a charged surface
layer to attract positive ions in the zone adjacent to that charged surface
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The affinity for attraction of cations varies with
the valence, or charge, of the ion and the ionic size. Other things being
equal, the affinity for ion exchange is greater when the ion has a higher
valence. For ions of the same valence, the affinity for exchange increases
with atomic number and decreases with increasing hydrate radius (Matthess and
Harvey, 1982).

Other colloidal particles that exhibit ion-exchange capacities include
hydrated oxides of iron and manganese. Hydrated oxides of iron selectively
sorb zinc, copper, lead, mercury, chromium, molybdenum, tungsten and vanadium
through ion exchange. Similarly, hydrated oxides of manganese will bond to
copper, nickel, cobalt, chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten (Matthess and
Harvey, 1982). Clay minerals tend to preferentially bond zinc, copper, lead,
mercury and radioactive elements such as rubidium, cesium, and strontium.
Certain organic dyes are firmly bonded to clays by strong electrostatic bonds
(Matthess and Harvey, 1982). For cationic organic substances, increasing
valence will tend to increase the capaci ty for bonding to cIa". surfaces, and
vice versa for anionic organic constituents (Brown et al., 1~d3).

Ion exchange can provide a means for attenuation of heavy metals and
certain organic substances if the bonding is sufficiently strong to prevent
reversal of the chemical reaction and release of-the contaminant back into the
ground-water system.

OXIDATION-REDUCTION

Oxidation and reduction (redox) are geochemically important processes
because together with pH, they control the solubility, and thus the presence of
many substances in water. These reactions involve the transfer of electrons
between dissolved, gaseous and solid substances in the water. As a result of
this electron transfer, there is a change in the oxidation state of the
substance. A redox reaction consists of two parts or half reactions. In the
oxidation reaction, the substance loses, or donates electrons; in the reduction
reaction, the substance accepts, or gains electrons. Oxidation and reduction
reactions are always coupled; no free electrons can exist in solution and
electrons must be conserved (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980).

Deposits above the water table contain voids which are usually filled with
atmospheric gases containing oxygen. Percolating water carries dissolved
atmospheric oxygen to the water table where the processes of diffusion and
dispersion can carry it to deeper water levels (Matthess and Harvey, 1982).
The presence or absence of dissolved oxygen in the ground water is one factor
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which controls whether oxidizing or reducing conditions will predominate.
Oxidation may be initiated in ground water by the presence or introduction of
an oxidizing agent) such as potassium permanganate) or a change in valence
state of ions such as Fe+3 and Mn+3• In general) oxidation processes are
increased in warm climates) and are more complete in humid and humid/arid
climates than in arid climates.

Microorganisms are responsible for a large proportion of redox reactions
which occur in ground water. The principal microorganisms involved in redox
processes are bacteria which contain enzymes. Bacteria and their enzymes
utilize redox processes to provide energy for cell synthesis-and maintenance
(Freeze and Cherry) 1979). Bacteria that require oxygen are known as aerobic
bacteria, while anaerobic bacteria cannot tolerate dissolved oxygen in the
water.

In many contaminated ground-water systems) dispersion exerts a strong
influence on the redox state of the ground water. Dispersion causes a
continuous mixing of waters that are different in chemical composition and
redox potential. The mixing of these waters by dispersion affect the redox and
pH conditions and may instigate other chemical reactions within the system.

The use of oxidation-reduction reactions for the attenuation of
contaminants has proven effective for both inorganic and organic substances.
The introduction of oXidizing agents into ground water is the most important
mechanism of oxidation after microorganisms. Detoxification through oxidation
of cyanides (Farb) 1978) and organic cyanides (Harsh) 1975) has been
accomplished through the application of sodium hypochloride in conjunction with
pH adjustments to produce substances that are insoluble. Dohnalek and
Fitzpatrick (1983) documented removal of hydrogen sulfide from ground water in
laboratory studies using oxidants. The FMC Corporation (1983) has conducted
extensive experimentation using hydrogen peroxide to oxidize various sulfides
and organic sulfides thereby rendering them insoluble. Certain organic
compounds such as phenols) aldehydes, hydroquinine) as well as chlorine
compounds and cyanides can also be oxidized by hydrogen peroxide (FMC) 1983).
Matthess (1981) achieved treatment of arsenic-contaminated ground water by
accelerating the natural precipitation process through the injection of the
oxidant potassium permanganate. The soluble arsenic compounds were oxidized to
the less soluble arsenate state and precipitated as iron and manganese
arsenates and hydroxides) thus removing the arsenic from the ground water and
eliminating the contamination problem. Injection of oxygenated water into an
aquifer has also been shown to improve water quality by stimulating iron and
manganese bacteria. The bacteria then provided the adsorption-oxidat ion
mechanism that precipitated the iron and manganese hydroxides (Rott et al.)
1981). Other chemicals susceptible to oxidation include phenols) aromatic
amines and dienes (Cherry et al.) 1984). The application of a strong reducing
agent has also proven effective in changing the oxidation state of chromium
causing the formation of an insoluble chromium product.
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The mechanisms of oxidation and reduction provide a means for reducing the
solubility and causing subsequent precipitation through several reactions.
Those most effective reactions for reducing solubility include a change in
oxidation state, the formation of new compounds, and the enhancement of
naturally occurring bacterial processes.

BIODEGRADATION

Biodegradation results from the enzyme-catalyzed transformation of organic
compounds by microbes, principally bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes, algae and
yeasts. Biological treatment can eliminate hazardous organic wastes by
transforming them into innocuous forms, degrading them by mineralization to
carbon dioxide and water, or by anaerobically de'composing them to carbon
dioxide and methane (Kobayashi and Rittmann, 1982). Bacteria and other
microbes require nutrients to produce the necessary enzymes that use or attack
the organic compounds. Most microbes require oxygen, water and nutrients such
as carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and trace metals. Aerobic bacteria require the
presence of free oxygen; anaerobic bacteria require the absence of dissolved
oxygen. The metabolic processes of both types of bacteria are energy efficient
and tend to enhance certain critical reactions. Reactions such as reductive
deha10genation, nitroreduction and reduction of su1foxides are catalyzed by
anaerobic bacteria (Kobayashi and Rittman, 1982).

Biodegradation of a broad range of organic compounds particularly those
that are man-made, have been demonstrated in laboratory studies. It is
difficult to predict the exact transformations that may occur in the subsurface
due to the complexity of chemical reactions present in natural systems of mixed
microbes and organic compounds (Cherry et a1., 1984; Kobcyashi and Rittmann,
1982). Biodegradation is dependent on interactions in a natural environment
such as redox potential, dissolved oxygen, pH, 'temperature, presence of other
compounds, salinity, other competing organisms, and the concentrations of
compounds and organisms. Organic compounds need to be fairly soluble in water
in order to be utilized by microbes. Biodegradation can be limited if there
are antagonistic interactions between two types of microbes, such as bacteria
and fungi (Kobayashi and Rittmann, 1982). In addition, very low compound
concentrations in a substrate may pose problems; certain organisms require
minimal threshold values for survival and/or production of necessary enzymes.

Cettain man-made organic compounds are refractory or resistant to
biodegradation. This resistance is generally due to the presence of chemical
substituents such as nitrogroups, chlorines and amines, that are attached to
the parent compound. Generally, larger molecules are less degradable than
smaller ones (Kobayashi and Rittmann, 1982). Other important refractory
compounds are halogenated organics which are very resistant to biodegradation
(Brown et a1., 1983). These halogenated organics include pesticides,
plasticizers, solvents and triha10methanes. Chlorinated compounds such as DDT
and other pesticides have been the most frequently studied compounds. The
first step in degradation of halogenated organics involves deha1ogenation by
several biological mechanisms. Anaerobic reductive deha10genation is an
important mechanism in degradation of pesticides and certain halogenated
aliphatic compounds.
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Kobayashi and Rittmann (1982) and Tabak et al. (1980), indicate that most
man-made organic compounds will undergo biodegradation to some extent.
Actinomycetes and fungi are known to attack a wide variety of complex organic
compounds. These microbes can grow under low nutrient conditions, wide
temperature ranges and wide pH ranges. Actinomycetes break compounds down into
groups that can be utilized by other organisms. Certain types of fungi are
able to degrade complex hydrocarbons including the degradation of DDT. Fungi
are believed to be capable of degrading PCB's more efficiently than bacteria
(Gibson, 1978). Fungal metabolism is generally incomplete and requires other
microbes for complete degradation. Bacteria have been found to degrade a wide
variety of compounds under aerobic conditions. Bacteria are the major agents
in the degradation of hydrocarbons and heterocyclic compounds (Kobayashi and
Rittmann, 1982; Jhaveri and Mazzacca, 1983; Weldon, 1979; Tabak et al., 1980;
Liu et al., 1981; Claus and Walker, 1964; Cherry et al., 1984).

Anaerobic bacteria degrade organic compounds to carbon dioxide and methane
under oxygen-deficient conditions. Although little is known about these
bacteria. four groups that utilize each of the metabolic products are
responsible for degradation of the other groups. These bacteria are capable of
dehalogenation. nitrosamine degradation, reduction of epoxide groups. reduction
of nitro groups and the breakdown of aromatic structures (Kobayashi and
Rittmann, 1982; Tabak et al., 1980). In a study conducted by Ehrlich et al.
(1982) an aquifer contaminated by phenols and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
such as naphthelene showed significant reductions in these contaminants within
1000 m of the contamination source. Contaminant attenuation has been attributed
to anaerobic degradation of the hydrocarbons by bacteria. Laboratory studies
indicate that anaerobic bacteria are capable of degrading certain halogenated
1- and 2-carbon organic compounds such as trihalomethanes. chloroform and
trichlorethylene (Bouwer et a1., 1981).

HYDROLYSIS

The breakdown of substances by water and its ionic species H+ and OH-
is known as hydrolysis. The breakdown of minerals by hydrolysis is an
important reaction that occurs in the ground water, causing relatively
insoluble minerals to form new minerals while releasing ions into solution.
The hydrolysis process is dependent on pH, a measure of the concentration of
H+ and OH- ions in solution, in addition to the oxidation-r.eduction
potential (Matthess and Harvey, 1982). Hydrolysis is most effective at high
temperatures. low pH and low redox potential. Hydrolysis is the basic reaction
in the weathering processes which acts upon rocks and aids in the production of
clays and soils.

Hydrolysis of an organic compound involves the introduction of a hydroxyl
group (-OH) into the chemical structure, usually with the loss of a chemical
group (X). The rate of hydrolysis of organic compounds is dependent on pH
conditions and the presence of metal ions. A common hydrolysis reaction
involves the replacement of halogens (X) by a hydroxyl group (Cherry et a1.,
1984). The occurrence of hydrolysis may aid in contamination attenuation.
Certain organic compounds may be broken down by hydrolysis into simpler
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compounds that may then be easily assimilated through other processes. An
example would be the hydrolysis of esters into a simple alcohol and acid that
would comprise less harmful constituents in the ground water.

Hydrolysis is an important process in the attenuation of pesticides. It
may be used to help predict the rate of decay of pesticides in the soil (Cohen
et a1., 1984; Cherry et al., 1984). Hydrolysis of atrazine and other pesticide
derivatives has been shown to operate faster When humic material is present.
Hydrolysis rates for breakdown of pesticides have been determined for certain
organic groups (Cherry et a1., 1984; Callahan et a1., 1979; Cohen, 1984).

VOLATIL IZATION

Volatilization is defined as the loss of a compound to the atmosphere.
This process provides an attenuation mechanism for those compounds that are
resistant to degradation and/or weakly absorbed, and to those that exhibit low
solubilities and high vapor pressures (Callahan et a1., 1979; Brown et al.,
1983). Organic constituents with high vapor pressures are more easily
volatilized from the soil. Compounds that are not soluble tend to be available
for volatilization longer because they are not readily removed by water.
Persistent organic constituents that are not easily removed by other processes
may tend to volatize after a period of time. Organic compounds tend to
volatize more easily if they are less strongly sorbed by the soil.

Factors that affect volatilization include vapor pressure, water
solubility, soil moisture, adsorption, wind speed, turbulence, temperature,
depth below land surface and time (Brown et al., 1983; Callahan et al., 1979).
Studies indicate that the highest volatilization of organics oc~urs within
minutes of application and decreases substantially within one hour (Wethero1d
e t a1., 19 81 ) •

Volatilization of organics is generally restricted to the purgable or
volatile organic compounds. These compounds include hydrocarbons, compounds
with simple functional groups such as alcohols, halides, and sulfur-containing
compounds, and compounds containing unsaturated functional groups such as
aldehydes, ketones and esters. Increasing air humidity, soil temperature and
soil moisture have been shown to increase volatilization rates (Wetherold et
a1.,1981).

BUFFERING AND NEUTRALIZATION

Buffering and neutralization are chemical reactions which are similar.
Neutralization is achieved by balancing the pH or activity of the hydrogen ion
concentration so that a neutral solution is produced. Buffering refers to the
ability of a substance to maintain a constant pH over a wide range of
concentrations. The neutralization of an acid or base produces water and
neutral salts. Lime is effective in neutralization of acidic wastes.
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Many biological processes rely on maintaining neutral pH levels to enhance
biodegradation of organic constituents (Brown et al., 1983). Neutral pH levels
are maintained in soils by their natural buffering capacity. Aluminu~ 10ns In
the surface of clay colloids maintain an equilibrium of hydroxide ions in the
soil solution. The actual pH range of a soil may vary according to the
predominant clay constituent present (Brown et al., 1983). Neutralization of
contaminants through pH adjustment is generally achieved by the addition of an
acid or base, precipitation and oxidation reduction.

A buffer solution is comprised of a weak acid or base plus a salt of that
acid or base. A solution of this type will maintain a relatively constant pH
even though a strong acid or base is added. A common example of this is the
acetic acid-sodium acetate solution which will maintain a relatively constant
pH when HCI is added, due to the H+ ions from the HCI combining with the
acetate ions, as follows:

Na2C3H2O + IC2H30i] 0( >
H

Z
CZH

3
0

2~
Na +

HCI --+ Cl-+ H+

Therefore, no change occurs in the hydrogen ion concentration.

Carbonate systems provide very effective buffering effects in natural
waters and waste waters (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). The system is
essentially based on a weak acid, carbonic, and sodium bicarbonate. As a
consequence of the natural equilibria established between these parameters a
relatively constant, near neutral pH is maintained for most ground water,
making many important biological processes possibl~.

The precipitation of chromium from water is directly controlled by
variable pH values by providing suitable electron donors to change the chromium
to a less soluble oxidation state (Tolman et al., 1978; Fuller and Artiola,
1978). The use of variable pH levels enables the detoxification of cyanide
through oxidation and subsequent precipitation of insoluble cyanide compounds
(Farb,1978).

DILUTION

The dilution of ground-water contaminants occurs through the addition of
water by precipitation or other sources, introduced into the ground-water
system. Dilution is an integral mechanism of dispersion occurring on a
microscopic and macroscopic scale (Todd, 1980). These mixing mechanisms
produce longitudinal and transverse dispersion of the contaminant such that the
concentration decreases with the distance from the point of introduction.
According to Todd (1980), dilution may be the most important mechanism for
attenuation after the pollutant enters the ground-water system.
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DISPERSION

A porous medium is composed of particles of varying sizes, shapes and
orientations. As water flows through a porous medium, the velocity varies
across pore space and around particles. As a result, when a contaminant is
introduced into a ground-water system, it spreads, or disperses, so as to
gradually occupy an increasing volume of that flow system. Thus dispersion
constitutes a non-steady, irreversible mixing process by which the contaminant
disperses within the surrounding ground water (Todd, 1980).

Dispersion has two components, longitudinal and transverse. Longitudinal
dispersion occurs in the direction of flow and is caused by differences in
macroscopic velocities as the water moves across pore spaces and around
particles winding a tortuous path through the media in the direction of flow.
Transverse dispersion occurs in two dimensions normal to ground-water flow and
results from repeated division and deflection of the water flow by the
particles (Todd, 1980; Bouwer, 1978). Figure A-I illustrates transverse and
longitudinal dispersion in a saturated porous medium.

Dispersion is a phenomenon that is caused by a combination of two
processes, molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion that occurs with
laminar flow in a porous medium (Todd, 1980; Wilson et al., 1976). The result
of these processes produces a contaminant plume with distinctly different
characteristics dependent on the way the contaminant is introduced into the
system. Figure A-2(a) illustrates the configuration of a plume that forms from
the continuous input of a contaminant, whereas Figure A-2(b) r~presents input
of a contaminant in pulses. The contaminant plume develops to" expanding
elliptical shape with declining concentration per unit mass of aquifer because
of the process of dispersion (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

The relative rates of dispersion and the sUQsequent configuration of the
contaminant plume are dependent on the homogeneity of the aquifer. Most
laboratory testing of dispersion has been restricted to homogeneous, sandy
mediums. Heterogeneous aquifer media present a complex dispersion pattern
related to the respective hydraulic conductivities of the individual
stratigraphic units. High conductivity units dominate the flow of contaminants
in the ground-water system as well as provide zones of migration where
contaminants would move more quickly than through adjacent units of low
conductivity (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The predomination of heterogenous
geologic units that serve as aquifers has necessitated the quantification of
contaminant transport through mathematical models (Freeze and Cherry, 1979;
Bouwer, 1978; Roberts, 1981; Anderson, 1984). These models have been extended
to include molecular diffusion, the adsorption of solutes by the media and the
decay of radioactive materials. The primary emphasis of these models is to
provide an effective means of predicting the extent of contaminant dispersion,
contaminant flow velocities, and concentrations at various points within the
plume. Most modeling efforts are constrained by the lack of adequate control
data.
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Longitudinal dispersion occurs
when a contaminant enters at
A or B.

Longitudinal and transverse
dispersion occurs when a
contaminant enters at C.

Figure A-1. Schematic of pathlines showing longitudinal and transverse dispersion (Bouwer, 1978).
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Figure A-2. Plume configuration based on contaminant input (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
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VISCOSITY

The viscosity of a fluid is the property of resistance to relative motion
and shear deformation during flow. The more viscous the fluid, the greater the
shear stress, and thus, the resistance to flow. Viscosity is affected by
temperature; the higher the temperature, the lower the viscosity, the easier it
will be for a fluid to move. through the pores in a media. Viscosity of water
has a direct affect on hydraulic conductivity that can be quantified as an
inverse linear relationship (Bouwer, 1978). Reducing the viscosity by half
will double the hydraulic conductivity.

Thus, the viscosity of a contaminant will partially control the rate of
migration. More viscous contaminants will not move as easily through porous
media. Consideration of contaminant viscosity if it differs significantly from
water viscosity, in conjunction with other applicable chemical reactions, may
be necessary for prediction of contaminant migration.

MECHANICAL FILTRATION

Mechanical filtration removes contaminants which are larger than the pore
spaces of the host medium. This process is most effective in finer~grained

materials such as clay or soil, but can occur in coarse-grained media depending
on the particulate sizes being filtered. The effects of mechanical filtration
increase with decreasing pore and/or channel size within the media. Retention
of larger particles may effectively reduce the permeability of the media.
Chemical reactions such as precipitation may form larger, insoluble particles
that are retained by the media, thereby affecting porosity and permeability.
The effectiveness of mechanical filtration for removal of contaminants is tllls
dependent on grain size and sorting of the media, hydraulic conditions withi~

the media, and the particulate size of the contaminant being transported
through the medium.
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APPENDIX B

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED GROUND-WATER CONTAMINANTS

Contaminants have been divided into inorganic compounds and organic
compounds. For purposes of this discussion, inorganic compounds are subdivided
into metals and nonmetals, while organic compounds are separated into groups
bearing similar molecular structures which influence those processes affecting
the fate and transport of ground-water contaminants.

INORGANIC METALS

The·mobility and attenuation of metals in any hydrogeologic setting is a
function of the hydrochemical ground-water environment. Metals of primary
importance include cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, manganese, silver,
zinc and iron for which maximum Federal Drinking Water Standards have been
established. With the exception of iron,metals typically occur naturally in
the environment in concentrations below 1 mg/l. Concentrations are low due to
the processes of adsorption, hydrolysis, precipitation and oxidation-reduction.

Metals tend to be hydrolized by water and exist as one or more ionic
species. These metals combine readily with ligands to form ionic or neutral
aqueous complexes. These ligands may be inorganic ions such as

- -2 -2 -
HC0 3 ,C03 ,5°4 ,Cl, F , and N0

3
(Freeze and Cherry et al., 1979). Any

dissolved organic constituents that are present may also cause complexation or
chelation. Increases in the concentrations of these anions increase the
concentrations of th~ complexes that are formed. The occurrence of a complexed
species is dependent on the pH and the equilibrium of a particular complex in
the aqueous solution.

The oxidation-reduction potential of the ground water directly affects the
oxidation state of the metal and may also affect the nonmetallic anions with
which it forms complexes. Changes in the oxidation state of a metal may
control the relative solubility or insolubility in water. The mechanism of
sorption of trace metals is dependent on redox potential and pH.

Sorption of trace metals is an important process which may maintain metal
concentrations far below that provided through solubility constraints.
Trace-metal sorption occurs due to the presence of colloidal size clay
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particles, organic matter, and iron and manganese hydroxides. In most
oxidizing environments, the iron and manganese oxides occur as surface coatings
on grains thereby increasing their ability to -sorb trace metals (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979). This is particularly effective for Co, Ni, Cd and Zn in soils
and freshwater sediments.

The hydrochemical environment of a ground-water system exhibits many
effects on trace metals making the prediction of transport and migration
difficult and complex. In general, the processes of sorption and precipitation
cause the trace metals to migrate very slowly with respect to ground-water flow
velocities. Thus, the occurrence of generally localized contamination by trace
metals is common.

Cadmium (Cd)

Cadmium-contaminated wastes are generated as byproducts of cadmium-nickel
battery production, pigments for plastics, enamels and paints, fumicides and in
electroplating and metal coatings. The solubility and sorption of cadmium are
controlled by pH. Under acidic or low pH conditions, cadmium solubility
increases while sorption by colloids decreases (Brown et al., 1983).
Precipitation of cadmium carbonates and cadmium phosphates may reduce cadmium
concentrations at low pH values. Precipitation of cadmium sulfides occurs in
reducing environments. The primary mechanism for cadmium attenuation is
through sorption to organic matter in soils as organic-metallic complexes. The
contaminant level as established in the Federal Primary Drinking Water
Standards is 0.01 mg/l.

Chromium (Cr)

Chromium is present in waste streams as a consequence of its use as a
corrosion inhibitor, production of refractory bricks to line metallurgical
furnaces, plating operations, topical antiseptics and astrigents, and the
tanning and dye industries (Brown et al., 1983). The oxidation-state of the
chromium ion directly affects its toxicity; chromium is the most toxic and
mobile at an oxidation state of +6. This is the most common form of chromium
in industrial wastes, thus making chromium a concern. The soluble salts of
chromium such as sulfate and nitrate, are more toxic than the insoluble salts
of oxides and phosphates. The solubility of chromium will vary at different pH
values in the presence of suitable electron donors, changing the oxidation
state from +6 to +3 (Tolman et al., 1978; Fuller and Artiola, 1978). The +3
chromium is less toxic and generally immobile in ground water because it will
readily precipitate with carbonates, hydroxides and sulfides to form insoluble
compounds. The maximum contaminant level as established in the Federal Primary
Drinking Water Standards is 0.05 mg/l.

Copper (Cu)

Industrial wastes from textile mills, cosmetics manufacturing and
hardboard production contain significant amounts of copper. The sorption of
copper onto colloids is a function of pH; sorption increases at higher pH
values. Organic matter present in soils forms very stable complexes with
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copper (Brown et al., 1983). These include complexation with carboxyl and
phenolic groups where sorption is high When iron and manganese oxide
concentrations are low. Experiments indicate that copper is sorbed appreciably
by quartz and even more strongly by clays. Copper is also beneficial because
low concentrations are necessary for the metabolic processes of decomposition
by bacteria. The maximum contaminant level as established in the Federal
Secondary Drinking Water Standards is 1.0 mg/l.

Lead (Pb)

Lead is found in wastes from the manufacture of lead-acid storage
batteries, gasoline additives, ammunition, pigments, paints, herbicides and
insecticides. Lead may precipitate as sulfates, hydroxides and carbonates.
The presence of free lead ions depends on the stability of the lead complex at
varying pH values. At high pH levels, lead is less soluble and preferentially
sorbed onto clay surfaces. Under reduced conditions, lead becomes mobile and
may form insoluble complexes with organic compounds (Brown et al., 1983). The
maximum contaminant level as established in the Federal Primary Drinking Water
Standards is 0.05 mg/l.

Mercury (Hg)

Mercury is present in a wide variety of industrial wastes such as
electrical apparatus manufacturing, production of chlorine and caustic soda,
pharmaceuticals, paints, plastics, paper products and mercury batteries. Many
pesticides have metals as part of their composition. Of these pesticides, over
40 percent use mercury as the major metal component (Brown et al., 1983).
Mercury in the +2 oxidation state is rapidly and strongly complexed by covalent
bonding to sulfur-containing organic compounds and inorganic soils. Colloidal
particles of clay, iron and manganese oxides, fine sands and organic matter
readily absorb mercury. Sorption by clay particles is most effective at high
pH values. The solubility of various mercury ionic complexes can be affected
by changes in pH and/or oxidation-reduction. Insoluble precipitates of
mercury, sulfates, hydroxides and nitrates form at high pH conditions.
Insoluble mercury sulfide occurs in reducing conditions, whereas, insoluble
mercury chlorides favor oXidizing conditions.

Organic mercury compounds such as phenyl, alkyl and methoxyethyl mercury
used as fungicides may be degraded by certain bacteria. However, other
bacterial forms tend to produce toxic mercury compounds with organic matter
(Brown et al., 1983). The most toxic form of mercury occurs as methyl mercury
and poses a contamination problem for the aquatic food chain. The maximum
contaminant level as established in the Federal Primary Drinking Water
Standards is 0.002 mg/l.

Manganese (Mn)

The major source of manganese-contaminated waste waters are from the iron
and steel industries and from the manufacture of paints, disinfectants and
fertilizers. The manganese ion commonly occurs as Mn +2, Which is soluble and
mobile, and Mn +4, which is insoluable and thus non-mobile. Under reduced
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conditions, Mn +2 is strongly sorbed to clay minerals and organic matter, but
becomes less soluble as pH increases. Under oxidizing conditions several
stable manganese compounds will form (Brown et al., 1983). Manganese is
considered a secondary constituent under Federal Drinking Water Standards;
maximum contaminant levels are set at 0.05 mg/l.

Silver (Ag)

Silver is found in the waste streams of a variety of industrial processes
including photographic, mirror and electroplating manufacturing (Brown et al.,
1983). Silver may be adsorbed on clay minerals, hydrous oxides of iron or
manganese and organic matter. Precipitation with common inorganic anions such
as carbonate sulfates and chlorides or complexation with organic compounds can
reduce silver concentrations in ground water. The solubility of silver is
largely controlled by the pH and redox conditions present in the ground water
system. The maximum contaminant level as established in the Federal Primary
Drinking Water Standards is 0.05 mg/l.

Zinc (Zn)

Industrial wastes containing zinc are a byproduct of brass and bronze
alloy production, galvanized metals for pipes, utensils, insecticides, glues,
rubber, inks and glass (Page, 1974). Zinc can be attenuated through
precipitation, absorption and ionic substitution (Brown et al., 1983). Zinc
may be ionically substituted for aluminum, iron or magnesium in many clay
minerals. Zinc is primarily sorbed onto organic colloids wh~r~ are very
soluble and mobile. Zinc may be sorbed onto the particle surfaces of alloys
and is generally immobile. The solubility of zinc precipitates is dependent on
the stability of the complex that forms under variable pH conditions. The only
insoluble zinc precipitate is zinc sulfate. All other precipitates of zinc are
soluble. Zinc is rendered insoluble in soils and water with a pH greater than
6.5. The maximum contaminant level as established in the Federal Secondary
Drinking Water Standards is 5.0 mg/l.

Iron (Fe)

Iron, under oxidizing conditions in ground water, forms hydrous oxides
which provide a major attenuation mechanism for the sorption of trace metals
such as cobalt, nickel, copper and zinc in soils and freshwater sediments.
When this oxide occurs as coatings on grains of a media, it can greatly
increase the sorptive capacity of that medium. Iron compound stabilities are
dependent on pH and oxidation-reduction potential. Iron in reduced form is
soluble and remains in solution. However, either very small-scale variations
in the pH/Eh relationship or in bacterial activity can result in precipitation
of iron in the hydrous oxide form. The maximum contaminant level as
established in the Federal Secondary Drinking Water Standards is 0.3 mg/l.
Unlike most other limits, the level for iron was not set because of associated
health risks, but rather for water quality problems associated with staining
and color. Iron oxides precipitate and stain due to their relative
insolubili ty.
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INORGANIC NONMETALS

The chemical behavior of non-metallic substances in water has a
significant effect on ground-water quality. Most non-metals tend to be fairly
mobile in the ground-water system as ionic species. The type and amount of
each species present is a function of temperature, pressure, pH, redox
potential, dissolved concentrations, reactivity and microbial activity.

The following discussion focuses on the major nonmetallic chemicals
occurring in ground water. For each chemical, information is presented On the
source(s) of the chemical and its water chemistry characteristics. These
nonmetallic chemicals can occur either naturally in ground ~ter or as a result
of human activities.

Nitrogen

The most common inorganic contaminant is dissolved nitrogen in the form of
nitrate (N03-)' Dissolved nitrogen also occurs in the form of ammonium
(NH4+), ammonia (NH3-)' nitrite (N02-), nitrogen (N2), and nitrous
oxide (N20). Common sources of nitrate in ground water are from the burial
of.nitrogen-rich wastes, application of fertilizers and disposal of sewage.
When nitrogen-rich compounds are added to the environment, nitrogen is
converted to different forms. The processes of nitrification [conversion or
(NH4+) to (N03-) by oxidation] and ammonification [conversion of organic N
to (NH4-)] generally occur above the water table where oxygen and organic
matter are abundant (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

Concentrations of (N03-) are not limited by solubility. Thus, this
anionic form is very mobile and stable under oxidizing conditions. (N03-) is
not easily retarded or transformed by chemical processes. The presence of
reducing conditions may initiate denitrification, a process where (N03-) is
converted to N2 or NZO. These resulting forms are of less concern from a
ground-water pollution standpoint because they pose no health risk. A maximum
contaminant level of 10 mg/l as N or 45 mg/l as (N03-) has been established
for nitrates because of health concerns in infants when this level is exceeded.

Phosphorous

Phosphorous is not generally considered to be an intrinsically harmful
constituent in ground ~ter in normal concentrations, but its presence can
cause significant environmental problems by decreasing available oxygen through
accelerated algae and aquatic vegetative growth. The most common source of
phosphorous contamination is by agricultural activity, decomposition of organic
wastes and septic tank effluent. Dissolved phosphorous can occur in many forms
depending on the pH of the water. Hydrolysis and mineralization can convert
insoluble forms of phosphates to the soluble phosphate ion for use by plants
and organisms (Brown et al., 1983). Degradation and mobilization of
phosphorous by microbes accounts for a portion of its attenuation. Under
certain conditions, phosphorous will precipitate as iron,-~~inum or calcium
phosphate or be sorbed by iron and aluminum oxides and hydroxi~s.

"
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Boron

Boron is released during the decomposition of organic materials. Partial
sorption of boron may occur on iron and aluminum hydroxyl compounds and clays.
The sorption of boron to these materials is pH dependent; sorption will not
occur at high pH levels. The amount of boron that will be sorbed is dependent
on surface area and appears to be irreversible due to the formation of covalent
bonds. No drinking water standards for human consumption of boron have been
set.

Sulfur

Sulfur is moderately abundant in the earth's soils and is an important
plant nutrient. Sulfur, in some form, is widespread in industrial waste from
processes such as kraft mills, sugar refining, petroleum refining, and copper
and coal extraction (Brown et al., 1983). Sulfur is commonly found in two
forms; as sulfate (S04-2) in oxidizing conditions, and as sulfide (HS-)
or (H2S) under reducing conditions. Sulfides are toxic and produce an odor
in water. The FMC Corporation (1983) has conducted extensive laboratory
testing using hydrogen peroxide to oxidize sulfides to sulfur and water.
Hydrogen peroxide has been shown to be effective in neutralizing other sulfur
compounds that are common industrial waste effluents. These include
polysulfides, sulfites, thiosulfates, polythionates, dithionites and
dithionates. Sulfates are relatively mobile in the ground-water system as
anions. Some clays have the capability to sorb sulfate onto their particle
surfaces (Brown et a1., 1983). Sulfates also tend to form inorganic ligands
and complex with metal ions increasing their solubility. A maximum contaminant
level for sulfates is established in the Federal Secondary Drinking Water
Standards at 250 mg/l.

Fluoride

The mobility of fluoride depends on the types and quantities of cations
presenc in the water that have formed salts with the fluoride ion. Sodium
salts of fluoride (NaF) have high solubilities as opposed to calcium salts
(CaF2) which have low solubilities. Fluoride may be a natural constituent of
ground water produced from the dissolution of fluoride-bearing rocks or from
industrial wastes such as the production of phosphatic fertilizers, hydrogen
fluoride and fluorinated hydrocarbons (Brown et al., 1983). Fluoride may also
tend to complex with metallic ions. Soils with high cation exchange capacities
are capable of retaining fluoride. The limit for concentration of fluoride has
been established at 4.0 mg/l in the Federal Primary Drinking Water Standards
based on possible adverse health effects and at 2.0 mg/1 in Secondary Standards
for aesthetic purposes.

Chloride

Chloride is very soluble and thus highly m::>bile in ground water. Chloride
in ground water results from the dissolution of chloride-bearing rocks such as
halite, and is a common product or byproduct (e.g. chlorinated hydrocarbon
wastes) in most industrial wastes. Common causes of chloride contamination
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result from spillage or leakage of brines that are produced in oil and gas
drilling operations, and from the widespread use and application of highway
de-icing salts in many states. Chlorides introduced at the surface are readily
transported into the ground water by recharge from precipitation. Excessive
chloride concentrations in soils can also occur in areas of intensive
irrigation due to leaching in the root zone and high rates of
evapotranspiration. The maximum contaminant level as established in the
Federal Secondary Drinking Water Standards is 250 mg/l.

Arsenic

Arsenic is contained in wastes from the production of herbicides,
pesticides, pigments and wood preservatives (Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Brown et
al., 1983). Arsenic in natural ground water occurs in four oxidation states
which exist as many different species under variable conditions. In general,
most forms of arsenic tend to become soluble under oxidizing conditions.
Solubility is controlled by pH and redox potential.

The movement of arsenic in the environment is affected by sorption to
soils and volatilization. Sorption and/or precipitation by soil colloids is an
important attenuation mechanism. These colloids include iron and aluminum
hydroxides or clays. Sorption increases with increasing pH, clay and hydroxide
content. Levels of arsenic as low as 10 mg/l have been shown to be toxic
(Brown et a1., 1983). The maximum contaminant level as established in the
Federal Primary Drinking Water Standards is 0.05 mg/1.

Selenium

Sources of selenium which can cause ground-water contamination include
glass, electronics, steel, rubber and photographic industries. Selenium has
properties which are similar to sulfur. Selenium has three oxidation states.
These typically form selenites and selanates of sodium and calcium, and soluble
selenium salts. Selenium anions form selanates with merc~ry, copper and
cadmium which are very insoluble (Brown et al., 1983). Selenium in ground
water is least soluble under acid conditions. Mechanisms for selenium
attenuation include sorption onto hydrous iron oxides and precipitation to the
insoluble ferric oxide selenite. The maximum contaminant level as established
in the Primary Federal Drinking Water Standard is 0.01 mg/l.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

The contamination of ground-water resources by organic compounds has
resulted in the initiation of studies on their occurrence and behavior in the
ground-water system. Many organic compounds of environmental concern are at
trace levels, parts per million, billion or trillion. However, even these
minute levels may exhibit toxic effects on aquatic and mammalian life forms.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed a list of
what are considered to be the 129 priority pollutants and the relative
frequency of these materials in industrial waste waters (Keith and Telliard,
1979) (Table B-1).
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TABLE B-1. EPA LIST OF 129 PRIORITY POLLUTANTS AND THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF
THESE MATERIALS IN INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATERS (KEITH AND TELLIARD, 1979)

Percent Number of Percent Number of
of Industrial of Industrial

samples' categories b samples' categories b

31 are purgeable organics
12 5 Acrolein 2 1 5 1.2-D1Chloropropane
27 10 Acrylonitrile 10 5 1.3-Dlchloropropane

291 25 Benzene 342 25 Methylene chloride
293 28 Toluene 19 6 Methyl chloride
167 24 Ethylbenzene 01 1 Methyl bromide
77 14 Carbon tetrachloride 19 12 Bromoform
50 10 Chlorobenzene 43 17 Dlchlorobromomethane
65 16 1,2-Dlchloroethane 68 11 Trlchlorofluoromethane

102 25 1,1.1-Trlchloroethane 03 4 Dlchlorodlfluoromethane
14 8 1.1-Dlchloroethane 25 15 Chlorodlbromomethane
77 17 1,1-Dlchloroethylene 102 19 Tetrachloroethylene
19 12 1,1 2-Trichloroethane 105 21 Trichloroethylene
42 13 1.1,2,-Tetrachloroethane 02 2 Vinyl chloride
04 2 Chloroethane 77 18 1, 2-trans-Dlch loroethylene
15 1 2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 01 2 bls(Chloromethyl) ether

402 28 Chloroform

46 are base/neutral extractable organic compounds
{ 1,2-Dlchlorobenzene 57 11 Fluorene

60 9 1,3-Dlchlorobenzene 72 12 Fluoranthene
l,4-D,chlorobenzene 51 9 Chrysene

05 5 Hexachloroethane 78 14 Pyrene
02 1 Hexachlorobutadlene { Phenanthrene

11 7 Hexachlorobenzene 106 16 Anthracene
10 6 1.2,4-Trlchlorobenzene 23 6 Benzo(a)anthracene
04 3 bls(2-Chloroethoxy) methane 16 6 Benzo(b)fluoranthene

106 18 Naphthalene 18 6 Benzo(k)fluoranthene

09 9 2-Chloronaphthalene 32 8 Benzo(a)pyrene
15 13 Isophorone 08 4 Indeno(1,2,3-c,djpyrene

18 9 Nitrobenzene 02 4 Dlbenzo(a.h)anth racene

1 1 3 2,4-Dlnltrotol uene 06 7 Benzo(g,h,l) perylene

15 9 2,6-Dlmtrotoluene 01 2 4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether

004 1 4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether 0 0 33'-DlchlorobenZldlne

419 29 bls(2-Ethylhexyl) phthalate 02 4 Benzidine

64 12 DI-n-octyl phthalate 1 1 4 bls(2-Chloroethylj ether

5B 15 DImethyl phthalate OB 7 1,2-Dlphenylhydrazlne

76 20 Dlethyl phthalate 01 1 Hexachlorocyclopentadlene

lB9 23 DI-n-butyl phthalate 1 2 5 N-Nltrosodlphenylamlne

(continued)
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TABLE B-1. (continued)

Percent Number of Percent Number of

of Industrial of Industrial
samples' categoriesb samples' categoriesb

45 12 Acenaphthylene 01 1 N-Nltrosodlmethylamlne

42 14 Acenaphthene 01 2 N-Nltrosodl-n-propylamlne

85 13 Buty benzyl phthalate 14 6 bls(2-Chlorolsopropyl) ether

11 are acid extractable organic compounds
261 25 Phenol 19 8 p-Chloro-m-cresol

23 11 2-Nltrophenol 23 10 2-Chlorophenol

22 9 4-Nltrophenol 33 12 2,4-Dlchlorophenol

15 6 2,4-Dlnltrophenol 46 12 2,4,6-Tnchlorophenol
11 6 4,6-Dlnltro-o-cresol 52 15 2,4-Dlmethylphenol

69 18 Pentachlorophenol

26 are pesticides/PCB's
03 3 wEndosulfan 03 3 Heptachlor

04 4 fJ-Endosulfan 01 1 Heptachlor epoxlde

fJ2 2 Endosulfan sulfate 02 4 Chlordane
,) 6 4 ,,-BHC 02 2 Toxaphene

08 6 li-BHC 06 2 Aroclor 1016

02 4 <I-BHC 05 1 Aroclor 1221

05 3 ,-BHC 09 2 Aroclor 1232

05 5 Aldnn 08 3 Aroclor 1242

01 3 Dleldnn 06 2 Aroclor 1248

004 1 4,4'-DDE 06 3 Aroclor 1254

01 2 4,4'-000 05 1 Aroclor 1260

02 2 44'-DDT 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodlbenzo-p-dloxln
(TCDD)

02 3 Endnn
02 2 Endnn aldehyde

13 are metals
181 20 Antimony 165 20 Mercury
199 19 Arsenic 347 27 Nickel

141 18 Beryllium 189 21 Selenium

307 25 Cadmium 229 25 Silver

537 28 Chromium 192 19 Thallium

555 28 Copper 546 28 ZinC

438 27 Lead

Miscellaneous
334 19 Total cyanides Not available Asbestos (fibrous)

Not available Total phenols

~ The percent of samples represents the tImes thIS compound was found In all samples In whIch It was analyzed for dlVldp(j by the total as of 31 Atlqust 1978 Nllrnbers I)f
samples ranged from 2532 to 2998 With the averaqe belnq 2617

h A lotal of 321ndustnal categories and subcategones WNe analyzed for orqanlcs and 28 for rneills as of 31 Auqust 1978
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There are several chemical and biochemical reactions that are recognized
as having a potential to significantly control contamination migration or
attenuation in ground-water systems. These mechanisms include sorption,
hydrolysis, oxidation-reduction and biodegradation. A discussion of these
processes is contained in Appendix A, Processes and Properties Affecting
Contaminant Fate and Transport.

The solubility of organic compounds may be divided into two broad groups:
polar and nonpolar. Polar organics exhibit an affinity for water, and therefore
do not bond or sorb to particle surfaces. Non-polar organics are not attracted
to water and therefore tend to be easily sorbed. The solubility of an organic
substance also affects its ability to be oxidized, hydrolyzed and biodegraded.
These properties differ between the organic groups and those interactions are
often strongly dependent on the hydrogeochemical environmental factors
including the pH, redox potential and other constituent concentrations in the
water.

The study of organic compounds, known as organic chemistry, deals with the
compounds of carbon (Sawyer an ,:1 McCarty, 1978). All organic compounds contain
carbon in combination with one vr more elements, most commonly, hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorous and sulfur. Organic compounds generally exhibit
several properties that make them different from inorganic substances. Organic
compn:mds are generally combustible, less soluble in water and have lower
boiling and melting points. Reactions of organic compounds are generally
molecular so they tend to be slower than most other chemical reactions. All
organic compounds are either natural, synthetic or fermentative in origin.
Organic wastes ar~' often produced from the processing of natural and synthetic
organic materials and fermentation at industrial facilities.

The basis of an organic compound is the element carbon. Carbon is diverse
because it maintains four covalent bonds in addition to the ability of the
carbon atoms to link together by covalent bonding in a wide variety of ways
(Sawyer and McCarty, 1978). These bonds may occur as a continuous chain, a
branched chain, a cyclic ring or' as chains or rings containing other elements
(Figure B-1). These structures serve as the basis for classification of
organic compounds. For example, aliphatic compounds contain chains or branched
chains of carbon atoms and aromatic compounds have carbon atoms linked in a
six-member carbon ring which contains three double bonds that give them
stability. Each of these compounds can be subdivided into groupings or
homologous series where each member in the series differs from other members by
the addition of an extra carbon group.

I I I I I
-C-C-C-C-C

I I I I I

Straight cham

I I I I
-C-C-C-C

I I I I
-C-

I

Branched chain Ring

I
.;C .....-cOe-I I

-C....C.....C-

I

AromatiC ring

Figure B-1. Covalent bonding arrangements of carbon atoms (Lippencott et aI., 1978).
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The naming of organic compounds is complex. The details of nomenclature
may be found in a standard chemistry text or the CRC Handbook of Physics and
Chemistry (Weast, 1983). The Office of Technology Assessment, (1984) provides
a comprehensive list of organic compounds that are known to occur in ground
water, their ranges of detected concentrations, examples of uses and
quantitative estimates of carcinogenic potency and noncarcinogenic toxicity
(Table B-2). This list has-been subdivided according to characteristic organic
classes: aromatic hydrocarbons, oxygenated hydrocarbons, hydrocarbons with
specific elements (N,S,P,Cl,I,F,Br) and "others". The "others" group generally
corresponds to the aliphatic hydrocarbons which includes many petroleum
products. The following discussions use this classification for simplicity,
but expands upon the groups found within these classes.

Aliphatic Compounds

A hydrocarbon is a basic organic compound of carbon and hydrogen that may
be of two types: saturated and unsaturated. A saturated hydrocarbon has
adjacent carbon atoms joined by single covalent bonds with all other bonds to
hydrogen atoms. Unsaturated hydrocarbons have at least two carbon atoms joined
by more than one covalent bond with all other bonds satisfied by hy~rogen

(Sawyer and McCarty, 1978; Lippencott et al., 1978).

Saturated compounds range from a compound with one carbon atom, to those
with each successive compound containing an additional carbon atom. These
compounds are known as the alkanes or the methane series and are relatively
inactive. The principal source of alkanes is petroleum. Mixtures of these
compounds comprise gasoline and diesel fuel. Some other alkanes include ethane
and propane. Methane is the simflest hydrocarbon (CH4) and is a major end
product of anaerobic treatment processes as well as a constituent of natural
gas.

In the alkane series, butane has two isomers. An isomer is a compound
that has the same molecular formula, but different structural formulas
(Lippencott et a1., 1978). Many organic compounds exhibit this property.
Compounds containing rings of saturated carbon atoms are known as cycloalkanes;
they are more reactive due to the strained structure of the small ring. These
are commonly known as the napthenes and have cyclo-prefixes.

The unsaturated hydrocarbons can lose hydrogen to bond with other elements
or compounds. The alkene or ethylene series of compounds all have one double
bond between two adjacent carbon atoms. The compounds are commonly called
olefins and are formed in large quantities during the processing of petroleum
products. The most important reaction of the alkenes is polymerization, where
small molecules unite to form giant molecules or polymers. The most common
reaction is the polymerization of ethylene to form polyethylenes. The
alkadienes or alkapolyenes contain more than two carbon-carbon double bonds.
Those hydrocarbons containing triple bonds between carbon atoms are known as
the alkyne or acetylene series. These compounds represent starting substances
for many synthetic fibers.
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TABLE B-2. ·SUBSTANCES KNOWN TO OCCUR IN GROUND WATER, RANGES OF DETECTED
CONCENTRATIONS, EXCEEDED STANDARDS, EXAMPLES OF USES, AND QUANTITATIVE
ESTIMATES OF CARCINOGENIC POTENCY AND NONCARCINOGENIC TOXICITY (OTA,1984)

W
0'1
N

Contaminant

Aromatic hydrocarbons
Acetanilide
Alkyl benzene sulfonates
Aniline

Anthracene
Benzene
Benzidine
Benzyl alcoh01

Butoxymethylbenzene
Chrysene

Creosote mixture
D,benz[a" ]anthracene
DI-butyl-p-benzoqulnone
Dlhydrotrlmethylqulnollne
44-Dlnltrosodlphenylamlne
Ethylbenzene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Fluorescein
Isopropyl benzene
4,4' -Methylene-bls-2-chI0roanill ne

(MOCA)
Methylthlobenzothlazole
Napthalene

o-Nltroanlllne

Nitrobenzene
4-Nltrophenol
n-Nltrosodlphenylamlne
Phenanthrene
n-Propylbenzene
Pyrene

Concentration

(parts per billion)

18

06-20230

10

09-4000
31

290

67-82

18-471

48

•

*

*

•

Examples of uses

Intermediate manufactUring, pharmaceuticals dyestuffs
Detergents
Dyestuffs, intermediate, photographiC chemicals

pharmaceuticals, herbiCides fungicides petroleum
refining explOSives

Dyestuffs intermediate semiconductor research
Detergents. intermediate. solvents antiknock gasoline
Dyestuffs reagent stiffening agent In rubber compounding
Solvent perfumes and flavors. photographiC developer Inks

dyestuffs, Intermediate
NA
Organic syntheSIS
W00d p,,~servatlves diSinfectants
NA
NA
Rubbel ;lIltloxldant
NA
Interrnedlate solv,~nt

NA
ReslllOus products dyestuffs insecticides
Dyestuffs
Solvent. chemical manufactUring
CUring agent for polyurethanes and epoxy resins

Solvent. lubricant. explOSives preservatives Interrnedlate
fungicide. moth repellant

Dyestuffs intermediate. interior paint pigments chemical
manufactUring

Solvent, polishes. chemical manufactUring

Chemical manufactUring
Pesticides retarder of vulcanization of rubber
Dyestuffs, explOSives. syntheSIS of drugs. biochemical research
DyestlJffs solvent
Biochemical rI"search

Carcino
genic

potency

Low

Noncal
clnogenlc
tOXICity

Low

Low

M0derate

Low

(continued)



TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant Concentration Standard Examples of uses

Carcino
genic

potency

Noncar
cinogenic
tOXICity

Aromatic hydrocarbons (conl'd)

StY','ne IVlnyl henzpne)
Toluene

Xylt'nes (m 0 pi

Oxygenated hydrocarbons
'\cet,c aClo

Acetone

Benzophenone
Butyl acetate
N-Butyl-benzylphthalate
DI-n-butyl phthalate

D,ethyl ether

Dlethyl phthalate
Dllsopropyl ether
2.4-01 methyl-3-hexanol
2.4-Dlmethyl phenol

DI-n-octyl phthalate
lA-Dioxane

Ethyl acrylate
Formic aCid

Methanol (methyl alcohol)
Methylcyclohexanone
Methyl ethyl ketone

(parts per billion)

01-6400

007-300

10-3 000

10-38
470

20-34

23
2.100

•
*

•

•

•

*

PlastiCS. resins protective coatings intermediate
AdhesIve solvent In plastiCS. solvent aVIatIon and hIgh octane

blending stock dllutent and thinner. chemicals
explOSives deterqents

Manufacture of dyestuffs. pharmaceuticals. chemical
manufactUring

AViation gasoline protectIve coatings. solvent syntheSIS of
organic C'lemlcals

Foo,j'lddltlves ,'Ia,t,cs 0/(: tllffs phar'nac""tlcills
p' }tr)(J! J,f"tll( ( ,..... rnl': liS It ~ctlcldes

Dyestuffs. solvent. chemical manufactUring. cleaning and
drying of precIsion equipment

OrganiC syntheSIS. odor fixative. flaVOring. pharmaceuticals
Solvent
PlastiCS, intermediate
PlastiCizer, solvent. adhesives, Insecticides. safety glass Inks.

paper coatings
Chemical manufactUring. solvent analytical chemistry.

anesthetiC, perfumes
PlastiCS, explOSives. solvent. Insecticides. perfumes
Solvent. rubber cements, paint and varnIsh removers
Intermediate. solvent. lubricant
Pharmaceut,cals. plast,cs diSinfectants. solvent. dyestuffs,

insecticides, fungicides. additives to lubricants and
gasollnes

PlastiCizer for polyVinyl chlOride and other Vinyls
Solvent, lacquers, paints. varnishes, cleaning and detergent

preparations. fumigants, paint and varnish removers,
wetting agent. cosmetics

Polymers, acryliC paints, intermediate
Dyeing and finishing, chemicals, manufacture of fumigants,

Insecticides. solvents. plastiCS, refrigerants
Chemical manufactUring, solvents, automotive antifreeze, fuels
Solvent. lacquers
Solvent. paint removers. cements and adheSives, cleaning

flUids, printing, acryliC coatings

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

(continued)
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TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant Concentration Standard Examples of uses
----

Carcino
genic

potency

Noncar
cinogenic
toxIcity

Oxygenated hydrocarbons (conl'd) (parts pp, bllllrm)

Methylphenyl acetamide
Phenols (e g p-Tert-butylphenol) 10-234.000

Phthalic aCid
2-Propanol

2-Propyl-1-heptanol
Tetrahydrofuran
Varsol

NA
• ReSinS. solvent. pharmaceuticals. reagent dyestuffs and

Indicators. germicidal paints
Dyestuffs. mediCine perfumes reagent
Chemical manufacturing solvent. deiCing agent.

pharmaceuticals. perfumes. lacquers. dehydrating agent.
preservatives

Solvent
Solvent

Paint and varnish thinner

Hydrocarbons with specific elements
(e.g.• with N.P.S.CI.Br.I.F)
Acetyl chloride

Alachlor (Lasso)
Aldlcarb (sulfoxide and sulfone

Temlk)
Aldrin
Atrazlne
Benzoyl chlOride
Bromacil
Bromobenzl'ne
Bromochloromethane
Bromodlchloromethane
Bromoform
Carbofman
Carbon tetrachloride

Chlordane
Chlorohenzpne
Chloroform
Chlorohexane

Chloromethane (methyl chlOride)

Chloromethyl sulfide

190-1700
36-405

72-110
1 9-S 8

14-110
24-110
4-160

01-18 '00

';> 7-41

14-1.890

44

*
*

•
•

*

*

*
*

•
•
*

NA

Dyestuffs. pharmaceuticals. organiC preparations

Herbicides
Insecllclde. nematocide

Insecticides
Herbicides. plant growth regulator. weed control agent
Medicine. Intermediate

H'~I b" r·jes
Solvent motor oils. o'ganl<" syntheSIS

Fire extinguishers. organic syntheSIS
Solvent. fire extinguisher flUid minerai and salt separations
Solvent. intermediate
Insecticide nematocide
Degreasers. refrlqerants and propellants fumlqants che'nlcal

manufactunnq
Insecticides. oil ,'mul'.lons
S' 'Iver,' pe' 'ICltl 'So C' ,·'m" .11 m.lnufilctunng
PlastiCS. fumigants. insecticides. refrigerants and propellants
NA
Refrigerants. mediCine. propellants. herbicide. organic

syntheSIS

High

Moderate
High

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Low

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Low

(continued)



Contaminant

TABLE B-2. (continued)

Concentration
---------------~

Standard Examples of uses

Carcino
genic

potency

Noncar
Cinogenic
tOXICity

Hydrocarbons with specific elements
(e.g., with N,P,S,CI,Br,I,Fj (cont'd) (parts per billion)

2-Chloronaphthalene 83

Chlorpynfos
Chlorthal-methyl (DCPA, or Dacthal)
o-Chlorotoluene
p-Chlorotoluene
Dlbromochloromethane
Dlbromochloropropane IDSCP)
D,bromod,chloroethylene
Dlbromoethane (ethylene

dlbromlde, EDS)
Dlbromomethane
Dlchlofenthlon (DeFT)
o-Dlchlorobenzene

p-Olchlorobenzene

D,chlorobenzldlne
OichiorocycI00ctadiene
D,c hIorodl ph enyld ICh10roethane

(DDD, TOE)
O,C hIorod Iphenyl dIchIoroeth yle ne

(DOE)
Dlchlorodlphenyltrlchloroethane

(DDT)
1,1-Dlchloroethane
1 2-Dlchloroethane

1 l-Dlchloroethylene (vlnylidlene
chlonde)

1,2-Dlchloroethylene (CIS and trans)

Dichloroethyl ether

24

21-55
1 -137

35-300

449

27

06-07

001-08

005-022
05-11330

250-847

1 2-4000

02-323

1.100

*

*

•

*

•

*

*

*

Oil plasticizer, solvent for dyestuffs, varnish gums and
18SIn, waxes

Wax mOlsture-, flame-, aCld- and Insect-proofing of
fibrous matenals, mOlsture- and flame-proofing of
electncal cable, solvent (see Oil)

NA
Herbicide
Solvent. intermediate
Solvent. intermediate
Organic synthesIs
Fumigant, nematoCide

NA
Fumigant. nematoCide, solvent. waterproofing prpparatlons

organic synthesIs
Organic synthesIs, solvent
PestiCides
Solvent fumigants, dyestuffs, insecticides degreasers Moderate

polishes, Industnal odor control
Insecticides moth repeJiant, germiCide space odorant Moderate

Intermediate, fumigants
Intermediate cunng agent for resins Moderate

PestiCides
Insecticides Low

Degradation product of DDT found as an Impunty In

DDT residues

PestiCides High
SnlveC't fu'n''1ants IlIed,cln8 Low
Solvent. degreasers, soaps and scouring compounds organic Low

syntheSIS, additive In antiknock gasoline, paint and
finish removers

Saran (usE~d In screens upholstery, fabncs, carpets, etc) Moderate

adheSives synthetiC fibers
Solvent. perfumes, lacquers, thermoplastiCS, dye extraction,

organic syntheSIS, medlcme
Solvent. organic syntheSIS, paints, varnishes, lacquers, finish

removers, drycleanmg, fumigants

(continued)



TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contammant Concentration Stilndard Examples of uses

Carcmo
genic

potency

Noncar
cmogenlc
tOXICity

Hydrocarbons wIth specihc elements
(e g.. wIth N.P.S.CI.ar I.F) (cont d)
Olc'llorolodomethane
Olchlorolsopropylether ( bls-2-

ch 10rolsQpropylether)

Dlchl':lromethw'e (methylene
chlonde)

Dichioropentd'ilene
24-Dlchlorophenol
2 4-0lchlorophenoxyacetlc i1cld

124-01
1 ?·DICllloroprop<lne

Ol<'ldnn
DllodOlneth,lne

O:lsoprnpyl nethyl phosphonatc
IDIMP)

Dimethyl dlsulfldC'
01'nethylfor"1amlde
2 4-0motrophenol (Omoseb, ON BPI
DIoxins (e g TCDO)
Dodecyl mercaptan (Iiluryl

mercaptan)

Endosulfan
Endnn
Ethyl chlonde

Bls-2-eth yl hex yl phthalate
DI-2-ethy Ihexy Iphthalate
Fluorobenzenp
Fluoroform
Heptachlor

Heptachlorepoxlde
Hexachloroblcycloheptadlene
Hexach lor0butadlene
II-Hexachlorocyclohexane

(= Benzenehexachlonde. or
",BHC)

/J-Hexachlorocycloh exane (f!-BHC)
/J-BHC)

Daf: ) pcr ~llill )'

28-41

4-8400

036

1-8500r)

46-60

20

124-400

08

12-170

67
35

38

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

NA
Solv'~llt pillnt i1nd vilrnlsh rC'movers cleilnlng SOllJtlons

Solvent plastics pilmt removers propellilnts blowmq i1gent
, I fOZlms

N!'
OrljilnlC synthesIs
Herbicides

Solvent. mtermedlate scouring compounds fumlgil"t
nemiltoclde. i1ddltlve for i1ntlknock fluids

Insectldes
OrganiC syntheSIS
~JA

NA
Solvent orq,lnlc syntheSIS
Herbicides
Impllrlty II' the herbicide 2 4.5- T High
Milnufacture of synthetiC rubber and plilStlCS

pharmaceuticals InsectiCides fungicides
InsectiCides

InsectiCides
Chemical milnllfilctunng i1nesthetlc solvent refrigerants,

msectlcldes
Plastics Low
PlastiCizers
InsectiCide and larVIcide mtermedlilte
Refngerants mtermedlate blowmg i1gent for fOilms
Inspctlcldes Moderate
Oegrildiltlon pr',duct of heptilchlor also acts i1S i1n msectlclde
NA
Solvpnt frilnsformer anrl hydr llUI(' fluid hedl·trill1sfer IlglJlrl
Insectlcloes

Moderilte

Moderilt<?

(continued)



TABLE B-2. (continued)

Carclno- Noncar-
genic clnogenlc

Contaminant Concentration Standard Examples of uses potency toxICity
----~----

Hydrocarbons with specific elements
(e.g.. with N,P.S.CI.Br,I.F) (conl'd) (p,nts pf'r billion)

,-Hexachlorocyclohexane 05-43 * Insecticides Moderate

(~-;-BHC. or Lindane)
Hexachlorocyclopentadlene Intermediate for reSins. dyestuffs. pesticides. fungicides.

pharmaceuticals

Hexachloroethane 46 Solvent. pyrotechnics and smoke devices. explosives. Low

organic synthesIs

Hexachloronorbomadlene NA

Kepone • Pesticides High

Malathion • Insecticides

Methoxychlor • Insecticides Moderate

Methyl bromide 74 Fumigants pesticides. organic synthesIs

Methyl parathion 46 * Insecticides

Parathion • Insec'lcldes High

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) • Insecticides. fungicides. bactencldes. alglcldes. herbicides. Moderate
Co) wood preservative
(J)
...... Phorate (Dlsulfoton) • Insecticides

Polybromlnated biphenyls (PBBs) Flame retardant for plastiCS. paper. and textiles Low

PolychlOrinated biphenyls (PCBsl 8-40 * Heat-exchange and insulating flUids In
closed systems Moderate

Prometon Herbicides

RDX (Cyclonlte) 3400 * Explosives

Simazine • Herbicides Moderate

Tetrachlorobenzene 5.000 * NA

Tetrachloroethanes 4 * Degreasers. paint removers. varnlsh~s. lacquers. Moderate

(1.1.1.2 & 1.1.2.2) photographic film organic synthesIs. solvent Insecti-

Cides fumigants. weed killer

Tetrachloroethylene (or perchlo-
roethylene. peEl 717-2405 * Degreasers. drycleanlng. solvent. drying agent. chemical Low

manufactunng. heat-transfer medium. vermifuge

Toxarhene 1-570 * InsectiCides Moderate

Triazine 2 Herbicides

1.2.4-Trlchlorobenzene 37 Solvent. dyestuffs. Inseclicldes. lubncants.
heat-transfer medium (e g . coolant)

Tnchloroethanes (1.1.1 and 1.1.2) 02-26.000 * Pesticides. degreasers. solvent Low

1.1.2-Tnchloroethylene (TCE) 210-37.000 * Degreasers. paints. drycleanmg. dyestuffs. textiles. solvent. Low

refngerant and heat exchange liqUid. fumigant.
intermediate. aerospace operations

(continued)



Hydrocarbons with specific elements
(e.g., with N,P,S,CI,Br,I,F) (cont'd) (parts per billion)

Tnchlorofluoromethane (Freon 11) 26
2,4 6-Tnchlorophenol
2,4 5-Tnchlorophenoxyacetlc aCid

(2,4.5-T)

24.5-Tnchlorophenoxyproplonlc
aCid (2.4.5-TP or S,lvex)

Tnchlorotnfluoroethane 35-135

TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant

Tnnltrotoluene (TNT)

Tns-(2.3-dlbromopropyl) phosphate
Vinyl chlonde

Other hydrocarbons
Alkyl sulfonates
Cyclohexane
1.3.57-Cyclooctatetraene
Dlcyclopentadlene (DCPD)

2.3-Dlmethylhexane
Fuel 011

Gasoline
Jet fuels
Kerosene
lignin

Methylene blue activated
substances (MBAs)

Propane
Tannin

4.6.8-Tnmethyl-1-nonene

Undecane

Metals and cations
Aluminum

Concentration

620-12.600

50-740

540

2.000-9.000

243.000
7.500'

11

7.500'

(parts per million)
01-1.200

Standard

•

•

*

*

*

•

*

Examples of uses

Solvent refngerants. fire extingUishers. intermediate
Fungicides. herbiCides. defoliant
HerbiCides. defoliant

HerbiCides and plant growth regulator

Drycleanlng. fire extinguishers. refngerants. Intermediate.

drying agent
ExplOSives intermediate In dyestuffs and photographic

chemicals
Flame retardant
Organic syntheSIS polyvinyl chlonde and copolymers

adhesives

Detergents
Organic syntheSIS. solvent. 011 extraction

Organic research
Intermediate for Insecticides. paints and varnishes flame

retardants
NA
Fuel heating
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel. heating. solvent. Insecticides
Newspnnt. ceramic binder. dyestuffs. dniling fuel additive.

plastiCS
Dyestuffs. analytical chemistry

Fuel. solvent. refngerants, propellants, organic syn1hesls
Chemical manufactunng, tanning, textiles, electroplating,

Inks, pharmaceuticals, photography, paper

NA
Petroleum research, organic syntheSIS

Alloys. foundry. paints, protective coatings, electncal
Industry. packaging, bUilding and construction, machinery

and eqlllpment

Carcino
genic

potency

Low

Noncar
cinogenic
tOXICity

Moderate
Low

Moderate

High

High

(continued)



Carcino
genic

potency

TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant

Metals and cations (conrd)
Antimony
Arsenic

Barium
Beryllium

Calcium
Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

Iron
Lead

Lithium

Concentration Standard

(parts per million)

001-2.100 *

28-38 *
less than 0 01 *

001-180 *

05-225
006-2,740 *

001-018 *

001-28 *

004-6.200 *
001-56 *

•

Examples of uses

Hardening alloys, solders, sheet and pipe. pyrotechnics
Alloys, dyestuffs, medicine. solders, electroniC devices,

insecticides, rodenlicldes, herbiCide, preservalive
Alloys, lubricant
Structural matenal In space technology. inertial gUidance

systems. addillve to rocket fuels, moderator and reflector
of neutrons In nuclear reactors

Alloys, coatings, battenes, electncal eqUipment. fire
protection systems, paints fungicides. photography

Alloys, fertilizers. redUCing agent
Alloys. protective coatings, paints. nuclear and hlgh

temperature research
Alloys, ceramiCS, drugs. paints. glass. pnntlng. catalyst.

electroplating, lamp filaments
Alloys. paints. electrical wIring, machinery. construction

matenals, electroplating, piping. insectiCides
Alloys, machinery, magnets
Alloys. batteries. gasoline additive sheet and pipe paints

radIatIon shielding
Alloys. pharmaceuticals. coolant, battenes. solders. propellants

Noncar
cinogeniC
tOXICity

Moderate
High

High
Moderate

High

High

. High

Moderate

High

Low

Magnesium

Manganese
Mercury

Molybdenum
Nickel
Palladium

Potassium
Selenium
Silver

Sodium

Thallium

02-70

01-110
0003-001

04-40
005-05

05-24
06-20
9-330

31-211

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

Alloys. batteries. pyrotechnics. precIsion Instruments. optical
mirrors

Alloys. pUrifYing agent
Alloys. electrical apparatus. Instruments. fungicides.

bactericides. mildew-proofing. paper. pharmaceuticals
Alloys. pigments. lubncant
Alloys. ceramics. battenes. electroplating. catalyst Moderate
Alloys. catalyst. Jewelry. protective coatings. electrical

equipment
Alloys. catalyst
Alloys. electronics. ceramics. catalyst
Alloys. photography. chemical manufactunng. mirrors.

electronic equipment. Jewelry. equipment. catalyst.
pharmaceuticals

Chemical manufactunng, catalyst. coolant. non-glare lighting
for highways, laboratory reagent

Alloys, glass, pesticides, photoelectnc applications

High
High

High
Low

HIgh
High

(continued)



TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant Concentration Standard Examples of uses

Carcino
genic

potency

Noncar
cinogenic
tOXICity

Co)....
o

Metals and cations (coni'd)

Titanium
Vanadium

ZinC

Nonmetals and anions
Ammonia

Boron
Chlondes

Cyanides

Fluondes
Nitrates
Nltntes
Phosphates
Sulfates
Sulfltes

Micro-organisms
Bactena (coliform}
Viruses

Radionuclides

Cesium 137
Chromium 51
Cobalt 60
Iodine 131

Iron 59
Lead 210

(parts per million)

243

01-240

1-900

1 0-49.500

105-14

01-250
1 4-433

04-33
02-32,318

(plcocunes per
mlliliter)

64

*

*

*

•
*

*

*
*
•

*

•

Alloys, structural matenals, abraSives. coatings
Alloys, catalysts, target matenal for x-rays

Alloys, electronics, automotive parts. fungicides, roofing.
cable wrappings, nutntlon

Fertilizers, chemical manufactunng, refngerants, synthetic
fibers. fuels. dyestuffs

Alloys. fibers and filaments, semi-conductors. propellants
Chemical manufactunng, water punflcatlon. shnnk-proofmg.

flame-retardants. food processing
Polymer production (heavy duty tires). coatings. metallurgy,

pesticides
Toothpastes and other dentnflces. additive to dnnklng water
Fertilizers, food preservatives
Fertilizers, food preservatives
Detergents, fertilizers, food additives
Fertilizers, pesticides
Pulp production and processing food preservatives

Gamma radiation source for certain foods
DiagnOSIs of blood volume, blood cell life. cardiac output. etc
Radiation therapy, Irradiation, radiographic testing, research
Medical diagnOSIs, therapy, leak detection, tracers (e g , to

study effiCiency of mixing pulp fibers, chemical reactions.
and thermal stability of additives to food products),
measunng film thicknesses

Medicine, tracer
NA

Low
High,

moderate
Moderate

Moderate

(continued)



TABLE B-2. (continued)

Contaminant

Radionuclides (confd)

Phosphorous 32

Plutonium 238, 243
Radium 226
Radium 228
Radon 222
Ruthenium 106
Scandium 46
Strontium 90

Thonum 270
Tntlum
Uranium 238
ZinC 65

Zirconium 95

Concentration

(plcocuries per
milliliter)

0.8-25
125

0817

150-353
10-500

Standard

*

•

•

•
*

Examples of uses

Tracer, medical treatment, Industnal measurements (e g , tire
tread wear and thickness of films and ink)

Energy source, weaponry
Medical treatment, radiography
NA
Medicine, leak detection, radiography, flow rate measurement
Catalyst
Tracer studies, leak deteclion, semi-conductors
Medicine, industnal applications (e g., measunng

thicknesses, density control)
NA
Tracer, luminous Instrument dials
Nuclear reactors
Industrial tracer (e.g, to study wear In alloys, galvanizing,

body metabolism, function of 011 additives In IUbncatlng oils)

NA

Carcino
genic

potency

Noncar
cinogenic
toxicity

<l Based on J~Drams,et 81 1975 Bryal'! e\ al 19Bj Harris et al n d O'Bnen and FIsher, 1983 Tucker, 1981, University of Oklahoma 1983, Hawley 1977. Consldtneand Considine. 1983 Lewisand Tatken 1980 and Windholz. et
al 1982

bConcentrallons represent smgle reported concentratIons of ranges of leported groundwater or domestIc well concentratIOns from references surveyed they generally do not Include concentratIOns at hazardous waste sHes
Dash (-) tndll.ates contaminant detected but concentration not reported Note that unIts dIffer among categories, units are deflned at the beginning of each contaminant category

C Solid bullet meanS 1hat a11eas1 one type of slandardexIs1s for1he subS1ance Asterisk means that at least one standard IS known 10 have been exceeded Note that these refer to standards for indivIdual substances, standards for
groups of substances or other measurements such as BOD are listed In app C

d LIsted us~::. are prlmaflly Industrial applicatIons Some substances occur naturally In groundwater and may not be a result of human activities
E' Absence 01 an entry does not necessarily mean that no adverse health effects are assocIated WIth that substance. rather. entries reflect data available to OTA In addItIon. If a value was found for carclnogemc potency of a

substance no search for non-cannogenlc tOXICity of that substance was made
t Carc1noge11lc potency IS measured either according to unIt nsks developed by EPA Carcinogen Assessment Group or according to estimated unit risk based on assessment by EPA Offlceof PestiCides and TOXIC Substances (as

reported 111 EnViron Corp 1983), carcinogens are listed only If peer-revIewed Unit risk data are available UnIt riSk = fisk per Unit Of exposure, where unit of exposure Isdefmed as lIfetime average dally Intake Estimates of lifetIme
risk are obtained by multiplYing unit risk by actual exposure Potency categories are defined as (EnViron Corp 1983)

H.gh potency Unit nsk greater than 5 (mg/kg/dayl·1
Medium potency unIt fisk equal to 0 1-5 (mg/kg/dayr'
Low potency unit risk less than 0 1 (mg/kgJday) 1

QNoncarcmogemc tOXICity IS measured by Mmlmum EffectIve Dose (MED. the mInimum dose known to cause adverse Impact. EnVIron Corp, 1983)
High MED less than 10 mg/kg body weight day
Moderate c MED 10-100 mg/kg body weight day
Low MED greater than 100 mg/kg body weight/day

hValue for c..omblned anthracene and phenanthrene
I NA - informatIOn on use not available In standard references that were consuHed
) Value for c..ombtned Iignm and tanOln



oxygenated Hydrocarbons

Oxygenated hydrocarbons refer to any organic compound that contains an
(OR) group, an oxygen group or responds as an acid in a solution. These may
include both aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon groups.

Alcohols or hydroxy alkyl compounds are considered to be a step in the
primary oxidation product of hydrocarbons. The alcohols are classified into
three groups: primary, secondary and tertiary, depending on the location of
the (OR) group. The common alcohols are methyl, ethyl, isopropyl and n-butyl.
Methyl alcohol is used in the synthesis of organic compounds and in antifreeze.
Ethyl alcohol is used in the production of beverages, synthesis of organic
compounds and in medicines. Isopropyl alcohol is used extensively in organic
synthesis as is n-butyl alcohol. Short chain alcohols are soluble in water and
may be volatized and biodegraded (Brown et a1., 1983). Polyhydroxyl alcohols
contain two hydroxyl groups per molecule and are known as glycols. These are
commonly used as radiator anti-freeze compounds and are very toxic. Glycerol
is a trihydroxy alcohol used extensively in soaps, foods, cosmetics and
medicines. Most alcohols are easily oxidized by oxidizing agents and many
microo rgani sms.

Primary alcohols are oxidized to aldehydes, while secondary alcohols
oxidize to ketones. Common aldehydes include formaldehyde and acetaldehyde.
Formaldehyde is used extensively in organic synthesis, and is toxic to
microorganisms, however, under dilute concentrations it can be used as food by
microorganisms and oxidized to carbon dioxide and water. The oi:hemical names of

~

all aldehydes end in -ale Many of the aromatic aldehydes exllibit fragrant
odors, such as coumarin and vanillan. The ketones are used as industrial
solvents and in the synthesis of organic products. The most common ketone is
acetone. Both aromatic and aliphatic ketones are easily oxidized by
microorganisms.

organic acids represent the highest oxidation state possible in an organic
compound; further oxidation produces carbon dioxide and water (Sawyer and
McCarty, 1978). All organic acids contain a carboxyl group. Thus, acids with
one carboxyl group are known as monocarboxylic acids and so on. A wide variety
of saturated and unsaturated acids occur in nature as constituents of waxes,
fats and oils. These are known as fatty acids which are typically straight
chain structures. The lower members of the saturated acid series are liquids,
ranging in order from the sharp odors of formic and acetic acid to the
unpleasant odors of butyric and valeric acids. Butyric acid gives rancid
butter its disagreeable odor. Industrial wastes from the dairy industry must
be treated to prevent formation of these acids. These acids range from being
completely soluble in water to relatively insoluble. The unsaturated acids
include acrylic, oleic and linoleic acids which are the general constituents of
the glycerides of most fats and oils (Sawyer and McCarty, 1978; Lippencott et
al., 1978). Organic acids are utilized by microorganisms through oxidation
processes and are converted to carbon dioxide and water. Biodegradation of
higher acids may be limited by their solubility in water. A wide variety of
aromatic carboxylic acids are known such as benzoic acid, a preservative,
salycilic acid, a constituent of aspirin, and phthalic acid, an important
intermediate in the manufacture of organic compounds. These acids are also
subject to biodegradation by microorganisms to carbon dioxide and water.
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The degradation of aliphatic hydrocarbons by microorganisms depends on
molecular weight, water solubility, number of double bonds, degree of
branching, and whether the compound is an open chain or cyclic compound. Thus,
the simplest compounds such as a straight chain hydrocarbon will be the most
easily degraded as opposed to a more complex cyclic compound (Brown et al.,
1983). The degradation rate decreases with either a decreasing number of
double bonds or with the number and size of alkyl groups. Sediments containing
aliphatic hydrocarbons are generally deficient in nitrogen and phosphorous.
Addition of these fertilizers greatly enhances biodegradation rates (Brown et
al., 1983). Volatilization of low molecular weight hydrocarbons is a mechanism
that occurs with increasing temperature and soil moisture content.

Aromatic Compounds

The aromatic compounds contain stable ring structures, or cyclic groups,
with very stable bonds which are hybrids of single and double bonds. Thus,
aromatic compounds do not bond to substances by addition, but rather by
substitution of a hydrogen atom for an element or compound. The simplest
aromatic ring is made up of six-ringed carbon atoms bonded to six hydrogen
atoms and is known as benzene or the benzene ring. Substitutions may occur at
one or more hydrogen atom sites. The benzene series constitutes a single ring
with alkyl substitutions; these include toluene and xylene and the respective
isomers of xylene. These products are found in coal tar and crude petroleum
and are used primarily as solvents.

The phenols are an important aromatic hydrocarbon. They consist of a
basic ring hydrocarbon or benzene with an attached (OH) group. Phenols are
generally known as carbolic acid which is widely used as a di~infectant, and in
concentrated solutions is toxic to bacteria. Phenols occur as natural
constituents of industrial wastes from coal and petroleum processing. Until
recently, phenol was thought to be toxic to bacteria for biodegradation
applications. However, more recent studies suggest that bacteria may be able
to degrade low concentrations (Erlich et al., 1982; Tabak et al., 1980).
Studies by the FMC Corporation (1983) indicate that hydrogen peroxide is
capable of oxidizing phenols in the presence of a catalyst to produce carbon
dioxide and water.

The next higher group of phenols are cresols. They are found in coal tar
and exhibit even higher germicidal properties than phenols, but are less toxic.
Cresols are commonly found in spray disinfectants such as lysol and in
creosote, used in wood preservation. Phenols with more than one (OR) group are
termed polyhydric. Three industrially important isomers of polyhydric phenols
include the catechols, resorcinals and hydroquinone. These isomers are readily
oxidized by microorganisms (Sawyer and McCarty, 1978). Other biodegradation
mechanisms for benzenes and phenols occur through hydroxylation of the double
bonds to produce dicarboxylic acid. These aromatic acids may be further
biodegraded to simple compounds.
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A polyring aromatic hydrocarbon consists of one or more cyclic rings that
are bonded through shared carbon atoms. These carbon atoms do not have
hydrogen atoms attached. The polyring aromatic compounds include naphthelene
and anthracene used in the manufacture of dyes, and phenanthracene, an
important constituent of alkaloids such as morphine and vitamin D. Halogenated
and nitrogenous aromatics will be discussed in the next section.

Aromatic compounds are usually present in wastes generated by petroleum
refineries, organic chemical plants, rubber industries and waste streams
associated with combustion proceses (Brown et al., 1983). Most aromatic
hydrocarbons are toxic and/or carcinogenic and fairly resistant to
degradation. The decomposition rate of aromatic hydrocarbons is typically
substance dependent; however, simple compounds typically degrade more easily.
In addition, the more soluble compounds are more easily degraded by
microorganisms (Tabak et al., 1980).

Hydrocarbons With Specific Elements

The final group of hydrocarbons may be either aliphatic or aromatic, but
has one or more additional groups with specific elements as substituents,
namely, nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorous and the halogens, chlorine, fluorine,
iodine and bromine. The halogenated organics have received the most attention
as ground-water contaminants. These compounds are refractory, or very
resistant to degradation. This is thought to be due to the presence of a
halogen; its location and type determine the relative persistence of the
compound (Kobayashi and Rittmann, 1982). These compounds range from simple
alkyl halides to polyhalogen compounds to complex halogenated hydrocarbons such
as DDT. Common halogenated compounds include methyl chloride, ethyl chloride,
ethylene dibromide, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, tetrachloroet 'lylene,
chlorobenzene and freon (dichlorodifluoromethane). Methyl and ethyl chloride
were once used as refrigerants; ethyl chloride is used in the manufacture of
tetraethyl lead, an antiknock gasoline additive. Chloroform has been found in
drinking water due to the reaction of chlorine with natural organic substances
in water. Freon is an extensively used refrigerant due to its non-toxic and
non-flammable properties (Sawyer and McCarty, 1978).

Chlorinated hydrocarbons were formerly used extensively as various types
of pesticides, many of which are very resistant to degradation. These include
dioxin, "DDT, DDE, Aldrin, Dieldrin, Endrin, Lindane, Chlordane, Toxaphene, 2,
4-D and 2,4,5 TP Silvex which have been banned from usage or greatly restricted
because of their toxicity and carcinogenic potentials (Solomons, 1978; Brown et
al., 1983; Abrams et al., 1975). These products were used extensively for
agricultural and defoliant purposes. Other pesticides have been studied to
determine their potential for attenuation through hydrolysis, reductive
dehalogenation and biodegradation.

Hydrolysis is a reaction in which a bond is broken by water. Often, an
(OH) group replaces a halide ion or ester. Hydrolysis rates are dependent on
pH, the presence of humic materials and individual compounds (Cherry et al.,
1984; Cohen et al., 1984). Reductive dehalogenation involves the removal of
the halogen through oxidation-reduction reactions in low redox state ground
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water (Cherry et al., 1984) and by certain microorganisms (Kobayashi and
Rittmann, 1982). Biodegradation of halogenated hydrocarbons has been
documented under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Kobayashi and Rittman,
1982; Cherry et al., 1984; Bouwer et al., 1981; Tabak et al., 1980; Brown et
al., 1983). Hexachloroethene was shown to disappear with a 40 day half life in
a sand aquifer. Supporting laboratory data indicated the compound was reduced
to tetrachlorethylene through microbial biodegradation (Criddle et al., 1986).

-
Other types of pesticides include organic phosphorous and carbamate

pesticides. Organic phosphorous pesticides include parathion, which is very
toxic, and malathion which has low toxicity for mammals. Phosphorous
pesticides tend to hydrolyze quickly at or above a neutral pH, thus losing
their toxic properties. Carbamate pesticides typically have moderate to high
water solubilities and are often volatile. These include lPC, a herbicide,
captan, a fungicide and ferbam and sevin as insecticides. Aldicarb and
carbofuron are toxic carbamate pesticides which have been found in ground water
in many states.

As a rule, chlorinated aromatics are less degradable and less soluble than
their aliphatic counterparts. This has proven true for the chlorinated
benzenes including hexachlorobenzene (RCB) and its derivatives. These are
found as by-products of industrial processes, and in chlorinated solvents and
pesticides. The rates of degradation of these compounds are slow; they may
persist in the soil and water for several years without significant
degradation. Certain plants such as lettuce, carrots, grasses and potatoestend
to absorb RCBs from the soil (Brown et al., 1983). Rates of degradation are
variable depending on the degree of chlorination; in general, the less
chlorinated, the more degradable (Tabak et a1., 1980).

Another widely publicized group of halogenated organics are the
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). These are biphenyl molecules with the
presence of one or more chlorine atoms at several locatio~s on the phenyl
structures. These mixtures have been commercially produced since 1929 with a
total of 210 possible compounds. PCBs are classified according to chlorine
content with most industrial mixtures containing 40 to 60 percent chlorine
(Solomons, 1980).

PCBs had many uses including heat exchangers in transformers, in
capacitors and thermostats, plasticizers in food bags and polystyrene cups, in
printing inks and in waxes. Because the PCBs are highly persistent and fat
soluble, they tend to collect in the tissues of many animals and humans. The
EPA banned the manufacture, processing and distribution of PCBs in 1979
(Solomons, 1980).

Degradation of PCBs has been found to be affected by the nature of the
chlorine substituents with respect to the substitution or relative position of
the chlorine atom within the compound (Brown et a1., 1983). Degradation tends
to increase as the amount of chlorine substitution decreases; the relative
position of the chlorine also affects rates of degradation. In general, the
lower chlorinated compounds were found to be degradable in mixed microbial
populations (Kobayashi and Rittmann) 1982).
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Other hydrocarbons with specific elements have the nitrogen group as
substituents. These include the amines, amides, anilines and nitriles. The
amines are alkyl derivatives of ammonia and may be primary, secondary or
tertiary depending on the number of hydrogen ammonia atoms that are replaced.
The amines are found in industrial wastes from fish and beet-sugar industries,
and little is known about their susceptibility to biodegradation. The amides
are derived from organic acids and ammonia under special conditions. The
nitriles are organic cyanides that are extensively used in the manufacture of
synthetic fibers (Sawyer and McCarty, 1978). The most commonly used nitriles
include acrylonitrile and acetonitrile. Attenuation of nitriles occur through
oxidation reactions at specified pH values (Harsh, 1975). The primary form of
amines are known as analines and are important compounds for organic synthesis
and in dyes. The amines were shown to range in ease of biodegradability
depending on the individual compound (Tabak et a1., 1980; Kobayashi and
Rittmann, 1982).

Mercaptans or thiols are aliphatic compounds that contain sulfur and have
a structure similar to alcohols. Mercaptans are known to have disagreeable
odors and are typically byproducts of kraft pulping and petroleum processing.
The FMC Corporation (1983) has shown that thio1s are readily oxidized under
acid conditions to insoluble products.
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APPENDIX C

SOURCES OF GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION

The quality of the ground water may be altered by a wide variety of
human activities and naturally occurring phenomena. The innumerable waste
materials and byproducts of man's activities provide potential for
ground-water contamination through a variety of mechanisms.

Ground-water quality problems that are attributed to man's influence
are commonly related to: (1) water-soluble products that are placed on the
land surface and in streams or surface impoundments, (2) substances that
are deposited in the ground above the water table, and (3) disposal,
storage, or extraction of materials below the water table (Lehr et a1.,
1976). Sources of ground-water pollution are associated with a broad range
of industrial, agricultural, comlnercia1 and domestic activities. Many of
the problems that arise from wastes as a result of these activities are not
well understood, due to their complex! ty. Technical solutions are
available for many ground-water quality problems through planning,
management, and/or prevention practices.

The application of a rating system designed to estimate potential for
ground-water contamination is of concern with regard to individual
contamination situations. Because ground-water contamination may occur
from a variety of sources, it may be necessary to consider and possibly
reevaluate the importance of a rating factor as the scale of the area being
evaluated changes.

Soil attenuation characteristics such as sorptive capabilities,
microorganisms, degradation capacities and textures are of major importance
when considering the placement of wastes on the surface of the land (e.g.
stockpiles, sludge t wastewater) and the subsequent potential for
ground-water pollution. However, the effect of soil is relatively
unimportant for situations where the soil has been removed, such as at a
landfill, or where contaminants are buried beneath the soil surface (e.g.
storage tanks). Thus t engineering and other practical considerations of an
area can obviate the application of DRASTIC paramete~s.

Dry contamination sources that are implaced on the land surface t such
as stockpiles, fertilizers and pesticides are dissolved and disseminated by
rainfall resulting in the generation of ground-water pollution. Evaluation
of the DRASTIC parameters suggests that the most important parameters with
regard to this category of activities are: Depth to Water, which controls
contact time of the pollutant with the unsaturated zone; Net Recharge)
which limits the quantity of leachate generated; Soil Media t which affects
bOlh organic and inorganic attenuation mechanisms; and the Vadose Zone
Media, which also directly affects attenuation properties. Parameters of
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lesser impact for this category of activities include: Aquifer Media and
Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer t since these are impacted less by
surface-applied pollutants. Topography may be important for surface
storage facilities t but most agricultural activities are confined to
relatively flat terrain.

Wet contamination sources emplaced on the land surface include
wastewater t irrigation water and spills. In this situation t the most
important parameters are Depth to Water t Soil Media t Impact of the Vadose
Zone Media and Topography which will affect the attenuation and
infiltration rates of the liquid contaminants. Again t because the source
is on the surface t Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer and Aquifer Media
are less important. Net Recharge has a less negative effect since the
contaminant is already liquid. High net recharge may result in dilution.

This type of rationale can also be applied to either liquid or dry
sources emplaced below the surface which mayor may not intersect the water
table. The potential for liquid sources below the water table to cause
contamination t such as leaking underground storage tanks or drainage wells.
is affected primarily by the Depth to Water t the Impact of the Vadose Zone
Media t Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer t and the Aquifer Media. These
factors are directly related to attenuation and migration rates of the
contaminant. Surface characteristics such as TopographYt Net Recharge and
Soil Media would subsequently be of lesser importance for potential
pollution evaluations.

Lastly. for dry contaminant sources emplaced below the surface (e.g.
landfills and quarries) it is necessary to consider Net Recharge in terms
of volumes of leachate generated; the Hydraulic Conductivity of the Aquifer
in relation to migration rates; and Aquifer Media for possible attenuation
of contaminants t dispersion t dilution and routing. Again t surface
characteristics are of lesser importance; TopographYt Soil Media t and
Impact of the Vadose Zone Media.

Thus, man's activities and the intensity of these activities present
many potential contamination problems. The impact of these activities is
discussed in Section 6 t Impact - Risk Factors. Activities are not directly
involved in the determination of the DRASTIC Index t but their impact is
always of serious concern. These activities may be categorized according
to their relative position with respect to the ground water; Table 11
represents a comprehensive list of activities that are potential sources of
contamination and their respective modes of emplacement. Each of these
sources will be discussed individually in relation to their effects and
potential for ground-water contamination.

GROUND WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS THAT ORIGINATE ON THE LAND SURFACE

Land Disposal

One of the major causes of ground-water pollution is the disposal of
solids or liquid waste materials directly onto the land surface in either
individual deposits or spread over the land. Any soluble products present
in the waste can be transported into the ground water either with the
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liquid portion of the wastes or as a consequence of precipitation. Land
disposal practices include the application of sewage sludge, manure,
garbage, industrial wastes, waste tailings and spoil piles. These
activities are capable of producing a wide variety of contaminants,
including organic chemicals, inorganic chemicals and reactive ions.

Stockpiles and Mine Tailings

The presence of material stockpiles, mine tailings and spoils poses a
potential source of ground-water contamination. Contamination of ground
and surface water occurs from the infiltration of precipitation, seepage of
leachate into the subsurface and from runoff into streams and rivers. The
Office of Technology Assessment (1984) estimates that approximately 20
percent of total mining materials production is stored in stockpiles.
Commonly stockpiled materials that may affect ground-water quality include
salt, coal, various metallic ores (e.g. copper, uranium, titanium,
vanadium, silver, lead, zinc), phosphates and gypsum (Koch et a1., 1982).

Because these stockpiles are commonly stored uncovered, precipitation
falling onto the stockpiles may dissolve or react with soluble constituents
to produce leachate that can percolate into the ground water or runoff to
surface streams and water bodies. In particular, sulfide bearing minerals,
including coal, lead, zinc, molybdenum, nickel and copper stored as ore
stockpiles are capable of producing sulfuric acid from reactions with
infiltrated water. The acidic leachate produced also may dissolve other
constituents from the ores of these minerals. Coal which is used
extensively by electric utilities, coke plants and industrial users is the
most commonly stockpiled mineral. Koch et al. (1982) estimated coal
stockpiles alone at 185 million tons in 1980. Table C-1 lists substances
present in coal piles which have the potential to leach into the ground
wa ter.

TABLE C-l. :1.4AJOR SUBSTANCES PRESENT IN COAL ORE STOCK
PILES AND SPOIL PILES (AFTER KOCH ET AL.,1982)

Major Constituents

Aluminum
Iron
CalCium
Magnesium
Sodium
Potassium
Manganese
Sulfur
Phosphate
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Trace Amounts

ArseniC
Cadmium
Mercury
Lead
Zinc
Uranium
Copper
Cobalt
Antimony
Barium
Beryllium
Boron
Selenium



Mining

The disposal of mining wastes through spoil piles and tailings can
also degrad~ the quality of ground water. Both types of waste are usually
stored on the land surface and exposed to weathering and precipitation.
Water moving through the waste piles will mobilize many hazardous
constituents, depending on the nature of the materials and the chemical
conditions within the pile.

Spoil piles are composed of the disturbed soils and overburden from
surface mining, and the waste rock removed from underground mining (Miller,
1980). Some reclamation techniques use spoils to reclaim the area after
mining, but in the past the mined areas were often left in their original
state. The principal contaminants generated from mine wastes include
acids, dissolved solids, metals and radioactive materials.

The generation of acid mine drainage and related contaminant products
is associated with the mining of coal and other sulfide-bearing minerals.
Upon exposure to the atmosphere, iron sulfides associated with coal and'
mineral ores oxidize and produce soluble hydrous iron sulfates. Water from
precipitation and run-off react with the sulfates to produce sulfuric acid
and ferrous sulfate, decrease the pH of the water and release substantial
quantities of iron to the water (Miller, 1980; National Research Council,
1981). Acid formation may also be influenced by the presence of certain
species of iron bacteria which catalyze and accelerate the oxidation rate
above that typically found in natural systems (Koch et al., 1982; National
Research Council, 1981; Atkins and Pooley, 1982). Accelerated acid
formation and lower pH will enhance the dissolution of metals frequently
associated with metallic ore deposits such as copper, zinc, cadmium,
aluminum and manganese. Common minor elements may be released through
dissolution, complexation and colloidal suspension contributing to total
dissolved solids and turbidity (National Research Council, 1981). In
addition to the trace constituents listed in Table C-1, other trace
compounds associated with coal and sulfide mining include: nickel,
zirconium, titanium, rubidium, lithium, chromium, gallium, germanium,
lanthanum and tungsten (Miller, 1980; National Research Council, 1981).

Acid mine drainage from coal spoil piles alone represents a
significant threat to ground-water quality in areas where coal reserves are
mined (National Research Council, 1981). Degradation of ground-water
quality from mine spoils has also been documented at lead-zinc mines
(Sheibach et al., 1982; Miller, 1980; Hardie et a1., 1974), and uranium
mines (Kaufman et al., 1975; Williams and Osiensky, 1983).

The presence of limestones and dolomites in mining areas, particularly
in the western states, serves to neutralize acid mine drainage which
develops from spoil piles. Under basic conditions most heavy metals form
insoluble salts, however, the water can still be highly mineralized due to
an increase in sulfate salts of calcium, magnesium and sodium.
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The total impact of mine spoils is dependent on the mineralogic
characteristics, size and configuration of the spoils, the climate of the
area, the hydrogeology of the mine site and the control technology
implemented at the site to prevent the development and infiltration of
leachate. Ground-water contamination from mine spoils leachate has been
documented at several sites (Van Voast et al., 1974; McWhorter et al.,
1974; Mele et al., 1982; Walker, 1973; Ricca and Schultz, 1979; Schubert,
1979) •

Tailings piles and ponds result from the disposal of mining wastes
generated from the on-site processing operations of cleaning and
concentrating the ore. Tailings are transported as a slurry from the
processing site via ditch or pipeline to the tailings pond along with
process wastewater and mine drainage. The suspended solids in the slurry
are allowed to settle to the floor of the ponds. The remaining wastewater
is either recovered for reuse, lost to evaporation, discharged to surface
streams or infiltrates to the ground water.

Tailings ponds may be located in natural depressions or in constructed
excavations with perimeter dikes to contain the liquids. Tailings ponds
are typically unlined, allowing for unrestricted seepage into the ground
water (Miller, 1980). Some tailings may be used to construct the pond
embankments if the materials are capable of preventing pond leakage and
supporting the weight of the structure to minimize embankment failure
(Williams, 1975). Fully sedimented tailings ponds are usually abandoned,
and the remaining tailings piles are left uncovered. Precipitation that
infiltrates these deposits may dissolve soluble constituents and carry
these contaminants into the ground water. Ground-water contaminants
associated with tailings piles and ponds include acids, metals, dissolved
solids and radioactive materials.

The process of ore concentration or beneficiation typically utilizes
the techniques of flotation and acid/alkaline extraction (Williams, 1975).
Spent acid (sulfuric) or alkaline (sodium carbonate and biocarbonate) leach
liquids are often discharged to the tailings ponds in addition to minerals
associated with the metallic compound being recovered. The major dissolved
species found in tailings ponds wastewater includes sulfate, iron,
aluminum, sodium, chloride, manganese, calcium and magnesium; minor amounts
of arsenic and selenium may also be present (Williams and Osiensky, 1983).
Depending on the specific metal being recovered and the chemical nature of
the waste stream, other metals may be found as dissolved or suspended
species in the tailings ponds. Waste disposal from uranium-thorium mills
may contain dissolved radionuclides of radium, thorium, uranium and lead.
The typical pH of tailings ponds averages 1.8 for acid leach extraction and
10.2 for alkaline leach processes (Williams and Osiensky, 1983).

Incidences of ground-water contamination from seepage through tailings
ponds and piles has been documented. Contamination from uranium mill
tailings has been found in the Grants Mineral Belt, New Mexico (Kaufmann et
al., 1975; McLin, 1982; Thompson et a1., 1984; Longmire, 1984), as well as
in Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Washington (Williams and Osiensky, 1983j
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Young et a1., 1986). Hydrologic investigations at some sites have
discovered contamination severe enough to prompt the implementation of
ground-water "pumpback" systems by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Ground-water pumpback systems intercept the contaminant plume, withdraw the
water and return it to a tailings or evaporation pond (Williams and
Osiensky, 1983).

Additional examples of contamination can also be found in the
literature. For example, early day lead-zinc mining operations coupled
with present-day mining activities are now affecting ground-water quality
at several sites in the Coeur d'Alene district in Idaho (Mink et a1., 1971;
Norbeck et al., 1974). Gold and silver tailings ponds in Nevada and South
Dakota have contaminated the local ground water with cyanides, sulfates,
chlorides, metals and dissolved solids (Thompson et al., 1984). Clay slime
ponds from phosphate mines in Florida have increased concentrations of
phosphorous, chloride, fluoride and total dissolved solids in the water
table aquifer near mine disposal areas (Thompson, et al., 1984).

Salt

The improper storage of road salt for highway de-icing has caused
contamination problems in many of the Midwest and Northeastern snowbelt
states. Although pure salt is usually stored in watertight buildings, the
source of contamination is often uncovered piles of mixed sand and salt at
highway maintenance lots. An average size sand-salt pile contains 3000
cubic yards of sand and 150-250 tons of salt (Williams, 198", J.. The salt is
usually commercial rock or marine salt with ferric ferrocY';l.lde and sodium
ferrocyanide added to reduce caking of the salt piles. Chromate and
phosphate may also be added to reduce the corrosivity of the salt (Bouwer,
1978). Salt additives may also contribute to ground-water contamination;
sodium ferrocyanide is water soluble and can generate cyanide when exposed
to sunlight, while chromate can produce high concentrations of hexavalent
chromium in run-off water (Field et al., 1974).

The dissolution of salt in sand-salt piles and subsequent infiltration
into the ground water has caused elevated levels of chloride in more than
150 domestic wells in the state of Maine (Williams, 1984; Williams, 1986).
Contaminant plumes generated by sand-salt storage piles have been
successfully delineated through the use of resistivity soundings and
terrain conductivity profiling (Williams et al., 1984). Chloride
contamination of domestic wells from sand-salt piles has also been
documented in Massachusetts, Michigan and Connecticut (Field et al., 1974).
A five-year study in Monroe County, West Virginia showed an increase of
chloride in wells located 1500 feet away from a stockpile (Wilmoth, 1972).
When the salt piles were enlarged, an increase of chloride concentrations
in the ground water sampled from the wells was noted. Conversely, removal
of the salt piles caused chloride levels in the wells to decline within two
mnths.

Disposal of Sewage and Sludge

The collection, treatment and disposal of large quantities of
municipal and industrial wastewater constitutes a major problem in many
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communities. Towns with older combined sanitary and storm water collection
systems are often confronted with a hydraulically overloaded treatment
facility during periods of heavy runoff or meltwater. Deicing salts,
litter and other street debris from storm water runoff may also adversely
impact the operation of the treatment facility. Land application of
stabilized wastewater and sewage sludge is often used as an alternative to
more costly conventional treatment and disposal processes.

Wastewater

The adverse impact of sewage disposal on ground-water quality can
originate during the collection and transport of sewage to the treatment
facility. Sanitary and storm water sewer systems are designed to prOVide a
watertight passage for the conveyance of waste to a treatment facility. If
the sewer pipe is non-watertight, sewage may either leak out of the pipe or
ground water may infiltrate into the pipe. Where ground-water levels are
lower than the wastewater level in a cracked pipe, the wastewater can
impact the ground-water quality by leakage into the ground. As an example,
ground-water contamination by nitrates from leaky sewer systems has been
documented on Long Island, New York (Kimmel, 1972). Conversely where
ground-water levels are higher than the wastewater level in the pipe,
leaking pipes allow ground water to enter the pipe. This additional volume
of water must be treated at the treatment facility and may cause
overloading of the system. Overloading the system may result in inadequate
treatment of the effluent or bypassing of certain treatment phases before
discharging to surface water.

In addition to leaking sewers, another inadvertent impact of sewage on
ground-water quality may be infiltration from wastewater stabilization
ponds. Wastewater stabilization ponds are primarily used for settlement of
suspended solids and biological treatment of primary and secondary
effluent. The function of the ponds will vary depending on the basic
design. but commonly employs biological treatment under aerobic and/or
anaerobic conditions (Miller, 1980). Leakage from unlined ponds may be
significant and cause potential pollution problems. The presence of
detergents and nitrates have been detected under waste stabilization ponds
in sandy to silty soils (Preul, 1968).

Impacts on ground-water quality by sewage disposal may also occur as a
result of the intentional land application of wastewater. The use of
disposal practices may include discharging partially treated wastewater to
the land surface for final treatment in disposal, the application of
treated effluent for ground-water recharge and the irrigation and
fertilization of agricultural land. Degradation of water quality occurs
when the effluent infiltrates into the ground water without sufficient
attenuation of desirable constituents.

Land spreading of wastes for the purposes of treatment, irrigation,
and recharge is achieved by three basic application techniques: 1) spray
irrigation. 2) overland flow and 3) infiltration-percolation basins.
Irrigation of croplands using sewage effluent may be accomplished through
the use of sprayers. ridge and furrow or flood techniques. The type of
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irrigation system utilized is dependent on soil permeability, topography,
crop type and cost (Pound and Crites, 1973). Loading rates are calculated
based on crop nutrient uptake, soils, climate and wastewater
characteristics. Typical loading rates range from 1.5 to 4.0 inches per
week. In general, effluent irrigation is capable of removing significant
amounts of nitrogen, suspended solids and fecal coliform (Pound and Crites,
1973; Murphy, 1986). Soils with significant organic and clay content have
been shown to attenuate heavy metals, phosphorous and certain types of
viruses through adsorption and complexation (Pound and Crites, 1973;
Keswick and Gerba, 1980). Sandy and silty loam soils at slow rate
irrigation test sites have been shown to remove trace organic constituents
in wastewater through adsorption, biodegradation and volatilization
(Parker et a1., 1984). However, ground-water contamination from nitrates,
phosphorous, chlorides and fecal coliform during irrigation have also been
documented (Barker, 1973; Sawhill, 1977; Reichenbaugh et a1., 1979; Franks,
1981).

Overland flow techniques are suitable for soils with limited
permeability such as silts and clays. Wastewater flows sheetlike over a
vegetated surface and runoff must be collected. Overland flow systems have
provided effective removal of BOD, suspended solids, nitrogen and partial
removal of phosphorous through crop fixation, biological uptake and
adsorption (Pounds and Crites, 1973).

Infiltration-percolation of treated effluent in spreading basins has
become a popular mode of disposal for waste treatment and ground-water
recharge. Successful use of infiltration-percolation systems requires
soils with infiltration rates of 4 inches per day to 2 feet per day or more
(Pound and Crites, 1973). Infiltration systems may be low rate (4 to 60
inches per week) or rapid rate (5 to 10 feet per week) systems. Rapid rate
infiltration systems generally require pretreated or secondarily treated
wastewater to maintain a high loading rate. Spreading basin surfaces may
contain bare soils, gravel or vegetation. The intermittent inundation of
spreading basins has proven successful for maintaining aerobic/anaerobic
conditions for removal of nitrates, phosphorous, BOD, suspended solids and
fecal coliform (Bouwer et a1., 1972).

The attenuation and removal of wastewater constituents has been shown
to occur by the processes of filtration, chemical transformation,
adsorption, dilution and biodegradation (Bouwer et a1., 1972; Borrelli et
a1., 1978; State of California, 1978; Idelovitch et al., 1979; Baxter and
Clark, 1984). The removal of trace organics through biodegradation,
sorption and volatilization at rapid rate infiltration sites has also been
demonstrated (Bouwer et a1., 1981; Hutchins and Ward, 1984; Parker et al.,
1984) •

Certain contaminants, however, are not totally attenuated in the
subsurface. Ground-water contamination from rapid rate infiltration sites
has caused increased elevations in dissolved solids and detergents (Hughes
and Robson; 1973; Van der Leeden et a1., 1975; Fujioka and Lau, 1984),
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nitrates, phosphorous (Baxter and Clark, 1984), trace organics (Tomson et
al., 1981; Bedient et al., 1983), and bacteria and viruses (Keswick and
Gerba, 1980; Moe et al., 1984). The discharge of primary sewage effluent
has caused ground-water contamination at several treatment sites in England
(Baxter, 1985). Table C-2 illustrates the effects of ground-water recharge
by municipal effluent on a calcareous sandstone separated by silt and clay
layers in the Dan Region, Israel (Idelovitch et al., 1979).

Municipal and industrial wastewater can be classified according to
their physical, chemical and biological characteristics. Table C-3 lists
municipal wastewater characteristics at various stages of treatment (Pound
and Crites, 1973). Industrial wastewater contains many of the same
constituents as municipal wastewater but varies by industry, product and
the processing technique utilized (Pound and Crites, 1973). Wastes
produced by chemical-related industries exhibit a wide variability in waste
constituents and may contain any number of organic compounds.

Sludge

Sludge is the by-product or residue from the chemical, physical or
biological treatment of industrial and municipal waste. Municipal sludge
contains a mixture of sewage from metabolic wastes, industrial wastes,
household wastewater, and in some cases, storm water run-off. The
composition of municipal sludge typically contains partially decomposed
organic compounds, inorganic salts, heavy metals, bacteria and viruses.
Industrial sludge compositions may vary widely depending on industry type
and waste treatment practice. The constituents of concern relative to
ground-water contamination in typical municipal sludge include: nitrogen,
phosphorous, heavy metals and trace metals, organic compounds and
pathogens.

The most common disposal method for municipal and ~ndustrial sludge is
land spreading of waste or placement in a sanitary landfill. Land
spreading is the application of solid or liquid sludges to forested or
agricultural lands. Sludge can also be utilized for land reclamation in
strip mine areas.

The nitrogen content of municipal sludge varies from 1 to 7 percent
according to the type of sewage treatment utilized. Approximately half of
this amount occurs as organic nitrogen and the other half as ammonia which
is directly available for uptake by plants (Knox, 1979; Miller, 1980). In
addition, organic nitrogen is converted to ammonia by mineralization at a
rate of 15 to 30 percent the first year and 3 percent per year thereafter.
Nitrogen applied in excess of crop uptake is available for leaching into
the ground water. The factors which affect nitrogen absorption into the
environment and thus the rate of application of the sludge are:
volatization, denitrification, climate, soil and crop type. Research
indicates that proper farm management practices allow for repeated sludge
applications with minimal nitrate impact on ground water (Higgins, 1984;
Wengel and Griffin, 1979). Municipal sludge applications have also
resulted in nitrate contamination problems in the ground water (Wengel and
Griffin, 1979; Higgins, 1984).
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TABLEC-2.COMPARISON OF EFFLUENT QUALITY PRIOR TO RECHARGE AND AFTER FLOW TO
OBSERVATION WELLS (IDELOVITCH ET AL., 1979)

Parameter Units

Basic Wastewater

BOD mg/I

COD mg/I

DOC mg/I

KMn04 Consumption mg/l

Ammonia, as N mg/I

Total Nitrogen mg/I

Phosphorus mg/I

Irrigation

Chlonde mg/I

Electrical conductivity tLmhos/cm

Sodium mg/l

SAR mg/I

Boron tLg/1

Copper tLg/1

Fluonde tLg/ l

Selenium tLg/ l

Drinking

Detergents mg/l

Hardness, as CaC03 mg/l

Calcium mg/I

Nitrate, as N mg/I

Fluonde tLg/1

Copper tLg/ l

Selenium tLg/1

Cadmium tLg/1

Lead tLg/1

Phenol /-Ig/I

aWeighted average - January 1977 to December 1978
bWeighted averJge - January 1977 to August 1978
cApproxlmate average - June to September, 1977 and 1978
dApproxlmate average - December to March, 1977 and 1978
"Based on results from Tahal Laboratory, Azur
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Recharge Effluenta

8

50'

15

13

3

4c-10d *

205b

950

152b

6.5b

460

16

300

7

1.4

103

36

0.11

300

16

7

4

25

5

Effluent In Observation
Wells 61 & 63

<1

6-20

1.5-4.5

1.5-5

<0.02

2-8

0.005-0.060

175-240

920-1070

25-170

0.8-6.5

40-430

3-4

<100

<001-06

120-440

40-150

06-7

<100

3-4

1

3

10-25

<1-4



TABLE C-3. MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER CHARACTERISTICS (POUND AND CRITES,1973)

mg/L (except as noted)

Untreated Typical Secondary Actual Quality
Constituent Sewage Treatment Effluent Applied to Land

Physical

Total solids 700 425 760-1,200

Total suspended solids 200 25 10-100

Chemical

Total dissolved solids 500 400 750-1,100

pH, units 70±0.5 70±05 68-81

BOD 200 25 10-42

COD 500 70 30-80

Total nitrogen 40 20 10-60

Nitrate-nitrogen 0 0-10

Ammonia-nitrogen 25 1-40

Total phosphorus 10 10 7.9-25

Chlondes 50 45 40-200

Sulfate 107-383

Alkalinity (CaC03) 100 200-700

Boron 1.0 0-1 0

Sodium 50 190-250

Potassium 14 10-40

Calcium 24 20-120

MagneSium 17 10-50

Sodium adsorption ratio 2.7 4.5-7.9

Biological

Coliform organisms, MPN/100 ml 106 2.2-106

Virus PFu/L 0-104 0-102
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Phosphorous is found in municipal sludges at lower concentrations than
nitrogen. Phosphorous is not a threat to ground-water quality because
phosphorous that is not immediately utilized by plants is attenuated
through fixation by soils.

The heavy and trace metals content of sludge varies with the types of
wastes accepted at treatment facilities. Heavy metals present in domestic
sewage are derived from: 1) metals excreted by humans (including chromium,
cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, molybdenum, selenium and zinc), 2) metals
from the dissolution of plumbing (lead, copper. and zinc) and 3) metals
present in storm runoff (cadmium. lead and zinc). A variety of heavy
metals and trace constituents may be added by industrial wastes.

The metals of most concern for land application purposes include lead,
copper. zinc, nickel and cadmium. The total concentration of these metals
will limit the length of time an area may receive sludge. The removal of
heavy metals in soils is dependent on the organic content of the soils,
soil texture and pH. Metals are removed primarily through adsorption by
anion and cation exchange or chelation by organic compounds (Knox, 1979).
Certain metals are utilized by plants during the growth cycle. while others
in increasing concentrations become toxic to both plants and humans that
consume the plant products. Leaching of metals may occur when the sorption
capacity of the soil is exceeded or when other chemical factors affect
metal solubilities.

Pathogenic organisms, primarily bacteria and viruses 3 L $ociated with
domestic sewage, may be present in municipal sludge. The ~Dility of
,athogens to contaminate ground water depends on survival and transport of
lhe organism through the soil system. The survival of pathogenic organisms
in the subsurface is influenced by organism type, soil texture, moisture
temperature and the presence of antagonistic Qrganisms (Keswick and Gerba,
1980; Knox, 1979; Gerba, 1985). The migration of pathogenic organisms is
dependent on the permeability and composition of the soil and vadose zone,
pH, subsurface flow rate and presence of soluble organics and cations.
Research indicates that bacteria and virus removal occurs primarily through
the processes of filtration and adsorption (Keswick and Gerba, 1980; Gerba,
1985). Despite the presence of these processes, bacteria and viruses have
been detected in both the vadose zone and ground water beneath sludge
application sites (Miller, 1980; Keswick and Gerba, 1980; Gerba, 1985).
Stabilization or pre-treatment of sludge prior to application may
significantly reduce the potential for the migration of pathogens into the
subsurface. In some cases, land application of sludge has proven effective
in removing certain bacteria and viruses (Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Bouwer,
1978; Miller, 1980; Knox, 1979).
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Several industries commonly employ land spreading for the disposal of
sludges and wastes. For example, the canned fruit and vegetable industry
produce wastes such as simple carbohydrates, starch and cellulosic
substances that are readily biodegradable. The petroleum refining industry
generates sludges that contain not only oily wastes, but also oil-free
sludges resulting from water conditioning. Chemical sludges are produced
from the refining process, and biotreatment sludges are generated during
the pretreatment waste processes. Many of these wastes are biodegradable
by soil microorganisms or are useful for soil conditioning (Knowlton and
Rucker, 1979). However, heavy metals present in refinery sludges may
effectively limit land application of these wastes. Fly ash and water
treatment additives are common wastes from the coal fired, steam electric
power industry. Fly ash is often used as soil conditioner, but land
application may be limited by the boron and heavy metal content of the ash.
Wastes produced from the pulp and paper industry include natural organic
compounds such as sugars, tannins, resins and li80ins as well as inorganic
sulfur compounds. Pulp and paper sludges are commonly lan~ spread because
of their biodegradability.

Salt Spreading

The application of large quantities of anti-skid sand and de-icing
salt to improve winter driving conditions has become a common practice in
many of the snowbelt states. Excessive salt application to,highways has
increased levels of chlorides, sodium and other related constituents in
ground water. In addition to direct dissolution of the salts on the road
surface and roadside by precipitation, accumulated snow piles along
roactsides can release constituents during melting periods to road surface
runll! f.

The de-icing salts consist principally of commercial rock salt and
marine salt (Bouwer, 1978). The addition of calcium chloride for chemical
de-icing has become more Widespread, particularly in Europe, due to its
superior ice control properties. Common salt or sodium chloride is
ineffective for melting ice below -12°C; whereas, the addition of calcium
chloride extends the melting range to -29°C (Jones, 1981). As an additive
to common salt, calcium chloride improves the rate and extent of melt,
prevents freezing of sand-salt mixtures and reduces salt loss from
mechancial bouncing off the road during application.

Other types of additives are commonly blended with the sand-salt
mixtures to increase useability. Ferric ferrocyanide and sodium
ferrocyanide are often added to sand-salt piles to minimize caking during
storage and application (Field et al., 1973). Sodium ferrocyanide is water
soluble and can generate cyanide in excessive concentrations in the
presence of sunlight. Chromate and phosphates are also added to de-icing
salts as corrosion inhibitors. Consequently, increased levels of sodium
chromate, hexavalent chromium and table chromium were detected in snowbelt
samples during the winter of 1965-66 in the Minneapolis - St. Paul area
(Field et a1., 1973).
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A recent study suggests that certain elements present in sampled
snowmelt could be correlated to the source of the sand and salt applied
(Oberts, 1986). Increased levels of lead, zinc, phosphorous and total
dissolved solids were detected in sand-salt mixtures sampled in the
Minneapolis metropolitan area. The source of dissolved solids and
phosphorous appeared to be related to local quarries where the sand was
acquired. Levels of lead and zinc were correlated with salt concentrations
in the sand/salt mixtures. The source of salt for the area was from
various suppliers in the southern United States.

Serious ground-water contamination problems have occurred in many
areas of the northern United States from the application of de-icing salts.
The state of New Hampshire in 1965 reported replacement of over 200
roadside wells due to increased concentrations of chloride and sodium from
contamination by road salts (Field et al., 1973). Road salt contamination
has occurred in more than 60 communities in Massachusetts, as well as in
Maine, Connecticut, Michigan and Ontario (Field et al., 1973; 1974; Pollock
and Toler, 1973; Miller et al., 1974; Jones, 1981). Seasonal fluctuations
in chloride concentrations have been documented due to infiltration of
runoff during spring melt periods (Miller et a1., 1974).

Alternative practices to reduce the amounts of de-icing salts applied
to highways are currently being implemented and evaluated. These include
the development of effective management strategies combined with optimum
mixture and application plans as related to the physical conditions of
weather and the road surface. Improved highway drainage systems to prevent
the infiltration of road runoff are currently being evaluated in
Massach~lsetts (Pollock and Stevens, 1985). The development of exper imental
road surfaces, such as Verglimit (a chemical defroster added to the upper
layer of asphalt), which reduce the bonding of ice to road surfaces, may
also allow for a reduction in the use of de-icing salts (Jones, 1981).

Animal Feedlots

Leachate from large quanitites of animal wastes at feedlots or seepage
from animal waste lagoons are point sources of contamination. The
principal contaminant from animal waste is nitrogen in the form of organic
nitrogen or ammonium. Nitrogen in these forms is readily oxidized in the
vadose zone to produce nitrates. Other contaminants of concern include
phosphates, bacteria and chlorides. The characteristics of the
contaminants generated from animal feedlots will vary depending on feedlot
management practices, feeding methods, feedlot surface (paved or unpaved)
and slope (Miller, 1980).

The most significant volume of wastes are produced by cattle feeding
operations, however, sheep, poultry and hog operations also represent
potential contamination sources. Cattle feedlot operations are
concentrated throughout the Corn Belt and Northern Plains regions; poultry
raising is located primarily in the South, hogs in the Midwest and sheep in
the West and Southwest (Miller, 1980). The traditional disposal method for
manure is land application as a fertilizer and soil conditioner.
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The potential for contamination from feedlots is dependent on several
factors including the stocking rate, manure removal management and waste
treatment facilties. Natural factors such as depth to water, soil texture
and permeability and the net recharge to ground water will also influence
the occurrence of contamination. Frequent removal of manure combined ,with
low stocking rates allows for increased aeration of manure, and thus higher
rates of nitrate production (Walter et al., 1979). Infrequent removal of
manure can alter the underlying soil characteristics by decreasing soil
permeabiityand infiltration capacity (Miller, 1971; Powers et al., 1975).
The development of an impermeable manure pack in addition to soil clogging
can restrict infiltration of leachate. Studies suggest that the presence_
of anaerobic conditions beneath the pack allow denitrification and may
limit the quanities of nitrate present in the ground water beneath the
feedlots (Borman, 1981; Walker et a1., 1979). -L_

The variations in research regarding nitrate leaching may be explained
partially through differences in soil properties. In general,
coarse-textured soils have a greater potential for nitrate movement after
waste ,application. Finer-textured soils that exhibit restricted drainage
have a lower potential for nitrate leaching due to reduced infiltration or
anaerobic conditions which cause denitrification (Powers et al., 1975).
Another factor which affects the potential for nitrate leaching is climatic
conditions. The potential for nitrate movement also increases with higher
rates of waste application.

Contamination of ground water by phosphorous and bacteria beneath
feedlots has not yet been documented. Phosphates bound to organic
molecules (.r as ni trophosphates have low water solubilities. Bacteria
populations in soils that receive applied wastes increase initially, then
decrease with time (Kansas State University, 1975). Ground-water
contamination from the leaching of nitrates, however, has been shown to
occur under animal feedlots and land application sites '(Powers et al.,
1975; Reddell et al., 1973; Walker et al., 1979; Stewart et al., 1967;
wriIOOr et a1., 1972; Ritter and Chirnside, 1984). A ground- water quality
monitoring study in southern Delaware identified increased nitrate
concentrations in ground ~ter within 825 feet of poultry farms in several
areas (Ritter and Chirnside, 1984). Increased levels of chlorides and
copper in the ground water were also detected in the samples. The
occurrence of these contaminants was correlated with the poultry farming
practice; animal and human ~stes both contain chlorides while copper is
used in the broiler feed. Highest concentrations of all constituents were
located in areas of well drained soils.

Fertilizers and Pesticides

The increased use of agricultural chemicals during the past decade to
obtain greater crop yields has contributed to increased levels of nitrates
and pesticides in ground water in the United States and other agricultural
countries (Madison and Brunett, 1984; Hallberg, 1986; Holden, 198~). An
accurate characterization of the overall impact from agricultural nonpoint
source pollution has been difficult to assess due to the complex
interaction between crop management and tillage practices, chemical type
and application, and soil and climatic conditions.
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Fertilizers

The addition of organic and inorganic fertilizers to agricultural
lands supplements the natural supplies of nutrients in the soils necessary
to sustain crop growth. Organic fertilizers, such as solid and liquid
manure and compost, contain the essential nutrients (nitrogen, potassium
and phosphorous), as well as important growth-stimulators and microbes
necessary for proper utilization of the nutrients by plants (Houzim et al.,
1986). Organic fertilizers typically account for 40 percent of the humus
component in agricultural soils. Increased humus content of soils improves
soil water capacity, adsorptive capability and resistance to acidification.
Soils deprived of organic fertilizers exhibit losses in biological activity
and fertility over time. Thus, organic fertilizers are combined with
inorganic fertilizers to prOVide optimum growth conditions. Inorganic
fertilizers include nutrients such as nitrogen, potash and phosphate and
lesser amounts of fluorine, cadmium, calcium, magnesium, cobalt and
molybdenum (Houzim et al., 1986). Lime and gypsum are also added to
farmland to reduce cumulative soil acidity.

The solubility, adsorptive capability, decomposition and mobility of
fertilizers directly influence fertilizer impact on ground-water quality.
Most nitrogen fertilizers do not readily adsorb into soils and are
moderately to very soluble in water; thus, they are quickly leached to the
ground water under a variety of conditions and constitute a major concern
for contamination in agricultural areas (Hallberg, 1986). Granulated,
coated and multi-component fertilizers dissolve more slowly than pulverized
fertilizers. Phosphates and potash not assimilated by plants are readily
sorbed onto cl<lY particles or complexed with humus (Houzim et a1., 1986;
CAST, 1985; Letey and Pratt, 1984).

Nitrogen movement through the biosphere is controlled by a series of
complex processes. In general, most crops utilize nitrogen in the
inorganic form of nitrate or ammonium. Organic nitrogen in the soil is
transformed into inorganic forms by microorganisms. Ammonium 1s the first
transformation compound. In the presence of oxygen, the subsequent
transformation to nitrate will occur. Nitrate not utilized by crops will
either continue to leach through the soils under aerobic conditions, or be
converted to nitrogen gas through denitrification under anaerobic
condi tions.

Ground-water contamination problems are thus manifested when nitrate
concentrations in soils exceed crop uptake and significant nitrate losses
occur beneath the root zone. Recent studies indicate that nitrogen
recovery by agronomic crops seldom exceeds 50 percent of available nitrogen
and more typically approximates 35 percent or less for grain crops
(Hallberg, 1986). Extensive research over the past several years has
clearly shown a direct relationship between excessive nitrogen
fertilization and subsequent increases in nitrogen concentrations in ground
water, particularly in shallow, fresh water aquifers (CAST, 1985; Pionke
and Urban, 1985; Beck et al., 1985; Thompson et al., 1986; Libra et al.,
1986; Ritter, 1984). Results of these studies indicate that three major
factors affect the concentration of nitrate which reaches the ground water
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including: 1) the amount of nitrogen available, 2) the quantity of
infiltrating water (dependent on the hydraulic conductivity of the
materials), and 3) the presence of denitrification processes in the
subsurface.

Increases in nitrogen concentrations have been related to agricultural
land practices in many areas of the United States (Beck et al., 1985; CAST,
1985; Letey and Pratt, 1984; Alberts and Spomer, 1985; Thompson et al.,
1986; Libra et al., 1986; Bruck, 1986; Detroy, 1986; Gburek et- al., 1986;
Ritter, 1984; Pionke and Urban, 1985). The implementation of best
management practices to reduce the quanitites of nitrate available for
leaching have been studied. Suggested practices for nitrate reduction
include the determination of residual soil nitrates in the crop and rooting
zone coupled with the application of nitrogen during periods of greatest
crop intake (Olson, 1986; OTA, 1984). A study involving nine Iowa farmers
showed how potential nutrient losses could be reduced by establishing
realistic yield goals in conjunction with best management practices (Kaap,
1986). Other practices include improved irrigation water management to
prevent excessive percolation (Hubbard et al., 1984) and the use of
compounds which inhibit the oxidation of fertilizer ammonium to nitrate by
microorganisms (Bremner et al., 1986). Agricultural practices such as
cropping and tillage can also affect nitrate losses to the subsurface. The
continuous culture of nonleguminous crops, such as corn and cotton,
promotes the increased use of nitrogen fertilizers thus affecting nitrogen
losses through leaching to ground water. Losses of nitrate can be
minimized by alternating the planting of nonleguminous crops with soybeans,
which utilize both organic and inorganic nitrogen and do not require
additional nitroge~ fertilization (CAST, 1985). Some studies suggest that
the implementation of conservation or no-tillage practices serve to
increase nitrate leaching (CAST, 1985; Thomas, 1983; Alberts and Spomer,
1985; Baker and Laflen, 1983). Conventional tillage enhances the release
of nitrate from organic matter, but also promotes soil erosion.
Conversely, while conservation tillage reduces soil erosion, the soil
moisture is increased, and evaporation decreases (Blevins et al., 1983).
Although less nitrate is released than soil organic matter, increased
infiltration rates under conservation tillage fields prOVides the
conditions for greater losses of nitrate to the ground water. In addition,
conservation tillage minimizes the disturbance of soil structure thereby
enhancing surface water infiltration through soil macropores (Thomas, 1983;
Dick et al., 1986).

Pesticides

Pesticides are chemicals used for the control of insects, fungi or
other undesirable organisms and weeds. At the beginning of the century,
the use of mercury and arsenical compounds for pest control became
widespread. Pesticide usage rapidly increased with the advent of new
synthetic organic compounds. There are currently more than 32,000
different compounds with over 1800 active ingredients now used for
agricultural applications (Houzim et al., 1986). Recent United States
Environmental Protection Agency studies cite the presence of more than
50,000 different formulated products with only 1200 active ingredients
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(personal communication. Stuart Cohen. Biospherics. Inc .• 1987).
Agricultural activities account for 69 to 72 percent of pesticide use;
government agencies and industries use 21 percent; home and garden uses
constitute the remainder.

Despite the large quantities of pesticides applied yearly to
agricultural lands, public attention had focused on other sources of toxic
chemicals found in ground and surface water. Contamination from pesticides
was largely unexpected; those pesticides in use were assumed to degrade or
volatize rapidly, or to bind to soil particles (Holden. 1986). The
discovery of DBCP (dibromoch10ropropane) and a1dicarb in wells in
California and New York respectively. in 1979. prompted extensive
ground-water monitoring.for pesticides which has led to the discovery of at
least 17 pesticides in ground water in 23 states (Table C-4) (Cohen et a1 .•
1986).

TABLE C-4. TYPICAL POSITIVE RESULTS OF PESTICIDE GROUND
WATER MONITORING IN THE U.S.t (COHEN ET AL., 1986)-

Typical
Pesticide Use" State(s) Positive, ppb

Alachlor H MD, lA, NE, PA 01-10

Aldlcarb (sulfoxide ana I, N AR, AZ, CA, FL, MA, ME. 1-50
sUlfone) NC, NJ, NY, OR, RI, TX,

VA,WA, WI

Atrazlne H PA, lA, NE, WI, MD 0.3-3

Bromacil H FL 300

Carbofuran I,N NY, WI, MD 1-50

Cyanazlne H IA,PA 01-10

DBCP N AZ, CA, HI, MD, SC 0.02-20

DCPA (and aCid products) H NY 50-700

1,2-Dlchloropropane N CA, MD, NY, WA 1-50

Dlnoseb H NY 1-5

Dyfonate I IA 01

EDB N CA, FL, GA, SC, WA, AZ, 005-20
MA.CT

Metolachlor H IA,PA 01-04

Metnbuzln H IA 10-43

Oxamyl I,N NY, RI 5-65

S,mazlne H CA,PA,MD 0.2-3.0

1,2,3-Tnchloro- '" CA,HI 01-50
propane (impurity)

t Total of 17 different pesticides in a total of 23 different states.

* H =herbicide
I =insecticide
N =nematicide
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Numerous studies now document the relationship between the use of
agricultural chemicals and their occurrence in ground water, particularly
in areas located over shallow unconfined aquifers with permeable soils
throughout the country (Holden, 1986; Cohen et al., 1984; Cohen et al.,
1986; Hallberg et al., 1986; Welling et al., 1986; Schmidt, 1986; Steichen
et al., 1986; Pionke et al., 1986; Wehtje et al., 1984; Kelleyet al.,
1986; Harkin et a1., 1986; Miller and Fischer, 1986; Tolman and Neil, 1986;
Marin and Droste, 1986; Scarano, 1986). Pesticide contamination has also
been found in other hydrogeologically vulnerable areas such as karst
terrains (Leonard, 1986; Holden, 1986). In contrast, a recent sampling of
irrigation wells over time in intensively agricultural areas of silt loam
to clay soils in Arkansas revealed no positive presence of pesticides in
the ground water (Lavy et al., 1985).

Attempts to accurately characterize pesticide fate and movement have
been complicated by the wide variability 1n soil and vadose zone
properties, climate, agronomic management and the physical and chemical
nature of every pesticide. Seiber (1983) has grouped behavior and fate
processes according to three major components including: 1) the
environmental compartments (i.e. air, soil, water) in which the pesticide
is found; 2) the transfer processes which affect pesticide movement, and 3)
attenuation by transformation processes (i.e. chemical and biological
degradation. Table C-5 lists the major factors which affect the fate and
movement of various pesticides based on their chemical classification.

The properties of the soil media and the external effects of climate
both influence the movement and transformation of pesticides in the soil.
The adsorptive capabiliti~s of soil colloids and organic matter has been
recognized as an importan- factor in the attenuation of ionic and nonionic
pesticides (Helling, 1986; Helling and Gish, 1985; Weber and Weed, 1974;
Weber, 1972). Soil texture and the hydraulic conductivity of the soil also
affect pesticide leaching. Studies confirm that a pesticide introduced
into sandy coarse-textured soils will penetrate farther and faster than in
finer-textured soils (Helling and Gish, 1985; Weber and Weed, 1974;
Helling, 1986). The presence of soil structure, (in particular, the role
of macropores), is being recognized as a possible rapid transport mechanism
which reduces the opportunity for significant attenuation processes to take
effect (Thomas and Phillips, 1979; Shaffer et al., 1979). Preferential
flow through soil structure has been found to occur in all types of soils
and accounts for solute transport several times greater than that
recognized by traditional transport theories. Agronomic practices such as
conservation or no-tillage, which advocates minimal soil disturbance has
been shown to promote the development of extensive macropores in the soils.
The presence of the macropores was related to increased infiltration rates
in those fields under study (Dick et al., 1986; Gish et al., 1986).

Increasing soil moisture content is generally associated with
increased adsorption and degradation. The moisture and temperature of the
soil and soil pH, combined with climatic effects also influence pesticide
behavior directly through adsorption, volatilization and photo
decompositon, and indirectly through the chemical and microbial degradation
processes (Weber and Weed, 1974).
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The transfer and transformation processes which affect pesticides are
dependent on the physiochemical nature of the pesticide and the interaction
of these factors with the soil and climatic system. These processes have
been reviewed by Sieber (1983), Cheng and Koskinen (198S) and Helling
(1986). The significant properties which affect pesticide behavior
include: ionizability, water solubility, volatility, presence of functional
groups, molecular size and stability (Weber, 1972). The leaching of
pesticides to ground water involves the consideration of both adsorption
and degradation. In general, pesticides which are absorbed by the soil are
not readily available for leaching; those pesticides not strongly absorbed
are then susceptible to microbial and chemical degradation. For most
pesticide groups, the adsorptive capacity is directly related to
solubility; as pesticide solubility increases, adsorption to soil colloids
and organic matter decreases (Houzim, et al., 1986). Cohen et al. (1984)
suggest that pesticides with the following mobility and persistence
properties have the greatest potential to leach to ground-water: 1) water
solubilities greater than 30 parts per million, 2) soil binding constants
(Kd values) less than S, 3) root zone half lives greater than 2 to 3 weeks
and 4) hydrolysis half lives of less than 6 months. Table C-S, Column 11
ranks the mobility of various pesticides according to various groups.

Pesticide fate is also influenced by agronomic practices such as
tillage and irrigation. As previously discussed, tillage practices
directly influence runoff and infiltration of pesticides. Extensive
irrigation of fields also has been associated with increased pesticide
leaching below the root zone (Helling, 1986). The use of improved
irrigation practices such as drip irrigation, helps prevent excessive water
percolation and subsequent pesticide movement into the subsurface.

Accidental Spills

A variety of hazardous and non-hazardous materials are transported
throughout the country by truck, rail and aircraft and transferred at
handling facilities such as airports and loading docks. Improper handling
or accidents often results in spills of these solutions. Ground-water
contamination resulting from these spills constitutes a significant problem
which only recently has received attention by state, federal and industrial
authorities. The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) estimates that
approximately 16,000 spills occur annually, involving a variety of
materials such as hydrocarbons (i.e. gasoline and jet fuel), paint
products, flammable compounds, various acids and anhydrous ammonia (NAS,
1983). Of all accidental releases, petroleum products are the most
frequently spilled or leaked (U.S. EPA, 1979b).

The potential impacts of an accidental spill on ground-water quality
depends on: 1) the site specific hydrogeologic conditions, 2) the natural
capacity for attenuation and/or degradation of the natural materials at the
site, 3) the characteristics of the chemical(s) spilled, and 4) any
remedial actions undertaken by authorities at the time of the spill.
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Documentation on spill incidents which includes information about the
cause, chemical name, volume spilled and suspected or documented
pre-existing contamination problems is usually insufficient. In many
cases, little emphasis is placed on ground-water protection during spill
clean-up activities until contaminants are detected in nearby domestic or
municipal water supply wells.

Reported spill volumes range from a few gallons to several million
gallons. Current methods to quickly and adequately clean up spills have
improved over the past few years but are still limited to quick response
to contain and recover the substance. For example, spill areas are
frequently flushed with water to quickly remove spilled liquid. This is
particularly true in tanker truck accidents where removal of the spilled
liquids from road surfaces helps prevent further hazards to life and
property. However, these contaminants then infiltrate through adjacent
soils and may possibly contaminate ground-water supplies.

A successful program for spill remediation involves several steps for
containment and recovery of the contaminant. This was illustrated during
an actual spill of 130,000 gallons of organic chemicals which entered a
shallow unconfined aquifer (Ohneck and Gardner, 1982). Initial action at
the site involved immediate containment and collection of the surface
liquids. Chemicals were then properly identified for disposal. Air
monitoring systems were established to identify the presence of toxic
fumes. Information was collected on the hydrogeology of the site and test
borings were performed to identify the extent of the contamination.
Monitoring wells were installed to determine site specific hydrogeologic
characterisitcs and for later use h ground-water sampling. An effective
in-situ reclamation program combined with a ground-water recovery and
treatment program resulted in complete clean-up of the spill site. Other
successful cases of accidental spill clean ups of organic chemicals have
been documented by Harsh (1975) and Sterret, et al. (1985).

Particulate Matter from Airborne Sources

Fallout of particulate matter froro the atmosphere is a relatively
minor, but potential source of ground-water contamination. Particulate
materials fall to the surface of the earth and are transferred as soluble
or insoluble products by water to the subsurface. The primary source of
atmospheric pollution is automobile emissions and various industrial
processes. The major contaminants from these emissions include sulfur and
nitrogen compounds, asbestos and heavy metals (Owe et al., 1982). The
distribution of particulates in the atmosphere and on the surface depends
on their size when released, weather patterns and climate. The attenuation
of these pollutants depends on the site-specific hydrogeochemical
characterisitics, location of pollutant fallout and chemical nature of the
pollutant.

The infiltration of airborne contaminants is typically higher in
heavily industrialized areas (Lehr, et al., 1976). Concentrations of lead,
cadmium and mercury which exceeded EPA maximum allowable concentrations in
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drinking water have been detected in the precipitation of mountain regions
of New England. Precipitation recharging the aquifers in these areas could
lead to potential contamination of these aquifers (Miller, 1980). Airborne
chromium from an electroplating firm in Michigan has been suspected as a
source of ground-water contamination of nearby wells. Chromium-laden dust
discharged through ventilators on the roof and settled to the ground. The
dust was carried by precipitation into the subsurface where it directly
impacted the ground-water quality (Deutsch, 1963).

The major environmental concern today related to airborne contaminants
is the effect of acid rain on the surface and subsurface water quality.
Acid rain is divided into two categories, wet deposition or dry deposition.
Wet deposition refers to atmospheric pollutants that are deposited with
rain and snow in the form of acids (mainly sulfuric and nitric). Dry
deposition includes those solid or gaseous pollutants deposited on the
surface of the earth (Hubert and Canter, 1980). The occurrence of acid
rain near heavily industrialized and urbanized areas has impacted
vegetation and surface-water quality. Infiltration of acid precipitation
and the solubilization of dry particulates which may be transported to the
ground water can impact ground-water quality. The potential effects of
sulfur/sulfur dioxide compounds, nitrogen/nitrogen dioxide compounds,
hydrogen ions and heavy metals in acid rain as they enter the ground water
will decrease the pU of the water and raise the concentrations of these
compounds above safe consumption levels (Hubert and Canter, 1980). These
substances may also undergo secondary and tertiary reactions in the
subsurface to form other potentially toxic compounds.

GROUND WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS THAT ORIGl NATE IN THE GROUND ABOVE THE WATER
TABLE

Septic Systems, Cesspools and Privies

On-site sewage disposal systems are used to treat and dispose the
domestic wastewater from approximately one-third of the homes in the United
States. Each year, an estimated one trillion gallons of effluent is
discharged into the environment by approximately 22 million on-site sewage
disposal systems (U.S. EPA, 1986c). Of these individual on-site disposal
units, conventional septic tank-soil absorption systems constitute 85
percent of the systems in use, while alternative systems (i.e. aerobic
treatment systems, filter beds, mounds, etc.) and unregulated systems (i.e.
cesspools) comprise the rest (Scalf et al., 1977).

The basic on-site sewage disposal system consists of a septic tank
with an accompanying soil absorption and treatment field. The septic tank
separates the floating and settable solids from the liquid portion of the
wastewater. Solids settling to the bottom of the tank (i.e. sludge)
undergo partial anaerobic decomposition in the tank. Sludge builds up in
the tank and must be periodically removed to prevent these solids from
discharging out of the tank along with the liquid effluent. Septic tanks
typically are designed and sized to retain the anticipated daily volume of
wastewater from the home for 24 to 48 hours. This is accomplished by using
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a single compartment tank t double portioned tank or multiple single
compartments tanks in series. These latter tank designs are favored for
their improved solids removal capabilities (Canter and Knox, 1985). Septic
tanks may be constructed from a variety of materials t including reinforced
concrete t steel, plastic or fiberglass. The effluent from the septic tank
discharges into a soil absorption and treatment field. The soil absorption
and treatment field is designed to distribute the septic tank effluent into
the soil for final treatment and disposal. Soil absorption and treatment
fields are commonly designed as gravel-lined trenches or beds containing
perforated distribution tile or pipe (Canter and Knox, 1985). Seepage
pits, above-ground mounds or other innovative designs may also be used in
lieu of conventional soil absorption fields.

On-site sewage disposal systems provide safe and effective disposal of
domestic waste when the system is correctly designed, installed t operated,
maintained and located in appropriate environment conditions. However,
sewage effluent may be a significant potential source of ground-water
contamination where regulations do not adequately address these elements or
where proper regulations are inadequately enforced. The potential for
ground-water contamination by on-site systems may also exist where the
density of these systems exceeds the capacity of the soil to adequately
treat the sewage effluent before it reaches the ground water. This is
especially a concern with certain soluble salts, such as chlorides,
nitrates and sulfates t which are not readily removed by the soil treatment
and absorption system. Canter and Knox (1985) estimate that septic system
densities exceeding 40 systems per square mile may constitu·~ a significant

~

potential ground-water contamination problem.

General site criteria must be examined prior to designing and locating
the on-site system. Suitability of the soil for treating and disposing of
wastewater is often evaluated by digging soil ,test pits and/or conducting
percolation tests. Soil test pits are used to evaluate soil properties t

such as texture and structure, the occurrence of seasonally high water
tables or perched water tables, depth to bedrock and depth to apparent
ground-water. Percolation tests may also be conducted as a rough,
empirical method of evaluating the capability of the soil to absorb sewage
effluent. In general, a minimum depth of four feet of permeable,
unsaturated soil should be present between the bottom of the absorption
trench or bed and the top of the seasonal water table and/or bedrock (Scalf
et al., 1977). Proper isolation distances between septic tanks and water
wells must be maintained to prevent contamination of domestic water wells
by the sewage effluent.

The potential for ground-water contamination by septic tanks depends
on the quality of the effluent discharging from the system and the capacity
for the soils and unsaturated zone materials to effectively attenuate and
degrade these substances. Wastewater constituents which are a primary
concern to ground-water quality include biological contaminants (i.e.
bacteria and viruses), phosphates, nitrates, heavy metals, and synthetic
organic and inorganic compounds. The transport and fate of these
contaminants depends on the efficiency of the physical, chemical and
biological attenuation mechanisms in the unsaturated zone including
filtration, adsorption and microbial Aegradation.
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Biological contamination of ground water from septic systems is widely
recognized. Bacterial movement in unsaturated soils is generally limited
by the physical filtering capability of the soils and adsorption onto soil
particles. The filtration and adsorptive capacity of the soil depends on
various soil factors including: soil pH. moisture content. temperature.
oxidation-reduction potential. the size and shape of interstitial voids of
the soil and the permabilityand related velocity of flow through the soil
(Canter and Knox. 1985; Bauder. 1984). Unsaturated flow conditions beneath
the absorption trench or bed provide increased contact and detention time
between the bacteria and the soil (Hackett. 1984). Bacteria survival times
depend on several soil conditions. including pH. temperature and moisture
content. Survival times of up to 2 to 3 months in soil have been
documented (Gerba et al •• 1975). These extended survival times of bacteria
are important when considering that bacteria adsorbed to the soil particles
beneath the adsorption trench can remain viable and penetrate deeper into
the soil should suitable flow conditions develop (Hackett. 1984).

With regard to other potential wastewater pollutants. phosphorus is
typically attenuated by chemical precipitation and adsorption. Ammonium is
removed primarily through adsorption, cation exchange or volatilization.
Nitrogen and ammonium converted to nitrates move readily through the soil
system unless other processes such as denitrification or uptake by plants
occur. Heavy metals discharged in septic effluent may be attenuated by the
soils through adsorption, ion exchange, chemical precipitation and
complexation with organic substances (Canter and Knox. 1985). Synthetic
organic compounds from various household wastes may be attenuated through
the physical and chemical processes of adsorption, hydrolysis,
complexation, volatilization, and most importartly by microbial
degradation. One of the most frequently detected contaminants in ground
water. trichloroethylene (an industrial solvent and degreaser), is also
used as a septic tank cleaner.

In order to provide effective removal of wastewater contaminants,
proper septic system design and soil conditions must exist. Contamination
of both regional and localized ground water due to septic system discharges
has been documented (Canter and Knox, 1985; Flipse et al., 1984; Scalf et
a1 •• 1977). Contamination problems commonly occur from improper
construction and maintenance causing a significant percentage of systems to
fail prior to their expected design life (Scalf et al., 1977). The direct
discharge of untreated sewage wastes into gravel beds, fractured bedrock or
solution channels which is still practiced in some areas of the United
States may also cause ground-water contamination. Other contamination
problems occur when the soil adsorption systems are located beneath the
biologically active zone, effectively excluding the process of biological
degradation. High densities of septic tanks in areas where permeable soils
exist have caused regional contamination of aquifers in Nassau and Suffolk
Counties, New York, and in Dade County, Florida (Flipse et al., 1984). The
installation of public sewers in high density septic system areas will
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alleviate some ground-water contamination problems but at a considerable
cost. Other alternatives to improve septic systems and help prevent
degradation of ground-water quality include the use of specialized systems
such as percolation and evapotranspiration mounds in areas with thin or
unsuitable soils or in areas of fractured or impermeable strata.

Surface Impoundments and Lagoons

Surface impoundments are used by farms, industries and municipalities
for the treatment, retention, and/or disposal of non-hazardous and
hazardous liquid wastes. Holding ponds, surface impoundments and lagoons
present a significant potential for ground-water contamination because of
their relative numbers and size. A recent Surface Impoundment Assessment
(SIA), conducted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, located over
180,000 impoundments at approximately 80,000 sites (U.S. EPA, 1983). Table
C-6 lists six major categories which show the nationwide distribution of
sites and impoundments, both active and abandoned. Agricultural
impoundments are associated with farming, crop production and animal
husbandry. Uses of impoundments on farms range from manure and dairy waste
lagoons to fish hatcheries. Municipal impoundments are utilized at water
and sewage treatment plants and at sanitary landfills. Industrial
impoundments are primarily used for the storage, processing, treatment or
disposal of industrial wastes. Oil and gas impoundments contain brines
associated with oil and gas extraction. Impoundments at mining sites are
used for ore refinement processes and mine wastewater treatment.

TABLE CoG. CATEGORIZATION AND TOTALS OF IMPOUNDMENT SITES FROM THE SURFACE
IMPOUNDMENT ASSESSMENT (U.S. EPA, 1983)

Active Active Abandoned Abandoned
Sites Impoundments Sites Impoundments

Agricultural 14,677 19,167 173 270

Municipal 19,116 36,179 630 1,006

Industrial 10,819 25,749 941 2,163

Mining 7,100 24,451 264 587

Oil and Gas 24,527 64,951 463 537

Other 1,500 5,745 53 168

TOTAL 77,739 176,242 2,524 4,731

Total Located Sites 80,263
Total Located Impoundments 180,973
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Impoundments or lagoons may range in depth from two feet to more than
30 feet and range in size from a fraction of an acre to thousands of acres
(OTA t 1984). Agricultural t municipal and oil and gas impoundments
typically are less than five acres in size. The size of industrial
impoundments may varYt however t from less than a tenth of an acre to over
100 acres. The mining t pulp and paper t and electrical utility industries
operate some of the largest impoundments (U.S. EPA t 1978b).

Waste impoundments may be either natural or man-made depressions, and
mayor may not be lined. The overflow from many impoundments is discharged
either periodically or continuously to surface water bodies t such as
streams t rivers, lakes and oceans. Some impoundments are designed to
permit seepage of fluids into the subsurface. Seepage impoundments
typically are unlined and located in permeable materials. Other
impoundments are designed to reduce liquid volumes through evaporation.
Many evaporation impoundments, however, lose liquid volumes through seepage
as opposed to evaporation. Impoundments used for waste storage and/or
treatment are commonly lined either with claYt admixed liners (such as
hydraulic asphalt concrete and soil cements)t flexible polymeric membranes,
sprayed-on linings t soil sealants and chemical adsorptive liners to prevent
seepage into the subsurface (U.S. EPA, 1980). Certain types of waste
fluids may effect liner integrity; therefore, the material chosen for a
liner must be compatible with the waste fluids which will come in contact
with the liner.

Ground-water contamination from surface impoundments commonly occurs
from seepage of wastes into the subsurface. Seepage typically occurs when
impoundments are unlined and the underlying materials are sufficiently
permeable to accept and transport the liquid wastes. Impoundments with
supposedly "impermeable" clay liners, however t have also been shown to leak
significant quantities of wastes for a variety of reasons. At some sites,
waste chemicals have affected the integrity of clay lin~rs through chemical
reactions resulting in a more permeable clay liner which allows the seepage
of wastes into the subsurface (U.S. EPA, 1980; U.s. EPA, 1983). Other
causes of liner failure have been attributed to improper construction and
installation of the liner. Ground-water contamination from wastes in lined
impoundments has also resulted from unanticipated overflows or loss of the
liquid wastes from the impoundments as a result of failure of a dike. In
other instances, ground-water contamination has occurred where impoundments
were located in karstic areas. Catastrophic collapse of surface materials t

involving solution channels or sinkhole enlargements has resulted in the
loss of wastes from impoundments into the subsurface. Ground-water
contamination has also occurred where liquids in the impoundment were in
direct contact with the water table.

Incidents of ground-water contamination from surface impoundments have
been reported in nearly every state and in most cases have affected
shallow t unconfined aquifers. The contamination typically is in the form
of a discrete plume that is elongated in the direction of ground-water
flow. The pattern and flow of the plume depends on the ground-water
gradient, vertical and horizontal permeabilities, amount of recharge t
physical and chemical properties of the contaminant and the affects of
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nearby pumping wells. Attenuation and degradation of contaminants can
occur due to various physical, chemical and microbial processes related to
vadose and saturated zone conditions.

Data collected during the Surface Impoundment Assessment indicate that
nearly 50 percent of all sites are located over saturated zones that are
either very thin or very permeable, and that over 50 percent of the
impoundments at these sites contain industrial wastes (U.S. EPA, 1983).
Approximately 70 percent of all sites are located over very thick,
permeable aquifers, with nearly 80 percent of the impoundments at these
sites containing industrial wastes. The assessment also revealed that 98
percent of the sites located over thick, permeable aquifers are also
located within one mile of potential drinking water supplies. This data
indicates the great potential for ground-water contamination by waste
liquids contained within impoundments.

In an effort to minimize future impacts to ground-water quality,
recent amendments to RCRA require increased levels of leak protection at
impoundments receiving hazardous wastes. Existing impoundments and newly
installed impoundments must have a double liner and leachate collection
system as well as a ground-water monitoring system to detect releases into
the ground water.

Landfills

Landfills accept various types of solid wastes, both hazardous and
non-hazardous. Solid wastes not classified as hazardous under RCRA
regulations generally are disposed of in municipal and sa1itary landfills
and dumps. Subtitle D under the Resource Conservation anG Recovery Act
regulates these types of solid waste management facilities. According to
1979 data, there are approximately 18,500 municipal landfills and 75,700
industrial landfills subject to Subtitle D regulations (Lehman, 1986). It
is estimated that 15 to 20 percent of these facilities receive household
hazardous waste or industrial or commercial hazardous wastes from small
quanitity generators. Municipal and sanitary landfills regulated under
Subtitle D typically receive solid waste products from reSidences, small
industries and commercial activities that are usually non-hazardous.
Potential contamination problems from these facilities occur when
contaminants leach from the landfills into the ground water. Of the total
known landfills (94,200) only about 5600 facilities were licensed landfills
in 1979, while the rest were open dumps (Petersen, 1983).

Typical landfill construction and operation involves the spreading of
wastes in thin layers, compacting the wastes to the smallest volume, and
then applying and compacting cover material to minimize scavenger,
aesthetic, vector and air pollution problems. A sanitary landfill is an
engineered facility that is constructed and operated to minimize
environmental hazards. Careful design, construction and operation of the
landfill, combined with proper maintenance during facility closure, can
minimize potential impacts to ground-water quality from the landfill
wa stes.
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Landfills are constructed by three common methods; the area, ramp and
trench methods (O'leary and Tansel, 1986a). In the area method, the
landfill is placed in a natural depression or man-made excavation. The
waste is placed on the ground surface or landfill liner and compacted.
Successive layers of compacted wastes are built to a height of 10 or 15
feet. An intermediate cover of sailor synthetic material is usually
emplaced on the top and exposed sides of the compacted waste at the end of
each day. A completely covered compacted waste unit is called a "cell"; a
series of cells the same height constitutes a "lift." A completed landfill
may consist of several vertical lifts that extend 50 to 100 feet above the
original landfill surface. Appropriate soil and/or synthetic materials are
used to cover the finished landfill. The ramp method commonly is utilized
in sloping areas; wastes are spread and compacted on a slope and cover
materials are compacted on the waste. The trench method may be used on
level or sloping land; the land is excavated in trenches, and wastes are
emplaced in the trenches and covered. Trenches are parallel and separated
by a three to four-foot dirt wall. The degree of waste compaction will
affect the final capacity of the landfill and the waste to soil ratio.

The design and development of a landfill involves the consideration of
five phases: 1) site selection, 2) detailed plan design, 3) construction

-and operation, 4) landfill closure and 5) monitoring and long term care.
(Brunner and Keller, 1972). During each phase, the landfilling techniques,
waste stabilization processes and environmental impacts must be considered.
Methods of operation should assure minimal impacts from litter, pests,
scavengers, fire, odors, methane gas and leachate.

After the solid wastes are placed in the landfill, physical, chemical
and biological processes begin to act upon the waste. Initial physical
changes involve settlement and compaction. Water contained within the
waste combines with infiltrated water which may dissolve soluble substances
to form leachate. Chemical and microbial reactions occurring within the
landfill initially involve aerobic decomposition that produces volatile
acids and low pH conditions, which can solubulize constituents in the
waste. Later stages of decomposition involve anaerobic processes which
produce methane gas in addition to leachate (O'leary and Tansel, 1986a).
Moisture content, temperature, soil cover permeability, rainfall, the
resistance of the wastes to degradation and the type of waste processing
prior to landfilling, are all factors which affect the rate and extent of
decomposition within a landfill. Various models have been developed to
predict leachate generation based on these factors. One of these models,
the Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance Model (HELP) (U.S. EPA,
1984), was developed to predict leachate generation under a variety of
climatic and cover conditions. Leachate composition will vary widely
depending on the nature of the refuse, the leaching rate and the age of the
fill (O'leary and Tansel, 1986b; Stegman, 1982). Table C-7 lists the
chemical characteristics of leachate from municipal solid waste, as well as
the typical concentration values and the reported range of concentration
values for these chemicals.
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TABLE C-7. SUMMARY OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LEACHATE CHEMICAL
CHARACTERISTICS (KMET AND MCGINLEY, 1982)

Range Reported
Typical Literature Parameters
Values Range (mg/l) (mg/l)

T. Alkalinity 50 500-10,000 0-20, 850
Arsenic 34 NO-OA NO-40
5 Day BOD 876 400-40,000 9-54,610
Boron 2 042-70
Cadmium 53 NO-0.10 NO-116
Calcium 7 5-7,200
Chlonde 98 100-2,500 5-4,350
T. Chromium 42 NO-10 NO-22.5
Hex Chromium 3 NO-006
COD 108 500-50,000 0-89, 520
Conductivity' 352 1,000-20,000 2,810-16,800
Copper 41 NO-05 NO-99
Cyanide 27 NO-OAO NO-008
Fluoride 1 0.1-1.3
Hardness 92 500-10.000 0-22.800
Iron 88 NO-500 0.2-42.000
Lead 46 NO-12 NO-66
MagneSium 7 12-15,600
Manganese 19 NO-lO 006-678
Mercury 24 NO-0.005 NO-0.16
Ammonla-N 28 0-350 0-1.250
TKN 32 25-1.500
Nitrate + Nitrate 36 0-10 0-1029
Nickel 40 NO-33 NO-17
Phenol 20 2-20 017-66
T. Phosphorus 92 0-10 0-130
pH2 432 5.7-76 1 5-9.5
TSS 812 , 100-1,000 6-3.670
Zinc 38 NO-75 0-1.000

'J1mho/cm
2Standard Units
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Depending on the subsurface conditions, leachate that reaches the base
of a landfill may seep into and contaminate the ground water. Natural
attenuation and degradation may occur through mechanical filtrations
precipitations adsorptions dilution and dispersions volatilization and
microbial degradation. The efficiency of these mechanisms depends on the
physical and chemical conditions within the landfill and the unsaturated
zone. The degree of attenuation may fluctuate in response to changes in
climatic conditions and landfill/leachate decomposition phases.

The impacts on ground-water quality by wastes from landfills have been
documented (U.S. EPA s 1978a; OTA s 1984; Miller, 1980). The proper
installation of impermeable clay, admixed and flexible polymeric membrane
liners, combined with leachate collection systems, can minimize leachate
seepage from landfills. The various types of liners and their performance
is discussed by Dinchak (1983), Forseth and Kmet (1983) and U.S. EPA
(1980). Recent studies have examined the effect of various types of
leachate composition which may affect the integrity of clay and admixed
liners (U.S. EPA, 1980; Weullner et al., 1985; Shimek and Hermann, 1985;
Whittle et a1., 1984).

Current regulations under Subtitle D set forth criteria to use as
minimum technical standards for solid waste disposal facilities. These
criteria include protection of surface and ground water and the prohibition
of open dumping of refuse. Recent ammendments to Subtitle D will influence
these criteria in areas of enforcement and increased protection of the
environment (U.S. EPA, 1986a). These new criteria will particularly affect
those facilities which currently accept hazardous wastes from
sma1l-quanitity generators. The new criteria will include provisiovi for
site selection, ground-water monitoring and corrective actions, as
appropriate.

Waste Disposal in Excavations

The excavation and removal of materials such as clay, limestone,
slate, sand and gravel commonly results in open pits and quarries that may
be actively mined or abandoned. Oftentimes these pits and quarries are
used as sites for the unregulated dumping of non-hazardous and hazardous
waste. A variety of materials have been emplaced in these excavations
including domestic wastes, refuse, junk automobiles, construction wastes s
fly ash from utilities, oil field brines and various industrial organic
wastes. Wastes are usually left uncovered and thus are subject to
scavengers, vermin, odors and fire hazards. Open dumps in excavations are
frequently burning dumps, either by intentional burning to reduce volume,
or by spontaneous ignition of the wastes. Because these sites exist as
unregulated dumps in areas potentially sensitive to ground-water
contamination, they may significantly impact ground-water quality.

Gravel pits and quarries which are commonly excavated at a depth below
the ground surface often intersect shallow aquifers. Some excavations
contain ground water due to seasonal fluctuations in water table
elevations. Wastes emplaced in these excavations would be subjected to
periodic wetting, which may dissolve consitutents in the waste and produce
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leachate that can migrate directly into the ground water. Precipitation
percolating through these wastes may also produce leachate that can seep
into the ground water from what seems to be an apparently "dry" excavation.

The unregulated disposal of wastes into excavations and quarries often
results in the contamination of ground water. The disposal of liquid
industrial wastes into a gravel pit in England resulted in the
contamination of an unconsolidated sand and gravel aquifer (Goldthorp and
Hopkin, 1972). A quarry in Indiana was used for the disposal of old
electrical parts, resulting in the contamination of the entire area with
PCB's (Stimpson et al., 1984).

Leakage From Underground Storage Tanks

Underground tanks, which are used to store billions of gallons of
liquids for domestic, commercial and industrial purposes, are emerging as a
major source of ground-water contamination (OTA, 1984; Cheremisinoff et
al., 1986a). Leakage from underground storage tanks, due to corrosion of
the tank and other causes, release substances into the subsurface. Major
users of underground storage tanks include farms, retail gasoline stations,
military and fleet users and airports. Liquids stored in underground
storage tanks include gasoline and motor fuels, process chemicals,
hazardous and toxic chemicals and dilute wastes. The majority of
underground storage tanks in use today contain regulated substances, such
as petroleum products, and thus are a major focus of concern with regard to
impacts on ground-water quality. Many underground storage tanks which
contain petroleum products were installed in the 1950's during the highway
transportation boom. These underground tanks are currently reaching alid/or
exceeding their design life expectancy. This factor alone could result in
a significant increase in the number of leaking tanks within the next few
years.

Problems with the tank operation and maintenance of underground
storage tanks can be minimized if proper tank materials are used and proper
tank installation procedures are followed (API, 1979). Tank materials
should be compatible with the liquids which will be stored in the tank.
The tank materials should also be capable of withstanding physical stresses
and chemical attack from soil and water conditions present at the site.
Tank installation procedures should be in accordance with appropriate
engineering specifications and the manufacturer's instructions to better
ensure the integrity of the buried tank. Proper supervision and inspection
coupled with tank testing after installation is recommended.

Underground storage tanks commonly are constructed from bare steel,
coated steel and fiberglass reinforced plastic. Corrosion is the major
factor contributing to leaks in steel tanks; ruptures, physical breakage
and loose fittings also contribute to tank leakage (New York State, 1985).
Corrosion is an electrochemical process which results from interactions
between the tank and the surrounding environment (both external and
internal). The corrosion is either galvanic or electrolytic in origin.
Both types of corrosion may cause either widespread or localized corrosion,
depending on the tank material, the use of dissimilar metals for piping and
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fittings and the electrochemical nature of the surrounding materials. A
variety of factors influence the occurrence and extent of tank corrosion)
including the corrosivity of the surrounding materials, the presence of
oxidizing agents, temperature, surface films) bacterial action, soil
resistivity and moisture, adjacent metallic structures and stray electrical
currents. In general, the corrosion process is accelerated in the presence
of moist soil conditions) increased soil resistivity and ground water
containing high dissolved solids. Because corrosion is the most frequently
cited reason for tank leakage that has resulted in ground-water
contamination) a variety of methods have been developed to protect the
buried tank against corrosion. The most widely used and recommended method
is cathodic protection, which reverses the electrochemical action of
corrosion) thereby protecting the tank (API) 1983). Cathodic protection
includes both galvanized cathodic protection, which utilizes a sacrificial
anode, and impressed current cathodic protection, which employs an induced
electrical current (Cheremisinoff et al., 1986b; New York State, 1985).
Other corrosion protection methods involve the use of soluble corrosion
inhibitors, coatings) linings and electrical isolation. Corrosion
resistant materials such as fiberglass reinforced plastic (FPR) provide an
alternative choice for tank construction materials, however, fiberglass
tanks require careful installation to maintain tank integrity and must be
compatible with the liquids to be stored. The use of double-walled
fiberglass-coated steel tanks with interstitial leak detectors is another
way to minimize tank leakage, but this type of installation significantly
increases the overall cost of the tank.

Other efforts to reduce tank leakage and minimize adverse
environmental impacts employ the regular m9nitoring of tank integrity
through tank tightness testing, and early leak detection by internal and
external monitoring devices. One or more of these methods are often used
in conjunction with inventory reconciliation to detect early signs of tank
leakage. Inventory control requires careful record-keeping of the amount
of product received in comparison to the quantity of product dispensed.
Regular inspections of the product handling system and recognition of
conditions which indicate a leak are also important parts of inventory
control. Loss rates which can be detected through inventory reconciliation
are usually estimated at no less than 5 percent of total throughput
volume.

A number of testing methods are used to detect leaks and determine
tank and piping tightness at a single point in time. These tests usually
consist of filling the tank with a fluid or air until a certain pressure is
reached, and observing for pressure or fluid losses over a period of time.
Current standards for precision tank testing require the detection of at
least 0.05 gallons per hour leak rate while taking into account the effects
of temperature and pressure (National Fire Protection Association, 1983).

Internal tank monitoring devices are located inside the tank and
provide a continuous measurement of the liquid level within the tank.
These tank monitoring devices include mechanical sensors which measure the
liquid level through an observation tube or float, or electronic systems
which utilize either capacitance or sonar to detect minute changes in
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liquid levels (Cheremisinoff et a1., 1986a). External tank monitoring
systems are located outside of the tank in either the tank pit excavation
or hydraulically downgradient of the tank. These monitoring devices are
used to detect the presence of vapors or product either on the water table
or within the tank pit resulting from a tank leak. External tank
monitoring devices may operate in either a continuous or intermittent mode.
Continuous liquid phase detectors require a monitoring well screened at the
surface of the water table or in the excavation pit, and utilize a sensor
which responds to the presence of hydrocarbons. Intermittent liquid phase
monitoring employs the use of hydrocarbon-sensitive pastes or periodic
ground-water sampling to detect free product. Both continuous and
intermittent gas phase detectors use sensors which respond to the presence
of hydrocarbon vapors (Ecklund and Crow, 1986). Problems associated with
both types of detectors are false alarms and/or sensor failure. Sensor
sensitivity must also be considered when designing and installing external
monitoring systems for underground tanks.

Hydrocarbons

The u.S. Environmental Protection Agency currently estimates that at
least 35 percent of all underground storage tanks are now leaking (U.S.
EPA, 1986e). Accidental releases from underground storage tanks have been
documented in every state with subsequent impacts to the surrounding soil,
ground water, surface water and air (U.S. EPA, 1986d). The impact of
accidental leaks on ground water depend on the processes which govern
hydrocarbon fate and transport in the subsurface. Hydrocarbons occur in
either a vapor, dissolved, or bulk liquid state. After subsurface leakage,
the hydrocarbons will move vertically through the vadose zone. A portion
of this liquid will volatilize depending on product solubility and vapor
pressure. Vapor diffusion in the soil is controlled largely by soil
porosity and permeability as well as temperature (Young, 1986). Vapors may
migrate and collect in low lying areas such as basements and sumps causing
potential health and fire hazard problems. The remainder of the liquid may
either be subject to retention and attenuation in the vadose zone, or if a
sufficient amount of product has been released, migrate into the ground
water. Because most hydrocarbons are immiscible fluids, the product will
accumulate on the water table. Depending on the solubility of the product,
certain constituents will dissolve and migrate with the ground water and
interact with the aquifer materials (Hinchee and Reisinger, 1985). The
transport of bulk and dissolved hydrocarbons depends on the density,
viscosity and solubility of the product, as well as the permeability,
moisture content and attenuation processes (such as adsorption and natural
biodegradation) which occur in the subsurface.

Successful remediation techniques have been used to remove both
dissolved and bulk hydrocarbons from the vadose zone and ground water (API,
1980). Contaminant recovery systems typically employ the use of multiple
recovery wells in which devices are used to recover the free product
floating on the water table. Ground water containing dissolved product is
also pumped from these wells for subsequent treatment and for enhancement
of natural flushing of the vadose and saturated zone (Smith, 1985; Peterec
and Modesitt, 1985; Yaniga and Demko, 1983; Brocius et a1., 1986; O'Connor
et al., 1984; Burke and Buzea, 1984). The presence of residual
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hydrocarbons trapped by capillary forces in the pore spaces of the vadose
zone and aquifer media, however, are difficult to remove under normal
subsurface conditions. Fluctuating water levels conditions directly affect
the occurrence of residual hydrocarbons and may affect hydrocarbon recovery
schemes and the apparent product measured in wells (Wilson and Conrad,
1984; Yaniga, 1984; Dalton et al., 1984). Reductions in residual
hydrocarbon concentrations have been achieved through the implementation of
in-situ bioreclamation techniques (Brenoel and Brown, 1985; Yaniga and
Mulruy, 1984; Yaniga et al., 1985). Bioreclamation utilizes native
hydrocarbon-utilizing bacteria, which, with the addition of oxygen and the
proper nutrients, biologically degrade the hydrocarbons into innocuous
substances. Enhanced biodegradation can therefore effectively lower
hydrocarbon concentrations in the soil and ground water. Successful
biodegradation of gasoline hydrocarbons by anaerobic bacteria has also been
documented in the laboratory using authentic aquifer material (Wilson and
Rees, 1985).

Leakage from Underground Pipelines

Pipelines are used to convey and transport waste and non-waste
products. The primary waste transported by pipelines is municipal sewage.
Sewers commonly occur in densely populated areas and convey municipal
sewage over relatively short distances to wastewater treatment facilities.
Non-waste products transported by pipelines include petroleum products,
natural gas, ammonia, coal and sulfur (Miller, 1980). Non-waste pipelines
are located throughout the nation, forming a major means of interstate
transport of products which are regulated by the Department of
Transportation. Leakage due to rupture or failure of these pipelines
causes a loss of various products to the subsurface which can significantly
affect ground-water quality. All spills and leaks from most interstate
pipelines must be reported to the Department of Transportation. Intrastate
sewage and commercial collection and distribution systems, however, are not
required to report leaks and spills. Installation requirements for
intrastate pipline also may not be as stringent as the requirements for
interstate pipelines.

The major causes of leaks in pipelines are ruptures, external and
internal corrosion, defective welds and incorrect operating procedures.
The most common cause of pipeline leakage is corrosion; other causes of
leakage include flood surges and rupture or heaving by tree roots and
earthquakes (OTA, 1984; New York State, 1985). Petroleum products are the
most frequently reported substances which have leaked from underground
pipelines (OTA, 1984).

Loss of wastewater from sewer systems occurs when wastewater
exfiltrates from the sewer lines due to rupture or leakage of the pipe.
Miller (1980) estimated leakage from sewers at approximately 5 percent of
the total annual volume of the transported sewage. This volume represents
a potential loss of approximately 280 billion gallons of wastewater
annually to the subsurface. Increases in nitrate concentrations in the
ground water under portions of Long Island have been attributed to
extensive sewer line leakage over time (Flipse et al., 1984).
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Leakage from petroleum pipelines in conjunction with leaking
underground storage tanks also represents a major source of ground-water
contamination. Leakage from petroleum pipelines often occurs due to pipe
corrosion, swing joints which have failed and improper connections between
fittings and the tank. Underground pipe leaks can be minimized by proper
pipe design, installation, testing and timely replacement or monitoring
(New York State, 1985; API, 1979). Important criteria to be considered in
pipeline design includes the type of service of the pipeline, the
characteristics of the transported material, the volume to be transported,
potential surges in flow and the corrosivity of the surrounding materials.
Pipelines used for underground transport are commonly composed of carbon or
stainless steel, plastic, fiberglass reinforced plastic, galvanized steel
and coated or lined steel.

Artificial Recharge

Artificial ground-water recharge is a technique used to replenish
ground water at an enhanced rate. Artificial recharge is accomplished by
either augmenting the natural infiltration of surface water via man-made
systems or changing natural hydraulic conditions to induce recharge water
to enter a desired formation. Man-made systems include the use of
spreading basins, playa lakes, recharge pits and shafts, ditches and
recharge wells. Indirect methods which involve alteration of natural
hydraulic conditions include induced streambed infiltration and connector
wells (O'Hare et al., 1986; Pettyjohn, 1981; United Nations, 1975;
Oaks ford, 1985). Water used for arUf idal recharge systen' ~ .is often
derived from surface water reservoirs, streams, flood and ~torm-water
drainage, cooling water, reclaimed wastewater and sewage effluent. Impacts
to ground-water quality from artificial recharge are directly related to
the quality of the applied water and the natural contaminant attenuation
and filtering process which occur in the subsu~face. Because artificial
recharge is currently practiced in every state, as well as internationally,
potential impacts to ground-water quality may be significant.

Artificial ground-water recharge has been used throughout the world
for many purposes including ground water management, ~eduction of land
subsidence, renovation of wastewater and sewage effluent, improvement of
ground-water quality, storage of flood flows and reduction of salt water
intrusion in coastal areas (Pettyjohn, 1981). The majority of artificial
recharge systems in the United States are relatively small and are used to
minimize water-level declines in aquifers and replenish ground-water
supplies. Larger recharge systems operate mainly to lessen or halt
saltwater intrusion into freshwater formations and to renovate sewage and
wastewater effluent. International uses of artifical recharge focus
primarily on aquifer recharge, improvment of ground-water quality and
control of saltwater intrusion.

The design and site selection for an artificial recharge system is
largely controlled by the hydrogeologic conditions that exist at a site.
Proper site selection should consider the availability of an aquifer
suitable for recharge, the thickness and permeability of the materials
overlying the aquifer as well as the thickness and permeability of the
aquifer itself. These factors must be considered in relation to the source
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and quality of the recharge water, the quality of the aquifer water and the
flow conditions at the site (Pettyjohn, 1981, O'Hare et a1., 1986). The
chemical and physical quality of the recharge water must be compatible with
the quality of the aquifer water to prevent the occurrence of chemical
reactions that may reduce aquifer permeability. Most importantly, the
chemical quality of the recharge water must be monitored to prevent
contamination of the receiving aquifer. Recharge water should have low
suspended solids to minimize both clogging of recharge systems and
reductions in aquifer permeability. Suspended sediments in recharge water
are the major cause of reductions in the infiltration capacity of spreading
basins, playa lakes, recharge pits and wells (O'Hare et al., 1986; United
Nations, 1975). The materials overlying the aquifer to be recharged must
also be sufficiently permeable to permit the applied recharge water to
infiltrate down to the aquifer. The aquifer must also be permeable enough
to accept and transmit the recharge water throughout the aquifer.

The type of artificial recharge system used at a site will depend upon
the site hydrogeologic conditions and the purpose of the recharge system.
Spreading basins are constructed in low lying, level areas which have
permeable soils at the surface. These basins may be either continuously or
intermittently indundated with recharge water. The quantity of water
recharged to the aquifer depends on the infiltration capacity of the basin
materials and the capacity for horizontal water movement in the subsurface.
Spreading basins frequently experience reductions in infiltration capacity
due to clogging of the overlying soils by suspended sediments in the
recharge water. Playa lakes may also be used for artificial ground-water
recharge after first breaking up, removing and/or regrading the normally
restrictive soils in the lake bottom. Because playa lakes are natural
collection points for surface runoff, they can be successfully used as
recharge basins (Schneider and Jones, 1983; O'Hare et al., 1986).
Ground-water recharge pits and shafts commonly are constructed in areas
~lere relatively impermeable materials at the surface normally limit
infiltration into more permeable underlying materials. The pits typically
are excavations which bypass the impermeable layers at the surface and are
finished into coarser materials at depth. Reductions in infiltration rates
through recharge pits and shafts may occur over time due to clogging of the
absorption surface by fine-grained materials in the recharge water.
Recharge wells are also used to directly recharge water into deeper water
bearing zones, particularly where thick impermeable layers exist between
the surface and the aquifer. Reductions in recharge well infiltration
capacities can occur due to sediment clogging, air entrainment, microbial
growth, chemical precipitation t particle flocculation and temperature
differences between recharge and native ground water (O'Hare et al~t 1986).

I

Indirect methods of recharge are accomplished through induced
infiltration of water from surface reservoirs and streams. Wells or
galleries constructed adjacent to surface-water bodies are pumped to induce
hydraulic gradients from the surface water body to the well. The quantity
of recharge to the well depends on the permeability of the stream or lake
bottom deposits and the materials between the wells and the surface water.
The chemical quality of the surface water supply can affect the usefulness
of such an infiltration scheme; contaminants found in surface water can be
introduced into the ground water. Another source of indirect recharge
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includes the use of connector wells which are screened in both an overlying
shallow aquifer and a deeper aquifer. Depending on localized pumpage and
piezometric heads» ground water is allowed to flow from shallow aquifers
into the deeper aquifers for recharge. Connector wells have been used
successfully in Florida to recharge portions of the Floridan aquifer from
the surficial sand aquifer (Bush» 1979).

Ground-water quality impacts have occurred from artificial recharge
programs where poor-quality surface water» renovated wastewater and sewage
effluent were used for recharge water (Bouwer et a1.» 1972; Bouwer, 1985;
Nightingale and Bianchi» 1977; Wood and Bassett» 1975; Roberts et a1.»
1980; Piet and Zoetemann, 1985; Ide10vitch and Michai1» 1985). These
sources of recharge water have resulted in increased concentrations of
nitrates» bacteria, viruses, metals, detergents and synthetic organic
compounds in the ground water.

Conversely, various studies conducted at artificial recharge
facilities have illustrated the capability for removal of contaminants from
recharge water during infiltration to the aquifer (Idelovitch and Michai1»
1985) (Table C-2). When infiltration basins in Arizona were inundated in
accordance with a proper schedule, reductions in suspended solids» fecal
coliform» nitrogen» phosphorous and organic compounds were observed in the
infiltrating recharge water beneath the basins (Bouwer et al., 1972;
Bouwer» 1985). Significant biodegradation of trace organics in recharge
water was supported by field data at a recharge project in California
(Rittman et a1.» 1980; Roberts» 1985). Processes which affect the fate and
attenuation of organic compounds in the subsurface are governed largely by
the processes of adsorption, biodegradation and volatilization (McCarty et
a1., 1980» Crites, 1985). Inorganic contaminant removal processes include
ion exchange» adsorption, precipitation» chelation and complexation (Chang
and Page» 1980). Bacterial and viral pathogens have been shown to be
removed from infiltrating water during ground-water recharge (Gerba and
Goyal, 1985; Gerba, 1985; Gerba and Lance» 1980). Field and laboratory
studies suggest that pathogen removal depends on organism survival times in
soil and organism retention rates on soil particles. Organism retention
rates on soil are controlled by soil filtration and adsorptive
capabiltiies, soil moisture» pH» temperature and the type of the
microorganism.

Sumps and Dry Wells

Sumps and dry wells are structures which facilitate the drainage and
disposal of liquids into permeable vadose zone sediments. A dry well or
sump is a small to medium diameter hole or pit that is dug or augered into
the ground. The well or pit commonly is filled with pea gravel, coarse
sand or other aggregates. Some sumps and dry wells may contain a slotted
pipe or screen» backfilled by coarse materials» which allow water to drain
into the surrounding sediments (Hannon» 1980). Various types of filter
cloths and/or filter sand emplaced in the wells are used to trap silt and
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sediment in the drainage water. Dry wells and sumps commonly are used for
the disposal of storm water runoff in urban areas, irrigation water and
flood water, and in some areas, septic tank effluent (Hannon, 1980; Seitz
et al., 1977). These types of disposal wells are located in nearly every
state and are used to drain waste and excess water into a wide variety of
subsurface materials. For example, disposal wells commonly are used in
permeable basalts within the state of Idaho, in unconsolidated sediments
within the state of California and in permeable sands and limestones within
the state of Florida.

Drainage from dry wells and sumps is a potential source of ground
water contamination because the quality of the water draining into these
wells frequently is unknown and usually is not regulated. Several studies
in Idaho, Arizona and Florida have attempted to document the effects of
drainage from dry wells on ground-water quality (Wilson et al., 1984, Seitz
et al., 1977 and McBee and Wanielista, 1986). The potential affects of
this drainage on ground-water quality are determined by the drainage water
quality, the amount of dilution that occurs (related to the total volume of
drainage water), the permeability of the vadose zone materials and
naturally occurring attenuation processes. Waste and excess water entering
dry wells and sumps commonly creates a temporary perched water table
beneath the dry well or sump. This perched water zone may spread
horizontally, beneath the disposal site, thereby dispersing the
contaminant-laden water. Mounding of the water table can also occur
beneath these disposal sites where large volumes of liquids are
continuously discharged into highly permeable materials (Wilson et al.,
1984). Filtration, dilution and chemical attenuation processes may
effectively remove some contaminants in the vadose zone.

Actual contamination from dry wells and sumps is not well documented.
Certain studies suggest possible impacts on ground-water quality in water
sampled from water supply wells near a dry well (Seitz et al., 1977;
Hannon, 1980; McBee and Wanielista, 1986). Storm surface runoff
originating from urban area drainage may contain a variety of contaminants
which are either dissolved or suspended by the storm water, including
metals, organic compounds, bacteria, organic matter and sediment.
Irrigation water may contain high concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorous,
bacteria and pesticides. Sewage effluent disposed of in dry wells in Idaho
contained very high concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorous, chloride and
bacteria (Seitz et al., 1977).

Graveyards

Leachate from graveyards may cause ground-water contamination,
especially where wooden or non-leakproof caskets are used. The potential
for ground-water contamination by leachate from graveyards primarily
depends on the permeability and contaminant attenuation characteristics of
the vadose zone media and the depth to water beneath the cemetery (Lehr, et
al.,1976). Areas that have permeable soils, high amounts of precipitation
and seasonally high water tables may be more susceptible to this potential
ground-water contamination problem (Bouwer, 1978). Leachate from
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graveyards may also pose a potential ground-water contamination problem in
areas underlain at shallow depth by fractured bedrock or karst limestone.
Rapid transport of water through these types of formations may not provide
adequate treatment of leachate. Few actual eases of ground-water
contamination from graveyard leachate have been documented. Where cases
have occurred, the ground-water contamination has been localized (Bouwer,
1978) •

GROUND WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS THAT ORIGINATE IN THE GROUND BELOW THE WATER
TABLE

Waste Disposal in Wet Excavations

The mining of natural materials such as clay, limestone, slate, sand,
gravel and coal often produces quarries, shafts and pits that frequently
are abandoned after mining activities cease. These excavations comlOOnly
intersect shallow aquifers and thus contain water that is in direct
hydraulic connection with the aquifer. Indiscriminant and tmregulated
disposal of various wastes into these excavations can result in a direct
ground-water contamination. In addition t the disposal of waste into
quarries, shafts and pits may also affect localized ground-water flow
conditions because of the variable permeability of the emplaced wastes.
Ground-water flow directions have been altered as a result of the disposal
of waste in a quarry in Rhode Island (Kelly, 1976).

The unregulated disposal of wastes in excavations has occurred in many
areas and has impacted ground-water quality. Ceroici (1985) detailed a
case history where the disposal of waste in a water-filled, open-pit coal
mine generated a ground-water leachate plume that migrated off-site.
Natural attenuation processes, however, may limit the extent of
ground-water contamination at some sites. For example, Peffer (1982)
reported that the disposal of fly ash in a limestone quarry initially
increased sulfate concentrations in the ground water. Sulfate
concentrations in the ground water decreased over timet however, due to
natural attenuation of the sulfate and compaction of the fly ash. In
addition t the initially low pH value of the fly ash, which contributed to
the high sulfate concentrations in the ground water, later was neutralized
by the limestone.

Drainage Wells and Canals

Drainage wells and canals are often constructed in low-lying and
coastal areas where impermeable surficial materials restrict the downward
drainage of surface water. Drainage wells consist of pits or holes Which
are excavated or drilled into an aquifer. The shafts or holes are filled
with coarse, permeable materials or slotted pipe with a permeable backfill.
Water flows by gravity down the well into deeper sediments. Drainage wells
are often constructed as "overflow wells" in marshes or swampy areas and in
lakes or ponds to control ~ater levels. Excessive storm runoff and flood
waters may also be channeled into drainage wells for disposal. Canals
consist of man-made channels which may be either lined or unlined. Canals
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are used to collect surface runoff and control water flow and drainage in
an area. Canals are often used in coastal areas to control floodwater and
to maintain hydraulic heads which prevent salt~ater intrusion into
freshwater formations (Sonntag, 1980). Drainage of poor-quality surface
water into wells and canals may cause potential ground-water contamination.
The quality of the drainage water is often unregulated and frequently
unknown. Recent studies Which assessed the impacts of drainage wells on
ground-water quality in Florida found little degradation of-ground-water
quality (Kimrey, 1978; Kimrey and Fayard, 1984; McBee and Wanielista,
1986). However, increases in bacteria, color and suspended solids were
noted in water supply wells located near drainage wells. Although storm
water runoff and sewage effluent have been disposed of in the Floridan
aquifer for years, there is evidence of little to no water-quality impact.
Lack of impact on ground-water quality by drainage from these wells has
been attributed to natural contaminant attenuation and significant dilution
of the drainage water within the aquifer. Drainage wells in some areas of
Florida have been shown to provide significant recharge to the Floridan
aquifer (Kimrey, 1984; McBee and Wonielista, 1986). Drainage wells are
used in many states although potential impacts on ground-water quality are
not well documented.

Increased urbanization in many coastal areas has resulted in the
degradation of water quality in many canals. Canals frequently are used as
receptacles for the disposal of urban runoff and sewage effluent. Leakage
from unlined or partially lined canals can transmit contaminants into the
ground water, especially in areas ~lere the canals are underlain by
permeable unconsolidated deposits, extensively fractured bedrock and karst
limestone. Increased concentrations of inorganic ions, nitrogen, bacteria
and pesticides in canal water in southern Florida have raised conerns over
the potential impact of this water on local ground-water quality (Sonntag,
1980) •

Abandoned and Exploration Well~

The leakage of contaminants and poor quality water through abandoned
oil and gas wells, exploration and test holes and water wells has become a
significant ground-water contamination problem in many areas. Wells or
holes that have been abandoned or improperly plugged provide a conduit for
the migration of contaminants and poor quality water into fresh water
aquifers. The migration of fluids between formations may occur if the
casing is pulled or allowed to deteriorate. Improperly plugged wells may
leak around the casing or grout seal. Exploration or test holes used for
mineral exploration or as shot holes for seismic surveys pose a special
problem because they are not cased, or maintained or plugged in any way.
Abandoned wells frequently become receptacles for the disposal of garbage
and various solid and liquid wastes which can lead to undeterminable
contamination problems.

Although the primary cause of contamination from abandoned wells stems
from the leakage of poor quality water into other permeable zones, leakage
may occur under several different situations. The potential for ground-
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water contamination from an abandoned well depends on the original use of
the well, the local geology, the hydraulic characteristics of the ground
water flow system and the type of well construction (Gass et al., 1977).
Improper abandonment of oil and gas wells is a major source of ground-water
contamination due in part to the large number of wells that have been
drilled over the last one hundred years. Oil and gas wells commonly
penetrate fresh-water zones and are completed in deeper resource-bearing
strata. Brines are typically associated with the occurrence of oil and gas
in the subsurface. Where casing is deteriorated or absent and hydraulic
gradients are upward, brines may migrate through the conduit and enter
shallower, fresh-water aquifers. Where brine formations overlie
fresh-water aquifers and hydraulic gradients are downward, brines may
migrate through a deteriorated casing or open borehole and contaminate the
underlying fresh water-bearing zone. If abandoned wells are open at the
surface and gradients are downward, poor quality surface water may drain
directly into fresh water aquifers. Conversely, in areas where
ground-water gradients are upward, poor quality water may discharge at the
surface through the open conduit. Abandoned wells open at the surface can
cause particular problems when the wells are located in areas which are
prone to flooding or inundation by surface water. Surface water reservoirs
frequently cover areas where domestic wells were preViously located. These
wells were probably never plugged before the reservoir was filled. The
submerged unplugged wells can provide a conduit for poor quality surface
water to migrate into the underlying aquifer (Warnken, 1984).

Specialized contamination problems may occur when abaw' .•'oed or
improperly plug-ged wells penetrate a formation actively ust-.l for the
underground injection of wastes. As these wastes are injected under
pcessure into the receiVing formation, abandoned wells provide ready
conduits for the upward migration of the injected fluids (Fryberger and
Tin1in, 1984). Current Federal Underground Injection Control Regulations
require the identification and location of all abandoned wells within an
area of review around a proposed injection location to minimize potential
contamination hazards.

The potential for contamination by abandoned wells may be recognized
when the total number of abandoned wells that are probably present across
the country are considered. Comparison of the total number of oil and gas
wells drilled to the total number of active producing wells provides an
estimate of approximately 2 million abandoned oil and gas wells alone
(Aller, 1984; Canter, 1984). These numbers do not even account for
possible abandonment of many other types of wellS and test holes.

Gass et al., (1977) cites numerous case histories of ground-water
contamination due to improperly plugged or abandoned wells. Contamination
problems associated with abandoned wells have been identified in nearly
every state (Gass et a1., 1977; Blomquist, 1984; Canter, 1984). Adequate
plugging and abandonment regulations are necessary to minimize and
eliminate future contamination problems from these wells. A state well
abandonment regulation survey indicates that most states do have
regulations that deal with the hazards of abandoned wells, but they vary
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widely in their requirements, and are compounded by inadequate enforcement
(Gass et a1., 1977). Minimum recommended standards for proper well
abandonment have been developed by the National Water Well Association and
the American Water Works Association.

Attempts to minimize contamination from abandoned wells are often
complicated by the inability to pinpoint the well location or to
acknowledge the existence of the well. In the past, significant efforts to
locate abandoned wells were only pursued when the well was a prime suspect
of contamination. Requirements to locate abandoned wells and an increased
recognition of the pollution potential of abandoned wells has prompted the
re-evaluation and development of various methods to locate these wells.
Conventional well location searches have employed a combination of record
searching, talking with residents, or using metal detectors and
magnetometers (Aller, 1984; van Ee et al., 1984). Other potentially useful
methods for abandoned well location also include the use of historical
aerial photographs, electrical resitivity, electromagnetic conductivity,
ground penetrating radar, remotely sensed imagery, water-level measurement
in surrounding wells and injection (Aller, 1984; van Ee et al., 1984).
These methods may be used alone or in combination depending on the
condition and surface expression of the abandoned well and the resources
available for the search.

Water Supply Wells

Water wells can be a potential source of contamination when they are
improperly constructed, not maintained or when they are abandoned and left
unplugged. The conditions which commonly permit ground-water contamination
to occur from ~ater wells include: 1) the well casing is open or not
watertight at the top allowing the direct entrance of contaminants, 2) the
well is located where surface water can directly drain into the well, and
3) surface water is entering the well after having passed through only a
few feet of soil. In addition, when the water well connects two aquifers
of differing water quality, poor quality water from one aquifer may mingle
with water from the second aquifer and degrade the water quality.

Contamination from improperly constructed wells may result from
several causes including: nonwatertight joints between lengths of casing,
failure to use grout or the proper grout material in the annular space
between the borehole wall and well casing, improper placement of grout,
constructing the well in a floodplain or low lying area where surface water
collects, installing the well in an underground pit with poor drainage,
using poorly fitting buried well seals; and nonwatertight pitless adapter
connections. Water supply wells that are not properly maintained may be
subject to corrosion or other deterioration of casing and piping materials.
Saline waters in subsurface formations can accelerate corrosion of steel
well casing in coastal areas, resulting in openings in the casing which
permit saline water to enter the well and contaminate the fresh water
aquifer (Miller, 1980). Other contamination problems can occur when well
casings and surface seals are destroyed during the demolition of houses or
buildings.
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Ground water from large diameter dug wells is particularly susceptible
to contamination from surface runoff due to improper well construction.
Dug wells are usually two or more feet in diameter, shallow in depth (i.e.
less than 50 feet) and lined with a variety of open-jointed materials such
as wood, brick, rock or clay tile. These wells commonly do not have proper
caps and/or surface seals to prevent the entry of surface water into the
well. Dug wells commonly are older wells which were constructed prior to
established well construction codes. The installation of public water
supplies in many areas often leads to the abandonment of these large
diameter wells without proper plugging practices.

Ground-water contamination problems from improperly constructed and
abandoned water wells is considered a significant problem in many
south-central states, particularly in areas of cavernous limestones
(Miller, 1980). Abandoned wells that produce saline water are also a major
contamination problem in the state of Florida. Improper well construction
was cited as the principal cause of elevated concentrations of nitrates,
bacteria and pesticides in domestic and stock wells in southeast Nebraska
(Exner and Spalding~ 1985). The high concentrations of contaminants in
ground water from the sampled wells were directly correlated with improper
well construction practices and improper well location.

Regulations and codes addressing proper well construction and
abandonment vary widely from state to state. Minimum code specifications
should address proper well location, design~ construction~ installation,
development, maintenance and abandonme~t. The implementation of a
licensing or certification program for well drillers can also assist in
improving well construction practices.

Waste Disposal Wells

Wells are used for a variety of disposal and resource recovery
purposes, including the injection of hazardous and non-hazardous wastes~

oil and gas storage and production, solution mining and irrigation and
stormwater drainage. Wells used for any purpose of emplacing fluids into
the subsurface are regulated under the Underground Injection Control
Program (UIC). The primary focus of this act is to regulate underground
injection of fluids which endanger drinking water sources. To ensure these
safeguards~ the UIC legislation provides minimum requirements for well
permitting~ construction and operation, mechanical integrity testing and
reporting~ as well as establishes uniform requirements for state programs.
The estimated presence of as many as 500,000 injection wells nationwide
which are used for purposes ranging from artificial recharge to hazardous
waste disposal~ illustrates the potential for impacts on ground-water
quality from these wells (U.S. EPA, 1979a).

To effectively implement the full scope of the UIC program~ injection
wells are categorized into five classes based on injection activity:
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• Class I wells used to inject both hazardous and non
hazardous industrial, nuclear, and municipal
wastes beneath the deepest stratum containing
an underground drinking water source.

• Class II wells used to dispose of fluids (such as brines)
associated with oil and gas production, enhanced
oil and gas recovery, and hydrocarbon storage.

• Class III wells used in special process operations such
as solution mining, in-situ gasification of oil
shale and coal, and recovery of geothermal energy.

• Class IV wells used to inject hazardous wastes
into or above a drinking water source
(all such wells are currently banned).

• Class V wells used for non-hazardous injection
including air conditioning return flows,
recharge wells, drainage and dry wells,
septic system wells, and saltwater barrie~

wells.

The potential for ground-water pollution by Class I, II and III wells
. has received significant attention because of the type of possible

contaminants introduced through these wells; however, the large numbers of
Class V injection wells in use today may actually constitute the greatest
threat to ground-water quality. The .classes of wells and the impact of
contamination introduced through these wells are discussed under the
related sections on artificial recharge, dry wells and drainage wells.

Drinking water supplies can be protected and water-quality impacts
from injection wells can be minimized by: 1) proper well siting, 2) proper
well construction and 3) proper well maintenance, testing and operation.
Where ground-water contamination does occur, the problem can be traced to
deficiencies in anyone or a combination of these factors.

The siting of injection wells must take into account the' geology and
hydrogeology of a prospective site and be made in accordance with the Ule
regulations. The Ule regulations require that subsurface disposal must
utilize a formation containing a total dissolved solids content of 10,000
mg/l or greater. Both regional and local site evaluations must be
performed to assure waste confinement and compatibility in the injection
zone. Regional site assessments should include considerations of the
general geology, structure, stratigraphy, hydrogeology, seismicity and
mineral resourceS (Warner and Lehr, 1981). Areas suitable for injection
should have overlying and underlying confining strata and extensive, thick
sedimentary sequences which provide adequate injection intervals. The
geology should be simple and the geologic formation should have an absence
of faulting and folding which could prOVide waste migration pathways.
Areas where injection wells are to be located must be free of seismic
activity because earthquakes may damage an injection facility and injection
may cause earthquakes to occur. For these reasons, most injection
activities are located in geologic basins or coastal plain areas (Whiteside
and Raef, 1986). Site investigations should indicate the presence of an
injection interval sufficiently thick and homogeneous, with adequate
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porosity and permeability to accept wastes at proposed injection rates
without the risk of fracturing the overlying strata from increased
injection pressures. The overlying and underlying confining strata should
be sufficiently thick and free of fractures and faulting to prevent
undesirable waste migration. Additional factors which may positively
affect siting of an injection well include normal formation temperatures
and pressures, wastewater and formation water compatibility and slow
lateral migration rates in the injection zone (Warner and Lehr, 1981).

UIC regulations require the delineation of an area of review
surrounding the well. Within the area of review, the factors must be
evaluated which affect the potential for upward migration pathways due to
increased pressures resulting from the injection process. Of primary
concern within the area of review is the presence of abandoned or
improperly plugged wells which intersect the injection zone and which may
provide conduits for waste migration into shallower aquifers. The presence
of these wells is of particular significance in areas of prolific oil and
gas production where the number of abandoned production wells may be
extremely large. Factors which affect the area of review include the
radial extent of ground-water movement from the well bore and the rate of
pressure build-up in the reservoir over time (Davis, 1986). Improper
siting of injection wells can result in the contamination of aquifers
through migration of fluids out of the pressurized zone through faults or
fractures in the confining beds or by displacement of fluids through
lateral migration from the injection zone into hydraulically connected
underground sources of drinking water (U.S. EPA, 1979a).

Injection well design and construction must ensure well integrity
while providing efficient and controlled injection conditions. The well
components must be capable of withstanding stresses caused during both the
drilling operations and the injection process. Reservoir pressures,
potential workover operations and the effects of reservoir and injected
fluids must all be considered. Three concentric casings are commonly used
for well construction. First, conductor pipe is installed to seal off
shallow-water zones during the drilling and cementing of the surface
borehole. Second, surface casing is typically installed through the
conductor pipe to a depth below useable drinking water supplies and
cemented in place to the surface. Third, the protection casing, which
provides secondary protection of drinking water supplies, is set to the
total depth of well. Protection casing must be able to withstand the
rigors of cementing, workover operations and exposure to injection fluids
(Whiteside and Raef, 1986). The bottom hole completion of the well may be
open hole for direct injection into the formation, or may be designed with
screens and gravel packs, or perforated casing. Injection tubing is then
installed to carry the wastes to the bottom of the hole. Tubing materials
should be chosen for compatibility with the injected wastes and must be
capable of withstanding injection pressures. The annular space may be
sealed with a packer or the use of static or fluid flush liquid seals
(Sherman and Craig, 1986). The injection tubing and the annulus serve as
the primary protection against contamination due to leakage. Annular
pressures and/or fluids are continuously monitored to detect early leaks or
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problems with the system (Miller et a1., 1986; Warner and Lehr, 1981).
Corrosion of well construction materials is a common injection well problem
that causes loss of well integrity and may be minimized by the use of
corrosion resistant cements, casing and injection tubing (creech, 1986;
George and Thomas, 1986).

The preservation of the mechanical integrity of the well depends on
proper well maintenance, monitoring and operation. Many wastes must be
pretreated prior to injection to remove suspended solids and oils, modify
wastewater chemistry for injection compatibility, reduce corrosiveness and
inhibit the growth of microorganisms (Warner and Lehr, 1981). Ule
regulations require the continuous monitoring and recording of injection
pressure, flow rate, volume and annulus pressure. All well components
should be inspected regularly for wear and corrosion. Mechanical integrity
testing of wells is also required to demonstrate no significant leaks or
losses in the casing, tubing or packer and that there is no significant,
vertical fluid migration adjacent to the borehole into an underground
drinking water supply. The principal methods of integrity testing include
continuous monitoring of injection and casing-tubing annulus pressures and
pressure testing with liquid or gas (Klemt et al., 1986; Nielsen and ~ler,

1984). Various geophysical logs and surveys may also be used to confirm
well integrity and/or detect casing leaks including temperature and noise
logging, pipe analysis surveys, electromagnetic thickness surveys, caliper
logging, borehole television, flowmeter surveys, radioactive tracer surveys
and cement bond logging (Nielson and Aller, 1984).

The fate and transport of injected wastes depends on both the physical
and chemical characteristics of the wastewater and the injection zone
envi.ronment. The types of wastes which are injected will vary widely in
composition from various organic compounds and acids to oil and gas
production brines. Consideration of physical and chemical waste
characteristics such as density, viscosity, pH, stability or reactivity and
total waste volume is necessary to accurately predict waste migration in
the subsurface. Reactions that occur in the injection zone and that affect
waste characteristics such as neutralization (i.e. carbonate, sand and clay
dissolution), hydrolysis, coprecipitation, ion exchange and microbial
degradation must also be considered in fate and transport assessments
(Scrivner et al., 1986). Analytical and numerical models may be applied to
injection sites to assess the total effects of waste injection such as fate
and transport of wastes, plume movement, pressure buildup in the injection
zone and the evaluation of upward permeation through confining layers
(Miller et al., 1986; Prickett et al., 1986).

Performance surveys of hazardous waste injection wells indicate that
less than 2 percent have caused environmental damage (Davis and Hineline,
1986). According to a study by Paque (1986), loss of well integrity and
subsequent leakage of the injected fluid was most commonly caused by
corrosion, upward waste migration from excessive injection pressures and
flow through abandoned wells. Environmental impacts at the sites which
were investigated included leakage into an underground source of drinking
water (five sites), leakage at the surface (four sites) and injection into
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an unpermitted zone not containing a drinking water source (1 site).
Walter (1986) documented contamination of a shallow aquifer in Louisiana
resulting from casing leaks in an injection well. Additional contamination
problems resulting from loss of casing integrity have been reported in
several states (Gordon and Bloom, 1986). Plugging of the injection zone
resulting from waste incompatibility, inadequate pretreatment or biological
activity may also cause loss of well integrity (Davis and Hineline, 1986).
Contamination resulting from upward migration of wastes through abandoned
wells has been documented in Ontario and Pennsylvania (Gordon and Bloom,
1986; Kent et al., 1986).

Mines

Excavation and operation of both surface and underground mines can
alter hydrogeologic flow conditions and cause degradation of ground-water
and surface water quality. The effects of mining typically are manifested
during both the active mining phase and after abandonment. At the time of
a 1975 EPA report, the number of operating mines was estimated at over
15,000, while the number of inactive or abandoned mines was estimated to be
nearly 200,000 (U.S. EPA, 1975). These numbers serve to illustrate the
potential impact which mining activities can have on ground-water quality.

Metallic and non-metallic minerals are mined as ores or natural
assemblages of rocks and minerals. Minerals or rock materials of no value
in mining are called gangue or spoils and may be used to fill in the mine
after the mining activities have ceased (Martin and Mills.,-976). Surface
mining techniques commonly employ the removal of overburden materials (up
to 300 feet) by open-cut operations, including open pits, strip mines and
quarries. Underground mining techniques employ the construction of tunnels
and shafts to access deeply buried minerals. Open stopes, supported
stopes, caving methods, flat seam and solution-mining techniques are all
used for accessing deeply buried minerals (Martin and Mills, 1976). Both
surface and underground mining activities can create water quality and/or
quantity problems which result from either the chemical characteristics of
the mineral assemblage being mined or the physical disturbance to the
hydrogeologic environment.

Adverse hydrogeologic and water-quality effects can occur during all
mining phases. During the active mine phase, dewatering operations can
lower ground water levels in the surrounding aquifer causing nearby wells
to go dry. Potentiometric surfaces of aquifers overlying the dewatering
operation may also be affected and shifts in the position of ground-water
divides may also occur. As a result of dewatering operations at a mine
site, the mine area acts as a large diameter well or sink producing a "cone
of depression" that can extend beyond the mine area. The extent of the
cone of depression is a function of several factors including the physical
position of the mine in relation to the ground-water flow system, the
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer media, and storage capacity of the
aquifer (National Research Council, 1981). Underground shafts can also
intercept ground water that would normally flow above or below a mineral
seam (Sgambat et a1., 1980). Hydrostatic pressures in aquifers near the
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mining area often return to pre-mining conditions after the cessation of
mining activities. However, the disturbance of overburden from surface
mining and the presence of open mine shafts and shafts containing rubble
from underground mining can locally affect ground-water flow conditions.
Mining processes and collapse of abandoned mine shafts can cause fracturing
and rock bursting which can increase permeabilities and infiltration in the
mine area. Land subsidence caused by the caving and collapae of
underground formations may also result from mining activities.

Most ground-water contamination related to mining results from the
oxidation of base metal sulfide compounds and the associated release of
trace metal constituents. These problems are especialy prevalent in coal
mining areas and result in the production of acid mine drainage. Acid mine
drainage and the concomitant dissolution of minerals is caused by the
circulation and drainage of ground water through mine shafts and spoils.
Sulfide minerals associated with coal deposits are oxidized as they come in
contact witl'Coxygen and water. This reaction produces acid and high
concentrations of sulfate and ferrous iron. Acidic waters moving through
earthen materials can accelerate the breakdown of clay, silicate minerals
and carbonates, thus increasing the total dissolved solids in the water
(Sgambat et al., 1980). The solubility of iron, aluminum and manganese is
increased in acidic environments, resulting in high concentrations of these
elements in the ground water. Acidic waters can also increase the
concentrations of metals such as lead, copper, nickel, zinc, cadmium and
chromium. The amount of a~idic water produced from mining activities and
the effects of this acid is influenced by available alkalinity, the
presence of water and the presence of iron or sulfur reducing bacteria
(Sgambat er" a1., 1980; Atkins and Pooley, 1982). Carbonate formations such
as limestoces or dolomites can prOVide alkalinity which buffers the low pH
of acid mine drainage. The carbonate rock, however, contributes total
dissolved solids to the ground water as a result of buffering the acid mine
drainage. This Duffering effect commonly occurs in western coal areas and
is responsible for the high total dissolved solids and sulfates in the
ground water.

Impacts from mining on ground-water quality have ~een recognized in
many states, particularly in those states where coal, lead-zinc and uranium
is extensively mined. Ground-water contamination by acid mine drainage and
alterations to hydrogeologic conditions from coal mining have been
extensively documented (McCurry and Rauch, 1986; Wirries and McDonnel,
1983; Ahmad, 1974; Emrich and Merritt, 1969; Van Voast, 1974; Stroud et
al., 1985; Slack, 1983; Traylor, 1984; Seifert, 1984). Lead-zinc mining
has resulted in elevated concentrations of lead, zinc, cadmium, iron and
sulfates in ground water in portions of Oklahoma, Wisconsin and Idaho (Mink
et a1., 1971; Sheibach et a1., 1982; Toran and ar"adbury, 1985; Riley et
al., 1984). In situ leach mining of uranium has contributed radionuclides
to ground water in shallow aquifers above and below the ore zone (Thompson
et al., 1978). Water-quality degradation related to other mining processes
typically occurs during processing or storage of the ore.
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Impacts to ground-water quality are usually noticed several years
after mining is initiated and/or after mine abandonment. Recent studies
suggest that ground-water contamination impacts from mining are most severe
four to six years after mining is begun (McCurry and Rauch, 1986). The
time delay is attributed to iron sulfide reaction rates and solute
transport travel times within aquifers. Impacts on ground-water quality
from surface mining typically are more pronounced due to the mining methods
used and the duration of mining. Impacts to ground-water quality typically
are more severe in shallow ground water systems, however, problems with
ground-water contamination from underground mines may persist longer than
contamination from surface mines due to constant exposure of ground water
to pyrite in deep mine shafts (McCurry and Rauch, 1986).

Salt Water Intrusion

Pumping ground water in excess of natural recharge in coastal areas or
areas underlain by saline aquifers often results in the contamination of
freshwater aquifers by saltwater intrusion. When freshwater is underlain
by saline water, the pumping of wells near the freshwater-saltwater
interface can cause saltwater to move in the direction of the pumping
gradient and enter the welL The "upconing" of saltwater occurs in
response to the drawdown of the freshwater level around the pumping well
and the resulting hydrostatic pressure reduction at the freshwater
saltwater interface (Bouwer, 1978). Intrusion of saltwater into freshwater
aquifers impacts ground-water quality by increasing the salinity of the
freshwater. This increase in salinity in the freshwater often results in
the dissolved solids concentration in the water exceeding acceptable
drinking water standards.

Saltwater intrusion has been documented in 43 states and has caused
contamination of drinking water supplies (Newport, 1977). Movement of
saline water into freshwater aquifers typically occurs in response to
hydrodynamic changes in the aquifer system often caused by man. The
mechanisms of saltwater intrusion include the reversal or reduction of
hydraulic gradients (particularly in coastal areas) due to excessive
pumping, destruction of natural barriers, upstream encroachment in coastal
rivers and migration of brines associated with oil and gas production.

Saltwater intrusion due to reversal or reduction of hydraulic
gradients (due to excessive pumping) is a common problem in coastal areas.
Under normal nonpumping conditions, freshwater discharge to the ocean
exerts positive pressure which prevents inland migration of saline waters.
A cone of depression forms in response to excessive freshwater pumping,
thereby reversing hydraulic gradients and inducing saline water flow
towards the pumping wells. The interface between the saltwater and
freshwater has a parabolic form, with the denser saltwater forming a wedge
under the freshwater. Under equilibrium conditions, the interface is
stationary with freshwater discharging toward the coast. The length of the
saline water edge varies inversely with the magnitude of the freshwater
head. In coastal areas, the depth to the interface is equal to 40 times
the height of the freshwater head above sea level (Bouwer, 1978).
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Diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion between the saltwater and freshwater
create a brackish transition zone that may fluctuate in response to
ground-water pumping, recharge and tides. Mathematical models have been
developed which attempt to simulate the freshwater-saline water interface
and the effects of pumping and recharge on the aquifer flow system (Bouwer,
1978; U.S. EPA, 1973b). Saline water intrusion may also occur in inland
areas where freshwater aquifers are underlain by saline water. Excessive
pumping draws saline water toward pumping wells due to hydrostatic pressure
reductions in the freshwater aquifer (O.S. EPA, 1973bj Newport, 1977).
Lateral saltwater intrusion, caused by excessive pumping, has occurred in
27 states and is a particular problem in Florida (Wilson, 1982), the Gulf
Coast States (Counts and Dansky, 1963; McCollum and Counts, 1964; Walter
and Kidd, 1979), New York (Lusczynski and Swarzenski, 1966), the Northeast
(Newport, 1977) and the state of Washington (Wallace, 1984).

The destruction of natural barriers such as the removal of low
permeability materials through dredging and deepening of coastal waterways
and canals has also resulted in saltwater intrusion. This problem is often
associated with saltwater encroachment in estuaries, rivers and canals in
coastal areas. Reductions in surface-water flow can allow sea water, under
tidal influences, to flow inland by means of rivers, channels and canals.
Saltwater in these channels may then infiltrate into shallow, freshwater
aquifers. This problem is especially prevalent along the east coast and
Florida (U.S. EPA, 1973bj Leach and Grantham, 1966). Saltwater intrusion
into the Nile Delta has formed a salt water wedge that is estimated to
extend nearly 130 km inland (Kashef, 1983).

Methods to control saline water intrusion in coastal and inland areas
have been successfully implemented. Lateral migration of sea water in
coastal areas has been retarded by reducing and controlling ground-water
pumping patterns to maintain desired hydraulic gradients. Wells may be
relocated further inland or wells may be spaced further apart to minimize
intensive pumping (U.S. EPA, 1973b; Newport, 1977). Artificial recharge,
through surface water spreading or the formation of a hydraulic barrier
through injection wells, has also been successfully implemented. Wells
which are designed to pump saltwater can also be used to form an extraction
barrier or trough in the saline-water wedge to maintain desired hydraulic
gradients. This type of protective pumping has been successful in areas of
the southeast (Gregg, 1971). Tide gate and lock control in coastal
waterways can also prevent inland migration of sea water in canals and
coastal waterways. The regulated release of impounded surface water to
coastal rivers during low flow conditions can prevent inland migration of
sea water, especially during high tide conditions (U.S. EPA, 1973b).
Vertical intrusion of saline water into inland aquifers can also be
controlled by minimizing areas of intensive ground-water pumping. Reduced
ground-water pumping or the spatial separation of pumping wells are
techniques which can be used to minimize vertical intrusion of saltwater
into freshwater aquifers.
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APPENDIX D

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, MAINE

Cumberland County, Maine, lies within the Northeast and Superior
Uplands hydrogeologic region. Sand and gravel aquifers are the major
ground-water resource for the county and are capable of supplying
significant yields to domestic and municipal wells. These aquifers consist
of glacial ice-contact and outwash deposits, which occur primarily in the
valleys of major rivers and along their tributaries. These deposits are
typically very permeable with shallow water depths. Where sand and gravel
deposits are not present, the igneous/metamorphic aquifers are used for
water supplies. These aquifers are typically in hydraulic connection with
overlying glacial till; however, well yields are low. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only. Computed DRASTIC
Index values range from 84 to 184.
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NORt~EASt AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9A) Mountain Slopes

this hydrogeologic .etting is characterized by steep slopes

on the side of mountains, a thin soil cover and fractured

bedrock. Ground vater is obtained primarily from the

fractures in the bedrock vhich may be of sedi~ntary,

~tamorphic or igneous origin but which is coamonly

~tamorphic or igneous. tbe fractures provide localized

sources of ground vater, and veIl yields are typically

limited. Although precipitation ia abundant, due to the

ateep slopes, thin soil cover and small storage capacity of

the fractures, runoff is significant and ground-vater

recharge is moderate. Water levels are extremely variable

but are commonly deep.

"ETTING 91\1 fot:J..1nt.ain Slc:pJs GENE~AL

FEATURE ~GE ~£tG"T ~A'l'tNG NUMIlE~

llepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

et Recharqe 4-7 • 6 24

~qu1fer Med ia Mil 3 3 9

oU Media Sandy LOam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 1&+ 1 1 1

_pac t V",dose ZOne MIl 5 4 20

ydrauli'c Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Inde>< --.Ji-

NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9Da) Glacial t111 Over Crystalline Bedrock

Thia hydrogeologic setting is characterized by aoderately

low topographic relief and varying thicknesses of glacial

till overlying .everely fractured, folded and faulted
bedrock of igneous aDd aetamorphic origin with minor

occurrences of bedded aediaentary rocks. The till is

principally UDsorted depOSits which ..y be interbedded with

localized deposits of sand and gravel. Although ground

water occurs in both the glacial deposits add fractured

bedrock, the bedrock is typically the principal aquifer.
The glaCial till serves as a recharge .ource. Although

precipitation is abundant, recharge i8 only aoderately high

because of the low permeability of the glacial till and the

surficial depoaits Which typically weather to loam. Depth

to water is extremely variable depending in part on the

thickness of the glacial till, but is typically aoderately
shallow.

£T'l'INC 9Ual ii.!;?:'~C Till aver Cry<otall1ne GENE~AL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIG"T ~'l'tliG llUMllE~

epth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

et ~echarqe
4-7 • 6 24

quller Media MIl 3 3 9

oU Meda Srolldy tDanl 2 6 12

J'opoqraphy 6-12 , 5 5

.pact Vadose Zone SJ.G W/Slq Silt. Clay 5 6 30

~ydraullc COnduCllvlty 1-100 3
, 3

Drast>C tnde><~

I;ET'l'1llG 9Di\2 Gl.'I.:Lal Tl.l1 over cry~tdllme GEliERIo>L
Br."lnrk

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGKT RATING NUKU,t:\{

Pepth to Water lS-30 5 7 35

~et ~ech"rqe 4-7 4 6 24

~qu1fer Media MIl 3 J 9

oU Meda Sandy Loam 2 6 12

l'opoqr"l'hy 2-6
, 9 9

..pact Vadose Zone s"r. W/Slq SIlt, Clay 5 " 30

~ydraullc Conductlvlt~ 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index l-ill....
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NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9E) Outwash

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate
topographic relief and varying thickness of outwash which
overlie fractured bedrock of sedimentary, metamorphic or
igneous origin. The outwash consists of water- washed
deposits of ssnd and gravel which often serve s. the
principal aquifers in the area, and which typically have a
sandy loam surficial layer. The outwaah also serves as a
source of recharge to the underlying bedrock. Recharge is
abundant and ground-water recharge is high. Water levels
are extremely variable, but are relatively shallow.

~ETTING YI" ().JtlJll3Sh GENERAL

PEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMB~R

l:>epth to Wdter 15-30 5 7 35

~et Recharge 10< 4 9 36

"quHer Media Sand/GravL>! ] 8 24

~o.l Med'a handy Lo.un 2 6 12

Iropoqraphy 2-0 1 9 9

..pact Vadose Zone Sand/Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr6ullC Ccnductlvlty 700-1000 ] 6 18

DnsUe Index~

ETTING 91:2 OutwO)<"h GEN~RAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 15-30 S 7 35

Net Recharqe 7-10 4 H 32

qu1fer MeJIa Sd1l(Vt~rd\'l,l ] , 71

Oil Med1.6 S<m'y 1);~ 2 (, 12

Topoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone S"C W/Slq Silt .. Clay 5 7 35

~ydraullc Conductlvlty 30D-70l) ] 4 12

Drast1c Index .--.lli-

~ETTING 9E3 <Altwash GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMl:U:::H

l:>epth to Wdt~r
5-15 5 9 45

Net Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

~qu1fer Med.a Sand/Gravel 3 7 21

~oll Meda Sandy r.oam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

_pact vadose Zone s"r. w/sJ.g Silt' Clay 5 7 3,

~Vdraul.c Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

DrMt1c Index~
,

~TTING 91.4 Oltw,l~h GENERAL

PEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMIlER
,

Depth to Water 5-15 S 9 45

Net lIechuge 1Q+ 4 9 36

quifer Med'a Stll'X3 .ID"~ Grave1 3 8 24

0.1 Meda Sandy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

Iftpact Vadose 'l.One ~ard arrl Grilw'l 5 8 40

iydraullc Conducllvlty 1000-7000 3 (, 18

Drast1c 1_~

~ETTING 9r') OutwoJ~,h GENERAL

PEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-15 5 'J 45

~et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~ulfer Medla Sand arrl Cravel 3 7 21

~od Medla Silt Loam 2 4 8

opoqraphy 2-6 I 9 9

Il\pact VadOse Zone s-.c; W/~lq Silt. , Clay 5 5 2'>

~ydraullc COnductiVIty JOO-700 ] 4 12

Dratle Index~

~ETTING 91.6 Outwash GENERAL

PEATUR~ RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

peptn to Wdoter 5-15 S 9 4S

~et Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

~qu1fer Heda SarYlj(-;ravt'l ] 7 21

~oil Meda Sand.y {j)anl 2 6 12

opoqraphY 2-6 1 9 9

..pact Vcldose Zone ~'G W/Slq Sllt , Clay 5 6 30

~yd<aullc Conductivity 300-700 ] 4 12

DrMt1c Index~
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ETTING 91 7 tXltwash GENERAL

FEATURe RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUHBER

pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

f\qulfer Mt'IJu "and aM Gravel 3 8 24

0.1 Hed.a SIlt Loam 2 4 8

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

-.pact Vadose Zone SsG ...,/::.lg ~llt , Clay 5 5 25

Hydraullc Conductlvlty 700-1000 3 6 18

NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPl.ANDS Drillltic Index~

(9F) Horaine

Thil hydrogeologic letting is characterized by moderate
topography and varying thicknesses of mixed glacial deposits
which overlie fractured bedrock of sedimentary, igneous or
metamorphic ori&in. This aetting is aimilar to (9E) Outwash
in that the aand and gravel within the aorainal depolits is
well-aorted and aerves as the principal aquifer in the area.
Theae deposits alao aerve as a aource of recharge for the
underlying bedrock. Horaines also contain aediments that
are typically unsorted and unstratified; these deposits
contain 80re fines than outwash deposits, are less permeable
aDd characteriatically more like alacial till. Horaines are
typically mounds or ridges of till which vere deposited
along the margin of a stagnant or retreating glacier.
Surficial deposits often ¥eather to a sandy loam.
Precipitation is abundant throughout the region and ground
water recharge i6 moderately high. Water levels are
extremely variable, based in part on the thickness of the
glacial till, but are typically fairly shallow.

t>ETTING 9Fl font illIll' GENERAL

FEATURl RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 11)-30 5 7 35

~et Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

~quifer Med.. SarKI alld Gravel 3 7 21

~o.l Hed.. Sarldy LOam 2 6 12

Iropoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

IApac t Vadose ZOne S&G W/&lq 'sllt &- Clay 5 6 30

Kydrau11c ConductivIty 300-700 3 4 12

DrillltlC Index LJa...

NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9H) Swamp/Harsh

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topographic relief, bigh vater levels and bigh organic silt
and clay deposits. These wetlands occur along the courses
of floodplains and in upland areas as a reault of vertically
reltricted drainage. Coaaon features of upland vetlands
include those characteriltics attributable to glacial
activity luch as filled-in glacial lakes, potholes and
cranberry bogs. Recharge is moderate in aost of tbe region
due to reatriction by clayey aoils. The swamp deposits very
rarely aerve as aignificant aquifers but frequently recharge
the underlying aand and gravel or bedrock aquifers.

~ETTING 9Hl Swanp/Marbh GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUHBER

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

/lqu1fer Hed.. Sand and Cravel 3 7 21

011 Hed •• ""..)(,:1-.. 2 2 4

opography 0-2 1 10 10

",pact VadOse Zone S&G w/SJ<] SIlt & Clay 5 6 30

~'ydraul1.c Conduct1v1ty 100-300 3 2 6

DrillltlC Index~
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NORT~AST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(91) Bedrock Uplands

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by .oderately
low topographic relief and exposed fractured. folded and
faulted bedrock of igneous and low-grade .eta.orphic origin
with .inor occurrences of bedded aediaentary rocks.
aecharge is priaarily controlled by precipitation but is
limited by the hydraulic conductivity of the rock. Where
present. solIs are coaaonly aandy. These areas typically
aerve as limited aquifers.

t;~'rTING 911 Jl«dro::k llpldlld" GENERAL

F~ATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Wdter 30-,0 !> 5 25

"et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

qu1fer Hedla 'VI J 3 9

oLI MedLa ~,lJll1y Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 6-12 1 5 5

.pact. Vadose Zone 'VI 5 4 20

~ydrau11C Conduc~lv1ty 1-100 J 1 3

Dr_tl.c Index L-2L

ETTING 91;' Bedrn:k Uplands GENERAL

'FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepttl to Wdter 15-)0 5 7 35

"et Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

"'quiter MedLa 'VI 3 3 9

l;01l """La ~c}lkly J.DaIII 2 6 12

'opoqrapl.y 2-t. 1 9 9

IApact Vadose Z.one ''It !> 4 20

~y"raullc conductiVIty 1-100 3 1 3

DrastI.C Index~

NORT~AST AND SUPEIllOR UPLANDS

(9J) Glacial Lake/Glacial Karine Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is cbaracteri&ed by relatively
flat to gently rolling topography and varying thicknesses of
fine-grained aediments that overly aequences of fractured
Igneous and aetaaorphlc rocks. The Geposits are composed of
fine-grained ailts and clays interlayered with fine aand
that settled out in alacial lakes and submeraed coastal
areas and exhibit alternating layers relating to aessonal
fluctuations. Due to their fine- grained nsture. these
deposits range in permeabillties reflecting variations in
sand content.

I>ETTING 9Jl Glacial Lake/Clo..l(.·lal MarIne GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGRT RATING NUHBER

bepth to Water )0-50 !> , 25

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

~u1fer Media 'VI ) ) 9

oU MedLa S~lt 1..o.'lRl 2 4 a

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

.pact Vadose tone S",G W/Sl.q Slit Iro "":lay !> 4 20

HydraulIC ConductIVIty 1-100 3 1 3

Drasue Index 1.-.-..2!....

ETTING 9J2 Glee l.c:d l.uhe/Gl<.lL' .Lal MdrU~ GENEI<AL

FEATURE RANGE twEIGIIT RATlNG NUHI>l::1<

bepth to Water )0-50 5 5 2,

Net Rechar'le 4-7 4 " 24

"''1Ulfer lIeda 'VI 3 ) 9

011 MedIa SdJldy 1DuIn 2 " 12

lropoqr"PhY 2-" 1 9 y

mpact VAdose Zone S~ w/~u<J h1.1t ~ CloY 5 " Ju

~ydraul1C ConductIVIty 1-100 3 1 )

DrastiC Index I.---2.l.L
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NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9K) Beaches, Beach Ridges and Sand Dunes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by a low relief,
sandy surface soil that is predominaotly Bilica Band,
extremely high infiltration rates and low sorptive capacity
in the thin vadose zone. The water table is very shallow
beneath the beaches boarding the coastal areas. The vater
table is slightly deeper beneath the rolling dune topography
and the vestigial inland beach ridges. All of these areas
serve as recharge sources for the underlying aediaentary
bedrock aquifers, and they may aerve as local sources of
water supply.

~ETTING 9Kl ~he". Oe.x:h R.lJ:lqE". ru K I s,mrl GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45 !

~et Recharge 1O' 4 9 36

f"Iu1ter MedICI MIl 3 3 9

011 Meda S,uYI 2 9 18

Opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

.p.ct Vadose ZOne 5.-YJrl '(;rJVP] 5 B 40

ydrau11c Conduct1vlty 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index~
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APPENDIX E

FINNEY COUNTY, KANSAS

Finney County, Kansas, is situated within two ground-water regions;
the western half of the county is located in the High Plains region and the
eastern half of the county is predominantly in the Non-Glaciated Central
region. Ground-water resources in the High Plains region of the county are
derived primarily from the poorly-sorted, unconsolidated sands and gravels
of the Ogallala Formation which has been extensively developed for
irrigation. This usage has resulted in historicaly declining ground-water
levels. In the northwestern corner of the county, the Ogallala is
dewatered and small domestic ground-water yields are supplied from the
underlying consolidated chalky limestone. A shallow, unconfined river
alluvium aquifer also occurs in the Arkansas River valley. This alluvium
aquifer is in hydraulic connection with the underlying poorly sorted clay,
silt, sand and gravel deposits south of the river. The DRASTIC Index
numbers reflect evaluation of water table and confined aquif~rs. Computed
DRASTIC Index values range from 50 to 166. <-
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Figure E-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Finney County, Kansas.
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HIGH PLAINS

(SA) Ogallala

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderately
flat topography and thick deposits of poorly-sorted.
semi-consolidated, clay, silt, sand and gravel that may be
underlain by fractured sediaentary rock which is in
hydraulic connection with overlying deposits. In 80me parts
of the High Plains, especially in tbe southern part. shallow
zones of the unconsolidated deposits have been cemented with
calcium carbonate. The permeability of this caliche layer
variea with the degree of cementation. fracturing and clay
mineral content. Precipitation averages less tban 20 inches
per year and recharge is very low throughout most of this
water- deficient area.--the bedrock and the overlying
semi-consolidated deposits both serve as extensive sources
of ground water. Water levels are typically deep. but
extremely variable. The Ogallala is underlain by bedded.
unconsolidated deposits of fractured sandstone. limestone,
volcanic ash. silty sand. sandy clay and shales. These
formations are hydraulically connected to the Ogallala and
the overlying alluvium, from which they derive their
recharge.

"nINe 5 A1 01.,llalil GENERAl.

!'EATURF: IIANGE lfEIGIlT RATING NUMBF:R

Ilepth to Water 100< S 1 5

et Rechuqe 0-7 4 1 4

"'qu1fe. Meelia ~-md an::1 (~r ."1VP t 3 7 ~,

oil Media Clay lo.1lt1 2 3 ,

"opoqrephy 0-2\ 1 10 "-

.pac t Vadose Zone SOC w/oiq Silt 0 Clay 5 6 30

ydraul1c Conductivlt~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr.tic Index~

P.TTING S I\') (W"y.,ll •.,J'l GENERAL

""ATURF RANG" iwEIGHT RATING NUMDf:R

""th to Water 100-+ S 1 5

~t hcharqe 0-7 4 1 4

~lfer Media Sanr1 inl (it".Wf'1 3 7 21

~1l Media Clay J..o.-.n 2 3 6

opoqraPhy 2-6' 1 9 9

,.eet Vadose Zone SoC w/.Iq Silt 0 Cl"y 5 6 30

~,.r..lic Conductlvit~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr.tic Index~

f:TTING 5 A3 ~rl! 1011n GFNERAI.

"F:ATURF: RANGf. IwEIGHT RATING NUMllf:1l

!leptll to Water 101)+ 5 1 "

~et Recharq" 0-7 4 1 •
~qulfe. M",lla Senrl aJ"rl roT ilv{'1 3 7 11

~oil Media Silt T/\1JT1 2 4 8 I
Iropoq.aphy 2-()',I 1 9 •
~.pact Vadose Zone ~ w/slq :;J.11 4 Clay 5 ,

3°

"ydutllic Conduct iVity 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index~

M'TJNG r, 1\4 Oll11ala GENER"L

f'F;ATURF; RANGF; !wEIGHT RATING NUMIIF:R

~pth to Water 100. 5 1 5

~.. t Rechuq" 0-2 4 1 4

"qutrer Media SIllJI and G."vd 3 7 21

Sotl Media Sh and/or !\q<l. Clay 2 7 ,.

lropoqraPhy 0-2% 1 10 H'

."ac t Vadose Zone S&G w/slq Silt 0 Clay 5 6 30

~ydr.ullc Conduct.1Vlty 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index 102
'----

p.TTrNG OJ AS 0"1,111:11.1 GENERAL

FF:ATlIRr R"NGf; ~EIGllT RATING NUMIlf.R

Pepth to Wate. 75-1IJO 5 2 10

"'et Recharq" 0-2 4 1 4

~qulf". Meelia Sand and Cr"""l 3 7 21

~Oll ""dia Clay I<".n 2 3 (,

opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

."act Vadose Zone S&G w/slq Silt 0 Clay 5 6 10

~ydraullc Conduct IVlty 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index 99
'---
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i;F.TTING 5 M (),.,llnl~ Gf.NEflIlL

FEIITURF. RANGE IIE1GHT flATING NUMBER

p"pth to Water 75-1{)11 5 2 10

"et Rechar"" 0-2 4 1 4

~qutfer Medla Sand and Gra""I 3 7 21

~01l Me<lla Samy l.oom Z 6 12

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone SloG wjslq 511 t • Clay 5 6 30

~Ydra\ll1c Conducllvlty 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr_tic In<Iex 105
~

ETTING r; 1\7 0r,d] L,}rt GENEflllL

FEATtlRF. RAN\:;F, !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Watt?r 100' 5 1 5

M"t flecharq" 0-7 4 1 4

"q\lUer Me<1la 5arrl am r,rtfVf'l 3 7 21

~01l Me<lla samy'<'OM 2 6 12

Iropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

"'Pact Vadose Zonf!" SloG wjsiq SlIt' Clay 5 6 30

~ydra\ll1e Conductivity 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr...tlc In<Iex L-1!!L

F.TTING 5 1\8 0,.,1bla GENERAL

FEATtlRF RANGE "EIGHT flATING NUMBER

o..pth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~"t fl..char"" 0-2 4 I 4

""uUer M",l1a Sand and Cor"""1 3 7 Zl

~01l Media sandy 10'.. 2 6 12

Iropoqraplly 0-2\ 1 10 10

"'Pac t Vadose lone SloG w/.lq Sl1t • Cloy 5 6 )0

~ydra\llic ConductivIty 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic In<Iex~

F.TTING I) A9 en" I 1.,1,) GENERIIL

FEIITtlflF RANGF. "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 100~ 5 I 5

"et Recharq.. 2-4 4 3 17

quirer Media 5"""" anr'I r:'"rlwl 3 8 24

5011 Media S....1y I",,.,, 2 6 12

opoqraplly 0-2' I 10 10

Mpart Vadose 1o0ne SloG wjslq Sllt • Clay 5 7 35

"ydrauUe Conduct Ivity 700-1000 3 6 18

or-...tic In<Iex 116
~

~ETTING 5 AlO ("allal~ GENERAL

FEATURF. RANGE ~IGHT IlI\TIHG NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 100. S 1 "
"t fleeharq" 2-4 • ) 12

~qulf.. r M",l1a Sond Mel GriM'1 3 8 24

!loll Media clay,"".... 2 3 6

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

.M:t Vadose Zone SloG w/sl" Sllt , Clay 5 7 )5

Hydraullc Conductlvlt~ 700-1000 3 6 18

or-.tic Index~

ETTING c; 1\11 f)ryilU"ln GENERAL

FEATIIRF. RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMIlf'R

Ileptll to Water 7S-fOll S ] 10

~et Rechar"e 2-4 4 ) 17

~ulfer Media 8anrl and f~r<lW'l 3 8 24

~ol1 Media Stmdy 11 "1ft1 2 6 12

opoqraphy 0-2' I 10 10

.M:t Vadose Zone S&G w/~Iq 511 t • Clay 5 7 15

ydraullc Conductlvlty 7OQ-l/){)1) J 6 18

Drastic Index~

FETTING 5 1112 (\'].,11.,1« GENERAL

FEATURE RIINGE ",=IGHT RATI NCo NUMBF:R

pepth to lIater 75-100 5 2 10

~et Ilechar"e 2-4 4 1 17

"quHer Me<lla San(l 8J"lI1 r.ril\..... l 3 8 24

~011 Media Clay raw 2 3 6

opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

.."M:t Vadose Zone ~ w/~iq Si)l 'Clay 5 7 35

~ydraullc Conductivity ,t>O-10f)() 3 6 18

Dr_tic Index 115-
F:TTING ') 1\13 <1q<tll",lil GENERAL

FF.:ATURF: RANGf: "EIGNT RATING NUHOF.R

o..pth to lIater 100' 5 1 5

et Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

~qul(er Me,lIa sand and GrilV'f"l 3 7 21

011 Media Sandy J,)'Wn 2 6 12

opoqraphy 6-1 '\ I 5 5

_pac t Vadost! Sonta SloG wj.,q Silt , Clay 5 6 30

~ydralll1c COllductivltl 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index 9~
'---
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~ETTING 5 /\14 Oq.llli.lla GENERAL

f"EIITURE RANGF: "'EIGNT RATING NUMBER

P.pth to Water 100' 5 1 5

Itet Recharqe O-~ 4 1 4

~ulf"r Me<lia s..1nd and GrilVPl 3 7 21

~U Media Clny fnorn 2 3 6

opoqraphY 6-121, 1 5 5

IIpact Vadose tone SloG "'/~iq 511t • Clay 5 6 ]0

ydraulic Conductivity 700-1000 3 6 18

DrasHc Inclex 89
'---

ETTING S I\PI c:qilll.,l", GENERAL

f"EATIIRE RANGE IwEIGNT RATING NUMBF.R

Depth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~t Recharqe 0-;" 4 1 4

~quifer Me<lia fi",lrl fIIrl Gravel 3 7 2'

oil Media ~<U1l'ly !...o,'lI1l 2 6 12

opoqraphy 0-2% 1 10 10

"'pae t V l,dose ~on~ S~ WI',lq Silt. clay 5 6 ]0

~ydraul1c COnduct lvity 700-1000 3 6 '8

DrasHc Inclex '20
'----

~F.TTING S 1\16 Or-J"UlIlii GENERAL

f"EATlIRF. RANGE IwEIGNT RATING NUM8n~

Pepth to Water JO-~O 5 5 2~

~et Recharqe o-~ 4 1 4

!\qulrer Mpdia s.1IY1 iVY) (-;rilvr~1 3 7 21

oU Medh lJ::>1I1l 2 5 10

opoqraphy 0-2'
, 10 10

IIpact Vadose Zone 56" w/s1q stlt '" Clc"ly 5 6 )0

ydraul1c ConductIvIty 700-1000 3 6 lR

DrasUc Inclex 118
L--

~TTING 5 A17 O:J,' llal.:t CENEIlAL

f"EATURE RANGF: IfEIGNT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 30-50 5 5 ?S

~t lIecharqe 0-2 4 , 4

~Ulrpr Media S..-md arrl C;ravel 3 7 21

!Jail Med ia Clay ID"lITl 2 3 6

Iropoqraphy 0-2% 1 10 10

...,act Vadose ~one s~ w/siq Si Jt • Clay 5 6 30

~ydraul1c COnduct/viI) 700-H1OO 3 6 18

Drastic lncIex~

ETTING 5 A18 ,.,.,n.1Ie GENERAL

f"EATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMnER

bepth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

!'tet Recharqe 0-2 4 , 4

"qulrer Media San:1 and i.ravel 3 7 21

011 Media Clay loam 2 3 6

opoqraphy 2-6% , 9 9

IIp8Ct Vadose Zone s.c; w/slq 1'1) t • Clay 5 6 3D
.'

"ydraul1c Conductivity 7()f)-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Inc1ex~

~ETTING .., 1\19 ~."\l},\t~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATIN" NUMOER

pepth to Water 7r,-10Q 5 2 10

~et Recharqe I~-' 4 1 4

"qulrer Media fiM'll't i1l")1 GraV'Pl 3 7 21

~01l Media ~h ilIld/or !'<lq. CIa)' 2 7 14

opoqraphy (r7'l, 1 10 10

._ct Vadose 'tone Sr.<. w/"iliq SIlt' Clay 5 6 )0

~ydr.ulic Conductivlty l00-l000 3 6 '8

Drastic Inclex~
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HIGH PLAINS

(5C) Sand Dunes

This hydrogeologic setting ia characterized by hilly
topography comprised of sand dunes which overlie thick
poorly-sorted sand and grsvel deposits. The sand dunes are
in direct hydraulic connection with the underlying deposit••
lecause of their relatively low vater table, these duaas '0
aot aerve as sources of ground vater, but serve as local
recharge areas. In contrast to other areas of the Biah
Plains, recharge rates are higher due to lower evaporation
and permeable sandy soils, but are limited by available
precipitation.

ETTIIiG 5 Cl Sanr] O\.JJtp<'; GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 7S-100 5 2 10

Net Ilecharqe 2-4 4 3 12

lIquifer Media 5ark1 ann Gravel J 8 24

Sol1 Media SaTYj 2 9 18 i

opoqraphy 0-2~ 1 10 10 I

mpact Vadose Zone S&G wjsiq Silt, Clay 5 7 35

HydrauliC Conductivity 700-1000 J 6 18

Drastic Index <.--ill-

~ETTING S C2 S:u....1 Dunes GENERAL

Ft.ATURf. RANGE IlEIGNT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 100> 5 1 5

et Recharqe 2-' 4 J 12

qulfer Media SaM anr1 Gr iJW'1 J 8 24

011 Media sal1'1 2 9 ,.
opoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

mpac t Vadon Zone S6G w/81q SII t • Clay 5 7 35

~ydraullc Conductivity 700-11100 J 6 18

Drastic Index~
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EftING 5 C3 sand IJ"Ill!S GENERAL

nATURE Rl\NGE ~IGIlT RATING NUMBER

~ to Water 100+ 5 1 5

set Ilecharqe 2--4 4 3 12

~lfer Media Sand In'I crawl 3 8· 24

lion Media sam 2 9 18

ropoe,raphy 0-21 1 10 10

IlpeCt Vadose lone S6G w/slq Slit. Clay 5 7 35

Ifdreullc Conductivity 700-1000 J 6 18

Drastic IIllIlDc i--EL.

~ING 5 ('4 So",,1 IJune<; GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE InIeNT RATING NUMBER

ilePtIl to Water 101H 5 1 5

lIet Reeharqe 2-4 4 3 12

,,",uifer Media Snnd 811'1 Gravel 3 7 21

lion Media Sard 2 9 18

I'opoqraphy 2-6, 1 9 9

"
...act Vadose tone S6G w/81q Silt • Clay 5 6 30

Hydraulic Conductlvlt) 700-101l0 3 6 18

Drastic Index~

.t:TTING 5 C5 sand Dunes GENERAL

FEATURE IUUIGE InIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilep~h to Water 75-fno 5 2 10

Net Reeharqe 2-4 4 3 12

.tter Med!a sam and Gravel J 8 24

Soil Media Sand 2 9 18

O!'O'lraphy 2-6'. 1 9 9

"'Pact Vadose Zone S6G w/sl" Silt' clay 5 7 35

ydraullc Conduct1vlty 700-1000 J 6 18

Dras~ic Index~

.EftlNG 5 ~'6 SAnd Dun<-- GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE iwEIGHT RATING NUHBf.R

Depth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

Het Reeharqe 2-4 4 3 12

lIqutter Media Sc'lrvl am Grt,vel J 8 24

Soil Media sand 2 9 18

O!'O'lraphy 0-2\ 1 10 '0

"'Pact Vadose Zone SM; w/slq Silt • Clay 5 7 35

ydraullc Conductlv1ty 700-1000 J 6 18

Drastic Index~



~E'l'TINC 5 l'7 SaM DlJnpq GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE jwEIGIl1' RATING NUMBER

P.pth to Water 50-75 S 3 Ii

teet Rechar')e 2-4 • 3 12

~Uifer Me<lia sand am r.r"""l 3 8 24

11011 Media f;mrl 2 9 18

IrOpoq~..phy 2-6\ , 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone s.G w/Big f..lt , Clsy S 7 35

~ydr..ulic Conductivit, 700-1000 3 " 18

ara.t1e _
l-.w-

ET'I'INC S C8 s..,nrJ Ounes GENERAL

FF.ATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NIJMDF.R

Depth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharqe 2-4 • 3 '2

~"ifer MMia !"XIn'l ark'] nravel 3 8 24

l;01l Media 5an-J 2 9 18

Iropoqraphy 2-li'
, 9 9

oopact Vadose Z.one sa",' end Gr;wel S 9 45

~ydraulic Conductivity 700-'000 3 6 18

Or..-tic 1_~

l>E'l'TINC 5 C9 San-I Dunes GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE iNEIGHT RATING NUMDER

Pepth to Water 30-50 S 5 25

~I!t Recharqe 2-4 • 3 12

~Ulrer Media SMd end Grft""l 3 7 21

l>011 Media san! 2 9 18

lropoqraphY 2-6\ I 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone SloG w/_ig SU. , Clsy 5 6 30

~ydraul1c Conduct1vit~ 700-1000 3 " 18

Or..-tic Index~
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UGH PLAINS

(SD) Playa Lakes

Thia hydrogeologic aetting ia characterized by low
topographic relief aDd thin layera of clays and other
fine-grained Bedimenta which overlie tbe alluvial depoaita.
Tbe playa areas aerve .a a catchment for vater during
periods of aignificant runoff. Ground vater i8 obtained
from tbe layers of aand which underlie the finer-grained
depoaita. Wster levels are extremely variable. but are
typically deep. Tbe playa beds are aignificsnt recharge
areas due to tbe rainfall that collects in them. Tbe rate
of recharge. as compared to evaporation, is largely a
function of the permeability of the &aterials forming the
bed of the playa, and the precipitation distribution over
t1ae.

l;E'l'TING 5 Dl Playa Lake GENERAL

FF.ATURE RANGE iNEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water '00+ 5 1 5

~et Recharqe 0-2 • , 4

~qu1fer He,Ha sam and Gra""l 3 7 21

llo11 Media Sh and/cr Ilqg. Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-2\
,

10 10

lOPact Vadose Zone s.G w/_19 SUt • clsy 5 " 30

~Ydr"ulic Conductlvl.~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Or_tic Index .--1li-

l>E'l'TING 5 D2 Playa Lake GENERAL

FF.ATURE RANGE iNEIGH'r RATING NUMBER

P.pth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~et Recharqe 0-7 • I 4

qu ifer He,Jia sam and Gravel 3 7 2'

oU Media Sh aT<l!or 1'qo. Clsy 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-2' ,
'0 10

lOPac t Vadose Zone s.G w/sig SUt • Clsy 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conduclivll, 700-1000 3 6 18

Or..-tic J_ L..!.QL



~ETTING 5 03 Playa Lake GENERAL

FEATURE RANGF: "EIGHT AATING H'-FoR

!lepth to Water »-50 5 5 25

ltet Recharq" ~2 4 1 4

llquifer M".l1a sand am Gr"""l 3 7 11

IIoU Media Sh aM,/<r !\qq. Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy ~2\ 1 10 10

....ct V.do." Zone s.c. w/slg SHt , Clay 5 6 30

~ydr.ullc Conductivity 7~looo 3 6 18

llr-"tc Index~
HIGH PLAINS

(5Ga) River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is chsracterized by low to
~derate topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of
alluvium along parts of river valley>. The alluvium is
UDderlain by either unconaolidated deposits or fractured
~rock of sedimentary or igneous origin. Water is obtaiDed
frOll sand and gravel layers which are interbedded with
fiDer-grained alluvial deposits. The alluvium mayor asy
Dot be in direct hydraulic conoection with the underlying
units. The alluvium typically serves as a significant
source of water. The flood plain is covered by varying
thicknesses of fine-grained silt and clay, called overbank
deposits. The overbank thickness is usually greater along
..jor streams and thinner along minor streams but typically
averages approximately 5 to 10 feet. Recharge is limited
throughout most of the area by low precipitation. Water
levels are typically moderately shallow and may be
hydraulically connected to the stream or river.

ETTIIIG 5 Gal River Alltlvl\Bn With Overbank GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

"et Rec:h.rqe 2-4 4 3 12

quHer Medl. sand and Gravel 3 9 27

oU Media Clay loam 2 3 6

Iropoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

....ct v.do.e Zone sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc Conductivity 1000-2000 3 8 24

orasttc Index~
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~ETTING 5 Go2 River Alluvium With Overbonk GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE lllllClft RATING NUMOf.A

~pth to W.ter 15-30 5 7 35

~et Rech.rqe 2-4 4 3 12

"""'Her Media SlInd and Gravel 3 9 27

IIoU Medl. Sandy Loam 2 6 12

~r.phY 0-2\ 1 10 10

IIP8Ct Vadose Zone 5and and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc Conductivity 1000-2000 3 8 24

orasttc Index~

FETTING 5 Ga3 AI..... Alluvium With Ov<'f"h"Ulk GENERAL

r&ATURE RANGE WEIGHT AATING NUMOf.A

pepth to W.ter 1~-30 5 7 35

,,-t Rech.rqe 2-4 4 3 12

~uifer Media 5and and Grnvel 3 9 27

lou Medi. 5aJyJ ,. 9 18

topoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

....ct V.dose Zone sand lIIYl Gravel 5 8 40

ydr.ulic Conductlvlt~ 1000-2000 3 8 24

orasttc Index .-..lli-



HIGH PLAINS

(5H) Alternating Sandstone, Limestone and Shale Sequences

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief and loamy soils which overlie thick
deposits of poorly sorted, semi- consolidated clay, silt,
aand and gravel. These unconsolidated deposits are
underlain by horizontal or slightly dipping alternating
layers of fractured conaolidated aedimentary rocks.
Precipitation averages less than 20 inches per year and
recharge is very low throughout most of this water-defici••t
area. In areas where the unconsolidated deposits are DOt
aaturated, ground water is obtained primarily from fraccurea
along bedding planes or intersecting vertical fractures.
Where the unconsolidsted depOSits contain water, tbey are
typically in direct hydraulic connection with the underlyi~
bedrock.

E'I"I'ING ~ 111 J\1t~natillq R<;, IS, SH 5equen::es GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUI40rR

pepth to Water 100+ 5 1 5

.... t Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

~U1fer M,,<Ua Hassi II<> L1nMl:one ) S IS

~U Media Clay lD<I!l 2 3 S

!ropoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

...act V..dose Zone $loG Io//slg S.lt • Clay 5 6 30

~ydraul1c Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Indek~
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IIOII-GLACIATED CENTRAL

('Da) Alternating Sandatone, Li_acoDe aM Aale - Thin Sol1

fkta bydrogeologic setting is characterized by low to
BOderate topographic relief, relatively thin loamy soils
overlying horizontal or slightly dipping.alternating layers
of fractured consolidated aedimentary rocks. Ground water
ia obtained primarily from fractures along bedding planea or
i.teraecting vertical fractures. Precipitation varies
widely in the region, but recharge is moderate where
precipitation is adequate. wat.. r levels are ..tremely
variable but on the average moderately ahallow. Shale or
clayey l.yers often form aquitards, and where aufficient
ralief is present, perched ground water zones of local
.oaaatic importance are often developed.

E1"I'ING 6 Dal Altcrnat 1I"l 55, LS, SII - Thm 501] GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUI40F:R

IIaptl\ to Water 100+ 5 1 5

t'et Rech..rge 0-2 4 1 4

r"uHer Medi.. ~1assi,.. _taoe ) s 18

IIoll Media Clay l.OMl 2 3 S

r-raPhy 0-2' 1 10 10

.....ct V..dose Zone SUt/Clay 5 1 5

~ydr"ullc Conducllvlt~ 1-100 3 1 3

Qr_tic 1_~

~E'I"I'ItlG 6 Da2 lIlt".-nat1m 55, L.~. 91 - ""111 SOl1 GENERAL

FEATllllE RANGE jwF.IGHT RATING HUMDER

pepth to W..ter 100' 5 1 ~

et Recharqe 0-2 4 1 4

~ulfer Media Massive ~nd~taoe 3 S 18

lIou Iledia Clay Lo<IIl 2 3 6

lropoqr"Phy H\ l , ,
IIP8Ct V..dose Zone 1'1lt/Clay 5 1 5

~ydraul1c Conduct1vlt~ 1-100 3 1 3

Dr_tic 1_ ......1!!-



ETTING 6 Da3 l\! tt'.Tnatl1l'J SS, IS, Sli - "'in 5011 GENERAL

FEATlJRP. RANGP. ~IGHT RATING N~P.R

~pth to lIater 1~ S I S

i"-t Ilecharqe 0-2 • I •
"""Her Media Ma."!li"" S:nlstonl! ) 6 ,.
I50U Media saMyl..... 2 6 12

Iropoqraphy H' I 9 ,
.pac t Vadose Zone SUt/Clay S I 5

~ydraulic Conductivit 1-100 ) I 3

Dr_tic Index LH-

FETTING 6 Da4 l\!t....natinq SS, LS, 511 - "'111 50U GENERAL

FEATURP. RANGE ~EIGHT RATING N~P:R

pepth to lIater l00i S I 5

~et Recharqe 0-2 • I 4

,,",uHer Media MassiV<' Sandl'ltone J 6 18

Foll Media Sh and/C'r /\qq, Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-2\ I 10 10

.act Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 1 5

Hydraulic Conduct IVit~ 1-100 ) 1 3

Drastic Index~

tlETTING 6 Da~ Altcrnatinq 58, J.", SlI - ",in 50U GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EJGHT RATING NUMDER

~pth to Water 100' 5 I S

et Recharqe 0-2 • I 4

,,",uUer Media Mao;s i'le Sarn.c;tone J 6 18

5011 Media Sanely Loom 2 6 12

Iropoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

.act Vados'e Zone Silt/Clay S 1 5

~Ydraulic ConductivIty 1-100 ) I 3

Drastic 1_ L---lL
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...-.a.tCUftD CENTRAL

('f.) aiv.r Alluvius with OverbanK Deposit.

fbi. hydrogeologic setting i. characterized by low
tOJM)graphy and deposits of alluviUII along parts of stream
valleys. Water is obtained fro- sand and gravel layers
....ich are interbedded with finer-grained alluvial deposits.
!he floodplain i. covered by varying thickne••es of
fine-grained .ilt and clay called overbanK deposits, The
overbanK thickne•• 18 u.ually thicker .long ujor .tr....
(c-.oo1y as .uch •• 40 feet) ••nd thinner along ainor
.tr....s. Precipitation varies widely over the region, but
recharge 18 soaewhat reduced because of the iaperMable
asture of the overbank deposits and .ub.equent clayey 10..
soils vbich typically cover the .urf.ce. !here i. u.ually
.Ub.tantial recharge, however. due to infiltration frus the
..&Ociated .tream. water levels are typic.lly aoderately
.ballow. The alluvium is c01llllOo1y in direct hydraulic
connection with the underlying .edimentary rocks.

FETTING 6 Fal Ri..,.. Alluvium With Ov<!rbl.nk GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !"EIGHT RATING NUMDER

~Pth to lIater 15-3~ 5 7 35

~t Recharqe 1>-2 • 1 4

l'qutfer M~111a Sahl _I &."",,1 J 8 24

SOU Media Clay Loam 2 3 6

Iro_raphy 0-2\ I 10 10
j

.act Vadose ZOne S5G w/siq SUt , Clay 5 7 35

~ydraulic ConducUvit) 3OG-700 ) 4 12

Dr_tic Index L--lli-



APPENDIX F

GILLESPIE COUNTY. TEXAS

Gillespie County. Texas. lies within the Nonglaciated Central
Hydrogeologic Region. several different aquifers occur within the county
which provide adequate municipal and domestic supplies of ground water.
The western portion of the county is covered by a thick sequence of bedded
dolomitic limestones. which contain water in solution cavities and
fractures. The central area of the county Is covered by unconsolidated
sands and silts. which provide moderate well yields from lenses of sand and
gravel. Where these deposits are locally non-water bearing or absent.
ground water is supplied from deeper. more permeable sandstones and
limestones. Igneous and metamorphic rocks. which outcrop in the
northeastern part of the county. contain ground water in fractures and
faults and only provide small quantities of water to domestic wells. The
DRASTIC Index numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only.
Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 63 to 126.
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Figure F-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Gillespie County, Texas.
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NOl'-GLAClATED CENTRAL

(6B) Alluvial Mountain Valleys

This hydrogeoloaic aettina is characterized by thin bouldery
alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of eediaentary.
metamorphic or igneous oriain but which is comeonly
compriaed of alternatina aedimentary layers. The alluviua.
which is derived from the surroundina alopes aerves aa a
localized aource of water. Water is obtained from aand and
gravel layers which are interaperaed between finer-grained
deposits. Surficial deposits have typically weathered to a
sandy loam. Water levels are relatively ahallow but may be
extremely variable. Ground vater may also be obtained from
the fractures in the underlying bedrock which are typically
in direct hydraulic connection with the overlyina alluviua.

~ETTING 681 /\llun.] Mt. V.lleys GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~et Recharqe 0-2 • 1 4

~qu1fer Medla S/G 3 7 21

~011 Media Silty t.onm 2 4 8

Iropoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

..,act V"doae Zone S/G w/siq. SlIt /CIa'j1 5 6 30

~ydraUlic Conductivit~ 300-700 3 4 12

Drasue Ind8x~

IIOI-GLAClATED CENT1lAL

(tDa) Altern"tina Sandstone. Limeatone and Shale - Thin Soil

Tbla hydroieologlc aettlna la characterized by low to
moderate topographic relief. relatlvely thin loamy 80ils
overlylna horizontal or allahtly dlpping alternatlna layers
of fractured conaolldated aedi_ntary roclts. Ground water
la _Ulned prlaarlly from fractures alona beddlna planes or
lateraectl na vertical fractures. Precipitation varles
.sdely ln the realon. but recharae ia moderate Vbere
preclpltatlon ls edequate. Water levels are extremely
.arlable but on the everage moderately ahallow. Shale or
clayey layers often form aquitards, and where aufficlent
rellef ls preaent, perched around water sones of local
.oaeatic !aportance are often developed.

aETTlitG GOal - Alt. SST. lSI'. SIl. GENERAL

FEATURE RANCE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 1()O< 5 1 5

itet Ilecharqe 0-2 • 1 4

!Jlqulfer Media lSI' 3 8 24

1;011 Media 'n11n/Abs. 2 10 20

Iropoqraphy 2-6 1 q 9

apact Vadose tone lSI' 5 6 30

~ydraUllC Conductlvlt 1000-2000 3 8 24

Drasue Irdex 116
I.---

IsETTING 6Da2 - I\l.t. SST. lSI'. fiIW£ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

PePth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~et Ilecharqe 0-2 4 1 4

~1fer Media lSI' 3 8 24

Isou Media 'n1in//Ih; 2 10 20

ropoqraphy 6-12 1 ~ 5

apact Vado.. Zone lSI' 5 6 30

~ydraulic COnductlvity 1000-2000 3 8 24

Drasue Index 117
L---
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jsETTING 6Da3 - Alt. SST. LST. Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~lGNT RATING NIMaER

lleptll to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~t Ilecbarge 0-2 4 1 4

llqu1fer Med1a 1.<;'1' 3 8 24

oU Med1a 'ft1in/lIb< 2 10 20

fOpoCJrapby 2-6 1 9 ,
.pact Vadose Zone LST 5 6 JO

Hydraulic Conduct1vitv 1000-2000 3 8 24

DraRic 1Idek -!!!-

~ETTING 6Ila4 - Alt. SST. LST. Shal~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGIIT RATING NUMBER

llepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recharge 0-2 4 1 4

llqu1fer Med1a 1ST 3 8 24

oU 1Iej11a 'ft11n/AOO 2 10 20

opoCJraplly 2-6 1 9 9

~act Vadose 'lone 1ST 5 6 JO

~Ydr aulic Conduc t1v 1t, 1000-2000 3 8 24

Dr.tic 1Idek~

~ETTING 6Da5 - AI to SST. LST. Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~ElGIIT RATING NUMBER

Peptll to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et lIecbarge 0-2 4 1 4

iI'Iu1fer Med1a IS!' 3 8 24

~oU Med1a 'ft11n/lIb< 2 10 20

opoCJraphy 6-12 1 5 5

~act Vadose Zone 1.<;'1' 5 6 30

~YdrauI.c Conduct1vit~ 1000-2000 3 8 24

Dr.tic 1Idek 122
~

ETTING 6Da6 - Alt. SST. ISI'. Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIElGHT RATING' NUMBER

Peptb to Water 30-50 5 5 25

Het lIecbarge 0-2 4 1 4

iI'Iu1fer Media 1ST 3 6 18

oU Media Silt Loom 2 4 8

opoCJraphy 2-6 1 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone 1ST 5 5 25

~ydraulic Conduct1vit' 3OG-700 3 4 12

Dr.tic Index 101
'-'-

jlrnlllG 6087 - AIt. SST. LST. shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE illEIGII'I' RATING NlIMIIER

~.. to Water 50-75 5 3 15

lIet Ilecharge 0-2 4 1 4

~1fer Med1a IS!' 3 8 24

~1l 1led1a I<>m\ 2 5 10

~raphY 2-6 1 9 9

...,t Vadose Zone l.ST 5 6 JO

.ydraulic Conduct1vity 7OG-l000 3 6 18

Dr.tic 1Idek
110-

!lETTING 6Da8 - Alt SST. LST Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGNT RATING NUMBER

~ to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~t Ilecharge 0-2 4 1 4

"""ifer Med.a l.ST 3 8 24

~U Media 'ft11n/l\b; 2 10 20

OfI09raphy 6-12 1 5 5

JllPACt Vadose Zone lSI' 5 6 30

~ydraul1c Conductiv1ty 7OG-l000 J 6 18

Dr_tic 1Idek 116
I---

t."'l'TING 60,,9 - Alt. SST. ISI'. Shale GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~t Recbarge•• 0-2 4 1 4

~uifer Media ssr 3 6 18

I;ou Media I<>m\ 2 5 10

opDCJraphy 2-6 1 9 9

IIPact Vadose Zone lSI' 5 6 30

ydraul1c COnduct1v1t~ 3OG-700 J 4 12

Dr_tic Index 93
'---
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NON-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(6Fb) River Alluvium without Overbank Deposits

This setting is identical to (6Fa) River Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except tbat no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the stream valley. This results
in significantly high~r recharge where precipitation is
adequate and sandy loam soils occur at the surface. Water
levels are typically closer to the surface because the
fine-grained overbank deposits are not present.

6Fb' Alluvi\llll wlo Ov<'rbonk GENERALETTING

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGHT RATING NlIM8ER

30-50 5 5 25
Pepth to Water

0-2 4 1 4
~et Racharge

SIG 3 7 21lIquifer Media

IDam 2 5 '0oil lIedia

2-6 1 9 9ol'09u phy

Zone SIG w/slq Silt./Clays 5 7 J5lIPact Vado..

~ydraullc Conductivit~ 300-700 J 4 12

Dr_tic: 1ndell 116
I--

~ETTING 6F'b2 Alluvium w/o t ~1:::limk GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ill£IGHT RATING NlIM8ER

~pt.h to Water 30-50 5 5 25

et Racharge 0-2 4
, 4

~quifer Media SIG 3 7 21

oil lIedia Clay''''''''' 2 3 6

Ol'09u phy 2-6 1 9 9

_pact Vadose Zone SIG w/sig SiltslClays 5 7 JS

~ydraullc Conductivlt~ 300-700 J 4 12

Dr_tic: Index 112
<---

IlOIi-GLACIATED CENTRAL

(6J) Metamorphic/Igneous Domes and Fault Blocks

Tbis bydrogeologic aetting is characterized by metsmorphic
aDd igneous rocks exposed at the surface. The rocks are
typically more highly fractured and faulted along the flanks
of the domes. The domes are flanked by gently dipping
'eposits of aedlaentary rocks which ..y also be faulted
edjacent to the dome. Soil is typically thin or absent and
..ter levels are extremely variable. aecharge rates are
typically low becauae of excessive surface runoff and low
peraeabilities. Water yields are extremely variable
depending on the degree of folding and faulting but
typically are higher along the more fractured flank zones.
Where few fractures exist, water yields are very low or
aOD-existent.

ETTING &11 Mr!ta/I<meOOs QClnes , Fault Dlo::ks GENERAL

FEATURE RAN~, ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

~et Reeharge 0-2 4 , 4

""'uifer Media. MIl J J 9

t»o il Mad1a IDam 2 5 10

0l'09uphy 2-6 1 9 9

apact Vadose Zone MIl 5 4 20

~ydraulic Conductivity 1-'00 3 1 3

Dra&ti.c 1ndell 65
~

~ETTING 6..12 Metll/lqneous Darrs , Fault Block...~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth t.O Wat.er 75-'00 5 7 10

et. Racharge 0-2 4 1 4

~uifer Media MIl 3 3 9

lSoil lied ia Sandy ''''''''' 2 6 '2

0l'09uphy 6-12 1 5 5

apact Vadose Zone MIl 5 4 20

~ydraullc Conductivitl 1-100 3 1 3

Dr_tic: 1ndell 63
<---
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NON-GLACLATED CENTRAL

(6K) Unconaolidated and Semi-Conaolidated Aquifer&

This hydrogeolosic aettins ia characterized by aoderately
low toposraphic relief and interbedded deposits which
conaist primarily of aand, ailt and clay. AlthouSh aoila
are typically loamy or aandy, recharse ia 11aited becauae of
only moderate precipitation and biSh evapotranapiration.
water levela are extremely variable but are typically not
les& than SO feet. Hydraulic conductivities are alao
extremely variabl'e alao dependins on the ..ount of fine
materials which are interbedded with the aands.

~£'I'TING 6R1 ~""l1datod , SEmi-«ln.o;oUdated GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~EIGHT RATING N\I'l8ER

~ptb to lIater 75-100 5 2 10

Met Recbarqe 0-2 4 1 4

!\quifer Media 5and , Gr.""l 3 7 21

SoU Media loam 2 5 10

Iropoqrapby 2-6 1 9 9

.pACt Vadose Zone S , Gw/slq Silt/Clay 5 6 JO

~ydraulic Conductivit~ 300-700 3 4 12

IJl'Mtic Index~

ETTING 6l<2 ~~lidated • Sem1<onsolidated GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~EIG"T RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to lIater 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recbarqe 0-2 4 1 4

~quifer Media S/G 3 7 21

011 Media Sandy I""'" 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-6 1
, ,

Slpact Vadose Zone S/G w/Slq Silts/Clays 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conductivit- 300-700 3 4 12

IJl'Mt1c I...~

illm'ZIlG 6K3 ~~idated , SEmi-Qlnsol1dated CIEIlERAL

FEATURE lANGE IIEIGII'r IA..IIIG N\I'l8ER

.... to lister JO-SO 5 5 25

let llecharqe 0-2 4 1 4

.1Ior Media S/G 3 7 21

lIou Media
Sandy '''''''' 2 6 12

......raphy 2-6 1 9 ,
.....,t Vedose Zone S/G w/slq Silt&/CLays 5 6 30

IydrauliC Conductivlt~ JOcr700 3 4 12

IJl'aatJc Index~
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APPENDIX G

GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Greenville County, South Carolina, lies within the Piedmont and Blue
Ridge ground-water region. The primary ground-water resources of the
county are derived from igneous and metamorphic rocks covered by variable
thicknesses of saprolite. Ground water in the igneous/metamorphic aquifer
system provides moderate yields from fractures and faults. Unconfined
ground water accumulates in the saprolite overlying the parent rock and
often serves as a recharge source for these aquifers. Although saprolite
is an easily developed source of ground water, low yields and seasonal
fluctuations typically limit the development of this resource. Although
limited in aerial extent, alluVial deposits of sand and gravel adjacent to
rivers and overlying the saprolite may also constitute a source of ground
water. The DRASTIC Index numbers reflect evaluation of w~ter table
aquifers only. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 87 to 152.
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Figure G-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Greenville County, .....Carolina.
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PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(81.) Mountain Slopes

This hydrogeologl~ setting 1s ~haracterized by steep slopes

on the aide of mountains. a thin aoil cover and fra~tured

bedro~k. Ground vater 1s obtained prtaarily from the
fra~tureB in the bedrock whi~b asy be of aedi_ntary,
aeta.orphic or igneous origin, but which 1s coamonly

aetamorphic or igneous. Tbe fracturea provide localized
aour~es of ground vater and veIl yields are typically

limited. Although pre~ipitation is abundant, due to the

ateep slopes. thin 80il cover and ...11 storage capacity of
the fractures. runoff is 8ignifi~ant and ground-water

recharge i8 only moderate. Water levels are extremely
variable but are cOallllOnly deep.

l;ETTtNG 8A1 M:Jtmta in Slop->r: GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~tGIlT RATING NUMBRR

Pepth to Wat.er 75-100 5 2 10

~et Rech.rqe 7-10 4 8 32

~qu1fer Media
we"tlv-rro ....tmvrph1c/

3 3 9lq1K"Ol)~

1;011 M"di. lnom 2 5 10

opoqraphy 18' 1 I 1

"'PBCt V.dose lone !\lG w!n1q. 511t , Clay 5 6 3(l

~ydrauuc Conductivity 1-100 3 I 3

Drastic tndeK~
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_.JIG IIA2 Mountain Slopes GIlIIIRAL

PEATtlRF. IlANGE ~lG1lT RII'I'ING N1JM8F.R

~h to W.ter 7!Hoo S 2 10

j.et Recharqe 7-10 • 8 32

~1fer Media lleat~~ic 3 3 9

!leU ....U.
non shr1nkin<l non

2 1 2
~teclav

!'aPotraphy 18' 1 1 1

IIp8Ct Vadose lone SAG w/siq SUt , Clay 5 6 30

iIyIlraul1c Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drasw; IndeK~

fl'l'TING 8A3 1tUlta1n SlqJeS GENERAL

1,'ftATtlRE IlANGE jlrelG1lT RIITING NUMBEIl

~ to "ater 30-50 5 5 25

~t Rechuqe 7-10 • I 32

i\qllifer Medi.
_thered~ic 3 3 9

tqnE'OllS

011 Media
non shrinking non

2 1 2
-.reqatp claY

opoqraphy 18' 1 1 1

~...aet Vadose Zone SAG w/siq SUt , Clay 5 6 30

"ydraul1c Conduc:t1v1tl 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic 1ndeK L-!£-

51'1'TJNG 8114 Mount.ain Slopes GENeRAL

FEIITURF. !WIGr. ~EIG1lT RIITING NUMBF.R

Poopth to ".ter 30-50 5 5 25

"et Jlecharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~lI1fer Media """'thert'd MEotam>rphic/ 3 5 15,""""'..
liou Media

non shr Inkinq nor-
2 1 2

aqgreqnte clay

~poqraphy 18' 1 1 1

...""t Vadose Zone SAG w!Rlq SUt , clay 5 6 30

ltydraul1c conductivU, 100-300 3 2 6

Dr_tic IndeK 111
l---

f.TTING lIAS Iblnt.in Slopr<s GeNERAL

FEATURE lUINGE ~IGH'I' RIITIllG NUMBCR

Pepth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

Itet Rec:harqe 7-10 4 8 32

~quifer Media
_ther<!d~ic/ 3 3 9

Jqneous

liou Media LOOI11 2 5 10

opoqraphy 12-18 1 3 3

....ct Vadose lone S5G w/siq SUt , Clay 5 6 30

~Ydr.ulic ConductiVity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic 1ndeK ---!!.-



~F:TTING lIA6 Ibmtain SI.ope$ GENERAL

FF:ATURE Itl\NGE IwEIGHT RATING _Ell

PePth to Water 75-100 5 2 10

"'et Rechar"e 7-10 4 8 32

lI"ulfer lIeella ......ther<'d Me~/ 3 5 15Ianrous

~Oil Media !.OllIll 2 5 10

IrOPl>CJraphy 18+- 1 1 1

lIPact Vadose Zone s.c ../siq Silt , Clay 5 6 JO

kydraulic Conductivit) 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic 1"""" L-!2l.-

~ETTING 81\7 Ibmtaln SI.ope$ GENERAL

FF:ATURE RllHGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

t>.pth to Water 3D-50 5 5 25

et Recher"e 7-10 4 8 32

qulfer Medla ""atlv>red Metanorph1c1 3 5 15I~'s

011 lIedla non shrinking non 2 1 2.......~at.. clAv

IrOPl>CJraphY 12-18 1 3 3

_pact Vadose Zone SloG ../sl'1 Silt, Clay 5 6 30

kydraul1c Conductivlt) 1OG-300 3 2 6

Drast1c 1rdex I...!!L

PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(8B) Alluvial Mountain Valleys

This hydrogeologic setting 1s characterized by thin,
bouldery alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of
sedimentsry, metamorphic or igneous origin. The alluvium,
which includes both mass-wastage and ~ter-sorted debris, is
derived from the surrounding slopes, and serves as a
localized source of water. Water is obtained frtl/11 sand and
gravel layers which sre interspersed berween finer-grained
deposits. Surficial deposits bsve typically weathered to a
1081/1. Water levels are usually relatively shallow but are
extremely variable. Ground water is also obtained fre- the
fractures in the underlying bedrock, which are typically in
direct hydraulic connection with the overlying alluviua.

""11lG lIBI 1U1uvial Ibmtain Valleys ClElIERAL,
RIGHTPF.ATURE Itl\NGE RATING NUMBER

beprh to Water 5-15 5 9 45

leet lIechar"e 10+ 4 9 36

"""Uer Medla
......thered Met:aII:lrph1c/

3 4 12IqneQ1S

!toil Meclla !.OllIll 2 S 10

~raphY 2-6 I t t

.....,t Vadose Zone s.c ../siq Silt , Clay 5 S 2S

~raul1C Conductivit, 100-300 3 2 ,
Dr_tic I"""" I-1!L-

PIEIlMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

CID) Regolith

!bls -,.rogeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
low slopes covered by regolith snd underlain by fractured
.sdrock of igneous, aedimentary or metamorphic origin. The
re.olitb is typically clay-rich but may also serve as a
source of ground water for low-yield wells. The regolitb
fUDctions as a reservoir for ground-water recharge to tbe
~rock which 1s in direct hydraulic connection with the
overlying regolith. The bedrock typically yields larger
.-aunts of ground water than the regolith when the well
lnteraects fractures in the bedrock.

SETTING 801 Re'lol1th GENERAL

PEATURE Itl\NGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

bepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

et Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Media
weathered Metam:lrph1c1

3 S 15Iqneous

S011 Media non ahrinking non 2 1 2aoweaate clay

opoqraphy 6-12 1 5 5

IIPsct Vadose Zone s.c ../siq Silt • Clay 5 5 25

~ydraullc Conductivity 1OG-300 3 2 6

Drastic 1"""" L.-.1li-
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~ETTING 802 Reqol1th GENERAL

FEATURE UIlGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

llepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 10+ 4 9 •
"qulfer Media Weathered Metall<rph1c/ 3 3 tIane<>.>s

oil Medla non shrinking ron 2 1 2"""""'ate clav
opoqraphy 6-12 1 5 5

.pact Vadose Zone SiG w/siq Silt 6 Clay 5 5 2S

~ydraul1c Conduct1vit~ 1-100 3 1 3

~_t1c Index~

ETTING 803 Reqolith GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMIlER

Peptll to W.ter 15-30 5 7 :J5

ttet Recharge 10+ 4 9 )6

~ulfer Medla
Weathered Metanapluc/

3 5 15Iqneous

~u Media
non shrink1nCJ non

2 1 28C}<Jreqate clay

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 t

.pact Vadose Zone SiG w/siq Silt , CLay 5 5 2S

"ydraul1c Conduct1vitl 100-300 3 2 6

Drastic Index ......llL-

PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(8E) River Alluvium

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topography and deposits of varying thickness of alluvium
along parts of stream valleys. the alluvium is underlain by
fractured igneous, 1IIetamorphic or consolidated sedimentary
rocks. Water is Obtained from sand and gravel which is
overlain and interbedded with finer-grained alluvial
deposits. Surficial deposits usually weather to a sandy
loam. The aaDd and gravel within the alluvium serves as the
principal aquifer, but the alluvium also aerves as the
aource of ground-water recharge for the underlying aquifer.
Precipitation is abundant and recharge is aoderately high,
limited only by the loamy surficial deposits. Water levels
are extremely variable, but are typically aoderately
ahallow.

518

~tllG 8£1 River Al.1uvi... CENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE IfEIGRT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~t hcharqe 10+ 4 9 36

,....U.r Medla 5Inl .., Gravel 3 5 15

lIou Medla tosn 2 5 10

......raphy 2-6 1 9 9

.....,t Vadoae Zone SloG "/slq SUt , Clay 5 5 2S

~",raul1c C0n4uct1vlt.~ 300-700 3 4 12

IInst1c Jndex l...m-

PIEDMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

(IF) Kountain Crests

T~a hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate to
ateep topography on the crests of aountains with thin soil
cover and exposed fractured bedrock. Ground water is
abtained priaarily from the fractures in the bedrock which
aay be of aediaentary, aetamorphic or igneous origin but
which ia commonly 1IIetamorphic or igneous. The fractures
,rovide localized sources of ground water and well yields
are typically limited. Although precipitation is abundant,
'ue to the alopes, thin soil cover and small storage
capacity of the fractures, runoff is significant and
around-water recharge is low. Water levels are extremely
..riable but commonly deep.

~ETTING SFl ItJuntain crest GENERAL

FF."TURE IIMGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pept.h to Water lOOt 5 1 5

~et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~ulfer Media Weathered ~1c/ 3 3 9lanrous

~oU Medla IDllIn 2 5 10

Iropoqraphy 18. 1 1 1

.pac t Vadose Zone SiG w/siq Silt. , Clay 5 6 30

~ydrau11c conduct1vity 1-100 3 1 3

Drast.1c Index L-!2-

--~-- -- -------



~ETTING 8F2 K:lunta1n crests GENEIll\L

FEATURE !lANGE IwtIGHT RATING NUMBER

tlepth to Wlter 75-100 5 2 10

!let .echarqe 7-10 • • 32

Ilqulfer MediI Wcat:hcree:..:...~icl 3 3 ,
11011 Media Loom 2 5 10

opoqraphy 6-12 1 5 5

IlPlct Vldole Zone S6G w/s1q Silt. Clay 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conductivit 1-100 3 1 3

lIr_Uc Index I.-..!!...-

ETTING .3 K:lunta1n Cl'e!lts GENERIIL

FEATURE !lANGE nIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Wlter 100> 5 1 5

!let Recharqe 10+ • , 36

"""Her Media
-""rm MetilllDrphic

3 3 ,
I9ftI!ClU"

11I011 Mtldil Loom 2 5 10

ropoqraphy 12-1' 1 3 3

"",""t Vldole Zone S6G w/siq Silt • Clay 5 6 30

ydrlulic Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Dr_tic I.-~
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APPENDIX H

LAKE COUNTY, FLORIDA
(SURFICIAL AQUIFER)

Lake County, Florida, lies within the Southeast Coastal Plain
ground-water region. The county is characterized by low to moderate relief
with karst topography and numerous sinkholes, lakes and swampy areas.
Water depths are typically shallow and soils are highly permeable.
Ground-water resources within Lake County are derived from either a
near-surface sand aquifer or an underlying carbonate rock aquifer, which is
in hydraulic connection with the overlying sand deposits. The aquifers are
separated by a confining bed comprised of an interbedded mixture of clayey
sand and clay. This confining layer is extensive throughout the county,
although variable in thickness and discontinuous in local sections. Yields

. from the surficial sand aquifer are usually sufficient for domestic
purposes. Because of the highly permeable overlying soils and shallow
water table, the surficial aquifer is vulnerable to pollution from the
surface. The carbonate rock aquifer Is referred to as the "Floridan"
aquifer and is the major ground-water resource in the countv~ The

~.

susceptibility of this aquifer to pollution from the surface depends on the
degree or confinement of the limestone aquifer and the amount of recharge
received from the more vulnerable surficial sand aquifer. The DRASTIC
Index numbers reflect evaluation of water table aquifers only. Computed
DRASTIC indexes range from 134 to 190.
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Figure H-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution pot~ntial map, surficial aquifer,
Lake County, Florida. .
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SOIlTHEAST COASTAL PLAIN

(llA) Solution Liaeatone and ShalloY Surficial Aquifers

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low to
~derate topographic relief and deposits of li.-stone Which
bave been partislly dissolved to form a network of aolution
cavities and caves. Surficial deposita typically consist of
..nds Which ..y aerve sa loca11l:ed aquifers. The underlying
11.stone typically aervn as the principal aquifer due to
the high yields. The sballow surficial aquifer ..y not be
present in all areas. Precipitation ia abundant and
recharge is high. Water levels are variable but are ususlly
~derate in the li..stone and shallow in the overlying
surficial sands. These aands also serve aa an i_portant
source of reCharge for the li.stones. Due to the presence
of a shallow water table and direct recharge to the
li.stone these aurficial ssnds are very vulnerabl~ to
pollution. Near the coast, these aquifers are very
ausceptible to salt water intrusion.

~£TTING 111\1 Solllt lon I.vrrstOOP GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGIlT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 15-)0 5 7 35

Net Recharge 10+ 4 9 J6

quiter Media sand and Gr.""l 3 6 18

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

~opoqraPhY 0-2\ 1 10 '0

.,.act Vadose Zone sand and (';rmrel 5 8 40

~ydraul1c Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tic IndI!Il~

~ETTJNG 111\2 Solut 100 J~.iJrestOl'l(' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IWEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

Net Recharge 10+ 4 9 )~

!"Iulfer Med1a SaM and t1raVt'!l 3 6 18

011 Media 5an<1 2 9 18

I'opography 2...\ 1 9 9

.,.act Vadose Zone sand am GTa,""l 5 8 40

~ydraul1c Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic ,1nc5ex 158
'----

SETTING 111\3 SOllltioo LiJrec;tone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE lreIClIl'I' RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

llet Recharge 1(» 4 , 36

"""Her Media sand an:! Gr...,l 3 6 18

8011 Media sand 2 , 18

I'opooJraphy o-n 1 10 10

lIIpat Vadoae Zone sand an:! Gravel 5 8 40

sydrMlUc C0n4ueU"lty 300-700 3 4 12

\
~\ Dr.tic 1nc5ex

SETTING 11M IloluUon L_tone GENERAL

FEATURE lANGE iNEIClIIT RATING NUMBER

l)eptll to Vater 30-50 5 5 2~

Net "'"arge 10+ 4 9 J6

I\qUlfer Media SlI1tl an/J Gravel 3 6 18

011 Media SaM 2 9 18

fOpoqraphy 6-12\ I 5 5

aopact Vadose Zone 5an:l ani! Gravel 5 8 40

aydraullc Conduct1v1ty 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tic 1nc5ex~

£TTING 11M SOlution L!JII!><tone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGIlT RATING NUMBER

JJepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

II'tt Recharge 10+ 4 9 36

~lfer Med1a 5and anil GraY<'1 3 6 18

I50H Med1a sand 2 , 18

opoqraphy 6-12\ I 5 5

...act Vadose zone &ontI and Gr"""l 5 8 40

aydraul1c Conduct1v1t~ 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tic IndI!Il~

~ETTING 111\6 SOlution Llnestone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

PePth to lIater 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recharge 10+ 4 9 3fi

",",ulfer Media SlI1tl and Gr.vel 3 6 18

~oU Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ I 10 10

1IP8Ct Vados. Zone Sand an:! Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conduct1vity 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tic 1nc5ex~
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ETTING l1A7 SOlution Lu-tone CENERAL

FEATURE RANGE INEIGHT RATING NUMIIER

Pepth to lI.ter 50-75 5 3 15

~et RechuCJe 10+ 4 9 lli

!'qulfer Medl. _ andGr....,l 3 6 18

holl Hedia 5and 2 9 )8

opDCJraphy 2-6' 1 9 9

IIp.ct V.dose Zone SMd and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ul1c Conductivlty 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic Indek L-..!.!L...

ETTING 111\8 SOlutlOt, l.iJT<>stOllP GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NIlM8ER

Pepth to lIater 30-50 5 5 2S

~.t Rec:huCJe 10+ 4 9 36

~ulfer Medla S8nd and Gr~""l 3 6 18

~01l Medl. SMd 2 9 18

opDCJraphy 2-6, 1 9 9

apact Vadose Zone Sand and Gr.""l 5 8 40

ydraullc Conductivlt~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr_tic Indek~

ETTING 111\9 SOlution L1nest.OtlC> CENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lI.ter 5-15 5 9 45

~et Rech.rCJe 10+ 4 9 36

qulfer Media Sand and aravel 3 6 18

~011 Hedia S_ 2 9 18

opDCJraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

apac t V.dose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraullc Conduct1vlt) 300-700 3 4 12

DnlatJc Indek -ll2-

I;ETTING llAIO SOlutiOn LiJrestene GENERAL

FF;ATURF. RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 SO

~et Rech.rge 10+ 4 9 36

qulfer Media Sand and Gr.""l 3 6 18

all Media Sh and/or foqq Clay 2 7 14

opDCJraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

ap.ct Vadose Zone 5arK3 and Cri1\N'~1 5 8 40

ydraulle Conduetivitl 300-700 3 4 12

DraatJc Index~

~ETTING 11M 1 SOlution I,U-tene GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ilrEIGHT RATING NUMBP.R

~pth to W.ter 0-5 5 10 SO

~et Rech.rge 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Medl. Sand an:! Gr.....l 3 6 18

~1l Media Ssnd 2 9 18

~raphY 0-2\ 1 10 10

} ....ct Vadose zone Sand and Gr....,l 5 8 40

kydrauUc Conduetivltl 300-700 3 4 12

DrastJc Indek I-!.!L

l!lr.rTING 111112 Solut1al L1JIpo;torI<' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NIlM8ER

Depth to lI.ter 15-30 5 7 35

~t ReeharCJe 10+ 4 9 36

I'-quHer Hed la Ssnd and Gravel 3 6 18

~oU Hedia Ssnd 2 9 18

opoqraphy 2-6, 1 9 9

-.pact Vadose Zone Ssnd an:! Gr"""l 5 8 40

ydr.ulle Conductlvity 300-700 3 4 12

DrastJc Indek~

l;ETTING 11M3 SOlution Lilrestone CENERAL

FEATURF. RANGE ~IGHT' 'RATING NUHBER

PePth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

liet Recharge 10+ 4 9 36

!'quHer Media
.

Snnd and Gr.""l 3 6 18

~01l Hedl. Sand 2 9 18

OpDCJraphy 2-6' I 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone Sand and Gr....,l 5 8 40

ydrau11c Conductlvlt 300-700 3 4 12

DrastJc In&!ol~

ETTINC 111114 SOlution LiJlrst""" GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NIlM8&R

Pepth to W.ter 0-5 5 10 SO

et RecharCJe 10+ 4 9 36

~ulfer Hedia Sand and Gravel 3 6 18

Sou Hedia sam 2 9 18

IrOpDCJraphY 0-2' 1 10 10

apsct Vado.e Zone Ssnd and Gr~...l 5 8 40

~Yclraulic Conduct1vlt~ 700-1000 .J 6 18

DrutJc Indek I...J.L
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t;ETTING l1A1S SOlution I,!me·;t:ene GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE iln:IGRT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to "ater 5-15 5 9 45

~et RechuCJe 1(1' • 9 36

~u1fer Me4ia sam am Gravel 3 6 18

1;011 Media sand 2 9 18

1r0poCJraphy 0-2' , 10 10

..pact Vado.. Zone sand and Gravel .5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductivit~ 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"asUc 1ndl!x~

t;ETTING I1A16 SOlution I,u..",tone GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE "'EIGHT U.TING NUMBER

pepth to lIater 15-)0 5 7 35

~et RechArCJe 10· • 9 36

~u1fer Media sana am Gravel 3 6 18

011 Me4ia Sam 2 9 18

r"poCJraphy 2-6' 1 9 9

"Pact Vadoae Sone sand cad Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductivity 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr..tic Index L.-..!ZL

~ETTING l1A17 SOlution Llm:>stone GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to lIater 50-7S 5 3 15

Net RechuCJe 10-' • 9 36

",quHer Media Sam am Gr.1vel 3 6 18

011 Media sand 2 9 18

opoCJraphy 6-12' 1 5 5

..paet Vadoae lone Sand am Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr au11e Conduetlv i t 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"aat1e 1ndl!x Lm-

~ETTING ,'Al8 Solution L~stale GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE iNEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to lIater 50-75 5 3 IS

~et ReeharCJe 10-' • 9 )6

",quHer Media sana am Gra""l 3 6 18

all Media sana 2 9 18

OpoCJraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

..paet Vadoae Zone Sam am C".nvel 5 8 40

~ydrau11e Concluetlvlt~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index~

I-nIlG 11Al, SOlution I..inPr.;tone GENERAL

nATURE IlANGE iln:IG1IT RATING NUMBER

~tll to lIater 30-50 5 5 25

,,",t ReeharCJe 10-' • 9 36

~1fer Media sand and Gr"""l 3 6 18

011 Media sana 2 9 18

~raPhY 6-12\ 1 5 5

......t Vadoae Zone sam and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conduetlvlt 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"..t1e Index 160
I----

ETTING 111120 solutior L~tale GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~IGJlT RATING NUMBER

~h to "ater 0-5 5 10 50

~t RechuCJe lD> • 9 36

llqII1fer Media sam and Gravel 3 6 18

SOl1 Media Sh am/or Iqq Clay 2 7 14

opoCJraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

......t Vadoae Zone sam am Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraU11e conduetlvlt\ 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"aat1e 1ndl!x~

~ETTING 111121 SOlot ia1 1,1mestone GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 5-15 5 9 45

~et ReeharCJe lD> • 9 36

~u1fer Media Sand and C"rrnvel 3 6 18

~011 Media 5ard 2 9 18

Iropoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

.paet Vadose Zone sam srd Gr"""l 5 8 40

~ydrau11c Conductlvity 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"..t1e Index~

IsETTING 111122 SOlut ia1 r,!mestone GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to lIater 15-30 5 7 35

~et ReeharCJe 10-' • 9 36

~u1fer Media sam am Gravel 3 6 18

all Me41a sam 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

"Paet Vadoae Zone sam am Gravel 5' 8 40

ydraul1e ConductlvU, 700-1000 3 6 18

ll\"aat1e Index 175
"---
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~£T1'ING 111123 Solution LJIbotoro GENERAL

FEATURE IIANGE eIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth tc> Wuer 15-30 5 7 IS

~et Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Nedia &and and Gravel 3 6 I.
~01l Meelia &and 2 9 18

opoquphy 6-121 1 5 5

lIpaet Vadoae Zone &and and Gravel 5 8 ~

~ydraulic Coneluctivity 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr.tie Index l...llL

ETTING 111124 Solution Llm,st:one GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING N\JIIIIER

Depth to lIater 15-30 5 7 35

loIet Rechuqe 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Nedia &and and Gravel 3 6 18

~011 Nedla Sand 2 9 18

1r0poeJraPhY 6-12' t 5 5

_peet Vado.. lone !land and Grllllel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductlvitl 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic lnaex L.w-

t;ETTING 111\25 Solut.1on LlJneo;tone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ,"EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 100+ 5 1 5

1oI.t Rechuqe 10+ 4 , 36

~u1fer Nedla _ and Gravel 3 6 18

1;011 Nedia Sand 2 , 18

1r0poeJraphY 6-12_ 1 5 5

lIpeet Vadoee Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraullc Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tlc lnaex l.....w-

~ETTING 111126 Solution L!Jllestone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~Pth to W.ter 5-1~ 5 , 45

~et Rechuqe 7-10 4 8 32

~1fer Nedl. 5anll and Gr"""l 3 6 18

~11 Media &and 2 , 18

~poeJr.PhY 0-21 t 10 10

lIpact Vado.. lone 5anll and (".ravel 5 8 40

ydraullc Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Dr.tlc InOBx L..!.n-

.ETTIMG 111127 Solution LlJI'llstone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE NEIGII'I' RATING NUMBER

~h to W.ter 15-30 5 7 3S

llet Rech.rqe 7-'0 4 8 32

~1fer Medi. &and II1d Gravel 3 6 18

~U Nedi. Sand 2 9 18

~raphy 2-6' I 9 9

.....,t Vadon Zone Sand II1d Clrllllel 5 8 40

ydr.ullc Conductivity 300-700 3 4 '2

,
\ Draatle InOBx '64-

IIE'ITING 111128 Solution L_tone GENERAL

I'EATtlRE RANG! IwEIGIIT RATING NUMBER

~h to ".ter 5-15 5 9 45

~t Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~U!fer MecUa Sand and Gravel 3 6 18

~11 Media Sand 2· , 18

~raphy 2-6' t , 9

....ct Vaclo.e Zone &and and Gravel 5 8 40

~r.uUc conelucUvitl 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tie lnaex L..m--

~£T1'ING 111129 Solution LlJnestone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to W.ter 0-5 5 '0 50

~et Reeh.rqe 7-10 • 8 32

~ulfer Nedi. 5anll and Gravel 3 6 '8

~U Media 5anlI 2 ,
'8

1r0poeJr.phy 0-21 1 10 10

....ct Vadoee Zone Sand II1d Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ulic ConductiVity 700-'000 3 6 16

. Dr.tie Index~

~ETTIMG ',AlO Solution LlJnestone GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE NEIGHT RATING HUMBER

~pth to W.ter 30-50 5 5 2S

~et Reehuqe 7-10 • 8 32

""u!fer Nedi. San! and Gravel 3 6 18

011 Media Sand 2 , 18

I'opoqraphy 6-12' t S S

_pact V.clo.e Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc Conductivity 700-1000 3 6 '8

. Dr_tie lndex L.o.-ill-
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\

_IIIG
111\35 Solution L~tane GDIUAL

PEATURE IWlGE ~scm IIATIIlG WUMIER

~ toW.ter 15-30 5 7 35

~t ....h.rqe 7-10 4 • 32

~j.f.r MedL. SonSIrlllGrewI 3 , 18

!toU .....1. sanII 2 9 18

~.PhY
2-6, 1 9 9

'~t Ve.soee lone ..., and Gravel 5 8 40

~fdraulLc ConductivLtl 700-1000 3 , II

-
"'tiA< lndeIc L..u9-

. ~ ... ,

IIETTING l1A31 SOlution Llm>stQne GENERM.

FEATURE JlAHGE IfEIGHT RATING NUMIER

~pth to Water 30-50 5 5 2S

7-10 4 8 32
~et Recharqe

~uLfer MecHa sand and GrlJllel 3 6 18

on MedLa Sar1d 2 9 18

2-6' , 9 9
opoqraphy

sand and Gr"""l 5 8 40
apeet Vadoee Zone

Hydraulic ConductLvLt) 300-700 3 4 12

lIruUC IndeK~

pETTING 111\32 SOlution Lllrestone GENERAL

FEATURE IWlGE !NEIGH'!' RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Reeharge 7-10 • 8 32

i'I'luUer Media Send and Gravel 3 6 18

011 MedLa Band 2 9 ,.
.

10opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10

_pact Vadoee Zone Send and Gravel 5 8 40

ydraulLc COnductLvLt) 300-700 3 4 12

IIr_UC trdea~

E'l"I'ING l1A33 SOlutiOl\ Llm>stone GElI£RM.

FEATURE IlANt;E WEIGHT RATING NUMIER

"epth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

ttet Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~u1fer MedLa 5aniI and GrlMll 3 6 "
~01l Medla Sand 2 9 18

Il'opoqraphy 6-1:1' 1 5 5

~.et V.AoBe Sone sand and Gravel 5 8 40

t'ydraullc ConductLvLtl 300-700 3 4 12

lIruUcIrdelc 160----

lGUrIMIT COASTAL PLAIN

(1") ....,

"" .......olOCie ..ttioa 1. ch.racterized by flat

topo--"k ~.l1ef. very hl,h _tar 18ve1l aDd clepo.ite of

l ....toDe which have partially beeD di.801.... to fore a

Mt_rlt of _loUOD call1tia. allll uw.. IoU. are typically

.... aDd racher,...y be hla;h .WI to the abuD4aDt

.....clpitat loD. The U tODe typical1,. ..ne. e. the ..jor

r ..1oul quUer. '!'ha p. aleo ..ne a. diecharae
ar.... but due to their eDv1ro_tal vu1aerabillty. aDd

,0..1b1l ar_lnt re..raal. the,. allou1. 'be reaarcled a. area.

of -~ (poteaUal) racher,e. water la.e1. are typlcal1y

at or ..... the ...face .uUoa the ..jorlty of the :rear.

~E'I"I'ING llA34 SOlutlOl1 I.llrestonc GENERM.

IWlGE "EIGHT RATING !lUMBER
FEATURE

~Pth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

lOt Reeharqe 7-10 4 8 32

Sand and Grnvel 3 6 18
,,",uUer MedLa

Sam 2 9 ,.
~11 MedLa

2-6, 1 9 ,
opoqraphy

Sand and Gravel 5 8 40
_peet Vadoae zone

~ydraullc ConducUvLt) 700-1000 3 6
,.

lIruU" IndeX --..!!2-

!lETTING "Cl~
GENERIIL

FEATURE IlANGE ilfEIGHT IlATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 5-1S 5 9 45

lOt Recharqe lOt 4 9 36

~1fer MedLa Sand Irlll Grnvel 3 , 18

"all Medi. Snrrl 2 9 18

Iropoqrephy 0-:1' , 10 10

-.peet Vadose ZOne Sand em ~"""l 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc ConductLvitl 300-700 3 4 12

IIr_UC I'*"~
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t;£TTlNG IIC2 s.mp GENERAL

F£ATUll£ IlANGE ~IGHT RATING NUM8ER

Pepth to Water 0-', 5 10 50

Net Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

qulfer Media sand aM ".ravel ) 6 18

011 M.dia S8nd 2 9 18

opoqnphy 0-2' 1 10 10

lIPa" t Vadoee ZORe sand iV1d Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraul1" Conductivit) 70lr-1000 ) 6 18

Dr_tic Index 190-
bETTING 11<:3 Swanp GENERAL

nATURE IlANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

I'c!ulfer Media sand and Gravel ) 6 18

j;o11 Me"ia """t 2 8 16

opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

.pact Vado.. Zone sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraul1c ConducUvitj 700-loon ) 6 18

Dr_tic Index~

bETTING l1C4 Swoop GENERAL

nATURE IlANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Peptb to Water 0-5 5 10 50

t1.t Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

\lquIfer Med 18 Snnd and Gravel ) 6 18

/s011 Media Muck 2 2 4

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIPac t Vadose Zone Sand and ".ravel 5 8 40

Hydr.ul1e Conductlvlt~ 700-1000 ) 6 18

Drastic Inclex~

/sETTING lIC5S"""", GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE IrEIGHT RATING NUM8ER

pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Recharqe 10+ 4 9 36

,.qulfer Media Sam am. Gravel 3 6 18

/sail Medi. Muck 2 2 4

opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10

.pact vadoee Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductivit) 300-700 ) 4 1.2

Dr_tic Index 170
L---

i5enrNG l1C6 Swanp GENERAL

nATURE IlANGE tRIGHT RATING NUM8ER

~h to w.ter 0-5 5 10 50

~t ....cb.rqe 10+ 4 9 36

"""lfer Medi. Sand aM Gravel ) 6 18

lion Media sand 2 9 18

ifoPoqraPhy 0-2' 1 10 10

....,t Vadoee Zone sand aM Gravel 5 8 40

"'raul1c conduct ivit) 300-700 ) 4 12

Dranic Index~

j5EftING l1C7 s.mp G£NERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~IGHT RATING NUM8£R

p..tll to Water o-s 5 10 50

~t Rechuqe 10+ 4 9 36

~lfer Media 5an:I aM GrlM!l ) 6 18

~il Med1a Peat 2 8 16

opoqraphy 0-2\ , 10 10

IIPact Vadose Zone 5an:I aI)d Gravel 5 8 40

~ydr.ul1c conducUvitl 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tic Index~

~ETTING 11C8 Swoop GEN£RAL

FEATUR£ IlANG£ IMEIGHT RATING NUM8ER

~pth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

et Recharqe, • 7-10 4 8 32

~ulfer Media 5an:I and Gravel 3 6 18

oU Media sam 2 9 18

opoqr.phy 0-2, 1 10 10

IlPaCt Vadose ZORe 5an:I aM Gravel 5 8 40

~ydrauli" Conductivity ,300-700 ) 4 12

,Dr_tic Index~

IsETTING l1C9~ GENERAL

FEATUllE IlANGE IIEIGHT RATING NUM8ER

pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et Rec:harqe 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Media sand and Gravel 3 6 18

~01l Med1a Sh ard/OI: I\Ql;J Clay 2 7 14

Iropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIPac t Vadose Zone S8nd and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraullc conductivity 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic Index~
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~ETTING l1Cl0 Swmp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGIIT RATING NIIMBER

Pepth to lIater O-~ 5 10 50

~et Recharqe 7-10 • 8 32

lIqulfer IIedia SM1d and Gra""l 3 6 18

SoU IIedia IU:k 2 2 •
Iropoqraphy 0-2\ I '0 '0

Ilpac t Vadose Zone 5lnl and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductivity 300-700 3 4 '2

Draat1c InlIeK~

~ETTING "Cll SwiIIp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater O-~ 5 '0 50

et Recharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

Iqulfer lled!a sand and Gravel 3 6 18

oU IIedia sand 2 9 '8

opoqraphy 0-2' I '0 10

llPact Vadose Zone saM and Gravel 5 8 40

ydraul1c ConducUvity 700-1000 3 6 18

Dr_tic InlIeK~

SETTING "C12 S......, GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGIIT RATING IIIIMIIER

~pth to lIater O-~ 5 '0 ~o

~et Recharqe 7-10 • 8 32

Iqulfer Media Sand and Gravel 3 6 '8

aU Media ""'k 2 2 4

opoqraphy 0-2' , '0 10

llPact Vadose Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

ydrau llc Conduc U vi t Y 700-'000 3 6 18

Drastic InlIeK~

~ETTIIIG "C'l 5waIlp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGIIT RATING NUMBER

PePth to lIater 0-5 5 '0 ~

'et Recharqe 7-'0 • 8 32

lIquHer Media sand and Gravel 3 6 '8

aU Media Sh and/or IIqq Clay 2 7 '4

opoqraphy 0-2' I 10 10

IlP&Ct Vadose Zone Sand ani Gravel 5 8 40

ydraulic Conductivlty 300-700 3 4 '2

Drastic InlIeK~

_ING l1C14_ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIEIGI\T RATING NIIMBER

IMPth to "llater ~-'5 5 9 4~

let Recharqe 7-10 • 8 32

....Her Medla SM1d anrI Gr"""l 3 6 18

ioU Media saM 2 9 '8

~raphY 0-2' , 10 '0

IllPACt Vadose Zone SM1d and Gravel 5 8 40

~r...l1c: ConducUvit' 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tic InlIeK~

ETTING "Cl~ s..",p GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NllflBER

~pth to lIater 0-5 5 10 50

... t Recharqe 7-'0 4 8 37

"""Her Media Sand and Gravel 3 6 18

~U Media Peat 2 8 16

I'OP09raphy 0-2' I 10 '0

IlPACt VadOse Zone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

"ydraul1c ConducUvity 300-700 3 4 '2

Drastic InlIeK~

ETTIIIG llC'6 Swanp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to lIater ~-1~ 5 9 45

••t Recharqe 7-'0 • 8 32

I\quifer Media SanrI and Gra""l 3 6 '8

;011 Media Sa:ld 2 9 18

ropoqraphy 0-2' , 10 10

.pact Vadoae Zone Sand and Gravel ~ 8 40

Ilydraullc ConducUvity 700-'000 3 6 '8

Drastic Index 181-
SETTING l1cn S......, GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to lIater O-~ 5 '0 ~o

'et Recharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

lIquifer Media Sand and Gravel 3 6 18

aU Media Sh ani/or IIqq Clay 2 7 14

ropoqraphy 0-2' , '0 10

llPact Vadose Zone sand anrI Gra""l 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductlvlt, 700-1000 3 6 '8

Drastic Index 182-
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LAKE COUNTY FLORIDA
(CONFINED AQUIFER)

Lake County, Florida, lies within the Southeast Coastal Plain
ground-water region. The county is characterized by low to moderate relief
with karst topography and numerous sinkholes, lakes and swampy areas.
Water depths are typically shallow and soils are highly permeable.
Ground-water resources within Lake County are derived from either a
near-surface sand aquifer or an underlying carbonate rock aquifer, which is
in hydraulic connection with the overlying sand deposits. The aquifers are
separated by a confining bed comprised of an interbedded mixture of clayey
sand and clay. This confining layer is extensive throughout the county,
although variable in thickness and discontinuous in local sections. Yields
from the surficial sand aquifer are usually sufficient for domestic
purposes. Because of the highly permeable overlying soil~ and shallow
water table, the surficial aquifer is vulnerable to pollution from the
surface. The carbonate rock aquifer is referred to as the "Floridan"
aquifer and is the major ground-water resource in the county. The
susceptibility of this aquifer to pollution from the surfat~~depends on the
degree or confinement of the limestone aquifer and the amount of recharge
received from the more vulnerable surficial sand aquifer. The DRASTIC
Index numbers reflect evaluation of confined aquifers only. Computed
DRASTIC indexes range from 93 to 214.
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Figure H-2. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, confined aquifer,
Lake County, Florida.
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SOUTHEAST COASTAL PLAIN

(11A) Solution Li_eatone and Shallow Surficial Aquifars

This hydroaeoloaic settiDi is characterized by low to
soderate topoaraphic relief and depoaits of liaeatone which
have been partially disaplved to form a network of solution
cavitiea aDd caves. Surficial depoaita typically conaiat of
..nda which ..y aerve .. locaUzed aquifers. The undarlyiaa
11..atone typically aervea aa tbe principal aquifer due to
the blah 11elda. The ahallow aurficial aquifer ..y not ..
preaent ln all areaa. Precipitation ia abundant and
recharae ia biah. Water levela are variable but are usually
soderate ln the li_atone aDd ahallow in tbe overlyioa
surficial aaDds. Theae aanda alao aerve aa an i_portant
aource of recharae for the li..atonea. Due to the pra..nce
of a shallow water table and direct recharge to the
liaeatone theae aurficial aanda are very vulnerable to
pollution. Near tbe coaat, these aquifers are very
susceptible to sslt water intrusion.

~ETTING ',A1 ~:l.;t1.O:- LJ.IIl:'c:tO"'l~ GEIiEIlAL

FU,TURE twlGE ~IGHT RATING NlIIIIlER

~epth to Water 30-5C 5 5 25

~et Rechar\Je 1-10 4 8 32

I"qu1!er Me<lle Karst L1IIestooe 3 10 30

011 Hedla SA"'; 2 , 18

opoquphy 2-6. 1 , ,
mpact Vadose Zone SUt/tley 5 2 10

ydraul1c ConducUv1ty 2000+ 1 10 30

Drutjc Irdex~

ETTING ,'A2 SOlJtlO"". Lunestonc GEIIEIlAL

FEATURE twlGE ~IGHT RATING NlIIIIlER

pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

Net Rechar\Je 7-10 4 8 32

r-quifer Mecl1a Karst LlJ1esto:le 3 10 30

~011 Hed1a sand 2
, 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ I Ie 10 ,

"'Pact Vadoae Zone SUt/Clo.. 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c Conductiv1t) 2000+ 3 10 JO.

Drutjc Irdex~
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;IIETTING l1A3 Solut1on L1nestone GENEIlAL:
FEATURE twlGE i"E1GBT RATING N\lIlBER

~pth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et -Rechar'le 1-10 4 8 32

"quifer Me<lia Karst L1JIIlstone 3 10 30

~1l Media Sand 2 , 18

ropoqUPhy 2-6\ I 9 9

~.ct V.dose Zone SUt/Cloy 5 2 10

,.,....Ul1c ConducUvlt) 2000+ 3 10 30

\\ llraatjc Irdex 144
'--

_ETTING 11M SClutl.CX'l Lutestcmc GEIIEIlAL

FEATURE twlGE !"EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to lI.ter 50-15 5 3 IS

~et Rechar'le '-10 4 8 32

~Uer Medla Karst L1JIIlstt:ne 3 10 30

~011 Medl8 sane 2 9 18

opoqraphy 6-12' I 5 5 I

..pact Vaaose Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydr.ulic Conductivlty 2000+ 3 10 30

.', Drastic: Irdex 140. -
~ETTII1G l1A5 SOlutlQr LlJ1e.to·'" GEI1EIlAL

FEATURE twlG£ !"EIGIIT RATING NlIIIIlER

~Pth to lIat~r 50-75 5 3 15

~et Rech.rge '-10 4 8 J2

!"luUer Media Kerst LlJte5.~O""'Ie 3 3: ;

011 Media sane 2 9 18 I
opoqraphy 0-2' 1 10 10 I
"pact V.dooe Zone SlIt/Cloy S 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 Ie 30

Drastjc Inclex 145
~

~ETTING 11M SOlutlo:; L1nestone GENEIlAL

FEATURE twlGE !"EIGH'!' RATING NlIIIIlERI

pepth to Water 100+ 5 I S

~et Rech.r'le 1-1:' 4 8 32

r-quifer Meelia Karst LlIleStene 3 10 30

.011 Media sand 2
, 18

IrOpoquphy 0-2\ I Ie, 10 I
I

,.pact V.doae Zone SUt/Clay S 2 10

"ydraul1c Conduct1v1t~ 2000+ 3 10 30

orastjc 1n<lel< 135
'---



~ETTING 111:.- SOluticm Lurestone GENERIIL

FEATURE RANGE IlEIGHT IlATIIIG IIUMBEIl

pepth to Water 100- 5 1 5.
~et Rec:harge 7-10 • 8 32

r.quifer Media ICarst t.inestone 3 10 30

~Oil Media Sand 2 9 18

opography 2-6t 1 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Cloy 5 2 10

~Ydraulic: Conduc:tivity 2Coo. 3 10 30

Drastic Inl5ex~

.
~ETTING l1A8 SOl..~tlo- !.L"TE!stC-.E: GENERIIL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGII'r IlATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 100- 5 1 5

~et Rec:harge 7-10 • 6 32

,..quifer Media ICarst L:\JIestone 3 10 30

~011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoguphy 6-12t 1 ~ 5

mpact VadOBe Zone Sut/clay 5 2 10

Jlydraul1c: Conduc:tivit 2000- 3 10 30

DratJc Inl5ex 130
I--

~ET'l'ING l1A~ sc.ll.lUo.. Ll11'esto",c GENERIIL

FEATURE RANGE IlEIGHT llA'l'ING NUMBER

pepth t.o "'ateT 100- 5 1 S

~et Recharge 0-: • 1 4

quifer Media Jearst L1ne~tQle 3 10 30

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy :::-6~ 1 9 9 I

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Cla)' 5 2 10

Hydraul1c: Conduc:tivity 2000. 3 10 30

Drutic Inl5ex --!.!!L

ETTING , lA10 SOlutio:; Luneste:r.'le GENERIIL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT llA'l'ING NUIlIlER

pepth to Water 50-7; 5 3 15

et Rec:harge '-1[ • 8 32

quifer Media Karst Limestone 3 10 30

6011 lIedia Sh and/or 1'q; Clay 2 7 14

0-2t 1 Ie Ie
opography

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 '2 10

~ydraulic: Conductivity 2001)", 3 10 30

Dr_tic Inl5ex L.w-.

jlftnllG l1Al1 SOlutoCZ", WoEsto:'oC GENERIIL

FEATURE RANGE Ift:IGII'1' llA'l'ING NUllBER

~ to water 100- S I 5

~.t Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

IloIlJ1far lIedia ICarst L1IIIeSto"le 3 10 30

toll _dia Sh anc\Ior 1'q; Cloy 2 7 I.

oplMJuphy 0-2\ I 10 10 ,

~lIII*'t VadOse Zone Silt/Clay S 2 10

~yclraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

DratJc Inl5ex 131
I--

~ET'l'ING 11A12 Sc:btoon WoEstale GENERIIL

FEATURE IlANGE IlEIGII'1' RATING NUMBER

Ileptll to Water 100- 5 1 5

Net 1Iecharge 0-2 • I 4

....1fer Neelia ICarst Lilaestale 3 10 30

1011 N.di. Sand 2 9 18

IrOplMJraPhy 0-2' 1 10 10

apac:t V.dose Zone Sut/Cle)' 5 2 20

~yclraul1c Conductivity 2OOD- 3 10 30

DratJc Inl5ex 107-
~ETTlNG 111<13 SOlutiar, L1J!estone GENERIIL

FEATURE IlANGE lIEIGRT RATING NUMBER

llapth '.to W.ter 50-75 5 3 15

Net R.charge 4-7 4 6 24

....1f.r Media ICarst L1nestale 3 ,e 30 ,

oil Hed.ia SA'X! 2 9 18

opography 2-61 1 9 9

mpact Vadoae Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

ydraul1c Conduc:tivity 2000- 3 10 30

Drutic Inl5ex 136-
ET'l'ING l1A'4 SOlutio,., L1neStone GENERIIL

,FEATURE IlANGE IlEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 3D-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 4-; • 6 24

~u1fer Media 1Iarst L1nesta>e 3 10 30

oil Media Sand 2 9 18

fopoqraphy H' 1 9 9 ,

Dlpact Vadoae lone &ilt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c: Conduct1vit~ 2OUe,., 3 10 30

Dr_tic Inl5ex 146
a---
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!sETTING 1111.15 Solut~O~j LiJleStale GENEIIAL

FEATURE IlANGE jllEIGHT RATING IlUMBER

pepth to Water '00<- S , 5

et Recharge 2-4 4 3 '2

~U1fer Media Karst I.1nestone 3 '0 30

oil Maaia Sand 2 , 18

Iropography 2-6t 1 , ,
mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay S 2 '0

~ydraulie Conductivity 2:>00- 3 '0 30

_tie 1ndolx~

IsETTING "A16 SOlut1otl L1neS:~one GENEIIAL

FEATURE IlANGE jllEIGHT RATING NIIMBER

pepth to Water '00<- S , 5

~et Recharge 2-~ 4 3 12

~uifer Meaia Karst L1Jrestonc 3 ,0 30

oil Media Sand 2 , 18

opography 0-2. , It '0

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Cloy 5 2 '0

Hydraulic Conductivity 2000..- 3 '0 30

~ 1ndolx~

IsETTING 1111.11 SO:'.:tlO;- Ll..':est.O:".£ GENEIIAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~IGHT RATING NIIMBER

epth to Water 'O()+ S , S

Net Recharge 2-~ 4 3 12

lquifer Media Karst LiJTestone 3 ,0 30

oil Media Sand 2 , 18

opography 6-'2t , 5 5

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 '0

~yduuHe Conductivity 200Cf+ 3 ,0 30

Drastie _
~

ETTING 11A1S Solutior, Lurestcr.~ GENEIIAL

FEATURE IlANGE jllEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water '0Cf+ S , S

et Recharge 2-~ 4 3 ,2

plquifer Media Xar£'t. tL""e5tO~ 3 ,0 30

Isoil Madia Sh ..."ld/ar h!9 Cloy 2 7 14

opoguphy 0-2' 1 '0 '0

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraulic conductivity 200(}+ 3 '0 30

Drastie 1ndolx L-llL
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iftTING "A19 SOlut1Cr. L1JteSt.tne GENEIIAL

FEATURE RANGE InIGB'1' RATING ....ER

lIe~h to Water 50-75 5 3 15

i1et Recharge ,(}+ 4 9 36

~ifar Media ICarst L1Ilestone 3 10 30

~11 lledia Sand 2 , 18

opoqraphy 2-6' 1 , ,
....et Vadose Zone I Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~l"lr.u1ic ConducUvit~ 2000<- 3 10 30

_tie 1ndolx l-uL-

ETTING "A20 5clut1C7.1 L1I1estO!le GENEIIAL

FEATURE RANGE iMt:IGHT RATING NIlIIBER

~II to Water 50-75 5 3 '$

~et Recharge 1(}+ 4 , 36

~ifer Media ICarst L1Ilesta>e 3 10 30

~1l Madia S....,.; 2 , 18

Iropoqraphy 6-'2% 1 5 5 ,
...act Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraulic ConduetivU) 2000+ 3 '0 30

Drastie _ 144
'--

~ETTING 11A21 SOluUC7.1 L1meSto:>e G£NEIIAL

FEATURE lIANG!: iMt:IGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 10(}+ 5 , 5

at Recharge ,()+ 4 9 36

~quifer Media Karst Limestone 3 10 30

oil lIedia Sand 2 , '8

1.0poguphy 6-'2% 1 5 5

IIIpaet VadOse Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydra\ll1c COnduetivitj 2000- 3 10 30

Drastic 1ndolx~

IsETTING l1A22 Sol"~lO", L1I1eStone GENEIIAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

bepth to lIater 100<- 5 1 5

~et Recharge 10+ 4
, 36

quifer Media J<arst LiJlestene 3 10 30

011 Madia Sand 2 9 18

opoguphy 0-2' 1 10 10

mpaet Vadose Zone SlIt/Clay 5 2 10

.Ydreulie conductivit) 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastie 1ndolx 13'
I--



!sETTING 11.0.23 Solution Ulrestole GENERAL

FUTURE RANGE IlEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~epth to Water S0-15 5 3 1S

~et R~charge 10<- 4 9 36

quiter Media Karst Ulrestale 3 10 30

011 Media Son! 2 9 '8

opoqraphy 0-2\ I 10 10

DlPact Vado.. Zone Sl1t/Clay S 2 10

~ydraulic Conductivity 2000<- 3 10 30

Ill"..ueIncSex -1!L

~ETTING , 1A24 SOllltiO"'"I L1nestone GENERAL

FUTURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 100.,.. 5 1 5

~et Recharge 10<- 4 9 36

quiter Media J<orst L11nestone 3 10 30

011 Media Son! 2 9 18

opoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

lIIPact VaeSoae Zone Sih/Clay 5 2 10

"ydraul1c Conductivity 2000<- 3 10 30

Ill"astic_~

£TTlNG , 110.2:. SC~~t.lO:". L11teStooe GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Weter 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

"qu1fer Med ia J<arst Linestone 3 10 30

~011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 2-6\ I 9 9

mpact VadOBe Zone 511t/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c ConducUvity 2000<- 3 10 30

Ill"astic IncSex 124
I-.-

~ETTING 11A26 SOlutl:cr. I,.UTesttr.C GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water S0-7S 5 3 1S

et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

r-qu1fer Media J<arst Linestale 3 10 30

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opography 6-12' I 5 S

IOpact Vadole Zone 511t/Clay 5 2 10

Hydraul1c ConducUvity 2000<- 3 10 30-

lll"uticIncSex ......llL

ItnTING 11.0.27 Solution L1lIestQ'le GE:NEIIl\L

FEATURE RANGE IlEIG!IT IlATI11G
_Ell

tepth to Water S0-75 5 3 15

Ilet Recllarqe 2-4 4 3 12

~lfer Media !IlIrst L1lIestone 3 10 30

~11 Media Sand 2 9 1.

ropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10
,

....ct Vadoae Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~raraulic Conduct1vit~ 2000. 3 10 30

-
Ill"utic_~

.ETTING 111>26 SOlut1.o!' t.im!stone GENEIIl\L

FEATURE RANGE IIEIC1lT AA'l'ING NUMBER

D.pth to Ifater 100. 5 1 5

Net lIecharge 4-7 4 6 24

~lfer Media Karst L1lIestale 3 10 30

_011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 le 10

SlPact Vadoae Zone Sl1~Clay S 2 10

~yeSraulic ConeSuctivity 2000<- 3 10 30

_ticIncSex 127
L--

!sETTING , 'A2So SOlutiO"" Linest:on!- GENERAL

• FEATURE RANGE: IItIGHT RATING NUMBER I

Pepth to Ifater 100. 5 1 5

Net Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

!\quiter Media Karst LinestQ'le 3 10 30

011 Media Sand 2 9 18

opography 2-6\ 1 9 9 I

mpact Vadose Zone Sl1t/Clay S 2 10

~Ydraulic Conductivity 2000. 3 10 30

Ill"..ueIncSex 126-
~ETTING 11A30 SClutior, Linestor.. GENEIIl\L

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et Recharge 4-i 4 6 24

"quiter Media Karst Limesto!'le 3 10 30

~011 Media Sand 2 9 18

lropo9raphy 0-2' 1 10 10

IOpact Vadose Zone hit/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraulic Conductivity 2000. 3 10 30

Ill"utic_ L.m-.
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~ET'2'INC llk31 SOluticm L1IteStelne GEIlEMI.

FEATURE URGE ~IGIIT RATING NllIGIER

pepth to Ifater ~0-75 5 3 15

~et lIecharge 4-7 4 6 201

~lfer M"'~a \lllrst L1IteStone :I 10 JO

~o11 Me4~a sand 2 , II

Iropography 6-12\ 1 5 ~

"'Pact Vedose Zone SUt/Cloay !5 2 10

ydraul1c Conductlvity 2000+ :I 10 JO

~aatk~ --W-

~ETTING ',A.;2 SOl',,;~l.o-. Lurestor.(- GENEMI.

FEATURE IWIGE ~IGHT RATING NlIMIER

Pepth to Water 100- 5 I 5

~et lIecharge 4-7 4 , 24

r-qulfer M"'~a lIarst L1IteStelne :I 10 30

~011 Media sand 2 , ,.
Iropography 6-12' I 5 5

lIIPact Vadose Zone I BUt/Clay 5 2 10

ltydraul1c Conlluctlvity 2000- :I 10 30

IIIrMt1e~ --UZ-

~ETTI"" , lk33 Solut1C7.1 L1IteStone GENEMI.

FEATURE IlANGE ~IGHT RATING NlIIIIIER

pepth to Water 30-50 !5 5 2S

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

~1fer M..,ia llarat L1IteStone 3 10 30

~01l Med~a sand 2 ,
"

Iropoqraphy 0-2' I 10 10

lIIPact Vallon Zone I SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydr.u11c conc!uct.tv1t~ 2000+ 3 10 30

~~~

~ETTING l1A34 SOlutiO" Llnestaw GENEMI.

FEATURE IlANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 100- 5 1 5

~et lIecharge 0-2 • I •
~U~fe:r Media \lllrst L1IteStone :I 10 30

~01l Media sand 2 , 11

opography 6-12~ 1 5 ~

"'Pact VacloBe Zone SUt/Cla:.' 5 2 10

Rydraul1c Conductivity 200D+ :I 10 30

~~ -lL.

.E'I"I'IIIG , 11\35 SCbtio-- u.'cstc~Je GEIIEMI.

FEATURE IlANGE WEIGIIT IlATING NUII8ER

,~pth to, Water 50-75 S 3 15

~t llecharge 0-: • 1 4

,jk!u1fe.. Me4la \lllrst L1IteStone :I 10 30

'!Io11 Me4ia Sand 2 ,
"

:lroPo9raPhY 2-61 1 9 ,
•~act Veclose Zone SUt/Clay S 2 10

~yd..aulic Conductivity 2000- :I 10 30

~~ ..uL-

~ETTING 11A36 S:;~~t JC'". I,1:JeEtcne GEIIERAL

FEATURE IWIGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Weter 50-;5 !5 3 IS

_et lIecharge 0-2 4 I •
"""!fer Mellla Karst ~tone :I 10 30

011 Meclia 5a."ld 2 ,
"

opoqraphy u-2~ 1 10 10

-.pect Vedose Zone BUt/Clay 5 2 10

~yclraulic Conductivity 2000- :I 10 30

~.t1c~ ...:!.ll-
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SOUTHEAST COASTAL PLAt.

(llC) Swa.p

Thi8 bJdrogeolocic 8etting i8 characterized by t18t

topoaraphic relief, '¥ery high "'ter lev.18 aDd depoete. of

It..8toae Whlch heve partially heea di8801ved to .... a

••tworlr. of eoluUon caVities aDd cav... Bolle al1l .".....1y

.ud allll ..acharge uy be high due to the abUDdant

~.dpltaUon. The lta8tou typically ae"e8 a. the "jor

"ealonal aquifer. Theee ....p8 alao ""e a. diacherge

areas, but due to their ••,"-ro_tal YUlD.r.blU ty aad

po88lble gradient .....r.al, tbeJ _1&1d be reaarded' •• a ..ea.

of 1UXlaUll (potenthl) 1'."1'18. .t.r level. are typically

at or above the .urfac.....1111 tlla _jorlty of the ,..ar.

hETTING 11C' swa."ll? CENERAL

FEATUIIE flANGE ~IGHT MUNG NUMBEII

Pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

l'iet lIe"harge 7-10 • 8 32

"qulfer Meella Karst 1.JJIEst.one 3 10 30

oil Me,Ha 5a.": 2 9 18

O'opography {'·2\ 1 10 1C

mpact V.~o.e JOne S>lt/Clay 5 2 10

~Yelraullc Coneluctlvlt 20V'. 3 10 3('

_tie lniSIIx 145-
ETTING , 1":2 S.:a,. GENERAL

FEATUIIE flANGE NEIGHT MTING NUMBEF I,

Depth to Water 100+ S 1 5

~et lIecharge 7-10 • 8 32

~qu1fer Meella lCarst L1nestone 3 10 30

~oil Medl8 sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy (1-2~ 1 le 10

"'Pact Vaelofe Zone S1lt/Cla)' 5 2 '0

~Ydraul1c ConducUvlt~ 2000+ 3 10 30

_tie lniSIIx .....lL
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: Jlln'nNG 11C3 Swar:p
_RAL

FEATUIIE UIlCE lIESGIn' .'fl. IIlllaEII

~ to Water 100+ 5 1 5

~t ~barge 2-4 • 3 12

",,"Lfer Medla _u-tlme 3 10 30

~Ll _1& hat 2 8 18

,~raphY 0+2\ , lC. 10

~ct Vadofe lone 11lt/Clay 5 2 .10

teraul1c Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

or.t1e lniSIIx ',3
'---

ETTING ; 1::4 s....a:-; CJE\IIEIlAI.

FEATUIIE IWICE ilrEIGIn' lIA'rING NUllIEII

~h to Water 100+ 5 1 5

"-t lIecharge 2-4 • 3 1Z

~1fer Meelia ICarEt L1IIIestQ1e 3 10 30

011 Medla Sand 2 9 18

opography 0+2\ 1 10 10

,.pact vadon Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

yeSraul1c Collcluctivlty 2000+ 3 10 30

_tie 1nclex 115
L...-..

ISETTING ,,:~ SW&-rp GPI:RAL

nATUIIE IWIGE ~IGRT ItA'l'ING NUllIEII

~pth to water 100+ S 1 5

"et Recharge\ 0-. • 1 4

~1fer Meella lCarat L1IIIestale 3 10 30

lJ011 Medla RlC:k 2 2 4

ropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 lC 10

,.pact Vadon lone S1lt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c COneluctiv1ty 2000+ 3 10 30

DnlSt1e 1JdeK -!:-

~£TTING 11C6 S"""P G£NEIlAI.

FEATUIIE IWIGE IIEIGHT ItATING NIlHllER

epth to Water 50+75 5 3 15

~et lIecharge 0-2 • 1 4

~ulfer Meella lCarat L1IIIester.e 3 10 30

lioll Meella RlC:k 2 2 4

rOpography 0+2\ 1 10 10 \

It-Paet VaeSo.. tone Sllt/Clay 5 2 10

~yclraul1c ConeSuctivltl 2000+ 3 1Q 30

Dr_tie 1JIcloo< 103
:..--



ETTING lie,; 5-,;0. ~ GENERAL

FEATURE JlANGE lrEIGHT RATING NUMBEII

peptb to lIater 50-75 5 3 \S

et Recbarqe 7-\0 ~ 8 32

~1f..r Medla Karst Linestclle 3 10 30

SOl1 *d18 !'Uck 2 2 4

Iropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone S>.lt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c Conduct1v1tl 2000- 3 \e 30

Drastic In5eK .....m...

SJ::TTlNG '1C8 SW'a."':"~ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

epth to Water lOa. 5 1 5

et Recharge 7-\0 ~ 8 32

~u1ter Illedla Karst L:u...stone 3 10 30

all H..<lla fllck 2 2 •
opography 0-2. 1 10 10

lllPact Vadoee Zone Silt/CIa,. 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c Conductiv1t\ 2000- 3 10 30

Drut1c Index a-llL..

ISETTING \ lC9 SWOIIl' GENERAL

rEATURE RANGE jwEIGIlT RATING NIllIIlER

~pth to lIater 30-50 5 5 25

~et Recharge 7-10 ~ 8 32

"""1fer llled18 Karst LiJrestone 3 10 30

S011 Hedla ~u,k 2 2 ~

1r0poqraPhy D-2O 1 10 10

..pact Vadose Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductlv1ty 2000- 3 10 30

Dratietndex~

ETTiNG 1"C'O SWOIIl' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IrEIGHT RATING NU!IJIER

Depth to Water 3C-5J 5 5 25

et Recharge 7-10 ~ 8 J2

qU1fer Medla Karst LiJresta'le 3 10 30

oU lledla sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy D-2. 1 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone S>.lt/Clay 5 2 10

ydraul1c ConducUvlt~ 2000+ 3 10 30'

Drastic Index~
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.,-rING llell SWanF GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATiNG NIllIIlER

IlePth to ".tel' 5D-75 5 3 15

~et 'IIecharqe 7-10 ~ 8 32

.....1fer Hecl18 J<arst L1Irlsta'le 3 10 30

~11 Hed1a Peat 2 8 16

opoqraphy 0-21 I 10 10

i~t Vado.. Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~",rau11c Conductlvlty 2000. 3 10 30.
DrMt1e In5eK~

ETTING '1C12 Swa.'"'F GENERAL

I'EATURt RANGE jlrElGHT RATING NlIMBER

P.,.tt. to lIater 50-75 5 3 15

at lIacharqe 4-7 ~ 6 24

~1ff!1' lledla JCarSt L.lmestQ>e 3 10 30

aU M..d18 sand 2 9 18

Iropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

..pact Vado.. ZOne SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c ConducUvlty 2000- 3 10 30

,Drastic In5eK 137
I.--..

J;ETTING I1CI3S_ GENERAL

PEATVRJ:: RANGE /l'tlC"H'l' RATlIlG NUMBER

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 IS

"et Recharqe 4-7 ~ 8 24

,"",u1fer Media Karst LiJrestone 3 10 30

~Ol1 He<l1a Peat 2 8 16

opoqraphy 0-21 1 Il 10 I

..pact Vadose Zone BUt/Clay 5 2 10

~)'4r.ulic Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drutic In5eK~

~ETTING l1C' 4 &wanf:' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE jNEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to lIater 30-50 5 5 25

~et Reebuqe 4-7 • 6 24

"""'1fer Medla J<arst UlDestQ>e 3 10 30

!sou IIodla Peat 2 8 16

lropograPhy 0-21 1 10 10

"'Pact Vadose Zone BUt/Clay 5 2 10

.ydraul1c Conduct1vlt) 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic In5eK 145-



/OETTING nelS SwaI"'F GENEIU\L

FEATURE aAIlGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 30-50 S 5 2S

~et lIecharge 4-7 • 6 24

!\quifer Media J(arst t,!mestale 3 10 30

011 Meelia Sand 2 , ,.
opQ9raphy 0-2' I 10 10

mpact Vadoae Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

Draat1c IIllIIoc 14i
I---

~ETTING 11C16 SWBll'f' GEIIEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE jlrEIGRT RATING NUMBER

~epth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

~et lIecharge 4-7 • 6 24

"-quifer Media !<arst l.1mestale 3 10 30

~011 Media IlX:k 2 2 •
°P09raphy 0-2' I 10 10 .
..pact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

Dr_tic Index 133-
~ETTING 1'('1'7 Swa.~ GEIIEIU\L

FEATURE ""NGE jlrEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water ,t;_.~

S 7 35

~et Recharge 4-~ • 6 24

"quifer Media Karst L1nestooe 3 10 30

~011 M.dia Sand 2 , 1.

IrOpQ9raphy 0-2\ I 10 10

.pact Vadose Zone S1lt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

Dr_tic Index 157-
ETTING 11CH Swa.,: GENEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE ~IGHT RATING ..lIMBER

Ilepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et lIec har9 e 4-7 • 6 24

"quif.r Media l<arst t,1Ilestone 3 10 JO

~011 Media 'nUn or Absent 2 10 JO

lropo9raphy C~2' I 10 10

mpact V.dole Zone Silt/Cla,' 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

_tic Index 214

------

~IIIG l1Cl, Swar.F GEIIEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE ~IGHT RATING _Ell

hpth to. Water 10!}> S I 5

llet Ilec:harge 2-4 • 3 12

~if.r Neelia It£st t,1Ilestale 3 10 30

loll Heelia IlX:k 2 2 4

roJI09raphy 0-2' I 10 10

....ct Vadon Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~.ulic Conductivity 200!}> 3 10 30

Draat1c Index 101-
ETTING l1C20 S~ GENEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE IlEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 100- 5 I 5

~et llecharge 2-4 • 3 12

"""ifer Media J(arst l.1mestone 3 10 30

11011 M.dia Sh and/or l'tqg. Clay 2 7 14

OpQ9raphy 0-2\ I 10 10

lIPact Vadoae Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000. 3 10 30

DrMt1c Index 121
'---

ETTING 11C21 Swanp GENEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE jlrEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 100- S 1 5

et Recharge 0-2 • I 4

~u1fer Media J<arst L1lneStone 3 10 30

5011 Media Sand 2 9 18

fopo9raphy 0-2' I 10 10

mpect Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

ydraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

Drastic Index 107
'----

~ETTING 11C22 Swarrp GENEIU\L

FEATURE IIAIIGE NEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 100- S I 5

~et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

"qu1fer Media J(arst L1neSta1e 3 10 30

.011 Media Peat 2 8 16

°po9raph) 0-2' 1 10 10

mpact Vac!cae Zone Sut/Clay 5 2 10

~ydrac;Ic Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

Draat1c Index~
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!sE'l'TINC l1C23 S~ GENERAL

FEATURE lANCE !eIGHT RATING NtlMBI:R

~pth to liater "00+ 5 I 5

~et Rechuqe 0-2 « I 4

~u1fer Media Karst L1IIesta>e 3 10 JO

!s011 Madia Peat 2 8 16

IrOPQ9uphy 0-2' I 10 10

..pact VadoBe Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c Conduct1v1t, 2000+ 3 10 30

_t1c Inaooc~

~ETTING I1C24 Swa:,: GENERAL

FEATURE lANGE ~IGBT RATING NUMBER

epth to liater 50-7S 5 3 IS

et lIachuqe 10+ 4 9 36

~u1fer Media Rarst Llllesta>e 3 10 30

011 Media 5arxl 2 9 18

OPQ9raphy 0-2\ I 10 10

lIIPact VadoBe Zone SUtIClay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c ConducUvity 2000+ 3 10 30

~.t1c Inaooc 149-
~EnING 1'\C25 Swat GENERAL

FEATURE lANGE ~IGBT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Watar 50-7S 5 3 15

~et lIa"harqe 10- 4 9 36

I'qu1ter Med1. Rust Llllestene 3 10 30

~011 Media Peat 2 8 16

OPQ9Uphy 0-2\ I 10 10

lIIPact VadoBe Zone Sllt/Clay 5 2 10

ydrau11c COnduct1v1tj 2000+ 3 10 30

_t1c lIIIlex~

~ETTING IIC265"""F GENERAL

FEATURE lANGE !eIGHT RATING NllMIItR

~epth to Water 50-75 5 3 IS

~at lIacharqe 4-; 4 6 24

l'9u1far Madia Xarst L1nestone 3 10 30

~011 Media ""'k 2 2 4

lroPQ9uphy 0-2' I 10 10

lIIPact Vadoae Zone I SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~yduul1c COndu"t1V1t~ 2000+ :I 10 30

~ut1c_
123

'---
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IarrrING nC" SWlIlIi' GtNERAL

FEATURE RAIlGE !-tIGHT RATING NllMIIER

PePth to liater 100+ 5 I 5

llet lIecharqe 10- « 9 36

~1far Media Karst Llllesto!le 3 '0 30

~11 Madia Peat 2 8 16

opoc;rraphy 0-2' I 10 '0

~t VadoBe Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

yeraul1c Conductivity 2000- 3 10 30

_tic lIIIlex 137----
~NG l1C2B S....,., Gl:I'ERAL

FUTURE RAIlG! ~IGB'1' RATING NllMII!R

llePth to Water 100+ 5 , 5

IIet Ilecharqe 4-7 4 6 24

qu1fer Media Rust Llllestcme 3 10 30

~11 Media 5arxl 2 9 18

oPQ9raphy 0-2\ I 10 10

lIIPact VadOBe Zone BUt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c ConducUv1ty 2000-. 3 10 30

Ilt"utic lIIIlex 127-
~ETTING "C2; Swa.~ GENERAL

FEATURE RAIlGE ~IGHT RATING NllMII£R

Depth to Water 50-75 5 3 IS

~et Ilecharqe 2-4 4 3 12

~U1f.r Media Xm-E~ :'l.-estC~.C 3 10 30

~01l Med1. ""'k 2 2 4

lroPQ9raphy 0-2\ I 10 10

lIIPact VadoBe Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 '0

~Ydraul1c ConducUv1tl 2000+ 3 '0 30

Ilt"utic lIIIlex ",
l---

!sETTING "C30 SWlII'i' GtNERAL

FEATURE RAIlGt IwtIGHT RATING NllMIIER

Pepth ~o W.ter 50-75 5 3 '5

et lIecharq. 2-4 4 3 '2

qu1far Media Karst Llllestone 3 '0 30

011 Media Sh anclIar 119\;. Clay 2 7 14

OPQ9raphy 0-21 I '0 10
f

lIIPa"t Vado•• lone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Ilt"utic lIIIlex 12'
l---

- -- -------- -----------
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IsETTING I1C31 Swanp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NllMBElt

!:>epth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et RecharIJe 2~4 4 3 12

,..qu1fer Media Karst Linesto:1e 3 10 30

1s0U Media Sand 2 9 18

opoqraphy 0-2. I 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~YdrauHc Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic: IIdex 125
&...--

IsETTING '1C32 Swa.--;: GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwtIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

~et RecharIJe 2-4 4 3 12

~uifer Media Karst L1Jtestone 3 10 30

~011 Media Peat 2 8 16

Iropoqraphy 0--2. 1 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraulic Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drut1c: IIdex 123-
ETTING l1C33 SwaT GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

08pth to Water 100+ 5 1 5

et RecharIJe 4-j 4 6 24

qU1fer Media Karst Limestone 3 10 30

011 Madia It.lck 2 2 4

opoqraphy 0-2. 1 10 10

mpeet Vadose Zone S1lt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraul1c Conductivity 2000. 3 10 30

Draatic: IIdex 113
'-----

ETTING 11C34 S"a."1' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwtIGHT RATING NIIIIER

bepth to water 100. 5 1 5

et RecharIJe 10. 4 9 :16

quifer Media Karst L~to'1f' 3 10 3D

011 Media Ib:k 2 2 4

Iropoqraphy 0-2\ I 10 10

..pact Vado.. Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydrau11c Conductiv1ty 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic: IIdex
125-

IIn'rING 11C35 Swar:p GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !nIGHT RATING IIUIIIIER

~pth to Water 100. 5 1 5

~et RecharIJe 10+ 4 9 36

~1fer Media Karst Limestone 3 10 30

IoU Media Sand 2 9 18

~raPhY 0-2. 1 10 10

il-ct Vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

lI,.sraulic Conductivitl 2000+ 3 10 30

Draat1c: IIdex 139
I---

JETTING l1C36 Swanp GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ilfEIGIIT RATING NUMBER

llepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

at RecharIJe 10+ 4 9 36

i'qu1fer Med ia Karst L1lnestone 3 10 30

oil Madia Ib:k 2 2 4

opoqraphy 0-2. I 10 10

apac t Vadose Zone Silt/Clay ~ 2 10

,.sraul1c Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Draat1c: IIdex 135-
IsETTING l1C37 S_ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE NEIGHT RATING NUMBER

PePth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

wet RecharIJe 4-7 4 6 24

~uifer Media llarst L1lnestme 3 10 30

~oU lIedia Sh .oo;or Aqg. Clay 2 7 14

Iropoqraphy 0-2. I 10 10

mpect vadose Zone Silt/Clay 5 2 10

Hydraulic Conductivitl 2000+ 3 10 30

Draatic: IIdex
133

l---

ETTING I lC3e Swa::t> GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

"et RecllarIJe 4-7 4 6 24

l'-qu1fer Media Karst L1lnestone 3 10 30

Joll Madia Sh .oo;or 1Iqq. Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-" I 10 10

apact Vado.. Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 1O

~ydrau11c Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic: IIdex 143
l---
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!sETTING l1CJ9 Swanp GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE ~IGHT RATING
_Ell

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

et Ilec:harqe 0-2 4 I 4

~utter Media ICarst IJmestale ) 10 •
!sOil Media Sand 2 t ,.
Iropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

IIIpac:t Vadoae Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~Ydraul1c: Conduc:Uvity 2000+ 3 10 •
Draatic: IIdex ,"L--

!sETTING l1C40 SwalT GENERAL

FEATURE IlANGE !wEIGHT RATING IllIIIER

Pepth to Water 100- S I S

~et Ilec:harqe 4-7 4 6 24

~tter Media ICarst L1mestene 3 10 30

oil Media Sh and/or 1tqg. Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIIpac:t Vadose ZOne SUt/Clay 5 2 10

ydraulic: Conduc:tivity 2000- 3 10 30

Drastic: IIdex 123
I---

!sETTING '1C41 S_ GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwtIGHT RATING Il1III8ER

pepth to Water 100- S 1 5

~et Rec:harqe 0-2 4 I 4

~ifer Media Karst LiJrestene 3 10 30

!soil Media Sh and/or 1tqg. Clay 2 7 ,.
Iropoqraphy 0-21 I 10 10

IIIpac:t Vadose Zone SUt/Clay 5 2 10

~ydraulic: Conduc:t1vity 2000+ 3 10 30

Draatic: IIdex 103
I-

ETTING 1'C42 S4~ GENERAL

nATURE 1IANGE iNEIGHT RATING _Ell

pepth to Water 50-75 5 3 15

Met Ilec:harqe 0-2 4 1 •
",quifer Media Karst L:urestone 3 10 )0

lSoil Media Sh and/or llqg. Clay 2 7 14

opoqraphy 0-21 I 10 10

IIIpac:t vadose Zone SUt/Clay S 2 10

~ydraul1c: Conduc:Uvit~ 2000- 3 10 30

Dr_tic: IIdex
113

L--
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APPENDIX I

MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO

Minidoka County, Idaho, lies within the Columbia Lava Plateau
ground-water region. The majority of the county is covered by thick
deposits of basalt resulting from numerous sequences of individual lava
flows. These igneous rocks are generally exposed throughout the northern
part of the county and are overlain by loess and alluvial deposits in the
central and southern sections of the'county, respectively. The DRASTIC
Index numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only. Computed
DRASTIC Index values range from 127 to 167.
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Figure 1-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Minidoka County, Idaho.
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COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAU

(3C) Hydraulically Connected Lava Flows

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, a thin sandy soil cover aDd a thick
sequence of successive lava flows which is irregularly
interbedded with thin unconsolidated deposits. The lava
beds are underlain by poorly peraeable bedrock of igneous,
.ediuntary or utamorphic origin. Ground water is obtalae4
primarily from the interflow zones coaprised of sequential,
thin, lava flows and related sedimentary deposits, cooling
fractures, lava tubes aDd minor atructural features. Water
levels are extremely variable but are typically deep. Well
yields .ay vary from low to eztremely high depending on the
characteristics of the underlyiug lava flows at s particular
aite. Ground-water recharge aay be appreciable because the
layers of lava are interconnected hydraulically. This
setting is characterized by' the deposita that occur in
southwestern Idaho (Snake River area), northern Nevada,
southeastern oregon and extreme northeastern California,
which are of Pliocene to Holocene age.

!sETTING 3 t'1 U~drallhcally CCIlnnctC'd I",tva FIClW!-i GENERAL

'EATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

PePth to W.ter tOO.. !> 1 5

~et Rech.rqe 0-2 • 1 4

~ulfer"Media o.'l~llit 3 10 30

1;0U Medl. ThIn or Al.6(>nt 2 10 2U

opoqr.phy 2-6\ \ 9 9

II(>BCt V.dose Zone Qa!:;,alt !> 9 45

Mydr.ul1c Conductlvit~ 2000. J 10 )0

Dr....tiC Index~

••IIG 3 C2 lIydraul1cally COtlnoc.-tN ".'lV,] f'l~ GENERAL

'EATURE RANGE WEIG11'f RATING NUMBER

llepth to Water 100< !> 1 5

~t Rec:h.rqe 2-4 4 3 12

~ifer 'Me<.l1. l\,";,Jlt 3 10 30

lIou Media 'nun or ~nt 2 10 20

~nPhy 2-6\ 1 q 9

,..ct V.dose Zone B...m"lt !> 9 45

"Ydraul1c Conductivlt~ 2000+ 3 10 )0

llr....tiC 1_~

~E'l"I'lllG 3 C3 Hydrauhcally Connce'''\ l.ava flew.; GENERAL

'EATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

llept.. t.o W.ter 100+ !> 1 5

~t Rec:h.rqe 0-2 • 1 4

quHer'Medl. D.'Ii:iil]t J 10 30

SoU Medl. Silty InaI1I 2 4 8

·opoqraphy 2-6\ \ 9 9

....ct V.dose Zone Basalt !> 9 45

"ydr.ul1c Conductivlt 2000. ) 10 )0

• llr....tiC 1_~...
~E'l"I'ING 3 C4 Uydraulically Connoctm T...'lva Fl~ GENERAL

"£ATtIRE IIANGE ~EIGII'r ,,"UNG HUMIlt:R

Pepth to tlIater 100+ !> 1 5

rq,t aech.rqe 0-2 4 1 4

~uj(er 'Me<.lia J\..'lsalt ) 10 )0

Sol1 Media Sdty fOUll 2 4 8 i

I.opoqr.phy 6-12' 1 5 5

....ct Vadose 10ne aZlsalt ~ 9 45

~Ydral1l1c conductlv1t1 2000+ 1 10 30

DrastiC IndeX~

I;E'l"I'ING J C5 Hydraul1cally Connected L.wa Flo-., GEHEIl"L

t'EATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 100+ !> 1 5

liet RecharlJe 0-2 4 1 4

~u1fer '"",U. tk"lSnlt J 10 )0

5011 Med!a Sllty IDOl\\ 2 4 8

"opoqr.phy 0-2\ 1 10 10

....ct V.dose Zone Basalt !> 8 40

~r.ul1c Conductivn' 2000. ] 10 3U

DrastiC IndeX 127
L---
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~ETTING 3 C6 lIytirallhcnl1y t:onncrt('rtl I..wa FlOW"; GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMaER

!>epth to Water 100' 5 1 5

Net Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

~uifer 'Media Da.,<1lt 3 10 30

~OU Media Silty l.<>am 2 4 8

Iropoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9

lIpact Vadose Zone Basalt 5 8 40

~Ydraulic Conductlvlly 2oo0t 3 10 30

Drastic 1_ L.-llL-

SETTING 3 C7 Hyl:lraulically comccWd Lova n""", GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMaER

Pepth to Water 100' 5 1 5

!fet Recharqe 4-7 4 6 24

~uHe.r'Medla Ba.C;<llt 3 10 30

SOU Media Silty t..ocJm 2 4 8

opoqraphy 2-61 1 9 9

lIpac t Vadose Zone fkl!ialt 5 8 40

Hydraul1c COnducllV1ty 2000' 1 10 30

DrasUc~~

SETTING 3 C8 lIyl:lraulically Conn<'Ctm Lava FI""", GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water lOOt 5 1 5

~et Recharqe 0-2 4 1 4

~uHer 'Media Ba"i.J)t 1 10 30

oU Medla Silty 1.o."IIn 2 4 8

"opoqraPhy 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIpact Vadose Zone Ba"~l1t 5 9 45

Hydraulic Conductlv'ly 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic 1_ L-2E-

I;ETTING 3 cg lIydraulically connocted Lava FI""", GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUM8ER

~pth to Water lOOt 5 1 5

et Rec:harqe 7-10 4 8 32

~'1uHer 'Medla nasult 3 10 30

SOU Media Sllty Ularn 2 4 8

1r0poqr.PhY 2-61 1 9 9

....ct Vadose Zone Ba .all 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc Conductlv.ty 2000' 1 10 30

Drastic 1_
~

~11Kl 3 CIO Hyl:lraulically CQlllXlCt,,] l.ava Flows GeNERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING HUMBER

~th ~o lI.ter lOOt 5 1 5

~t Rech.rqe 7-10 4 8 32

"""Her 'Media Ba.c;alt 1 I 10 30

8011 _ia Silty"""'" 2 4 8

'opoqr.phy 6-121 1 5 5

~llP8Ct V.d08e Zone B.1salt 5 8 40

~Vdraulic ConductIvity 2000+ 1 10 30

Drastic~~

_ETTIIKl 3 Cl1 HydraulIcally Comcctro l ...va 1'1016 GENERAL

PBATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUNBER

IIepth to lIater lOOt 5 1 5

et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~uHer'Medla B."lSalt 1 10 30

;oU Medi. Sandy ]DIll. 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-61 I 9 9

lIPac t Vadose Zone Dimalt 5 8 40

~Vdraul1c Conductiv1ty 2000+ 1 10 30
_.

Drastic~~4-

~ETTING J C12 If)dTaulJ.c~"llly L'OflIlf'CtCl'l lava t'lGolS GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 100' 5 1 5

Net ltechArqe' lOt 4 9 36

~uHer 'Media Basalt 1 10 30

SOU MedIa Silty tLt.:"lm 2 4 8

ropoqraphy 2-6' 1 9 9

IlP8Ct Vadose Zone Basalt 5 8 40

~ydraullc Conductivity 2000' 3 10 30

Drastic 1_ --!aL-
~- ---

~ING 3 Cll lIyl:lraulically connected t.wa Flo"s GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGH? RATING NUMBER

,,",Pth to lIater 75-100 S 2 10

!let RechArqe lOt 4 9 36

/lquUer'Media Basalt 1 10 30

~U Medl. sandy 10Ilm 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-61 I 9 9

IIPsct Vadose Zone Basalt 5 8 40

~ydr.ullc Conductlvlt~ 2000t 1 10 30

Drastic 1_
~
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ETTING 3 C14 Hydraulically Conn"cted I...". Fl""," GENERAL ~&IIG J G2 River Alluvium GllNEIlAL

PEA'l'URE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER nA'l'UR! RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

!lepth to Water lOOt S 1 5 ~h to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et Recharqe 4-1 4 6 24 ~t IItlcharlje 1()+ 4 9 J6

~lIHer 'Hed1a flc.1salt 3 10 JO """'Her'He<l1a sam and Gravel 3 7 21

~U MedIa Sandy !Dam 2 6 12 jIou MedIa 5aMy Loam 2 6 12

ropoqraphy 2-6\ 1 9 9 ~r.....y 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIpact Vadose Zone Basalt 5 8 40 -...ct Vadose Zone S5G w/sig Sdt , Clay S 6 30

~ydralllic CondllctIv't~ 2oo()+ 3 10 JO ~r..l1c ConductivIl) 300-100 3 4 12

or_tic Index ---.llL Dr....tic Index~

COLUMBIA LAVA PLATEAU

(3G) liver Allllvium

Thi. hydroaeoloaic aettina is characterized by low
topoaraphy and deposits of alluvium alona parts of valley
atre~&. The alluvium yields amall to aoderate auppliea of
around water. Water i. obtained from .and and aravel layer.
which are interbedded with finer-arained alluvial depoaita;
tbe.e are u.ually in direct hydraulic contact with the
atream. Water levels are extr..ely variable but are
c~nly aoderately ahallow. Although precipitation ia low,
recharae is aianiHcant due to the low topoaraphy and sandy
loam 80il COVer. The alluvium ia underlain by aedimentary
or ianeous bedrock which mayor say not be in direct
hydraulic connection with the overlyina alluvial deposits.

~ETTING 3 G1 RIver AllUVIum GENERAL

FEA'l'URE RANGE "£IGHT RATING NlJHBER

~pth to Water 15-30 S 7 35

Met Rechar'le 1()+ 4 9 16

I\qllHer 'He<lIa Sand and GrBY<'"1 3 7 21

SOU Hadia Silty I.oa/ll 2 4 8

ropoqraphy 0-2\ 1 10 10

lIpact Vadoae Zone s.c w/sIq Sdt , Clay 5 6 JO

Hydraulic COnducl1vlty 300-700 3 4 12

or....tic Index~

FETTIIIG J G3 River Alluvium GENERAL

ftATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUHBER

~ll 110 Water 15-30 S 7 35

~t Recharqe 1()+ 4 9 J6

,,",uIfer'Media sam and Gravel 3 7 21

~U He,:I1a LOam 2 5 10

lropoqraPhy 0-2\ 1 10 10

'"Pact Vadose Zone S5G w/s1q Silt' Cloy 5 6 30

~ydrAUllc Conductlvily 300-100 3 4 12

"' or_tic Index~'I.

E!'!'ING 3 G4 RIver AlluvIum GEI,ERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RAT.NG NUMBER

!lepth to Watet 5-1S 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 1()+ 4 9 36

~lIHer 'Me<lla Sand and Grave! 3 7 21

FaU Med1a Sandy IDi1IIl 2 6 12

opoqraphy 0-2\ , 10 10

lIpACt Vadose Zone s.c wl.si9 S'lt , Clay 5 6 30

~ydrauIIc CondllCtI"l'y 300-700 3 4 12

or....tic Index c.-.lli-
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APPENDIX J

NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARE

New Castle County, Delaware, lies within the boundaries of two
ground-water regions which are separated by the Fall Line; the northern
area is within the Piedmont and Blue Ridge, while the remainder of the
county lies within the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain. Ground-water
resources in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge region of the county are derived
prima·rily from igneous and metamorphic rocks covered by variable
thicknesses of saprolite. Unconfined ground water accumulates in the
saproll te overlying the parent rock and often serves as a recharge source
for these aquifers. Although the saprolite is an easily developed
ground-water source, low yields and seasonal fluctuations typically lim! t
the development of this resource. Ground water in the underlying
igneous/metamorphic aquifer system provides small to moderate yields from
fractures and faults. Wells in the Hockessin-Yorklyn· and Pleasant Hill
Valleys underlain by a white marble formation have much higher yields. The
DRASTIC Index numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.
Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 114 to 194.
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•Figure J-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, New Castle County, Delaware.
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Index Sheet 8

SCALE IN MILES
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Index Sheet E

SCALE IN MILES
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PIEDMONT AND BLUE llllCE

CBA) Kountain Slopes

Thil hydroleololic aettiag II charaeteri&ed by Iteep alopes
on the aide of .ountalna, a thln aol1 coyer and fractured
bedrock. Ground vater 1a obtained priaar11y frOID the
fracturea in the bedrock whieh ..y be of aedi_ntary,
_taaorphlc or Ilneoua or1lin, but which 1a coaaonly
_Ul&Orphlc or laneolla'. The fractur.. provlde localhed
10llrcel of around vater IDd veIl ylelda are typlcally
l1a1tecl. Althoulh precipltetion 11 abllnclant, dlle to the
ateep alopes, thIn loll cover and 1..11 Itorale capaeity of
the frlctllrel, Tllnoff la a1anifieant and ground-water
recharle 1. only .oderate. Vater leyell are extremely
variable bllt are eoslllOnly deep.

~E'I"J'INC 8 1\.1 M.lltnt"nin Sl()J'(''; GENERAL
~

RANGf: ~EJGHT RATING NUMBERFEATURE

~pth to lIater 10;-30 S 7 J5

et Recharqe 10. • 9 J6

~ulfer 'HetlLa MM:il7lOTl'h1c/1"""",.< J J 9

~U MedLa !=;llty T.J),lm 2 4 8

~OpoqUPhY 17-18 1 J J

lIpact Vadose Zone Mt"'tilllnrph lelTqTlt'>QJ!=- 5 4 20

~ydraullc Conductlv.t~ 10D-1OO J 2 6

Dr...tIC Index~

~E'I"J'ING 8 1\2 fonlO t ..lin Sl"P"'" GENERAL

FEATURE RANGf: !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to lIater 5-1!) S 9 45

~et Recharge 10. • 9 36

~ulfer 'Hctl1a """tanr"'plu("/(CJlV'O.l~ J 3 q

IsoU Media ,""... 2 5 10

opoqraphy 12-1R , 3 3

oopact Vadose lone ~t,"Vtf'\rph1.c/lqfW"O.1c; 5 4 20

"ydrau lie Conduetiv>t.~ 100-300 J 4 12

DrastIC Index~

'UIlMONT AND BLUE RIDGE

('11) &eloH ttl

Tail hydrogeologic aetting ia charaeteri&ed by moderate to
low alopes covered by regolith and underlain by fraetured
~rock of Igneous, lecllmentary or aetaaorphic origin. The
relolith is typically clay-rich but may alao aerve aa a
eouree of ground vater for low-yield veIls. The regolith
faDctiona as a reaerYoir for ground-water recharle to the
~roek whieh la In direct hydraullc connection vith the
overlying regollth. The bedrock typically yields larger
aaounts of ground vater than the regolith when the well
tnterseets fractures In the bedrock.

~ETTJNG 8 [)1 "nqolll-h GENERAL

FEl'.TURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~Pth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~et Recharge 10. • 9 )r,

~U1rer "Media f>i\OO an<1 ("nwc1 3 G 1R

5011 Hedu ;'ilt.y Tn.'ufl 2 4 R

opography D-2 1 10 10

....ct Vadose Zone R&G w/~;ig. SIlt, Clay 5 5 25

~ydr.u11c Conductjvlly 70o--100f) J 6 18

DrastIC Index~

E'l"J'ING 8 1)2 Rf'(l" 111 h GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT Rl'.,·ING NUHBER

Depth to lIater 5-'~) 5 9 45

Net Recharge 10+ 4 9 36

",",uifer ·'Hetl.a Mot""orpuc/J'lTlCOUS J 3 9

~11 Hed ... Silty JA'lm 2 4 8

opography 0-7 1 10 10

lIpact Vadose Zone ""t"""'"PhlC/Jqn<'OUS 5 2 10

~ydr.ulic Conduct1vlt~ 100-300 J 2 G

DrastIC Index~
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~ETTINC B DJ Rr<1Ollth GENERAL

FEATURE IU\NGE ~EIGHT RATING NlIMBER

I:>epth to Water 0-'; S 10 SO

~et Recharqe 10' • 9 J6

~qu.fer'Medla
Metrnmrplu(O;lqTl('(Als J 3 9

15011 Med'a r,llty l,cl<"'" 2 ~ 8

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

-s>.ct Vadose Zone MPt'lllOrphlJ:/Iqnews S 2 10

~ydr.ullc Conduct.v.ty 10D-300 J 2 6

DratlC Index 129
l---

IR'nIIlC R In Hf'f'ff1'lth GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGIM' RATING NlIMBER

~.. to Mater 15-)0 S 7 35

~t Ilecharqe 10+ • 9 36

~ulfer"Hed!c1 p,rt:wrorphic-/JC1T'K"OU<; J 3 "

11011 _'l1a Silty TIWlI 2 4 8

OfOO9raphy 6-12 1 5 5

~.....t Vadose Zone Metaoorphic/lqnco.Js S 4 20

~ydrAUllc Conductlv.t~ 100-300 J 2 6

DrastlC Index 11"
l----

.._-
~ETTING R D4 J?roqoJ lth GENERAL

FEATURE IU\NGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to M.ter 15-10 S 7 35

!'let Rech.rqe 10< • 9 36

~uifer ·'Mcdla Mr>t: rurorpillC/ tq1'1f"OUS J 3 9

oU Med.a SIlty ''',.Jill 2 4 8

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

-s>.ct Vadose Zone MPtMOrphic/I~JS S 2 10

~ydr.ullc Conduct.v.ty 100-300 J 2 6

DratlC Index~

_nTIIIC 8 08 Jl(>qol it.h GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pt" to M.ter 15-30 5 7 35

llet lecharqe 10< • 9 3r.

~ulfer IMell1a ""taoorphlc/I'l'1"Ol'" J 1 9

~U Med ... S.lty lOal1l 2. 4 8

OfOO9r.phy 2-6 I 9 9

~lIPact Vadose Zone Hetmorphlc/lqnrous S 4 20

~ydraullc Conducti~.t~ 100-300 J 2 6

DrastIC 1_~

\

~nTING 8 D9 Rf'qOllt 11 GENERAL

FEATURF RANGE "'EIGHT RATING NUMBER

f'epth to Mater 5-15 5 9 45

Net Recharqe 10' • 9 36

~ulfer IHec.ha Metm=phic/Iql1('Ol's 1 3 9

~u Med.a I"""" 2 5 10

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

...,t Vadose Zone Ml>tanDrph1c/t'1MO-lR S 4 20

~ydr.uI.c Conductlv~t] 100-100 J 2 6

-,
135Drastic Index
~

ETTING 8 1)10 R("'rJllllth GENERAL

FEATURE IU\NGt: IwEIGNT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-15 S 9 4';

Itet Recharqe 10+ • 9 36

~u11er,lHedla MetilllOt'phlc/tgnrous J 3 9

I;ou Media I""'" 2 5 10

opoqraphy 6-12 1 5 "

.....ct Vadose Zone !t>tillTOrphtc/I"""""" 5 4 20

~ydraU)lc Conductlvlt~ 100-100 J 2 6
,

Drastic Index~

IsETTING 81)(, Rt"'qOllth GENERAL

FUTURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water 5-15 S 9 45

~et Rech.rqe 10+ • 9 36

"qu.fer'Med.a Mr>tivTl.lrphic/ T(Jl)f'Ol.IS J 3 9

~U Med.a Silty t.f1<lPl 2 4 8

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

_p.ct Vadose Zone Metarrorphic/T'lJ')("OlS S 4 20

~ydr.ulIC Conductlv.t~ 100-300 1 2 6

DrastIC Index lJ3
L.---

~ETTJNC 8 O!"l 1lMf't1 Hit GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 5-'~ S 9 45

et Rech.rqe 10/ • 9 36

~ulfer""ed1a MPtanorphh: / 1qnf"'()lJs J 3 9

Ql1 Med.a Silty 1/)"", 2 4 8

opoqraphy 0-2 I 10 10
m~

.pact V.dose Zone MPtantJrptllC/Jrytlr<Jl1!'l S 4 70

~Ydr.ullc Conductivity 100-)00 J 2 6

Drastic Index~
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FETTING 8 011 Rf>qoht"h GENERAL

FEATURE UIlGE IlEIGHT RATING H'-FR

~pth to lIat"r 15-30 5 7 :IS

N"t Recl\arqe 10+ • 9 J6

I\'lIlUer 'Media ~~......,..p,lc/I"""""s ) J ,
~H Med.a I"""" 2 5 '0

lropoqrapIly 2-6 I 9 ,
...aet Vadose Zone _anorphlc/Iqneoos 5 4 Jll

ydraultc Conductlvlt~ lOO-JOO 3 2 "
er_t>e 1_ 125-- - ~- -

FETTING 8 n17 ~"'l1th GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIE1GIlT RA'rING NUMBER

P"pth to lIater 15-JO 5 7 3S

Net Rec:harqe 10+ • 9 3li

I\'IIIU"r'Medla MPtMOr'phlC/lqtlE'CJl1S J J q

1;011 Media I.Oilm 2 S 10

Iropoqraphy 6-12 I S 5

...act Vados" Zone Mr-t;mY"n-ph1c/Tqnf:'O.ts 5 4 20

~ydraul1c Conductivity 100-JOO 3 2 6

eruttc 1_ .....E..!-.

.ETTING 8 (1) Rmol ith GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING HUMBER

Pepth to lIat"r e:,-1'\ 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 1O. 4 q J6

~uirer "Melita ~t .",rorphk/TtlflPQUS 3 5 15

FoH Med.a 101'1\\ 2 6 12

opoqraplly 6-12 I ., .,

.pact Vadose Zone f.rt ",""..plnc/ IQJ1O'OOS 5 8 40

~ydraullc COndUctiVIty 1000-2000 3 8 24

Drast>e 1_ -2I!-.

ETTING 8 014 ~'llth
GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT IIATING NUMBER

Depth to lIat"r ';-1'3 5 9 45

Net Rec:harqe 1(1+ 4 9 16

~quH"r 'Metlla M<"tiU'Orphlc/lqnPOlL< 3
., IS

~H Med.a r""... 2 6 12

opoqraplW 2-() I q 9

.pact Vadose 'tone Mr-tam:wphic/lqnecus 5 8 40

~ydraullc ConduCtlVlt' 1000-200" 3 8 24

Dr_ttc 1_ 181
I..----

Ano\IlTIC AND GULf COASTAL PLAIN

(IQAb) Unconlolidated , Seai-Consolidated Sballow Surficial
~1I1fer

1'!a aettlD& ia very aiailBr to (lOAa) Confined legional
~uifera except tMt the principal aquifer ia tbe ahallow
aurficial depoaitB which aerYe as a local aource of ¥ater
lad typically provide recharl" for the regional aquifer.
"ter h obtainee! fr_ tbe aur£ic:ial aand and gravel whicb
"y ... aeparated fr_ the underlying regional aquifer by a
_afiDiD& layer. !bh conf1nlD& leyer typically -leaks
pr09iding recher,e to the deeper zones. Surficial depoaita
are ..ndy lo.s. Water levels tend to be quite aballow,
....c:i81ly near tbe coaat. Precipitation is abundant and
wacharle to the ground vater ia high. Theae deposits are
..ry vulnerable to ground-vater pollution due to thelr
.._able nature.

F.TTING 11) /\h1 lIrr.OlN">1Jdiltm , SPr!ll'··COI';(lJ l";"ltcYt GENERAL
~h,)no.i 5l1rflc-l<l1 hnllff'T

FF.ATURF: RANGE Wr;IGHT RATINr. NUMOFR

llepth to Water r;-1'l 5 9 45

~et Recharqe In. 4 q Jr,

~Ul(er "Medla Sam a1'lll ('~.Wf'l ) 8 74

011 MedIa S<VVly 10.1m 2 (. 12

opoqraphy 0-2 I In 10

~act Vadose Zone sam. llM ('''''uvpl 5 B 40

Hydraulic Conduct,vlty 1OOQ-2ono J B 74

DrasUc Index~

ETTING 10 l\h2 t!n<.', 1H':J'"\lld,\tntl I. ~l--eon'..(lllf'ilt(\l( GENERAL
r.h"lIOil ~~llrrlcl.,l Aa!,liff't"

Fr;ATURF: RANGE ",EIGIIT R1ITlNG NUMDFR

Pepth to Water 5-15 5 q 45

Net Recharqe 10. • " 1r.

~quifer ,'Media ::;,1fd ann (;ravc'l 3 8 24

011 Media Silty roam 2 4 8

1r0poqUPhY 0-2 I 10 10

_pact VllJdose Zone ::>o'lnrl aM Gr,w"'l 5 8 40

~ydrauUc Conducllvlty 1000-2000 3 8 74

Drastic Index~
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~ETTJNG 1Il 1\" Unt"nn'.oUQdtm • Sonl-Con ,oll!i<ltC'fl
CENE~AL

SI,,"11ow :;urflciitl 1'Iatliff"r

FEATURE IlANCE WEICHT ~A'I'lNG NUMBFR

Pepth to 'later 1~-30 S 7 J~

~et Recharqe 10. • 9 y,

quifer,oMedia SIlOd Arrl C,r.lV('l 3 8 24

011 Media 51lty f.D."1l11 2 4 8

opoqraphy 2-6 I 9 9

oopac t Vadose Zone :;Mrl mrl Gr,wf'l S 8 40

Nydraullc Conductivlty 1000-201)() 3 8 24

Drastic Index~

ETTINC '0 "14 tTl' qn:.olLdatm " 5ml1-("'"on~()11cliltro CENERAL
EIt.I"n~· F,,·.~l lInI"r"r

FEATURf. RANG~' ",EICHT RATING NUMOF.R

Pepth to Water 30-~0 S ~ 25

Net Recharqe 10. • q 36

~quH ..r ·'M"dia ~mvl iln:l rot ,",Vf'l J R 24

~01l Media ~l]ty J.n.1fl1 2 4 8

opoqraphy 0-1 1 '" 10

..pact Vadose Zone 5.1nrl anc1 ()t'.wn1 S 8 40

~ydraullc conductivity l00o-Z000 3 8 24

Drastic Index 167
~

~£TTJNC 10 AI~ IhR"Qo';"\] JrJat('lr"r " SAni""("llI'IW] ,.1.,tPr]
Ct:NEIIAL~;h, II low ~~lIrtt{ 1<11 flauif f't"

FEIITUR~: RIINGF' W£lCHT RATING HUMIW~

Ilepth to \Flater 1t;-JO S 7 ",
~et Recharqe 10. • 9 'l4;

"quH"r ·'M"dia S<!nd and Gr,lVPI 3 8 24

5011 MedlS :;llty '.0.,1\1 2 4 8

I'opoqraphy 6-12 1 ~ ~

oopac: t Vadose Zone sam ann GrilVr-1 5 8 40

ttydr4tultc Condoclh'lly 1000-]00n J 8 24

Drastic IndeJ< 172
L---

~ETTINC 10 1\1i'i 1ftI" "I',f») JtJat,."l , f>Nlll'OI')'.l)Udiltf'<l
GENERALSh.. J1lnw ::iurfH"l,ll ""nllff"'T

FEIITURF RAHGf: "'EIGHT RATING HUMBf~

Pepth to Water 0_'") S 10 50

Net Reeharqe 10' 4 9 J(,

qUifer "Media ~illrl and <;, tV("l J 8 24

oil Media Silty '.ami 2 4 8

opoqraphy o-~ 1 10 10

...act Vadose Zone 5;mr-] Nit] r."',1",,1 S 8 40

Hydraulic: Conductiv 1 ty 1000-2(1(10 3 8 24

Drastic Index lq~

'---

janTllIC lU M7 ntlC"Ol'~~]ldilltM " St!ni-Com:olld;lh"vl GENERALSh,.,llO!tll' Surfic\i1) ~:rluff"r

FEATURE RANGI': "'EIGHT RIITING NUMorR

pepth to Water 5-11'", S 9 4'.

~et Recharq" 10< 4 q '6

~U1(er IMed ia $:wl ani r.r.lV('>1 3 8 24

~U ....dia Io<-.n 2 ~ 10

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

..,..,t Vadose Zone SiVlrl <'U"lO Gri'lVf'] 5 8 40

HydraulIc Conductivlt~ 10no-2000 J 8 24

Drastic Index~

ETTINC o Ar6 lhlCon~ohdiltNl " r..mU-<'DIl~lld,ltr>d CENERAL
f;h<,11(~ f;urflCl.-.l AauH<'r

F£ATUIIF. RIINGt: WF;lGHT RATING NUMIlFR

Ilepth to Water 0-1", S 10 50

~et Recharge 10' • " 16

"'quifer'Medld t=iand ;m-l r.rmff"l J 8 24

~oil Media In".. 2 ~ 10

opoqraphy 0-2 1 10 1f1

....ct Vadose Zone Sand ."lnd Gr,lVl"'l S 8 4ll

~ydraul1c ConducUVlt 10011-20011 ) 8 24

Drastic Irlde><~

~ETTING
'0 1\l1J lh-n'I' ,ol1datro , ~ll-('I)n'.{) lol,lh1ti GENERALf;hnllow $nrflCllil !\QUlrr-r

FEATuRE RANGF' ~EIGHT RATING HUMIlF'R

Pepth to lIaUr 5-1:. S q 4'

~et Recharqe 10. 4 9 36

~Ulfer ,'Media Sanf' ""h" r.r<lW'l 3 6 18

Sou Medu T.o.,m 2 '. 10

I'opoqraphy 0-, , 10 10

....,t Vadose Zone Smrl iIJ101 (;1 ,WI"'1 5 ~ 30

~ydr.ultc Conductivity JOO-7nn J 4 17

DrastIc Indelc 1(,1----
ETTING 10 Ab10 I10"",, In,,n} Wiltnl &- !iNTll-('OIl' e'lld.ltnl

C~NERAL,.1. ,)1"" 5 "r,,· .,1 II"... "

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMIlFR

Ilepth to \Flater r)-l~l S .. 4'·

"et lI:echArCje 10' • 'J 1(,

~Ul"er""edia s.."'\ln in)'! (~l ;\W"l J (, lR

r>oll Media <'lay lnlm 2 I r,

~raphy 0-2 1 In 10

..act VadOse Zone Sitn 1 ilrri r.r lW"1 S " 3n

~rdraullc Conductlvlt~ 1ot)-lOn J 4 "
Drastic 1ndeJ< 1")"/-
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~ETTING 10 I\h11 1l1ll:'"('In~Uflatro J. ~'f/11-(·on';oll.11t~j GENERALco. .n, ,c. _<. A".. ifn<

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGIIT RATING NUM8ER

Depth to Water 0-'. 5 10 50

!let RecharlJe 10' • q J6

i\quifer "Medla S."f'I(1 anr1 lori'M'"1 ) 6 1~ I

SOil Media Clay rn."1I1l 2 , 6

opoqraphy 0-7 1 10 10

oopact Vadose Zone Smvl t\ll<l (~, .Wl"'l 5 6 JII

~ydraulic Conductlv.ty lon-Joo ) 4 12

Dratlc 1_~

~ETTING 10 I\b12 UI"K·on....o} ldiltf>fi " So1I1~C;oll~ittai GENER"L
~hnl1~ <.o<,,~, "-

FEATURE MIlGE IoIEICHT RATING NUMBfR

Depth to lIater o_r, 5 10 50

Net RecharlJe tn· • q J6

"qulfer 'Ned.a Salkl .'VY1 r;,-.1VP) ) 6 18

~1l.Media S;mdy l(\lm 2 (. 12

ropoqraphy 0-2 \ 10 10

oopact Vadose Zone Saorl nlld \0, flVl"'] 5 6 30

~ydraullc Conductivity 1OO-7on ) 4 12

Dr_tiC 1_~

~ETTING
11) 1\1113 (fn('(>r;OOlldD~~l Ir s"nJ ... ·'lTl·,ol'd,'tPd GENERAL

flh"l1ow SUTf1.('.lal h,lllf.',

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBI:R

~pth to lIater 5-1') 5 " 45

Net Recharqe 10' • q 16

",qulfer 'Nedia s:u'll1 illYl C;r,:tvPl ) 6 lR

~oll Nedia ~mllly tn.ml 2 (, 12

ropoqraphy 0-2 1 '[J 1[J

_pact Vadose Zone ::;;11'1,1 o'Vloi C;r ..w,..l 5 r. '0

~ydraul1c Conductlv.ty l{)O-700 ) 4 12

Drastic 1-~
~I:TTING

,{} 1\1"01" "n.¥)fl·;alld"tf'(l , ::.t"!'\l-!'f}'Jl';Qlld"tp GENER"L
~.11,111~ Surrlrl.l 1Inl1 (or

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 1Ij·11'"1 5 q 4~

~et Recharqe 11" • q 36

"quHer N"d.a S""nrl nll.l (~r.'''f·l ) 6 IR

Soil Nedla ~l]ty TI>.1I" 2 4 ~

opoqraplly Il-' \ 10 10

_pact Vado.... Zone sam 'md' (~r ilV(" t 5 6 10

~ydraullc Conductlv.t~ JOO-7flf1 ) 4 12

Dr.tlc Index --!.22-

~I"
10 I\h15 (lfli'0I1';<"'llldat<Y1 " SPmt"<."on·,o lr ."ltro C£NERAL

Sh..11"", Surficial l\qUif"r

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NlIMPER

~.. to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~t Ilec:har'le 10+ • q 36

I\quifer 'Ned i a SariI arJli (;rilVP1 1 6 18

ioU lIecIia snty Irun 2
4 8

.....r .....y 0-2 \ 10 10

....,t Vadose Zone 10m<! _I Cor"""l 5 6 30

",*_Uc Conduct tv1t~ 300-700 J 4 12

Dr_tic 1_ 14q.
'---

I;t:ftlllC 10 l\h16 Utl:'Or\"lOlidi\tf"d .. Snft.l-('oIlr;(Il1itlltee GENERAL
51>111"", Surficlalllal,lf"r

FEATURE RANCE WEIGHT R"TING NlIMBER

p.~.. to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~t Ilecharqe 10+ • q 36

~uirer "Medla 5arYi in1 nriWf"1 ) 6 18

~1l Media U>am 2 ~, 10

ropoqraphy 0-2 \ 10 10

....,t Vadose Zone SArrl <Vld Cor.,,",1 5 6 30

~ydraulic ConductivIty 300"700 1 4 12

Dr_tic 1_
~

~£TTINC 10 1\h17 ~:~i~~]~~~i:l~)7r~~r,f)1tfJatfld G£NERAL

FEATURE RANCE WEICHT RATING NUMB~~R

","pth to lIater 3f)-",O 5 5 n.

~t Rechar'le 10' • " 36

,,",ulfer 'Nedia sana mY) (;r;l\I'f"l ) 6 18

~U Media Silty'''''''' 2 4 8

"opoq~aphY 6-12 \ " 5

llPact Vado.e Zone sanrt anrl (~r.,vC"l 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conduct.v.t )()O-70f) ) 4 12

Dr_tic In<Ie>c 134
'---

~ETTINC 10 hh18 ~~~o;O]td~~~ , SAn1-co""'0\ ldilted GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EICHT RATING NlIMBER

t1eptll to lIater 5-15 5 9 45

Net Rechar'le 10' • 9 36

lIquHer 'NPdia S.,rrl AI1f'l r.rllvf"t J 6 \8

~1l Nedia Clay''''lIIl 2 3 6

opoqraphy 0-2 \ 10 10

IlPACt Vado.e Zone Sftnd and (~r;nlf'J 5 6 30

~ydraul1c Conductivlt~ JOf}-70n J 4 12

Dr_tiC Index~
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~ETTING 10 ~1'19 Unconsol1datl."l , serni-con' "I ,<tnt",' GENERALShallow Surf leial ftt,.-n; 1f01

FEATURE RlUlGf: IIEIGHT RATINC N~ER

Depth to Water 0-5 S 10 50

~et Rechuqe 1~ • 9 36

IIquHer ....edta SFtrrl and GravC'"1 3 6 18

SOU lledia bllty l.aml 2 4 8

opoqraphy 0-2 , 10 10

_pact Vadose Zone 5and and (-;r;'l'.....l S 6 30

Kydraulic Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tic 1_ 164
I--

~EnING 10 1\1>20 ~~~:l~n"i~~l:l~~:;~:' "ll,lnted GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NIIMBER

pepth to lIater 1';-1(1 S 7 35

"et Recherqe 10- 4 9 36

quUer'Media 5ilrll1 m....l l"';ri'lVf'l 3 " 18

oU lledia IDilllt 2 5 10

fopoqraphy 0-2 , 10 10

~act Vadose Zone Sand and Gr'l\lY"'1 5 6 30

,.ydraulic Conductivit~ 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tic 1_ lSI-
ETTINC 1n I\h21 (1nrQ'l~ohdatnl " St'!nlo-( 'onc,ol1flat~ GENERAL

0 ••• i', ;i'ri, ""'". "r

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NIIMBFR

Depth to Water 5-1~ S 9 45

~et Recharqe 10' 4 9 )j;

"qu ifer 'Med ia Sand i'\nfl r.riM"'l 3 6 18

~oil Media !,;ilty U,.,ru 2 4 8

opoqraphy 6-12 , 5 5

lIPect Vadose Zone ::;<lm Md Gr.\Ve-! 5 6 30

Kydraultc Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic IndeX 154
L---

ETTING 10 1\hn t1'r'On~ll.d«tnl " ~f'f\Il"'con'.ol vlatro GENERAL
Shi1110w ::iu:rf lCl.,l ""-"1l1!ff"T

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NIIMBF.II

Oepth to Water 0-" S 10 50

"et Recharqe 10- 4 9 36

quiler ,'Media 5nnd ,'l'lfl r.r;Wt'~1 3 .. l r,

SOil Media I",,.,, 2 '> 10

fopoqraphy 0-, I 10 10

~ct Vadose Zone !;rwG w/~iQ. ~i}t_ , Clay S 4 ,0
Hydraulic Conductivlly 1-100 3 I J

Dr....tic 1_
~

~JIIC 10 1\1l2J ~=l~~~i.~tz~~~~<;()J \dated GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE "EIGHT RATING NIIMBER

~th to Water 15-10 !> 7 35

ltet Ilecharqe 10_ 4 9 36

~1fer 'Media Sand and GrilVt'"l 3 5 IS

lIou ....di. RUty Lo.,." 2 4 8

~UPhY 0-2 I 10 10

....,t Vadose Zone S6G w/siq. Rilt • Clay S 4 20

~ydraulic Conductivity 1-100 3 I 3

Dr_tic 1_ 127-
FETTING 10 1\b24 ll'l"C>'l<;ohitat"'" , Rn1\1<ongnl idatA' GENERAL

Rh-.llnw .r< .,.. ...

FEATURE RANG.: "£IGHT RATING NIIMBER

~" to liner 30-50 S S 25

ltet !lecherqe 1~ 4 9 36

~uifer 'Media Sam ancl Gril\K'l 3 5 15

~u lledi. Rilty 1/",m 2 4 8

opoquphy 6-12 I 5 5

....,t Vadose Zone s.r. w/o;iq. ~ilt , Clay S 4 20

Hydraulic ConducttVity 1-100 3 I 3

DrastIC 1_ -llL.

ETTING 10 1\1>25 ~':."""'''''Ullat''' , Rt>m1-<'oo''Oliitated GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IIUCHT RATING NUMBrR

Depth to lIater S-l~ S 9 45

ltet Recharqe 10. 4 9 36

~u1fer 'Media f;:nYl ~'1"lf1 r.ravf'l 3 5 IS

IioU Media C'li'ly loon 2 3 6

opoquphy 0-2 , 10 10

......,t Vadose Zone R/,G w/s1q. Silt , Cla S 4 20

,.ydraulic Conductivity 1-1110 3 I 3

Dr_tIC 1_
~

ETTINC 1n 1\h?6 Illlt"tJll"lt:;ol1rlatt'd , ~-<"onsolidatec GENERAL!".,Uow R.• r, ' ,i.
FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATINC NUMBER

IIepth to Wllter 5-15 S 9 4'>

et Rechuqe ,~ • 9 )I;

IIquifer 'Hedia ~,nrJ nne" ro,.","",1 3 ., Ir,

SOU Media fiilty lD,1m 2 4 8

opoqr.phy 0-2 I 10 10

......,t V.dose Zone R/,G whlq. SUt , ("lay !> 4 20

Hydraulic Conductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Dr_tic 1_
~
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~ETTJNC 10 I\h2 J lJnconsolifl,.,tro " St'Jfti~"on..oJJrliited G~NERAL
Sh.,ll~ "w ric'" ....ife<

FEATURE lWIGE ~EIGIIT RATING MUMIlER

Pepth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

lIet 1lec:llarCJe lOt 4 9 36

l'4uUer ' ....... ia S"nd and Gr""'" 3 5 15

!sou Media silty J..onl1l 2 4 a

Ol'O'lr.phy 0-2 , 10 10

.....,t Vadose Zone f';&G w/-;iq. 5tH. Clay 5 4 20

~ydr.ulic ConductiVlt) 1-100 3 I 1

Dr_tic Index '.2
l---

ETTING 10 1\1>28 ~~~l~at~ , ",:~;<;;:qo1Jrl"t"'l GENERAL

FEATURE RANGr. WEIGHT RATING MlIMllER

Peptll to Water 0-5 5 10 50

~et RecharCJe 10+ • 9 36

~uUer 'Media Srmd anri r.ri'lVf"l 3 5 IS

~U ....dia s."U1'Iy loam 2 6 12

0l'O'luphy 2-6 , 9 9

..,.ct Vadose Zone 5&G w/t=>iq, Silt (, Clay 5 4 20

~ydraulic Conductivlt) '-Ino 3 I 3

Drastic Index L--ill-

~E""ING 10 Ab29 ~~~.ool1d:;ed " FormJ;;~<;ollClttted GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBr.R

Pepth to Water 1"",-lr) 5 7 lS

j.et Rec:lluCJe 10' • 9 36

~u1fer ~Med1a s..vvl ;1.....1 Gr;lVf"l J 6 18

~U ....di. loam 2 5 10

0l'O'luplly 6-12 1 5 5

.....,t V.dose Zone 5and OM r.r"""J 5 6 30

~ydr.ulic Conductivity 300-700 3 4 20

Drastic Index~

A1'Lo\JITIC AND GULF COASTAL PLAIN

(loa.) liver Alluvium with Overb.nk Deposit.

r~is kydroieoloiic Ilettina i. characterized by low
'opoar.phy aDd thin to anderately thick deposit. of alluvium
Aloue part. of river valley.. The alluvium is underl.in by
....oUd.ted .Dd ...i-eon.oUdated .ediaentary rock.. \later
i. ~tained fr~ ••Dd .Dd ar.vel l.yer. which .re
"terbedded vith filler-arained alluvial depo.it.. The
f1eodplain 18 covered by varyil\& thiemeun of
'i.e-ar.ined, .ilty deposits called overb.nk deposits. The
overbank thieknes. i. u.ually areater along ..jor .treams
(as aueh a. 40 feet) and thinner alona ainor .tre....
rr.eipitation in the region is abundant, but recbarae i.
....what reduced because of the .ilty overbank deposits snd
aUb.equent ailty aoils which typically cover the .urface.
later level8 .re typically .aderately .hallow. The alluvium
..y aerve 8S a aignificaot .ource of water and asy be io
.irect hydraulic connection Vith the underlyins .ediaentary
rocks. The alluvium asy also .erve as a aource of recharge
to the underlyina bedrock.

l;EftlNG 10 fial nlVf"r l\lluviunt WIth fh.f('Iybnnk G~NEIiAL

FEATURE IlIlNGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

!leptll to Water 0-5 5 10 50

Net Recharqe 10' 4 9 3(,

~quHer 'Media Sand .-mc1 r.ravr'} 3 6 18

lioU Hed.a r"""" 2 5 10

opoeJraphy 0-2 I 10 10

.....,t V..c!ose Zone S&G w/~iq. Silt, CIRy 5 6 30

~ydraulic Conductivit~ 300-700 3 4 17

Dr""tlC Index~
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APPENDIX K

PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Pierce County, Washington, lies within the boundaries of two
ground-water regions; the western two-thirds is within the Alluvial
and the eastern one-third lies within the Western Mountain Ranges.
western portion of the county is within the Puget Lowland, which is
with very thick sequences of interbedded glacial sands, gravels and
The shallow aquifer consists of medium- to coarse-grained sands and
exhibiting shallow water-table conditions. These deposits are very
permeable and provide significant quantities of water to domestic and
municipal wells. The shallow aquifer provides recharge to deeper sand and
gravel aquifers and is often in direct hydraulic connection with the deeper
aquifers. Ground-water resources constitute over seventy-five percent of
the drinking water used in this area. The volcanic mudflows and
igneous/metamorphic rocks of the Cascade Range which occur in the eastern
portion of the county provide low yields to wells. Most ground-water
supplies are derived from alluvium adjacent to river valleys. The DRASTIC
Index numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only. Computed
DRASTIC Index values range from 77 to 200. ~ ,
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Figure K-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Pierce County, Washington.
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WEST!lN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lAb) Mountain Slopes - West

This setting is similar to (lAs) Mountain Slopes-East except
that ground water levels are typically more shallow and
precipitation greatly exceeds the amount which falls on the
eastern slopes. Even though rainfall is more abundant,
recharge 1s still low due to the steepness of the slopes and
density of the underlying bedrock and asy ooly exceed 2
inches/year in places where precipitation is very high and
soil cover is unusually favorable. Due to increased
precipitation, pollutants say tend to .ilrate to the water
table sore rapidly, but be sore diluted, than on the
comparable eastern slopes.

1:I"nNG 1/\101 r-lAIllt.!lJI ~, I • Ij " ", I
GI.N I.. l(1\1.

FEATUHE HANCE "n;IGHT "A'i'INC NUMht 1<

Pepth to Water 1'.rIUU 5 2 1',

~et kecharqe 4-1 4 " 24

IA<-lulfer MeJia fo\.·t ..!llOCiAll.CI Ifjllt.'t.JU'> 3 J "
011 Medla Lt).../,lll 2 " 10

ropoqraphy l/-lU'6 1 , j

mpact Vadose Zone ~t'Ulut (..01111....; JIJlll'UJ'> 5 4 20

~YdrauIIC ConductlV.lty l-ltlO j 1 ,

Ord.l;>tlC Iod"" ~~-

--
~E1"rlNl; 1 A1JL J'kJlmLJlil ::.dut" - \.'J. '.t GI.NI.I<AL

---

nATlll<E RANGE "E ICWl' UA'J'lNG NUMUI\<

pepth to Water 7'rl00 5 2 1tl

et Recharge 4-7 4 " 24

qu1fer Med1a t-1l.·tdJIOl pluJ::/ lYIK'l.ll.I:. 3 j "
~oi1 Med1a ['>am 2 " 10

opoqraphy lti 1 '4 1 1 1

mpact Vadose Zone f.\:!L..l,l\1,)l t~llL'/lqllL'()U~ 5 4 20

~ydrau11C Conductivity 1-100 3 I 3

DrasUc Index~

WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES

(lD) Glaciated Mountain Valleys

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderate
topographic relief, and very coarse-grained deposits
associated with the near mountain glacial features, such as
cirques aad paternoster lakes. These deposits msy serve ss
localized sources of water. Water tables are typically
ShallOW with coarse-grained deposits present at the
surface. Mountain glaciers may be present in some areas.
Although precipitation may not be great, recharle is
relatively high when compared to other settinls in the
region because of the large volumes of water produced from
tbe Ilaciers during the summer melting cycle. These recent
glacial deposits are underlain by fractured bedrock of
igneous or metaaorphic orlgin all of which are in direct
hydraulic connection with the overlying deposits. The
fractured bedrock may also serve as a local source of ground
water.

~E'r1'INl; -'
~

1 u1 Gl...ll..l.d! r-\JlUlt..Jlll V,tlh'y, GFNI kAI, .- J
FEATURE llANGt. WEllill'l' ItA'l'lNt; NUHlll 1<

P.,pth to Water 15-jO 5 I '"
N.,t Recharge 10, 4 'J J"

4u1t~r Hedid Sdlld ~uKi CrdVl.:I 3 I< 24

011 MedlA ~<.Il1dy t"kl/n 2 " 12

opoqraphy 2-b~ I y y

m.pact Vadose Zone S'G w/:..1g ~llt .. t:l<..lY 5 7 1',

~Ydr.ulic ConductiVity 1000-2000 3 I< '4

Drastic Index~
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WESTERN MOUNTAIN RANGES REGION

OR) Mud Flows

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low to
moderate topography and variable thicknesses of unsorted
mixtures of boulders and pebbles in a fine-grained aatrix.
The deposits originated from the adjacent .ountain slopes
and tend to be thicker toward the .ountains and thinner in
the valleys with no well-developed drainage pattern. The
mud flows are typically underlain by glacial and alluvial
deposits which eerve ae the major aquifer. Recharge ie
.oderate to low becauee the mud flows restrict infiltration
and asy even eerve to confine the underlying aquifer.

I;F:TTINr, , 111 f.t~ rl~ G~NERAL

f'F.ATURF: RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMOF.r'

j)epth to Wat.er f,-1I'", 5 q 4;

~et Rpch.rqe ,n· 4 9 36

"quHer Media Silm ;mr"l Grilvrol 3 8 }~

1;011 Medi. f{l.,n1 2 ; '[j

opoqraphy 0-7% , 10 '0

",pact Vadose Zone S,G W/SlfT SlIt I. Clay 5 7 3"

~ydratJllc Conductivity 1000-2000 3 8 2~

Drastic Index~

f'TTING 11l?Ml.lo1n~ GENERAL

f'EATURF: RANGE WF.IGHT RATING NUMt\rR

l>epth to Water ~n-r) 5 3 ",
et Pecharqe 4-1 4 f, ]~ I.
qulfer Media fJilnrl my] Gr;wt'l 3 8 ]4

all Media I"'..... 2 5 '0

opoqr.phy 6-'2% , 5 '.

mpact Vadose Zone &,r. w/~jq SlIt • Clay 5 6 10 -J
~ydr.u lie Conduct ivity 100-300 3 ] 6 I

Drastic Index~

Al.LL'VlA~ BASINS

(2G) Coaotal Lowlands

Thi. h)orogeologic setting ie characterized by thick and
very peraeable deposits of gravel and aand laid down by
atreams of glacial meltwater from the Pleistocene glaciers.
The gravel and aand are interbedded with clay in parta of
the area. Floodplain depoaita and interbedded volcanics are
aleo included in aome areaa. The area ia characterized by
the Willamette Valley - Puget Sound trough. Recharge ia
high and water levela are shallow to soderate. The aand and
gravela and interbedded volcanica both may aerve aa prolific
aquifers.

~F:TTING 2 Gl C"l')llo:;tal tD.olVmdc, GF:NERhL

F'F.:ATlIHr RANGE jwEIGHT RAnNG NUMnl~n

pepth to Water 10-')0 5 5 2'>

~et Recharqe 10. 4 9 16

,-qllHer MerJla S"'f'lIl am Gr;wnl 3 R 24

011 Media C:;",nrly Tn.",l 2 6 12

opoqraphy (,-17\ 1 5 5

-.pact Vadose Zone S,r. w/-;iQ S 11 t , Clay 5 7 35

Hydraulic Conductivity 700-10nQ 3 I, '8

Drastic Index 1')5
'---

~f:TTING 2 G2 Co.l';tal Lnwl;:Jtl"'h GENERAL

FEATURF. RhNGF: IwEIGHT RATING NU~11If~»

l>epth to Water 5n-7', 5 3 15

et Recharge 1/\1 4 q 3(,

quHer Media Sam illVl Cr,lvel 3 8 24

1;011 Media ~andy Tn"lfTl 2 6 '2

I"poqraphy 2-6% 1 9 9

Io.pact Vadose ZOne s,r. W/C;lq SIlt , Clay 5 7 3'·

iyJraulic CondlJctivlt JOO-lOOO 3 ,. 18

Drastic Index~
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~ETTING 2 G3 Co."1.<;t,d t..adand~ "'BaAL

PEA'l'URE RANGE !wEIGIft' RATIIIl: 1--1

>epth to Water 7~)-100 5 2 10

~et Recher.,e 10+ 4 9 36

Plquifer Media Sand ",nd Grll\l'C'l 3 8 24

1s011 lIedia Sanrry T.o..:wn 2 6 12

opoqraphy ~-'2\ I 5 5

......t Vadose Zone SOC wldq gilt' Clay 5 1 35

"ydra\111c Conduct IVlty ]00-100 3 4 n

tJrast1c Index~

r
~ Z G7 Cbof>tal Lowllml!o -.w.

ftIIIUR£ lANGE !-EIGIft'.-_f:R

~ to Water 1';-30 5 7 :IS

~.t lechar.,. II)+ 4 9 36

~uit.r Media Sand am Gr"""l 3 8 24

ISoll Media Sandy 1""" 2 6 12
i

opoqraphy 2-6\ I 9 9

"'Pact Vadose Zone 5an<1 am Gravel 5 • 40

.,.r..llc Conluctivit, 700-1000 3 , 18

_1cIndO!x~

~ETTING Z Gl COe!ltal Lowlarrl!; GENERAL

PEA'l'URE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NIJIIIER

Pepth to Water 15-100 5 2 10

et Recharqe 10+ 4 9 l6

jr.quifer Med ia sand iVlt'l GraVC'l 3 8 24

lsoH Media Silty Loam 2 4 8

opoqraphy 6-12\ I 5 5

.....,t Vadon lone s.G w/siq Silt' CI"Y 5 7 35

NYdraullc conductivity JOO-700 3 4 12

tJrast1c I ......~

~E"TING 2 G5 ('o.'lc;tal lDt] iUll'1c:; GENERAL-
~IGHTFEATURF RANGE RATING NUHIlER

)"pth to Water SO-?~ 5 ] 15

~et lecharqe 10+ 4 9 J6

~u1f.r Media Sand 0"1.1)1'1 erawo! 3 8 24

011 Media 5anrly LaalTI Z 6 12

opoqraphy 6-'2' I S 5

..pact Vadose Zone 5and AIlI} (",yilvcl 5 8 40

~Ydraulic Conductivity ]00-700 3 4 12

tJreatic 1_
~

~ETTING 2 G6 ("or"lqtal IDoiI mY)" GENERAl.

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING MllMBF:R

Pepth to Mater 3n-~r) 5 5 2S

~.t lecharqe 10> 4 9 J6

I'quifer Med la Sarlo"1 :toft roT ,lVC"l 3 R 24

011 Media St'I"WIy roam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 2-6' I q 9

"'Pact Vaclos. lone Sard .1m ("tri1'W'tl 5 R 40

"yt!rauUc Conductivity 70o-'O<KI 3 6 18

tJr_tic 1_
~

!sETTING 2 G8 (-o.:1,.till r.owl.vds GENERAL

ftAnlR.: RANGE ~IGHT RATING NUIIBf.R

~h to Water 30-IjO 5 5 2S

~t lechar.,e 101 4 9 36

~u1fer Media 5anl ..M Gravr1 3 8 24

t;o11 _ia &In<1 2 9 18

~raphy 6-17\ I ~ 5

......t Vadoe. Zone sam .'1B'1 Gravrl 5 • 40

~raulic Conductivity 700-'0Il0 3 6 1.

Dr_tic InlIalc~

f:"TrllG 2 G9l....t~) l/JtoIl;uri" GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~th to Water 75-1,.0 5 2 10

et lecherq. llH 4 q 36

qU1f~r MCftia Sand and (';raw') 3 8 7.4

011 Media ~lJAn 2 ~ 12

opoqraphy . 2-6\ 1 q q

aop..,t Vedo.e Zone. !'6l; w/.lq 511' , Cloy 5 7 3~,

~ydre"l1C ConducUvitl 7OG-1f1t JO 3 f. 18

lllr_t1c Index~

~ETTJIIG 2 Gl0 ('o.'''jtill t.owl-m GENERAL

P'EA'rORF: _t ~IGHT IATING MUNBFoR

Pepth to Water r,-1S 5 9 4',

"at lecherqe 10+ 4 9 y.

quit.r Media Senl nnrl ("'JT:JW'l 3 9 27

011 Medi. 5an<1y In..... 2 6 12

I'opoqrephy 0-2\ 1 10 10

Olpa<:t Vado.. lone ~ arYl GraVf"l 5 8 40

Nydr.uUc Conductivit, 2000' 3 10 30

tJr_tic 1...~
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'ETTIIIG 2 1'15 '''''''t.1 Lolo(I.-.ri,- GIIIIJIAL

FEATURF RANGE "'EIGHT ~ING "lIMBER

~h to Water 5"-7~ 5 3 15

"et R.H:h.rge 7-10 • 8 37.
~ui(er Mef)1a r"lI'k'J ,11l1) GrilV'C'l 3 8 74

lsoll Media Silty TOtvn 2 4 8

Iropoqr.phy 2-r.\ 1 • 9

~t Vadose Zone s.c w'''iq HIt ~ nay 5 " ]0

~ydraullc Conductivity ]00-700 J 4 17

Drastic 1_
~ALLUVI4L MSINS

I;ETTING 2 m 1 1 0000l.tal IDwl.tnrJh GEllEIIAL

FF....TURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING "'-FR

Pepth to W.ter lS-10 5 7 JS

~pt

,
llecharge 1O- • 9 y,

~qu1fp.r Media 5mY1 .,nr1 r.,-.,~l 3 • 27

~01l Media Smlfly l.o."11 2 (, 12

opoqr.phy 0-70;, 1 10 10

IIpACt VacIo.e Zone Silnrt my' Gr~l 5 a 40

~ydr.uUc Conductivity 2000" 3 10 10

Dr"t'ic .- --!:!!!-

ETTING 2 (;1.' (·o..,·.t .,1 1/.)wL,ntl" GE..EIIAL

"AT\lIIE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NlIMBER

l>epth to W.ter 5-1'i 5 • 45

~et Recharqe 1nt 4 9 3"

~u1fer Media $antl and I:r,l,",l 3 8 24

~01l Medi. Sanly T.o.vn 2 (, 12

~opoqr.phY 0-7\ I 10 10

....ct Vado.e lone S&G w{Rlq Silt " Clay 5 7 35

~ydrauUc Conductivit~ 700-"'00 3 r, 18

Dr....tic Index~

ETTING 2 r.13 Ow,tal '"""l~... GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NlIMBERI

l>epth to Water 1')- \11 5 7 3~

Net llecharge In, • 9 J{,

qui fer Media ~.;m,l .111'1 cl,lvrl 3 8 ;'4

011 Media Sm"li'ly IJ'l.lI\l 2 " '.'
opoqraphy 2-f17, I 9 9

lIP.c t V.dose Zone s"., w/·~i.q [.ilt It ('lay 5 7 3':,

ydrauUc Conductivity 700-1000 3 (, 18

Drest ic Index 16.
'---

(211a) Uver Alluvium With Overb.nk Deposits

Tbia -,.r...olOiic aetting is characterized by low
t~"'J and tbin to moderately thick deposits of
fl.........a1ted elluviU1ll along portions of the river valley.
The alluvium is underlain by thick sequences of glacial
..terials. Water ia obtained from sand and gravel layers
which are interbedded with finer-grained alluvial depoaits.
The floodplain is covered by varying thicknesses of
fine-arained silt and clay called overbank deposits. The
overbank thickness is usually greater along asjor streams
and thinner slong minor atreams. Precipitation in the
rea ion varies, but recharge is aoaewhat reduced because of
tbe ailty and clayey overbank soils which typically cover
the aurface. Water levels are'.oderately .ballow. GrouDd
.ater i. in direct hydraulic contact with the surface
atre... The alluvium may aerve'aa a aignificant BOurce of
water and may also be in direct bydr.ulic contact with the
underlying glacial deposits.

~TTIIIG ) G14 t ")'"'l<;t.,1 l-OYflmnc; GENERAL

FF....TURF IlANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMDFR

Pepth to W.ter Jo-SO 5 5 25

~et Rpch.rge lOt • " J{,

lIquHer Media S<11yl ilJ'll'1 (~r,')Vf'l 3 8 24

011 Media r.....ntly IJJ.'lm 2 " 17

ropoqraphy 2-6'" I 9 . I

...act V.dose Zone ~t.G w/fiiq 51lt • Clay 5 7 15

~ydraulic Conductlvlt~ 700-1000 3 • ' lH

Dr....tic Index~

I;ETTING 211a1 I'IV'r'r Alluvunn With Ovrrh:lllk GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to Water ';-1') 5 9 4S

"et Recharqe 10' • 9 J6

"qulfer M"dta &"Vll1 allr) c;raVC"'l 3 8 24

~1l Media SiHy 1.Dam 2 4 8

IrOl'09raphy o-n I 10 10

IlPact Vadose Zone s.c "'/5i'1 "lit. Clay 5 7 35

~ydr.ulic ConductiVity 1000-2000 3 8 24

Or_tic Index 182
'--
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~F:'l'TING 2 Ira" Rtver A11uV1J..l'l With nv..'rtank "'ERAL

FEATURF: RANGE ~EIGHT RATING HUMBF:R

pepth to Water S-l':J 5 9 45

~et Recharge 10+ 4 9 )f;

1'-quirer Media $am ilIlfl Ciravrl 3 8 24

~oU Media 5.'lI1l:1y '001m 2 6 12

I'opography 0-2' 1 10 10

Iftpact Vadose Zone !=>&.G W/!>Hl :;ilt 'Clay 5 7 J5

Hydr.ulic Conductivity l00D-7000 3 • 24

IIrMtJc ..... 186-
~ETTING 2 11,,1 RIver "'lluvhun With OV"rb:"ltlk GENERAL

FEATURI' RANCE ~EIGHT RATING NUMD~~R

Pepth to Water l!i-1O 5 7 3~

Net Recharqe 10' 4 9 31>

quirer Media !=land llJlrl Grewe! 3 8 24

oU Media &1I1dy r.o.... 2 6 12

opography D-2' 1 10 10

lIPac t VadOse Zone S&G w/"iq ~llt & Clay 5 7 3S

~ydraul1c Conductivity 1001l-2000 3 • 24

Dr_tic IncIeo<~

ALLtlVIAL JASINS

(21) Mud Flows

This hydrogeologic letting is characterized by low
topography Ind variable thicknesses of unsorted aixtures of
boulders Ind pebbles in I fine-grained aatrix. The depoaits
originated from the adjacent .ountaina and tend to be
thicker toward the mounta1ns and thinner in the valleys With
no well developed drainage pattern. The mud flows are
underlain by glacial and alluvial deposits which lerve IS
the major aquifer. lecharge is moderate to low becauae the
.ud flows restrict infiltration and aay even lerve to
confine the underlyiaa aquifer.

iln'r11lG 2 11 ,.., rz""" CENI!IlAL

FEA'l'lJRE RANGE ~IGHT RATING _UMBER

Ilepth to Water So-7') 5 3 15

llet Rechar"e 4-7 4 6 24

!\qulfer Media 5.!n1 nnrt Gr,,\1("1 3 8 24

>oU Media lDam 2 5 10

ropography 7-/1' 1 9 9

lIPact Vadose Zone S6C ../oig f,ilt , Clay 5 5 2S

~ydraul1c Conductivity 30D-7oo 3 4 12

Dr""tic IncIeo< ....l!L

FF.TTIIlG 2 12 ,.., PI""", GENERAL

MA'l'lJRE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING _I'R

peptla to .ater S-15 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 10+ • 9 31>

,.quHer Media S.,nd .11Ill Gravel 3 8 74

~1l Media '''''''' 2 5 In

ropography 0-2\ 1 10 10

....ct Vadose Zone S&G w/"i<j S11t , Clay 5 5 25

~ydraulic Conductivity l00n-20no 3 8 24

Drastic IncIeo<~

F;TTING 2 13 'hJ PI""," GF.NERAL

FEATURf RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMnFR

f!epth to Water So-75 5 3 15

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 ' 24

1'-quirer Media Sand afllJ Grmrcl 3 8 24

~oU Media I.o.-un 2 5 10

Iropoqraphy 6-12< 1 5 5

MpaCt Vadose Zone ~,,; w/_iq Silt, Clay 5 6 30

~ydr.u11c Conductivity 100-300 3 2 6

Drastic Inc1eo< 114
'--

~£TTINC 2 I4 >\xl f'l00><' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

llepth t.o ...t.er 50-11) 5 3 1S

~et Rechar"e 4-7 4 6 24

~u1fer Media Snnd ilnd Gravcl 3 8 24

~U Media IJ'>llm 2 5 10

I'opoqraphy 17-18' 1 3 1

IIPSCt Vadose Zone S&G w/s1g SUt & Clay 5 6 30

Rydraullc Conductivit~ 100-300 3 2 6

Drastic I.-~
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ALLUVIAL IASINS

(13) Alternating Sandstone and Shale Sequences

This hydrogeoloaic letting il characterized ~y .aderete
topographic relief and loamy eoils underlaln ~y fractured
and folded alternating layers of ledimentary rocka with a
typically high percentage of volcanic fragments. The
bedrock ..y be overlain by interbedded uncon.olidated
depo.its compri.ed of volcanic .ud flow., alluvium, a.h,
lands and lilt.. The recharge la typically blah ln area. of
the region where preclpitatlon la high. Vater levels are
extr"ely variable but are typically deep. The bedrock
aqu1fer y1eld. only ...11 -.ount. of vater from the
interconnected fracture••

ETTING 2 Jl I\ltematinq 9S. "'I 5'''1"ro(',", G!ttERAL

".ATtIRE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 75-100 5 , 10

et Recllarqe 7-10 4 8 32

qUlfer Ml'!'dla Thin OA'ltlC'fJ SS, r...c;, sn 3 6 18

011 Medla 'oam 2 5 10

opography 6-12' 1 5 5

....,t Vadose Sone BED1fv1 r.s. l ...c;, SH 5 6 30

yduul1c Conduct1v1tV 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index~

IlETTING 2 J2 hlternat~ 55. sn St~'p" GENERAL

nATURE RANGE EIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 15-100 5 2 10

~et Recharqe 7-10 4 8 32

~qu1fer Medla Thin nedc.lr-fl s..r;, LS, SH 3 6 18

~Oll Medla lJ:l1l1l 2 5 10

Iropography 18+t 1 1 1

lIPac t Vadose Zone lkd"IC"tl [,'.S I r..s, SH 5 6 JO

~ydraul1c conduct lvity 1-100 3 1 3

Dnstic 1_ W!!L
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APPENDIX L

PORTAGE COUNTY, WISCONSIN

Portage County, Wisconsin, is situated within two ground-water
regions; the northwestern part of the county is located in the Northeast
and Superior Uplands and the remainder of the county is within the
Glaciated central Region. The water resources of the northwestern part of
the county are derived primarily from metamorphic and igneous rocks which
are in hydraulic connection with overlying thin glacial till. This aquifer
yields supplies sufficient for domestic use only. The majority of the
co.unty is covered by thick sequences of glacial outwash sand and gravel
which constitutes the major ground-water resource. These areas are
characterized by highly permeable soils and shallow water depths. The
DRASTIC Index numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined aquifers only.
Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 99 to 200.
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Figure L-1.lndex to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Portage County, Wisconsin.
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7Ia) Outwash

This hydrogeologic setting is charscterized by moderate to

low topography and varying thicknesses of outwash which

overlie sequences of fractured aedimentary rocks. The

outwash consista of water-waahed depoaita of ssDd aDd gravel

which aerve as the principal aquifer in the area. The

outwash alao aerves as a aource of recharge to the

underlying bedrock. Precipitation is abundant throughout

most of the area and recharge is IIOderate to high. bchar.e

is somewhat restricted by the sandy loam aoil which

typically develops in this aetting. Wa~er levels are

extremely variable, but relatively shallow. Outwash

generally refers to water-washed or ice-contact deposits,

aDd can include a variety of morphogenic forms. Outwash

plains are thick aequences of sands and gravels that are

laid down in sheet-like deposits from sediment-laden waters

draining Off, and from within. a glacier. These deposits are

well-sorted and have t:~~~vely high permeabilities. ltames

aDd eskers are ice-contact deposits. A kame is an isolated

hill or mound of strstified sediments deposited in an

opening within or between ice blocks, or between ice blocks

aDd valley walls. An esker is a sinuous or meandering ridge

of well-sorted sands and gravels that are remnants of

atreams that existed beneath and within the glaciers. These

deposits may be in direct hydraulic connection with
underlying fractured bedrock.

7BalOUtwsh
GENEflAL

ETTING

IlANGE ~IGH'I' R1I'I'ING N~EfI

FEA'l'URE

5-15 5
, 45

pepth to Water

~et flechar,e
10+ 4

, J6

sand and Gravel 3 9 27

"""iter Media

Sandy Loom 2 6 12

all IIeclla

0-2 1 10 10

opo,raphy

IlP8Ct Vadose lone sand and GraveI 5 8 40

l'ydraul1c Concluct1vlt~ 2000+ 3 10 30

Drastic X- W!!!!-
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I-t'IIIG 7Ba2 OUboosh GBIIEIIAL

FEA'I'UflE IlANGE ~IGHT R1I'I'ING NlIIIBEfI

~h to Water 5-15 5 , 45

..t lechar,e 10+ 4 , 36

"""Uer IIeclla sand and GrlM!1 3 8 24

~11 IIledla SIrIdy Loom 2 6 12

......raPhy 0-2 1 10 10

-...ct Vacloae lone
5anl and GrlM!1 w/slq.

5 8 40
Silt/Clay

_fdravllc Concluctlvltl 2000+ 3 10 30

lIrastic X- L-!.!L

IlETTING 7Ba3 OUtwash GENEIIAL

FEA'I'URE IlANGE ~~GH'I' RA'I'ING NUMBER

pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~t lecher,e 10- 4 , 36

,~u1fer Media Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

5011 Media Sandy~ 2 6 12

1'0000uphy 6-12 1 5 5

""act Vadose Zone
Sand _ Gravel w/slq.

5 8 40
SlltlClav

ydraullc con~uctlvitl 2000+ 3 10 30

'Drastic X-~

ETTING 7Ba4 OUOiBSh GENERAL

FEA'I'URE flANGE !NEIGH'I' RA'I'ING NUMBER

pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 3S

~t !lecher,e 10+ 4 , 36

~1fer Medla sand and Gravel 3 8 24

all Medla Sandy '''''''''
2 6 12

opo,raphy 2-6 1 , ,
IIPSct Vacloae lone ~ and Gravel WIBle). 5 8 40

Silt/C~.

ltydrauUc ConducUvitl 2000+ 3 10 30

lIrestic Index~



GLACIATED CENTRAL

(7C) Moraine

This hydrogeologic aetting is 'characterized by aoderate to
aoderately steep topography and varying thicknesses of aixed
glacial deposits which overlie aequences of relatively
flat-lying fractured aedi~ntary rocks. This aetting ia
dailar to (7Ia) Outwash in that the aand and gravel within
the sorainal deposits ..y be well-lOrted and serve as the
principal aquifer in the area. Theae deposits also aerra aa
a aource of recharge for the underlying bedrock. Horai..a
alao cOntain aediments that are typically UDsorted and
unstratified; these deposits contain sore fines than outwaah
deposits, are leas peraeable and characteristic of glscial
till. Moraines are typically mounds or ridges of till which
vere depoaited along the aargin of a atagnant or retreating
glacier. Surficial deposits often weather to sandy loa••
Precipitation is abundant throughout tbe region and
ground-water recbarge is moderate. Water levels are
extremely variable, based in part on the thickness of the
glacial till, but are typically fairly shallow.

15-30 5 JS

t Recharqe 7-10 8 32

Sand lIIIld or"""l 3 24

11 Media SlIndy L(l.1I1I 2 6 12

6-12

Zone Sand llJI'l Gravel w/siq.
5 35Silt/Clay

700-1000 3 6 18

Dr_tic 1_ 161

ETTING 7C2 M:>ram.. GENERAL

FEATURE JlANGE ~IGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

~et Recherqe 7-10 4 8 32

"quifer Meelia S;md ard Gr.""l 3 8 24

~oU Media SlIIIldy Loom 2 6 12

lropoqraphY 6-12 1 5 5

..pact Vadoae Zone
Sam and Gr.""l w/aig.

5 5 25Silt/Clay

~Ydraulic COnductIYIty 300-700 3 4 12

Dr_tic 1_
~

GLACIATED CENTRAL

(71b) Uver Alluvium Without Overbank Deposita

fbi. setting is identical to (6Fa) River Alluvium with
Overbank Deposits except that no significant fine-grained
floodplain deposits occupy the .tream valley. This results
in aiJDificantly higher recharge where precipitation is
"'quate and aandy aolls occur at the surface. WateT levela
.ra aoderate to sballow in depth. Hydraulic contact witht" eurface stream is usually excellent, with alternating
recharge/discharge relationships varying witb stream stage.
fhaae deposita also aerve as a good aource of recharge to
the UDderlying fractured bedrock.

10

~ETTING 7Ebl RI_ Mhl'/I\11l w/o OIIerbonk GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IMEIGIlT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~t Recharge 7-10 4 8 32.
I"luifer Meelia Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

I;ou Meelia SlIndy Loam 2 6 12

opoqraphy 0--2 1 10 10

"'Pact Vadoae Zonll! Sand am Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraul1C conduct1vit~ 2llOO' 3 10 30

Dr_tic 1_~
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GLACIATED CENTRAL

(71) Swamp/Marsh

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by low
topographic relief, high water levels and high organic silt
and clay deposits. These wetlands occur alona the courses
of floodplains and in upland areas as a result of vertically
restricted drainage. Common features of upland wetlands
include those characteristics attributable to glacirl
actiVity such as filled-in glacial lakes, potholes and
crsnberry bogs. Recharge is aoderate in most of the region
due to restriction by clayey aoils and limited by
precipitation. The awamp deposits very rarely serve as
aignificant aquifers but frequently recharge the underlying
sand and gravel or bedrock aquifers.

~l:TTING 7I Swamp Gl:Nl:RAL

Fl:ATURl: RANGl: ~IGHT RATING NUMBl:R

Depth to Water Table 0-5
,

5 10 50

lIJet Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

",quiter Medla sand and Gravel 3 8 24

50il Medla """k 2 2 4

ropoqraphy 0-2 1 10 10

lIIPact Vadose lone and and Gravel w/slg. 5 6 30Sllt CIa'

~ydraUllc Conductlvlty 700-1000 3 6 10

Drastic Index 160
'-
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IOlTHIAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(fDa) Glacial Till Over Crystalline Bedrock

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by moderately
low topographic relief and varying thicknesses of glacial
till overlying severely fractured, folded and faulted
bedrock of igneous and _t8llOrphic origin witb minor
occurrences of bedded sedimentary rocks. The till is
principally unsorted deposits which asy he interbedded with
loc:aliaed deposits of sand and gravel. Although ground
..ter occurs in both the glacial deposits and fractured
bedrock, the bedrock is typically the principal aquifer.
The glacial till serves as a recharge source. Although
precipitation is abundant, recharge is only anderately high
HCause of the low pel'llleabHity of the glacial till and the
s8rflclal deposits which typically weather to loam. Depth
to wter ia extremely variable depending in part On the
thickness of the Ilacial till, but is typically moderately
ahallow.

I;ETTING 9DA1 Glacial Till OvP.r GENERIIL
CrvstllllJ.ne Brdrock

FEATURE RANGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 1~-3O 5 7 35

~et Recharge 2-4 4 3 12

!\quifer Media sand and Gravel 3 4 12

011 Media 51lty Loo'" 2 4 11

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

.pact Vadose Zone ~ and Gra""l w/Slg.
5 6 30Sllt/CliJ\l

~ydrauUc COnductivity 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Ih5ex~



NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9E) Outwash

This hydrogeologic aetting is characterized by aoderate
topographic relief and varying thickness of outwash which
overlie fractured bedrock of aedimentary, aetamorphic or
igneous origh. The outwaBh C:ODlliaU of _ter- _sheel
deposits of sand and gravel whic:h often aerve aa the
principal aquifers in the area, and Whic:h typic:ally h"e a
aandy loam aurficial layer. The outwaah aho aervea aa a
source of recharge to the underlying bedrock. Rec:harge ia
abundant and ground-water recharge is high. Water levela
are extremely variable, but are relatively ahallow.

ETTING 9F:l o'ltwash GENER"L

FE"TURE Rl'oNGE ~IGRT RI\TING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

Met Recharge 4-7 4 • 6 24

quifer Media Sand an<! Gravel 3 5 '5

oU Medla !<lain 2 5 10

Iropoqraphy 2-6 I 9 9

• p.ct Vadose Zone
sand and Gra""l w/s19.

5Silt/Cloy 7 35

~ydrauUc Conductivlt~ '00-300 3 2 6

llr.t1c Index '34
I--

ETTING 9E2 outwash GENEAAL

FE"TtJRE Rl'oNGE IwEIGHT RI\T1NG NUMBER

epth to lister '5-30 5 7 35

Net Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

"quifer Media Sand an<! Grawl 3 5 '5

~011 Media Sardy loIlm 2 6 '2

opoqraphy 2-6 I 9 9

_pact Vadose zone Rani! ~l~~~~ w/sl\1. 5 7 35

"ydraullc Conductlvlty 300-700 3 4 '2

Orastic Index~

NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(feb) River AllUVium Without Overbank Depoaits

fbia bydrogeologic aetting is identical to (9GB) liver
Alluvium With Overbank DepoBits exc:ept that no significant
flae-ar ained floodplain deposita oc:cupy the stream valley.
tkla ~eau1ts in allniflc:antly higher recharge where
precipitation is adequate and ..ady aoils oc:c:ur at the
aurface. Water levela are .aderate to ahallow in depth.
IJdraulic contact With the aurface atream is usually
~c:ellent, with alternating recharge/disc:harge relationships
"arying wi th stream atage. These deposi ts aerve as a good
sourc:e of rec:harge to the underlying fractured bedrock.

lIETTING 9Gb. River I\lluvium w/o Overt<-.nk GENERl'oL

FEI\TURE RMGE "EIGHT R"TING NUMBER

Ilepth to Water '5-30 5 7 35

Met Recharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

,",uifer Media Sand an<! Gravel 3 8 24

011 Media Sardy lC<I1I 2 6 '2

opoqraphy 1r2 I '0 '0...¥-..
..pact Vadose ZOne

hard and Gravel w/sig •
5 6 30Silt/Clav

"ydrauUc Conductiv1t~ 300-700 3 4 '2

Dnstic Index~

lIETTING 9Gb2 River I\lluvlum w/o Overbank GENE1lI\L

FEIITURE Rl'oNGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Pepth to lIater 5-,5 5 9 45

~et Recharqe 7-'0 4 8 32

~1fer Medla Sand and Gravel 3 8 24

~U Medla Sardy LolIn 2 6 '2

ropoqraphy 1r2 , '0 '0

~act Vadose zone Sand :':1t%=1 w/siq. 5 7 35

IY"raul1c Conductivity 700-'000 3 6 '8

IOr.tic Index 176-
606



ETTING 9Gb) River lUluvi\lll wto __ GENERAL

nATURE IlNIGE jNEIGHT RATING NtIM8ER

PePtll to Water 5-15 5 9 45

~et Reellar'le 7-10 4 8 U

~u1fer Pledia SIInd and Gravel 3 8 24

011 Pledia San6y ID8lI 2 6 12

opoqraplly D--2 I 10 10

lIPact Vadoee lone Sand and Gravel 5 8 40

~ydraulic Conductivity 2000+ 3 10 30

Dr_tie I'"~

NORTHEAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

(9H) Swamp/Marsh

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topographic relief, high water levels and high organic ailt
aDd clay deposits. These wetlands occur along the couraes
of floodplains and in upland areas as a result of vertically
restricted drainage. Common features of upland wetlands
include those characteristics attributable to glacial
activity such as filled-in glacial lskes, potholes and
cranberry bogs. Recharge 1& aoderate in most of the region
due 'to restriction by clayey soils. The swamp deposits very
rarely serve as significant aquifers but frequently recharge
the underlying sand and gravel or bedrock aquifers.

ETTING '1111 5"""",' GENERAL

FF.ATlIPE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

l>epth to Water 0-5 5 10 50

Net Reehuqe 4-7 4 6 24

~u1fer Media sand and Gr,.",,1 3 5 15

on Media ltJck 2 2 4

opclCJraphy D--2 1 10 10

lIPact Vadose Zone San<1 and GraVC'! w/siq.
5 6 30

Silt/Clay

~ydraul1c Conductivit~ 100-]00 3 2 6

Drastie Indllx~

IIIftING 91/2 Soolnf> GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE lrEIGHT RATING NUMbER

~II to Water 0-5 5 10 50

Ilet aeehn'!e 4-7 4 6 24

""'lfer Media
_tl1<>re<l M<>t.W>rphicl

3 5 15
I~lS

~1l Media ltJck 2 2 C

~raphy 0-2 I 10 10

~t Vadoee Zone IleI:ao<lrpl\ic/lgnEOl8 5 4 20

~raUl1C COnduct1vit~ 1-100 3 1 3

Dr....tie Indelt~

1I0UBtAST AND SUPERIOR UPLANDS

('1) ledrock Uplands

fbie hydrogeologic eetting is characterized by moderately
low topographic relief and exposed fractured, folded and
faulted bedrock of igneous and low-grade metamorphic origin
with ainor occurrences of bedded sedimentary rocks.
aecbarge is primarily controlled by precipitation but is
limited by tbe bydraulic conductivity of the rock. Where
present, soils are commonly sandy. These areas typically
Nrve as limited aqu1fers.

ETTINC 911 BMrock Uplands GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE lIEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~ptll to Water 15-]0 5 7 35

Net RechU'le 2-4 C 3 12

~1fer Media
We.there<! ~tMDrphlc/

3 5 15Iqnews

011 Media Sandy In"'" 2 6 12

opoqraplly 2-& I 9 9

""act Vadose Zone Met.-.n:>rphic/Iqneous 5 5 25

~l'draulic Conductivit~ I-lOa 3 1 ]

Drastlc Index~
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~ETTING 912 Bedrock Upum. GENERAL

FEATURE IlAHGE ~IGRT RATING ~ER

Pepth to Water 3D-50 5 5 25

~et R"charge 2-4 4 3 12

qUif"r Media Weathoort'd Metanttphlcl
3 5 15I""""',s

5011 Media Lo1wn Z 5 10

opography 2-6% 1 9 ,
.....,t VIldO.e Zone MetallXpll1c/t~ 5 5 25

Rydraul1c Conductivitv 1-100 3 1 3

llrMtlc I.... "-
~ETTING 913 llroraeI< ~l.5ld." GENERAL

FEATURE _E IaIGHT RATING NUMBER

~epth to Water 30-50 5 5 25

"'et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

quifer Media 5arrlstt:1lP 3 7 21

011 Mecha 1DM> 2 5 10

opography 6-12 1 5 5

mpaet Vadose Zone 5ando;tone 5 6 J(l

~ydraul1c Conductivit~ 1-100 3 1 3

llrMtlc _ 106
~

ETTING 914 Bmrocl<~s GENERAL

FEIITlJRE RANGE IlEIGHT RII1'1NG NUM&ER

Ilepth to Water 15-30 5 7 35

et Recharqe 2-4 4 3 12

quit.. , Media Weathered It>t''''''''Phlcl
3 5 15

I""'""""

011 Media Loam Z 5 10

opoqraphy 2-6 1 9 9

mpact Vadose Zone Metanorphlc/lqneQIS 5 5 25

ydraulic ConducUvitl 1-100 3 1 3

~.t1c_ 109
~
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APPENDIX. M

YOLO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Yolo County, California, lies within the Alluvial Basins ground-water
region. From west to east, the hydrogeologic settings exemplify a typical
cross section through an alluvial basin sequence. In the western portion
of the county, marine sandstones and shales yield only small quantities of
remnant saline water. Older continental deposits, alluvial fans and river
alluvium comprised of sands, silts and clays provide the majority of the
ground-water resources for the county. Conductivities are variable but
typically provide significant well yields. These aquifers are usually
unconfined and where they overlap, are hydraulically connected.
Agricultural irrigation water provides significant recharge to these
aquifers. The DRASTIC Index numbers reflect evaluation of unconfined
aquifers only. Computed DRASTIC Index values range from 67 to 192.
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Figure M-1. Index to map sheets, detailed pollution potential map, Yolo County, California.
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2A) Mountain Slopes

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by steep slopes
on the side of aountains, a thin soil cover and highly
fractured bedrock. Ground water is obtained priaarily from
the fractures in the bedrock which asy be of sediaentary,
aetuorphic or igneous origin. The fractures prOVide ollly
localized sources of ground water and well yields are
typically limited even though the bydrsulic conductiVity ..y
be high because of the fractures. Due to the steep alopes,
thin lOil cover and small storage cspacity of the fractures,
runoff is significant and ground-water recharge is aJniaal.
Ground-water levels are extremely variable, but are
typically deep.

ETTIIlC 2 A.1 ....::::a,mttlln Slq-.~, GENERAL

F&ATURr. RANGr. IwtIGHT RATING NUMBrR

~pth to Water 100' S 1 5

et Recharqe 0-2 4 1 4

~IIHer Media 'nlln fktc'tll''fl SS-loS-SJ-1 3 6 18

oU Media '.Mlin/J\)w·nt 2 10 20

opoeJraphy 18+ 1 1 I

'"Pact Vadose Zone 8<'Mod ~!;-'S-Sll S 6 )0

ydraliltc ConducUvHy 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index~

~ETTING 2 1\2 "blntain ~lq....; GENERAL

FEATURE IlAAGE WEIGHT RATING NUMBER

Depth to Water 1(10+ 5 1 5

et ReeharCJe --
0-7 • 1 4

l'cI"Her 'Medla Thin oro-lrvl S!;-I:;-S11 3 6 18

Isou Media ShriJlkin'J/I\'1~. Clay 2 7 14

lropoeJraphy tn· I I 1

.pact Vadose Zone Ilnldm S.~-1s,-SII 5 6 30

~ydr.1I11c Conductivlt) 1-10fl 3 1 3

Drastic Index ....2L-

, liEnlllG 2 1\,3 fot)llnt"tn 51ev-n GENERAL

FEATURE ~E !BrGHT RATING NUMBER

~h to Water 100' 5 1 5

~t Recharqe 0-7 • 1 4

""",Her'Medla Th in lJnldr.rl m-IR-sn 3 6 18

~U Media ClilY J.o.'lm 2 3 6

~raphY 18' 1 1 1

....t Vadose Sone 8oddc'd SS-I r,-SH 5 6 30

"'r.ul1e Coaductlvit) 1-100 3 1 3

Drastic Index~

ALLlIYIAL BASINS

(21) Alluv1al Mountain Valleys

Tbis hydrogeologic setting is characterized by thin bouldery
alluvium which overlies fractured bedrock of sedimentary.
aetaaorphic or igneous origin. Slopes in the valley
typiCally range from 2 to 6 percent. The allUVium, which is
derived from the surrounding steep slopes aerves as a
localized source of water. Water levels are aoderate in
depth, but because of the low rainfall, ground-water
recharge is low. Ground water may also be obtained from the
fractures in the underlying bedrock which are typically in
direct hydraulic connection with the overlying alluvium.

~ETTINC 2 n1 1\lluviilll r-blntaln Vall,..)'" GENE~AL

FEATU~E ~ANGE ~EIGHT ~ATING NUMBER

~pth to Vater 1';-10 5 7 3'

~et ltecharCJe 2-4 4 3 17

r'<Iu1'er "Hed!a Smll1 ann (;TiWf>l 3 8 2~

~1l 1led1a Silty f.o.... 2 4 II

opoeJraphy 2-(I'A 1 9 "
'"Pact Vadose Zone Sam .Vlr) GraV"'l S 8 ~o

~ydrall11c Conduct1vlty 700-1000 3 6 18

Drasttc Index L--..llL
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2C) Alluvial Fans

This bydrogeologic setting is characterized by gently
sloping alluvial deposits which are coarser near the apex in
the mountsins and grade toward finer deposits in the basins.
Witbin the alluvial deposits are layers of sand and gravel
which extend into the central parts of the adjacent basins.
The alluvial fans serve as local sources of vater alld also
as the recharge area for the deposits in tbe adjacent basin.
The portion of tbe fan extending farthest into the basin ..,
function as a discharge area, especially during seasons vben
the upper portion of the fan is receiving substsntisl
recharge. Discharge zones are uaually related to flow aloQl
the top of stratified clay layers. Ground-vater diacharge
zones are less vulnerable to pollution than recharge zones.
Where tbe discharge/recharge relationship is reversible the
greater vulnerability of the recbarge condition must be
evaluated. Ground-water levels are extreDlely variable, aDd
the quantity of vater available is limited because of the
low precipitation and low net recharge. Ground-water depth
varies from over 100 feet near the mountains to zero in the
discharge areas. The alluvial fans are underlain by
fractured bedrock of sedimentary, DletaDlorphic or igneous
origin which are typically in direct hydraulic connection
with the overlying deposits. Limited supplies of ground
water are available from the fractures in the bedrOCk.

ETTING 2 el Alluvial Fan GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

pepth to lIater 1)0-75 S 3 15

~et RecharCJe 2-4 • 3 12

~lI1fer 'Media s."lIld ,lId Gr.wel 3 S 24

~OU Media Cl.'Y 1.01.. 2 3 6

IrOpoCJraphy 2-r" 1 9 9

lIpact Vadose Zone S5G W/""I Silt /Clay S 7 :IS

~ydraulic Conductivity 700-1000 3 6 ~

Drastic I.... ......!!2-

jln'?11IG 2 C2 1\.lluvial FNl' GENERAL

FEATURY. RANGY. IwEIGH1' RATING NUMBER

....th to lIater )O-~O 5 5 25

JlBt _harCJe 4-7 • 6 24

~Her'Media s..1I1d and Gr.....1 ) 8 24

~U Media Cloy J"""" 2 3 6

jroPotraphy 2-6t 1 9 9

~lIIPKt Vadose Zone SloG w/,.iq Silt/ClaY S 7 35

~ydralllic Conduetivitl 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic I.... 141
I--

~ETTING 2 C3 /llIOIVial Flll' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE ~EIGHT RATING NUMBER

~.. to lIater 15-10 S 7 35

~et ReeharCJe 4-7 • 6 24

~Her 'Media sam and Or"""l 3 8 24

!IOU Media Cloy Loom 2 3 6

IrOpoCJraphy 2-/;' 1 9 9

lIpact Vado... Zone S.e w/sl~ Silt/ClaY S 7 35

~ydr ... lic Conductivit~ 700-1000 3 6 18

Drastic I.... --!!!.-..
~!TTING 2 C4 /llluvinI Fan. GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER---~Pth to lIater Jo-r,O S 5 2'i

~et ReeharCJe 10' • 9 1(.

rc-utfer "'Media SrmrJ ltTJti (";r.,v('1 3 8 24

~U Media CI")' 1""... 2 3 r,

'_raphy 0-2' 1 10 10

IIIPKt Vadose Zone S.e W/.,q Silt/Clay S 7 35

~ydraulic Conductivity J0o-l000 3 6 18

Drastic I....~

ETTING 2 C5 /llIuvi.,1 FAA" GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE !wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~h to lIater 30-'iO S 5 25

et RecharCJe 7-10 • 8 32

lIquHer'Media S.,nrl lUll1 c;rMl'l"'l 3 8 24

ioU Media Clay 1.QlIlIl 2 3 r,

rOflllCJraphy 0-21. 1 10 10

IIIPKt Vadose Zone SloG w/siq Silt/Clay S 7 )e,

~ydraulic Conductivitl 700-11100 3 6 18

Drastic Index~
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ETTING 2 C6 Alluvial Pans GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING N_ER

.
pepth to Water 1';-30 5 7 35

,.et Recharge 7-'0 4 8 32

qUlfer'Media SaM .11),1 Gr'CJVt'l :I 8 24

~u Media Clily'oam 2 3 6

opography 0-2\ 1 10 10

'"PACt Vadose Zone SoC w/"iq !'Ilt/Clay 5 7 35

~ydraul1c COnductivit) 700-'000 :I 6 18

Drastic 1_
~

ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2Ha) River Alluvium With Overbank Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by low
topography and thin to moderately thick deposits of
flood-deposited alluvium along portions of the river valley.
The alluvium is underlain by thick s,equences _of glacial
materials. Water is obtained from sand and gravel layers
which sre interbedded with finer-grajned alluvial deposits.
The floodplain is covered by varying thicknesses of
fine-grained silt and clay called overbank deposits. The
overbank thickness is usually greater along major streams
and thinner along minor streams. Precipitation in the
region varies, but recharge is somewhat reduced because of
the silty and clayey overbank soils which typically cover
the surface. Water levels are moderately shallow. Ground
water is in direct hydraulic contact with the surface
stream. The alluvium may serve as a significant source of
water and may also be in direct hydraulic contact with the
underlying glacial deposits.

jiETTINe 2 Ha1 1?1vr'T Alluvium w/t)vror)l>'lnk Dr1Xl5Jt' GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE \wEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~pth to Water rl -1'i 5 9 45

~et Recharge 4-7 4 6 24

~qu ifer 'Med 1a , Sand and eril""l 3 8 24

Isou Med.a Shrinkinq/hlq. Clay 2 7 14

opography 0-2\ 1 10 10

mpact Vadose Zone Silt/Cli1y 5 2 10

ydraul1c Conductivity 300-700 3 4 12

Drastic 1_~

,\.

Iaen'INC 2 Hal River IIlluvi.... w/Ollcrh1nk !l<'pof;it GENERAL

FEATURE RANGE IwEIGHT RATING NUMBER

~.. to Water 5-1'; 5 9 4S

~t lecharge 7-'0 4 8 32

~lfer 'Media Sand and er.,..,l 3 8 24

!tou Media Silt 1.0."" 2 4 8

~l'AphY 0-2\ 1 10 10

~-..et Vadose Zone SoVld and Cr."",! S 8 40

~pdraul1c Conductivit, 2000+ 3 10 30

Dratic 1_ l....1ai-

ft"I'lNG 2 Ifa3 ~l....,.. 1Il1uvu.. GENERAL

P£A'l'URE RANGE IwEIGHT RIITING NUMBER

~ to Water 5-1':» 5 9 4S

~t Recharge 7-10 4 8 32

~ulfer 'Medla sand lind Gra\ICIl 3 8 24

~U Media s;uxl 2 9 18

jropoqraphY 2-6\ 1 9 9

IIPKt Vadose Zone 5ard and er""",l 5 8 40

~ydraUllc Conductivity 1000-2000 3 6 24

Dr_tic 1_
~
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ALLUVIAL BASINS

(2K) Continental Deposits

This hydrogeologic setting is characterized by aoderate to

low topographic relief and thick deposits of interbedded

sand, silt and clay with discontinuous lenses of coarser

saDd and gravel which formed on broad floodplains. The

deposits may be partially consolidated due to subsequent

deformation. The aand and gravel deposita within the

alluvium serve as locally important aources of water. The

deposits are underlain by aedi_ntary, _taaorphic aDd

igneous rocks which typically do not yield significant

quantities of water. Recharge is limited throughout lIOat of
the area by low precipitation.

~ETnllG 21(1 Cont:i.nental l:X>poslt!': GENERAL

FEATURE R;W....CE jltEIGltT RATING NIlMllER

Pepth to Water 100'- 5 1 5

~et RechuCJe 2-~ 4 3 12

"qu1fer'Media S;tnd and Gr,wel J 8 24

~oll Media Silty 1.l>11IIl 2 4 s

Iropoqraphy 18' 1 1 1

.pac t vadose Zone S.c w/siq 5' It/Clay 5 6 30

~ydraullc COnductivit 300-700 J 4 12

DrastiC Indek I.-.-..2L-

ETTING 2 X2 Cnntirlf"rltal rx,x>5its GENERAL

FEA'I'URE RANGE !wEIGHT ""TING NUMBf.R

pepth t.o Wat.er So-'75 5 3 1S

~et llechuCJe 2-~ 4 3 12

",quifer'Media Snn<! .nit Gr"""l J 8 24

~Oll Media Silt "".." 2 4 B

opoqraphy (,-12' 1 5 S

lIPac:t Vadose Zone 5'" w/si~ sllt/Clay 5 6 30

~Ydraullc Conductivlt\ 300-700 J 4 12

Dr_tiC Indek t.-2!!L
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iln't11lG 2 10 CCl'lt1nental I'lo\n;itq CENERAL

FEATURE RANGE WEICllT ltA'I'IlIG NUMBER

~.. to Water ~'') 5 3 1S

~t IlecharCJe 2-4 4 3 12

~1fer 'Media Sar>d ;mil r.rall<'1 J 8 24

jIoU Media SI1rinkincI/1I<lq. Clay 2 7 ,.
........aphy 1)-12\ 1 S 5

....,t VAdose ZOne SloG w/siq Sut/Clay 5 6 30

~8UliC Conductivit) 300-7.00 3 4 17

DrastiC Indek~
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